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FOREWORD

Indian History is like the mighty stream of the Ganga flowing from the

High Himalayas of Cultural ideals to the ocean of the people’s life In it are

mingled the waters of many tributaries, vis

,

the cultural traditions of the

diverse peoples and religions inhabiting the soil of India Each one of them

has its contribution to make to the history, culture, religion, literature and

art of this land Amongst them three streams are distinctly recognised, ms.,

Vedic, Buddhist and Jain The Vedic literature through Sanskrit was first to

come within the purview of modern scholars, specially westerns, since the time

of Franz Bocc who first discovered Sanskrit in 1808 with its full implications

for comparative linguistic mythology etc Buddhism through Pali takes the

second rank which widens the horizon of Indology in many of Its important

branches Its literature was published with an unprecedented gusto and many

distinguished savants devoted themselves to the preparation of critical Pali

tests, their translation and the extraction of maximum information relating

to ancient Indian religion, philosophy, liteiature and history. The P51i Text

Society rendeied yeoman’s service in establishing Buddhist studies on a per-

manent footing

The third great branch in the form of Jainology somehow did not receive

the impetus or recognition which it deserved by virtue of its very extensive

Agamic literature in the form of the scriptural texts in Ardhamagadhi and the

voluminous Praknt and Sanskrit commentaries as well as a body of other

literature of high value The result was that the Jam tradition could not con-

tribute its share to the understanding of the culture of the country on the

one hand and to the elucidation of the special thought enshrined in the Jain

tradition It has a history of about 25 centuries and a wide extension covering

all parts of the country Fortunately the time has now come when a dynamic

movement is being witnessed for the lehabihtation of the Jain literature and

cultural tradition in the form of textual editing, interpretation, lexicographical

presentation and its gradual introduction mto the orbit of academic studies

Both Jain and non-Jain scholars are taking their due share in this noble task

As such it gives me great pleasure to welcome my enthusiastic friend Sri

Gulab Chandra Choudhary into the field of Jam studies with his first publica-

tion entitled ‘Political History of Northern India from Jain Sources.’ In this

thesis approved for the ra d Degree of the Banaras Hindu University m 1954

the author has utilized mainly the Jam sources with a view to reconstruct,

examine, check up or supplement the political history of the various dynasties

from the 7th to 13th century An, ie, from the time of Harsa to that of

B
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Vagheks It is a very painstaking study in which maximum material relating

to the subject has been brought together from many a source, viz
, Carita and

Prabcmdka literature, Katha or narrative literature, Eavya literature in Sans-

krit, Prakrit and Apabhramia. PiaSastis or colophons to important manu:cnpts

PaftavaUs or traditional lists of teachers and pupils of the Jam Church and

finally the most important of them all inscriptions which furnish reliable data

regarding the chronological sequence of dynasties and rulers

The dynasties of Madhya Deia include the Pusyabhuti of Thanesvar

and YaSovarman and Ins successors as well as the GurjaiarPratiharas and the

Gahadavalas of Kannoj and Kasi. The dynasties of eastern India

tieated here include the Palas of Magadha, the Senas of Bangal and the

Kesaris of Kalmga The story of the royal dynasties of Central India about

whom the Jam sources furnish a valuable hand-out of information, includes

the Candelas of Khajuraho, the Kaccbapaghatas of Gwalior, the Kalacuii of

Dahal or Cedi, the Paramaras of Malava with their conspicuous contribution

to the literature and art of India The scene then shifts to Rajasthan where

supplementary light on the history of Cahamanas of Sakambhari, Rana-

thambor, Naddula and Jalore is forthcoming, together with other dynasties

in that area, viz

,

the Guhila-putras of Mewar, the Rastrakutas of Hastkundi,

the Paramaras of Banswara, Candravati and Kiradu Amongst the well

known dynasties of Saurastra are included the Cavadas of Anahillapura, the

Caulukyas of Gujarat including such great names as Mularaj, Jayasmgh Sid-

dharaja, Kumarapala and Bholu Bhima, theVarela branch of the Caulukyas

including Lavanaprasada, his son VIradhavala, and the two Minister-brothers

Yastupala and Tejahpala and finally the Cahamana rulers of Lata including

Sindhuraj The political history of most of the dynasties fe already h*10"™

from other literary and epigraphic sources but in this specialised work it wi

be seen what light the Jain sources throw on the dynasty as a whole or on

the individual rulers, their achievements and principal political events of the

reigns In this study a happy combination is the attention paid to geograp y

with respect to the original seat of the particular royal family, its

^
the identification of ancient place names, e Kalyana-kataka (pp 218-2^1

Part II ol the thesis app#tains to a study of the polity and administration

which evolved during this important period in which the position of the king,

his council ministers, organisation of the central and provincial admuustrati10 ,

the status of Samanta rulers and the local governments functioning m

Capital cities and towns and villages are all studied uith careful ana P'S
^

their precise features I pay my tribute to this study which covers a wi
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range of literary and epigraphic sources and which gives evidence of careful

and accurate presentation of the material The thesis will serve as a supple-

mentary source for reconstructing the history of Mediaeval India with special

reference to local history

A similar attempt with regard to the history of Southern India from Jain

inscriptions and literature of which the evidence is equally abundant needs

to be undertaken, and a third volume devoted mainly to cultural history in

all aspects from Jam sources would go a long way to complete the menu offered

by the Jam side Ultimately all these are but the various strands in the story

of Indian civilization, each contributing its own spectrum line in this radiant

picture

Banaras Hindu University Vasudeva S Agrawala

8-3-1963





PREFACE

This thesis aims at bringing together and assessing the Jain Sources

towards the reconstruction of the Political History of Northern India Ciica

650 ad to Circa 1300 ad In dynastic histories of Northern India, so far

written, some of the Jain Sources were used but casually and incompletely In

the following pages it has been endeavoured to collect ah possible data avail-

able from the Jain Sources No doubt, this attempt is sectional and focuses

light from only one quarter, but it does substantially help in forming a com

prehensive picture of India’s past Its value, however, is supplementary to

other attempts which have been made in writing the political history of

Northern India

The scope of the thesis includes the fixing of the chronological position

of various dynasties and individual rulers, discussion of genealogical sequence,

description of wars and conquests, administration, patronage to art and liters

ture and personal achievements of individual rulers belonging to different

dynasties

In the part II of this work, an attempt has been made to reconstruct and

review the Jain political concepts and administrative ideas prevalent tradi-

tionally and practically, during the period under discussion

The Jain Sources mainly used in this thesis may be mentioned under two

heads A Literary, including (1) the Caritas and Prabandkas, (2) Nanative

Literature, (3) Literature on Polity, (4) Miscellaneous Literatme, (5) Paliu-

vah(s) and (6) PraSasti(s) (Colophons), B Epigraphical, including (1)

Eulogies, (2) Donations and Grants, (3) Dedications and (4) Memorials, both

official and private

Attempts have also been made to throw new light on the following topics

Ama Nagivaloka of Kanyakubja, the so-called Ayudha dynasty, the date of

the Pratlhara king Vmayakapila, the date of the accession of the Paramara

Bhoja, the early history of the Cahamanas and Guhilotas, identification of

Avantiprabhu of the Arthuna inscription of the Banswara Paramara dynasty,

the chronological position of Adbhuta KrsnarSja on the basis of a Jain mscrip

tion from DiySna near Mt Abu The history of the Caulukya dynasty of

Anahilavada has been thoroughly revised in the light of the Jain Sources In

part II of the thesis special emphasis has been laid on Jainistic approach to-

wards problems relating to polity and administration The treatment under

various heads mentioned above is both independent and corroborative and con-

firmatory
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The present writer has derived help from large number of original works

which are extensively quoted in the course of this thesis His indebtedness to

various authors in this held is also great It is not possible to mention all of

them here, acknowledgment of their help has been made mostly in the foot-

notes.

Like all those students who are first introduced to the world of scholar-

ship by their teachers, the author is deeply indebted to his revered teacher

Dr Raj Bah Pandeya, mjv
,
n litt., ex-Principal, College of Indology, Banaras

Hindu University, and at present Professor and Head of the Department,

Ancient Indian History and Culture, University of Jabalpur, M P., whose

valuable guidance and sympathetic attitude have greatly helped him in the

preparation and completion of this work, to whom this work is also dedicated

In this connection he also cannot forget his revered teacher the departed

savant Dr A. S. Altekar, m a., ix b
,
d litt

,
who kindly initiated and inspired

him for the study and researches in the Indological field, to whom also this

work is dedicated

The author was fortunate enough to receive unbounded favour from the

great savant Dr V. S Agrawala, itA, ph.d
,
dxitt., of Banaras Hindu Uni-

versity, whose occasional help gave him insight in the subject His debt of

gratitude has immensely increased on account of his crowning this humble

work with his learned Foreword

The author feels much thankful to Dr Pt. Sukhalalji Sanghavi, AcSrya

Jinavijaya Muni, the late Pt. Nathuram Premi, Dr. Hiralal Jain and Dr. A N.

Upadhye, the doyens of Jain studies from whose critical editions and learned

introductions of Jam texts the author has obtained much help and to w om

like other students of Jamology, he looks forward as the beacon-light and per-

ennial source of help and inspiration Their timely and proper advice at tne

time of the All India Oriental Conference at Lucknow, curved the hne oi in

author to achieve this present goal and saved him from going astra^ ^oin
,

out in the Publishers’ Note the thesis was intended to cover the un

aspects also of the period but it was abandoned with the view it was too g

for a single thesis. The author has keen desire and look® f“d

^
favourable circumstances for prosecution of his study on 6

from Jain Sources left by him

The author can never forget Pandit Dalsukh Malavanis, L D

Bharatiya Sanskrit! Vidya Mandir, Ahmedabad from w om e

thc

stant light and unfailing inspiration and all sorts of assista c
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period of writing this thesis. To Dr. M D. Shastri, Professor Jayachandra

Vidvalankar, Rev. Bhikkhu J. Kashyap, Dr. A EL Narain, Dr. Subhadra Jha

and Pt Phool Chandra Shastri also the author is much obliged, who gave lum

all loving encouragement during the period of his stay at Varanasi and there-

after when his spirits were drooping.

The author as a research Scholar in the Banaras Hindu University was

the recipient of the Singhi Jain Scholarship from the Parfvanath Vidyashrama

for two and half years, which made his stay and work at the University pos-

sible. He has derived much help from the well-equipped and beautiful library

of the Vidyashrama which will ever attract the Scholars engaged m the study

of Jainological subjects. The author does not find suitable words to expiess

his deep indebtedness and sincere thanks to the authorities of the said Institu-

tion and especially to Lala Harjas Rai Jam, b a
,
Hon Secretary and to Pt

Krishna Chandracharya who always took keen interest m this work and im-

parted all sorts of kind help and affectionate stimuli including the provision

they made for its publication The author also likes to record his thanks to

his nephew Kailash Candra Choudhary and his son Pramod Kumar Chou-

dhary who have assisted him in preparing the Indices Finally, he has to

thank his wife Mrs Kusuma Devi Choudhary who cheerfully put up with

all domestic worries and enabled him to devote his times to the present study

In conclusion, the author craves the readers’ indulgence for any lapses

and errors, typographical or other, that may still be found in the book, in

spite of his best efforts to weed them out

Muzaffarpur, G C. Choudhary
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POLITICAL HISTORY





CHAPTER I

CLASSIFICATION AND VALUATION OF THE SOURCES

The Jain sources of the political history of our period (7th cent -13th

cent ) can be divided, for die sake of convenience, under two broad heads

and several sub-heads The two mam heads may be called Literary and

Inscriptions!

A—Literary Sources:

The Jain literature of this period is very extensive and varied, and

numerous references of political value are scattered in it The material avail-

able may be divided under the following sub-heads. (1) Cantos and Pia-

bandkas, (2) Narrative Literature, (3) the Literature on Polity, (4) Mis-

cellaneous Literature, (5) the Pattavalis, and (6) the PraSastis or the colo-

phons of the books

(1) The Cantos and Piabandhas This head also can be divided into

three categories (i) mythological, (a) biographical and (in) chronicles

The Cantos are generally of the above three characters, while the Pra-

bandhas are of the character of biographies and chronicles

(i) Mythological Like Brahmanas, Jams also have got their mytho-

logical personages, whose accounts are given in their Cantos and Pnranas.

These personages are called sixty-three Salaki Pmusas (24 Ttrthankaras,

12 Cukra-uartms, 9 Baladevas, 9 Vasudevos and 9 Piatmasudevas).

The works wherein the lives of these great men are depicted, are oallwt

Pmanas and sometimes also Cantos by the Digambaras, while among the

Swetambaras they go by the name of Cantas only Canto is a wider term,
while the Pm anas signify the lives of the ancient men Some of the works*

of this category may be mentioned here, viz
,
the Padma-P-uraw, the Hari-

vania-purdna, the Adi-pw&na, the Tupasti-ialakapurusa canto, the Pariva-
natha canto, the Mahavha canto and so on These works do not, however,
consist merely of hfe-stones of celebrated personages and saints and the*

episodes concerning them, but they also throw a flood of light on contemporary
historical and cultural events and movements For example, the Eanvania-
purana of Jraasena of Vardhamanapura in Kathiavara contains very valuable
information of historical importance in the concluding verses It mentions the
names of the contemporary lungs of the period (composed in 783 A D.). It has
preserved an unbroken geneology of the Jam teachers from Lord Mahavira
onwards It also contains a succinct chronological history of Avanti It mentions
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the Rasabba family or tribe to which Vikramaditya belonged though it

does not refer to Vikramaditya by name It supplies information about the

reigning periods of certain dynasties after the death of Mahavira up to the

Gupta dynasty and Kalki. It also reveals how the political characteristic

of the period was generally of a feudal pattern. The Adi-purdm describes

in fair agreement with the corresponding Brahmanical rites, the Saihskaras,

consecrations, which accompany the life of an individual from his conception

to his death Short treatises on town planning, origin of the State, king’s

consecration, duties and art of governing are found there Similarly

other works of this type of the period, while narrating the lives of great men,

occasionally give out the full picture of the time.

The Trisasti-salakapurusa cartta varies greatly in extent and interest. It

gives a good social picture of the time and, side by side, refers to the political

conditions and ideas on the polity of the time Its Parvan X entitled Mahavira

cartta, contains the life-story' of Mahavira, which is important from the histori-

cal point of view regarding the king Srenika Bimbisara, a contemporary of

Mahavira and Buddha. In the form of a prophecy by Mahavira Hema-

canara also describes in a lengthy passage the ideal reign of his pious pupil

king Kumarapala, who ascended the throne after 1669 years of the Nirvana

of Mahavira

Several other Jain Mahakavyas like Dvisandkaua idvya of Dhanan-

jaya, the Dhat masai mabhyudaya of Haricandra, the A emimrvana kdvya

of Vagbhata,1 and others occasionally throw welcome light on the political

ideas of the time

Apart from the isolated references scattered m the vast mythological

literature of the Jains, the other two categories of this class, viz ,
biographies

and chronicles directly contribute some dehnite information to our knowledge

of history.

I ii) Biographical It is fortunate that some Jain writers of our period

based their literary works on the lives of their royal patrons Like the Earsa

cartta of Banabha(ta, Gaudavaho of Vakpati and Vikramdhkadcva of Bilhana,

some of the biographical works composed by the Jains, for instance, the

Kim urapala carila or Prakrit Dvyasraya-kavya of Hemacandra. Eammtra-

utahakavya of Nayacandrasuri, Suhrla-samkirtana of Arisimha. SuPrla-

U.ii-PaPoFvi of Udavaprabha. Vasaiita-vilasa of Balacandra and Vastitpala

Tcjahpdla prasasti of Jayasimha are of this kind Among other biographical

works may be mentioned the Kumarapala carila of another Javasiihha Sev

i Ml the three are published in Kayyamala Senes, X. S. Press, Bombay.
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other works of the same title by various Jam writers, Vastupala canto, of

JinaharsaganI, and Kumarapala-pi abandha of Jmamandanagani also deserve

notice These and other works of the same category cannot be regarded as

genuine history, although they contain valuable historical information. Their

object was the glorification of the king rather than painting out the true

picture of his hfe and times and they were mostly conceived of by their authors

not as historical texts, but piimanly as media of showing their literary

skill and talent These biographies, however, throw a flood of light on the

history of Gujarata and the neighbouring kingdoms.

(m) Chtomcles The Jam writers of Gujarata have preserved some

chronicles of their time The Sanskrt DvydSraya-kavya of Hemacandra

may be regarded as a glaring instance of this category This work, along

with certain portions of other biographical works, enables us to trace the

history of Gujarata from the Cavadis up to the Vaghela kings with fullness

of detail, such as is not available to us for reconstructing the history of

any other kingdom m ancient India except Kashmir In this category we may
include the Jam Piabandhas also This kind of literature, though produced

late in time, is based on old authentic traditions of the country and presents

a realistic picture of the period

While the Cantos are the legendary biographies of Tirthankaras,

Cakravartm and Rsis of the hoary past, the Prabandhas are the compila-

tions of stories and anecdotes about historical personalities—laymen

as well as monks They may be regarded as of semi-histoncal character

and should not be entirely rejected as historical sources Their narrations

can be checked up by the study of the contemporary literary and epigra-

phies! sources

The Prabhavaka canto of Prabhacandra, which is a continuation of
Hemacandra’s Panfata Paivan, the Prabandha antamm of Mwitimga
(1306 A D ), the Probandha-koSa of Raja Sekhara (1349 AD ), the Pnratam
Prabandha-smgraha edited by Muni Jmavijaya Ji, which may be included
in this class, are treasure houses of stones and fables as well as histon-
cal anecdotes

The Prabhdwka-canta deals with 23 influential monks, significant
among them bemg Virasuri, Santisuri, Mahendrasuri, and Abhayasun About
eight learned monks out of them lived at the time of the Calukyas While
describing their lives the author has given glimpses of the political and cultural
life of the penod

The Prabatidha-ctntamant provides a very reliable source for the history
of Gujarata which is not available elsewhere This book has been made the very
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basis of their works by the authors of the R&samala and the Bombay Gazetteer,

Volume I

The Piabaudka-koZa contains the life stories of 24 persons, namely,

10 Jam teachers (including Hemacandra), 4 poets, 7 kings and 3 other

personages

The Puratana-prabandha-sangraha is a collection of various small

and big Prabandhas It has certain peculiar and important prabandhas hke

Bhojagangeya-Prabandha, Dhai SdhvanSa-Pi abandha, Pi thviraja-Prabandka

and Nadiila-Lakhan-Piabandha

This much can be said on the importance of the Piabandhas that no

history of mediaeval India can be considered complete without utilising the

material available m them

Certain Jain works written in the style of dramatic plays may also be

regarded as the chronicles of our period They are the Mohai ajaparajaya of

Ya£ahpala, the Hanmira-mada-mardam of Jayasimha and the Rambhdman-

jaii of Nayacandra The first mentioned work depicts the social, religious and

political life of Gujarala The second one throws light on the mutual

relationships of the kings and the kingdoms that existed at the time of

Vliadhavala (Vaghela) And the third constitutes an important source of

the history of Gahadavalas

(2) Ndilative Ltteiatwe “Jain literature, both canonical and still more

non-canonical, is the very store house of popular stories, fairy tales and all

kinds of narrative poetry
1

1

The Jam monks and authors have always been

more fond of telling tales than historians They have produced a vast

literature of this type m prose and verse, in Sanskrt, Prakrt and Apabhransa

From this branch of literature we may obtain a better knowledge of the Teal

life of common people than fiom other branches of literature This category

includes many kathas, akhyanas and cantas The works written on them

mostly deal with the lives of individual religious heroes such as

Jivandhara, Yasodhara, Karakandu, Nagakumara and Sripala, then there

are edifying tales of pious house-holders and ladies who devoted themselves

to the observance of certain vows and religious practices, there are short

biographies of ascetic heroes well known m early literature and lastly

,

theie are tales of retribution, illustrating the rewards and punishments of

good and bad deeds here and hereafter The matter in ail these stones

consists in the motives and the doctrinal preachings Some heroes are drawn

i Wintermtz The Jains in the History of Indian hteratuie, Ahmedabad,

1946, p 9.
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from earlier literature, some from popular legends and some may be

imaginar
y, the setting, however, is legendary.

1 The chief object of most

of these tales is to edify Jainism and impress on the minds of readers the

greatness and power of Jam religion and, thus, propagate in society the

rdigio-moral ideals upheld by Jainism These are not purely dogmatic or

ethical discourses, but, after all, they are tales, and as such they are

strewn with similar topics which also provide instruction and often give

agreeable entertainment

Though various stones are invariably embedded in the biographical

literature in the Puranas and Cantos, there are separate treatises full of

interesting stones We can divide them into two sections according to

them form The first one represents the tales presented in a romantic form

(akhyaytkd

)

and independent Kathdnakas in ornate poems The second one

is represented by the compilations of tales or the Katha-koSa In the first

type may be included works like Tarangfivatt of Padaliptasuri, (the

original of which is lost but a shorter version of it in Prakrt gathas under

the title Taiangalola is preserved), the Samaraicca-kaha of Hanbhadra in

Prakrt prose with gathas, a magnificent prose romance, the Upamita-

bhavapiapancd-kalhd of Siddharsi, the first elaborate Sanskrt allegory,

and the Bhavisatta-katha of Dhanapala, a romantic epic in Apabhransa

While these novels are original Jam productions, the Kuvalayamald of

Udyotanasun (8th century), the YaSastdaka of the Digambara Somadeva

(959 AD ), the Tilakamanjaii of another Dhanapala (c 1010 AD ) which

gives the genealogy of the Paramaras and the Gadya-antamant of Odayadeva

f 10th cent ) are mostly composed on the line of classical novels like Bana’s

Kadambari In the category of Kathdnakas may be included works

Itke Kalakacarya-kathanaka, the Uttama-canta-kathdnaka, the Campaka
srestht-kathamka, AIrgdvatl-canta and so on These Kathdnakas are gene-

rally written in a kind of popular Sanskrt, that is, the Sanskrt influenced

by vernaculars

The second type of narrative literature includes a large number of works

which are collections of tales, often with a frame-story such as the

Samyaklva-Kattmtidi, sometimes under the name of Kathakotas, some are

dated and others are without dates by known and unknown authors Dr A N
Upadhye has enumerated several such Kathd-kosas in his learned Intro-

duction to the ‘Brhat Kathd-koSa" under the title "Compilations of Katha-
nakas A Survey ” We also get information about many more Katha-koias

1 Brhatkatha-kosa, ( SJGif, XVII ), Introduction, p 37
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from the Jnmatna kola compiled by Prof H D Velenkara Religious and
didactic instructions through stones aie the mam purpose of these compila-
tions and they are designed to shape the reader into an ideal householder
They depict the life and manners of the different classes of Indian Society
and in full accordance with reality Hence, the Jain nairative literature, m
the huge mass of Indian hteratuie, is one of the most precious sources, not
only of folk-lore in the most compiekensive sense of the term, but also of the

history of Indian civilization.

(3) Literature on Polity. The Jam authors of oui period have also

paid special attention to AithaSastra (Polity) which is a worldly science

It is a mattei of satisfaction that they have at least two works of importance

on Political Science the Nitwakydmrta1
of Somadevasun, the celebrated

author of the YaSastilaka (c 959 AD), and the LaghvarhannUt&astra of

Hemacandra 2

Nitnakyawta (the Nectar of the Sayings of Polity) is a handy book

It is a mixtuie of ethics and politics in shoit sutras or aphorisms It is inde-

pendent in many details, but it is also a colourless compendium of earlier politi-

cal thoughts Aflei the Ai lhaSasti a of Kautilya and the Nitisai a of Kamandaka,

it is the only work which can veiy well be placed m the rank of the above

two The study ot this woik may help us a good deal to understand the

Arthalastia of Kautilya Somadeva was contemporary of the Gurjara-

Piatihara king Mahendiapala II as he refers to him by name in his

YasaMaka-campu 1
It is not unlikely that he came into contact with

Mahendrapala II (before 940-948 A.D ) of Kanauj and at his instance

composed the Nltivakyamita as is declared in an anonymous commentary 1

It is a note-worthy featuie of Somadeva as a political thmker that he

divests himself of his Jain beliefs and principles while dealing with the

problems of State, he follows the universal tradition Prof Jolly has

given a number of paiallel texts fiom this work and Kaulilya’s ArthaSastra

From these it appears as if Nitivdkydmrta largely and unduly copied

fiom Kautilya or wrote a kind of paraphrase of it, but estimating the

book as a whole, it may be stated that it is really different from Kautilya

and very fai fiom being a mere copy of it It is true that Somadeva has

incoiporaled some passages literally or almost literally from Kautilya and

1 Published m MDJG

,

N XXII
3 Ahmcdabad, 1906
8 KavyemSla (NSP Bombay) No 70, T, vs i& 220 ,

Pt Premi, Jam

SBfutya aur Ihhiisa, pp 67-9
1 Ragliavan, NIA ,

VI, pp 67-0
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paraphrased some othej- passages from him It seems that in that age,

which politically was rather decadent, Somadeva cries "back to Kautilya
”

But above all, the character of the two books is quite different The work

of Kautilya is a pure ArtkaSSstra m which Dhwma is recognised only in

so far as it may also help the acquirement of artha, while m the Nitivdk-

yamrta the term Nitt is used not only m the sense of “political wisdom”

but also of “moral conduct” And the whole work is not like Kauttlya-

Artkaidstra, a practical hand-book of politics and economics, but rather

a book of good counsels for kings Even when in Ntttvaky&mrta the same

subjects are treated as m the Artha&astra of Kautilya, we find that

Somadeva gives more general rules of conduct where Kautilya emphasises

the details of political practice What is primarily important to Kautilya is

more or less of secondary importance to Somadeva 1

Frequently, Somadeva taps other sources and from the commentary

available «m the work we get about 20 new writers on ArthaS&stra whose names

are not found m other places Probably, they are all later than Kautilya

and Kamandaka as they do not figure either in the code or the epitome

But he puts all tins matter in such a way and shows such a dexterity in

weaving out all these ideas and adding some of his own that he has placed

himself m the rank of original thinkers His work may be regarded as an

index to the political temper of his age

Another work named Laghvaihamiittlastia is supposed to have been

composed by the celebrated author, Hemacandra, and is an extract of a
larger work in Prakrt, the BrahadarhannitdSstra, which Hemacandra wrote

for king Kumarapala of Gujarata

This work has more the character of a DhatmaSastra (law) than that
of a Nlhiastra ^polity) But the mam topics of the Nltifastra proper
are generally found here The first part (AdktkSra) contains instructions
and rules of conduct for kings, ministers, generals and other state officials

This is somewhat difterent from what we find in the ArthaSostra of Kautilya
and other NittSislras The second part

(Adhtkara), too, has much in
common with the chapter on the six methods of politics

(
Sadgmya

) as
described in the Kautdya-Arthaiastra and elsewhere Niti is said to be
threefold, consisting of war, punishment and judicial procedure In the
third Adhtkara the Vyavahara or civil and criminal Law is treated in the
same way as in Mann’s Law book The fourth and last Adhtkara deals

g

Wmtermtz
- The Jams tn the Hislmy of Indian Literature, (Ahmedabad),
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nidi prayascitla. In tills chapter it is interesting to find all the Brahmanic

penances, such as Pancagavya and others, side by side with such praya-

scitras as the worship of Jina and pilgrimage to Jain sanctuaries (Tsrika-

yaha). On the whole, there can be little doubt, that the State under Kumara-

pala in spite of the king’s inclinations towards Jainism, rested on a

Brahmanic foundation and the Jain teachers who wished to gain influence

in the gov eminent were prudent enough to respect the Brahmanic insti-

tutions and news of life. They contented themselves in tempering Brahmanism

here and there with Jain ethics
1

Besides these two works many ideas on political science, though

not of primary importance, are scattered throughout the Jain Kavyas in

the form of teachings or pieces of advice imparted to sons or pupils by

their parents or teachers or in the iorm of descriptions of state-craft,

morality or ethics

(-1) Miscellaneous Literature

:

The Jain writers have also made most

valuable contributions to scientific, technical and other branches of Indian

literature. Thev certainly throw some light on the political history of the

period For example, the Ganaraiuanuihodadki, a work on Sanskrt grammar

mentions the religion and the title of Bhoja: it can also be utilised for the

history of Siddharaja Jayasimha The Ssiskft grammar of 3Ialayagin

records the victory of Kumarapala over Arooraja: the Sdbdar.uscsar.a of

Hemacandra refers to the war of Siddbaraia Jayasimha with JIalava.

Certain works on poetics and dramaturgy of the period are also of

some importance. For example. Kaeyafutsasana oi I agbbaSa. son Oi Xemi

kumara. the Vagbhctalankara of another Vagbhata son of Soma and the

Cardonuiasaua of Hemacandra possess certain verses oi historical im-

portance regarding the Calukya emperor. Jayasimha.
_

The Pmzacana ParihS preserves the genealogy oi the Cavadas. the

Calukyas and the Vaghelas amidst its religious discourses
^ 5.

The Vhiakclirrha-kalpa composed by Jinaprabhasuri. is a good worn

on Jain pilgrimage. It is an important work on Indian geograpay ana ory

oi the period It records certain historical events also such as the invasion

of Somanath by Mahmud of Ghazni, the death of Prthnraja. the invasioni «

Gujarat and its neighbouring states by Ala-ud-Din. The au eaticiiy ®

work is proved bv the fact that the author of the work was in close ionck >

Muhammada Shk the successor of Ala-ud-Din. Its account, thereiore maj

be regarded as a contemporary one.

1 Itii; P 51-
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The above are some of the important sources Similarly there is lying a

vast body of miscellaneous literature of considerable historical value con-

tained in the Jam Bhandaras

(5) PaUavalts. They are the extant chronological works written in

various languages such as Sanskrt, Prakrt, Kannad etc They record a

succession of important persons, e g ,
saints, rulers, merchant-princes since

the Nirvana of Mahavira up to the middle ages The Jain writers have

preserved a large mass of tbs type of literature The Pattavah-samuccaya

edited by Mum Darfanavijaya Ji, Tapdgaccha Pattavak, Khartaiagaccka

pattavah, all of them belonging to the Swetambara sect and certain patta-

vah of the Digambara sect published in the Indian Antiquary, Vol XX,

the Jam Hitatsi, Vol II, and the Jam Siddhanta Bhaskara Vol I, deserve

particular mention here Among them, the most important for our period

is the VtcaiaSrem or the Theravah of Merutunga It gives the geneological

list of the Cavadas, Caulukyas and Vaghelas with chronology As these

works were meant to be chronological draped with dynastic lists and

sketches, we do not expect biographical details from them They, however,

do not suffer from poetic imageries and exaggerations

(6) PraSastts ( Colophons

)

Most of the Jain works of our period are

dated and attached with valuable colophons These colophons contain im-

portant geneological lists of Jam teachers, references to contemporary
rulers, their ministers, generals, important officials and pious men and
women who liberally contributed to get those works composed They are

very valuable sources of the chronological history of India They may be
regarded to some extent as important and reliable as the stone records

and copper plates for the socio-religious history of the period mnn-m^
The only difference worth mentioning between the two is, that while the
former are written on perishable materials like paper and palm leaves,

the latter are engraved on imperishable materials like stone and metals
But as far as the details and constructions are concerned, both are one
and the same from the historical point of view

The PraSastis are of two varieties The first is related with the author
himself and the second with the copyist In the author’s prahsti, the
author records his due gratitude to previous authors, pays his homage to
his teachers, gives their pedigrees, narrates his gana and gaccha, date and
place of composition and the name of the ruling king and his officials.

Thus as contemporary records, they ate a very important source for the
reconstruction of the political and social history of the country They also
furnish information about the religious and literary activities of the time.
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In the second variety we get information about the donor, his family,

pedigree, caste and dan This variety of colophons may be useful for

writing the social history of the period

Extensive literary activities in the reigns of the Paramaras, Caha-

manas, Cauluhyas and Guhilotas created a large mass of praiastis On

account of their gieat historical value, ceitain separate collections have

also been published Special mention in this connection may be made here

of the catalogues of MSS of Jain Bhandaras at Patan, Jesalamer, Limbadi.

Baioda and Ahmadabad, the Jain Pustaka-PraSasti-sangraha edited by

Muni Jmavijaya Ji, the Praiastt-sangraha from Ahmadabad, a Piaiasfi-

sang? aha edited by K. Bhujbaii §astri and the Ptaiasti-sangiaha by Kastoor

Chand KasahvSIa

B—Inscriptions.

We have a large number of Jain inscriptions of our period to re-

constiuct ancient Indian history They are mostly found engraved on the

pedestals of images, rocks or stone pillars and copper plates Most of

them aie dated As they are written 01 engraved on the material of imper-

ishable natuie, they do not suffer any modification and alteration to which

literary works are often exposed Therefore, the information -they contain

is of primary importance

Most of the Jain inscriptions have been composed by the Jain

teachers They are met with generally in religious places and Jain temples,

but some of the inscriptions, although composed by Jain teachers, have

also been found in temples or places other than Jam For example, the Sundha

Hill inscription composed by Jayamangala of Brhadgaccha is found in the

Camuiida temple of that place ,

1 the Cittorgarh inscription of Kumarapala

composed by the Digambara Ramaklrti is found m the Mokalji temple

at Cittoigarh

2

Similarly the Gwalior Sasabahii inscription of Kacchapa-

ghatas composed by Yasodeva Digambara’ and Ghaghasa and Cirwa inscrip-

tion of the Guhilots composed by Ratnaprabhasun
1 may also be numbered

among them. It is not to be supposed that they were removed from the

Jain possessions to these places, but, contrary to this, they were purpose y

composed by the Jain teachers for the use of people other than the Jains,

for we know there is nothing in them which relates them to Jains except

1 EL, IX, pp 70-79
s EL, II, pp. 421-24.
3 1. 1 , XV, pp 33-36
4 RMR

,

1927, p. 3 and fYZKM, XXI, pp 142-62,
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the name, pedigree or gana, gaccha of the Jain teachers in the concluding

verses. Even the invocatory verses of these inscriptions are not dedicated

to the Jain gods and goddesses They usually invoke the non-Jain deities

with certain exceptions marked with ‘Om Sarvajfiaya Naraab’ or ‘Padma-

nathaya naxnah’ These facts eloquently testify to the catholicity of the

Jain teachers We have included all these inscriptions among our sources

We find the Jain epigraphs recorded from the very early period of

Indian history and they are of considerable historical significance They

are not confined to a particular period or locality But the inscriptions

used here are generally found m Central and Western parts of India

About the importance of some of the Jam inscriptions it may be said

that they are the only source regarding certain dynasties For example,

the Gwalior and Dubkunda branches of the Kacchapaghatas and the Hathundi

branch of northern Rastrakutas are known from these inscriptions only

The Jam inscriptions of our period may be broadly divided into two

classes, official and private By far the largest number of these inscriptions

are of private character The official records, though small in number, are

in most cases, the Ptaiastis, ie, eulogies of kings written by their court

poets or temple or land grants or charters, viz
,
the Aihole inscription of

PulikeSm (II), the Calukya king, written by the Jain poet Raviklrti1

,

the Vadanagar PiaSasti of Kumarapala, composed by the Jain poet Sripala5
,

the Sasabahu temple inscription of Mahlpala, the Kacchapaghata pnnce,

composed by the Jam Yasodeva8
,

the Dubkunda inscription of Vikra-

masimha of the same family composed by the Jain Vijayaklrti4
, the Bljapur

inscription of Dhavala Rastrakuta5
,
the Sundha Hill inscription of Caciga-

Cahamana composed by Jayamangala0 and so many others belong exactly

to this class We have shown their importance in their proper places.

The Jain records of private character cover a wide range from a short

votive inscription of two or three words to highly poetical compositions,

glorifying an individual or family They throw light on various aspects of

society In certain cases they throw direct light on the political history of

the period as they are issued from persons closely associated with a royal

family For example, most of the inscriptions found from Mt. Abu, Girnara

1 El

,

VI, pp. i fi

5 EL, I
, pp 296-305

8 I

A

.XV pp. 33-36
4 El

,

II ,pp 232-40.
8 Er,X,pp r7 ff

8 El

,

IX, pp 70-79
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and Satrunjaya in Northern India and the inscriptions found from Siavana-

Velgola in Southein India belong to this class. Most of them are issued by

governors of provinces, generals or ministers of states and by brotheis or

sons of longs m their private capacity A good many are engiaved on the

image pedestals of gods 01 on religious buildings recording pious donations

These constitute the chief sources of fixing the dates of these images or build-

ings and have pioved of immense help in liacing the evolution of art and

religion and determining their general conditions in any specified period

Certain separate collections of the Jam inscriptions have been published

by scholars. The Ptachina Jam Lekha-sangtaha by Muni Jinavij'aya Ji, the

Jam Lekha-sangtaha m three parts published by Puranacandra Nahar, the

Jam Stlalekhasangtalta in three parts published by the Manikyacandra Dig Jain

Granthmala, the Atbuda Ptachina Jam Lekha-safigraha m five parts by Muni

Jayanta Vijaya Ji, the Jam Dkatupratma Lekha-sangraha by Buddhisagara-

suri, the Ptachina Lekha-sangtaha by Vijayadharmasiin, the Jam Dhatu

Ptaltma Lekha by Mum Kantisagar, and so many other collections deserve

to be mentioned here

On the whole, it may be said that the Jam inscriptions of our period

aie of great value in supplementing the sources of the ancient history of India

Some of them refer to ruling kings otherwise unknown and many of them

supply dates of kings m a specified or unspecified era. They have enabled

the historians to reconstruct the history of certain localities on a solid basis



CHAPTER II

THE DYNASTIES OF MADHYADESA

Background:

We know from epigraphic as well as literary sources that the imperial

Gupta power came to its end m AD 455
, though it lingered on up to the middle

of the sixth century A D and theieafter disappeaied, not to survive again The

incursions of the Hunas and the uprising of the Pusyabhutis which began

from the latter half of the fifth century remained unabated till the disappear-

ance of the Gupta empire and hence it created a period of disorder and chaos.

The main consequence of this situation was the total absence of any strong

central power m the then Indian politics There were also signs of degenera-

tion and of dissension in the impel lal lme itself and the devotion of the more

loyal feudatones could not save the empire from dissolution

Towards the dose of the fifth centuiy and early in the sixth century

AD the Hfina power rapidly spread over NW and Central India It is

said that the Hunas were a race of savage barbarians who came from the

steppes of Central Asia and had in the fifth century AD spread in devas-

tating hordes over some of the fertile provinces of the Roman empire m the

west and the Gupta empire in India Their early raids into India were re-

pulsed by Skandagupta, but they renewed their attacks when the great

emperor was no more Toramana and his son Mihirakula are the two Hfina

leaders famous m ancient Indian history who led the Hfina incursions on

Indian soil Mihirakula is known to us from inscriptions and coins as well as

from the accounts of Yuan-Chwang and Kalhana

Apart from these accounts some of the stories regarding the Kalkiraja

preserved in Jam literature bear witness to Mihirakula’s tyrannical

rule 1
Jain author Jmasena (8th cent AD) in bis Harvaania-pnr&na

assigned forty-two years to KalkirSja after the reign of 231 years of the

Guptas* Kalkiraja has rightly been identified with Mihirakula by the late

1 Tiloy Pamath, I, Vs 101-106
s Chap 60, Vs 491-492 flSPTI'OT 5KIW4 38HT W tMWij,

,

fesraiftsfera siicWtM TT5UT,

See also, Tiloy Pamath, I, Vs 95-99.
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Dr K B, Pathak3

Besides the Hflnas, the new aspirants for imperial power were mainly

Yasodhaiman of Malava, Maukharis of Kanyakubja and the Pusyabhutis

of Thaneswar. All these new emerging powers at the outset of their career

weie bound to wage wars against the devastating Hflnas who had seized

a large portion of the Gupta empire and were threatening to establish their

hold in the Madhyade&a.

Out of tliis confusion and struggle arose the famous dynasty of the

Pusyabhutis of ThaneSwar near Kuruksetra, which succeeded in arresting

the growth of the power of Maukharis and establishing a powerful kingdom

neai the territory of the Hunas Such was the condition in the closing decades

of the sixth century.

I. PUSYABHUTIS

Hatsa. Among the rulers of the Pusyabhuti dynasty only Harsa

( -vardhanaj, the greatest of his line, is mentioned in the Jain sources The

first document which throws light on Harsa is the Aihole inscription of Ravi-

kliti of the tune of PulikeSin II, dated SS6 Saka or AD 634 It contains an

eulogistic account of the Calukya family and especially of the numerous and

wide conquest of the great Calukya emperor Pulikesin II, also called

Satyaraja,
2
just as the Allahabad Pillai inscription describes the conquests

of the Gupta empeior Samudragupta There is no reason to suppose that

the account given by the poet is either false or exaggerated We know from

this inscuption a number of dynasties that ruled in the Deccan in the begin-

ning of the seventh century A D
,
as we know from the Allahabad inscrip-

tion of the dynasties that ruled in India in the beginning of the fourth

centuiy A D. Tins inscription clearly states that Pulikesin was the emperor

of almost die whole of Southern India as from other sources we know diat

Harsavardhan was the empeior of almost the whole of Northern India at

die same time a

The verse numbei twenty-three of this inscription, with regard to the

greatest achievement of Pulikesin II, stales that he forced Harsa, the para-

mount sovereign of Northern India, whose military success was otherwise

1 Jama Hitaisi, Vol 13, No iz Kalki Avatara Iff Atli/insika/tT, and Gupta

Rfijfion Ka kfila, Milnraknla aur Kalki

2 EL, VI, pp x-io
2 1A., vi, p 828 mwra?
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unbroken, to retire discomfited The verse states thus- “Harsa, whose lotus

feet were arrayed with the rays of the jewels of the diadems of hosts of

feudatories prosperous with unmeasured might, through Pulikesin had his

joy (Harsa) melted away by fear, having become loathsome with his rows

of lordly elephants fallen in battle
1,1 Another verse (24) m the same des-

cription shows that the scene of the battle must have been somewhere about

the Vindhya and the banks of the Reva (Narmada) farming the northern limits

of the empire of Pulikeiin, where his large armies were encamped and had

checked the progress of Harsa 2 This Jam evidence is corroborated by other

contemporary documents During the period 618-627, the Chinese chroniclers

record serious disturbances in India, and Siladitya (Harsa) is represented as

punishing the Hngs 0f the four parts of the country What specific contests are

meant is not made dear either by the Chinese writers or the grants of Harsa

himself issued between AD. 628 and 631 But the Aihole inscription is the

first document from which we know that some time before 634 AD Harsa

marched southwards as far as Narmada The statement of the Jam inscription

has been remarkably confirmed by the account of the famous Chinese traveller

Yuan-Chwang- “the great king Siladitya at this time was invading east and

west and countries far and near were owning allegiance to him, but Ma-ha-la-

cha (i e Maharastra) refused to become subject to him under its great king

PuhkeSin II”3 That the two emperors met m actual fight is also stated in

the Life of Yuan-Chwang- -‘Siladitya Raja, boasting of bis skill and invariable

success of his generals, filled with confidence himself, marched at the head of

his troops to contend with this prince (Pulikesin II) but he was unable to pre-

vail or subjugate him, although he has gathered troops from the five Indias

and the best generals from all countries
”*

The date of the inscription is given m verses 33 and 34 in two eras— the

Saka 556 and the Bharata War, 3735 which corresponds to the Christian

1 EL, VI. pp 6-10 V S3-

MtMV I

rwforiaggff sill

!
Ibtd., V. 24

* Watters, II, p. 239
* Beal, Life of Yuan Chwang, p. 147
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year 634-35 Many scholars doubt the accuracy of the date of this inscrip-

tion

1

but the probability of the date in question can be judged from the

account ot the Chinese traveller

Further corroborations of this defeat of Harsa by Puhkesin are obtained

frommany other inscriptions of this dynasty in which Puhkesin has always been

referred to as defeating the glorious Sri Harsa, the lord of the whole northern

country in consequence of which he acquired the second title of ParameSvara 3

Regarding the date of Harsa’s conflict with Puhkesin what we know

from this inscription is amply that it happened before 634-35, the date of the

Aihole inscription Yuan Chwang’s statement, that the engagement took place

when Harsa was invading remote countries, further shows that it was probably

after his eastern campaigns and conquests Some scholars, from the earliest

and the latest limits of the conquest of Harsa, (le 625-634), have assigned

the year 630 A D as the probable date of the event
3

What was the cause of this serious conflict? The answer to this query

probably lies m the Aihole inscription, which informs us that “subdued by his

(Pulikesm’s) splendour, the Latas, Malavas, and Gurjaras became, as it were,

teachers of how feudatories subdued by force ought to behave ”4 Comment-

ing on this passage, Dr Kielhorn remarked that the powers3 mentioned above,

being impressed by the majesty and power of Puhkesin had voluntarily sub-

mitted to him or sought his protection
0 This must surely have been when

they were threatened by the aggressions of the Kanauj king and Puhke§in

willingly helped them in their distress The confederacy thus formed was

a formidable one, “resulting in Harsa’s complete discomfiture"

The Aihole inscription also throws some light onHarsa as a mighty ruler It

is mentioned that he was a suzerain lord to whom the host of wealthy feudatories

owned allegiance and who had an army of lordly elephants
1 This indicates

that Harsa enjoyed paramountcy over a large number of kings m Northern

India

1 JBBRAS., XIV, 1878-80, pp. 16 ff.

3 IA
, VI & VIII.

3 ABORI, XIII ( 1932 ), pp. 300-06.

4 EL, VI, pp 6-10, V 22 'WRlT'tcff qw aii'HicHjjkr.

1 They are obviously to be identified with the Broach and Valabhi kingdoms

‘ EL, VI pp. 6-10, V 22 quoted above

’ Ibid., V 24 • 1

etc
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Har§a was not only a ruler but he was also a celebrated author and

liberal pation of learning Among the literary luminaries of his court Bana,

Mayura and Manatunga have been frequently referred to in Jam liter-

ature
1 There are several interesting stones regarding the cordial relation

between him and Bana and Mayiira Bana is said to be the son-in-law

of the poet Mayura Mayura was the celebrated author of Swyaiataka

Harsa himself was a good poet Soddala invanably mentions him along with the

other poet kings, (Kavindiaisca Vikiamadttya-Srihaisa-Mvnja-Bhojadevd-

duihupolmh?) The Jam poet Svayambhu of the 8th century mentions §n
Harsa as a poet well versed while his court poet Bana as verbose ’ Svayambhu

says ‘Smkamen Ntyaunttti’, which reminds us of the line ‘Snkarso Nipvno

Kavrnli' of the famous dramatic work Naganand which is supposed to

have been composed by King Harsa himself Sriharsa mentioned by this

early poet of the eighth century A D cannot be the later poet Sri Harsa,

a famous author of Naisadhiya canta who is obviously much later

in age than the poet Svayambhu himself In the Prabhavaka-canta

of the thirteenth century A D Varanasi is mentioned as the capital of Sri

Harsa A suggestion may be made here that it might have been regarded as

a second capital city of Harsa 1

II YASOVARMAN AND HIS SUCCESSORS

Yasovaiman. The Jamas have no record of the death of Harsa and of his

successor on the throne of Kanauj The earliest monarch whose name has been

recorded in literature and also in the Nalanda3
inscription after the death of

Harsa is Yasovarman On the career and exploits of this king sufficient light

has been thrown by two well known works, viz
,
Gaudavaho of Vakpati and

1 p.c , p- 44 fire reisTHt ^rorPi

pca, p ii2

pps , p. 15 sir gft asiwjjt ’fre i m sfcrrar g# rmt
umrere sKftgsrftsri

1 GOS., XI, p 150
* Svayambhu, Ritthanmicanu, 1 , 144
4 sjgm, xiii, p 1x2 gtf arcredfaifr urarrfcr ft?- $fr,

37 ure w 3 1

5 EI , XX, pp 39-AO

3
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Rajatarangmi of Kalhaiia Some Jain works also cast side-lights on liis chron-

ology and successors Mention may be made here of some of the important

works like Piabhavaka-canta of Prabhacandra, Piabandha-koia of

RajaSekhara, Bappabhatti-Sun-canta of Mamkyasuri, Vividhatcertha-

kalpa of Jmapiabkasiai and Tapdgacchapattavah of Dharroasagargam

Though these Jain works are not contemporary records like the

Gaudavaho, the material preserved by continuous tradition in them

contains details of historical character
1 These Jam works range

from the thirteenth to the fourteenth century AD As regards the

authoritativeness of contents of the works, the authors themselves say that

they have taken their narratives from the tradition handed down by

learned men as well as by previous works a And from the point of view of

history such a tradition coming about six or seven generations later cannot

be absolutely discarded Among these works the life of Bappabhattisun

contains the material for our purpose and may be regarded as a reliable

source for the chronology of Yasovarman and his successors

Ltneage The quesbon of the lineage of Yasovarman is still shrouded

in mystery Vakpab the author of the Gaudavaho praises him as an

ornament to the Lunar race of kings”® Cunningham thinks that he is a

descendant of the Maukhans, having the common termination—aar)»fl»

of the dynasty,
4 but the Jam works on the other hand, represent Yaso-

varman as “the illustrious ruler of Kanyakubja, who was the head-jewel of

the famous dynasty of Candragupla, and who made illustrious the already

illustrious family of the Mauryas
c
It is interesting to add that the Prabhavaka

canta ( 13th cent AD) also described Yasovarman as having descended

from and been a bright ornament in the family of Candragupta ut e

i Aiyangar, S. K ,
Ancient India, (1941). P- 345 See also JBBRAS, HI,

May, 1928, pp 103 . --
,

= (1) PCA
(
5JGM, XIII), p. 1 SfPStfstWf HPSRWW gtfTRSI

(u) pk, (SJGM, VI), p. fWwifrr

faster HspsnwT fat s?

1

a Gaudavaho (S P Pandit’s ed )
Vs. 1064-65 See also Introduction

p XXXIX.
1 ASIR , XV, p 164 , See also E A Pires, The Maukhans, pp. 13°~37

* I

A

, IX, pp 171, 181, Bappabhaitisiirt canta, V 13

« Vs 45-46 tft
1

I
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kings of the Maurya dynasty did not take names ending in Vaman It may

be said that the family names and surnames may change in course of a long

period of time We, however, have no other evidence to corroborate the

Jain statement

Period As legards the period of the reign of Yaiovarman, while other

sources are draped m vagueness, the Jain writers supply us a fairly correct

clue Most of them state that he was rulingmVE 800 or 743 A D and Prabha-

candra and Rajasekharasuri, the authors of the Prabhavaka-cartta

and the Piabandha koSa respectively, lead us a step further They inform

us that a Jain saint named Bappabhalti, who was initiated as a monk inVE
807 converted to Jainism, Amaiaja, the son and successor of Yaiovarman.

Bappabhatti was next raised to the dignity of Sun mVE 811 after his royal

disciple had ascended the throne It is thus evident that Yaiovarman must

have died some time between the yews 807 VE 1 and 811 VE 2
correspon-

ding to 750 and 753 A D i e about the year 752
3 The probability of these

dates is confirmed by what is said of Yaiovarman in Kalhana’s Rajatarangini

and is further corroborated from the Chinese history of the Tang period

4

Conquest Though we know much of the conquenng expeditions of

Yaiovarman from other sources, Jain sources, however, do not provide us

any such material The mam source of these expeditions is the Gaudavaho,

a Frakrt poem of Vakpatiraja, which mentions that King Yaiovarman invaded

the country of Gauda and killed the king But strange enough no name of the

king of that country is mentioned there Over this historians have conjectured

much and according to some1
the king of Gauda was Jivitagupta II and

according to others" he was most probably Rajaraja Bhatta of the Khadga

dynasty The BappabhatU-canta on the other hand clearly says that at one

time previously another Dharma of Bengal was defeated by Yaiovarman and

ultimately killed in the battle field Vakpatiraja himself was taken prisoner,

1 pca , xi, pp 80-82
(
sjgm, xm ). v. 28 gEfarr nt fowttiga 1

1 ibtd.v xis igsi^nft% snt afoareji 1

fowrctilsiretqR i 11

See also PK., pp 27, 29 (

S

JGM , VI ).

* See also the Collected works of Sir R. G Bhandarkar, II, p 432
4 Aiyangar, S K Ament India and South Indian History and Culture,

I.
( ). PP 366-367

6 Banerp, R D Mem As. Soc Beng , V, N 3, p 43
• Basak, R G The History of North-East India, p. 208
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earned over to Kanauj and was kept in prison there He then composed the

poem, Gaudavaho and presenting it to the king he secured his release

from prison .

1 Who was this Dharma and to which dynasty he belonged we

certainly do not know But we may infer that he must have been different

from the King Dharmapala of the Pala dynasty, the period of whose reign is

much later than that of Yasovarman Perhaps he may be one of the kings

among the two or three predecessors of Dharmapala whose names are given

m the Tibetan list between Gopala and Dharmapala 3

Poet Vakpati As legards the hterary activities of Yasovarman, he

was depicted as a poet and patron of letters by Rajatarangwi of Kalhana

and others But on this point the Jam sources do not throw much light They,

however, associate Yasovarman with the poet Vakpatiraja Hitherto we had

known of Vakpatiraja only from what is contained in the Rajataiangmi

of Kalhana The Bappabhaiti-cartta throws a good deal more light upon the

life and work of Vakpatiraja Vakpati is described as “the head jewel of the

Ksatnyas and bom of the Paramara dan ”3 He is described m one place a

Samantanayaka, chief of the Samantas * In another place he is described as

chief of the Brahmavids3 (those versed in Brahmamcal learning and philoso-

phy). He was a poet at the court of a king, Dharma of Bengal, a predecessor

of Dharmapala II YaSovarman undertook an invasion of Bengal, defeated

Dharma in war and subsequently killed hun in battle Vakpati was among the

prisoners whom YaSovarman kept in prison after his victorious return to

Canyakubja He composed the Gaudavadha celebrating the exploit apparently

f YaSovarman’s invasion of Bengal and thus secured release from prison In

all probability, he took himself away from Kanauj and returned to the court

1 PCA , XT, p 90S
( SJGM, XIII ), Vs 463 & 4&4

_

1 Gopal 660-705 A D , Devapala, 7<>5-753 A D See Appendix, History 0}

Mcdusval Indian Logic, S C Vidyabhusana

3 Cf pca , p 96, v 394
•

'ti'nloxl-ilffer ndH 11^
.

See also PK , p 35
imranWf *!FRW

nu^wl 1 .

,

There is no doubt that the tradition was a confused one
_

‘
.

J

that he may be an earlier member of the famous Paramara Una

name.
r r

i pca., p. io2, v. 567 Mi'wKKwtnipd wTpmryigi

* Hid., p 104 v. 602 trsT
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of Bengal and was much respected court-poet in the court of Dharmapala of

TWfl1 himself He felt at one tune that Dharmapala did not show him the

respect due to his position because of the intrigues of Vardhanakunjara, a

Buddhist t»f|rVipr and controversialist who had some influence with Dharma-

pala Therefore he retired from Bengal and reached the court of Amaraja

the son and successor of YaSovarman, where he became very soon a favourite

of king Amaraja and Bappabhatbsun He lived at the court as a highly

honoured poet, and composed during his stay there two poems, Gauda Bandha

different work from Gatidavadlut) and Madta-niaJn-wjaya (conquest of

Madra country, East Punjab), both of them apparently in honour of Ama,

who doubled his enmity in consequence
1 After some time, feeling dissatisfied

that Ama was not up to the height of his position in respect of his conduct he

retired to Mathura He was a staunch Vaisnava and was about to put an end

to himself by a process of religious starvation when he was rescued from

imminent death by Bappabhatti’s intervention It is said that he became a

convert to Jainism and after undergoing severe penances in Mathura.volun-

tarily starved himself to death (
anasana) in accordance with the Jain mle

for men desirous of making a good end
s These are the details regarding the

life of Vakpatiraja which have not been available from other sources As

regards the details of thw tradition, we have no other sources of verification

and confirmation But it must be said that there is nothing which goes against

this tradition A not very long duration of time between the events described

and the recording of these traditions is ceitainly in favour of the correctness

of the account

Ama Nagdvaloka- According to the Jam sources Yakivarman was

succeeded by his son Ama and Ama by his son Dunduka and Dunduka by

his son Bhoja We know nothing about these successors of Yasovarman from

other sources and, therefore, it gives special importance to the Jain sources

Almost all Jain works written on the life of Bappabhattisfiri unanimously

associate Sun with king Ama,s and state that Yaiovarman was succeeded

by his son Ama, bom of YaSodevL during the tempoiary exile caused by the

1 Ibid , XI, ( SJGM, XIII ), 463-477
s Ibid., XX, {SJGM, XVII ), pp 99-105

8
(1) Pattdvalt-Samiuxaya, edited by Mum Darkenvijaya, p 5s — m the

TapSgaccha PaMvalt

(u) Jinaprabhasfin, Vmdhateerthakalpa, (SJGM, X), p 19

f%R.M 1MHSW R»l 1

1

(in) A PaUSvah by Ravivardhana gam, V E 1739
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jealousy of a co-wife' and Bappabhafti was his preceptor who taught him

all the seventy-two arts* and converted him to Jainism The story of Bappa-

bhattisun is a long one, written for the purpose of glorification of Bappa-

bhattisuri and of King Ama in his association We get, however, some re-

markable historical materials from the story It is stated there, firstly, that

King Ama bore the tide ‘Nagdvaloka’ conferred upon him by Bappabhatti-

sun due to his taking hold of a poisonous cobra which succeeded in killing a

mongoose m fight By this title the king became known thereafter the world

over 1
Secondly, it alleged there that King Ama, during a considerable period

of his reign, was at enmity with the ruler of Bengal, who is stated to have

been known by the name Dhaima and Dharmabhupala or Dharmabhupa

almost certainly Dharmapala of Bengal, Dharma actually states himself, in

the course of the narrative, that, having been thwarted several times, it be-

came difficult for him to control his long cherished feeling of enmity to King

Ama of Kanauj 4 Thirdly it states a long period of King Aina’s reign from

V E 800 to 890'* or A D 743 to 833-34

These are some of the points which are to be discussed here in the

light of the other available sources As regards the first and third points a

confusion arises from the history and chronology of Gurjara-Pratihara

dynasty, which records a king Nagabhata bearing the title Nagavaloka whose

known date from the inscription
0

is V E 872 or 815 A D The period, t ere-

fore, seems to correspond with Ama-Nagavaloka, since he died in A

The confusion increases still further when we look mto the possible grounds

for identification We know from the narrative that Ama-Nagavaloka had

a son by name Dunduka who had a son Bhoja Similarly Nagabhata a

for his son Ramabhadra and had a grandson who too bore the name of Bhoja.

Thus both of them had a grandson by name Bhoja, but the names of the sons

differ On the basis of this resemblance many scholars have attempted

1 PCA . XI, (SJGM, XIII ), Vs 53 & 54 . , r_g-a

,

raW mrcnrHT ftwtf ipt H
ait S&S* S4F4T

1 Ibid., V 73 4STHT ^ gldHltW^kWIjl I

* Ibtd , V 188 3W1WS 53^ I

a.- WTSU ftli-'-JlicWT’T *T U

« PCA ,
XI, V t68 it itsfsmrcistt I

r
' Ibul

,

V. 719 & 721 wNl *1310%
1

rfm wiHmiGti wm M ^11

« Jodhpur Stone inscription El ,
IX, pp. 198-200.
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identify King Ama Nagavaloka with Nagabhata II 1 But having considered

this ground inadequate for the proposed identification, we are here trying to

examine the whole matter In this attempt we should go to review the

history of the time m respect of Kanauj, of Bengal and of Rastrakutas and

Gurjaras, which may throw light upon the point in issue

We have already known the last limit of the reign of the King YaSovar-

nian of Kanauj from the Bappabhatti-cauta which is approximately 750-

51 AD. and which tallies well with the dates deduced from Rdjata-

tangmi and the Chinese Annals of Tang dynasty After YaSovarman

the throne of Kanauj was occupied by his son and successor, Ama-Nagava-

loka, for a long period from 752 AD to 833 AD according to the Bappa-

bhatti-carita But within long period scholars have placed a king

named Indraraja or Indrayudha on the throne of Kanauj in Saka year 705

of 783-84 A D on the basis of a passage 1
* in the Jain Harmanfa and a reference

made in the late Bhagalpur grant of Narayanapala Dr R. S Tripathi. m his

History o) Kanauj, held the view that by the year 815 A D the throne

of Kanauj was occupied by the Pratlhira King Nagabhata II on the strength

of the Buckala inscription and the undated Gwalior Piafastt of Bhoja 1 Thus

we see three or four kings on the thione of Kanauj in this long period accord-

ing to the generally accepted views of historians, while the Bappabhatti

canta assigns this long period of 752-833 A D. to the one King Ama only

Leaving apart this knotty problem of the Kanauj history for a while,

we come to the history of Bengal of that penod It is generally accepted by

historians that the first three kings of the Pala dynasty, i e Gopal, Dharma-

pala and Devapala, ruled within the period from circa 750 to circa 870 A D
This assigned penod mostly concords with the reign of Ama From the

Jam sources we do not know any activities of these kings except those of

Dharamapala, who, it is said, had long cherished inveterate feelings of enmity

to King Ama This would mean that he made several aggressive attempts

on Kanauj and was repulsed in his efforts One of the most glorious achieve-

ments of Dharmapala, according to the Pala inscriptions, was the defeat

of an Indraraja of Kanauj,4 and the installation of another ruler Cakra-

1 EL, XIV, p 179, fn 3 , See also JDL., x, p 46
! MDJG, XXXIII, Pt II, Canto LXVI,V 52

fwimSt sfasSr itflwnR etc

* pp 232-33
4 Bhagalpur copper plates of Narayanapala,V 3, Ed in IA ,XV, jjp 305, 307

See also Khalunpur Copper plates of Dharmapala, V 12, EL, IV, p 252
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yudha by name upon the throne of Kanauj We have other references to

Indraraja from the Baroda plates
1
of Karkaraja and from the Jam Harmnia

of Jinasena The Baioda plates inform us that Indraraja was a son of the

Rastrakuta king Dhruva, whom he had left m-charge of LateSvara Mandala

And accordmg to the Hanvania Indrayudha was the ruler of the north

in Saka year 70S or 783-S4 A D We, however, do not know the date of this

Indraiaja from the inscription of the Pala dynasty The date provided by

the Rastiakuta inscription and by the Hanvania of Jinasena may not be

perhaps applicable m the case of Indraraja of the Pala inscription owing to

the doubtfulness of the identity of Indrayudha of the north and Indraraja m

charge of LateSvara Mandala In my opinion there is strong possibility of

the identification of this Indraraja with King Ama-Nagavaloka of Kanauj,

the object of Dharmapala’s deep-rooted animosity

Before going to propose the identification of Ama with Indraraja we

have to clear another confusion arising from the title ‘Nagavaloka’ which led

certain scholars to identify Ama with Nagabhata II For this, we have to

refer to the history of the Gurjara-Pratihara dynasty of our period We

know from the Hativatiia that in Saka 70S or 783-4 AD King Vatsaraja

was ruling in Avanti He has been identified with the powerful Gurjara

Pratihara King Vatsaraja, father of Nagabhata II The earliest known date

of Nagabhata II is VE 872 or 815 AD (Buckala inscription),
1 but we

have no evidence to fix the year of his accession Whether Nagabhata II bore

the title ‘Nagavaloka’ we have no direct reference The late Dr D

Bbandarkar is the first scholar to infer that Nagavaloka mentioned in the

Palliari pillar inscription dated VE 917 or 861 AD and in die Cahamana

inscription of Vigraharaja dated VE 1030 or 973 AD J
is identica wi

Nagabhata II But these assumptions would have been justified if we

could have equated without uncertainty, the title ‘Nagavaloka connecte

with Nagabhata II On one hand there is no direct evidence that Nagabha a

II actually bore that title, and, on the other, there is a definite statemen

that Amaraja of Kanauj was known by the title ‘Nagavaloka ere ore

title ‘Nagavaloka’ cannot be applied to Pratihara Nagabhata

The next point in question is whether Nagabhata H occupied the throne

of Kanauj in his fife time or not Dr. R S Tnpathi holds the view at

1 1A ,
XII, pp. 159-163

s EL, IX, pp 198-200.

5 EL II, pp.121, 126 3JRJ WJ sppBPPff SiPlcMT4irr*i 1Vi in H4)S*n.l
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defeat of Cakrayudha was evidently followed by the annexation of

the kingdom and the transfer of the PratihSra capital to Kanauj

1

But there is no reliable evidence in support of this view. The

only evidence in favour of the theory that Nagabhata II transferred

his capital to Kanauj is a statement in the Prabhavaka Caiita that

Nagavaloka of Kanyakubja, the grand-father of Bhoja, died in VE
890 This view is obviously based upon the presupposed and misunder-

stood identification of Nagavaloka with NSgabhata II As a matter of fact,

the only extant dated record of Nagabhata II is found in Buckala in the Jodh-

pur division and the locality is said to have formed a part of his kingdom

proper (Sva-Visaya) Therefore the points of the death, the locality and the

date of Nagavaloka should not be applied in the case of Nagabhata II

Now from the above discussion it comes out that neither the identifi-

cation of Nagavaloka with Nagabhata II on the conjectural basis nor the

transference of the Pratihara capital from Avanti to Kanauj (for which we

have no proof) conflicts with the period of the reign of king Ama Nagavaloka

The only problem to be discussed then is that of Indraraja on the throne

of Kanauj We know from the Bhagalpur copper plates

3

that Dharmapala de-

feated Indraraja of Kanauj As stated elsewhere this Indiarfija may be

identified neither with Indraraja of Rastrakfita inscription of Baroda nor

with Indrayudha of the Jam Hanvanfa of Jinasena About the identi-

fication of Indraraja with the latter certain scholars expressly put forth their

views Dr R C Majumdar opines “It has been generally assumed that

this Indraraja is identical with Indrayudha mentioned in a passage of the

Jain HamanSa But apart from the close resemblance in the two

names, there is no other reason to establish this identity For, there is abso-

lutely no evidence to show that Indrayudha ever ruled at Kanauj, the term

“in the north” being not merely vague and undefinite, but hardly applicable

to “Kanauj,” when spoken with reference to Wadhwan in Kathiawar 3

But he is inclined to identify Indraraja of Pala inscriptions with Rastrakfita

Indraraja of LateSvara Mandala, brother of Govinda III He says “on the

other hand we know that Ris(rakfita Indraraja, brother of Govinda HI was

a contemporary of Dharmapala The Baroda plates oi Karkaraja inform

us that Dhruva had conquered the basin of the Ganga and Yamuna and

that Indra was appointed by his brother to rule over the Latefvara Mandate,

1 History of Kanauj, p 232-333.
1 IA,, XV, pp. 305, 3<>7. v 3-

’JDL.X, p 37 fa.

4
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which may mean the northern possessions of the Rastrakutas with the

province of Lata as a centre The probability, therefore, is that it was by

defeating the Rastrakuta prince Indraraja that Dharmapila regained Kanya-

kubja and bestowed it upon Cakrayudha who was probably kept out of his

possessions by the Rastrakuta power. In any case it seems to me that with

the available data it is more reasonable to identify Indraraja of the

Bhagalpur copper plates with the Rastrakuta pnnce of the same name than with

Indrayudha mentioned in the Banvanfa 1 But expressing my difference of

opinion on this point with the learned scholar, I may.say that it is a forced

assumption due to absence of any other alternative, and this alternative is

furnished by the Jam work Prabhavaka Carita in the shape of Ama-

Nagavaloka, whose identification with Indraraja of Bhagalpur copper plates

seems more likely Before attempting to place any arguments over the pro-

posed identification, I want to discuss here the difficulties in case of the

identification with Rastrakuta Indraraja We know that Indraraja was

merely in-charge of the Lata-mandala and nothing farther north It is gener-

ally assumed that, that province was reconquered by Govmda III and handed

over to his brother Indra. But no record, contemporary or later, attributes

the conquest of that province to him The word ‘Isvara
1

in the expression

'TaddattalateSvai amandalasya’ which occurs in the Baroda plates may well

be due to metrical exigencies It may be pointed out that the Baroda plates^ of

Dhruva II use the expression ‘Latiyam mandalam yatianaya roa mjasvami

dattam raraksa’ The fact, that the donee in the Pimpri plates of Dhruva is a

resident of Jambusara, would also suggest that southern Gujarata was in-

cluded m the Rastrakuta kingdom before the accession of Govinda III - The

question, however, of the appointment to rule northern possessions does not

arise Moreover, the Rastrakuta records do not claim the conquest of Kanauj

at this time Though the Sanjan record refers to the resounding of the Hima-

layan caves by the noise made at the times of the bath of the army of Gov.nd

in the Ganga, it is however possible that this may be merely a P°e
||

c

ation and the army of Govinda may not have marche mu e n

Ganga-Jamuna Doab 3 And since Kanauj was not conquered, the proba i y

defeating a Rastrakuta prince Indraraja and from him cap nnn
®

another

kubja by Dharmapala does not arise On the other an
,
we

aiterna.

alternative to prove the validity of the Bhagalpur copper p a e

a Altekar, AD ,
The RSsIrakiVas and Thar Times, P 7°- fn "5

3 Ibid , p. 66 in. 52.
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live in all probability we may have in identifying the Ama Nagavaloka with

Indraraja of the Paia inscription Indraraja is most likely the second name

of Ama The populai or family names like Mihira, Siluka, Jhota etc
,
bome

by the kings of that period lead us to this assumption

The late Dr V A. Smith assumed m the fourth edition of the Early

History of India, that the ruler of Kanauj whom Jayapida of Kashmir defeated

and whose throne he is said to have carried in the Rajataranglni1 was probably

Vajrayudha, referred to as ruler of Kanauj by Rajaiekhara m his Karptira-

maiijari
s And thereafter he infers in this connection that the form of names of

Vajrayudha of the Karpuramahjaii, Indrayudha of the HauvanSa and Cakra-

yudha of the Pala and Pratihara inscriptions may suggest that all the three

monarchs belonged to the same line Since the date of Vajrayudha is not known,

therefore, facing the difficulty in placing him anywhere, he put him before

Indrayudha. Thus he made out a separate dynasty But he has hardly any

support other than the statements of Kashmir chronicle It states an invasion

made by Jayapida over Kanauj. If the Bappa-Bhaitt Caiita is to be

believed, it must have taken place in the reign of Amaraja himself Here we

may assume that Vajrayudha may have been another name of Amaraja.

A question, however, may arise here as to why this Bappa-Bhatti Caiita

does not furnish any information regarding the historical incident that led

to the dethronement of Indraraja from the kingdom of Kanauj at the hands

of Dharmapala mentioned in the Pala inscriptions In reply it may safely be

said that the work is primarily the life of Bappa-Bhatti-suri and the other

characters that figure m it do so only to the extent that they coordinate

with the career of Bappa-Bhatti If, therefore, we find none of the

historical incidents mentioned in the Pala inscriptions or in other

inscriptions of the time referred to in it, it would be reasonable not

to ascribe it to either the ignorance 01 the perversity of the writer as they lay

outside his particular sphere of work

It emerges, now, from the above discussion that it is more reasonable

to regaid Indraraja as Amaraja under reference whom Cakrayudha sup-

planted accordmg to the Pala inscription Cakrayudha must be regarded as a
rival claimant to the throne whose claims received support from Dharma-
pala The Bappa-Bhatti Caiita may not be regarded as altogether silent on
the matter Dharmapala says openly that it was a long cherished object of

his life to defeat Amaraja of Kanauj, only that he had not the good fortune

1 Rdjaiarangtni, I , BK , IV, V 471 ( Stem Konow, p 163

)

! HI, p pp 74 and 266 ( Stem Konow and Lanman's edition ).
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to give effect to his cherished aim successfully If so the only inference that

seems to be the possibility is that Dharmapala defeated Amaraja and displaced

him just for a while by placing Cakrayudha on the throne. Amaraja, however,

soon after turned out Carkrayudha and occupied the throne again, all

Dharmapala’s exertions being unable to place Cakrayudha again on the throne

of Kanauj' That probably is the question when both Dharma and Cakra

voluntarily rendered submission to Govinda

The Bappa-Bkatti Cartta and the Prabandhakoia indicate that

Ama held his court at Gopagiri (Gwalior),
1 but according to the Pra-

bkavaka Canta he, like his father YaSovarman, reigned at Kanauj

2

and not altogether at Gopagiri Whatever be the truth, the importance of

the tiadition probably lies in showing that the region of Gwalior formed

part of the dominions of Kanauj at this time He is also represented as going

to the Jam holy places like Stambhatlrtha (Combay), Vimalgiri (Palitana),

Raivatagiri (Girnar) and Prabhasa (Patan), etc
8

Fiom the narrative of the Bappa Bhatti we may safely conclude that

the King Ama was a very religious man and was unable to revive the past

glory of the kingdom of Kanauj Though its glory had departed yet

the position of Kanauj was so important that it continued to enjoy

pre-eminence among the kingdoms of the North It was, therefore, probably

during the reign of Ama, that king Jayapida of Kashmira, the Rastrakuta

king Dhruva and the Pala king Dharmapala unsuccessfully invaded the

teintones of Kanauj.

Ama was succeeded by his son Dunduka who according to the Prabha-

vaka Carila was murdered by his son Bhoja.

4

After this event we have

no information whatsoever regarding the descendants of Amaraja It seems

that during the weak rule of Dunduka, Kanauj was occupied by the Pratiharas

III AYUDHA FAMILY - A CONCOCTION

This dynasty is supposed to have consisted of three kings The ground

of the discovery of this dynasty is only the likeness in the name-ending o

1 PK, (SJGM

,

VI), p 28 fl emm JC nfaiwpift swi

2 PCA , XI. Vs. n6, 117 aBRtmtlPEr Stern iwlnClw i

jprft srS, sjpr tfif N

8 Ibid , XI, p lofi

« PCA., {SJGM, XIII), p. no, V 756
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Vajrayudha, Indrayudha and Cakrayudha Cunously enough, they are

known from sources quite different from one another. As I have already

discussed elsewhere the identity of Vajrayudha,1
this pomt need not be raised

here again As regards the two, the identification of their family is still a

matter of controversy. We know about Cakrfiyudha from PSla as well

as from the Gurjara Pratihara and the Raslrakuta records but for Indrayudha

there is only one source and that is the following verse from the Jam Rari-

Vania of Jinasena.

Sakesvabdaiatesu satpatsu dtiam Pancottai esftttaram

Patinthayudhanamm Krsiwnrpajc Siftiallabhe dakstnam

Pfirvam iitmadavantt bhubhrti mpe Vatsadt (dh) raje paiam

Saurya (ra) namadhmandalc (lam) Jayayiite litre varahcvatt

Kalyamih parmardhamajta vtpulairivardhamane purr

The credit for bringing to light this passage goes to the late Dr K B.

Pathak This verse, however, has been the subject of a considerable amount of

discussion and even of differing interpretations This simply states

that Jinasena wrote his Emmania at Vardhamanapura in Saka year

70S or 783 A D
,
when Indrayudha was ruling m the north, Srivallabha, the

son of Knsijanrpa, in the south, Vatsaraja, the king of Avanti, in the east

and V!ra Jayavaraha over the Sauramandala in the west

In this verse the author who was a resident of Wadhwan in Gujarat

wishes to define his position in place and time The time datum is quite

precisely the Saka year 70S The place is defined equally precisely as in

the province (Adhimandala) of Guj’arata land of the Suras of Sauryas The
work was completed in the region of the valiant king Jayavaraha, that

disposes of the first and the last lines The intervening two lines have refer-

ence to the political disposition of India at the tnne with reference to

Wadhwan in Kathiawar

Before attempting any identification of the rulers mentioned in the
intervening two lines, I propose here to discuss the various interpretations
given by eminent scholars Dr R. G. Bhandarkar thinks in his TBstory
of the Deccan’ that the prince of Vatsa was the ruler in the west, whose
capital must have been Kaulambi the modern Kosam near Allahabad, and
who had grown haughty by his conquest of a king of the Gauda country
He must be the same as that vanquished by Nirupama, who having driven

1 Sec supra pp. 39-40
9 Canto LXYI, V, 52 and 53.
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him into the impassable desert of Marwar, had carried away the two state

umbiellas which he (Vatsaraja) had won from the Gauda king

1

Following

him his son Di D. R. Bhandarkar translates this verse as follows “In the

east, the illustrious king of Avanti, in the west king Vatsaraja (and)

in the teriitory of the Sauryas, the victorious and the brave Varaha”

Later on, Mr R Chanda, Prof. R D Banerji and Stein Konow

accepted this translation. Dr V. A Smith also accepted it, but he

lemarked ‘that the translation has been the subject of dispute5 Dr S K
Aiyangar, the exponent of the above theory, argues “there is no reason for

us whatever to imagine that the directions here indicated are with reference

to Wadhwan or for equating Vatsadhiraja with the ruler of Avanti which

seems to be contradicted by the statements in inscriptions and other records

referable to his tune and to the period immediately following Whoever the

Avanti ruler was, he certainly was not Vatsadhiraja or any one of his successors

It becomes thus obvious that the interpretations put upon the verse are

forced, as the conclusions drawn therefrom lend to palpable historical absurd-

ities We have to take the meaning of the verse plainly. Indrayudha was

ruling in the north, Srivallabha, son of Krsna in the south, a king of Avanti

was the dominant ruler in the east and VatsarSja was the most influential

in the west Beyond this the veise gives us no warrant to proceed
”

3

Later

on he states in the conclusion, that Jinasena perhaps has made two impor-

tant omissions in the above verse The first is that while mentioning Indra

yudha as the ruler of the North, he makes no mention of as to who the ruler of

Kanauj at that time was Kanauj having been the head-quarters of an imperial

sovereign upto the date of the death of Yasovarman, the omission of anj

mention is certainly very significant Filling this omission then he identifies

Indrayudha with the king Amaraja of Kanauj of the time The second

omission in his opinion is that there is no mention whatsoever of the ruler

of Bengal while simply stating that the east was ruled by the king of Malava

in the year Saka 703 or 7S3 A D. Then he assumed that the ruler oi the

east was Dharmapala, a powerful ruler of Bengal, whose influence, prevai e

westwards: his name figures in the Rastrakuta inscriptions of the period among

those against whom the Rastrakfitas intervened in the politics of the north

But all these far-fetched assumptions based on the distortion ot tn

1 Bhandarkar, Collected Works, in, pp 89-90.

5 JDL , X, p 24.

5 Aiyangar, S K , Ament India ( 1941). PP- 36S-369

4 Ibid , p. 370.
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simple meaning of the verse, are hardly applicable to the above proposition

when spoken with reference to WadhwSn in Kathiawar On the face of it we

should seek the appropriate identification suitable to the four directions

from Wadhwan, the residence of the author.

Commenting on this verse Dr Fleet obseived that “the work was finished

in Saka Samvat 70S (,expired)-(AD 783 -84), when there were reigning in

various directions determined with reference to a town named Vardhamfina-

pura, which is to be identified with the modem Wadhwan m the Jhalavad

division of Kathiawar, in the north Indrayudha, m the east Vatsaraja, the

king of Avanti (Tijjain)
;
and m the west Varaha or Jayavaraha, in the terri-

tory of the Sauryas

1

Dr. D R Bhandarkar, later on in view of the new light thrown by the

Sanjan plates, changed his opinion and accepted the correctness of Dr Fleet s

translation
1 Now the chief point to be noticed in Dr Fleet’s translation

is that it gives the king’s personal name in each case

Let us then identify each of the kings of each direction As regards

Indrayudha, it is generally assumed that he was king of Kanauj, but certain

scholars doubt this identification I have shown elsewhere
8
that Indrayudha

ol the Hanvaiisa could not probably be the ruler of Kanauj Moreover, the

term *in the north’ is not merely vague and indefinite, but hardly applicable to

Kanauj when taken with refeience to Wadhwan m Kathiawar In my opinion

Indrayudha must have been the ruler of some territory north from Wadhwan

We know a king entitled Indraraja from the Baroda plates who was in charge

of Latesvaramandala Scholars generally assumed that Indraraja of Baroda

plates is almost identical with Indraraja, ruler of Kanauj mentioned in the

Bhagalpur copper plates But to me it does not seem plausible I have, how-

ever, elsewhere expressed my opinion 4
It appears more likely that the Rastra-

kuta king Indraraja of the Baroda plates and Indrayudha of the Hanvanfa

are identical The Baroda plates of Karkaraja inform us that Dhruva

appointed his son Indraraja to rule over the Lateivara-mandala, which seems

to mean the northern possessions of the Rastrakutas with the province of LSta

as the centre Now the question arises Why does Jinasena not call him the

ruler of Lata-mandala instead of calling him the ruler of the north? Lata

is certainly not in the north of Wadhwan Is there any significance in mention-

1 Fleet, EL, VI, pp 195-196 , See also JRAS

,

1904, p 644
* El , XVIII, p 239
3 See supra p 37
4 See supra p. 38
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mg Indrayudha or Indraraja as the king of the north? Is there any indication

to assume that in the Saka year 70S or 783-4 AD Rastrakuta Indraraja was
the mler of the north? Is there any relation with the ruler of the south,

mentioned by Jinasena as Srivallabha, son of Krsnanrpa, who is certainly a
Riistiakuta ruler? For all these queries we should go to the history of the

Rastrakuta dynasty

The Rastrakuta documents inform us that Danhdurga’s unde and

successoi Krsna 1 had two sons namely Govmda II and Dhruva I

Accoiding to the statement of Jmasena, one who was called Srivallabha, was

the ruler of the south m the Saka year 70S or 783 A D The Paithan plates

of Govinda III mention Srivallabha, as an epithet of Govinda II and Kali-

vallabha as that of Dhruva But Sravauabelgola Inscription No 24, which

is an almost contemporary document, describes the father of Stambha le

Dhruva, as Srivallabha Another contemporary record from Matakan in Mysore

district refers to Dharavarsa Srivallabha as the overlord of Kambarasa,

proving thereby that Dhruva was known both by the epithets of Srivallabha and

Kahvallabha Since Srivallabha was thus the epithet of both Govinda II

and his immediate successor Dhruva, Srivallabha mentioned by Jinasena as

luling in 783 A D can be either Govmda or Dhruva But since the latest

known date of Govinda II is 779 A D from the Dhuha plates, it may be

reasonably assumed that Srivallabha, who is mentioned by Jinasena as

ruling over the south m 783 AD, may have been Dhruva rather than

Govmda II1

At the time of his accession m c 780 A D Dhruva was a mature man

of about SO, for when the Dhiilia plates were issued m 779 A D his son was

a grown up man invested with the PancamahaSabdas and taking an active

part in admmistiation Dhruva had a number of sons The names of four of

them are known as Stambha Ranavaloka (Kambarasa in Canarese), Karha

Suvamavarsa, Govmda II and Indra Stambha was a viceroy of Gangawadi

and Kaika an administrator of KhanadeSa even before his father’s accession

Govinda who was the ablest and worthiest among them was selected by

Dhruva for succession and Indra was later on put in charge of Gujarata

prm’mce Dhruva died some time between April, 793 A D and May, 794

Dhruva is regarded as the usurper of the throne of his elder brother

who was a weak and vicious ruler After his accession Dhruva must have

i Altekar, Dr A. 8., Ur mirakMas and Their Times, pp. 52-33
- Ibid

, p, 58 .
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spent some time in consolidating his position by compelling the rebel feuda-

tories who were about to overflow his brother’s yoke, to recognise his sover-

eignty Then he proceeded to punish those who had sided with his brother

in the war of succession.

Indrayudha or Indra mentioned by Jinasena as the ruler of the north

was really the son of Dhruva, whom he appointed as the administrator of

Lata-mandala or the north speaking in term of Jinasena, after the conquest

of the north The real motive of the northern campaign of Dhruva seems

to have been to teach a lesson to Vatsaraja, who had tried to espouse the

cause of Govinda II
1 This Vatsaraja is the same whom Jinasena mentions

in the line third of Ins verse, as the king of Avanti in the east {Purviim

Sntnadavantibhubhrti nrpe VatsadhirSje) He has been accepted on all hands

to be identical with the monarch of the same name mentioned in the Gurjara

Pralihara inscriptions as the predecessor of Nagabhata II From some time

anterior to Jinasena, the city of Avanti or Ujjarni was regarded as the seat

of power of Gurjara-Pratiharas The support for this view may be found in

verse occurring m the Sanjan plates of Amoghavarsa I, dated in the Saka

year 793 or 871 AD It states “Evanyagarbham rajanyoarujjaymydm

yadasttam, Pratiharikrtam yarn GurjareSadt rajakam,” l e , by whom kings

such as the Gurjara lord and others were made door-keepers when in Ujja-

yini, the (great gift called) Hiranyagarbha was completed by the Ksatnyas 2

Vatsaraja was the powerful ruler of the Pratlhara dynasty His first

known date from a Prakrt Jam work Kuvalayavtdld of Udyotanasun

is the Saka year 700 or 778-79 A D when be was regarded as the ruler of Jalor

(Jabalipur) in Marwar 8 His second known date furnished by Jinasena of

Wadhwan is the Saka year 70S or 783-84 A D when he mentioned the ruler

of the east at Avanti These two dates furnished by the Jain teachers are

very significant Jalor is directly in the north from Wadhwan From these

two different dates related with different places it may safely be assumed

that five years earlier than Jinasena’s statement Vatsaraja bad been the ruler

of the north, while, in the time of Jinasena, he became the ruler of the

1 See Bhor Museum copper plates, El , XXII, N 28, V 2i

* El, XVIII, pp 243. 25z, V 9
8 Jain Sahttya Samtoihaka, III, p 180, V 25-26

sRtfiuJ tftff!; uqfij,

tTC^Rra'ii+ili]4U| KtHofr

fafwvwnirl qfcral s^irii
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oast and the ruler of the north became Indrayudha The reasons of this

change, it can be said, are not wanting

It has been said above that Dhruva’s real motive of the northern

campaign was to teach the lesson to Vatsaraja who had tried to espouse

the cause of Govinda II and, for this very reason, he attacked Vatsaraja

and conquered his possession of the north and appointed his son Indra

as the administrator All these sudden changes of kingdoms within a short

period of the time, say between 780-783, must have been fresh in the mind

of Jinasena when he depicted the political conditions prevailing during

his time in the four directions

Now it may reasonably be concluded that Indrayudha of the Jam

Hartvanfo is identical only with Indra Rastrakiita and not with Indra-

raja, ruler of Kanauj, as mentioned in the Bhagalpur copper plates of

the Pala dynasty.

In view of the foregoing discussion it is difficult to maintain the

existence of the Ayudha dynasty of Kanauj, consisting of Vajrayudha,

Indrayudha and Cakrayudha Really speaking, Cakrayudha was the only

king who can be safely located at Kanyakubja The gap between Yafo-

varman and the Pratiharas has been filled in by Ama Nagavaloka of the

Jain traditions, who distinguished himself in religious and cultural fields,

but was politically weak, which led to the invasions of Madhyadesa by the

Rastrakutas, the Palas, the Pratiharas and the kings of Kashmir.



CHAPTER III

THE DYNASTIES OF MADHYADESA (continued)

I THE GURJARA PRATiHARAS

The Gurjara Pratiharas played a very important part in ancient

Indian History The earliest reference to them found in the Jain sources

is the famous Aihole inscription (A D. 634) of Raviklrti, a contemporary

of Puhkesin H, in which they are mentioned along with the Latas and the

Malavas 1 Banabhatta in his Barsa Carita also refers to the Gurjaras

whom Prabhakaravardhana kept in terror* Apart from these, the various

references to the Gurjaras in the records of the seventh century indicate

that their dynasty must have been a powerful one Certain place names

like Gujranwala, Gujarat, Gujarakhan in the Punjab and Giijargar, the

name of one of the northern districts of Madhyabhlrat denote the early

inhabitance of the tribe The land between these— the territory corres-

ponding to the northern and western RajpfitanSr—is referred to in some

inscriptions of the ninth century AD as Gurjaratra* and must, therefore,

be assumed as a settlement of the Gurjaras

As regards their early settlement we have no definite information

from the Jain sources but we can infer, from a reference made in the Jain

Inscription of Raviklrti from Aihole, wherein Gurjaras are mentioned along

with the Latas and the Malavas, that they occupied a territory contiguous

to these two provinces * One Jain author, Udyotanasfin, by way of mentioning

the date of completion of his work states that in Saka year 700 or 778 A D
the territory m which his residence Javlhpur or Jalor (Marwar) was situated,

had been ruled by a king Vatsaraja' This Vatsaraja has been rightly

accepted on all hands as a member of the Gurjara Pratlhara dynasty” One
more definite information is furnished by a Jam inscription from Gha(i-

ySla near Jodhpur in the NW. directions, in which it is stated that in V.E.

1 Er

,

vi, p i jRtrqfosrar m bis ins? g%: i

2 Harsa Canto, p 120 (N. S Press) |?I gRmfeiO J^SRPrct

UiMKlfa"! SRTCS sar tot; i

* JBBRAS., XXI, p. 414
* El

,

VI, p. 1
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918 or 861 A D
,
a chief Kakkuka, of Pratihara dynasty founded a Jain

temple and made it over to a Jam community of Gaccha Dhaneswara 1
All

these references from the early seventh to the ninth century show that the

Pratihaias were already settled in the N W. Rajasthana areas

Origin Who were these Gurjara-Pratibaras? Regarding this question

we have no particular information Some scholars regard them as of foreign

origin and argue that the personal names of the earlier rulers found in the

Jain inscription from Ghatiyala as well as in other inscriptions of this dynasty

are outlandish This much may be said on this point that there are no out-

landish names. They are Prakft and Apabhransa forms of Sanskrt terms

These Gurjaras were divided among certain clans and one of them was

called Pratihara 5
It should be kept m mind m this connection that the term

‘Gurjara’ primarily bears a racial signification, rather than a geographical

sense For this we have the testimony of a south Indian Jain poet Pampa, who

expressly calls Mahlpala ‘Gurjararaja’
3 This epithet could hardly be applied

to him, if the term Gurjararaja bore a geographical sense denoting what

after all was only a small portion of Mahipala’s vast territories This fact is

curiously confirmed by a Rajor inscription of Mathandeva dated VE 1016 or

9S9 A D wherein he is described as belonging to the Gurjara-Pratihara lineage,

since the phrase “Gurjara-Pratihdidnvayah" occurring in it must be inter-

preted to mean ‘Pratihara dan of the Gurjaras’
4

The two Jain inscriptions along with the other inscriptions of this

dynasty, however, suggest a different kind of origin The Ghatiyala inscrip-

tion (in Prakrt) of Kakkuka says:

“Rahttltlao PadthSro asi sin Lakkhanotti Ramassa

Tern Padiharavansa samitnat attha samfatto ”

‘§ri Laksmana, the ornament of Raghu dynasty, was the door-keeper

(Pratihara) of Rama Through him this dynasty of Pratiharas reached

the growth

1 JRAS., 1895, pp. 513-2*
’

* Tnpathi, Dr. R S. * History of Kanauj, p 221.
,

* See infra p 6z : The term may be interpreted m the light of the offia

statements of the family. Gnrjara-PratlhJra means Pratihara ami y

Gurjaratra.'

4 EL, III, p 266: See also 1A, XL, p. 22.

* JRAS., 1895, p 5*3, ff. V. 2.

Cf. Jodhpur Ins. of Pratihara Bank, El .
XVIII, pM*^4 ^
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Another Jam inscription oi Vatsaiaja from Osisi in Jodhpur division says’

“Tasyakarsat kite prenwa Laksmamh PratiMratam

Tatobhavat Pratihma oanfo Rama samudbhavah”

‘Laksmana, a brother of Rama, out of affection, performed the duty of

door-keeper (Pratiharatam) So the Pratihara dynasty originated from him1 1

'

"Thus in both the lecords the name Pratihara is derived from a memorable

event in the life of Laksmana This shows that the clan is said to be descended

from the same epic hero and thereby considered as a genuine indigenous one

According to the available sources historians have divided this dynasty

into two branches’—the one is the Jodhpur branch and the other is the Ujjam

branch which later on shifted to Kanauj Fortunately we have definite

information about each of the branches

Jodhpur Branch For this branch of dynasty we have a Jain inscrip-

tion of Kakkuka from Ghatiyila, which is one of the five Ghatiyah inscrip-

tions published in JRAS
, 1895, p 513 S This inscription fortunately bears

the date VE 918 or 861 AD and treats of the same line of Pratihara

chiefs which is eulogised in the Jodhpur inscription of Bauka, dated VJE
894. But it has some additional value because it coirects and adds to the

information which has been drawn from that inscription and also because

by far the greater part of it nearly upto the end of line 20, is written in

Maharastri Prakit

Its proper object is to record (in verse 22 and 23) that a chief named
Kakkuka founded a Jam temple and made it over to a Jam community
of Gaccha Dhaneswara But it tells us also in the verses (19-21) that the
same chief on the day of Wednesday, the second lunar day of the bright
half of Caitra of the year 918 (apparently the Vikrama era) while moon
was in Naksaira Hasta, established a market at the village of Enbfrikapa
and erected two pillars, one at the same village and the other at Maddora
And by way of introduction it gives (in verses 3-6) the Mowing genealogy
of Kakkuka

Brahmana Haricandra and his wife Bhadra who was of the Ksatriya
caste had a son Rajjila His son was Narabhata, his son Nagabhata (Nahad)
his son Tata, his son YaSovardhan; his son Canduka, his son Silluka; his
son Jhota, his son Bhilluka; his son Kakka and his son from Durlabhadevi
was Kakkuka.

* 21., XVIII, pp 95-97 and pp 107-110, V. 6
Cf Gwalior Prafesti of Bhoj, Ibid

,

p 99, V 3
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With the exception of Durlabhadevi and her son Kakkuka all these

persons were known to us already (some under slightly different names)

from the Jodhpur inscription of Bauka But the present inscription shows that

Yasovardhana was the son of Tata, not as has been wrongly inferred from

the Jodhpur inscription, of Tata’s younger brother Bhoja, who is here omitted,

and that the son of Silluka (Siluka or Sfluka) was Jhota, not Jhatovara Accord-

ing to the Jodhpur inscription Kakka had another son named Bauka from the

Maharajni Padmini He, of course, must have been a brother of Kakkuka,

who in the present inscription is described as the son of Kakka and Durla-

bhadevi As the date of the Jodhpur inscription is read V E 894 by Dr. R

C Majumdar, it appeals that Kakkuka, whose present inscription contains

a date of the year 918, would have been the step-brother and successor

of Bauka 1

Thus the above inscription furnishes us with a line of kings extending

over twelve generations Dr Majumdar suggests that if 25 years be given

as an average for each generation, the total reign-penod of the dynasty

would be about 300 years As the known date of Kakkuka is VE 918 or

861 AD and that of his step-brother Bauka, Samvat 894 or 837 AD.

the founder of the dynasty, Hancandra, may be placed at 550 A D 2

It may, of course, be argued, in the absence of pompous and high

sounding titles in the inscription, of this line of rulers, that they were only

small feudatory chiefs, but the light thrown by the other inscription of

this dynasty, i e , Jodhpur inscription of Bauka, dated 840 AD ,
proves

otherwise.
3

This inscription eulogises Kakkuka much, but does not furnish

any details regarding his predecessors It does not also inform us the name

of his step-brother Bauka It, besides referring to his great power in general,

makes specific reference to the provinces of Marumada, Stravani, talla,

and also Gurjaratra as forming pait of his dominions Though we

know from the Daulafapura plates that in 843 A D Gurjaratra was under
.

e

possessions of Bhoja (I) a king of another line of Pratiharas, the mscnp

tions of Kakkuka show that Bhoja had lost it again and even as late as

861 AD the disputed territory was in the possession of the Pratihara

family of Jodhpur.*

1 JDL , X, pp. 6-7.

5 Ibid pp 7-8

* El.. XVIII, p 87 ff.

* JDL., X, p. 48
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The Pratiharas of Avanti As a matter of fact, this dynasty was

closely alhed to the ruling dynasty of Jodhpur for both possessed the

common tradition of being descended from Laksmana, the brothei of Rama;

both traced the common name Pratihara to the fact that the hero once served

as a door-keeper to his elder brother Rama

Certain Jain sources, however, throw some light on this branch also

As to when the Pratiharas came to Avanti is not known directly from

the Jam sources, but we can infer from the Aihole inscription of the Jain

poet Ravikirti that they had their own entity along with the Latas and the

Malavas (Lata Malava Gurjarah). Probably by seeking an alliance with, or

protection from the Calukya Fuhkesin II, they retained their independence

The separate mention of the Malava m this reference, however, denotes that

Malava was not occupied by the Pratiharas at the time of the poet Ravikirti

(634 AD).
The Arab historians inform us that during the first two quarters of the

8th century the invasion of the Arabs was checked m the east by a new
power near Ujjain Scholars have suggested that this new power was no
other than that of the Pratihara kings of Avanti This indicates that the

Pratiharas had occupied Malava and established their sway m the Vtpginning
of the second quarter of the 8th century A D.

1

. The fact that the Gurjara Pratiharas were settled m Malava, is also

supported by a remarkable passage occurring in the colophon of the HanvanSa
of Jinasena, (Purvam Srhnadavantt bhiibhrtt nrpe Vatsdd/nrajc)

It is stated here that at the time of completion of its composition that

is, in the Salta year 70S or 783 A D
, at Wardhamanapur, modern Wadhwan

in the Jhalavad division of Kathiawar, there were ruling four hnp m fl,e
four directions, among them m the east was Vatsaraja, the ruler of Avanti
This Vatsaraja has been identified with the monarch of the same ump
belonging to the Gurjara Pratihara family The verse number mne of the
Sanjan plates of Amoghavarsa I, dated in the Saka year 793 or 871 A D
points to a Gurjara Pratihara kingdom at Ujjain 3 Thus it may easily be
surmised that Ujjain or Avanti became the citadel of this dynastv dun™
this period

S

As regards the geneology of this line of the Pratiharas we have no records
in the Jam sources but we have certain stray references which may be regarded
as an important contribution to Indian history

1 Elliot, Btstory of Inita, pp 1*6, 44a
, See also JDL , X p ai.

8 See supra, p 49
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Vatsaraja. Regarding Vatsaraja there are two more references be-

sides the Hanvansa The one is from Kuvdayamala of Udyotanasuri which

states that he composed his work m Jabalipur (modern Jailor in Marwar)

one day before the end of Saka year 700 or 778 A D At that time Vatsa-

raja was the ruler. The stanza runs thus.

Parabhadabhtudibhango, Panaiyana rohmka.laca.ndo

Sin Vacchaidya nSrno narahatthi patthivojaia

i e Adoration to the valorous king Vatsaraja who is frown to the enemies

and is lovely to the lovers as moon is for his consort Rohinl 1

The other one is the Osia inscription, dated V E 1013 or 956-7 A D

,

which is engraved in the Porch of a Jain temple and indicates its existence in

the time of Vatsaraja The inscription consists of 28 lines, but is much muti-

lated It begins by invoking the blessings of the first Tirthankara Rsabha-

nath, the son of Nabhi and of the last Tirthankara Mahavira, the son of

Siddhartha Then it is stated that Rama, the destroyer of Ravana, had a

brother named Lak^mana who did the duties of his door-keeper (Pratihara)

and hence arose from the latter the PratihSra dynasty In this dynasty there

was a king named Vatsaraja In his kingdom was situated the extensive city

of UkeSa i e Osi§ and in the heart of this city stood the temple of Mahavira

So far the contents of the inscription are clear, but from the remaining

mutilated portion we can glean only two things as certain The first is that

this mandapa, m which the inscription is found, had fallen into disrepair

and on the request of the temple committee (Gosthi) a merchant called

Jindaka renovated it Secondly, the date of this renovation is the 3rd day

of the bright half of Phalguna of the Vikrama year 1013 The temple thus

existed during the reign of Vatsaraja who belonged to the Pratihara dynasty

and its Mandapa was rebuilt in V E. 1013 (A D. 9S6)
a

These two references along with the reference found in the Hanvansa

show that Vatsaraja was ruling over an extensive kingdom though he was

called the ruler of Avanti (Avaniibhubhjt).

Regarding VatsarSja one more point emerges here From the Hannan a

it appears that while the king Vatsaraja was the ruler at Avanti, e

territory north of Wadhwan was ruled by a king named Indrayu m

Saka year 70S or 783 A D. And five years prior to this date in Saka year

1 JSS., Ill, Pt. II, p i8x, V. ai.

s ASI., Ann. Re., 1908-9, p 108 „ „ TB,

The text is published in Jaw Lekha Sangarah. Pt. I (P c- Nahar), pp. 9 94
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700 or 778 AD
,
we are informed that the territory in which Javalipur,

residence of the author of Ktmlayamala, was situated, was ruled by

Vatsaraja, which is evidently north of Wadhwan The reasons for this

sudden change within five years (778-783 AD) are known to us from the

Rastrakuta records

The verse number twenty-one of the Bhore State museum copper plates

of Dharavarsa Dhruvaraja, dated Saka year 702 or 780 AD, informs

us that Dhruva subdued all those rebels who opposed him in the captuie

of power from his elder brother Among these rebels one was the king of

Malava (Malavesa) 1 The then king of Malava country was Vatsaraja a

fact which is supported by the Radhanpur plates and the Wani grants of

Govinda III
2 These records expressly bear testimony to the struggle of

Dhruva with Vatsaraja

The Baroda plates of Karkaraja also confirm that the Rastrakuta king

had actually proceeded so far and appointed his son Indraraja administrator

of the northern possessions with Head Quarters at Lata (LateSwaramandala) 3

I have suggested elsewhere the possibility of identifying Indraraja with
Indrayudha mentioned in the Harwansa 4

If so the occupation of the territory

north of Wadhwan by Indrayudha, son of Dhruva, must have taken place

between Saka year 702 or 780 A D and 70S or 783 A D Thus the above two
Jain references in collaboration with the above facts, yield this important
information

The fact that Vatsaraja was a powerful ruler is supported by those
emphatical adjectives— Siiniad, Bhubhrt, Nrpa, and Adktraja (paramount
sovereign), given in the passage of the HanvanSa and Parabhadablumdtbhango,
and Narahatthi, the virudas given to Vatsaraja in the Kmalayamdla of Udyo-
tanasuri, and all these are mostly corroborated with what is spoken about
him m the Gwalior inscription of Bhoja 3

NAGABUATA IT As to who was the son and successor of Vatsaraja
is not known to us from the Jain sources, but from the lists of the kings given
in the inscriptions of the dynasty, it is sure that he was Nagabhata II About
this king some scholars assume that he bore the title NagSvaloka and as such

1 El

,

XXU, N 28, V 21' ^ ;

am, fitful «r
5 EI . VI, p, 248
* See supra p 46
4 See supra p 38
! EI

,

XVIIT, p 99 ff Vs 6, 7
6
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he is identical with the king Ama Nagavaloka of Kanauj mentioned in the

Ptabhdvaka Canta, and henceforth, Kanauj continued to be the capital ot

the dynasty I have refuted this very assumption elsewhere1 and I have to

say here that there is no evidence to support that Nagabhata II really

transferred his capital to Kanauj. If any transfer of the capital was effected,

it must have been done by the time of later Pratiharas when the dynasty of

Yasovarman at Kanauj was totally extinguished about the year 836 A D
BHOJA I The successors of Nagabhata II are known as generally

ruling in Kanyakubja The frequent attacks from the Ras{rakutas and other

powers from west compelled the Pratiharas to transfer their capital from Ujjaim

to Kanauj Nagabhata’s grand-son Bhoja (I) is regarded as ruling from

Kanauj.2 We have fortunately one Jain inscription from Deogarh which fur-

nishes us one of the earliest dates of the period of reign of Bhojadeva of

Kanauj This inscription has been discovered, engraved, on a pillar belonging

to a Jam temple in the village Deogarh m the Lalitpur sub-division of the

district Jhansi (UP) The pillar which contained ten lines of writing was

caused to be made (or set up) near the temple of the holy (Jam Arhat)

Sanlinath by Deva, a disciple of the Acarya Kamaladeva, and it was com-

pleted in VE. 919 (AD 862), m the reign of the Paramabbattdraka

Maharajadhtraja Pa/amcSviara, the glorious Bhojadeva, while Luacchagira

was governed by the Mahasamanta or great feudatory Visnuram to whom

the five Mahaiabdas had been granted by Bhojadeva The pillar was made

by the Goslhika Vajuagagak The last line gives us both in words and

figures the year of the Saka era 784 8

This inscription indicates the full sovereignty of Bhoja and the

feudal system of his leign That Bhoja was a most powerful king of the

dynasty is shown by this inscription referring to his befitting titles

MAHIPALA Among the later Pratiharas we have reference to

two kings in the Jam sources, one is Mahipala and the other is

Vmayakapala A Kanarese Jain poet Pampa in his work, Viki amarjuna-

vtjaya oi Pampa-Bhdrata, writing about Mahipala, states. Plucked from

the Ghurjararaja’s arms the goddess of victory, whom, though desirous

of keeping, he had held too loosely. Mahipala fled as if struck by thun er

1 Sec supra pp 35, 36
2 Barah copperplate inscription dated in V. E S93 (AD 030)

3*^: otiwl
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bolts, staying neither to eat, nor to rest, nor pick himself up, while Narasimha

pursuing bathed his horses at the junction of the Ganga”1 The above

reference is made in connection with an expedition against Kanauj carried

on by the Kastrakula Indra III, probably having been accompanied by

his feudatory chief Narasimha Calukya As the year of Indra Ill’s coronation

is specified 913 AD in the Nausan grant
2 and his successor is known from

the Dandapiu ^Dharwad district) inscription to have been ruling in 918,
2

we may infer that this struggle referred to above must have taken place

sometime between the years 916 and 917 AD Besides this, we know from

the Asm inscription that Mahipala was ruling in VE 974 or 917 AD
From the Balabhdrata of the celebrated poet RajaSekhara, it appears that

Mahipala must have been a strong ruler among the later Pratiharas 4

Vtnayakapala was the other name oj Mahipala The name of Vinayaka-

pala occurs m the colophon of the Brhat KathakoSa of the Jam poet Harisena

He states that ‘in the piosperous reign of ‘Vinayadikapala’ he wrote this

Koia in Vikrama Era 989 or Saka 833, the year being Khara which is twenty-

fourth m enumeration ” 1 The poet Maiisena was living near about Wadhwan
and his calculation is according to the northern cycle It appears that the

book was finished sometime between fifteenth October 931 and thirteenth

March, 932 AD
Who was this king andwhom did he succeed? There are several inscriptions

which give his dates According to the plates of the Bengal Asiatic Society he
was ruling in 93 1 A D 0 The Rakhetra stone inscription discovered in the village
of that name near Canderi in Gwalioi says that Vinayakapala constructed
certain water-works at an immense cost in the year VE 999-1000 or 942-
43 A D.' In an inscription from Partapgarh in southern Rajasthana, dated

P
Karnataka Sabdanusasana,

1 Ed. Lewis Rice ( Bangalore, i8g8 ), pp 34
26

, JRAS . N S XIV, ( 18S2
) p. ao,

a Fleet, Dynasties of the Kaiiaresc Districts, p 415
8 ibid . p 417
4 See T, 7 Carl Cappeller’s edition (1883 ), p 2
6 Vs ir-13 of Colophon {SJGil

) VlFtS f?15 Stpgp,

8 I
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, XV, p 140
7 Ann. Re ASI
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1003 or 946 AD, he is described as the father of Mahendrapala (II).1

It appeals, therefore, that the name of the contemporary kmg mentioned in

a peculiar way by Harisena would be Vmayakapala Explaining the reading
‘Vmayadtkapalasya

’

of the text, Dr A N UpSdhye, the learned editor
of the Bihot KathdkoSa, stated that “the text would give the name Vmaya-
pala or Vmayakapala while the king’s name is Vmayakapala The author
seems to have been in the habit of using K-suffix, but, in all probability,

the original reading might have been Vtn&yidtkapdlasya (apparently mean-
ingless, if one is not aware of the name of the king) which gives the name
Vmayakapala He further assumes that it is quite likely that Vinayadi

was easily conected into Vinayadi by some copyist, who could not make
out any thing from Vinayadi and who thought that his was a meaningful

improvement of Vmaya into Vinaya ”2

I may, however, humbly suggest here that the reading should be

corrected as Vmayakadtpalasya instead of the correction Vinayodtkapalasya,

which is certainly more meaningful in the light of the History of the

Pratiharas of Kanauj. Dr Kielhom and Prof D R Bhandarkar and

following them the other scholars held the view that Vinayakapala, Heramba-
pala and Ksitipala are the various names of the one Mahipala, son of Mahendra-
pala and the successor of Bhoja (II) * In this context if we interpiet the

reading as Vinayakadipalasya, it certainly denotes that a pala having such

names as Vmayaka-Adi—Vinayaka etc
,
naturally comes out as Mahipala

The king lefened to by Harisena was certainly a suzerain king and

not any local chief and this is implied by the adjective ‘Sakropamanake’

Leaving this controversy aside, we can conclude this much from the above

teference that the Vardhamanapura in the Jalavad division of Kathiawar

was included m the Pratihara empire in A D 931 Before this there are

the Haddala coppei plates dated Saka 836 of the Capa-mahasamantadht-

pati Dhmam-Varaha, a feudatory of the Rajadhiraja Mahipaladeva, issued

from Vardhaman Pratihara empire was a big one, extending from Kathiawar

to the borders of Bihar and the “Government was more or less feudal in

nature and its rapid dissolution was due to the centrifugal tendency which

is still observable among the Rajputs ”

MAHENDRAPALA II. Mahipala had two sons Mahendrapala II and

1 El
, XIV, pp 176-186

* Brliat Kathakofa, Introduction, p 122, (SJGM

,

XVII)
J See for full discussion — JDL

,

X, pp 59-62 , H C Ray, DHNI , Pt I

,

Ro 57s~5jG

,

R. S Tnpathi, History of Kanan), pp 258-59.
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Devapala He was succeeded by Mahendrapala II whose short reign could

be placed between 940 and 948 A D The celebrated author Somadeva was

his contemporary He refers to him by name m the opening and concluding

verses of the first chapter of his monumental work Yafastilaka Camfu1

and at his instance composed the Nitwakyamrta as is declared m some

anonymous commentary2 It is said that before this he had composed a

work named Trtvarga-Mahendra—Mdlatisaiijalpa, dealing with Dharma

Attka and Kama perhaps in the form of dialogue between lung Mahendra

and charioteer Malati 3 Nothing more is known about this king from the

Jain sources in the present state of our knowledge

DEVAPALA Mahendrapala II was succeeded by Devapalame 948AD
About Devapala we infer from an unpublished, damaged and fragmentary

inscription in a small Jam temple at Ahar near Udaipur that he was

killed by the Guhilota Allata in a fight Nothing further is known about

him from the Jam sources
4

RAJYAPALA. In the third generation of Mahipala alias Vinayaka-

pala, appears, among several successors, one Rajyap&la A Jain inscription

from Dubkunda, dated V E 1145 (AD 1088) of the reign of the Kaccha-

paghata Vikramasimha, refers to one Rajyapala We leant from it that

Vikiamasimha’s grand-father Arjuna, “being anxious to serve the illustrious

Vidyadharadeva, had fiercely slam in a great battle the illustrious Rajya-

pala with many showeis of arrows that pierced his neckbone”3 The event

is probably referred to in the Mahoba inscription which represents Vidya-

dhara as having “caused the destruction of the king of Kanauj These

two statements when jointly defined, tell us undoubtedly that this Rajyapala

was the Gurjara Pratihara, king of Kanauj, whose name has been spelt

by Arab historians as Rajaybal Thus Rajyapala was a contemporary of the

Canddla Vidyadhara and the Kacchapaghata Arjuna The date of his

accession given by the historians is 1018 A D 7

1 Ka.vyama.la (N S.P
)
No 70, 1901

3 Raghavan, NIA., vi, pp 67-9
3 Pt Premi, Jam Sahilya am Ihhasa, 2nd ed

, p 178
1 See infra p 219 Chapter on the Guhilotas.
6 El , II, pp 233-237 hne 12 , See infra on the Kacchapaghatas —

s'kl'WJMia ^5IH 1

0
Ibid., I, pp 2x9, 222, V 22

7 DNNI
,
Pt, I, p 598.

I
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After Rajyapaia, we do not know of his successor from the Jain

souices

Thus the following kings of the dynasty ate known from the Jam

sources

Jodhpvi Bianch

Hanchandra

Raj lla

Narabhata

Tata

I

Yasovardhana

Chanduka

Silluka

Jhota

Bhllluka

Kakka

Kaklcuka

Avanti Branch

Vatsaraja

I

x

I

X

I

Bhoja I

I

x

I

X

MahipSla alias Vmayakapala

Mahendrapala II

Devapala

I

x

I

X

Rajyapaia

II THE GAHADAVALAS

Aftei Rajyapaia as we know from other sources, the Gurjara Prati

haia dynasty could not survive long The vast territory over which t ey

ruled was naturally captured by the new rising powers m all directions

Soon after the disappearance of the Pratiharas, we hear from a\ai a e

Jain sources that the Haihayas of Dahala ruled for some time over anauj

empire 1 But the territory ruled over by them was captured very soon

by a suddenly emerged dynasty of the Gahadavalas. The Jal" sour‘\

throw some light on the following five rulers of the dynasty. ey

1 SJGM , II, p 20 dhmfaral
etc.
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Candradeva, his grandson Govmdacandra, his son Vijayacandra his son

Jayacandra and his son Hariscandra

Ongtn The ongin of the GahadavSlas is one of the most controver-

sial topics m Indian history and the dynasty is tossed between the aboriginal

Bharas on the one side and the Lunar race on the other
1 So far as the

Jam sources are concerned they regard the Gahadavalas as belonging to the

famous Rastrakuta family In the Purdtana Prabandha Sangraha Jaitra-

Candra (Jayacandra;, the son of Vijayacandra, is mentioned as Rastra-

kutlya 2

Candradeva As regards the individual kings of the dynasty, the first

in the list is Candradeva whose reign is generally assigned to the period

between c 1040 and 1100 AD He seems to be the contemporary of the

king Bhoja of Dhara (c 1010-1056 AD) In one place the Ptabandlta

CiKtdmam states that when Bhoja went out for conquests “the king of

Kanyakubja is here bent double "* We can safely infer from this statement

that the contemporary king of the then ruling dynasty may be Candradeva

It is important to note here that Bhoja’s name occurs in the Barahi plates
4

of the Gahadavala dynasty and this would not have much significance if

he had not made some incursions in the north and for a time established

his supremacy over Kanauj

His son and successor Madanacandra known from sources other than

the Jain is omitted in the texts under consideration

Govnidacandt a Madanacandra’s son and successor, Govmdacandra,

figures more prominently in the Prabandha Koia “In the eastern city of

Varanasi there was a king by name Govmdacandra He was the enjoyer

of scent consisting of the pleasure of youth in the inner apartment peopled

by seven hundred and fifty (damsels)
”3 Here his romantic side only

is emphasised and his military and political achievements known from

the other sources are passed over But it tries to compensate when it nar-

rates the concluding act of Govmdacandra’s life in the following words

1 Tnpathi, Dr R S History of Kanauj, 198-99.

5 SJGM ,
II, p 88 SlfRril 1

2 SJGM , I, p 31 fSifo'TWsH* ifra pRFqqRf.

* I

A

,
XIV, p 105, line 3.

6 SJGM , VI, p 54 qpr TT^TT I
[
3Pxf]

3$ 1
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‘‘After having given his kingdom to him (Jayacandra?=Vijaya-

candra) and having followed the description of Yoga obtained the highest

state of existence
,!1

From some other sources it appears that Govindacandra waged several

wars with his contemporaries A Jain work Rambhamaiijari of Nayacandra

refers to the fact that he achieved a victory against Dafama on the day

of his grandson Jayacandra’s birth® Govindacandra perhaps maintained

diplomatic relations with other kings According to the Prabandha Cinta-

mant Siddharaja Jayasiriiha sent a messenger to the lord of Kasi Govinda-

candra, (c 1112-1155 AD) most probably, was the contemporary of

the Gujarat ruler Jayasimha Siddharaja, and thus the ruler of Kafi, at

tins time when Siddharaja sent his messenger, must have been Govinda

candra and not his grandson, Jayacandra (c 1170-94 AD). The latter

is anachromstically recorded in the PiabandJia Ctntaman 1 The two colo-

phons of the MSS obtained from the Jam Bhandaras give the two dates

The colophon of the Vdsavadatta mentions V.E 1207 when the book was

copied m Rudrapalli in the prosperous reign of Rajasri Govindacandra-

deva 1 The colophon of the Katantra Vydkarana mentions V E 1207 when

the book was copied by Vijayananda at Purarahupura m the prosperous

reign of Srimad Govindacandra, while his son Srimad Vijayacandra was

ruling the province of Vadahara (near Varanasi) on the south bank of

the Ganga “

Vtjayacandra Govindacandra’s son was Vijayacandra' who was also

sometimes called, according to the Rambhdvtanjari, Malladeva We have

seen from a colophon that he was sharing in his father’s administration as a

governor of a province In the Piabandha KoSa, Govindacandra’s son is

called Jayantacandra, which is apparently wrong Jayanta or Jaitra were

the other names of Jayacandra, the grandson of Govindacandra

1 Ibid
, p 54 ^ 3T3 <Kw)wdlfcHig;i

a , _.
= Bom Ed. (1899 ), p. 4 to#! ss"^3 ^ 3B®

3jcH54 tram shw 1

3 SJGM

,

I, p 74
STOW

1 SJGM., XVIII, p 106, N. 68 . __
3 Ibid, N 63 tow

efaw# 1

• Recently a copper plate of this King dated 1166 a.d has been

‘

^'
oVered

from village Sonlial nearSasaram ( Bihar )
and is kept in the a na

5 Bom Ed (1899), p. 4
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Vijayacandra does not appear as powerful a rulei as his father Accord-

ing to Prakrta Dvyasraya-mahdkdvya of Hemacandra, Caulukya Kumara-

pala, in the course of his glorious career, devastated Kanyakubja and terrified

its sovereign
1 The reign of Kumarapala is generally assigned to the period

from c 1144 to 1172 A D
,
and if there be any truth m the above statement,

the event must have occurred during the period of Vijayacandra Kumfirapala’s

earlier contemporary Gahadavala king Govindacandra was so powerful

that this occurrence concerning him is well nigh impossible

Jayacandia Vijayacandra was succeeded by his son Jayacandra whose

mother according to the Rambhamanjaii of Nayacandra was queen Candra-

lekha
"
According to the Canda Bardai, Jayacandra was born of Anangapal's

eldest daughter Sundari Devi 3 Rajaiekharasun4 and Nayacandra record his

name as Jayantacandra and Jaitracandra respectively Merutunga3 calls

him Jayacandra In the Puratana Prabmtdha-sangraha6 Jayacandra and

Jaitracandra both names occur

It is alleged that Jayacandra was given this name on account of his

grandfather having achieved a victory over the DaSaroa country on the

very day of his birth
7 According to Merutunga and Nayacandra, Jayacandra

bore the epithet of ‘Pangu’ or ‘Dala Pangula1 from the circumstances that

he maintained stupendous forces
3 Canda Bardai states that his army was

so vast that in the march “the van bad reached its ground ere the rear had

moved off

Jayacandra is credited with so many victories over his contemporary

powers until he was completely defeated by Sihabuddin of Ghor He had

1 Canto VI, V 79, p. aog, Ed S P. Pandit (Bombay, 1900)
•gftwraaffwR* wragwafoiT %f®i 1

11

!
p 4 tigspiTT Srurosti

3 Raso Vs 881-82, p. 134 ( Syam Sundardas edition

)

4 Prabandha kosa (SJGM ,
VI }, p. 54 : )

1 sjgm , I. p 113 m <srKr«Pwf stops 34. t

3 SJGM

,

II, pp 88, 89, 90 3PTO3CS4WP 1

* Rambhanianjari, Act I, p 4 daMfe} <411^3 PtR 5TO3 TO-
Rrt sttt q? 1

B SJGM , I, p 113 nsRfir fast srk 1

TOjj W uvrafit 1 Rambhanianjari, I, p 6 t-HllWW.

* Tod’s, Annals and Antiquities of RSjesthan, II, p 936
7
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a great diplomatic minister named Vidyadhara 1 With his help he attacked
the Gauda king Laksmanasena2 and the Candella king Paramardi 3 The
Rambha-manjari affirms that Jayacandra’s arms were like pillars to tie

down the elephant-like goddess of Madanavarman’s royal fortune,4 which
proves that he attacked the Candella king, the predecessor of Paramardi
some time as a prince But from the context of the prabandhas it appears
that all the attacks were changed in treaties and did not create any bitterness
Nayacandra states in his work Rambha-manjari, that Jayacandra had
destroyed the Yavanas 3 This view receives full support by the Pumsa-pariksa
of Vidyapati 0

According to the prabandha literature one of the inveterate

enemies of Jayacandra was Cauhan king Prithviraja, on whose death he
felt great joy 7 The cause of enmity is not mentioned m the prabandha
literature The friction between Jayacandra and Prithviraja has been gener-

ally regarded as the chief cause which led Sihabuddin Ghori’s invasion of

India resulting in the fall of both The following tradition in the prabandhas

accounts for Sihabuddin’s mvasion of Gahadavala empire “A concubine

of Jayacandra named Suhavadevi, having got refusal from the king of

her son’s claim for the throne and hence being desirous of killing her hus-

band, summoned the Mlecchas ”s According to the Purdtam Prabandha

sangraha. Suratrana Sahabdin (Sihabuddin), having conquered Prithviraja,

was staying in Yoganipur (Delhi), when Suhavadevi, the concubine of

Jayacandra sent message to him to come there when she asked for" After

two years she called him In the first attack Suratrana (Sihabuddin) was

defeated With the advice of his wife he appointed certain Mahammada,

son of Ahammada, as his general and won the battle “In the 10th of the

bright fortnight of the month Caitra in VE 1248
,
Suratrana captured

1 SJGM , II, p 88 W55W? I

2 Ibid . p 88.
3 Ibid

, p go
4 Act I, pp 5-6 erfiWt lHMilK - HWTH,

* Act i, p 5 i

0 Eng. Tran Nerulkar’s Edition, Chap IV, pp 146-47.

7 SJGM

,

II, p 89 3tr-

0 PC, p 1x4 ( SJGM , I
)

gpksqr ^ Slfetl 34

tmRfc® pmratir w fifw See also

the Prabandha kola
( SJGM II ), p 57 -

^

* SJGM , II, p 89 few 41 I
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Banaras ,a Though we do not accept the entire story as true without any

independent corroboration, the date referred to in the Pvratana Piabandha

sangraha seems more probable or very near to the date assigned to the

invasion of Sihabuddm against Jayacandra According to the Taj-id-Maasir,

Sihabuddin marched against Jayacandra in 590 Hijn or 1194 AD

2

Eanfcandra According to the Prabandha-koSa Meghacandra was

Jayacandra’s son, perhaps bom from the chief queen Karpiiradevi 2 He
was killed in a battle with Moslems

4

But the name of Jayacandra’s son

found in the Gahadavala records is Hankandra,0 who, it seems, ruled

the kingdom for some time Meghacandra of the piabandhas might be

the second name of HanScandra

Capital The Jam sources refer to Varanasi as the only capital of the

Gahadavalas and they do not mention Kanyakubja as one of their capitals

The reason behind this seems to be that the seat of the Gahadavalas was

Varanasi which did not lose its importance even after the occupation of

Kanyakubja by them The Jam writer had a special interest in Varanasi

on account of its religious importance for Jams Even the Brahmanical

writer did not minimise the importance of Varanasi, and they called the

Gahadavalas as the ruler of Varanasi and Kanyakubja Varanasi really

occupied a place of importance in the Gahadavala dominions which led

even the Muslim writers sometimes to regard the Gahadavalas as the ‘Rai

of Banaras’

6

According to the Pvratana Piabandha sangraha, the length

of Varanasi at that time was twelve yojanas and breadth nine yojanas 7 We
are told m one place that the area of the territory over which Jayacandra

1 Ibid., pp 89, 90 ot vdi+lRrf . ...

iiaqfite fit- 1 HSi'E

>

2 Elliot, History of India, II, p 222

8
(1) SJGM, VI. p 54 ^ fHRWl
(u) PPS, pp 89, 90 I

4 Ibid p 90 wijg^jlsfir Pr.33t 33; Rdtt. 1

8 El

,

X, pp 94, 98-99

* Elliot, Hisloiy of India, II, p 223, from a recently discoi ered copperplate

of King Vijayacandra, it appears, that Varanasi at that time was one of the two

capitals of the kings of this dynasty.

7 SJGM , II, 88 I
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was ruling was 700 yojanas (square) 1

Poet Srihaisa Jayacandra’s name will be ever remembered m the

history of Samskrt literature for patronising the renowned poet Sriharsa,

son of HIra by Mamalladevi The Jain RajaSekhara in his Prabandha-koSa,

states that his father Hira once was defeated by a court poet But Sriharsa,

in due course, having defeated his fathet’s adversary established his pre-

stige However, one of Jayacandra’s wives named Suhavadevi had envy

with him

2

The statement that Sriharsa was in the court of Jayacandra is

confirmed by the poet himself Sriharsa, in the colophon of his chief work

Naisadhiya canto, states that he was honoured by the kmg of Kanyakubja

with a pair of betel-leaves,”
8 perhaps it was a custom with Hindu Rajas to

welcome men of emmence in this way

Thus the following kings of this dynasty are known from the Jam sources

Candradeva

I

x

I

Govmdacandra

Vijayacandra

Jayacandra

Hanscandra alias Meghacandra

1 SJGM, VI, 117
l

These are hackneyed numbers which very vaguely referred to

the territories

2 Urn sakavi-prabandha, pp 54—57- wit
2 Natsadhlya Contain, ed, Sivadatta (

Bombay, 1919 ). XXII> P

the extent of

5*8



CHAPTER IV

THE DYNASTIES OF EASTERN INDIA

I THE PALAS

We neither know the condition of Eastern India after the downfall of

the imperial Guptas nor do we catch any glimpse of the time of Harsa

from the Jain sources They also do not supply any reference regarding

Sasanka and later Guptas and have no record of the anarchy which pre-

vailed before the foundation of the Pala dynasty The Pala dynasty which

emerges about the middle of the eighth century AD, was a single

ruling dynasty for about four centuries in Bengal It is said that the first ruler

of this dynasty, Gopala, was an elected king, for which, however, there is

no Jain support On the other hand, we have several references to Dharma-

pala who is generally regarded as the son and successor of Gopala

Origin Before proceeding to any detail, we should first enquire into

the origin or ancestry of the Palas In a Campu kavya called Udayasnndari-

katha, composed by the poet Soddala (a friend of some of the Jam scholars

of Gujarat m the eleventh century AD),

1

Dharmapala is said to have

belonged to the family of Mandhata ' As Mandhata is a well known

Puramc lung of the Solar Race, this reference supports the view that the

Palas belonged to the Solar Race, which is corroborated by the state-

ments made in the Kamauh copper plates of Vaidyadeva
3 Vaidyadeva was

originally the minister of a Pala king Vigrahapala HI This Vigraha-

pala is stated there to have belonged to the Solar dynasty Strangely enough

we do not find any mythical pedigree of the dynasty in the Pala records

Perhaps one of the reasons why no reference to the origin and caste of the

Palas occurs in their own records is that they were Buddhists and did not

care much to adopt Brahmamcal institutions or traditions It should be

observed, however, that early Buddhist tradition does not betray any

aversion to tracing the origin of Buddhist republican tribes and dynasties

1 GOS

,

XI. p 155 Soddala’s Jam friends were Swetambaia Candana-

carya, Khadgacarya, VijayasimhScarya, and Mabahirti Digambara

s Ibid

,

p 4 OTSWWiET'PWTPPiT <ijWi

etc

3 Ep Ind
, II, p 350
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to the Solar or other ancient races Bengal -was the citadel of Buddhism at

that time It is said in the Prabhavaka-canta that there was a great

Buddhist controversialist, by name Vardhamanakunj'ara, m the court of the

king Dharmapala and he had great influence upon the long 1
It seems that

Buddhism must have been enjoying the patronage of the Pala king The

copper-plates of the Palas begin with an invocation to the Lord Buddha

and many kings of the dynasty are known to have been great patrons of

Buddhism The silence of the Palas on their origin may indicate their

rise from a low or unimportant family But it is simply a negative inference

Location As legaids the exact location of the Pala kingdom we have

no definite information from the Jam sources It is leferred to only that

they were called the lungs of the Gauda country. The capital city of

Dharmapala is said to have been Laksanavati (Lakhanauti )
2

It is, how-

ever, generally accepted that the city of Laksanavati was founded by the

king Laksmanasena of the Sena dynasty It may be suggested heie that

it was perhaps renamed

Kings As to who was the first lung of this dynasty we have no infor-

mation from the Jain sources A certain Gopala is generally regarded as

the founder of the dynasty According to the inscriptions of the PSlas

he was a king elected by people to lecover the country from anarchy

The Pi abbavaka-caiita mentions a certain Dharma different from Dharroa-

pala, who was attacked and killed in a battle by king Yasovarma of

Kanauj‘
s

It seems that he must have been one of the rulers whose names

aie mentioned m the Tibetan lists as the predecessors of Dharmapala

Vakpatiraja, the renowned author of the Gaudavaho, was formerly m the

court of this king Dharma He was among the captives whom YaSovarman

kept in prison after his victorious return at Kanauj Vakpati composed

the Gaudavaho, celebrating the exploit of Yasovarman’s invasion of Bengal

and thus got released from the prison

Dhaimapala. It is geneiaUy accepted by historians that Dharmapala

was a son and successor of Gopala, but on this point, Jain sources o no

1 SJGM , XIII, p. 96 V 392 nlWw 4WPS' ^1
vrft.

’ft"# w II

5 Ibid , p 85, V. 162. 3S 1

JU<iKWW«fitra^ii

3 Ibid,

V

98, V 463 ’retail

1 See supra, p 20
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yield any information Dharmapala was contemporary of king Ama, the

son and successor of Yaiovarman He is mentioned in the BappabhatH

canta by different names as Dharma, Dharmabhupa or Dharmabhfipala

which are certainly the names of Dharmapala of Bengal He is said to

have long cherished a feeling of enmity with the king Ama of Kanauj,

which became an undying passion 1 This indicates that he made several

aggressive attempts on Kanauj and was baulked in his efforts The reason

for this undying enmity was obvious It is noted above that one Gauda

king was killed by the father of king Ama It was probably this disgrace

to his family that was rankling in the heart of the Bengal ruler, contemporary

of Ama We already know from other sources that Dharmapala’s efforts

to overthrow the Kanauj ruler and bring Kanauj under his influence was

more or less a permanent factor of his foreign pokey But, if the Bappa-

bhatti-canta is to be believed, he was not able to carry it out during

the life tune of Ama We have aheady identified this Ama with king Indra-

raj'a of the Bhagalpur copper plates of Dharmapala 3

How long the Pala lungs ruled is a matter of controversy According

to the Tibetan lists, Gopala reigned from 660 to 705 AD, Devapala 705-

753 AD, Rasapala 750-765 A D and Dharmapala 765-825 A D Accord-

ing to Dr H C Ray, Gopala reigned from 765 AD to 769 A D ,
Dharma-

pala from 769 to 801 AD, and Devapala from 801 AD to 840 AD
Dr R C Maiumdar m his History of Bengal assumes that Gopala reigned

from 750 AD to 770 AD, Dharmapala 770-810 AD and Devapala

810-850 AD But all these are based on assumptions, which may not be

correct, because there are no contemporary records to check them The

ground of assumption is mostly some of the dated records of other dynas-

ties and undated records of the Pala dynasty

Regarding the period of the reign of Dharmapala we may safely de-

duce from the above mentioned Jain work that he ruled almost as long

as king Ama of Kanauj (752 AD — 833 AD) According to the Tibetan

historian, Taranath, he ruled for sixty-four years, while the Kabmpur cop-

perplates show that he reigned for at least thirty-two years

From the Pala and other contemporary inscriptions it appears that

Dharmapala must have been a powerful ruler of the time Fortunately,

we have got an independent positive evidence in support of the view that

1 sjgm ,
xiir, p. 85 v. 168 it g$cr fow 1

TO 'TOaj RTTfif 9^ (cKt®[ci! II

s See supra, pp. 26-27
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he held the position of a suzerain king m northern India In HaeUdaya-

sundaii-katha, the king Dharmapala is referred to as ‘UttarapathaswamV

or Lord of Uttarapatha 1 This Dharmapala can only be referred to the Pala

emperor of that name—the expression ‘Panca Gauda1
is also possibly

lemmiscent of the Gauda empire of Dharmapala

The Bappabhattuianta also throws some light over the personal

history of king Dharmapala He was a great lover and patrpn of learning

Though he was by faith a Buddhist, he equally respected the scholars of

other sects Jain savant like Bappabhatti and the poet Vitkpati of the

Brahmamcal sect were no less regarded in his court than the Buddhist

saints and writers He was also very fond of scholarly debates A debate

of such a type was held in his court which lasted for six months

2

Devapala Dharmapala was succeeded by his son Devapala and the

latter by his son Vigrahapala I As regards Devapala we have no direct

reference to him in the Jain sources, but in this connection we have an

interesting reference to a Pala ruler, Yuvaraja by name, in the Udaya-

snndari kathd We learn from this work that a famous poet Abbinanda by

name graced his court J The Rama eanta, composed by this poet (Abhi-

nanda), gives more details about Yuvaraja who is described as a great

conqueror He had the epithet Haravarsa and was the son of Vikrama-

sila He is also referred to as the ornament of the Pala family founded by

Dharmapala 4 These epithets leave no doubt that YuvarJja Haravarsa

belonged to the Pala family of Bengal According to the -Udaymmdm-

kathd, he was a powerful Tuler, a statement which is also corroborated by

the Rama eanta The question, therefore, naturally arises whether he is

be identified with a known Pala king, or regarded as a ruler over some

territory outside Bengal or Bihar It has been suggested by certain scholars

that VikramaSila, the father of Yuvaraja I, was but another name

Dharmapala who founded the Vikramasila monastery and Haravarsa is

identical with Devapala 0 Regarding Vigrahapala I, we haw perhaps

reference in the Jain sources He was succeeded by his son Naray^apala

Kampala Narayanapala died about 908 AD and was succeededby

his son Rajyaplla Rajyapala’s son was called Gopala II Severn

1 See supra, p. 53- Zi

2 SJGM , XIII, pp. 94-7-

« Palakula candra, Palakula pxadfpa etc ,
DharmapSla kula kairava Ifanan

endu. Chap

^ p g^ry 0f Bengal, Pt I, Chap. VI, p. K3
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of these kings have been found in Magadha. Among these records one

Jam inscription has so far been discovered regarding king Rajyapala It

was found incised on a pillar at Baragaon near Bihar Shanff (Patna District)

on the site of old Nalanda The pillar and the record appear to have

belonged to an ancient Jam temple 1 The inscription consists of five hues

of incorrect Samskrt and records the visit of one Vaidyanath, son of

Manorath, of the Vahikakula, to a temple m the month of Marga (sirsa)

in the 24th year of the reign of the illustrious Rajapala (Rajyapala)

This inscription shows that, m the 24th year of reign of RajyapSla (c 911-

35 AD), the Patna district and possibly Monghyr, Bhagalpur and the

Santal Pargana also were included m the Pala territory

Mahtpala I Among the later Palas, Mahipala I (c 988-1038 AD)
appears to be of some importance The Jain sources have certain teferences

regarding this king According to Hemacandra, a king of Anga country

was amongst the claimants of the queen Durlabhadevi at the time of her

svaywhvara, with whom the Caulukya king Durlabha, who later married

her, had to fight This Durlabha ascended the throne of Anahilapataka

about 1009-10 AD The rival king of Anga country, therefore, most

likely seems to have been this Mahipala whose reign falls at the end of

the tenth and the beginning of the eleventh century 2

The Prabhavaka canta also records in one place that a certain Dharma

of Kaula sect, having defeated some top-ranking poets m various places,

appeared at the court of Bhoja of Dhara In this connection it says that

Dharma of the Kaula sect defeated Sambhti m the metropolis of Gauda

Mahamahipa This Gauda king Mahamahipa is certainly the king Mahi-

pala I of the Pala dynasty the period of whose reign coincides with

that of king Bhoja I of Dhara (c 1010 A.D—1054 AD )
8

We, however, do not know of the other members of the dynasty

from Jain sources

Thus the known kings of this family are
1

Dharmapila

I

Rajyapala

Mahipala

1 IA , XLVII, p in. The pillar is now in a modem Jam temple at

Baragaon
, See also JBORS., Dec, 1928 , p. 489.

2 DHNI., II, pp 945-46
3 SJGM., XIII, p. 147, V 256 etc

8
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II THE SENAS OF BENGAL

After having leigned on the soil of Bengal successfully for about

four centuries the Palas began to decline and on their extinction arose

a dynasty named Sena

The Jain sources throw welcome light on this dynasty

Ottgttt. From the records of the Sena dynasty it appears that they

sprang from the family of the Karna{a Ksatriyas For instance, the Deo-

para Stone inscription of Vijayasena tells us that in the family of the

moon were boin the southern rulers (Ddkstndtya Ksawindra) Virasena

and others. In the Sena family (Sena-anvaye) was born Samantasena, the

Kulasirodama of the Brahma-Ksatriyas, who slaughtered the wicked rob-

bers of the wealth of Kamata
(
Ko.ma.ta Laksmi Lun(akanam)} In the

Madhamagar grant of Laksmanasena, Samanta Sena is described as the

head garland (kulahrodama) of the Kamata Ksatriyas
2 In the BdUola-

canta of Ananda Bhatta (10th cent ) it is said that the Senas of Bengal

spiang from the descendants of Virasena and were higher in rank than

the Ksatnya, being Brahma-Ksatriyas like the Pandavas 3 From these

passages it is clear that the ancestors of the Senas came from Karnata in

Deccan and settled in Radha, in West Bengal

Taking into consideration this fact when we look to the Jam liter-

ature and certain Jam epigraphs of that period we find certain terms as

Senasangha, Senagana, Senanvaya, and several names ending in Sena in the

Karnata country

The earliest reference occurs in the Mulgunda inscription o e me

of the R3strakuta king Krsna II, dated 902-5 AD It states

a temple of Jina was founded m the city of Mulgunda in the Dhav

visaya and records some grants to that temple These grants were give

in trust (for the temple) to a Jam teacher named Kanakasena of

Sena lineage (Senanvaya)
and a disciple of Virasena w 0

had been the chief disciple of an acarya named Kumarasen i Taking

these three generations of teachers covering at least a “
nhava-

are in a position to assert that the Sena family flouris e in
...

lavisaya (modern Dharwar district; as early as e mi e

1 SI, Ip 3°7. Vs 4-5 and 8.

* JASB , 1901, V, (N.S.) p 47*. V. 4 TraBS by
* Balm canto, Ed. Iby H P. Slstri, Calcutta, Chap. XII, p 55,

the same igoi, p 48.

1 EI„ XIII, p 193.
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century AD 1 The next reference to the Sena family occurs in the Hon-

wad Stone inscription
-2

of the tune of the western Calukya king Somdvara

I, dated 1054 A.D. It refers to three teachers, viz, Brahmasena, his

disciple Aryasena and the latter’s disciple Mahlsena The feet of the

first are said to have been adored by a number of kings while the third

was preceptor of a feudatory chief of the Calukya dynasty, and author of

the inscription referred to above It thus appears that a Sena family

enjoyed influence and prestige during the first half of the 11th century

A.D,

In the Sravana Belgola epigraph of the western Gaaga chief Mara-

simha II, it is told that he preserved the doctrine of Jina, founded various

Jain temples and, eventually, left his throne and ended his days m the

practice of religion at Bankapur (in the Dharwar district), at the feet

of a Jain teacher, Ajitasena Bhattaraka* According to the Cammdaraya

purava, Camundaraya who was the minister of Marasimha II and was

bom in the Brahma-ksatra race, was a pupil of this Ajitasena As

Marasimha’s reign extends from 964 AD to 975 AD Ajitasena must

have flourished in the latter half of the 10th century AD
The Sravana Belgola record of Malhsena refers to a number of Jain

teachers with names ending m Sena, such as Kumarasena I, Kumarasena II,

Puspasena, Hemasena, Gunasena, Ajitasena and Malhsena * The time of all

these teachers has been assigned to a period from 9th to 10th century by

scholars 6

From the above references it may be said with a degree of certainty

that a Sena family flourished in the Kamata country during a period

ranging from the 9th to the 11th century AD
If we compare all these Jain references with those referred to above

regarding the origin of the Sena dynasty we can well deduce that the

ancestors of the Senas and the members of the Sena family of Kamata

came out of a common stock and their race was Brahma-ksatriya

The fact that the Senas of Dharwar were Jains while the Sena kings

of Bengal were Saivas need not stand in the way of the proposed identifi-

cation The change of religion is not an unfamiliar feature of Indian

society The religious revolution m Karnataka in the eleventh and twelfth

rTA , XIX, p 271
9 PTOC., II (Calcutta), p. 344-

9 EL, V, p 171 etc.

4 El , III, p 184 s.
9 Dr. Hiralal, Stlalekha sangralw, I, Introduction, 152
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centuries A D , which ultimately led to the foundation of the Vira-Saiva

or LingSyat sect, may have changed the creed of the Jam family into Saiwsm

The conversion of the Calukya prmce Jayasimha II (c 1018-1042 AD)
from Jainism to Saivism is an interesting example on the point It is most

likely that some members of the Sena family, influenced by the conversion

of the ruling dynasty to Saivism, embraced the new creed 1

It may again be argued that the Sena family or religious teachers

could hardly have anything to do with the Sena family wielding political

powers But we can cite several instances which may show the possibility

of the transformation of religious teachers to the founders of political

powers Hancand, the founder of the Pratihara dynasty, was a Brahmana,

proficient in Vedas 2 Another example of MayuraSarraa, the founder of

the Kadamba dynasty, originally a devotee to the study of the Vedas and

the performer of sacrificial rites, shows that in South also, creed or caste

was not regarded as hindrance to a military career
3

The fact that Samantasena, one of the ancestors of the Senas, is

called Biahmavadi in the Deopara inscription and that he retired m his

old age to a hermitage on the bank of the Ganga, where even parrots knew

by note the text of the Vedas, seems to support the conclusion that he too

like Hancand and Mayilraiarma, was a Brahmana and sprang up from a

line of teachers, but due to certain circumstances he adopted a Ksatnyas

life and soon gamed prominence by acts of bravery in battles
1

From the 8th verse of the Deopara inscription we learn that Samanta-

sena defeated the hostile forces that were plundering the Karnata country

The western Calukya inscriptions refer to the fact that shortly before

1060 AD the Cola king, Rajendra Deva, penetrated into the Dharvvar

district and burned the Jam temples but was eventually defeated and killed

It is not unlikely that Samantasena distinguished himself on this occasion

by wardmg off the foreip attacks, and that this was the turning point in

the fortunes of the family This would give a satisfactory exp ana on

the puzzling word Brahma-ksatriya applied to him In the Deoparai mscnp on

of Vijayasena, which is one of the earliest documents of e ena®'

still lemembered their Brahmin origin But the prefix r ma gr

1 PTOC , II (Calcutta ), 1922, P 345-

5 El , XVIII, p 87 , V. 6

3 El

,

VIII, pp 31, 32 ,
Vs 4-20

* DENI, l, p. 356
3 BG

,

I, Pt II, p 442-

fa sfigfcagpin jfsnvftpwl gr 1
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disappears in their records In the Barrackpur grant of the same king, Samanta-

sena is there already the head-ornament of only the Ksatnyas

Scholars suggest that Samantasena or one of his predecessors came to

Bengal from the far-off province of Kamata in the tram of the Calukya prince

Vikramaditya when the latter invaded N E India during c. 1044-68 A D

The Jam sources, however, do not throw any light on the early kings

of the dynasty.

Laksmanasena' Among the later rulers of the Sena dynasty, the Jam

chroniclers of the western India mention the name of Laksmanasena (1179-

1206 AD) with his ministers Kumaradeva and Umapatidhara The Pra-

batidha cintamani states that ‘m the country of Gauda m the city of

Laksmanavati, a king of the name of Laksmanasena ruled for a long time

and his kingdom was administered by the minister Umapatidhara who was

a treasure-house of all intelligence But the king became blind with passion

and cnntraci pd the disgraceful stam of association with a Matangl (woman

of a very low caste, untouchable community) "

“Umapatidhara, having found himself unable to restrain his master,

wrote up secretly certain stanzas in the notice-board of the council-pavilion

in order to admonish him m another way But the king got offended and

developed secret hatred against the minister and wished to get rid of him

The king planned to kill Umapatidhara but he saved himself through his

intelligence The king on the other hand repented of his foolish act and

gradually abandoned that evil practice and made Umapatidhara once more

his minister
1,2

Fortunately we have a reference to Umapatidhara in the Gita-Govmda

of Jayadeva as one among the several court poets of Laksmanasena 3 The

Sadukh Karnamtta quotes about ninety verses of Umapatidhara The name

of Umapatidhara occurs also as the author of a praiasti m the Deopara

inscription of Vijayasena, the father of Vallalasena
4 The authorship of the

Madhainagar copper plates of Laksmanasena has sometimes been credited

by certain scholars to him Deopara inscription informs us that Umapati-

1 Majumdar, R C .
(Dr ), The Origin ofthe Sena Kings,m PTOC

,

II p 346-47 .

See also History of Bengal, Edited by the same, pp 208-09
^ _

* SJGM

,

I pp 112-13 snwr — aredtett

tPRif Mteywfoft
^ =*srci

H Hlil'SHiWI&lfi'tidlilRft nlnt'ndi Vll*?!
I

3 V.4
4 El

,

I., pp 305-15
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dhara lived during the reign of Vijayasena of the Sena dynasty

If any reliance can be placed on the tradition recorded by Merutunga

in his Piabandka ctutamam, then he lived m the successive reigns of

Vij'ayasena, his son and his grand-son 1

Another Jain Work Pt abandha-kofa composed by Raja£ekharasuri records

the story of king Laksmanasena and his minister Kumaradeva It states

"In the east there was a city called Laksnavati There

lived a mighty and ughteous king Laksmanasena. He had a minister

named ICumaradeva, man of wisdom, valour and devotion, and as dear

as his (king’s) life He had an extensive kingdom and a huge army He

had his contemporary adversary in the person of king Jayantacandra,

king of Varanasi, who had a minister named Vidyadhara, ranking first

among the noble-minded, the givers of food and the speakers of truth
2

Once the king Jayantacandra solemnly declared to attack and seize the

capital of Laksmanasena, otherwise he would lemam in the fort as long

as the capital was not captuied and would realize a compensation of a

hundred thousand gold pieces Accordingly he attacked and besieged the

capital of Laksmanasena and the siege continued for eighteen days,

which resulted in a lot of trouble to the ruler and his subjects But

through the intelligence and skill of the minister Kumaradeva that

adversity was warded off without payment of compensation and thus

the king and his subjects were saved
”3

The Pin Stand Prabandha sang,aha in its Jayacandra prabandha re-

cords the same story but in an abridged form
4

As to who Kumaradeva was, we do not know from any other source

The History of Bengal refeis to one Kumaracandra who was an avadlitita

of Vikiamapuri Vihara of Bengal in Eastern Magadha and was responsi e

for three TSittuc Pavjtkas (commelntaries) preserved jn Tibetan ne

more reference to a Kumaravajra occurs in that book But we canno
,
m

the present state of our knowledge, hazard any identification

All these references regarding Laksmanasena, sbow^ that e

powerful contemporary of Jayacandra whose reign is assigne rom

1 History of Bengal (Ed R. C Majumdar), p 65 ,
See also P.abandha

emtSmam (Tr by Tawney), Preface, XVIII.

2 WfrgMI WTffWT ssraifkwr v sm 1 .

3 SJGM , VI, pp 88-90
4 SJGM, II, p 88
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to 1194 AD We know from the history of the Senas that his kingdom

extended m the west up to the border of the Gaya district. It was, there-

fore, quite natural for the Senas to come m conflict with the ruler of

Varanasi i e the Gahadavalas

We have no records about the successors of Laksmanasena but the

PurStana Prabaniha sangraha records a king Ratnapunja, descendant of

king Laksmanasena of Lakhanapuri Nothing particular is mentioned about

this king 1

in. THE KESARl DYNASTY OF KALINGA (ORISSA)

Among the later dynasties which ruled over Ralinga in the early

mediaeval period one was the KeSari dynasty From the history of Orissa

it appears that it was a minor dynasty and details regarding it are not known
yet to the historians

Fortunately we have two small Jain epigraphs of UdyotakeSari, one

of the rulers of the dynasty These records were found m the caves of

Udayagin Khandagin hills near Bhuvane&war in Orissa The first inscrip-

tion discovered m the cave called Lahtendu Keiari’s cave or Lion gate,

was incised in the fifth year of the reign of Udyotakesarideva 2
It is

engraved on the back wall of the cave at a height of about thirty or forty

feet from the floor of the cave above a group of Jam images of the Digambera

sect The record consists of five lmes of characters of the tenth century

AD and the language used is very incorrect Samskrt 3

Apart from recording the year of Udyotakeiari’s reign this inscrip-

tion preserves certain additional information of note Firstly, it records

the ancient name of Khawjagin as Kumaraparvata The HathTgumpha

inscription of Kharavela also mentions the same name (Kumariparvata)

of the hills Thus it seems that up to the 10th or the 11th century AD
the hill was known as the Kumara or Kumariparvata Secondly, the word

liana (Skt. liana) in the second line, most probably connotes here a

temple while its usual meaning is Siva Thirdly, the word ‘Opa’ in the

fourth line refers most probably to the numerous rock cut reservoirs on

hills. Fourthly, the word ‘Udyota’ in the third line, which means ‘caused

to shine’, indicates that the wells and temples of the Tirthankaras were

1
p 84 : sIUlldlMkW. I

3 Ep. Ini., XIII, pp, 165-66, No. XVI
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repaired Lastly, this inscription with other inscriptions found in that

area denote that in that area several Jain monks were residing and carrying

on their religious duties rigorously.

1

The second record, discovered on the inner side of the architrave

of the Navamum cave, was incised m the 18th year of the reign of the

same ruler It contains three lines and has been very clearly engraved. This

inscription is particularly marked with certain honorific words* for the king

which are absent in the former one, thereby certainly denoting that Udyota-

ke§arl wielded great power

The Udyotakelari of these inscriptions has been identified with the

prince of the same name whose BhuvaneSvara inscription, dated in his 18th

year, was edited by Pnncep as eaily as 1838 The name TJdyotakeSari

is also found in the Sonapur grant of SomavamsI Kumara Somesvaradeva of

Kosala According to the identification given by scholars all these princes

bearing the name of Udyotakesarl were identical
*

According to the historians, kings with the names ending in KeSarin

belong to a Kesarivamsa which has been identified with the KeiarivamSa

of the Madia Panfi, an Orissan chronicle Certain scholars assume that

this dynasty is a branch of the SomavamSa of Kosala.1

The discovery of most of the inscriptions of Udyotakeiann near

Bhuvaneswar certainly denotes the transference of the seat of the Soma-

vamSi kingdom from Sambalpur region to the sea board of Orissa.

1 Ibid.

a Ibid
,

sft Mi
Cft etc

3 DHNI., Pt I. pp 4XO-I2.

4 Ibid
, p 409



CHAPTER V

THE DYNASTIES OF CENTRAL INDIA

I THE CANDELLAS

The origin of the Candellas is recorded neither in the Jain 'works nor in

othei works known to us It appears from traditions and epigraphic evi-

dences that the first few princes of the dynasty were feudatories of the

great Pratlhara emperors of Kanyakubja Most of the inscriptions of

the early kings of the dynasty found at Khajuraho denote that their

original home was Kharjurvaha and its surrounding area

Yasovarman /• As regards the individual kings of the dynasty the

earliest mentioned in the Jam sources is Yasovarma He is called in the

Puratana Prabandka-sangraha as the king Kalyana-kataka .

1 I have

shown elsewhere that Kalyana-kataka of the prabandha writers is most

probably Kalinjar, the capital of the Candella kings
2

If the assumption

is right, this Yasovarman mentioned in the above work must have been

one of the two Ya£ovarmans of the dynasty It is said about him that he

kept tied the bell of Justice (
Nyayaghanta) m the door of his palace.

Law and Justice to him was above all things
3 Once the family deity thought

of testing him on this point, and he proved his love of Justice by

sacrificing his son

This Yasovarman, who must have been the famous father of the

great king Dhanga, considerably extended the boundaries of the Candella

kingdom and acquired a fame which found a place in the records of his

son The prabandha writers have done their duty m preserving the anec-

dotes of his fame in their works He may not be the Yasovarman II, son

of Madanavarman, who died before his father.

We have fortunately several Jam inscriptions of the Candella

kings which help us considerably in fixing their chronology

Dhanga - The next king who appears in the Jain inscription discovered

from Khajuraho is Dhanga, son of Yasovarman I This inscription4 is

1 SJGM , if, pp. 107-08 qwicssft

* See infra, Chap on the Cauluhyas

2
ibid., mi rera qq

4 El

,

I, pp 135-36

9
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carved on the left door jamb of the temple of Jmanath It consists of

eleven lines of Samskrt, partly in prose and partly in verse The inscription

beams with Om and then gives the date V.E 1011. It records a number

of gifts made by one Pahilla who was ‘held in honour by Dhangaraja*

and was devoted to the lord of the Jinas The gifts mainly consist of

various gardens (Vataka).

This inscription shows that the Candellas from the time of Dhanga

were practically independent and owned no suzerainty The temples of

Khajuraho, which are considered as ‘the finest group of Hindu temples

in Northern India and are usually assigned to the tenth and eleventh

centuries, bear evidence to the splendour and progress of the Candellas

in the arts of peace.

2

Some of these structures certainly belong to the

reign of Dhanga The temple of Jmanath is one of the fine edifices of

the time of Dhanga.

Ganda and Vidyadhara : Dhanga was succeeded by his son Gantfa

and the latter by his son Vidyadhara We have some intelligence regarding

Vidyadhara from a Jain inscription of Dubkund (AD 1088) That in-

scription informs us that Kacchapaghata rulers of that place were his

feudatories and his power, perhaps in the west, extended along the east

bank of the river Cambal.
’

Madanavarman'. After Vidyadhara we have no account of the three

succeeding generations in the Jain sources. In the fourth generation o

Vidyadhara appears Madanavarman from whom, we have, fortunately, six

dated Jain epigraphs The two Jain image inscriptions in the temple of the vil-

lage Papaura near Tikamgarh district (Madhya-PradeSa) are ^
r

(AD. 1144-45), in the reign of Madanavarmadeva
2 The WO Jam image

inscriptions from Khajuraho are dated in VE 1205 (AD. )

1215 (AD 1157-58) respectively.
4 The former two do not containi th

name of the reigning king; but they refer to the sons o e r

dhara of the Grahapati family (anvaya) which is well

£
other inscription of Kokkala of Vi 1058.’ The latter two

“Madanavannadevasya pravarditamanavijayarajye, m
.

victorious reign of Madanavarma. Lastly, we have two more Jam imag-

2 Feignsson.H,story of Indian and Eastern Architecture, igiO.U.TP «

140 ff.

3 See infra, on the Kacchapaghatas

4 Xathuram PremI, Jaina SShtiya aur 2ithas, p. *93*

* El

,

I., pp. zsz-153
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inscriptions from Mahoba, dated respectively VE. 1211 (AD. I155) 1

and 1221 (AD. 1163),
s
in the reign of Madanavarmadeva.

From the above inscriptions it may safely be inferred that Madana-

varman’s kingdom was prosperous and vast, extending from Mahoba to

Tikamgarh district It may be gathered from these references that the

Candella power had reached beyond the Betwa in the SW and advanced

into the Paramara territory in MSlava This is why Madanavarman’s

successor Paramardi bore the title 'Dalawadhipati 13 This achievement

of the Candellas m this direction seems to have brought them into

contact with the Caulukyas of Anahilapataka The Jam chroniclers of

Western India refer to the wars between Madanavarman and Siddharaja

Jayasunha and later on with Kumarapala

Regarding the struggle with Jayasunha Siddharaja we are informed

from the DvyaSraya-kavya that Jayasiroha (e 1094-1144 A.D ) conquered

Ujjairu
4 and m his records and colophons of MSS we actually find his

title Avantinath The Ki) h-kaitmudi refers to the migration of Jayasimha
from Dhara to Kalinjara 5 The Kuma> apdla-canta confirms this fact

and states that Madanavarman, paying a good ransom of nmety-six crores of

gold coins to Jayasimha, purchased the peace® This statement of the Jain

authors is further corroborated with that of a Kalinjara stone epigraph

that Madanavarman in an instant defeated the king of Gurjaras, as Krsna
in former times defeated Kamsa 7

Scholars generally identify this Gurjaresa

with Gujarat king Siddharaja

"

There is an interesting story m the Prabandha-koia regarding the

struggle between Caulukya Jayasimha and Candella Madanavarman which
may be summarised as follows

Once in the court of Siddharaja Jayasimha came an itinerary

1
. XXI, p 49, plate XII, A

! Ibid , II, p. 448, N 25.
1 IA , XIX, p 354
4 Canto 14, Vs 72-73 -smig uravift gfa

s Canto, a, V 33 • qpj t

• Canto 1, V 42
1

'll# |si
7 JASB , 1848, XVII, Pt I., p. 778, Ime 14
• BG . I Pt I., p 178
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who comparing the court of Jaj'asimha with that of Madanavarman

gave a beautiful description of ilaboba. To testify the statement of that

person, the king sent his minister to get the real information from

Mahoba and hearing its corroboration on his return, Jayasimha, out of

jealousy took to an incursion on Mahoba, the capital of Madanavarman.

When the news of this incursion reached Mahoba, Madanavarman was

sporting with his thousand oi damsels. When asked by ministers he

reported' “Is be the same Jayasimha who stood for twelve years be-

seiging the city of Dhara? He seems to be a very obstinate king Ask him

whether he wants money or land If he wants money give him as mnch

as he wants If he wants land, we are prepared to wage a war.” Jaya-

simha on hearing this message, was much astonished and demanded a

tribute of ninety-six crores of gold coins, which he was instantly paid

up. Thereafter Jayasimha sought a personal interview with king Madana-

varman which was readily granted. This sight of pomp and splendour

displayed by the king dismayed Jayasimha exceedingly.
1

Though this anecdote is highly exaggerated, yet it shows that Madana-

varman was a prosperous ruler and indulged too much in the amorous

pastimes.

2

Another war of Madanavarman with the Caulukya king Kumarapala

is also recorded by the Jains. Hemacandra in his Prakrt DvySir&ya-havya

states that “having seen the wondering army of Kumarapala- the ruler of

Dasarna country was terrified to death. The wealth of the sast capital

was carried away by his soldiers and several generals Oi that king Iru er

of Dasarna) met with death at their hands
™ Though this statement does not

clearly mention the name of the ruler of Dasarna we mat, however, m er

that Madanavarman (c. 1129-63 A.D.J and his successor Paramarm c.

1163-1202 AJD.) were the two contemporary kings of Kumarapala -

73 A.D.). We have seen that they were the Candella kings who red y

1 SJGil.. VI, pp. 91-33 • I
_ „

* Ibid.: n Ht
-'

i-'.-y.
- : Wi

t

3
p. zio. Vs. 8o-8<j

:
ganeffrfnv

The Prabhavaka-carita (SJG.V. XIII, p 208 )
records this striate in a

«y. It states that once king oi Kafyana-hatai.* £%££
started an incursion on Kumaraoa’a. Ke was feared u

The enemy, how ever, died within seven days.
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sway over Dasarna (E Malava) Therefore the king in this context who

died terror-stricken, must have been Madanavarman who, due to his old-

age, may have been unable to encounter the army of Kumarapala and died

of fear Paramardi on the other hand was a strong ruler and there seems to

be no possibility of the above quoted accident during his reign The fact that

Kumarapala then extended his dominion upto DaSarna is proved by his two

inscriptions dated V E 1220 (AD 1163) and VE 1222 (AD. 1166), found

Kumarapala then extended his dominion upto Daiarna is proved by his two

inscriptions dated V E 1220 (AD 1163) and VE 1222 (AD 1166), found

at Udayapur in the Eastern Malava 1 This also proves the possibility of

the above conflict His relationship with the neighbouring king of the

Gahadavala dynasty was also not a cordial one We know from a statement

recorded in the Rambka-manjui i of Nayacandra that Jayacandra as a prince

had inflicted a defeat on Madanavarman 2 Anyway, whatever may have been

the intention of that statement, it is certain that both of them were on hostile

terms

A Jam inscription from Ahara in the Tikamgarh district states that a

aty, by name MadaneSasagarapur was founded by him after his name 1

Paramardi From the Candella grants it appears that Madana-

tarman was immediately succeeded by Paramardi We have fortunately one

image inscription from Mahoba of his period It records the dedications of

the image in VE 1224 (AD 1168), in the ‘Pravardhamana-kalyana-vijaya-

rajya’ of Paramardideva * We learn from the Puratana Prabandka-sangralm

that Paramardi bore an epithet which made Jayacandra Gahadavala envious

of him Therefore, he attacked lum and besieged his capital by name Kalyana-

kataka

3

From this anecdote we may conclude that from the time of Para-

mardi’s predecessor Madanavarman both the kingdoms were hostile

We are also informed that Paramardi “was involved in war with

Pnthvlraja, the king of the Sapadalaksa country, and in the ensuing con-

1 I

A

,
XVIII, p 341-44

3 See supia p 50
3 See, infra p 70
4 ASR , XXI, p 74, plate XXIII, G
8 sjgu , II p 90 wlTOBifirer 3T-rviraqwv eiutc «r
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flict his army was defeated and he became a fugitive This statement of

Merutunga is strikingly corroborated by the Madanpur inscription* and

Cand’s Raso from which we know that he sustained a reverse in 1182-83 AD
at the hands of Prithvlraja Cauhan, who occupied Mahoba and other

fortresses in Bundelkhanda. But Paramardi escaped and afterwards recovered

the lost ground In 1202 AD he encountered the attack of Qutb-ud-Din

and a little after he died

We have fortunately one Jain inscription, dated V E 1237 (AD 1181),

of his reign It has been engraved on the pedestal of a Jain colossus of the

Lord Santinath at Ahara in the district of Tikamgarh, Madhya Pradeia It

consists of 9 hues in Sanskrt It records a pedigree of a Jain merchant named

Jahad of Grahapati family who installed that colossus in the temple at

MadaneSasagarapura in the prosperous reign of Srimad Paramardideva
3

This inscription shows that there was a city by name MadaneSasagara-

pur, perhaps, founded after the name of king Madanavarman

Paramardi was succeeded by his son Trailokyavarman who ruled for

thirty-six years Unluckily, we have no information about this king in the

Jain sources, but about his son Viravarmadeva we have two Jain inscrip-

tions recently discovered

'

This first inscription has been found in the temple of Santinath near the

Ajayapala tank at Ajaigarh in Pannft District, Madhya Pradesa The inscrip-

tion consists of three lines in Saihskrt dated V.E 1331 (AD. 1275) in the

reign of illustrious Viravarmadeva Perhaps it records the foundation of the

temple by Acarya Kumudacandra, . .

The second inscription has been found in the image pedestal o an

nath at Ajayagarh This inscription consists of four lines m the Saihskrt and

records the installation of an image of Santinath by a gen eman nam

Sodala in the prosperous reign of the illustrious Viravarmadeva m l e yea

VE 1335 (AD 1278)

These two Jain epigraphs along with the other published seven records

of Viravarmadeva show that he was a king of some note an was

of his ancestral territories.

1 SJGM , I., p n6: “a tNiidetWi&KWifrTT

*iP**Ji*... ™
* AST., Wc„ 1903-04, p- 55
3 Premt Abhinandana Grantha, p. 6*5-

nnj.-ersitv for
* I am indebted to Mr V. S. Patbak of the Banaras Hindu University

supplying these two inscriptions
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About the history of the successors of Viravarmadeva the Jain sources

are almost silent

Thus the following kings have come to light from the Jam sources.

—

Yasovarman I

Dhanga (A D 954)

I

x

i

VidySdhara (A D 1019)

I

x

I

X

I

X

Madanavarman (A D 1129-1163)

Paramardi (A D 1167-1202)

Viravarmadeva (A D 1261-1286)

n THE KACCHAPAGHATAS

The Kacchapaghatas were among those aspirants who became indepen-

dent after the disintegration of the Gurjara-Pratlhara power. There epi-

graphic records show that they were masters of the area around Eastern

Rajasthan and the region of Gwalior They appear to be ruling over the small

principalities of Gwalior, Dubkunda and Narwar Two of these branches are

known from the Jain inscriptions

THE KACCHAPAGHATAS OF GWALIOR The history of this branch
of the Kacchapaghatas is mamly known from he Sasabahu temple inscrip-

tion of Mahipala composed by a Jam author Yasodeva Digambararka 3
(the

sun of Digambaras, a well known sect of the Jains) who is also rall^H ;n
another inscription of this branch, as the Nirgranthanath (the master of the

Nirgranthas) s This inscription has been found engraved on a slab inside the

1 IA., XV, pp 33—46
* Ibti

,

p 201-2, V, 23 ,
a term used for the followers of Mahavira and in

latter centuries only applied to the Digambaia Jams
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larger of the two temples called Sasabahu ka Dehra in the fortress of Gwalior

It is a large inscription containing 42 lines consisting of 112 Samskrt verses

and is dated V E 1150, in the reign of the eighth member of this branch bj

names Mahipala 1
It belongs to a temple of Visnu and has nothing to do

with the Jains except that its author is a Jain It, however, opens with the

salutation of Padmanatha,- a word which according to scholars, is the local

name of Visnu But in my opinion, in spite of its being the local name of

V4mi, its use here by a Jam author may be interpreted as a pun which has

double meaning the one may be Visnu as assumed by the scholars, and the

other may be the sixth Tirthankara of the Jams called by that name, whom

the author invokes The inscription devotes 4 verses invoking Amruddha,

the Lord of Usa, perhaps the family deity of Mahipala Though the inscrip-

tion is a large one, it, however, gives very little information of historical

importance It gives the following account of the seven predecessors of

Mahipala

Laksmana It states that the first prince of the line was Laksmana

who is described as ‘Kacchapaghata vamla tilaka’ and ‘Ksatmipatt’ and an

object of reverence for all princes He is also said to have wielded his bow,

promoted the welfare of his subj'ects and unaided like Prthu made the earth

obedient to his will, and by his force extirpated even mighty princes
3

Nothing definite of his political achievements is mentioned in this inscription

Vajradaman Vajradaman was the son of Laksmana who is said

to have defeated the then ruler of Gadhinagara and conquered the fort of

Gopadn* This prince seems to be of some importance We have a small

inscription mcisd on the pedestal of the Jain image dated VE 1034, from

Subamya near Gwalior, which gives the name Srt Vajradama Maharajadht-

taja
'•

If this Vajradaman is identified with Vajradaman, the son of Laks-

mana, as generally held by scholars we get fortunately the date of his reign

as V E 1034 0 The Gadhinagara of the inscription should be identified on

the evidence of mythology with Kanyakubja (Kanauj’). The ruler

i arFatsfo. 11V
* SHTH. *W WWI4 I ,, „
a v , <+.-.«Wyid!iilldW5 «TT-»frq etca V. 5 -d rW-j I . . .

5 P c Nahar, Jam Lekha-sangraJia II, p 94. X- *43*-

3 DHNI

,

II, p 823

» Tnpathi, Dr. R S History of Kanauj, p 12.
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of Kanauj at that time was the Pratlhara Vijayapala (c 959 AD -988

AD) 1 It appears that by defeating him Vajradaman captured the fort of

Gwalior It, however, seems more probable that during the period of the

weak rulers of the Pratlhara dynasty, the Kacchapaghiltas carved out

their principality near about Gwahor The title Maharajadkirdja assumed

by Vajradaman shows that he enjoyed sovereignty for some time Since

we know from the inscriptions of the Candellas that m Dhanga's reign (c

954-1002 AD) their power reached up to the mountain called Gopagiri,
2

we may assume that Vajradaman must have accepted the suzerainty of his

more powerful eastern neighbour In this light the title Maharajadhtraja of

Vajradaman should not be regarded as inconsistent, for we know that

in that penod the feudatories also bore that title
*

Mangalaraja. Vajradaman was succeeded by Mangalaraja. He
is said to have scattered his enemies as the thousand-rayed (sun) dispels

darkness As he ever offered worship to the Lord (Kvara), so he was wor-

shipped by thousands of great lords.
4 An undated Ukha Mandir stone in-

scription at Bayiina near Bharatapur in Rajasthan also refers to one Man-
galaraja

3 On the basis of the script of the record, the scholars assumed that

Mangalaraja of the Ukha mandir inscription is identical with this Mangala-
raja of the Sasabahu inscription • The relationship of Mangalaraja with his

predecessor is not mentioned in the inscription

Kuttraja Mangalaraja was succeeded by Kirtiraja whose relation-

ship with him is not indicated in the inscription The record states that he
“conquered m battle the countless hosts of the prince of Malava When he
(Malava prince) had met with defeat, the villagers surrounded their houses
with the multitude of spears which through fear had fallen from the hamk
(of his soldiers) in every direction

1,7 He is also credited as a builder of a
wonderful temple of Siva in the town of Simhapaniya® Unfortunately no
dated record of this prince has yet been discovered from that region

1 IM , p 276
2 El . I, p 129, V 45
3 Rajor stone inscription of Mathanadeva dated V

El , III, pp 263 ff.

4 V 8 1

6 IA , XIV, pp q-ro.

1 Ibid
, p 9

E. 1016 (A. D 960),

7 Vs 9-io- nwshPnw 1

* V. ir EwmWk 1 . nratY. 91 1

10
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Muladeva: Kirtiraja was succeeded by Ms son Muladeva who is

also called Bhuvanapala and TraQokyamalla 1 His body was decorated with

the irreproachable marks of a universal sovereign

2

No political events of

his reign are recorded in this inscription

Muladeva was succeeded by Devapala, his son from Ms queen Deva-

brata Devapala is also known as Aparapta He is said to have surpassed

Kama by Ms generosity, the son of Partha by Ms knowledge of the bow and

Dharmaraja by his truthfulness
8

Padmapala. Muladeva was succeeded by his son Padamapala who

was like Mandhata, the ornament of universal sovereigns He waged wars

in all quarters, his armies are said to have marched even to the southernmost

point of India It is said that during his reign he built a temple of Han

(Visnu), who was named after him Padmanatha He died young “He when

still a youth, through the adversity of fortune, obtained a seat on the lap of

Sankrandaw (Indra),” thus states the inscription

4

Mahipala: Mahipala succeeded Padmapala He is also known as

Bhuvanaikamalla, who being described as son of Suryapala and bhratii of

Padmapala, probably was a cousin of the latter No political event of note is

known about him from the inscription except that a prince of the Gandharvas

was defeated by him in a war'’ As the Sasabahu inscription is dated VE

1150 (the temple at wMch it is put up was only completed immediately after

his coronotion), we may suppose that the latter event took place not long

before VE. 1150 (AD 1093). Mahipala’s minister was Gaura*

The Dates from Kirtiraja to PadmapBla. As we have no dated

records from Kirtiraja to Padmapala, we may, however, assign some

approximate dates to these princes on the basis of the Sasabahu inscription

As the known date of Mahipala from the inscription is V.E 1150 {AU

1093) and as he is the fourth in lineal descent from Kirtiraja, if we assign for

the sake of convenience 20 years for each of the kings and ten years or

Padmapala as he died young and some eight years to Mahipala before “

inscription was actually dated, we may thus subtract years -

1150 and would get VE. 1072 (AD. 1015) as the approximate date

1 Vs 12-13
2 V 12

a v. 14 it* aw * i

1 Vs 13-17
8 Vs 31-67.

t
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Kirtirija He, therefore, may be assigned to a period VE 1072-1092 (AD
1015-35) and thus he becomes a contemporary of the Candella Vidyadhara

(1019 AD) and the Paramara Bhoja (999-1055 AD ) He is said to have

defeated a Malava king who may possibly be identified with king Bhoja. In

the Dubkunda Jam inscription Bhoja is said to have surrendered to the Kac-

chapaghata Abhimanyu

1

We also know from the Candella inscription as

well as the Dubkunda Jain inscription that the Kacchapaghatas were the

feudatories of the Candellas/ and it is most probable that, with the assistance

of the Candellas, they defeated the Paramara king Bhoja It is recorded in a

Candella inscription that ‘Bhoja worshipped Vidyadhara, full of fear like a
pupil3 which certainly indicates here that Kirtiraja, a contemporary of Vidya-

dhara, must have won battle against the powerful Milava ruler, not with-

out the assistance of his sovereign, the Candella king

According to our suggestion the reign of KIrtiraja’s son Mifiadeva may
be assigned to the period from 1092 to 1112 V E (1035-55 A.D ) The state-

ment that “Ins body was decorated with the auspicious marks of a universal

sovereign,” shows that he might have gained some sort of sovereignty during
his period We, however, have the ground to infer this fact As it is generally

supposed that the period between the reigns of Vidyadhara (1019 AD)
and Klrtivarman (1098 A D ) is one of the darkest chapters in the history
of the Candellas, during their weak rule, it is likely that Miiladeva must
have gained mdependence by repudiating the suzerainty of the Candella 4

His other two names, m , Bhuvanapala and Trailokyamalla, show him a
man of power His one name Trailokyamalla, most probably adopted after
the imitation of the names of the kings belonging to the Caiukya dynasty of
Kalyaw, shows some sort of contact between the two kings of the period.

Devapala’s period in the above way may also be assigned from VE
1112 to VE 1132 (AD 1055-1075) and the period of his son Padmapala
as calculated above would be from VE 1132 to 1142 (AD 1075-1085)
The period of Padmapala’s successor Mahipala may have begun from VJS
1142 We have a definite date of the commencement of his reign from the
SSsabaha inscription, that is, V E 1150 (1093 A D.), when the temple of Hari
(Padmamth) was completed, and as a fragmentary Jain inscription from
Gwalior, composed by the same Yasodeva Nirgranthanitha, dated V.E 1161

1 See infra p 78.
5 See infra p 79.
3 EJf , I, pp 219 and 222 V. 22.
4 DHNI, II. pp 694 fi
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informs us that Mahipala died some time before that date,
1 we may assign him

a period from c VE 1142 (AD 108S) to V E 1161, a period of 19 years

His second name Bhuvanaikamalla, like one borne by the princes of the

Calukya dynasty of Kalyani, further confirms our assumption that the Kac-

chapaghatas must have had some contact with the rulers of Kalyani

We, thus, have two inscriptions concerning his reign, both composed by

the Jain author Yalodeva Many verses in the Sasabahu inscription contain

d fulsome praise of king Mahipala, a practice so common among Indian

poets The main object of the inscription is to record the completion of the

half-finished temple of Han by Mahipala soon after his coronation which he

had promised to complete Verses 71-102 mostly give the detailed list

of the charitable institutions connected with the temple, the portions of his

revenue devoted by him to the erection of the temple buddings, the idols that

he gave to the shrines, the ornaments he presented to them, the arrange-

ments he made and the implements he furnished for their worship

Yalodeva, the author of the tnscrtfUon The author says about

himself that he is a Digambararko (a sun among the Digambaras),

who enj'oys the friendship of the sage (sun) Manikantha in which Prata-

palanketvaravac shares and who is poet in all languages- The inscription

mentions that its letters were written by this poet who was well versed in all

languages, and the pralasti was composed by Manikantha by order of the

king.
8 I do not understand what is meant by these two statements It is

strange that the writer of the letters is a poet in all languages whde the

composer Manikantha seems to have been an ordinary poet, for, nothing is

said of him in the inscription. In my opinion it seems more probable that

Manikantha, while enjoying the patronage of king Mahipala and carry-

ing out his order to compose a pralasti, may have given the ideas to the poet

and the poet, on behalf of his friend Manikantha, may have composed it, or

we may also assume that Manikantha himself attempted to compose i

hurriedly at first and gave it to Yalodeva for correction and improvement

Thus the real composer of the praiasti appears to be Yalodeva

The second inscription almost settles the date of the death of Mahipa a

Stanza 23 records that this inscription was composed by Nirgrantna-

natha Yalodeva It has been found in the fortress of GmlwroM

mentions the Kacchapaghata princes from Bhuvanapala (who is the fifth
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this branch) to Mahipala The latter is said there as the adhipatt of Gopilikera

(probably the original form and the immediate source of the modem name

Gwalior) The inscription is fragmentary Verses 7-9 seem to refer to the

death of Mahipala, and must have recorded the name of his successor; but un-

fortunately it is not found in the portion preserved The object of this in-

scription is to record the setting up of a Ibtga when 1161 years had elapsed

from the reign of Vikramarka 1

We do not know of the successors of Mahipala from the Jam sources.

The KacckafaghStas of Dubkunda. The history of the Dubkunda branch

of the dynasty is also known from a Jain inscription This inscription is a

large one and was discovered in the ruins of a temple at Dubkunda in a dense

forest on the left bank of the river Kunu, 76 miles to the south-west of

Gwfihor 2
It consists of 61 lines in Samskrt opening with ‘Om Oih Namo Vita-

ligaya' and 6 verses invoking the Jain Tirthankaras Rsabhanath, Santa-

nath, Candraprabha, Sanmati (MahSvira), sage Gotama and the goddess of

Scripture (Suiladevatd) The inscriphon is fortunately dated VE 1145

(AD 1088), in the reign of Viktamasimha The object of the inscriphon is

to record the grant made by Mabarajadhiraja Vikramasimha to a temple

From the genealogy of Kacchapagh&tas given in this inscription we know
of the following kings

Yuvaraja, his son Arjuna, his son Abhimanyu; his son VijayapSla and
his son Vikramasimha

The record introduces them as follows:

' There was an ornament of the Kacchapagha(a family, and a son of

the illustrious YuvarSja, who was white with fame that spread abroad
m the three worlds, the illustrious prince (Bhiipati) Arjuna, a leader of

a formidable army of unparalleled splendour, a prince whom even the
ocean did not equal in depth, and a bow-man who by his skill in archery
had completely vanquished the earth Having, anxious to serve the il-

lustrious Vidyadhara-deva, fiercely slain in a great battle the illustrious

Rajyapala, with many showers of arrows that pierced bis nerfclvmpc he
unceasingly filled all the three worlds with his imperishable fame, bril-

liant like pearl strings and like the orb of the moon and the foam of
the sea

,n

1 1A , XV, pp 201-202
2 El , II, pp 232-240.
2 El , II, pp 233, 237, hnes 10-13
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“Having powerfully vanquished in battle even the victorious Abhimanyu

valued other princes as lightly as a straw Since the highly intelligent

king, the illustrious Bhoja, has widely celebrated the skill which he

showed in his marvellous management of horses and chariots, and in

the use of powerful weapons, what sage in the three worlds would be

able to describe the qualities of this prince, who put to flight haughty

adversaries by the fear inspired by the mere sight of his umbrella?”
1

These passages refer to the three important rulers, is, Rajyapala,

Vidyadhara and Bhoja in connection with the three rulers of the dynasty

respectively The identification of Rajyapala and Vidyadhara with the

Gurjara-Pratihara (AD 1018) and Candella (AD 1019) princes of the

same name is generally accepted
2
It seems that the fame and prestige gained

by Arjuna in destroying Rajyapala, must have laid the foundations of his

family’s fortune As he is called ‘Bhupati’ he may have carved out a small

principality round about the present Dubkund on the river Kunu This re-

cord also denotes that Arjuna was a feudatory of Vidyadhara
5 who is described

by Ibnu’l-Athlr as the most powerful prince of his time
1 It appears that the

Dubkunda branch first grew into prominence under the great Candella

Vidyadhara

Bhoja of this record is generally identified with the Paramara king of

that name (c 999-55 AD) As we know from the Candella inscription that

3 [Contd i vRk
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‘Bhoja was worshipping Vidyadhara full of fear like a pupil/

1

it seems that

he might have been undei the command of Abhimanyu, whose father was a

feudatory of the Candellas. Bhoja's defeat by Klrtiraja of GwShor branch

of the Kaochapaghata also confirms this fact
3

Nothing definite is stated about Abhimanyu’s son Vijayapala m the

Dnbkunda inscription

Another Jain inscription called Bayana Stone inscription refers to one

Adhiraja Vijaya This was discovered on a pilaster of a Jam temple, now used

by Muslims as a mosque, m the town of Bayana near Bharatapur, m Rajasthfin

It contains 18 bnes, opening with 'Om Om Namah Siddhebhyah
’
It then re-

cords that m the kingdom of king Adhiraja Vijaya (line 5) m the city of

Sripatha, there was a Jam teacher (suri) named Mahetvara, a leader of the

Svetambar belonging to the Klmyaka gaccha, who occupied the seat of Visnu-

suri It records that Mahesvarasuri passed away when V.E. 1100 was

drawing to its dose The prasasti was incised by Sadhu Sarvadeva in V E
1100 (AD 1043)

J

Kielhom had identified this Adhiraja Vijaya with the Kacchapaghata

pnnce of that name referred to in the Dubkunda inscription
4
It thus denotes

that the Bayana region was conquered by this branch some time before 1044

A D from the Gwalior branch, one of whose inscriptions, dated in the reign

of Mangalaraja (c 955-1015 AD), was discovered in ‘Ukhl mandir’ at

Bayana 1

Vijayapala’s son and successoi was Vikramasunha Nothing particular

is recorded of him in the Dubkunda inscription

From Ime 31 upto the end, the Dubkunda inscription is also important

from the social and religious point of view It gives the genealogy of Rsi

and Dahada, two Jam traders, on whom Vikramasimha bad conferred the

rank of Sresthins in the town Cadobha (modern Dubkunda) The Sresthin

Jasuka, their grandfather, is described as the head of a family or guild of

merchants which had come from Jayasapura Lines 39-48 contain an account

of some Jain sages belonging to the LatavSgata-gana, the last of whom,
Vijayakirti. not only composed this inscription, but also induced the people

to build the temple at which the inscription was afterwards engraved One

1 El., I
, pp 219-222,, V 22.

* See supra p 75
8 IA., XIV, pp 8-xo. Lines 6-n and 17-18.

* 1M
‘Hid
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of these sages, the Gum Santisena, teacher of Vijayakirti, is said to have held

a sabha before king Bhojadeva and defeated hundreds of disputants who

had assailed Ambarasena and other learned men

The prose passage, commencing m line 54, records that the Maba-

rajadhiraja Vikramasimha ‘for the building of the temple and for keeping

it in good repair, as well as for purpose of worship, assigned a tax of one

vimsopaka on each goni (of gram) and gave a piece of land in the village of

Mahacakra, capable of being sown with four gonls of wheat,
1 and a garden

with a well to the east of Rajakadraha, and that he also provided a certain

amount of oil for lamps and for annotating the bodies of holy men 5 The

prasasti was written on stone by Udayaraja and engraved by the Silakuta

Tilhana The date VE 1145 (AD 1088) comes in the last line

It seems that Vikramasimha was the last prince of this branch No suc-

cessor is known of him from any source

The members of the Kacchapaghatas from the Jam sources are the

following

The Gwalior Branch

(c 950-1100 A D )

Laksmaija (950-75)

Vajradaman (c 975-95)

Mangalaraja (c 995-1015)

Kirtiraja(c 1015-35)

Mitladeva alias Bhuvanapala

|
and Trailokyapala

|
(c 1035-55)

Devapala(c 1055-75)

Padmapala (c 1075-80)

Mahlpala alias Bhuvanaikamalla

(c. xo8o-ixoo)

The Dubkimda Branch

(c rooo-ixoo A D )

Yuvaraja (c 1000)

Aijuna (c 1015-35 AD)

Abhimanyu (c. 1035-44 A D )

Vijayapala (c 1044-7°)

Vikramasimha (c 1070-noo)
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III THE KALACURIS OF DAHALA

The Kalacun is an important branch of the Haihayas, a very ancient

race, which traces its origin from Sahasrarjuna 1 They have been referred

to in the epigraphs from the sixth century AD down to the 15th century

Their early capital was at Mandhata,J
wlncli later came to be known as

Mahismati

The earliest reference to the Kalacuris during our period is found in the

Jam inscription of Raviklrti from Aihole
-1

(634 A D ), wherein it is stated

that the Calukva king Mangaleia defeated them m the course of an expedi-

tion to the north. It seems that at that time the pressure of their power was felt

m the Deccan But during the later period they extended their sway farther to

the north upto the Tarai and it became possible only after the gradual decline

and downfall of the Gurjara Pratiharas

Gangeyadcva We learn from the Puratana Prabandha-sangraha

that Gangeya Kumara. a prominent ruler of the dj nasty. is called lord of

Varanasi (Varawsipati) w-hose reign is generally assigned from c. 1019

AD to 1041 AD 1

It is known from the history of the djnastv that Gangeyadcva was a

powerful monarch of the Dahala branch of Kalacuris The Piawan rock

inscription shows that Gangeyadcva succeeded his father named Kokalla II

as a king of Dahala,' and supports the extension of his power upto the

Ganga in the north The fact that Varanasi was in possession of Ganga

tGangeya) is remarkably confirmed by the Moslem historians. Abu Baihaqi

tells us in his work, the TanklM-Subuktigin, that when Ahmed Niyal-

tigin, (c 1030-40 AD ) invaded Banaras (c 1034 AD ), that city belonged

to the territory of G5nga 0

The increasing power of Gangeyadev a caused much anxiety to the con-

temporary king Paramara Bhoja The Bho}a-Gat<gcya-prabar.d!.a of the

Puratana Prubandha~sungralia refers to a defeat of Gangeyadcva at the

hands of king Bhoja It states Dial once Gangevadcva of Varanasi invaded

* DV , Canto IX, V. 39 records that Puranic v er»ion >•

WWl
s DHKI., II, pp 73S-30

s r;„ vi, p. s snnnwdt 7?**# irs’pwnfrmp: 1

* SJGM . II. p so I

* ASP , XXI, pp. na-13 and phtc XXVIII
‘ 0//.V/

. II, p. 773.
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Blioja, loid of Malava, with huge army Bhoja also offered a good defence

But through ceitain diplomatic tactics, Bhoja found the way and assaulted

Gangeya Gangeya was captured and taken away to Dhara 1 This statement

of the Jain chioniclers is strikingly confirmed by the Parijatamanjari of

Madana which refers to the fact that (the Paramara king) Bhoja (c 1010-

SS A.D ) had his desires speedily fulfilled for a long time at the festive defeat

of Gangeya
(
Gdngeya-bkangotsava). Hultzsch rightly identified this prince

with the Kalacuri Gangeya of Tripuii 1

Laksmikama • Gangeyadeva was succeeded by his son Kama, born from

queen Dematl.2 He is also known as Laksmlkarna 0 The names of his two

immediate successois, YaSahkama and Gayakaroa, perhaps, show that

Laksmikama was his real name. But in records he is introduced by the

shortened foim Kama
The Jain chroniclers depict him as one of the greatest Indian conquerors

He maintained and perhaps enhanced the gloiy of his kingdom inherited

from his father The following description of this prince is given by Forbes,

a foremost historian of Gujaifita, whose most of the accounts are based on

the statements of the Jain chroniclers.

"At that time the Raja, named Kurun, reigned in Dahul Land, the

modern Tipera, and over the sacred city of Kashee or Banaras. He was

the son of Queen Demut, distinguished for her lehgious observances,

who lost her life in giving him birth Being bom under a good star, this

king extended his territory towards all four points of the compass One

hundred and thirty-six kings worshipped the lotus-feet of Kurun

In the same context, the authoi of Rasamala records the tradition that

“envious of the fame of the lord of Oojain, Kurun prepared to attach

Bhoja0 and in that connection arranged an interview with Bheemadeva

at a frontier village, and procured from him a promise that he would

make a diversion by attacking Malava from the west
0 Bhoja associated

i PPS., p. 20 tflWT UTOTtfafo ... .»

rrfrr ... gq: flsfbjsj HHirf ... wiPrR i

3 PC, p. 49'
57 ^

(£jlp 222, V 26 of a Candella inscnption from Mahoba.
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with the two kings and unable from indisposition to take the field

against them, contented himself with occupying by his troops the moun-

tain passes leading into his country .

1 Damara was at this time employed

by his sovereign as his representative in the camp of Raja Kurun a

Bheema dispatched a messenger to Damara for intelligence and the

ambassador taught him a verse which he repeated on his return to the

king of Goozarat:' “The fruit on the mango tree is fully ripened, the

stalk has become loosened, with much wind the bough shakes, the end I

know not 1,3 When Bheema heard this verse he determined upon remain-

ing inactive Then Forbes records that 'having informed of the death

of Bhoja, Kurun Raja advanced upon Dhar, which he destroyed taking

possession of the Royal treasury.”

Then we learn from the same narrative that Bhima’s minister Damara

imprisoned Kama for some time in order to realise the booty. Kama then ar-

ranged to give him one golden canopy and the revenue of the temple of Lord

Siva 4 The Jam monk Hemacandra states that Bhima I made an incursion

on Kama of Cedi, but Kama offered the golden canopy which was the

bloomed fame
(SamjvUa-kirti)ol Bhoja to him, made an alliance with him c

The fact that Bhoja was jointly attacked by the kings of Gurjara, Kala-

cflris and Karnata is also supported by the Nagpur Stone inscription of

the Paramaras ®

Gayakama Laksmikama was succeeded by his son YaSahkama

about whom we have no account in Jain sources He was succeeded by his

son Gayakama Regarding this king also we have nothing to say except that

1 Cf Ibtd , p 51 oi«ii Nt*Ri|iria| RplBd-

TO? |

8 ibid

,

P 51 sit sitawfafaffir 5ETflt ijtaswragm

qirasi
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there is an anecdote which relates an attack on Gujarata by a Kama m the

time of Kumarapala The Prabandha-ctntamant of Merutunga tells us

“Once when the Caulukya Kumarapala of Anahilapataka was going

on a pilgrimage, he was informed by a couple of messengers (Yugahka),

who came from a foreign country that Kama, king of Dahala, was march-

ing against him 1 His forehead was beaded with drops or perspiration,

and he abandoned, out of fear, his desire of being head of the congrega-

tion, and came with the minister Vagbhata and blamed himself at the

feet of Hemacandra The story runs that the Jam sage assured his dis-

ciple that in the 12th watch from this time your mind will be relieved

At the appointed time Kumarapala was informed that 'Kama had gone

to heaven’
2 Kama, we are told, was making a march at night, seated on

an elephant, and allowed his eyes to close m sleep, and while he was in

this state, a gold chain that he wore on his neck, caught in a banyan

tree, and hanged him, and so he died
”

Since the reign of Kumarapala ranged between c 1144-73 A D ,
his con-

temporary king of Dahala referred to as Kama must be Gayakama As

regards the details of the story we should not place any reliance without in-

dependent corroboration This much we may infer from the story that Gaya-

karna might have started this attack in his old age and before reaching his

destiny he collapsed

We know nothing about his successors from the Jam sources

Thus Gangeya, Lakstnlkama, and Gayakama, the only three kings of

the dynasty, are known from the Jam sources of our period

1 PC., pp. gz, 93
' ST sffrT

•



CHAPTER VI

THE DYNASTIES OF CENTRAL INDIA (continued)

THE PARAMARAS

Aftei the decline of the Gurjara Pratihara power started and before the

throne of Kanauj was occupied by the kings of the Gahatfavala dynasty,

the political power in Avanti shifted into the hands of the Paramara kings.

We know that the region of Malava was for a long time a veritable bone

of contention between the Pratlharas and their inveterate enemies, the

Riistrakutas of Manyakheta, who conquered it during the northward incur-

sion of Dhruva Nirupama, Govinda III, Indra III and Kisna III None

of them could, however, hold Ujjam permanently We know from the

Pratapagarh inscription that upto V E 1003 (946 AD) the territory

of Malava was under the control of the Pratihara rulers After this it seems

that the sway of the PratihSras totally disappeared from Malava and

Western India

Then hold over Malava: The first recorded date of the Paramara rulers

is obtained from the Harasola copper plates grant, wherein Siyaka, the

father and predecessor of Vakapati II, is described as ruling over that

region in VE 100S (949 AD). The last date for Siyaka is VE 1029

as known from the Jain Dhanapala’s Patyalacchi-koSa, wherein it is stated

that Dhanapala prepared the work in VE. 1029 when Manyakhe(a was

looted by the king of Malava 1 This fact is corroborated by that of the

Udayapur (Gwalior) prasastr wherefrom we know that this king of Malava

was no other than Siyaka, as it is stated there m verse No 12 that

Siyaka took away the wealth of king Khottiga of Manyakheta Since

the period from 949 to 972 A D assigned to Siyaka is regarded as a period

of the decadence of the Pratihara monarchy, it seems that Siyaka avaded

of the favourable chances during this period to increase his power by

occupying the province of Malava

Ongm The Jam poet Dhanapala, who was one of the court poets of

king Mufija and his successors, tracing out the genealogy of the Paramaras,

states

‘The Gurjaras of the mountain Abu still sing the glory of the king

1 V 276. feysrowre flltafeu

s El, I,

p

234
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Paramara who sprang from the fire-pit of the sage Vasistha, who was

defeated by Visvamitra’ 1

This, the then prevalent mythological version of Paramara origin, is

also attested by the Udayapur prasasti, wherein in Vs 5-6 it is stated that

once Visvamitra robbed the cow of the sage VaMstha This action enraged

the sage and then, out of his supernatural power, he created a man from

his sacrificial pit, who later on killed (mara) the foes (paran) and got

back the cow 2 This fact is also corroborated by the Navasakasanka-canta

of the poet Padmagupta (Parimala)
3 and from various bardic and epi-

graphic traditions, which agree in tracing the origin of the Paramaras from

a fire-pit on Mt Abu European and Indian scholars have interpreted this

myth to mean that the Paramaras belonged to the Huna Gurjara stocks

and after the performance of some fire ceremony, they became fit to be

admitted into the Hindu caste-system

But the discovery of the Harasola copper plates
1

sets aside this spe-

culation The earliest records which contain the reference to the fire-pit-

origin, mostly belong to about the middle of the eleventh century AD
while the Harasola copper plates are nearly a century older and do not refer

to this origin On the contrary they plainly state that Bappairaja (Vakpati-

raja I) was descended from the family (kula) of the Rastrakuta Akalavarsa

(Krsna IH) From this it can be concluded that the Paramaras were mem-

bers of the Rastrakuta race and they originally belonged to the Deccan

A question naturally arises here- what was the motive in hidmg

or omitting the descent from such an illustrious race? The answer to is

question is not wanting in history and certain indirect references from

Jain sources throw bght on this point One Jain inscription from ravan

Belagola of the time of the Ganga prince Marasiriiha, dated the Saka year

896 (974 AD), informs us that he (Marasirhha) conquered the northern

regions for Krsna III and thereby acquired the title of the king of Gujara

1 Tilakamniijari, V 39-

"iMPsf

2 EJ , I., p.234
3

I, v. 8

1 PTOC (Madras), 1924, pp 303-08 , El

,

XIX, pp S.

5 ei v, p 179

See also Jam StlalMa Sangraha, Pt I, Ed by Dr. H.L. Jain, p 17-
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The Holkari inscriptions No 23 and 33 dated 968 and 965 AD respectively,

refer to two Marasimha s captains, Sudrakayya and Goggfyamma, as Ujjayiat-

bhupangas 1 We know from the Harasola inscription that the north Gujarata

and Malava were ruled by Siyaka Paramara during this period It seems

that formerly he was appointed by Krsna III to rule those provinces but,

due to certain favourable circumstances he thought to become independent

The above references indicate that Krsna III had led an expedition to

suppress Siyaka Thus an intense hostility was roused and we learn from

the Potyalacchi of Dhanapala that (in retaliation) Siyaka sacked

the city of Manyakheta and looted the wealth (of Khottiga, the successor

of Krsna III).
2

It seems now plausible that the consequent hostility between the two

families and other subsequent wars between them in later times which

created bitterness and disgust, may be regarded as the supreme reason

for suppressing the origin from the southern Rastrakfitas
3

We find the Paramara families ruling over various regions of Western

India but from the Jain sources we know only of the Paramaras of Malava,

Arbuda, Banswara, and Kiradu They will be described in different chapters

according to their regions

PARAMARAS OF MALAVA
From Dhanapala’s Tilakamanjari as well as from the literary and epi-

graphic sources of the Paramaras we learn that an eponymous Paramara was the

first man of the dynasty but from Harasola plates, Bapparaja appears to be

the historical person

The Ttlakamanjmi mentions Vainsimha (II) as the first historical

personage
a
Speaking about him the poet Dhanapala says “he was a

parahi to cut the creeper in the form drawing lines upon the check of the

wives of the enemies and was like a wall of shore of four-seas to break the

teeth of strong military elephants”1 Then he states that Vainsimha was

succeeded by his son Sriharsa or Siyaka who was the abode of Sri
3

1

2

3

4

3

El., XIX, p 287

v. 276 gwiftifa 1

DUNI., Pt. IT, p. 842.
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Slyaka begot two sons, first Vakpatiraja alias Munja and second Sindhu-

raja
1 Speaking of Vakpatiraja the poet says that he was the first among the

heroes and through the prowess of his bow he had measured all the four

parts of the world About Sindhuraja he states that he was a man of

great fame, a leader of heroes and a lion for the line of rutting elephants

of Indra.
2 Sindhuraja had a son named Bhoja whose feet were full of

auspicious signs and whom considering affectionately very fit for the abode

of majesty, the king Vakpatiraja alias Mufija annointed on the throne.’
2

Dhanapala was a prominent poet He lived at the court of king Bhoja

and for the gratification of the king he composed a romance entitled

Ttlakamanjari * The poet speaking about himself says that he was honoured

in the court by king Munja who conferred on him the title
‘
Sarasvatt .

5 The

two Jain inscriptions, the one found in the Luniga temple dated VE 1287

and the other found in the Vimal temple dated V.E 1378 (which also records

the event of VE 1080), both at the Mt Abu, supply us the genealogy of

the Paramaras of Arbuda 6 Having referred to the eponymous Paramara

in the same manner as described above, the one records Dhumaraja as the

original and remote member of the branch and the other states Kanhadadeva

(Krsnadeva) In the opinion of scholars both are the names of the same

king, Dhiima and Krsna being synonyms They also assume that this

Kanhadadeva or Dhumaraja may be Krsnaraja from whom Vakpati II

traces his descent in his grants If this assumption is right we have one

more though a remote member of this branch from the Jain sources.

1 Jbtd

,
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All this is the Jain account regarding the genealogy of the Paramaras

According to the other literary and epigraphic sources Upendraraja alias

Kisuaraja, then Vairisimha I, then Slyaka I, then Vakpatiraja I alias

Bappairaja appear to be the personages before Vairisimha of the Jain

account Upendraraja alias Kjsnaiaja is the same as Dhfimaraja or Kanhada-

deva of the Jain inscription It seems, however, that Vairisimha and his suc-

cessors Slyaka and Mufija etc
,
were more important figures than the other

predecessors That is why they have been recorded by all.

The levised genealogy of the Paramaras according to the Jain sources

from the first member upto Bhoja is thus arranged

Paramara
Kvsnaraja alias Dhumaraja

Vairisimha

I

Slyaka

Vakpatiraja, Mufija Smdhuraja

Bhoja

Slyaka. We do not know much of Vairisimha and his activities except

what is reported of him in the Ttlakamanjari His son Siyaka seems to

be a more powerful ruler than his father and to him are attributed all the

meats of raising the glory of the newly founded dynasty He is said to

have defeated all the adversaries who opposed him in his war of indepen-

dence, and thiew up the yoke of his sovereign Rastrakutas We have seen

above that according to Paiyalacchi he sacked and plundered Manya-
kheta, the capital city of Rastrakutas in retaliation

1

According to Buhler he was also known as Simhabhata in Merutunga’s

Prabandka-cintamam The various recensions of Prabandha-antamani

suggest that he was also known as Simhadantabhata and Sriharsa In the

Purdtana Prabandha-sa&graha he is called as Simba.2 Buhler assumed that

the complete name probably was Harsasimha (Harakhsimha) * The Tilaka-

manjan retains Sriharsa and Sr! Siyaka as the names of Siyaka Pbilologi-

cally Siyaka appears to be a half Prakrtic corruption of Siriibaka

1 See supra p 87.
a SJGM , II, p 13
s EL, 1

, p. 225.
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The Harasola plates give him an earliest date as V E 1005 or 9*9 A D
and describe him as Mahamapdalika, which means he was a feudatory

chief of the Rastrakiitas 1 His date, supplied by Paiyalacchi, is as VE
1029,

2 the year when the poet Dhanapdla composed his work for his sister

Sundarl and when Manyakheta was sacked and looted by the Malava king

All this shows that he reigned for about twenty-five years

Vakpati Muiija: The earliest known date of Slyaka's successor Vakpati II

from his inscription is V E. 10313 (c. 975 A D.). There is a long and interest-

ing story regarding Muiija in the Prabandha-chAamam, which is as follows
-—

“Long ago in the very country of Malava a king named Snnha-

bhala of the race of Paramara, as he was roaming about on his royal

circuit, saw in the midst of a thicket of reeds a certain male child

of exceeding beauty that had been just bom. He took it up as

lovingly as if it were his own son and made it over to his queen The

child was named Muiija with reference to his origin. After that a

son was bom to the king named Sindhala ”* It is further narrated

that having been attracted by the good qualities of Muiija, Sunha-

bhata did not lessen his love towards him and decided to bestow

his kingdom on him Accordingly Muiija was enthroned and he con-

quered the earth by his valour. Then he entrusted the rein of king-

dom to his minister named Rudraditya and enjoyed for a long time

pleasure. His step-brother, Sindhala, once disobeyed the orders of

Muiija; accordingly he banished him; Sindhala came to Gujarata

There he contacted with a ghost and with his help he in a peculiar

way acquired a district from king Munja which brought him

much revenue. But again he showed his haughtiness, for win

had his eyes put out by Munja and was confined to a wooden cag

He begot a son named Bhoja. Bhoja studied all the sciences o

craft When king Munja learnt from the horoscope of Bhoja that n

would inherit the kingdom depriving his son he ordered secre y

execute Bhoja. But Bhoja managed to escape from the D -

his executioners and subsequently sent a stanza to the king though

the executioners, upon reading which the king regre m

1 See supra p. 85 .

! See supra p. 85
5 IA., VI, pp. 48-53

* PC , It Tawney, p 30
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after Bhoja was brought before the presence of the king Munja and he

honoured him with the dignity of a crown prince
1

A similar story with certain variations is recorded in the Pmatam

Pi abandha-sangraha also
1 Strangely enough it also finds a place in

the Amn-Akbari of Abul-Fazal 3

Though the whole story cannot be accepted as historical, yet it contains

some useful materials This story attempts to explain the name of Munja

with reference to an event which seems a mere myth Sindhuraja, from

this story, seems to be a step-brother of Mufija. The name of his minister

Rudraditya is corroborated from other sources and he seems to be an

historical figure. In the early stages of Munja’s career, his relations with

his brother do not seem to have been cordial. It is recorded that Munja

had a son who was destined to be deprived of the throne by Bhoja But

being pleased with his merits, Munja appointed him as an heir apparent

Regarding his son we have no information from any other sources Mufija

is depicted here as a sensualist also

The contemporary account of the Tilakavtanjari simply states that

Siyaka was succeeded by bis son VSkpatir&ja whose younger brother was

Sri Sindhuraja or Sindhala who had a son named Bhoja. Since VSkpati

begot no son, he having found Bhoja fit to rule over his kingdom, annointed

him as his heir apparent 4

VSkpati Mufija was a great warrior. Certain literary sources as well

as epigraphic evidences may be adduced in support of his gallantry A Jain

inscription from Hathund known as Bljapur Stone inscription of Northern

Rastrakuta Dhavala, informs us that MufijarSja fought with Mularaja

Caulukya (AD 961-96), Dhavala (Rastrakuta of Hathundi, c 980 AD)
and Saktikumara, Guhila pnnce of Mewar (c 977 A.D.). It states

that Mularaja, like the ruler of Marwar, had to flee before Mufija

like a timid deer The RastrakQta Dhavala claims that he gave shelter

to the armies of the king of Mewar and of the lord of the Giirjaras when
MufijarSja had destroyed Aghata, the pride of Medapata* Another Jain

inscription, namely, SundhS hill inscription of the CahamSna Caciga refers

1 PC , pp 4-25 I

* SJGM ,
II, p 13 gSRTORJW 1

* AAK., II, p 215, bnt the name of Munja’s foster-father is given as
' Bijaraand *.

4 See supra p 88

*PJ,X,pp i7 g,V 10.
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to Baliraja. one of 2us predecessors, as one who defeated an 2imy of

ITafiiaraja.

1

It seems that hlrmjariija extended his sway over some parts

of Manrar.

hlerntunga records Ms last campaign oi Southern India in his Pro-

bandha-tiniGma?}, where he met his tragic end. 2s follows:

—

"As the king of the Telinga country, named Tafiapadeva. harassed

Mufija. bv sending raiders into bis country, he determined to march

against Mm though Ms prime-minister (mahamaiya) Rudradhya.

irho was seized with illness, endeavoured to dissuade him. The minfeer

conjured Mm to make the river Godavari the utmost limit oi Ms expe-

dition. and not to advance beyond it: but he looked upon XaEapa

with rnnfPTT.pt as he had defeated Mm sis rimes before. Ea Ms over-

weening confidence he crossea the river and pitched Ms ca—? cm -

other ads. When Rudraditya heard what the king had come, re augured

that some mischief would result from Ms headstrong conduct and

himself entered the names of a funeral p3e. Them Taikspa by scree

and fraud cut zinnia's army to pieces and took king Mnmja pnscuer.

binding him with a rope of reed (Mtdijd). Be was ?•*- in th-

and confined in a cage of wood and waited upon by

hlysalavaH with whom he formed a marriage-union. Bis mm^tera-

who had arrived subsequently dug a tunnel to tie pla« w_ere re

. . . , M, T.5^ t 5!A*r -S3-

wealed Ms plans to her. and the latter betrayed trs to her hrother.

io BXHH name tv -aw. —
w , ; raises

to death and his head fixed on a stake n tcecouriyar .

and by keeping it communally covered with muckan =£t -e **>-“

Ws cncri=r ?
‘"

1 El., XX, pp. 70 5.

' PC., Tr. by Tawuey. pp. S5-36-

* JA., XXI, ??. rfir-55-
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the second place, it refers to the fact that Vakpati had really a minister named

Rudraditya. This also finds support from his Ujjain grant of 980 A.D.1 Dr

Buhler has pointed out the date of this event with the help of a colophon of

the Jain Amitagati’s Subhasita-ratna-sandoha, which relates that it was com-

posed during the reign of Mufija in V E. 10S0 (A.D 993-94),
! and Tailapa It

died shortly before or actually in the Saka year 919, i.e., 997-998 A.D

,

which is the first year of his successor. The death of Mufija, therefore, must

have taken place in one of the three years, 994-996 A D We have seen above

that the earliest known date of Siyaka’s successor Vakpati (II) is V E 1031

(974 A D ) It appears, therefore, that he must have ruled about twenty-two

years.

So far as his romantic career is concerned we have several verses in Apa-

bliramfa composed soon after his death and preserved in the Jain prabandhas

which confirm the fact Perhaps they are taken from an Apabhramia work

Mtmjaiasa which is believed to have belonged to the eleventh century. The

Piabandha-antamam states.

“During this stage of his life, he was devoted to a certain lady and he

used to mount a camel named Ginkalla and travel twelve yojanas and

return in the night Later, his passion cooled down and she sent him a

message thus “Mufija, the rope has fallen, fool, you do not see it The

douds of Asadha are roaring, the ground will now be slimy”*

It has already been pointed out that Mufija while he was in the prison,

fell in love with Tailapa’s widow sister, Mmalavati When both were look-

ing m a mirror, the elderly widow desponded on account of her wrinkled face

Upon this Mufija said, “Mmalavati, do not weep over departed youth Sugar-

candy, even if broken into a thousand pieces, will taste sweet

Later on he mourns much over his fallen fortune He says “I have

lost my elephants and chariots, I have lost my horses; I have lost my

1 Id ,XIV, pp 159-161

^raiJr SR?# fat <1% vft putrid wwwutui

SJGM, I.p 2i, mfn §531155515*1,
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footmen, servants have I none So, Rudrachtya sitting in heaven, invites

me eagerly to join him 1,1

When Mrnalavati offered alms to Mufija he says, "Mrnalavati, if

•wisdom aftei the event is the same as before it, no one would be overcome

by calamity.'’2 Mrnalavati replies, “When luck turned, even the ten-

headed king (Ravana), the master of seas and the lord of the forts of

Lanka, was destroyed Therefore, Mufija, do not grieve
”3

Vakpati Munj’a was not a mere ruler and gay lover Several Samskrt,

Prakrt, and ApabbramSa verses ascribed to him are preserved in the Pra-

bandha-cmtamani and in the Pwdtana Prabandha-sangraha Some of these

verses are regarded as belonging to the old forms of modem Hindi * He also

liberally patronised men of letters He honoured them with various titles

The Ttlakamaiijatt informs us that its author Dhanapala was conferred a

title ‘Sarasvati’ by the king ‘Sri Mufija’ in his court' The Prabhavaka-

cmtta refers to Dhanapala as the adopted son of Mufija (Sri Munjasya prati-

pannasutah) Dhanapala who was the author of the Paiyalacchi, and the

Tilakarnanjai i, Amitagati, the author of the Subhasita-ratna-sandoha and

various works, Padmagupta, the author of the Nava Sahasdnka-carita, Dhanafi-

jaya, the author of DaSat ufaka, his brother Dhanika, the author of DaSarufdva-

loka, Halayudha, the commentator on Pmgala’s work on metrics, were among

the jewels that adorned the court of Vakpati Mufija Moreover, Ujjami at-

tracted the best scholars of the countiy and from that time onward, it became

the centie of learning When Mufija was to be executed, he was asie

call in mind his favourite god He mournfully recited a verse

“Laksml will return to Govinda, VIrasrI to the house of die heroes, but

now that Mufija is no more the storehouse of Fame, o ess o

mg will be without support

1 SJGM, I, p 23 iPT TO 3W TO '

2 sjgm, i, p 24 mrn&svis

m «f w a* * **y
2 ibid , p. 23, v. 34

***** ^

'
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* D K Jain, Apabhramia-prakaia, p 202

5 V 53 See supra p 88
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Several verses are found in the Saihskrt as well as the Prakrt literature

which were composed to mourn the sad demise of Vakpati Mufija They are

reminiscent of the fame, prosperity and honour of this great king

SindhurSja' Merutunga in his Pi abandha-cintamant states that

after the death of Munja, Bhoja was placed on the throne “Then the minis-

ters in the country of MSlava, hearing that event, placed Bhoja—the son of

Mufija’s brother, on the throne
,a A contemporary Jain account, Ttlakaman-

jari, states that “having found fit to govern the kingdom Mufija himself

annninted Bhoja But in the light of the other contemporary references

the above statements do not seem to be true Padmagupta, a court poet of

Sindhuraja writes in his Namsahasanka-canta that ‘Mufija placed the world

in Sindhuraja’s arm which was marked by scars of bow-string ,s This fact

is also confirmed by the Udayapur prasasti
4 The Jain inscription, known as

Kalvan plates of YaSovarman of the tune of Bhoja, while giving the succession

from Siyaka to Bhoja refers to Smdhuraja as the successor of Vakpatiraja

(Munja)- ‘Devotee of the feet of Vakpatirajadeva was Smdhuraja who had

covered all the boundaries upto the sea by his fame, which was praised by the

enemies, conquered in the several fierce battles
”3

All this shows that he

actually succeeded his brother Mufija

It appears that Sindhuraja hardly had the personality or ability of his

brother though Padmagupta highly praised him We, however, have certain

Jain accounts of Smdhuraja’s war with the neighbouring Caulukya kings The
famous Vadanagar prasasti of Kumfirapala composed by a Jam poet Sripala

states. “Sindhuraja fled away together with his own elephants that were

cowed by the smell of rut of Camundaraja's elephant inhaling even from

afar
’ * It denotes that Sindhuraja advanced on Patana but ultimately with-

drew A quite later Jain writer Jayasimhasuri mentions in his Kumarapala-

1 SJGM , t, p. 25 3W utsHTOT

ftfawRU
3 See supra p 88
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cama that 'Camundaraja killed Sindhuraja in the battle’.
1
This isolated re-

ference, however, has no support The commentary of Dvydhaya-kdvya
which is the earlier hterary authority, states that on the way of the pilgrimage'
to Varanasi^ Camundaraja had been deprived of the royal incigni* by the
people of Malava, thereupon he returned back to Anahilapattana and ordered
his son Vallabha to invade Malava country. His son did it but, after investing
the foitification of Dhara, he died of smallpox 2 Smce Smdhuraja was the
contemporary of Camundaraja, these events must have occurred in his reign

Hts Reign Period• How long Sindhuraja ruled over Malava we do
not know from the Jain sources It has been referred to by a Jain work
named Subh&sita-ratm-sandoha of Amitagati that the last date of Mufija
was 994 A.D., and we have assigned the year of his death, approximately,
995 A D 8 We have not yet come across any dates of the reign of Smdhuraja
The latest date of his son and successor, Bhoja, known from a published
grant found at Modes!, is 101 1 AD 1 The Jam writer Merutunga gives

‘fifty-five years, seven months and three days,’ as the period of the reign

of Bhoja * The earliest known date of Bhoja's successor Jayasimha is 1055

A D In view of this, Bhoja's succession might have occurred in 999 A D The
description and dale of the Modest grant give more probability to this year.

In the light of the above chronology we may assign only three or four years

fc 995-998 AD.) to the reign of Sindhuraja

Bhoja:

His Date oj Accession discussed: Bhoja, the magnificent king of India,

came on the throne of Ujjayani or Dhfira in the prune of Ms life The question of

the early limit of his reign has been considered as a perplexed one by scholars

Buhler, on the basis of the then available data, has pointed out that Bhoja

fought with the Calukya Jayasimha of Deccan some time between 1011 AD.

and 1019 A D. As Padmagupta, who probably composed bis work in c 1005

A D
,
does not refer to Bhoja, he thereupon thought that Bhoja at that time

had not reached the age of lo, the Indian age of majority He, therefore,

1 KC Canto i, v. 33 ^ sngBtrafcgT qangrawflf* 1

ffraVitftflarrt ti

3 DV, Canto 7, V, 31, 43 and commentary on them.
3 See supra p 93.
4 BV., V, pp. 37-40.
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concluded that he came to the throne in c 1010 A D or even somewhat later.

1

UptQl now this theory, however, held the ground. But the discovery of the

Modesa-grant sets aside all the previous assumptions This grant is important

in many respects (1) It gives the earliest known date of long Bhoja’s reign;

(2) it refers to a new prince of Bhoja named Vatsaraja, (3) it shows that

Mohadavasaka district was under the Paramaras even as late as the time of

king Bhoja This grant refers to VE. 1067 when paramabhaflaraka,

vuthardjadluraja parameivaia Bhojadeva was ruling. It begins with Siyaka II

who was the real founder of the dynasty

This newly discovered grant, however, settles many problems Firstly, it

denotes that Vatsar&ja, the son of Bhoja, who was m charge of the administra-

tion in the year of VE 1067 (A D 1010
) must have been at least of the

age of eighteen or sixteen Secondly, Bhoja at that fame must have reached the

age of 36 or 34, for his son who may be about 16 or 18 years old, might have

been bom from him at the age of 18 which is an approximate Indian age to

beget a child Thirdly, it denotes that Bhoja must have been crowned king as

early as five or six years His full-fledged titles denote this fact. If we reconcile,

at the present state of our knowledge, our assumptions with that of Buhler

who gives probable date to Padmagupta’s composition 1005 A D
, wherein

Bhoja has not been referred to, we may deduce easily that Bhoja’s accession

may have taken place by the year 1005 A D Fourthly, it gives more prob-
ability to the period assigned by the Jam author Merutunga to the reign of

Bhoja stated above and which concerns us here more.

According to the Jain SubhaSUa, the author of the Bhoja-prabandha, the
earliest limit of Bhoja’s reign is VE. 1078= (1021 AD), which is ob-
viously wrong without having any support

As regards the lower limit of the reign of Bhoja his successor Jaya-
simha’s grant known as the Mandhata-grant shows that Bhoja must have
died in or before VE 1112 (AD 1055-56)* Buhler, on the other hand,
mainly relying on the statement of Bilhana that on his journey from
Kashmir to various places in Northern India, DhirS cried to him “Bhoja
is my king,"1 assumes the death of Bhoja must have occurred some time
after the year 1062 AD 3

It may be said here m this connection that

1 El, I, pp. 232-33 . See also DHNI

,

II, p 866
8 Bhoja-prabandha, V. 8

.

3 EL, III, pp 46-50
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Bilhana's statement is merely a poetic exaggeration and reliance can

be put on it when we have a stronger evidence in the form of an inscription

t.e

,

the Mandhata grant.

Sis extensive conquest Bhoja, in the span of fifty-five years of his life

as a great king, waged several wars, did several benevolent works, pro-

moted various branches of learning and, at last, left several monuments

to commemorate his achievements,

His several wars with the neighbouring kings have been recorded in

the Jain works Among the eastern neighbours he comes into conflict with

the Kalacurl Gangeya (1010-1042 AD) but makes him his friend It

has already been pointed out that Gangeya came from the one side and

Bhoja encountered him from the other and, by means of intrigues, Bhoja

encaged him and then took him away to his capital, honoured him and,

at last, made him his friend
1

In the south, his eaily two invasions, the one of Karnataka and

the other on Konkana, and a later invasion on Karnataka have been re-

corded by the Jams. The Jam Rajavallabha in his Bhoja-canta says

“Once some time after the accession of Bhoja, Kusumavati, the wife

of the late Munja made to perform a drama in which a scene of

murder of Munja by Tailapa was staged This scene enraged Bhoja

and, to retaliate for his uncle’s death, he attacked Tailapa with a

' huge army In the battle Tailapa was captured and Bhoja treated

him brulely as he had treated Ins unde ”3

As Tailapa died in VE 1054 (AD. 997), the possibility of Bhoja

s

invasion cannot be ruled out here, because we have seen that at the tune

of accession (c 999 AD or 1005 AD) Bhoja was 24 or 30 years oU

and in AD 997 he might have been a young man of 22 A man of tbs age

could easily lead the army against his enemy Perhaps he attack

m accordance with the order of h.s father Smdhuraja who was ruling to

It seems that in the above battle Bhoja did not gam nmch N
J

lime he invaded Karnataka through Konkana Though be could not (MM

1019 AD) succeed in defeating the Calukya Jayasimha , ’

rate, annexed Konkana, a part of the enemy’s *?*^*£Z
The victory was celebrated in the capital, ^Bayam

( ^ ^ yaiovarman
vam) " A Jain inscription known as the Kalva p

i S]GM , II, p so Bhoja-Gdngeya-prabandhe-

» Blusja-carda of Rajavallabha, I, 5°-56 -

3 El
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confirms the fact that the sway of Bhoja spread over Konkana.

This grant is unfoi Innately undated and belongs to a Jain temple.

It begins with an eulogy of the Paramara Bhojadeva of Dhara and

his ancestry from Siyaka (II) We are then told that through

Bhoja’s favour the illustrious Yasovarman had obtained the town

of Selluka and was enjoying 1,500 villages. The grant is made by a

Samanta of the Ganga family in favour of a Jam temple in Svetapada

country (identified with the northern portion of the Nasik district)

bordering on Konkana 1

Bhima I, the Caulukya, an ambitious ruler of Gujarata, was trying

to extend his empire towards the north and m that attempt he pressed

Dhandhuka, a Paramara pnnce of Candravati (c 102V-AD) the feuda-

tory of Bhoja, to pay him homage A Jain inscription from the Vimala

temple at the Mt. Abu informs us that Dhandhuka who was averse from

rendering homage to Bhima took refuge with king Bhoja This attempt

of Bhima was resented by Bhoja who diverted his attention towards the

west The Jams record the one of his western campaigns of the time.

The Prabandha-aHtomaiii relates that “when Bhima was busy with the

campaign of Sindh, the Digambara Kulacandra, Commander-in-chief of

Bhoja’s army, amved with the officers and sacked the august city of

Anahilla, and having caused cowries to be sown at the gate of the dock-

tower of the palace, extorted a record of victory ‘Kulacandra’s loot’ became
proverbial there since that day He returned to the country of Malava with

that record of victory and related the whole story to king Bhoja’* This

narrative shows that Bhima submitted to Bhoja Since this war took piar»

at that time when Bhima was engaged in Smdha with Mahmud who invaded

Somanath m 1025 A D
, the sack of Patana may be placed very near to

that yeai, say, about 1026 or 1027 A D
The Prabandha-dntamani further narrates that, after his submission

to Bhoja, Bhima established a diplomatic relation with Bhoja. He sent
his diplomatic minister Damara or Damodara to the court of Bhoja.® It

1 El , XIX, pp 69-75
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seems from the narration that he lived there for several years before the

incident of 1038-39 A D
,
when he instigated Bhoja to invade the south

During these years of diplomatic relations Bhima consolidated his position

He made an alliance with the powerful king Kama of Dahal who later

on proved him of great help in defeating Bhoja

Bhoja then diverted his attention towards the north but there he

received a set-back The Jam inscription from Dubkunda of the time of

the Kacchapaghata Vikramasimha refers to that “Abhimanyu (c 1035-44

AD), one of the predecessors of Vikramasimha who highly praised the

skill shown in the management of horses and chariots by the very intelligent

king, the illustrious Bhoja 1,1 This statement shows that to Abhimanyu he

submitted and paid his subservience The Sasabahu inscription (VE 1150)

composed by the Jam Yaiodeva also informs us that Klrtiraja Kachavaha

also defeated Bhoja, the king of Malava As we know that these Kacchapa-

ghatas were the feudatories of the Candellas and a Canddla inscription

described Bhoja as worshipping Vidyadhara ‘full of fear like a pupil’, we

may assume that through the assistance of the Candellas he must have

received this set-back

2

In the N.W also Bhoja made an incursion The Jam authonty

known as the Sundha Hill inscription of Cacigadeva narrates that

Cahamana AnahiUa of NaddOla defeated his army and killed Sadha, a

general (dandadhUa) of the Malava king Bhoja in the battle'' But we

know from other sources that the Naddula king soon submitted Bhoja

war already Master of the Citiakuta foil and built there a temple to

‘Tribhuvana Narayana .
4

The engagement of Bhoja m the north made his southern and western

enemies bold and they raised their heads against him again Bhoja pie-

paied himself to punish them Merutuuga in his Prabandha-cmtama

states:

‘‘In a certain year, owing to a failure of rain, it became impossible

to obtain grain and grass and king Bhima was in orme
. .

presentatives that king Bhoja for this very reason was p

an invasion. This made him anxious, and he gave orders to P

1 See supra, p. 78 Chapter on the ICacchapaghatas

8 EL, IX, pp. 70 ff
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made agent Damara to this effect It is further narrated that Damara

diverted the attentions of Bhoja from Gujarata by getting a drama per-

formed in which Munja’s death at the hands of Tailapa II was staged

In this act a certain angry king tried to make Tailapa, who had

secured himself a comfortable corner m the prison, get up Tailapa

replies “I have an ancestial holding here Why should I leave my own

home at the bidding of a new-comer like you?” At first sight Bhoja

was pleased with the flattery and praised Damara for which he received

from him a prompt reply
—

‘King, the display of wit is, no doubt,

extraordinary, but for the ignorance that this actor shows with regard

to the history of the hero of the tale, for this mighty king Tailapadeva

is recognized by having the head of the king Mufija fixed on a stake’.

Thus stung by his sarcasm Bhoja gave up the intention of invading

Gujarata and invaded Karnataka ”*

This story, however, has little factual value Moreover, there is no in-

scnptional evidence to confirm it Merutunga, on the other hand, informs us

that Bhoja did not actually invade the Deccan in hot haste He says —
“Hearing that a very strong force was coming under the banner

of Tailapa Bhoja became very much perturbed and at this juncture

Damara came to him and showing him a forged rescript from his king

informed Bhoja that Bhima had reached Bhogapura This news per-

plexed him more It was to him like the sprinkling of salt on a wound

Bhoja entreatmgly asked Damara "You must, by hook or by crook, pre-

vent your master from coming here during the current year” Bhoja

presented him a male and a female elephants to appease Bhima.’

1 Sjgm , I, p. 30 aw ^
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remmdS US lh3t by ** toe Bh°Ja ™* have beenmuch tired by his constant warfare with his neighbouring kings He michthave become old too, perhaps more than 64 years old
£

His two enemies Bhima of Anahillapatan and XalacSri Kama were
getting restive Bhoja, however, had to play his lost drama with them The
rivalry between Bhima and Bhoja was not merely political, it was cultural
too Many anecdotes preserved in the Prabandha-cmtamant as well as die
ruratam Piabandha-iangiaha relate several events which reveal the state
of affairs fairly.

Bhima attempted to kill Bhoja several fames Merutunga records that
at one time when Bhoja was worshipping his family goddess in a temple
in the suburb of Dhara, he was surprised and nearly captured by a party
of Gujarata cavalry.2

At last with Kama of Dahala and the Calukya Somesvara, Bhima
formed a confederacy to kill Bhoja and in it he succeeded at last. Bhima
allured Kama, having promised him the half of Bhoja’s kingdom

Thus Ptabandha-ctntamanj in a different version relates a story It runs
thus:

“Kama feeling jealous of Bhoja’s fame and other paraphernalia

demanded either war or acceptance of his supremacy by Bhoja But Bhoja,

being afraid of breaking his promise, remained silent Then Kama set out

with 137 kings to make war on Bhoja and at the same fame he invited

Bhima to attack Malava in the rear, promising him the half of Bhoja’s

kingdom Then king Bhoja being attacked by those two kings, lost his

pride, as a snake, overcome with a charm, loses its poison And then a

sudden malady took hold of Bhoja Nobody was allowed to enter the

door of Bhoja’s fort The king Bhima sent his servant to his own diplo-

matic agent Damara in order to ascertain the condition of Bhoja
5 When

1 [Conti]

1 Ibid, p 48 sre«r. 1

5 Ibid
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Bhoja expired, Kama broke down the fort and took all the wealth of

Bhoja, whereupon Bhima sent the following order to Damara. “ you must

give me either half of the kingdom stipulated for, duly obtaining it

from Karra, or your own head ” Accordingly he entered the royal pavilion

with thiriy-two foot soldiers and took Kama prisoner, when he was

asleep in the middle of the day Then Kama placed in one division a

shrine of the gods, and m the other all the property of the kingdom and

said to Damara “Take whichever half you please.” Then Damara

took the shrine and made a present of it to Bhima ”

Though the whole story cannot be taken as true, yet certain facts men-

tioned in it need our consideration Damara of this legend is certainly identi-

cal with Damodara mentioned by Hemacandra That Bhima attacked Kama
and his minister, having taken the golden shrine, the bloomed fame of Bhoja,

and made peace with Kama is also stated by Hemacandra in his DvyaSraya-

kavya

1

But, unfortunately, we have no documentary evidence to prove this

joint attack of Bhima and Kama on Bhoja and his sudden death. The Vada-

nagar-pra£asti composed by the Jam Sripala states on the other hand Bhlma’s

attack over Dhara, the city of Malava empeior a

Bis death Regarding the death of Bhoja, the Jam chiomclers have no

definite statement The Prabandha-antdmam in one place states that “the

king Bhoja being attacked by those two lungs lost his pride, as a snake,

overcome with a chaim, loses its poison, and then a sudden disease took hold

of Bhoja and he was hidden by the people
"8 From this statement certain

scholars inferred that Bhoja died during a joint attack on Dhara by the

« [Contd]
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1 Canto ix, v 57. ^kortefJr*nR,t

2 EI , II, p 297, v. 9
8 PC., p 51 , See also supra, p 102
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Caulukya Bhima I and Kama, the KalacQri king.
1 But in another place, the

same work, however, relates

“Then Bhoja, as his journey to the other world drew nigh, performed

the religious duties appropriate to the occasion, and gave the following

order “After my death, my hands are to be placed outside my chanot”

and then went to heaven.3

This indicates his natural death This seems plausible also to me, because

the Piabandha-cmtamm refers to the fact that “then Kama, hearing of that

occurrence, broke down the fort and took all the wealth of Bhoja ” It seems

that in the former attack king Bhoja was only defeated but not captured

and the shock of this defeat, probably, resulted in his death The Puratana

Pi abandha-sangraha states that Bhoja died of diarrhoea®

Bhoja bore the title Tnbhuvana-Narayana A Jam work on grammar,

namely, the Ganai atna-mahodadhi, refers to this title as Tnloka-Narayana,
4

which is the same, Triloka and Tnbhuvana being synonyms He was also

called as DbareSvara and Malavacakravarti 0

Foundation of Dhara : Accoiding to the Jam prabandhas, Bhoja found-

ed the city of Dhaia. Merutunga relates one story

“When Bhoja was listening to the reading of a treatise on law he

heard of Radhavedha of Arjuna He thought to practise it and thus suc-

ceeded in performing the world-famed Radhavedha Then he arranged

a festival to show his skill, which was attended by all the citizens. But

an oilman and a tailor did not come, out of contempt Being asked they

themselves showed their skill in that art and in this way they l°"'er®

the lung’s pride. They said- "King Bhoja, I know why you performed the

cleaving of Radha. It was because Your Majesty could not tolerate an

opposite to Dhara" In these words he was praised by the learned and

being desirous of laying out a new city be founded it after the^name o

a prostitute named Dhara who showed him an accurate p an

1 DHNI ,
II, 869 . f a-fe,

> Ibld , p 5I W OTiW

3 SJGM., II, p. 20 *T1® anblo^KK'-T: I

4 p 277
* Vadanagar praiasti of Kumarapala V 9

« SJGM., I, pp. 3i-3*
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To this legend we need not attach much importance, because Udayapur-

praiasti informs us that Vairisiraha, an ancestor of Bhoja, made the name of

Dhtra etymologically fit by killing the enemies with the edge of the sword 1

As a patron oj learning • King Bhoja figures in the Indian literature

and folklore not merely as a warrior in various campaigns but is also

renowned for his liberally pationising Art and Literature just as his

illustrious uncle was He made, however, his name immortal by promoting

various cultural activities His court was giaced by a group of eminent contem-

porary Indian scholars They weie known as the jewels of the court (sabha

-

ratna). Merutunga, in his Bhima-Bho]a-pi ubandhdr mentions the names of

some of them, such as, Magha, Sita, Dhanapala, Sobhana mum, Manatunga,

Bana, Mayura, Rajasekhara The Bhoja-ptabandha adds Damodara, Kalidasa,

and Bhavabhuti But some of the names, it seems, are anachronisms. For

example, the poets Bana, Mayura, Manatunga, Magha, Kalidasa, Bhavabhuti

and Rajasekhara could not have been ceilainly contemporaiies of Bhoja We
know from the histoiy of Samskrt literature that Bana, Mayura and Mana-
tunga were almost contemporaries of Harsavardhana, Bhavabhuti was in the

court of YaSovarman of Kanauj, and Rajasekhara flourished under Hahendra-

Pala of Kanauj, the rest lived earlier than Bhoja Meiutunga also informs

us that the poetess Sita was in his court but according to the statement of the

Navasahasanka-canla, she lived in the court of Krsnaraja, one of the fore-

fathers of Bhoja”

Eis munificence His love of learning and literature inspired him so
much that he occasionally distributed his wealth among the erudites to pro-
mote their cause He bestowed rich gifts upon the person who composed even
an ordinary stanza His munificences are recorded in the Jam prabandhas in
the form of several anecdotes, only few abstracts from which are reproduced
below —

One night a certain thief cut a tunnel beneath the wall of the palace
and entered the treasure-ioom where the king was sleeping The king
suddenly awoke at the mid-night horn and seeing the moon recently
risen in sky ‘'like the rising of his liteiary sea,” there arose from his lips

this half stanza.

1 sj, i
. p 234 *54* St* nsrn
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“What appears on the body of the moon like a strip of cloud

They assert is a hare but I think it does not wear that form

'

The thief replied.

But I think that the moon has its body well marked with the brands of

a hundred scares of the meteor strokes of the side looks of the maidens

who are parted from the foes j-ou have killed

The thief was rewarded by the lung very generously for this

On one occasion when the king was going round on his daily circuit,

he happened to reach the bank of the river, where he saw a Brahmana,

fording the river with a load of fire-wood on his head. The king asked

him in a quarter stanza:

“How deep is the water, 0 Brahmana*”

The Brahmana completed the line with

—

‘ 0 King, it is knee deep
”

The king continued

—

“How were you reduced to this state*"’

The Brahmana replied—

“Now everywhere are there patrons like you

The king gave a large present to that poor Brahmana

On a subsequent occasion a family consisting of a father, mother,

son daughter and a wretched one-eyed maid sen ant. all learned were

waiting at the gate eager for an interview with the king They were

admitted and the king gave each of them a quarter couplet to compete

which they did wisely. The king rewarded them and took the daughter

as his wife 1

As a scholar: King Bhoja was a great scholar and a skilful port
_

self. He is said to have composed about two dozen works on vanous subjects.

such as medicine, astronomy, religion grammar, architecture. a ™1 ’

cography, arts etc It is. however, doubtful that in Amidst ofbsinces«nt

military activities Bhoja found time to write so mam

be possible that some of them were composed by the literary

court and later on ascribed to him
rumn0=e

Bv his magnificent generosity Bhoja encouraged the poe

literary works. We have Li thaMhe Jain Dhanapaia wrote his Trhkaom

jari for the gratification of Bhoja ”

1 Ibid , p 27.

5 See supra p 88.
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The completion of stanzas (mnasya-pfati) was one of poetic fashions

of the day and it is said that Bhoja was daily surrounded by a hundred scholars

who were skilled in this type of poetic composition.
1

The display of poetic repartee became part of diplomatic conversation

also, mostly between Bhoja and Bhima I Caulukya 2

Bhoja was very proud of the learning and poetic skill of the scholars of

his country and contemptuous of those of Gujarat Once he remarked to

the Gujarata consul in his court "not one of your most famous scholars is

fit to be weighed in the balance with a cowherd of my land.”3

A huge production of the Jain literature and other literatures during his

period shows the multifarious activities of Bhoja to promote the n'w of

learning.

4
Several Jain authors like Prabhacandra, Dhanapala, Sfintisena,

Mahendrasuri etc., flourished during his reign Bhoja was also a just man
He always heard the complaints of his subjects and tried to remove them
He freely moved among his people to know their distress

’

Sts lehgton Bhoja was a Saivite A Jain work on grammar, namely,

the Gimaralna-mahodadhi, relates “Though your forefathers Vairisimha etc

,

were devotees of Siva, you only have realised the god Siva This statement

confirms the above fact He, however, always respected the learned men ir-

respective of caste and creed A Jam inscription from Sravanabelgola informs
us that the feet of the Jain monk, Prabhacandra were worshipped by king
Bhoja of Dhara 7 A second Jain inscription from Dubkund of the time of
the Kacchapaghata king Vikramasimha mentions that the Jain preceptor
Santisena defeated all those (Ambarasena etc ) scholars in the court of the

1 PC., pp 36-43
•

2 PC.,p 28

SW4. ... I
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5 PC , p 45 vfsfrT: W
1

4 See. Mahcndrasilrt-carttam, Silracarya-c/inlam, in PCA , pp. 138-60
‘PC, pp 47-49 Bt]ap(!raka-pr/ibaiMa, Ihvirnsapmbandhti and GopaPilmi-

prabaniha
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king Bhoja who showed dishonour to the Jain scholars
1 Merutunga and

Prabhacandra amply lefei to the discussions between the Jain Dhanapiila and

Bhoja, which indicates how tolerant in religious matters Bhoja was .

2

SUCCESSORS OF BHOJA.

layamnha and Udayaditya’ Prom the Modesa grant referred to above

we have already known that Bhoja had a son by name Vatsaraja We, however,

know nothing of him fiom any souices It seems that he predeceased his father.

The Mandhata grant dated VE 1112 s and the Panhera Stone inscrip-

tion dated VE 1116, * both belonging to the reign of Jayasimha, inform us

that Jayasimha, as a successor of Bhoja, ruled Malava for four years But

the Udayapur and the Nagpur praiastis of the Paramaras do not mention

the name of Jayasimha According to them Udayaditya was the successor of

Bhoja It seems that they have omitted the name of Jayasimha. The Jain

chionicleis, however, did not record the names of the two kmgs

Jagaddeva (Laksmadcva) Udayaditya’s son Jagaddeva is known from

the Jainad (Jamath) rasciiption found in the NE of the Hyderabad

State “ He is referred to theie as the son of Udayaditya and paternal nephew

of Bhoja and conquermg the countiy of the Andhras Recently three of his

coins have been found in Madhya PradeSa From their fabric and type the

coins appear to be South Indian " It seems that he ruled over Deccan Accord-

ing to the Rasamala, Jagaddeva was one of the two sons of JJday-

aditya born from Solanki queen On account of a palace intrigue he ef

Malava and entered in the services of Caulukya Jayasimha He served him

for IS years but when the king advanced to attack Dhara he quitted his ser-

vice and returned to his father, who soon after invested him with the royal

authority.

7 The Jam prabandhas also mention a Jagaddeva 1 e
_

Puratana Piabatidha-sangiaha speaks of him as belonging to e aram

1 El ,
II, p. 839, bnes 44-45

s PC., pp. 36-42 1

2 El , III, pp 46-50
4 ASI 1016-17, pp ig-zo

6 The Annual Report, Hyderabad Arch Sur„ 1927-28, pp 23- 4

6 PTOC., 1926, Pt. Ill, pp. 57-58

7 RasaiHiild, I, Chap, VIII, p. 117
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family and in tbe association of king Siddharaja Jayasimha,1 the Prabandha-

cintamm, howevei, does not know lnm as a Paramara but mentions him with

Jayasunha Caulukya of Gujaiata, and king Faramardi of Kuntala country.2

I have elsewhere shown that a Jagaddeva of the Jam prabandhas may be

taken as identical with the prince of the same name of the Santara family

of the south, most probably the son of the sister of Mayanalla, the mother

of Jayasimha Siddharaja, and not with Jagaddeva Paramara 3

It is true that Jagaddeva was an historical person proved by the Jainad

inscription but the statement of the RdsamSla, which speaks of him as

belonging to the court of Jayasimha Siddharaja, is based on an erroneous

tradition, for we know that the historical Jagaddeva whose approximate

period is VE. 1143-1160, is very senior to Jayasimha Siddharaja (VE
1 ISO-1199J Most probably it seems that the chroniclers of Gujarata con-

fused this Jagaddeva with another Jagaddeva of the later period According

to certain scholars Jagaddeva was a vintda of Laksmadeva who is mentioned

in the Nagpur praSasti as one of the two sons of Udayaditya 4 The Prabandha-

antamant states that Jagaddeva was given a province to rule by king Para-

mardi of Kuntala It also recoids some stories regarding his great abilities The
same inscription tells us that Laksmadeva was succeeded by his brother

Naravarman.'

Naravawufn-JlWA-lUi AD) Naravarman, in the Jain litera-

ture, has been shown on hostile terms with the Gurjara king Jayasimha
(1094-1144 A D ) and two or three Cahamana kings. Merutunga says:—

“Once king Jayasimha was absent from his capital on his pilgrimage

?^ovarman ’ ^ulg °f Malaya^ taking advantage of the opportunity,
began to overrun Gujarata His minister Santu asked him on what condi-
tion he would return He said, ‘I will return if you make over to me the
merit which your master has gained by his pilgrimage to the shrine of
the god of Somefvara* Santu, having washed the king’s feet, threw
into the hollow of his hand a handful of water, as a sign of the trans-

1 SJGM„ ir, p. 23, qgp*j:

53! I
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2 Chap, on the Canluhyas
• DHNI., II, p. S78,
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ference of that merit, and thus he induced the king to return. When

Siddbaraja Jayasimha returned he became angry.”1

This episode most probably contains the historical fact We know that,

after the death of Bhoja, the rivalry between Paiamara and Caulukya family

incieased considerably Bhoja’s two or three successors could not revive the

glory of Ujjayani again, but they continued the struggle with Caulukyas

Naravarman and his son YaSovarman both were the contemporaries of Jaya-

simha This above-mentioned event seems to have occurred in the reign of

Naravarman though Merutunga connects it with the reign of Ya£ovarman

"the son of Naravarman, which seems to be a mistake Moreover, YaSovarman

was a weak ruler and he was defeated by Jayasimha So this event can be

placed in his reign Several other Jain authorities like the Kmnarapala-

caiiia of Jayasimhasun, the Kwiidrapala-pi abandha of Jmamandanagan and

the Piabandha-koia of Rajaiekhara refer to this struggle between Naravarman

and Jayasimha 2 They state that in this straggle Naravarman was imprisoned

by Tayasimha, which seems a poetic fancy, for the earlier work Kirtikmitnudi

refers to the fact that Jayasimha captured the city of Dhara of Naravarman,

and the Talwara inscription informs us that Jayasimha humbled the pride

of Naravarman

Most probably allied to the above quoted episode is another episode

recorded in the Puratana Prabandha-sangraha It runs as follows —

“Once wrath prevailed between Jayasimha and^ the minister Santu

(perhaps on account of his surrender to Naravarman) there-

upon Santu left Patana in high resentment and went to Dhara

with bag and baggage Jayasimha sent bis man in d.sguisetoge

the first-hand knowledge of his activities Santu while hvw
f J"

“ ®

Malava did not shake his allegiance to bis previous lord and thelann

1 SJGM , I , pp. 5.8-59
^
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He told the Malava king that his king is aggrieved due to some unknown

reason He would call him back m a few days. Jayasimha, on the other

side, expressed repentance and invited Santu to return The old minister

accepting this invitation returned but on his way he died at Ahada, near

tJdayapur.’’
1 This episode confirms the above event and shows that it must

have occurred at the early period of both the kings

A Jain inscription from Bijoiia of the Cahamana Somesvara informs us

that Ajayadeva (,c 1106 A D.), one of the ancestors of Somesvara, captured one

Sollana, a commander-m-chief (
Dandamyakavara

)

of Malava alive, in the

field of battle* Naravarman, most probably, was the contemporary of Ajaya-

raja and Sollana. His general might have been defeated by Ajayaraja The

same inscription informs us that Ajayaraja’s son Arnoraja showed disrespect

to one who called Nirvana NMyana, and brought him to humiliation
a This

Nirvana Narayana has been identified by scholars with Naravarman who was

a contemporary of both Ajayaraja and Arnoraja The Piiratam Prabandha-

sangraha states in one place that Naravarman was defeated three times by

Visaladeva (CahamSna ruler Vigraharaja III, c 1100 AD)4 which seems

to have been recorded by mistake in place of the above-narrated defeat. The

same book calls Naravarman as Viveka Narayana 6
It appears that Naravar-

man might have been a saintly lung His two epithets Nirvana Narayana and

Viveka Narayana fairly connote this meaning

Yafovarmit Naravarman before the year 1133 AD was succeeded

by his son Yasovarman In Ms reign the hostility with Caulukya Jayasimha

resulted in a disastrous misfortune to the Paramaras Jayasimha with huge

preparation invaded the Malava country It was the time of the beginning

of Yasovamian’s reign. He involved him in a long-drawn war of twelve years

The contemporary authority Hemacandra states’

—

Jayasimha advanced towards Malava with slow speed On the way
he subdued all the petty princes The Bhillas offered him their sen-ices

Then he encamped his garrison by the bank of Sipra and sacked the city

1 SJGM , II, p, 79

s EL, XXVI, pp. 84-112, V 15 fait

* v 17
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* Ibid. IM-WWiw
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,
of Dhara Yaiovarman, being frightened, remained in the fort of Dhara

. and closed all the gates and put sharpened anows od them < Jayasnnha

with the help of an elephant by name Yasahpatah broke open all the

gates Yaiovarman fled from Dhara Jayasimha pursued him. “This

i. Caulukya hero of renown, like unto a dancer, wielding his blade in bat-

tle, seized Malava’s field-fleeing monarch, who from Dhara had fled
1,1

Merutunga gives us detailed description of the capture of Dhara —
“The king started on an expedition to that country of Malavas

There a ‘war of twelve years’ duration took place in which the king was

victorious and he took this vow ‘I will not eat today until I have cap-

tured the fort of Dhara’ The ministers and the foot soldiers killed the

Paramara Rajputas by five hundred at a time, but still were unable to

fulfil the king’s vow by the end of the day, so he had to fulfil it in an

equivocal manner by breaking into Dhara made of meal Then the king

was desirous of turning back and he revealed it to the minister Munjala

Munjala, at last, got ready a plan to break the fort The king was in-

formed He led his army to the southern gate of the fort and reckless of

the fact that the fort was hard to enter, he with the help of a mighty

elephant named Yasahpatala dnven by mahut Samala got broken the

iron bar The gates were then opened But m this effort the elephant

died and a temple of Ganapati was created in his memory m the vil-

lage Vadasara Siddharaja then captured Yasovarman, established there

his sovereignty and returned to Patana
2

This battle of Dhara must have been won befoie the yearVE 1192

(c 1135 AD) because a colophon of the Jam MS namely, the Navapada laghu-

ivrtti informs us that at that time Jayasimha bore the title of Avantmatha

The Gala grant,
4 dated VE 1193 (c. 1136 AD), confirms this fact

i DV., Canto 14. Vs 12-1S .
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11)656 continuous wars with the Caulukyas ruined the fortunes of the

Paramaras It is believed that the Paramaras never fully recovered from that

blow which destroyed Bhoja and his empire, till at last the last rampaign

with Jayasimha so shattered their energies that they could not regain their

pristine glory even after the death of Jayasimha

YaSovarman continued to rule as a mahiraja—a puppet ruler—over a

petty principality on the banks of Kali Smdhu till 1142 A.D He was suc-

ceeded by his son Jayavarman, who was dethroned by another son Ajaya-

varman in 1144 A.Jj The third son Laksmivarman and his successorsalso

continued to rule over a principality in MSlava between 1144 and 1200 A.D
Unfortunately, we have no account of all these successors in the Jain sources

From the inscriptions of Jayasimha it appears that he was the lord of

the whole territory from Paiicamahal to the Betwa.

After the expiry of Jayasimha, during the reign of his successor Kumara-
pala, we learn that a certain Ballala was ruler over Avanti-Malava

Ballala (1243-1244 AD.): The DvyaSraya-kavya relates that

Kumarapala advanced to subdue Ballala after defeating rahamnna Anna.
The reason why he advanced to attack Ballala is given by Hemacandra in a
passage He states that before Anna advanced upon the frontier of Gujarat
he formed an alliance with Ballala, the king of Avanti, and it was arranged
that both the powers should simultaneously attack the Caulukya Hngrinm
from the north and the east 1 Kumarapala himself proceeded to overcome
Anna and sent his two generals to check Ballala When he returned to his
capital, he was informed that his two generals had gone over to the king- of
Ujjain, BallSla, and he was advancing towards Anahillapura Thereupon
KumarapSla attacked and totally defeated him 2

The Vasanta-vilasa* also refers to KumSrapala’s victory over Bal-
lala while the Kirli-kaumndi* informs us that the latter was beheaded by
Kumarapala. A Jain inscription from Mt Abu informs us that "the Paramara

1 uy.xvi.p «69,v. 8 aM h vKml arcmOnjiknFfr

.... VTV „ hlaa , XIX, p. 54o, Vs. 97-98
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YaSodhavala of Candravati quickly killed Ballala, the lord of Malava, when

he had learnt that he had become hostile to the Caulukya king Kumarapala M

The identification of this lord of Malava has been made with BallSla men-

tioned in the Vadnagar praiasti (VE 1208)
2 From this it appears that Bal-

lala must have lost his life between c. 1144 and 1151 A D. The identification

of this Ballala is a matter of great controversy Keilhorm assumes that after

the crushing defeat of Yaiovarma, a brave and diligent man by name Bal-

lala of unknown hneage might have usurped some parts of Malava Mr

C. V. Vaidya conjectures that it is a vtruda (second name) of Jayavarman,

the first son of Yaiovarman 3 There are, however, hypotheses. Strangely

enough, we do not find his name among the epigraphs of Malava

But it is quite certain that Jayavarman was overpowered by more than

one king The Candella Madanavarman (1128-1193 A D.) is mentioned in his

recoids that ‘he defeated the Malava king’ 4 Jagadekamaila (1139-1150 AD),

the Calukya of Kalyani assisted by the Hoysala Narasimha I also claims

that “he subdued Malava monarch’ s Between 1143 and 1144 AD Jaya-

varman, however, was on the throne of Malava

There are certain kings named as Ballala among the Hqysalas of Mysore

and it is likely that he may have been one of them, as viceroy or feudatory

of Jagadekamaila II 0

After Jayavarman his succession was divided in his younger brothers

Aiayavarman'anaT^Esmivarman Ajayavarman carved out a principality

of his”own by capturing some portion of the territory We, however, do not

know of them from the Jain sources

Vmdhyavaman (1192 AD)- Ajayavarman’s son and successor

VindhyavarTnaiTappears to have recovered Dbara which had been lost to

^
family since the day of Yaiovarman The copper plate grant of his pandson

Arjunavarman informs us that his long arm was eager to extupa
® ,

-

jaras The recovery of Dbara must have been made *out V -E
J

1192) because we are informed from the colophon of a Jam work Sag

i El, VIII, pp 211-2:5, V. 35

* ET, I, p 293
1 VN Reu, Raja-BItojd, p. 321 -

* EL, I, p 198, V. IS

1 Mysore Inscriptions, pp 58, I53

« D C Ganguly, History of Paramras, p. 13*-
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dharniamrta of Aiadbara that the author’s father Salakhana (Sallaksana)

“on account of the fear of the loss of his virtues came from the Sapadalatsa

country, infested by the MIecchas to Malava-mandala, which was full of vigour

of the trroatgas increased by the scent of the arms of king Vindhya”1 Com-

menting on the MIecchas, the author himself says that he meant ‘Sihab-ud-Din

Turuska-raja’. We, however, know from history that the invasion of Sihab-ud-

Din over that land had occurred m VE 1249 (AD 1192) According

to the same authority Mahakavx Bilhana served as the Sandhwigrahtka-

mantn of Vindhyavarman 2 We have fortunately an inscription of this minis-

ter dated in the reign of his master, found at Mantfapadurga (mod Mantfu)
3

There are many Bilhanas in the Samskrt literature and this Bilhana is ap-

parently different from Bilhana, the author of the Vtkramdnkadeva-cartta

Subhatavarmaif Vindhyavarman was succeeded by his son Subbata-

varman known in the Jain chronicles as Sohada Merutunga in one

place relates that during the reign of the Caulukya Bhima II “(he Malava

king Sohada advanced to the border of Gnjarata, with the intention of devas-

tating the country It, however, seems that he did not get a singular suc-

cess The grants of his successors confirm the statement of the Jam author G

Hus shows that at that time the position of the Faramaras had become so

well consolidated that they became able to invade their rivals
_

Artimavannan (c 1211-1216 AD):' Subhatavarman’s son and

successor was Arjunavarman The Piabandha-cmtamani mentions that he

destroyed the country of Gujarata 0 This statement is confirmed by the

grants of his successors and by Sridhara prasasti of Bhima II, dated V.E

1 v. 5 qqreasifoi
i
l sarifc SPSfgt I

mat njifarc sfarou

— SZgSra-dhamSmrta (MJGS.), p. x,
1 Ibid; V. 7.
3 Paramfiras of DhSrd and Malava, by Lnard and Lele, p 37

:

4 PC
, p. 97 sliswm

’SfhnwwTO' ate swiRw ...
4 El , IX, pp 108, 114.
4 PC., p. 97 ItW ’FK^Wsli.^lR 1
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1273 (1216 AD.). The Srfdhara praiasti says that Sridhara, by the process

L !!

d
(

DeVapattana shaken by ^ dePhants of Malava .
1

But the king who was defeated, was not actually Bhima II He was, perhaps,
Jayasimha (Jayantasimha), sometime usurper of the throne of Bhima II.
according to the Panjdtamanjaii During his reign the Jam poet Aiadhara
went to reside in Nalakacchapura (mod. NalachS, near Dhara)

8 We learn
from ASadhara that Dhara was then a great centre of learning These wars and
strifes did not mar the traditions of Dhara coming down from the time of the
great kings Vakpatiraja Munja and Bhoja Aiadhara got his education there
and taught several pupils, prominent among them were Visalakirti, Vinaya
candra and royal preceptor {Rajaguru) Madana 3 His son Cahada was a
favourite man of king Arjuna 4

We have three grants of his reign ranging from V E 1267 to 1272 (A D
1211-15) The Bhopal grant (h), dated VE 1272, was composed by the

Rajaguru Madana with permission of the Mahisdndhwigruhtka Raja Salla-

khana, (Sallaksana) ' This Sallakhana is probably identical with the father

of Aiadhara of that name Rajaguru Madana is the same as the pupil of

Aiadhara This Madana composed two more grants and a drama entitled

Parijatamanjari or VtjayaSri as a praiasti to Arjunavarman It has been

found incised on a slab attached to the northern wall of the Kamal Mania

mosque at Dhara 8 From this drama we know that king Arjunavarman him-

self was a great literary man He wrote a commentary on the Aimniiataka

The Panjatamanjari calls him as the incarnation of Bhoja which is not far

from truth Arjunavarman was also a great patron of scholars He honoured

them and appointed them to dignified posts We know from two royal grants oi

the king that the poet Bilbana was also his Sdndhmgralnka (the minister of

1 El , II, p. 437 , V 4z
a Aiadhara, Anagara-dharmamrata's colophon, V. 8 •

* V Aiadhara m his DhatmSmrla4ika See SSgara-

dharmSmyia, Introduction, pp 3-4 — JAOS , VII,

PP- 39-40. No. 23.

4 Colophon of the A mgara-iharmamria V. 2.

s JAOS., VII, pp. 25-31 , see also Prtirina-lekhamSla, Pt I, pp. 6, 7

*T$iffTforfeni%4i reragrowOTtfor ti^ir 1

8 ei., vm, pp. 96-122.
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war and peace).
1 Aiadhara was on cordial terms with the poet and was once

called Sarasvatiputra by him .
2

Devapala (c. 1218-36 AD.) Arjunavarman was succeeded some time

before V.E 1275 by Devapala The Jain scholar Ai&dhara survived Arjuna-

varman and finished his Jmayajiiakalpa during the reign of Deva-

pala It was completed in VE 12S5 (AD 1228) According to

the same scholar he was also called Sahasamalla .

8
Jayasimhasuri, the author

of the Hammira-mado-mrdaita refers to an incident of Devapala’s reign. He
tells us that in alliance with the Yadava king Simhana (Singhana, AD 1210-

47) he made a joint attack on VIradhavala, the Vaghela chief of Dholka, but

due to the ability of the spies appointed by Vastupala, the minister of the

Vaghela chief, dissensions arose in the camps of the allied monarchs and the

calamity was averted 4

It is not posable to identify this Devapala from the Jain sources. But

fortunately we have four inscriptions of his reign ranging from V E. 1275 to

1289 The first Harsauda stone inscription is dated VE. 1275 (AD. 1218)
“

The second Mandhata grant, dated V E 1282 (AD 1225), is, however, the

most important” It throws light on the lineage of Devapala and informs us
that it was composed by Rdjagwu Madana with the assent of the MahSsSndhi-

vtgrahtka-—Pandita Bilhana The third and fourth inscriptions are from
Udayapur, which merely record the years VJE 1286 (c. 1229 AD.) and
1289 (c 1232 AD)T in the victorious reign of Devapala The Man-
dhata plates distinctly state that Devapala was the son of Harifcandra In

1 JAOS., VII, pp. 377-82 , 32-34 , respectively.

‘ Colophon of Anagam-iharmamrta, Vs. 6-7 - stpjrPK ot trfr ftfsfat. . .

.

. J^-I°P^ of the JtmyajHakalpa

Gos., Act I, p. 6 (*) arenvaforamra. . . .ugufonjit

(*«) Ibid., Act II, p 18 wfeart
1

foft ft am *1*5^4 TOfeft i

IA., XX, pp. 310-12,

* Ibid, IX, pp 103-17.
’ IA , XX, p 83
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f

,

Han*candra was SOD of MahSkumara Laksmi-”n
!

a brother of Ajayavarman, who was the originator of the line towhich Arjunavarman belonged 1 The same scholar assumes that the Lne of
Laksmivarman never regarded the line of Ajayavarman as the line of leniti-
mate rulers of Malava And it was perhaps due to the absence of any male
heirs of Arjunavarman that the throne was occupied by Devapala Thus the line
of Arjunavarman or more appropriately of Ajayavarman ceased to east

The MandMta grant also indicates that Madana, the preceptor of Arjuna-
varman, continued to serve in that capacity under the new king Likewise,
Bilhana, who served the previous kings, appears also to have retained the
post of minister of peace and war under the new administration This also
to a certain extent indicates that the transference of power had been made
peacefully or with the consent of all the members of the court of the previous
king The Jain sources, however, give no account of this event

failugtdevu (1239-43 AD) DevapSIa’s son Jaitugideva succeeded

him He had the viruda Bala-Nlrayana The Jain poet Aiadhara survived

Devapala and completed his Tnsastt-mrti in VE 1292 (c 1235 AD),!

his Sagara-dharmdmrta in VE 1296 (c 1239 AD)S and his Anagdra-

dkamdmrta in VE 1300 (c 1243 AD) 4
in the time of the new king A

Jain work Karmavipaka-tika was also written during his reign in VE 1295

at Nalakacchapur It seems that Nalakacchapur was a great centre of Jain

scholars at that time,' No inscriptions of this king have yet been discover-

ed The Cirwa inscription of Saraarasimha8 (VE 1330) informs us that

1 Ibid., p. 3n.
* Vs I2-I3, m the colophon fitufes#

sfadSljfi&itsRr wiautlinsMt.l

swtef S«rcg3*fti*n$ wnsft#
* Vs 20-21 in the colophon • sfwstffAsrwiJi'RimU

$ I

it

4 v. 31, in the colophon i

- *9a^gpS3sfir #

tfwwS'ldlictvSRl'iKtl >

8 SJGhf , XVIII, p. 120, sp^ 1 »,<,<«, g? IMiswi ftltfltS

‘ A SI., Wc , 1505, p 12 and also in i6ii„ I9i3< P- 5 *>
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Jaitrasimha Guhila (c 1213-1256) fought with the Malava king. I have

elsewhere shown that the Malava king might have been Jaitugideva, who is

almost a contemporary of the Guhila Jaitrasimha
1

Jayavarman II (1256-1260 AD)- Jaitugi was succeeded by his

younger brother (atmja)
Jayavarman II We have one inscription of this

king amongst the Jam sources It is called Modi stone inscription, found in

a Jain temple at Modi, Indore Division, Madhya Pradesh The record is frag-

mentary It is dated VE 1314 and refers itself to the reign of (Paramara)

Jayavarmadeva We have two more inscriptions of his reign, one from

Rahatgadh in the Sagar district (M P.) dated in V E. 1312 (c. 1256 A.D

)

in victorious reign of Jayavarmadeva and the other Mandhata grant dated

VE 1317 (c 1260 A.D) The latter gives the names of his father and

brother

These inscriptions show that Jayavarman (II) ruled at Dhara at least

from VE 1312 to 1317 (c 1256-60 AD)
History knows two or three more pnnees of this dynasty ruling later,

but in the Jain sources, except Bhoja II, they find no mention

Bhoja II, The Hammira-mahdkavya of Nayacandra tells us that

the Cahamana prince Hammira (c 1283-1301 AD ), in the course of his

itgvtjaya defeated Bhoja of Dharfi, encamped in Ujjayani and worshipped

at the temple of Mahakfila 1
Scholars conj'ectured that he might be a succes-

sor of Arjunavarman II, but they did not know the exact relationship of

the two According to the Muslim chroniclers he embraced Muhammadanism

Remarks: One thing appears from the history of the later Paramaras
that even m the time of rapid succession of the kings, the literary stream

of Dhara was not disturbed and it always received the generous patronage
of the kings The scholars, m spite of political disturbances, were devoted
to serve the cause of learning in its various branches During this period

scholars were honoured with high posts in the state Religion and caste were
no barriers to promotion On account of generous patronage the state was

1 See infra, the chapter on Guhilotas

* IX, Vs. 17, 18 53)

^ TO TOTO TO tfMflsrarll

TOKPMiJlil sM
j
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full of scholars. It was a period of glorious literary productions
Jains along with others contributed their share.

to which the

The following members of the Paramara dynasty are known from the
Jam sources

Paramara

Kvsnaraja alias DhumarSja

Vainsunha

Siyaka (II)

Vakpatiraja, Munja Sindhuraja

f

1

Bhoja I

|
j

Naravaiman Jugaddeva alias

|
Laksmadeva

Yasovarman

Vmdhyavarman

Subhatavannan alias Sohada

I

Arjunavannan

Devapala

Jayatugideva Jayavannan II

Bhoja II



CHAPTER VII

THE DYNASTIES OF RAJASTHANA

THE CAHAMANAS

The Jams supply valuable information about the history of Cahamanas,

though not as amply as about the history of the Paramaras already dealt

with or of the Caulukyas to be traced later

Origin: There are nearly one hundred inscriptions belonging to this

family including many Jain inscriptions. Some of them throw light on the

origin of tins family. A Jain inscription from Bijolia dated V.E. 1226 (A.D

1176) of the lime of Prthviraja’s father SomeSvara, gives the genealogy of

this dynasty from a Cahamina, the eponymous prince, born from the Surya-

mandala to whom the Ptlhviraja-vtjaya and Hammira-mahakavya of the

Jam Nayacandrasun trace the origin
1 The Sundhfi Hill inscription, com-

posed by the Jam teacher Jayamangala of Brhadgaccha, dated V.E. 1319,

records that ‘formerly there was a hero Cahamana, a source of joy to the

great Rsi Vatsa’
s The Bijolia inscription, after Cahamana, mentions one

Visnu or Vasudeva and then, m the 12th verse it refers to ‘a vipra named

Samanta belonging to Vatsa gotra'? Thus these two Jam inscriptions as-

sociate the one or the other member of this branch with the holy Vatsa,

certainly a Vedic Rsi, who was born in the Solar race of the Aryans

This fact can also be confirmed by a number of other inscriptions of the

dynasty, for instance, the Sevadi copper plate, dated 1119 A.D described the

originator of the Cahamana dynasty as belonging to Solar race of the Ksat-

nyas 4 The Jain work Hammi) a-mahakdvya of Nayacandrasuri, the grand-

son of the spiritual adviser of Hammlra of Ranathambhora (c. 1283-1301

AD ), records the tradition as follows"

"Once upon a time, Brahma wandered in search of a holy pin™
where to hold a sacrifice The lotus which he held in his hand fell on

1 El , XXVI, pp 84-11*. V. 10 : sfi VUVH&faTRifrti 1

1 1M-> IX
* p- 70 a v

4 gBEOTgHsfaipft . . swft snp<ira-

3 Ihd

,

XXVI, Vs xi-ia: smwrcrsrft epfa tofoi
to g^ri

4 n.n VT — STORK |4 mi., XI, pp. 304 ff

16
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the ground as if unable to bear the superior beauty of the Iotus-likc

palm of the god 1 The god from this circumstance regarded the spot

where the lotus fell as an auspicious one, and there, freed from anxiety,

commenced the sacrifice Anticipating persecution from Danavas, the

god remembered the thousand-rayed one (the Sun), when a being, his

face surrounded by a halo of radiance, came down from the orb of the

Sun. Hun, the destroyer, Brahma appointed to the work of protecting

the sacrifice. From that day the place where the lotus fell has been called

Pu$kara and he who came down from the Sun, the Cohan”2 “By the

name of Cohan, this prince became the shoot of the family tree, served

by the poets, famous in .the three worlds, the bearer in abundance of

-human pearls. In this family rose many a monarch surrounded by a

halo of glory whose lives, beautified with the triple acquisition, are able

to destroy mountains of sms.’’
8

A similar tale has been narrated by the Prthmrdja-wjaya of Jayanaka,

according to whom, an eponymous Cahamana was the originator of the

dynasty

4

Thus all the above quoted authorities more or less agree that the

first member Cahamana of this dan comes out of the Solar orb (Saurya-

mandala)

The Jain sources do not contain the theory of the origin of Agniktda or

Lunar race as known from other sources
6

The late Dr D R Bhandarkar, however, put forward yet another

theory of the Brahma origin of the Cahamanas on the basis of the Bijolia

inscription noted above He assumes that, as Samanta, an early Cahamana

prince, is said to have been a mpra of SrJvatsa gotra in the Bijolia inscrip-

tion, he must have belonged to a priestly class of some foreign tribe which

1 Canto I, Vs. 14-15 H

get.
arc®* 1

fjr.dijw
awR ssw?fcii

8 IM

,

Ys 16-17 vmr 1% wt&p&m •

*jarf^r^
to atswTO qwb as. ;g*Wl’fo3cu

3 Ibid

,

V. 25 cffPTO TOt 1

gqgfjftSiNrrpr
etc.

4 JRAS , 1913, p. 264
6 Tod's Annals and Antiquities of RdjasthSu.
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afterwards merged into Ksatriya caste by changing the priestly 'pursuits foi

martial ones. In his opinion Sfimanta was really a convert.
1

But the term vtpra in question is open to various interpretations The

following is the revised translation of the verse. 'A vipra named Samanta

having numerous feudatory prmces was born or descended in Vatsa gotra at

Ahicchatrapur, after him came the prince Pumatalla’.
2

According to Mr Kama, who has re-edited this inscription, the use of

the term vipra in connection with a ruling prince decidedly of the Ksatriya

stock, is found not only in this inscription but also in many others of various

ruling dynasties where the princes are sometimes called vtpra and sometimes

mahtdeva. In his opinion such usage has nothing to do with the origin or

blood of the princes and seems to have some bearing on their divine habits

which they might have acquired Even today the application of die term

maharaja, undoubtedly a princely title, to a Brabmana is not infrequent
3

The fact that the Rsatriyas had certain goitas like Vatsa, Bharadvaja,

Va&istha etc
,
is very well known to the scholars We will see elsewhere that

Heroacandra mentions the Caulukyas of the Bharadvaja gotra *

Then ortgmal scat The 11th verse of the above inscription gives

a description of SakambharS (Sakambhari) the guardian deity of the

Cabamana race, born as the mother of Visnu (Vasudeva).8 It is stated in the

Prthviraja-vtjaya and Hammira-maliakavya* that Vasudeva carved out his

principality around the lake SakambharS (Sambhara) or Pu$karatirtha which

region is said here to have become his mother (Jamva) or mother-country

Most of the scholars, on the assumption that Samaiita was the earliest

member of the family and he was born in Ahicchatrapur,7 regard Ahic-

chatrapur as the original seat of the family 8 This assumption of theirs is

based only on the erroneous interpretation of the previous two verses (10
and 11 of the Bijolia record) in which Cahamana and Vasudeva are recorded

as the earliest members of the family and their seat as Sakambhari (modem

1 IA., XL, p a6.

8 El, XXVI, p 8;
3 Itni

, p 88

4 DP, Canto VI, V.

7

8 smsiwRHft Hatsft ftsiit i

« Canto III and IV • KMK., I, 17 • WS 33. gESttfttftaiD
1 Bijolia Inscription V xa. fsfXT: toi
! DUNI

,

II, pp 1053-54
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lake Sambhara). Moreover, we have the testimony of the two literary works

noted above which without mentioning Ahicchatra, associate the rise of the

Cahamanas with the lake Sakambhari (Sambhara or Fuskaratirtha)) situated

on the border of the Jodhpur and Jaipur divisions In order to show more

evidences, we have the earliest inscriptions of the tribe so far discovered, the

provenance of which and the identification of some of the places mentioned

therein demonstrate that the Sakambhari region was, from the very begin-

ning, the cradle of this race

The identification of Ahicchatrapur which is stated here1 as the original

seat of the government of Samanta has been also a subject of much discus-

sion. Some scholars like Bhagavanlal Indraji and Dr. D R Bhandarkar,

on the assumption that the original home of the CahamSnas is also called

Sapadalaksa, are inclined to legard this word as the original Samskrt of the

modem word Sivalika, which is a range of hills below Dehra Dun in the

Saharanpur district, UP and thus, according to them, this Ahicchatrapur

must have been a town in that region in the upper Gang3,-Jumna Valley,

from where the dynasty migrated southwards * Pt G H Ojha, on the evidence

of an inscription, which states that Ahicchatrapur was the capital of JSn-

gludeSa (JangaladeSa), has identified it with Nagpur (modern Nagapur in

the Jodhpur division), as Naga and Ahi being the synonymous terms
8 In the

Jain literature of the eleventh and later centuries Cahamanas were called the

kings of Jangala Kumarapala, according to the Vasonta-mlSso, fought with

JSngaleSa Arooraja 4 This Jangala country has been identified with the

region now known as Bikaner and the northern Marwar.

We, now, on the basis of the above facts and on the evidences ga “

from the earlier inscriptions, can say that Ahicchatrapur mus aje

that time in the Sakambhari-pradeSa where Visnu (Vaslideva), the p

sor of S5manta, had carved out his principality

There are several branches of the Cahamanas ruling over various places

The following branches are known from the Jam sources (1) Cahamanas o

Sakambhari, (2) Cahamanas of Ranastambhapura, (3) Cahamanas of Nad-

dula, (4) CShamanas of Javahpura and (5) Cahamanas of Lata Except tne

last one all other branches ruled in Rajasthana

1 V. xi.

va II. Part OTj JASB . P *9-

4 GOS. VII, Canto m, Vs a, 9 . 3*. See also Sukm-smhrtaua, Canto II.

43-
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I CAHAMANAS OF SAKAMBHARl

We have three important sources about this dynasty m the Jain historical

matm-iaU The first is the Jain inscription from Bijolia noted above and the

other two are the Eammira-mahakSvya of Nayacandrasun and the Pra-

band.lm-ko$a of RijaSekharasuri, though the literary sources are not of

primary importance

The Jain inscription from Bijolia, a village m Mewar about 100 miles

from the capital (Udaipur), is the most important and peculiar inscription

among hundreds of inscriptions of the CShamana dynasty Though it is a

later authority dated VJS 1226 (c 1169 AD) of the reign of SomeSvara,

it, however, gives the name of 29 predecessors of Somesvara 1
It is an almost

complete and trustworthy authority over the dynasty This inscription

testifies^ the genealogical lists supplied by the Prthvirdja-mjaya^mahd-

kavya composed in c 1200 AD

Cahamana. This is a very long inscription, but its verses from 10 to

28 only contain a genealogical list of the Cahamanas of Sakambhari From

the 10th verse of this inscription, the first person appears to have been the

illustrious Cahamana It may be said here that almost all the scholars re-

gard that the genealogy according to this inscription begins from Samanta

According to them the compound expression
1
Sri Cahamana KsUtrdjavamSa'

in the first quarter of verse 10 means ‘Sri Cahamana eva Ksitirdjavam&a
”

the royal or princely dynasty known as Cahamana But they forget one

point in this respect that this compound should also mean ‘Sri Cdhamdnasya

KiittrajavamSa’ in which case the present genealogy suggests itself to start

from Cahamana 5 The Prthvitaja-vijaya and Hamtnira-makdkdvya also

begin this genealogy from Cahamana.*

Vdsudeva. The second person of this branch, who has been regarded

as historical, is Visnu4 described in the 11th verse who, according to the

other authorities, may be taken as identical with Vasudeva The author of

this inscription is said to have been fond of employing variants in the case

of proper names both geographical as well as genealogical He has evidently

referred to Vasudeva by the variant Vismt. This Visnu (Vasudeva) of the

7 VeFTxXVI, pp. 84-1x2
8 Ibti

,

Introduction, p 87
8 JRAS , 1913, p 263 HMK

,

Canto I, V. 17 WHRUmft spfa tratsft finife 1

4 See supra, p 12

1

6 JRAS

,

19x3, p 263 • HMK., Canto I, V. 27
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inscription Las totally escaped the attention of the scholars. The word ‘iatopi’

towards the end of this verse should indicate that there a mention is made

of some prince in descent from the one mentioned in the previous verse, who

is undoubtedly Visnu or Vasudeva, and thus proves that Cahamdna in the

foiegoing verse is used as the name of a prince and not as a mere family

title This Vasudeva is said to have carved out a principality around the

lake Sakambhara

1

The Hammira-maMkavya eulogises this prince much,

but gives no historical information. The Prabandha-koia assigns him the

date V.E 60S for which we have no support*

Samanta: The second historical person appears to be Samanta in

the 12th verse who is said to have had numerous feudatory princes
8 Has

prince has been regarded as the very first ruler of the Bijolia inscription bj

all the scholars, but taking Cahamana as the first prince on this fist as already

discussed above, this prince may be regarded third in order of succession

He, of course, may be considered to be the first prince of this line, who,

most probably, established himself on the firm ground in his ancestral land

and maintained his position as a ruler Nothing else is known of him from

any other sources

His Successors: After him came the princes Puraatalla, Jayaraja,

Vjgrahanrpa, Candana, Gopendraka, Durlabba, Gfivaka, SaSrarpa,
"

'

Candana, Bappayaraja, Vindhyanrpati, Simharaja, Vigraba. ura )

Gundu and his younger brother Viryarama
1

In the 13th verse these princes are simply enumerated and no

mention is made regarding the relationship of each other. The genealogical

list supplied by the two Jain works the Himmira-mahdkavya and the

Prabandha-ko (a, does not tally in most of the cases and the relationship

and succession of these kings recorded in them cannot be taken as re

for they have no other epigraphical or literary support Ve however. a\e

some information from the Prthviroja-vijaya and Harsa Stone mscnpU

dated 973 AD.,"' regarding their relationship Thus Jayaraja was

the son of Samanta, Vigrahanfpa and Candra were respecta y

and grand-son of Jayaraja, Gopendraka was the brother of Can

i EL, XXVI, pp, 84-112, V. rx.

5 SJGM

,

VI, P 133- ’Cisrr 1

s EL, XXVI. pp 84-112, V. 12.

‘ Ibid . V. 13

s El , II, pp. 1x6-30.
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Dtirlabha was Candra's son, t >'

,

Gopendraka'* nephew.1 Gopendraka of

this list stems to be identical with Goviitdaraja of the list given by the i’r/i-

handha-koia, who is said to have been a predecessor of Durlabha and to

base defeated one Suratrjna (Sultan) Ycgavjrisa
•"

Durlabharaja is stated in the Pftlrjiraja-vijaya to have been succeeded

by his sou Govindaraja who is identical with Guv aka of our inscription and

of the Har«a Stone inscription. Guvaka was succeeded by Candraraja whom

our inscription calls Sasmrpa. which may be taken a; synonymous wiiii

Candraraja. Ills son was Guvaka (11) who is styled in our inscription as

Guvaka lie was succeeded by his son Candana who is said to have «lain

in the battle a Tomara prince called Rudra in the Harsi Stone inscription.

His son and successor was Yappayaruja wlio is styled as Yakpatiruja or

Vakpati in the Ilarsa Stone inscription .md the Prthvlraja* ijaya respec-

tively, He had a title of Maharaja and put to flight one ramraplila according

to the Ilar<a Stone inscription His successor was \mdhyanrpati. who has

not been regarded as a separate prince by scholars due to erroneous reading

of the lul 1 But the tCNl on the rotk is in ihe dual form Vappayaraji-Vw-

dhyanrpatV which means two separate prince? l)r D. R Iihandarkar as-

sumes him as the successor of Vappayaraja * Xothinc u- known of Vindhya-

nrpati from any sources. He had two sons Simheruia and Lak^mana The

younger son Laksmana was the founder of Xaddula branch of the Qha-
m.inas known from the Xadol Jam copper plates < V K I’lsi V.ikpiti,

however, was succeeded by lus elder son, bmih.ir.ija According to the Pro-

hamtlui-kusa’s genealogy Smilwaja defeated Hajji-ud Din ai Jclh?n ijtt-

liana 20 miles from Ajmer).® The Ilammira-«.<ihai J: yj say? that b’iihha-

riiia killed the Musalaman General named Ikitim ’ The liar-a btone hrcrip-

tion and the Ptfhvird)J-vijaya mention him a? a great warrior, and a- one

‘who defeated the Tomara leader together with Lavana and aomhilnttd m
war the ruler? m every direction’

*

> JR IS . sol 3, p i'-s. 1

5 S I V i»3 erfr-TT ^r,\rrtrr*>fn
* r/.. xwi. P ,

.

• lost V * s “
1 1\ «' S i*.v, l , / ftVj -j.-irt, >, < _ : _ v
' >iW!,tl,| : jj

'
r.’~rrr~n r t.'v -V~

* v ot.. l.V.t ; .*•?; a’ a K'! rv*rr ' evrsfr^i
• rt . If. p
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Vtgraharaja 11 (c 973 AD.). Siriiharaja was succeeded by his son

Vigraharija II According to the Jam prabandhas he was a contemporary

of Mularaja Caulukya (c. 961-96 A.D ). We have elsewhere described a

war of this king with Mularaja It is stated in the Prabandha-cmtamni

that Mularaja was attacked simultaneously by the general Barappa and

the ruler of Sakambliarl Mularaja with the advice of his ministers took

shelter in the fort of Kantha 1 According to the Hammira-mahokavya,

Vigraharaja killed Mularaja and devastated the country of Gujarata
2

I

have shown elsewhere that the truth lies between the two statements, that

is, Mularaja was really defeated by him The Prthvirija-wijaya. also con-

firms this view 3 The Harsa Stone inscription of his reign assigns him the

date VE 1030 (c 973 AD) 4

Dwlabhardja After him came his younger brother Durlabba-

raja A Jam authority known as the Bijapur Stone inscription (V.E 10S3)

informs us that he harassed the Naddula prince Mahendra who sought

shelter with Dhavala, the Rastrakuta prince of Hathundi 0

Hts Successor. He was succeeded by his son Govindaraja who is styled

in the Bijoha Stone inscription as well as in the two literary sources as

Gandu The Piabandha-ko&a credits him with a victory over Sultan Mah-

mud,* but we have no support for this statement Govindaraja was succeed-

ed by his son Vakpati II about whom it is said in the Prthvirdja-vtiaya that

he killed Aghala king Ambaprasada.
7 He was succeeded by his younger

brother Viryarama who is stated by the Prthvirdja-vijaya to have been

killed by the Paramara Bhoja—lord of Avanti (e. 999-i055 AD) Dr

Bhandarkar assumes that he was one of the sons of Gundu, while Dr. Kay

calls him the son of Vakpati
10

1 SJGM., I. p 16 .w-,
3 Canto II, V 9 - sfojsutf faf3T ^
3 See tnfia, Chap IX, II.

• »: x
1

:
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See also HIG , HI, N 238 A., p 237-

' SJGM

,

VI, p. 133, N. 16.

’ JRAS., 1913. p. 268 and fn 3, Canto V. Vs 59-®°-

6 Canto V, 67.

• El, XXVI, p. 90 ft

» DHNI., n, p. 1069
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Viryarama was succeeded by his younger brother Cumundaraja. 7 he

Bijolia inscription also ascribes him as younger brother of \iryurama 'ihc

word anuja is given for him in the end of the 13th verse. It is also sug-

gested that die word atiuja has also to be construed wiUi the first word

Qmunda mentioned in the next verse
1 Cumuyda is definitely staled m the

Pftlmraja-vijaya to be the brother of Viryarama.2 He L> said in the

Prabandha-kola to have destroyed a Sultan The Hammira-mak&Mvya

gives die name of that Sultan as Hcjama-d-dln

After Camunda, m die 14th verse, come in order Riinakavara

Singhat, his brother Diisala and Vi sala After him his «on Prlhviruja and

thereafter his son Ajayadeva 1

Durlabharaja III: The name of Ranal.avara Singhat, wc do not

find elsewhere His successor was his brother Dusala who is called Durlabha

or Durlabharaja 111 in the Prlbviraja-vt/aya and the llammha-mahaldvya

As to whose son he was, we do not know from the present epigraph The

PtHivMja-vijaya calls him the son of Viryarama.*
-

but Dr Bhandark.tr re-

gards him as the son oi Camunda He is here -tated to be the brother of Sm-

ghat and if he was the son of Camunda as Dr. llhandarkar belie e.-, then

Singhat whose relation with his predecessor is not yet known w,is al.-o an

elder son of Camunda 7 The Hammira-mahSkSvya >-tatcs that Durlabha-

raja killed Kama in the battle" and the Prabavdba-koia relates that Dii-

sala having tied the king of Gujnrnta brought him to \iniu and made him

to sell the whey ( Iairam ).'* Wc, however, have no »up|wt for thc-e vtate-

menu, The Prthvhajn-vijnya on the other hand attributes till- war between

Vdny.uhtya of M.ilava (c 1059-87 \D ) and Kami <>. lO'vl-Q-S \ D i in

> V. 14.

! Canto I, V (*.

1 SfC,\f„ VI, p 133. Canto H, V 2 j
t w*

wrnn
* Uiiolia In'enptmn, V. n.
1 Canto II, V.

* Canto V, V. <m.
* Ft,. XXVt, p. r„>

* ( anta 11 , V. 31. M‘r-Yt <;rr> frill 7>’—a-
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which Kariia was defeated by the assistance of Vigraharaja (VIsaladeva) III,

the successor of Dusala 1

Vigraharaja 111. His successor was VIsaladeva, who is called

Vigraharaja HI in the Prthvirdja-vijaya3 and Visvala in the Hammira-

mahakavya 3 The present inscription gives RajadevI as the name of his

queen 4 According to the Eammira-mahakavya he killed Sihab-ud-dln and

bberated the authority of Malava king troubled by the MIecchas 5 The

Prabandha-koia depicts him as a lustful prince who outraged the modesty

of a chaste Br&hmana woman She cursed him and he died with several

soies in the body®

Pjthviiaja /• His successor was his son Prthvlraja I who is also

called Brhat (Great) Prthvlraja in the Prabandha-koia
7 His queen’s name

is given as RasalladevI in our inscription The Prabandha-koia states that

he was the breaker of arms of the Sultan VaguIIshah
8 The only one inscrip-

tion of his reign dated VE 1162 (c. 1105 AD.) has been found in Revasa,

Jaipur division
3

Ajayadeva: Prthvlraja was succeeded by his son Ajayaraja who is

also called Ajayadeva'8
in the Bijolia inscription, Salhana in the Prthvtraja-^

vijaya and Alhana in the Hamnura-mahakavya and Prabandha-koia

His queen’s name is recorded as Somalladevl. Our Jain record from Bij°ha

states that he killed three heroes, va, Caciga, Sindhula and Yaioraja
1-

These heroes have been associated by the learned editor of this inscription

1 Canto V, Vs. 76-78 t

fStW *1?^ HR HIR: II

See also infra, on the Caulukya of Gujarata,

* Ibid.

8 Canto II, V 33. .

* Bijoha Inscnption, V. 14 SCRIPT Efifcf?
I

5 Canto II, V 37 . -

* sjgm
,
vr p. 133 h =? sfte*!*: nsiH?n msRJ nm w- • •

f Ibid., p. 133 22 I

8 Ibid., I

8 ASI

,

Wc , 1909-10, p ,

“ El., xxvi, p 93, v. 14: (aw: mmmi 1

11 PV ,
Canto V. 83 . UK., Canto II, V 41 . SJGM , VI p 133-

15 V. IS |t41
1

ispr 55
11
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with localities of Srfmargga and Durdda noted in tins inscription Accord

ing to him Srimargga is the variant of bripallia w hich has been identified

by Fleet with modern Bavana m the Bharatapur district and Durdda may

be identified with modern Duddai or Dudhai in the Central India
1

It

seems from the identifications of the localities that Ajjyadcva mus| ha\e

defeated these heroes m his northward and eastward campaigns. The word

'i'tra' (Hero) shows probably that they did not belong to any of the prin-

cipal ruling families, but may have been feudatories of an inferior rank of

some one of them This record also refers to his other achievements which

States that Ajayadeva captured in battle Sulhana. the commander-in-chief

of the army, and lied him to a camel in the field of battle
5 The PrttnUtija-

vijaya also confirms this fact by slating that Ajavaruja defeated Sulhana,

the king of Malava 1 As we know there was no king ruling in Miilava during

this period, scholars assume that he might have been a general of that name

of the then Paramara prince, possibly Xarav arman ( 1094*11 33_AJX) ruling

over Malava* The Prlltvira)<i-vijaya and the Frubandha-hoia regard him

jLs the founder of the city of \jayameru. now known a- Ajmer 5

Ajayadeva may be regarded as the first powerful king of this lmwg<

who took the initiative m enlarging his kingdom and carving out a path for

his descendants for further expansion He had also issued silver and copper

coins which bore the legend of f-ri Somaladcvi, a variant of the name «I

Ajayadeva’s queen Somalladcvl mentioned in our inscription

Aruoraja (c 1139-1153 \.D l Amoraja as the son of Ajavadt vn

succeeded his father. We have fortunately one colophon of the Jain MS
named Avalyokasfitro-mryukh of his reign, dated VR 119S (1142 A 1) i

'

This may be connected with his early reign It gives him the titles 5?nvrrle

’ajdvoli-sjmalaiikTta-paramabkdttariika-malwrnjjdl irajj-fzrdrii-S-.jri!, whicli

‘hows him a powerful king from the very lieginumg of in* reicn He seems

lu have been a great warrior. The loth ver>e of the llijoba Jan record

highly eulogises him and the next verse refers to his victn'v mu certain

‘ 1.7 , XXVI. p ns.
* V is: M'-TOTTl'^TITn-' n*p»r.rti

fn>rt. t bn

.

. f»-*n
’ ,/AM.s

. ioi s. p :-z

' n . x.w I. r 03
8 */<. 7 VI p l.i( ,

•
. Will i. ns
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kingdoms. In the first half of it, we are informed that this prince resorted

to retaliation against the kingdoms of Euia and Varana J Kusa as the nam»

of a kingdom, may denote Kusastbala of Kanauj Varana is the well-known

ancient name of Bulandaiahara near Delhi 2 The identification of these two

places shows that he extended his dominion farther eastwards from Duddai

and northwards from Bayana, the two places already occupied by his father

noted above.

The next half of the verse informs us that ArnorSja had shown dis-

respect to one who was called Nirvapa Narayana and thus brought bim to

humiliation ’ Nirvana Narayana as we already know was the epithet of the

Paramara prince Naravarman (1094-1133 AD ) who was a contemporary

of both Ajayadeva and Aruoraja. He has been referred to in the concluding

portion of the verse by name Devaraja, because he also has been called

Nirvana Narayana. Consequently he was looked upon as Devaraja, lord of

gods

4

Arnoraja might have attacked and subdued him either independently

or he might have assisted his father-in-law Siddharaja Jayasimha who waged

war against Naravarman in order to avenge himself of the latter’s attack-

on his capital when he was on a pilgrimage to Somanath. The fact has al-

ready been referred to elsewhere.'
1

The Prabandha-antamani states that Jayasimha Caulukya ga\e back

Sapadalaksa with several lacs to humbled Anaka king.* The DvySiraya-

kdvya simply states that Ana of Sapadalaksa bent his head before the

Caulukya Jayasimha (c. 1094-1144 AD).T The Kirti-haumudi confirms

the fact by stating that Jayasimha differed from Visnu in this respect, that

while Vi§nu conquered Arnoraja (Ocean) and took his daughter Laksmi,

Siddharaja Jayasimha conquered Arnoraja (king of Ajmer) hut ga\e

own daughter to him in marriage
8 The commentator of

vijaya refers to the name of his daughter as Kancanadevi s marriage

1 V. 17 qsjHj gitfuu'r
1

2 EL, XXVI, p. 93
* v I? agft uravrat

4 El., XXVI, p. 94- . , *i rsj—

s See supra pp lio-iri. Chapter on tin Paramaras ofWkm
* SJGif., I, p. 76 B4RSST: Hplfeyjjwpsrw^
2 DV„ Canto XVI, V. 20 and XVIII, V. 103

2 Canto II, Vs 27-29. p «•

» PV. p 198.
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was regarded by the scholars as a matrimonial alliance to end the hostility

between the two neighbouring dynasties.

The Dvyaitaya-kavya and the subsequent Jain works record that the

hostilities with the Caulukyas seems to have broken out afresh with the

accession of Kumarapala This war has been referred to in detail else-

where 1 The Dvyairaya-kavya mentions that Amoraja brought peace by

giving his daughter Jalhana to Kumarapala 2

The Prthvlraja-vtjaya states that he also completely vanquished the

Musalmans (Matangas) who came across the desert and in order to purify

the place where the Musalmans had fallen, the king constructed a lake and

filled it with the river Candra’ The Hammira-mahakavya calls him Anala

and says that he dug a tank, a merit to the forest of Puskara 4

Awordja’s successors The Bijolia inscription mentions Vigraha-

raja as a son and successor of Amoraja5 but he does not seem to be an im-

mediate successor of his father The Prthvhaja-vijaya refers to Sudhava,

the queen of Amoraja, giving birth to three sons, who were different from

one another as the three Gunas (sattva,
tajas, tamas) The name of the

first son is, however, not mentioned there The poet simply states about

him that he rendered to his father the same service as Bhrgu’s son Para-

surama had rendered to his mother and went out like the wick of a lamp

leaving behind an evil smell* This denotes that the eldest son must have

killed his father His name seems to be Jagadeva as referred to by the two

Jain works Eanmira-mahakdvya and Prabandlta-koia which mention

him as the successor of Analadeva and predecessor of Visaladeva (Vigraha-

raja IV) T He must have occupied the throne for some time Except his

eulogy nothing else is mentioned about him in the Jain works He was suc-

ceeded by his younger brother Vigraharaja

Vigraharaja (1153-1164 AD) The inscriptions of Jagadeva’s

reign show that he ruled from VE 1210 to 1220* The colophon of a

1 See infra, Chapter on the Caulukya of Gujarata

* DV., Canto, XIX, Vs i-6o
8
JRAS., 19x3, p. 274

4 Canto II, V. 51.
8 EL, XXVI, pp. 84-112, V 18.

* PV , Canto VI, pp 197 ff
, JRAS , 1913, p 274

7 Canto II, V. 52 , SJGM , VI, p 1x3
8 DHNI , II, pp 1074-76
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Jain MS named Vpadeiapoda-tika, dated VE 1212, informs us that the work
was composed in the prosperous reign of “Samstaiajdvalmrdjita-parma-

bhatlm aka-mdharafidhtra}a Vtgraharajadevo."1 This shows that he was a

powerful monarch Our Bijolia inscription ascribes to him a number of

campaigns which he won The verses from 20 to 22 refer to his victories thus.

“Sajjana, the only wicked person on earth, took his way towards

the home of Krtanta (the god of death), and Kuntapala, the keeper

of lance, came to a state of utter lancelessness He due to his resent-

ment made Javalipur, the city of flames; Palhka, an insignificant vil-

lage, and Naddula like a bed of reeds He made his fame to take rest

on each street of towns and on each roof of dwellings, which was fa-

tigued due to the capture of Dhillika and was lagging behind owing to the

acquisition of Asika."
2

Sajjana of the above description has been identified with the dandadlupati

Sajjanah, governor of Saurastra in the time of Jayasimha and Kumarapala

This reminds one of the hostility between Kumarapala and Vigraharaja.

who must have avenged the defeat of his father Arnoraja by Kumarapala

noted above, by killing the governor Sajjana, who was quite old at that time

2

Kuntapala has been identified with the Paramara prince of Kiradu by that

name, whom, according to the Mahanota Naiytsi, KIrtipala, son of Alhana,

a feudatory of Kumarapala, defeated
* Kuntapala was thus a contemporary of

Alhana and Vigraharaja Vigraharaja is said to have burnt his city

Javalipur (Jailor). Pallika of the inscription is identical with modern Pali

in Jodhpur "* Naddula is modern Nadola which at that time was a capital of

the Cahamana prince Alhana, a feudatory of Kumarapala
5 His allegiance to

Kumarapala must have caused the indignation to Vigraharaja w o evas a

1 SJGM.XXHI, p 107.
1
swrwsisHa: i

11

vm&Pgt ?cl? hirw I

31^311?? *F! €1^11

Uffteqi W qswp ft*rcntT *

3 El; XXVI, p 94, see also supra p 133-

4 Ibid., p 94
« Ibid.

8 See infra. Chapter on the Caulukyas of Gujarata
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ed Nadol. Dhillika is modern Delhi and Asika is identical with modern

Hansi Both were the cities of Tomara prince Anangapala 111 ruling at that

time
1 This last conquest reminds us that Vigraharaja aimed at completing

the victory over northern part of his territory, started by bis grandfather

Ajayadeva and successfully carried out by his father Arnoraja, From the

other records we know that he was a paramount sovereign ruling over the

whole of Hindustan lying between the Himalaya and Vindhya

2

Our inscrip-

tion has revealed as to how he actually gamed the paramountcy By this

extension he naturally came into contact and conflict with the Yamirns of

Gazani and the Punjab The Prabandha-koSa regards him as a conqueror

of the Turuskas J

Vigraharaja was also a man of letters He wrote a drama entitled Harokeh

His court poet Somadeva also wrote a drama, LaUtavigrahard}a, about him des-

cribing his love affairs The Prabandha-ctntamant calls him Kavt-bdndhava *

Prthviraja II The Bijoha inscription states that Vigraharaja was

succeeded by his elder brother’s son, Prthviraja (II) But the Prthvirdja-

rnjaya and the Jain work Prabandha-koia mention Apara or Amara Gangeya

as the son and successor of Vigraharaja,® young and unmarried Thus the

throne passed on to Pithviraja. The Ptabandha-koia gives his other name

Panthadadeva 0 According to Bijolia inscription he was very charitable, and

donated a village named Morajharl to Parsvanatha, the erection of whose

temple the Bijolia inscription records
7 From his inscriptions we get

his period from VE 1224 to 1226 (1167-1169 A.D )

8

Someivara (1170-77 AD) Prthviraja, son of Jagadeva, was suc-

ceeded by his third uncle Someivara, whom we know from the Prthvirdja-

vtjaya's commentary, as a son of Amoraja from his queen Kancanadevi

the daughter of the Caulukya Jayasimha Siddharaja Canto Vn of the

Prlhviraja-vijaya describes that Kumarapala, the nephew of Jayasidiha,

made his name significant by bringing up the Kumara (young) Someivara

1 EL. XXVI, p. 94
8 I

A

, XIX, pp 215-19, Delhi Siwalika Pillar inscription

8 SJGM

,

VI, p 133 I

* Ibid , I, p 90.
5 JRAS., 1913, p 276, SJGM ,

VI, p. 133
* SJGM.. VI, p 134
7 Vs 23-25.
8 DRNI

,

II, pp 1078-80.
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Kumarapala always kept Somegvara near himself. Somesvaia with his own

sword cut off the head of the Raja of Konkana during Kumarapala’s

invasion of that country Somesvara mamed Karpuradevi, daughter of the

king of Tripuri.
J The Hammita-mahakavya also mentions this marriage.

5

From them weie boin the princes Prthviraja and Hariraja After the death

of Prthviraja II the ministers brought him to the Sapadalaksa country and

placed him on the throne.
5 The Bijoha epigraph also appears to support the

fact of passing his youth in the Caulukya court by saying that he obtained

his paternal kingdom through the grace of Somesvara4 (SomeSvaraUabdha

-

tajyak), the famous god in Saurastra, who was the tutelary deity of the

Caulukya princes This inscription, however, does not mention any political

event of his reign except that he earned through valour the viruda of

PiatapalankeSvara and that he with a desire to gain heaven endowed Pir-

svanatha on the bank of the Reva with a village named Revana in Sasarn

(absolute charity).

5

It is worth noticing that this prince as well as his pre-

decessor both donated a village each to this god The Bijoha inscription is

dated m the year VE 1226 when the erection of the temple was finished It

was perhaps the first year of the reign of Somesvara. Thus, Prthviraja II’s

donation must have been made when the image was already installed and his

successor Somesvara made his donation when the deity was enshrined m

the temple.® ...

We know about the duration of his reign from his mscnptions wh cb

extend from VE 1226 to 1234 (c 1169-117? AD), but the Prabandl^

koto mentions VE 1236 (AD 1179) as the dale of accession of h.s son

and successor Prlhvliaja
f He, therefore, might have ruled upto that yea .

PMa)a 111 (1179-1192 AD)' The W says

“So before leaving this world he (Somesvara) had fPP°‘“
|)S^ ftat

queen (Karpuradevi) to protect his son m his chi dh •

Prthviraja was minor at the time of the death of Somesvara Accordmg o

the HanmhomahSkavya, when Prthviraja had acquired proficiency

1 [RAS., 1913, p. 275

* Canto II, V.72
3 JRAS., 1913. P 275
4 V. 26.

* V 27
« V 28

» SJGM ,
I, p. 134 2sS<l*r:

8 JRAS., 19x3. P- 277
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letters and arms, Somesvara installed him on the throne and himself retir-

ing from the world died in the practice of the Yoga

1

His inscriptions give us dates from VE 1236 to 1245 (

c

1179-1189),

but the two Jam works, the Vwidha-tirtha-kalpa and the Prabandha-koSa,

stale that this hero died in V E 1248 (1192 AD)* The period, therefore,

may be assigned to him from V E 1236 to 1248

The Jam sources have recorded only two of his struggles, the one with

the Candella king Faramardi and the other with Sihab-ud-din Ghor!

The Prabmdha-antamani states that he defeated the king Paramardi

and made him fugitive
* We have shown elsewhere that this statement of the

Jain author has been corroborated by the Madanpur inscriptions of Prthvi-

raja which state that he had invaded and plundered a large portion of the

Candella territory beyond the Betwa 4 The Jain prabandhas also refer to

the enmity between Prthviraja and Jayacandra but they have not stated

any cause behind it
5

The war with the Sultan of Gazam is amply described by the Prabandha-

dnlamani, Purdtana-prabandha-sangiaka and the Hammtra-makakavya

The Prabandha-cmtamani states.

“Prthviraja repulsed from his aty thrice seven times the king of

the Mlecchas, but nevertheless that very king came for the twenty-

second time to the capital of Prthvirlja and encamped there with his

formidable army ” It is said that a hero by name Tunga entered the

camp of the enemy through a stratagem, killed the enemy and caused

his army to be fled It is further stated that the son of that ntw.0™
king remembering his father's feud invaded the Sapadalalrsa country

but he was driven away and Prthviraja went m pursuit of him A
minister named Someivara tried to dissuade him, but the king, er-

roneously supposing that he favoured the enemy, cut off his ears Somes

1 Canto II, V 77
* SJGM., X, p 45 ( ^Y« )

fifiSufiwRJt f^t t 1M., vi, p. 134.,%; ^ycijm
* See supra p 69 , Merutunga, in his Prabandharcttit&mam , makes confusion

between Paramardi, who is identical with the Calnkya Viknunaditya VI of the

Daccan, and the king of this name of the Candella dynasty. He associates

Paramardi with SiddharJja Tayasimha m one place, and connects him with
Prthviraja elsewhere. (

5

JGM , I, p rx6

)

‘ ASR , XX, No 9, and XXI
* See supra, p. 50 Chapter on the GahadavSlas.
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vara was incensed against that king on account of that cruelty and

called the Mlecchas to invade the country of Sapadalaksa This time

Prthviraja was captured and taken away to the Mleccha country. He

then was put to death by cutting off his head with an axe
1

The Puratana-prabandha-sangiaha states.

“Prthviraja was ruling at Yoganipur (Delhi), he had a spearman

named Pratapasimha and the minister Kainvasa (Kadambavilsa). Both

of them were on hostile terms. Once the lung of Turuskas at Garjanaka

(Gazani), in hostility with Prthvlraja, invaded Yoganipur He, how-

ever, was captuied alive by Prthviraja but through the order of the

mother of Prthviraja he was released PratSpasimha, the spearman, used

to go to Gazani to realise the taxes levied over it Once he distributed

the coins of gold among the destitutes in the name of ill-stars of the

lung Prthviraja By this and other acts he became very favourite, tc

Prthviraja In order to avenge the enmity with minister Kainvasa he

falsely complained to the king that this minister every now and then

calls the Turuskas to attack us Thereupon, the king wanted to Ml the

minister but he faded m his attempt This plot, however, became known

to the bard named Candabaliddika The bard, by means of two stanzas,

tried to show the higher qualities of the minister Kainvasa, but the king

did not heed He dismissed the services of the minister and expelled

the bard Then a new minister was appointed. The king had impnsone

a nephew of Pratapasimha whom he did not release Pra j»s
i ,

thereupon, called upon the Sultan to invade the land of ^thuraja A

one occasion he suddenly attacked him an 1 e

heroes Prthviraja fled away mounted on h.s horse n™****^*
hut he was caught while escaping Fettered he ^5 bro gh

Sultan at Yoganipui (then m the possession of

what he would do if he should set him free He ‘old
.

one ume
him (Sultan) seven times, he raajj there

Prthv5raja, in

This request, however, was ejected. At
. „ i

atje(j and

the same condition, planned to kill SlJ‘an ' e

[ rf tb by Sultan in

contraiy to this he was with great cruelty put to death uy

VE 1246
s

The Havmlra-mhSkivya relates 8 3ong story o(^ batfle

i SJGM , I, pp n6-nS

* SJGM, T, pp. n6-n8.
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“The kings of the west suffering greatly at the hands of Sshab-ud-

din came to Prthviraja headed by Govindaraja They reported the mat-

ter of the harassment at the hand of Sihab-ud-din who had destroyed

the kings, pillaged and burnt most of their cities, defiled their women

and reduced them altogether to a miserable plight Sihab-ud-din had, at

that tune, established his capital at Multan

Pithviraja, filled with anger, set out for Multan with an efficient

army In the battle which ensued Prthviraja took Sihab-ud-din captive.

He obliged the haughty Muhammadan on his knees to ask forgiveness

Then he allowed him to go free to Multan

Sihab-ud-din, though not ill-treated, felt bitterly mortified at the

defeat he had sustained Seven times after this he advanced on Prthvi-

raja to avenge his defeat, each time with greater preparations than be-

fore, but each time was signally defeated by Prthviraja

Eight times he invaded with the aid of the king of Ghataika

(modern Kumbeii) and at once captured Delhi The inhabitants were

panic-stricken and fled fiom the city in every direction Prthviraja at

that time was surprised, but, elated with his former victories, encountered

the enemy with small force This tune Sihab-ud-din won over from their

allegiance, the king’s master of the horse and the royal musicians, with

promises of large sums of money He then sent a large number of his

Muhammadans secretly to the enemy’s camp, who entered it early in

the morning All was now uproar and confusion m the king’s camp

While the king’s followers were thus preparing to meet their as-

sailants, the disloyal master of the king’s horse, as advised by his seducers,

saddled and brought forth a horse styled Natyarambha (leader of the

dance) and when the king had mounted the musicians began to play

upon their instruments tunes that were the king’s favourites. At this

the royal horse began to dance proudly The king was diverted with

this performance for a time and forgot the all-important business of

the moment

The Muslims took advantage of this opportunity and mad* a

vigorous attack The Rajputs under these circumstances could do little

Seeing this, Prthviraja alighted from his horse and came on the ground
With the sword in his hand he cut down many Muslims Meanwhile a
Muslim, taking the king unawares, threw from behind his bow round
his neck and drew the king prostrate to the ground, while others bound
him captive From this time the royal captive refused all food and rest
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Pfthviraja, before he set out to encounter Sihab-ud-din, had com-

manded Udayaraja to follow him to attack the enemy. Udayaraja reached

the battlefield just about the time when Prthviraja had been taken as

captive Udayaraja, at last, laid siege to the aty of Yoginipur and set

before the gates for a whole month fighting day and night One day

during the siege, it was suggested to Sihab-ud-din that he should re-

lease Prthviraja for once, who had several times taken him captive and

then dismissed him with honours SiMb-ud-din was not pleased with

this idea, and ordered that Prthviraja should he taken into the fortress

Prthviraja, a few days after this, breathed his last and went to heaven

Udayaraja with all his followers died fighting

1

How far these descriptions of the war given by the Jain wnters are

correct, we have no documentary evidences or other hteraiy sources to cor-

roborate At any rate, some of the facts narrated therein have really some-

thing to their support.

The minister Kainvasa. is certainly an historical person as he is identi-

cal with Kadambavasa mentioned in the Pithmraja-vijaya
5 Candabauddika

was the famous court bard of Prthvlrija who is supposed to have been the

writer of the famous bardic poem Prthviraja-raso. The two stanzas (in

Apabbramsaj spoken by him in the praise of Kainvasa are found in the

present P?th'jitdja-raso with slight changes, which also indicate that a pretty

good portion of the present Prthvirdja-rdso must have been composed in

those early days 1
.

To the fact that Sihab-ud-din made several invasions, in number

twenty-one or seven, we have no contemporary evidences, but die fact tha

he invaded once before the final battle was fought, is Pr0''-e V
.

mony of the PMaja-vijaya, which states that due to the slull of Kadamba-

vasa, the minister, the Ghori has been vanquished mthout imperial

fort
4 The Muslim accounts also support that m the first bat e

Ghazi was wounded by Govindarai of Delhi and that e re

fought

chased by the victorious Cahamanas
5 He, however, m e as

, ^
in AH. SS8 (AD 1192) came with completely

^

eorf

_

, horse anc)

Pithora, who was riding an elephant, dismounted and got up

1 Canto III, Vs. x-yz

s JRAS., 1913. P-277-
3 SJGM , II, Introduction, pp 8-9

4 JRAS., 1913. P- 280 .

5 Tahaqal-i-NSsiri, T. PP- 475*76-
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fled from the field until, in the neighbourhood of the Sarsuti, he was taken

prisoner and they despatched him to hell, and Govindarai of Delhi was slain

in the engagements The seat of government, Ajmer, with the whole of the

territory, such as Hansi, Sarsuti and other tracts, was subjugated

1

We have no evidence that Prthviraja was ruling at that time at Yogini-

pur (Delhi), but Delhi was, no doubt, under his dominion

The battle was fought, according to the Jam sources, in the year

V E 1248,* a fact which finds support from the Muslim sources too. They

record the year 588 H corresponding to A D. 1292 (V E 1248)

The manner in which Prthviraja ended his life also finds support from

the Muslim sources According to the Taj-nl-Ma’diii
,
he appears to have been

taken prisonei but managed to obtain his release or at least immunity from

punishment But on account of his ancient hatred against the Muslims, he

appears to have been detected in some intrigues Orders were, therefore, is-

sued for his death, the sword severed his head from bis body 3

We find some of the copper corns with the legend Pjrthvirajadeva on one

side and Sultan Muhammad Sam on the other which would suggest that

Prthviraja might have remained for some time as a captive or vassal of

Sihab-ud-din, and during that period he must have got time for intrigue

This war practically annihilated the fortunes of the Cahamanas of

Sakambbarl

Hanitija (1193-1195 AD) The Piabandha-koSa and the Hammira-
mahakavya state that Prthviraja was succeeded by Hariraja 4 According

to the Pi thviraja-mjaya Hariraja was the brother of Prthviraja The
Hammira-mahakavya says that when Hariraja learnt the sad news of the

death of Prthviraja his sorrow knew no bounds With tears gushing from
the eyes, he performed the funeral ceremonies for the deceased monarch
and then ascended the throne It is further stated that he was a lustful man.
He spent most of his time among dancing girls Most of his revenues were
squandered on musicians and dancers and nothing was left to pay the
salaries of the servants of the state, who naturally were disgusted with the
king and his manners His subjects were dissatisfied At last he was anari^
by Sihab-ud-din As a last resort, Hariraja determined to perform the

1 Ibid , pp 465-69.

* SJGM , X, p 45 • Ibid , VI, p 134, See supra, p 137.
1 Elliot, II, p 2x4- 15.
4 SJGM, VI, p 134 , HMK

,

Canto III, V. 74
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&aka He gathered together all the members of his family, and ascended

the funeral pile along with them and so went to the other world.
1

The Tantoli image inscription discovered in the estate of the

name, in the district of Ajmer dated V E. 1251 (c 1194 A D ) in the reign

of Hariraja
,

2

shows the correctness of the tradition recorded by the Bam-

mha-mahakavya of Nayacandra

The Taj-ul-Ma’astr of Hasan Nizami says that in AD. 1193 Hari-

raja drove out Prthviraja’s son (Govindaraja) from the throne of Ajmer

on which Sihab-ud-din had placed him after Prthviraja s death and not

only proclaimed his independence but also advanced towards Delhi to

recover it from Qutb-ud-din Aibak. It was in AD. 1199 that Hariraja

was finally defeated and Ajmer was annexed by Qutb-ud-din 8

n THE CAHAMANAS OF RANATHAMBHOR

Govindaraja'. The Mahuntra-maliabavya states that after the

death of Hariraja. his followers resolved to abandon the country and go

and live under the protection of Govindaraja, the son of Prthviraja who

after his exile from the kingdom by his father, had acquired a new kingdom

through his valour and established his capital at Ranathambbor.
4 V e have

already seen from the Muslim account that it was Hariraja who drove out

Prthviraja’s son from the throne of Ajmer.

5

which is most probably, a fact.

The above statement shows the Ranastambhapur branch of the Oha-

manas was established by Govindaraja after the death of Hariraja. ± o mg

is known of him from any sources The Prabandha-koh refers to is

another name Rajadeva 0

Balhava

:

After Govindaraja Balhana succeeded to the thronev says

the Hammira-riahakavya. The Prabandha-koia also confirm- i

had two sons, Prahlada. the elder, and Vagbhata, the '

ruled for some time as a feudatory of Shams-ud-din Htulmis e

1 Canto III, Vs. and Canto IV, Vs. i-io.

2 RMR , 1911-12, pp. 2, 5.

3 JRAS., 1013, P- 265, fn. 16 EI„ SIX, p. *7-

4 Canto IV, Vs. 20-36

3 flff.Y/.. II, p. 1003, fn 5-

* SJGM.. VI, p 13-1.
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been corroborated by the Manglana stone inscription dated VE. 1272

(1215 AD)

1

According to the Prabatidka-koSa his title was Babariyala®

Prahlada. Prahlada was a just king He ruled mildly, his subjects

were contented He was very fond of hunting lions and he died too m that

venture.* The Prabandha-koia, however, does not record his name

Viranarayana and Vagbhata Viranarayana, the son of Prah-

lada, succeeded Prahlada It is stated that from Ms very childhood he was

naughty and unmanageable The Eammira-mahahavya refers to a war

between him and the Muslim prince Jalal-ud-din at the time of the former’s

marriage, but neither party obtained success After some time Jalal-ud-din

determined to entrap him into his power by a stratagem and he succeeded

Before any event took place, there was some misunderstanding between

Viranarayana and Ms unde Vagbhata, and, thereupon, the latter left the

place and departed for Malava Jalal-ud-din availed of the opportunity,

invited Viranarayana at Yoginipur and received Mm with great pomp and
show After a few days’ hospitality, however, the prince was poisoned and
he died The Muslim prince captured Ranathambhor and sent a nie«ngi>

to the king of Malava to kill VSgbhata but Vagbhata discovered the plot

He murdered the king of Malava and with the assistance of the Rajputas
and Kharpuras (a Mangol tribe) attacked and captured Ranathambhor*

It was Vagbhata’s policy to station large forces at different posts
along the frontier and thus to keep off his enemies He died after a happy
reign of twelve years a

Some scholars identify this Jalal-ud-din of Yoginipur mentioned in
the Uammtra-mahakavya, with Shams-ud-din Iltutmish (1211-36 AD),
whose officers, according to the Tabaqdt-t-Ndmi, took the lmpnyiaMg fort
m 623 AH (1226 AD )

0
This assumption is also confirmed by the Jain

work Prabandha-koia wMch states that Viranarayana died in the war with
the Turuska Samasadin (Samus-ud-din

)
T
Nothing is known about the prince

of Malava who was killed by Vagbhata for the history of that region during

1 1A , rgi2 , pp. 85-S8 .

* p 134
3 HMK

, Canto IV, Vs 43-72
4 Canto IV, Vs 72-126
6 Ibti

,

V 129
’ DHNl , II, p 1095
7 SJGM VI

* P *34 forrcm: a** tnrafr^^

,
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the last quarter of the 13th century is extremely obscure The fact that

Vagbhata was really a ruler of Ranathambhor is proved by the Balvan stone

inscription of Hammira, the last Cahamana pnnce of this line
1 The Pra-

bandka-koSa and the Muslim Chronicles mention his name as Bahadadeva 2

The Jam sources are not aware of his war with Ulugh Khan recorded by the

Muslim Chronicles
8

JaiUasmha. The Hamnura-mahakdvya and the Piabattdha-koia state

that Jaitrasimhadeva succeeded his father, Vagbhata * No political

event of his period is recorded in the Jam sources His queen’s name was

Hiradevi From her he had three sons Hammira, Suratrana and Virama"

All of thp™ were great warriors In course of time, finding that his sons

were now able to relieve him from the burden of government, Jaitrasimha

one day talked over the matter with Hammira and after giving him excel-

lent advice as to how he was to behave, he gave over the charge of the

state to him and himself went to live in the forest
7 This happened m Satu-

wt 1339 (AD 1283).
B

Haminiradeva (1283-1301 AD)- The HamiMra-mahakavyairecords

that Hammira ascended the throne in VE 1339 (AD ml) a

died in the 18th year of his reign (AD. 1301 )
’ white the

mentions VE. 1342 (AD 1286) as the year of has accession

£
ttetara

and VE 1338 (1301 AD) the year of his datt ». the
t

Ta’nkh-t-Affi also gives the date of his death ash
( ^

From his Balvan stone inscription we, however, get th

(1289 AD) 1!

* EJ. XTX.p 49. V. 6.

= SJGM., VI p. 134. 37P%f: 1

* Elnot, Vol. II, pp. 370-71.
* Canto TV, V. 131 , SJGM ,

VI, p 134-

8 Ibid , V. 133
* Ibid , Vs 148-159 .

7 Canto VIII, Vs

8 Ibid ,
V, 56 -

0 Introductory, p 47. - _ .

10 SJGM ,
VI, p 134 • W *> 1

11 Ed , by M. Habib, Bombay, 1931-

1= El

,

XIX, pp 43-52
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The Hammii a-inahakavya, which has been composed after the name

of this hero, gives an extensive description of his conquests as follows:

—

“He first came in conflict with Raja Arjuna of Sarasapura and

defeating him reduced to submissuon."
1 This war is corroborated by Ins

Balwan inscription noted above Then in a series of wars he subjugated

the princes of Gadhamandala, Bhoja of Dhara, the king of Meda-

pata, the king of Abu, Tribhuvanadeva of Kankroli 5 We, however,

have no support for this statement. During these expeditions he visited

several holy places like Ujjain where he worshipped Mahakala, Abu where

he worshipped R$abhadeva and paid his devotion to Acalesvara, Pus-

kara where he worshipped Adivaiaha He plundered the cities of

his enemies and recovered from them many rich gifts.

After having accomplished these brilliant successes Hammlra re-

turned to his capital and was received pompously by his officers
1

After some days he performed a sacrifice called the Koti Yajha

and sumptuously feasted the Brahmanas and gave them handsome

dakswis To ciown all these religious performances he observed vami-

vrata for a whole month *

In the meantime Allavadina (Ala-ud-dln), the ruler of Delhi,

ordered Ins younger brother Ulugh KMn to invade the land of Caha-

manas, on the plea that Hammlra had ceased to pay the tiibute, which

his father used to pay.' According to same authority Hammlra was at-

tacked three times by that Muslim kmg In the first battle, Hammira’s

able generals repulsed the attack of the enemy near the Hindavata pass,

but Bhlmasimha, one of the two generals of Hammlra, was wounded, and

killed * Hammira, when he heard of the death of his general Bhimasimha,

punished another general Dharmasimha for deserting him and made
him blind Dismissing him from the service he appointed a person by
name Bhoja for that post

T Then began the dissensions and treachery in

the Cahamana court RadhSdevi, a courtesan, played a part to restore

Dharmasimha to his former post
8
Neglected in many ways, Bhoja joined

1 Canto IX, Vs 15, 16.

s Ibid., Vs. 17-47.

* Ibid, V 52
4 Ibtd , Vs 77-99.

* Ibid , Vs 100-103.

* Ibid , Vs 106-149

’ Ibid., Vs I5I-I54
« Ibid, 155-174
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the Muslim king and instigated him to invade the country.
1 This time

Ulugh Khan invaded Hammira’s country with an army of 100,000

horses

2

The Rajputs, however, fought this battle with great strategy and

caused the enemy to flee The estate of treacherous Bhoja was also

captured. 1*

Thus, dejected by these two defeats, Ala-ud-din called upon all the

subordinate princes to join him m a war against Hammira

4

This time,

with this mighty concourse, Nasarat Khan and Ulugh Khan, the two

brothers, started for Rauathambhor 0 In a desperate struggle, Nasarat-

Khan was killed
0 Alarmed by the critical situation, Ala-ud-din himself

came and led the aimy to the gates of Ranathambhor’s foit and besieged

it
T But all his attempts to take the fort were frustrated* Then he

began with his schemes of seduction and broke open some of the key-

men of Hammira to his side In the meanwhile, all the provisions e.\

hausled in the fort Haiassed by the mteival intrigues and thus deserted

by all the faithful servants, Hammira sallied out of the fort and fell

upon the enemy Befoie this all the females of his family perished on

the funeral piles A deadly hand-to-hand struggle ensued All his heroes

fell fighting Lastly, fell the mighty Hammira pierced with hundred ar-

rows Disdaining to fall in the hands of enemy, he severed his head from

his body with his own hand and thus terminated his existence He died

in the 18th yeai of his reign, in the month of Sravana
11

The Muslim sources lend support to the above account given by the

JIan.nm a-mahakdvya In his TmhU-FmiM, Barani relates that the

attack on Ranathambhor began as early as the reign of Jalal-ud-din F

(1290-1296 AD) The Sultan in AH 689 (AD 1290) led an army

Ra’iitliambhor The Rai of the place, with his Rawats and follow

with their wives and children took refuge in the fort of^ ana am

Saltan wanted to besiege and conquer the fort, but finding that it c

1 Canto X, Vs. 8-31
5 Ibid

* Ibid., 36-68
4 Ibid .

V 88
6 Canto XL V. 7
* Ibid , V, 105

1 Ibid

,

V 103

* Ibid

,

Vs zg-Sg

e Canto XIII, Vs 1-125 -
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be done without the loss of many precious Muslim lives, he raised the siege

and departed to Delhi next day. Ala-ud-din (1296-1316 AD) soon after

his accession renewed the efforts of his uncle to take the fort. During the

first attempt in 1300 A D when Ulugh Khan and Nasarat Khan were besieg-

ing the fort, the latter was fatally wounded by a stone and died two or three

days after It was only after repeated attempts that the Sultan succeeded in

reducing Ranathambhor He slew Hammirdeo and placed the fort and all his

territories under the charge of Ulugh Khan.” 1 A contemporary writer, Amir

Khusrau, in his Tankh-i-Alm, describes in some detail the siege of Ranatham-

bhor He says that Hindus bravely resisted all the attempts of the Muslims

to capture the fort till no provisions remained in the foit The Rai, seeing no

hope of success, one night, lit a fire at the top of the hill and threw the women

and children into the flames Thereafter, with a band of a few devoted fol-

lowers, he rushed upon the enemy and died fighting bravely The strong fort

fell to the enemy on the 3rd Zilkada A H 700 (July, 1301 AD )
2 Thus

ended the last prince of Cahamana dynasty We know nothing about his

successors from the Jain souices

HI THE CAHAMANAS OF NADD0LA

Besides the stray references in the Jain literature we have moie than a

dozen Jam inscriptions belonging to this branch of the dynasty, which have

enabled us to construct its history on some solid basis

Laksmana There are two Jain records which provide the most

valuable sources of information about the relations of this bianch with the

mam line of Sakambhari The Jam record, known as the Nadol copper plates

grant of Rajaputra Kirtipala, dated V E 1218, traces its genealogy to Laks-

mana, the son of Vakpatiraja Cahamana of Sakambhari .

8 Another Jam record,

the SundhS hill inscription (VE 1319), calls Laksmana as Sakambhaiindra 4

We know from the Bijoba Jam inscription and the Prthvirajavijaya-maha-

kavya that Vakpatiraja was succeeded by his son, Simharaja 5 The epithet

Sakambharindra with Laksmana shows that he also might have been a

claimant to the throne of Sakambhari being another son of Vakpatiraja

1 ElliotJ III, pp 178-79
8 Ibid., pp. 146 fi and 171-177.
* P. C Nahar Jam Lckha-sangraha, I

, pp. 210-211
4 Ibid

,

pp 70 ff , see also ibid

,

pp. 353-58
* See supra, p 127
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A romantic story is narrated about him m the Pm atam-piabaviha-

sangral'a which tuns as follows:

—

Lakhana (Laksmana) migrated from his ancesial home in search

of a new dominion It slates that. Lakhana went abroad to earn his liveli-

hood with his wife and a servant of low caste On his way he took rest

m a temple at Naddulapura He killed at night, some of the men of

Meda tribe who used to create trouble in that locality He was estab-

lished there by the people whom he had protected and thus he, by his

influence, caived out a principality around it He married there a

daughter of a nch mercant The sons born fiom her were classed as mer-

chants and the sons born from his former wife were classed as Ksatriyas

1

This statement of the Prabandha is strikingly corroborated by an ins-

cnption on the Suraj-pol at Nadol, which is reported to have been erected by

him, contains his name, showing the authenticity of the tradition that he

leally established himself in that town The fort of Nadol, which bears

his name and which is said to have been constructed by him, also connects

him with Naddula Two records have been referred to by Tod which give us

his dates as V E 1024 (c 967 A D ) and 1039 (c 982 AD) = No political

event of his reign has been recorded by the Jain sources

SobJuta. Laksmana had two sons One was Sobhita or Sohiya,

adoined with all the qualities and best among the kings and the other was

Vigrahapala accordmg to the Jain copper plate from Nadol 3 The Sundha hi

lecord states that he had taken away the glory of the Lord of Hunadri-

bhava (t c
, Mt Abu) 4 We know that the Paramaras of Candravati were rul-

ing over the region of Abu at that time In my opinion the king of Abu may

have been the successor of Adbhuta-Krsnaraja I, whose known date is

1024 (967 AD) He may be the contemporary of Laksmana, the father

of Sobbita

Balvdja Sobhita was succeeded by his son Bahraja, who was an

abode of depth and patience according to the Sundha hill mscnP

same authority credits him a victory over the army of Munjaraja, un

i SJGM., II, pp. ro i—

2

a DBNL, II, p. nos
» El, XI, p. 66 ff, V 2.

* Ibid, XI, pp 76-77. V. 7
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the Mala\a Paramara of that name (c 974-95 AD )
1 The Bijapur Jain

inscription from Iiathundi shows the possibility of this conflict between the

two by stating that MuAja attacked the confedeiacy of kings at MedapSta

and destroyed Aghata .

2
Baliraja may have been one of the members of con-

federacy

MaLcndia Since Baliraja had no son, he was succeeded by his

uncle’s son Mahendra.3 This Mahendra is identical with the prince of that

name mentioned in the Bijapui Jam inscription from Hathundi. He is stated

there to have taken refuge with the Rastrakflta prince Dhavala (c 997 A.D ),

when he was troubled by Durlabharaja

4

This Durlabharaja has been identified

with the Cahamana prince mentioned by that name in the Harsa stone inscrip-

tion dated V E 1050.’ The Dvatoaya-kavya states that Mahendra of Nad-

dula gave his two daughters to the Caulukya Durlabha (1110-22 AD ) and

his brother Nagaraja.

6

Alula. Mahendra had two sons by name ASvapala and Anahilla A§va-

pala’s son was Alula who, according to the Sundha hill inscription, is credited

with a victory over an army of the Gurjaia king BhimaT (c 1022-64 AD)
The names of Asvapala and Ahila have not been mentioned in the two Jam

copper plates of VE 1218 But, if we lead with the aid of the Sundha

hill inscription, we must come to the above conclusion.

Anahilla Since Ahila had no son, therefore, he was succeeded by his

uncle Anahilla The Sundha hill inscription informs us that he also defeated

king Bhima, undoubtedly the Caulukya Bhlma 1
8 This shows that the rivalry

with the Caulukyas continued during his reign The same authority further

states that he captured Sakambhari, killed the general (dandadhtSa) Sadha

of the Malava king Bhoja 1999-55 AD) and defeated the army of the

strong Tuiuskas 0 These statements of the Sundha record show that this

powerful king came in conflict with the three imperial powers of the time

They were Cahamanas of Sakambhari, the Caulukyas of Anhilava<ja and the

l IM.V 7
! El

,

X, p 17 if , V 10, Jam Lekha-sangiaha, I, p 334
3 El. IX, pp. 76-77
4 El, X. pp 17 ft., V. 11

8 El , II, pp 116-130
8 See infra, Chapter on the Caulukya of Gujarata

’ EI.
t
IX, pp. 76-77, Vs. 12, 13

8 El, IX, pp 76-77, V. 14
0m

,

v 17
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Paramaras of SlaJava The struggle with the Cahamanas of Sakambhari seems

to have been a retaliation for his father Mahendra Victory over Turuskas

indicates that he encountered Mahmud of Ghazni, when in 1024 A D. he was

advancing towards Patana, on his way to Somanath The temporary achieve-

ments of this king, though made the fortunes of the family for sometime

bright, were followed by evil consequences from which his successors suffered

Bdkptasada- Anahilla had two sons Balaprasada and Jinduraja He

was succeeded by his elder son Balaprasada The Sundha hill inscription

contain* a veiled information which indicates that BalaprasSda had accepted

the suzerainty of king Bhima 1
It states that he got released a prince namc-d

Kr$nadeva from prison pressing hard to Bhima by means of rubbing the feet

(Carawyugalimardanavyajatah) We have elsewhere identified this Krsnaraja

with Krsnaraja, the Paramara prince of Abu 1

Jinduraja. Balaprasada was followed by his brother Jinduraja who

accoiding to the Sundha hill inscription fought victoriously at Sandera

(modem Sanderao in the Jodhpur division)
1 With whom he fought is not

mentioned in the inscription He might have been a prince of the neighbour-

hood

Pithwpala. Jinduraja had three sons Prthvipala, Jojalla or Yojaka

and Asaraja He, however, was succeeded by his elder son Prthupala w o

accoiding to the above authority had defeated the army of Kama, apparently

the Caulukya king, son of Bhima I* Perhaps Prthvlraja had done this by

way of helping the Paramara ruler Udayaditya of Malava.
5

Yojaka Yojaka or Jojalla succeeded his brother Prthvipala whom

the Caulukya king Kama reduced to vassalage on account of his bro

Plthvlpala’s anii-fnendly policy. The Sundha hill inscription men

event in a figurative term. Yojaka took joy in Anahillapura wi

umberella One of his two inscriptions gives him the date

AD).6

1 Ibid

,

V. 18. „ . ..

2 See tufra, Chapter on the Caulukya of Gujarata.

3 El , IX, pp 76-77. v- i0-

4 Ibtd ,
V 22.

« See infra. Chapter on the Caulukya ofGujarata

» V. 24 . fttlniJHr: w 1
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Asardja\ After the death of Yoj'aka, his brother Asaraja, who was

also called Asaraja, Asvaraja or ASvaka, succeeded him.1 We have fortunately

two dated Jain inscriptions of his reign from Sevadi (Jodhpur).

The inscription number one is found engraved on the lintel of the

doorway of Mahavira temple It mentions Aivaraja as the Maha-

rajadhiraja and his son Katukaraja as Yuvaraja It gives the reigning

year VE 1167 coriespondmg to the year 1110 A.R* The other one

has been found carved on the lintel of another cell in the front corridor

of the temple of Mahavira at Sevadi It gives the names of the pre-

decessors of Katukaraja from Anahila, then his son Jinda and grand-

son ASvaraja. Katukaraja is recorded there to have granted annually

8 drammas to the Jam Thallaka of Sanderaka gaccha for the worship

of Santinatha m VE 1172 (c 1115 AD ) The temple is said to be

situated in the Bhukti of Katukaraja

These inscriptions show that AsvarSja’s son Katukaraja as a yuvaraja

helped him in the government 1

The SundhS IjiII inscription mfoims us that Asaraja gave assistance to

Siddharaja, no doubt Caulukya emperor Jayasimha Siddharaja, m the land

of Malava 1 This help was rendered perhaps m the struggle with YaSovar-

man His another record known as Bali stone inscription is dated in the

victorious reign of Jayasimhadeva in VE 1200 and refers to Afivaka as

subsisting on his lotus feet
5 This shows that he was a feudatory of Jaya-

simha Siddharaja (c 1094-1144 A D )
From his inscriptions it appears that

he ruled from VE 1167 to 1200 (1130-1143 AD) and enjoyed a long

reign It should be observed here that all the three inscriptions of his reign

were discovered around Bah in the Jodhpur division

Ralnapdla It, however, appears from the discovery of the Sevadi

grant of Ratnapala dated VE 1176 (c 1119 A D )• that his long reign must

have been interrupted by another claimant of the throne of Naddula This

grant records the genealogy of Ratnapala fiom Laksmana down to Prthvi-

1 El, IX, p 66 ff, V 4
1 El , XI, pp 28-30 ,

P C Nahar, Jatn Lekha-sangraha, I, p 226

* Ibid
, pp 30-32, Jam Lekha-sangraha, I, p 226

4 V 26 tsftatwkwroi

HTci4IHT JRfed tw RwfetTw: 1

* EL, IX, pp 32-33
* El„ XI, pp 304-13
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pala which shows that he was the son of Frthyipala, one of the elder brothers

of Asaraja The grant is dated m the reign of Maharajadhriraja Ratna-

pala at Naddula, This grant indicates that Asaraja had been ousted by his

nephew Ratnapala or he did not ruie at all from Naddula. The ousting

seems likely to have occurred from the fact that we have no inscriptions of

Ratnapala dated earlier than VJ£. 1176 (1119 AD.). The sudden appear-

ance of this record m between those dated records of Asaraj'a must have

some significance related to the fact of his ousting The fact that Asaraja

could not recover his lost throne, is proved by several Jain inscriptions of

Ratnapala’s son Maharajadhiraja Rayapala The acceptance of vassalage

to Jayasunha Siddharaja by Asaraja may have some connection with the

attempts to recover the throne thiough the help of Jayasunha but it seems

that it too pioved futile
1

Rayapala Nothing is known of Ratnapala from the Jam sources.

Ratnapala was succeeded by his son Rayapala, though the Jam inscriptions

do not mention even the name of Ratnapala, their relationship, however,

has been established by the Mandor inscription
2

We have five dated Jam inscriptions of his reign bearing the dates horn

VE. 1189 to 1202 (e 1132-1145 AD.), discovered from Nadlai in the

Jodhpur division They are given here in chronological order.

The mscnption (l) dated V E. 1189 (e 1132 A.D )
has been foun

incised on the lintel of two pillars in the Sablmwdapa of a Jam

temple of Adiuatha It records as grant made by RudraPala “d

^
pala, sons of Maharajadhiraja Rayapala conjonctiy with te mo

the queen Mmaladevi’ The inscription (n) has been disc d

pillai in the temple of Nem.natha It records a gdH *J
e Gain.

Thakura Rajadeva for the w°"hip °f

V°D )
^ The inscrip-

Rayapala, It beais the date VE 1195
^ . the te,gn of M

t.on (in) bears the date VE 1200 (1143 A.D )m the reign

^

Rfiyapala It was found m the Admatha temple P
b the

also dated in the same yeai as numbei (m) and found engta

• DHNI., n, p aim
s El

,

XI., p 69. f"- 1 •
als° M p

1
3

? _ ...

• IM

,

PP 34
-36 ; Jam LM*-wgrf. T. P «3

• IM, PP- 37-41. 7m» £eH.W<J«r, p ai7.

5 p c Nahar, Jatn Letha-smgr«**> *• P-
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lintel in the same temple It records a gift to the temple of Mahavira

in the reign of the above king 1 The inscription is discovered on

the same lintel as No 4 It also records some joint gifts to the temple

of Mahavira in the reign of the same king It gives us the date V E
1202 (c 1145 AD.).

2

These inscriptions show that his regin extended ovei a period of 13

years We have three more inscriptions othei than the Jain ones They, how-

evei do not give any specific information or dates Unfortunately we do

not find any indication of his political career from these inscriptions

Nevertheless we have the names of his queen and two sons recorded in one

inscription Nothing is known about them from any other sources

Katukaraja Katukaraja, the son of Asaraja, was sharing the govern-

ment with his father as we have mentioned above We know the last date of

his father as VE. 1200 An inscription from Sevadi dated Simha Samval

31 corresponding to VE 1200 (1143 AD ) informs us that Katudeva still

existed and had succeeded m capturing the ancestral seat, some time before

that date This inscription states that, in the above-noted years Katudeva

was reigning at Nadol and his son, Yuvaraja Jayatasiha, was in charge

of Samlpati.8

After the above we have no Jain inscriptions of the members of this

branch up to VE 1218 (c 1161 AD ) from Nadula Instead of this we

have discovered several inscriptions of Kumarapala Caulukya from that

area A Jam inscription dated V E 1213 in the reign of Kumarapala Cau-

lukya informs us that the lattei was the sovereign monarch of that territory

4

Several other inscriptions ranging from VE 1209 to 1216 definitely inform

us that the principality of Nadol was governed by Kumarapala through his

generals or governors

6

Alhanadeva Asaraja had two sons Katukaraja and Alhanadeva The

latter is known as Alahadeva or Ahladana We have already spoken of

Katukaraja. The two copper plates Jain grants from Nadol, bearing the date

V.E 1218 (c. 1161 A D.),' informs us that Alhana was ruling over Nadol

1 Uni., pp 213-14, see also El

,

XI, pp 41-42
2 Ibid

, p 214 , see also tbtd

* ET , XI, pp 33-34.
4 IA , XXXXI, p 202 ,

See also HIG , III, N 14S, K pp , 16S, 169

* BIG

,

Pt III, pp, 170-176
6 EL, IX, pp. 63-66

20
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We have other inscriptions of this prince from Kiradu of the year VJE
1209 (c 1152 AD.) 1 and from Jhamvaria of the vear VE 1216 (c 1162

AD.).

2

The Kiradu inscription states that Maharaja Alhapadeva. who bad

obtained KlrStakupa, Latarhada and Siva through the favour of his

sovereign (prabhu) on the above date on the day of Sivaratri issued

injunctions to the Mahajanas, Tambulikas and other subjects forbid-

ding tbe slaughter of living beings on the 8th, 11th and lAth days of

both fortnights of every month in the three towns mentioned above

on pains of capital punishment This edict is called Aviirtriidt fedict

of non-slaughter) It also specified a scale of punishment for Brah-

manas. priests ministers and others It was issued by the king with

the approval of Maharajaputra Kelhana and Gajasimha *

This inscription is very important from the historical as well as

religious points of view. It gives us certain clues to the political events that

occurred at that time. We know from the history of the Cauluk3-as tnat

Kumarapala at the very start of his reign had to encounter his formidable

enemy, the Cahamana ruler Arnoraja of Sakambhari
1 After having defeated

him he might have thought to put a check upon all the growing and intri-

guing powers to the north of his territory. The Cahamanas of Xadol might

have been among those powers. In consolidating his kingdom Kumarapala

might have deprived them of their sovereignty. The reason for doing tins seems

mo=t probably that Albana’s father Asaraja was the feudatory of Jayasunha,

who disdained Kumarapala (Asaraja might have put certain prance, m

his way to obtaining the throne) and his cousin Ratnap a as-

son Rayapala both were enjoying the sovereign power a
-

,moerial

them were, perhaps, a menace to Kumarapala in extea t

power. He, therefore did his best to suppress them. The absence * *
inscriptions of their successors in the area of Nadol confirms the tact tn

their power was for some time in abeyance.-
smaii part

It was perhaps Alhana who, by the year l***^Sp-
of the territory of his ancestors from KumarapSa

1 Ibti . XI. pp 43-46

s JASB., 1916, pp. ioi-ioz

3 Ibid, IX. pp 66-70

* See also RIG, II, p- *9 X. 14S.

3 DHXI., II, p i«5
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lion (VE 1209) rightly demonstrates this As to how he got this, we have

certain indirect information from the Jain authority, the Sundha hill inscrip-

tion He is stated there to have aided the Gurjara ting m putting down

disturbances in the mountainous parts of Saurastra
1 The Nadol Jain copper

plates grant of VE 1218 also refers to it It was probably for this

faithful service to his sovereign that he got a small principality. And

our two subsequent coppei plates Jam grants both dated VE 1218

lllbl AD ) suggest that by that year he had pleased Kumarapala so much

as to get his ancestral principality of Nadol’ restored to him

Below is the description of the two copper plates, Jain grants from

Nadol —
The first grant was discovered by Colonel Tod who presented it

to the Royal Asiatic Society, London It is a lengthy grant of 38 lines

It begins with Om namah Sarvajntiya and adoration to lord Mahavlra

Then it traces the genealogy of Alhanadeva from Laksmana, omitting

Ratnapala and Rayapala It lecords that Maharaja Alhanadeva of

Naddfila in VE 1218 (c 1161 AD), after worshipping the Sun and

Isana and making gifts to Brahmanas and Gurus, granted a monthly

sum of 5 drammas to a Jain temple of Mahavlra belonging to Sanderaka

gaccha from the office of custom-house in the Naddfila talapada 4

The second one was found in the possession of the Mahajanas It

is also a lengthy one, engraved on the two copper plates It opens with

Om Svasti and adoration to Brahma, Sridhara and §ankara in the form

of Jains who are always free from passion It then narrates the pedigree of

this family from Vakpatiraja of Sakambhari to RSjakula Alhanadeva

(omitting Ratnapala and Rayapala) and his three sons Kumara Kelhana-

deva, Gajasimha and Kirtipala from his queen AnalladevI of the

Rastrauda family It records that Alhana and Kelhana were pleased to

give to Rajaputra Kirtipala 12 villages, adjoining to Naddfilai (modem
Nadlai) Kirtipala on the other hand granted a yearly sum of two

drammas from each of his 12 villages to the Jina Mahavlra at Naddfilai ’

These two Jam grants are very important from the genealogical point

of view Besides this they give the names of Alhana’s three sons and queen

1 v 33 etc

a Jam Lekha-sangiaha, I, p. 2ro V 5 . stHlf HINRT gfcrfsjffif I

* DHNI ,
II, p 1117

* El , IX, pp 63-66, Jam Lekha-sangiaha, I, pp 308-209, N 839
* Ibid , pp 66-70 , tbii , pp zio-zir, N 840
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of Rastrauda family, most probably of the Hathundi branch of Rastrakutas 1

It also informs us that Alhana bore the oidinary title Maharaja Though

these grants do not refer to the sovereign king Kumarapala’s name, the title

Maharaja suggests to us that Alhana still continued to be subservient to him

Kelhana (1161-1192 AD) Alhana was succeeded by his elder son

Kelhana. We are informed by the second grant of Nadol described above

that, before VE 1218, Alhana made him m charge of his reign and

with his father, Kelhana, gave 12 villages to his younger brother Kirti-

pala
2 The Prabandha-koia states that “the Cahamana king Anaka

(Arnorajaj while attacking Kumarapala Caulukya created a split between

Kumarapala and his allegiant vassals like Kelhana and others of Naddula

by offering them large sums of money.2 The DvydSraya-kdvya also states

that Krsna and Vijaya, the two Samantas of Kumarapala, had gone to the

side of Arnoiaja ICrsna of this statement has been identified by scholars

with the Cahamiina Kelhana 4 These statements from our Jam works con-

firm the conjecture which we have already made that Kumarapala put a

check upon all the intriguing powers to the north of his territory and de-

prived the Cahamanas of Naddiila of their sovereignty This statement also

shows that Kelhana might have advanced in age when he succeeded his

fathei, for we know that the war with Amoraja had been fought before

VE 1207 (c 1150 AD ), and according to the above statements Kel .a

shared in it, which would mean that Kelhana was at that lime an influentia

hero, most piobably more than 24 years old
.

We have six dated Jam inscriptions of his reign Below they are des-

cribed in chronologica] order

(1) Sandeiava stone inscription bearing the date VE 1221 (e

1164 AD ), was found incised on a lintel in the SeMw-wo *

temple of Mahavira It records that in the reign o
.^Midaimabn

mother Anailadevi granted one plough of land of the

(chief deity) Sri Mahavira of Sanderaka gaccha Others also g

so many gifts
0

1 Ibid

,

Vs 6 and 7

8
Ibid., Vs 8 and 9

8 SJGM, V I, p 51

1 Chunmlal Modi, Sanskfl DvySiraya Kavynvm, MadlmMW
G^rStnm

Sdmdpka sthiti, p. 4°
6 EL, IX, p 4M9 Jam LMa-saiigiaha, I, p **9
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(2 ) & (3) The two Lalrai stone mscriptions were discovered from

the rums of the Jam temple at Lalrai near Bah in Jodhpur division Both

bear the same date VE 1233 (1136 AD ) The first states that m the

reign of Kelhanadeva at NaddOla the sons of Kirtipala named Rajaputras

Lakhanapala and Abhayapala who were also the owners of Smanava

made a grant conjointly with the queen MahibaladevI, in the presence

of the village Pancakula for celebrating the festival of the God Santi-

natha The second one is also a grant to the lord Santmatha in connection

with the festivals of the Gujaras It lecords the Rajaputra Lakhanapala

and Abhayapala as the Bhoktds of Samnanaka

1

(4) Sanderava stone mscnption (u) bearing the date VE 1236

of the reign of Maharajadhiraja Kelhanadeva, has been found carved

on a pillar in the Sabhdmandapa at the temple of Santmatha It records

the gift of a column and a house to the Tlrthankara Parsvanatha wor-

shipped at Sanderaka m the Bhukti of the queen Jalhana by Ralha

and Pallia 3

(5) Saciyaya Mata inscription has been discovered at Osia in

the temple of the family goddess of Osavala Jam named Sancika or

SaciyhyadevI, bearing the same date as No 4 (V E 1236) It records the

management of the temple of the said goddess made by the Gosthika

people in the reign of Kelhanadeva It also refers to his two sons

Kumarasiniha and Simhavikrama and younger brother Kirtipala. It

also mentions Dharavarsa—most probably the Paramara chief of Candra-

vatl 3

(6) Paladi stone mscnption has been discovered at Faladi neai

Sirohi It is dated VE 1249 (c 1192 AD) in the reign of

Maharajadhiraja Kelhana It records his son’s name as Sri Jayatasimha-

deva It is a grant made to lord Mahavlra by the Pancakulas, Valhana

and others
4

These six inscriptions range from VE 1221 to 1249 (r 1164-1192

A D ) They, however, do not throw any light on the political career of

Kelhana We have six more mscriptions other than the Jain ones, they

also do not iecord any achievement to his credit An inscription from
Bamnera bears a date only one year earlier than the Jam mscnption of V£

1 IM , IX, pp 49-51 , Jam Lckha-sanqraha, I, p 231
s Ibid , pp 51-52 , Jam Lekha-sangraha, p 229,
3 P C Nahar, Jam Lekha-sangraha, I, 198 No 804
4 Ibid

,

p 73, Jam Lekha-sangtaha, I, p 265
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1220 (1263 A.D.) 1 The other inscription from Xadlai bearing the date

VJE. 1228 (c 1171 AD J shows that Kelhana was the feudatory of the

Caulufcya Kumarapala

2

The Sacij'aya Mata inscription from Osia gi\es

the name of his two sons who were in charge of Mandayjupura CMandor)

There Kirtipala is referred to Rajyavahaka (director of government].

Dharavarsa is said there to have owed allegiance to Kelhana An inscrip-

tion from the village Jhalodi (Sirohl) bearing the dates VE 1252 and

1255, refers to Dharavarsa as the joy of the Paramara of the Candravati

whose chief queen, Srngaradevi, was the daughter of the Havdahpali

Kelhana ' These two Jain epigraphs certainly show some relations

between Kelhana and Dharavarsa Dharivarsa the Paramara of Abu and

Cbandravati was a feudatory of the Caulukjas and so was Kelhana Both it

seems, were connected with each other by a matrimonial alliance

Some light is thrown upon his political achievements from the

famous Jain source the Sundba hill inscription, which states that Kelhana

defeated the Deccan king Bhillama and after destroying the power of

Tnrnskas, erected a golden Torana like a diadem for the abode of the

holy Somesa 1 The Deccan king has rightly been identified with the

Devagiri Yadava king Bhillama (c. 1187-91 AD.) whose Gadag inscription

Is dated AD. 1191 5 The Turuska king may be identified with Muizz-ud-

d!n Muhammad Ghuri (1173-1192 AD.}, whose reign makes hbn contem-

porary of Kelhana (1163-1192 AD.}. The conflict with Muslims is a.-o

testified by the Prthviraja-vijaya
.* Dr. D. R Bhandarkar assumes thav

Kelhana fought with Muslims as a feudatorj- of Mfilaraja n m<6-

A D.} which seems more probable.
1

T In

Kelhana had a son named Jaj-atasimha, known from the J

inscription dated V.E. 1249. The Jain sources however, are sdent about

the political history of Jayatasimha and his descendants

i Ibid., mi, pp 307-208.

’ EL, XI, pp. 47-4S.
3 Arbvdas Pr. Jain LeMn-snndoha, Pt v, pp.

1 V. 34-
3 EL, IX, pp 72-77-

5 See supra, p wo
1 GMRI., p. 382.

roS-i00, X. 3rr-
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IV THE CAHAMANAS OF JALOR

This branch of the dynasty was found by KIrtipala, one of the three

sons of Aihana In the later Jain inscriptions of his descendants this

branch is called the Sonigaras
1 which may be said to have been derived

from Suvarnagin, the name of the hill fort of JSlor mentioned income of

the inscriptions of Samantasimha (1282-1302 AD) of this branch

-

KirttpSla The Sundha hill inscription informs us that “as a Rajyei-

vara of Nafldulai KIrtipala took his residence at Javalipura
”d When he took

to his new residence cannot be known from the Jam sources but a Jam

nct-riptmn 0f his son Samarasimha from Jalor, bearing the date V E 1239

(c 1182 A.D ),' definitely shows that some time before or by that time

KIrtipala must have shifted his residence to Jalor The Jain grant from Nadol

of the date VE 1218 (c 1160 A D )
and a Jain inscription from the temple

of Saayaya Mata at Osia dated VE 1236 (c 1179 A D.)
c inform us that

KIrtipala took part m the administration of his father and elder brother.

As early as VE 1218 (c 1160 AD ) he had obtained 12 villages from his

father and brother Kelhana over which he ruled We also know from

some of the inscriptions of Kelhana that KIrtipala was quite advanced in

age, foi his sons by the time V E 1233 (c 1175 A D ) were already enjoy-

ing the ownership of some of the villages, and they must have been over

eighteen, the age of majority

The teim Rajyetoara mentioned in the Sundha hill inscription
9 may

mean the Lord of the Kingdom of Nadol, but this literal meaning of the

term may not be applied here to KIrtipala who could not succeeed to the

throne of Nadol in the lifetime of his elder brother or before transferring

his residence to Jalor, for we know from the Jam inscription at Paladi

noticed above that his eldest brother Kelhana was really the occupant of

the throne of Nadol up to VE 1249 (1192 A.D ), which is certainly a

later date by more than ten years, than the date of shifting the residence

to Jalor by KIrtipala The above term may also indicate that he might

have been a claimant for the throne of Nadol, but this question does

not anse before the death of Kelhana who was the real occupant or

1 P C Nahar, Jam Lchha-sangraha, I, p 205 N 730
1 Ibti , p 240, No 903

* El, IX, pp. 76-77, V 36

* El

,

XI pp 52-54, Jain Lchha-sangraha, Pt I, p. 238
6 Jam Lchha-sangraha, I, p 198
* v 36 fastfa forfSre: 1
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claimant of the throne In my opinion the appiopnate sense of the term

inay be the highest honourable title to a man of the royal family who

assisted m the administration in various capacities Like the title

‘Sarvesvara’ to Lavanaprasada in the time of the Caulukya king Bhima II,

this title might have some significance with Kiitipaia who with his sons

assisted his elder brother by way of participating m the administration and

vanous wars

From the Saciyaya Mata Jain insciiption of Kelhana noted above

dated VE 1236 (c 1176 AD) and from the Jalor inscription of

Samaiasimha bearing the date VE 1239 (c 1182 AD), it appears that

Kirtipala must have shifted his residence between these two dates

As regards the political achievements of Kirtipala, Sundha hill inscrip-

tion throws some light It states that “he pierced with arrows a Kiratakuja

pi mce by name Asala and defeated the army of Turuskas at Kasahrda
M1

Kiratakupa of this statement is obviously modern Kiradu The Muhanota

Natnt't informs us that when Kitu or Kirtipala Cabamana took possession

of Jalor, the ruling prince there was the Paramara Kunlapala - We are

informed by the Bijolia inscription that Vigraharaja (III), the Cahamana of

Sakambhari, reduced him to a state of utter lancelessness and even set fire

to his capital town Javahpur * Vigraharaja, as we know, was a contemporary

of the Caulukya Kumarapala (c 1144-73 AD )
and so were Alhana and his

two sons Kelhana and Kirtipala This hard stroke at the hands of Vigraha-

raja must have rendered Kuntapala very weak and that was the reason wy

Kirtipala took no time in turning him out of Jalor soon after and establis
-

ing himself there as the founder of the Somgara branch The other place,

Kasahrada, where Kirtipala defeated the army of Turuskas has sen 1 en

fled by Dr Bhandarkar with the village named Kayadra (Sir° >

the tort of Mt Abu

4

The Ptabandha-ctntamani mentions the place by

Godaragha(ta 6
It seems that Kirtipala by way of assisting i

(1176-78 AD) must have fought with the Turuskas

Kirtipala predeceased his elder brother Kelhana wo
T t,,. w Samarasimha in VESamatasmha Kirtipala predeceased his e

luled upto 1192 AD and was succeeded by his

i V 36
a EL, XI, p. 74-

* El , XXXVI, p. 84-112, V, 2i.

* El

,

XI, p 72 ,
see also Vol IX, p 73

SJGM ,
I, p. 97

0 GMRI , p. 342
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1239 (1182 AD.) He had two otter sons, uiz,, Lakhanapala and Abhaya-

pala and a daughter named Rudaladevi. Rudaladevi is stated in the Sundha

hiil inscription to have bruit a temple of Siva at Jalor
1 We have the follow-

ing two dated Jam inscriptions of the reign of Samarasnnha, both from Jalor.

The first inscription was found incised on the two lintels of an

old mosque, now used as the Topahhana It begins with the adoration

to NSbheya (Rsabhanatha), and gives the name of Anahila, then Alhana

and Kfrtipala in the pedigree of Samarasimha This inscription bears

the dale V.E 1239 (e 1182 A D ) m the reign of Maharaja Somasimha-

deva, when his son Jojjala was also participating in administration It

records that a maitdapa was constructed by Setka Yalovira of the

Srimala caste conjomtly with his brothers and all the members of the

gosthi?

The second one was also found on a lintel in the second storey of the

same Topakhanfi. It bears four dates. In VE 1221 Kumarapala

Caulukya built a temple named Kumara-vMra on the fort by name
Kancanagiri (Suvamagin) at JSlor and in V.E 1242 that temple

was rebuilt by the Bhandari Yaiovira m accordance with the orders of

flie Cahamana Samarasmiha in VE 1242 (c 1183 AD.). With the two

other later dates referred to there, we have no concern here 3

From these inscriptions we have two dates of Samarasimha, one V.E
1239 and other 1242 (1182 and 1185 A.D) They are not politically im-

portant. Only his son Jojjala’s name appears m the first inscription, who
participated in his administration. The Sundha hill inscription gives more
information about him It states that he built extensive ramparts on the

Kaficanacala (Suvamagin) and founded a town Samarapur He also

weighed himself against gold on the Soma festival
1

Udayastmha The Sundha inscription informs us that Samararimi^

was succeeded by his son Udayashhha.3 But a Jam inscription from the
Vimala temple at Mt Arbuda dated V E 1378 mentions Mahanasiihha as
the son of Samarasimha 8 This Mahanasimha has been identified with

iT 4i
a £7 , XI, 52-54

, Jam Lefthasangralia I, pp. 238-39.
3

Ibid., p. 55 , Ibid , p 239
4 Vs. 38, 40

«V 42
* Arbud Pr Jam Lckha-Sandoha, Pt, IV, d 4
i'll

r ’
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MSnavasimha known from another inscription found at the temple of Aca-
lesvara of the same place bearing the date VJE 1377.1 Both these Abu ins-

criptions supply us a genealogical list of Mahanasiihha His son and suc-

cessor was Pratapamalla who was succeeded by his grandson Vijada

Vijada is said to have founded the Devada branch of the Cahamanac The
Jain inscription from Abu states that Vijada was the master of Marustha-

Ihnandala (Marwar).2 The same authority informs us that Vijada had three

sons, but the Acalesvara inscription from Abu informs us that he had four

sons, Lavanyakama, Luhdha, Laksmana and Lunavarman When Lavanya-

karija expired he was succeeded by his brother Lundha, who is said, in the

Abu inscription of Vimala temple, to have defeated the powerful enemies

and established his seat of power at Abu and with the help of his two sons

ruled over that territory 8 We have shown elsewhere on the basis of this

statement that Lundha and his two sons turned out the Paramaras of

Candravati.

4

We have, by way of introducing Mahanasimha, given some introduction

of his successors The Devada branch established by them flourished later

than the thirteenth century. So we need not discuss it here

Mahanasimha of the Abu Jain inscription seems to be the eldest brother

of Udayasimha and possibly preceded him as a ruler of Jalor We have no

other information about Mahanasimha from the Jain sources ITdayasimha

succeeded the throne of Jalor about VE 1262 (c. 1205).3 No dated Jain

in'cription of his reign has yet been discovered but from the literary sources

of Jains, it appears that he enjoyed a long reign of more than 40 years -A

colophon of a Jain MS. of the NirbhayabMma-vyayoga, composed by the

poet - Ramacandra written in the reign of Maliorajakula Udayasimha-

deva, gives us one of his dates which is VE 1306 (c. 1243 A.D.)° Jinadal-

tasuri also wrote his Viveka-vtlisa in the reign of Udayasimha but he does

not give us any date.7 ...

The Sundha hill inscription enumerates several places oyer which Udaya-

simha ruled They are, Naddula (Nadol), Javabpura (Jalor), vya

1 EL, IX, p 794
2 V 16
3 Yg 20-23.

1 See infra Chapter VIII, section on the Paramaras of CandiSvati.

s Bhinmal stone inscription BG., I, pp- 474
~7S, No.

• SJGM., XVIII, p 124, N. 202 , rgRa-SA P 156
7 El , XI, p 76 Bhandarkar's Search for Sanskrit MSS ,

for 1SS3 4.P
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pura (mod. Handor), Vagbhatameru (mod. Banner), Suracandra (mod

Surcand), Ratnahrada, Klieda (mod Kher), Ramasainya (mod Ramsen),

Srimala (mod Bhinmal), Ratnapura, Satyapura (mod Sanchor) and others 1

This list demonstrates his extensive territory from Sanchor and Jalor in the

south to Mandor in the north, comprising Nadol, the capital of his ancestors

The same authority mentions that his queen was Prahladanadevi who bore

him two sons, Cacigadeva and Camundaraja 2 The Prabattdha-koia states

that Udayasnhha had a daughter who was married to Vlrama, the brother

of the Dholka prince VIradhavala The same authority indicates that Udaya-

siriiha was a feudatory of the prince VIradhavala’ The Hammira-mada-

maidatia mentions one Udayasimha of Maru country as assisting VIradha-

vala (c 1219-44 AD)1 against a Muslim invader The Udayasimha of that

Jain work may rightly be identified with this Udayasimha

The Ptiratam-piabandha-sangiaha records an interesting story of a

struggle between the Caulukya VIsaladeva and Udayasimha —
“Nagada was the mmistei of VIsaladeva and YaSovIra was that of

Udayasimha Nagada in his early life was obliged by an act of Yalovlra

and he promised him to repay that obligation When the conflict started

between the two masters, the ministers by their mutual understanding

averted that calamity and saved the kingdoms® The same authority

states that once the Turuskas, having destroyed Gujarata, returning

on the way encamped at the village Sirana Udayasimha fought there

with them and made them flee The chief Malhka by name Aibuka

was killed there After this event Sultana Jalaladin (Jalal’ud-dln) in-

vaded that country in VE 1310 and encamped on the top of the

Suvaroagiri This caused great anxiety to Udayasiiiiha He asked his

son Bapada to make a treaty with the Suratrana He went to him and

a treaty was purchased on payment of 36 drammas ”*

As regards the confirmation of these facts we learn from the Sundha hill

inscription that Udayasimha curbed the pride of Turuskas, which was not

‘V. 43
2 V. 45
8 SJGM, VI, p 125.
4 GOS , X, Act II, p. 11, V. 8
' SJGM, II, pp. 49-31

•ibid, p 51 JtBPrililtowwri 1
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conquered by the Gurjara kings, and put an end to Sindhuraja ”1
This

shows that there must have taken place some skirmishes between him and

the Gurjaia king Visaladeva Nagada and YaSovira were no doubt the histori-

cal persons proved by the epigraphical as well as literary evidences

Before saying anything about Turuskas, it would be better to identify

Sindhuraja of the Sundha hill inscription According to Dr D. R Bhandar-

kar he is identical with the late Cahamana Sindhuraja who is mentioned m
the Jimmiira-madamardana as the father of Sangramasimha or Sankha =

Dr H C Ray thinks that there is a possibility of a king of Smdhu country

which was not very far from the boundary of Udayasimha’s kingdom 8 Ex-

cept this we have no other information about this king

The struggle with the Turuskas is also supported by the Hammira-

madamaidana and the Muslim accounts The former confirms this fact by

stating the invasion of the Milacchikara which has been corroborated with

the mililaiy campaign of the Delhi Sultan Iltutmish which he undertook in

1226 AD 4 Hasan Nizami relates that the Delhi Sultan Shams-ud-din

invaded Jalor some time between 1211 AD and 1216 A.D It is further

affirmed that Udi Sah, the accursed, took to the four walls of Jaleswar, an

extremely strong fortress, the gates of which had never been opened by any

conqueroi When the place was invaded by Shams-ud-din, Udi Sah requested

some of the chiefs of the loyal army to intercede for his forgiveness etc

The Rai presented to him a rich tribute and the Sultan then returned to Delhi

But if we read the statement of the Hammira-madamardam with that

of the Purutana-piabandha-sangraha, it appears that the struggle still went on

and about 1226 AD Iltutmish undertook another campaign in which he

is reported to have captuied Mandor which was. under the possession

Udayasimha according to the Sundha hill inscription

The Prabandka-kosa states that Udayasimha killed his sra-in-Iaw,^n

accordance with the order of Vastupala, the minister o ag
> ^

have no support for the statement On the other ban ,
v*

Sundha hill inscription that it was Caciga, the son o ay i >

1 V 46.

8 El, XI p 76 ; GOS ,
X, p 5

3 DRNL, n, p 1129. fn 12

* See infra, Chapter X on Vaghelas

» Elliot, II, p 238, See also T F Bnggs ’ Trans ,
Vo! I, p *>7

6 SJGM., VI, p M5
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Virama

1

The Pwatam-prabaiidha-sangiaha also confirms the fact
8 Udaya-

simha is said to have been a scholar conversant with the great works of

Bharat and others and to have built two Siva temples at J&valipura accord-

ing to the Sundha hill inscription
8 The Pitratana-prabandka-sangraha men-

tions the name of one of his sons, Bapada,

4

who may be identical with

Vahadasimha mentioned m one of the Bhinmal inscriptions
3

Cdcigadcva The Sundha hill inscription says that Caciga succeeded

his father
8 We have four dated Jam inscriptions of his reign

The first is the famous Sundha hill inscription of the date VE.

1519 (A D 1262) It is a most impoitant record, which helps us in con-

structing the history of this branch throughout It was found engraved

on the stone slab in the temple of Camunda at Sundha hill about 10

miles north of JaSavantapura in the district of same name in Jodhpur

division Though it is composed by a Jain siirt Jayamangala of Brhad-

gaccha, it, however, begins with invocation to Sambhu and Parvati. It

gives the genealogy of Caciga from the eponymous Cahamana, who

was a source of great joy to the Rsi Vatsa It gives valuable information

about the individual kings of this branch which had not been recorded

by the other authorities The purpose of the inscription is to record

certain religious deeds of Caciga He is stated there to have remitted

certain taxes at Srimala, granted funds at the dty of Ramasainya for

the worship of the god Vigrahaditya and visited the Sundhadri, where

he established a tnandapa at the temple of the goddess Camunda, known

by the name of Aghatesvari 7

The second one bearing the date V E 1323 (1264 AD ) has been

found at Jalor m the Topakhana It records a gift given by Mah
Narapati to one Candana-Vihara belonging to Nanakagaccba in the

reign of Mahartja Cacigadeva when Mahamatya Jaksadeva was trans-

acting the bnsiness of seal
8

1 El

,

IX, pp 76-77. V 50
8 SJGM„ II, p 67
8 V. 46

* SJGM

,

II, p. 51,

8 BG
,
I, Pt I, p 481 ff

* V 48
7 El , IX, pp. 76-77,
8 Jam Lthha-sangraha, I, p 240, No. 903
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The third one has been found at Ratnapura m the Jafavantapura,

Jodhpui division, bearing the date VE 1333 {c 1277 AD.) It records

that Mahantak Ghina, Udala and others granted a land to meet the

expenses of the festival of Parsvanatha in the prosperous reign of

MaMmandaletvara Raja Sri Caciga when the prime-minister Jakha

(Taksadeva) and others were on duty 1

The fourth one was found at Bhinmal on the bank of Jaikop lake,

incised in a fallen pillar It is also dated VE. 1333 It records that in

the reign of Maharajakula Cacigadeva, during the term of office of the

Ponca hiahantaka Gajasiha and others, the Naigama Kayastha Subhata

made a grant for worshipping and services to the TIrthankara Mahavira -

Tliese inscriptions give us dates for his reign from V.E 1319 to 1333

(c. 1262-1277 AD ) But an inscription from Bhinmal other than the Jam

ones informs us that he ruled from VE 1318 to VE 1334 (c 1278 AD) 1

Regarding his political achievements we get some light from the Sundha

hill inscription. Caciga is stated there “to have destroyed the roaring Gur-

jara lord VIrama, hated the enemy Salya, taken delight in felling the shak-

ing Fatuka, deprived the colour of Sanga and behaved like a thunderbolt to

the mountain—the furious Nahara ”* We know of VIrama of this statement

as a brother of Viradhavala from the Jam prabandhas. who was prevented

from succeeding his brother Viradhavala due to the intngues of the minister

Vastupala
1 The Put atam-prabandha-sangraha also states that Sri CSciga

of JavaJipur killed VIrama at Saravadighat
6 The identification of Salya

is very difficult for we have no information about Mm from any sources

PSluka may be to some extent identical with Pataka mentioned m e

Puratana-prabandha-sang) aha as an inhabitant and rich man of e vi age

Palli in Manmandala * He seems from the story narrated there to have be

an ordinary chief Sanga of the Sundha hill inscription
,

e
’

.

with one Sangana of Vamanasthah who is said to have been -i

Katnapur
vala 8 Caciga most probably was a feudatory of Viradhava

1 Ibid

,

p 248, No 931
= BG

,

I, Pt I, pp 480-481, No. XII.

3 Ibid

,

pp 481-83 No XIII

4 V. 50
3 See •«fra, Chapter, X, section on Vaghelas

e SJGM., II, d. 67
7 Ibid , II, p 82

8 SJGM , VI, pp 103-104
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Jain inscription refers to him as Mahamandalcivaia 1 We may assume here

that he may ha\e assisted Viradhavala in defeating Sangana About Nahara

we, unfortunately, have no inlormation from other sources

Samantasimha According to the Puratana-prabandfia-sahgraha Catiga-

deva was succeeded by Samantasimha 5 We hate, fortunately, six dated

Jain inscriptions of his reign ranging from VE 1345 to 1359 (128S-1302

A D
J
They are as follows.—

The first inscription bearing the date VE 1345 (.1288 AD.) has

been found engraved on the pillar m the temple of Mataji at Hathundi

in the district of Godwar (Jodhpur) It records that m the reign of

Maharajakula Sri Samantasimha when Maharaja Lalana and others

were in charge of Httkaram, an annual gift of 24 drammas was given for

the worship of Lord Maliavira by Ilemaka at the ullage Hathunji in

the Xaddula mandala

1

The second record was found at Ratnapur in the district of

JaSavantapura at Jodlipura. It is dated m VE 1248 in the reign of

ilaharajakula Sri Samantasimha It gives a detailed description of the

grant made by the people of Gosfhika for the worship of Parsvanatha.

4

The third one was found at Varmeda in the temple of Dharmanatha
on the lintel of a Sabhamandapa It records a gift given for the worship

of two protecting religious deities related to the first Tirthankara at

the Vahadameru (Varmeda) m the year 1352 during the reign of Maha-
rajahula Samantasimha 5

The fourth one of the same date has been found at the village Jfma

near Vadmera in Jodhpura division and records the same thing.®

The fifth record has been discovered at Jalor in the Topakhana
bearing the date V E 1353 (c 1296 A D ) It records a grant made by
Narapau with tire other members of family for the welfare of his wife
Nayakudevi to a temple of Parsvanatha at Suvarnagin in the reign of
Maharajakula Samantasimha when his son, Kanhadadeva, as subsist-
ing on his lotus feet, was bearing the burden of administration 7

1 Jatn Lekha-mgraha, I, p 240, No. go3
5 SJGM * n* P 103

apf^i
5 P C. Naliar, Jam Lekha-sangraha, I, p 233, No 807
4 tttd.p 249, No, 936
1 Ibid

,

p 244, No 918
9

Ibid., p iyg, No. 749
7 Ibid., p 240, No 903.
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The sixth epigraph has been found at Vaghma (Sirohi). It

bears the date V.E 1359 (1302 A D.) in the prosperous reign oi Maha-

raja Samantasimha. It records several small gifts at the festival of pro-

cession of Lord Santinatha at the village Vaghslna

1

From these Jain inscriptions we, however, do not get any substantial in-

foimation of political importance about his leign They also do not throw

any light on the relationship between Caciga and Samantasimha Moreover

they also do not mention the name of his father. The Prabandha-kofa, how-

ever, mentions that Samantapala, AnantapSla and Trilokasimha, the three

brothers of the same mother, were the sons (Dayada) of Udayasimha of

Javalipura
8

If SSmantapala of this Jain work be taken to be identical with

Samantasimha of the inscription we may say that Samantasimha was the son

of Udayasimha and thus a brother of Caciga We know his early date V.E

1339 (1282 AD) from a Bhinmil inscription which is other than the Jain

one.
8 Thus, it seems that he ruled from V E. 1339 to 1359, a period of 20 years

According to the Puratana-pi abandha-sangraha his son Kanhadadeva

succeeded him.

4

This Kanhadadeva can be identified with Kanerdeo, the

Raja of Jalor who was a feudatory of Ala’ud-din Khalji (A.D 1296-1316).'

Thus the Cahamana king known from the Jain sources are as follows

1 Ibid., 267, No. 959.

a SJGM., VI, p 105.

a BG.i I. Pt I, pp. 483-84. No XIV.

1 SJGM, II, p. m2.
5 El , XI, p. 77 ,

TF. Bngg's trans. Vol. I, p. 37°
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I 1 he CShminas of &akamlhnr\

CShamSna
Vjsudcva

Samanlar.'ija II. The Cahamanas of Ramthmnbhor

Fflmalalla

Jayaraja Govmdaraja (the son of Pvthvira]a)

Vigrahanrpa I

Candra Gopendraka
Durlabha I

Guvaka I

Sasinrpa

Gfivaka II

Candana
Bappaynraja

Vmdhyanrpati

Balhaqa

J
I I

Prahlada Vagbhata
Jaitrasimha

Hammlra Vlrama

Snnharaja Laksmana
Vjgraha II

Durlabha II

Yiryartma Camuijda

Simhata Durlabha II Vlsaladeva III

Prthvlraia I

I

A]ayaraja

Anjoraja

Jagadcva Visala IV Somesvara
Prthviraja II Apara

Gaijgeya

Prthviraja IH Hanraja

22
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III The Cdhamanas ofNaddMa

Sobhita VigrahapSla

I I

BalirSja Mahendra

J
Asvapala Aijahilla

I

Balapr5s5da Jmduraja

i i I i

Prthvlpala Jojalla Asaraja

I L . _
Rayapala

|
!

Katukaraja Alhaijadeva

I

Kelhaija Gajasimha KIrtipala

IV The Cahamanas of

J&vahjmra

KIrtipala

Samarasimha

Mahanasimha Udayasunha

Pratapamalla

Vijada

Caciga Samantasimha

Kanhadadeva



CHAPTER VIII

I THE GUHILAPUTRAS OR GUH1LOTAS

The Jain sources also possess certain information regarding the history

of Guhilotas They, however, have no record of the origin of the family nor

do they give correct genealogical list of some early members of the dynasty.

Before dealing with the individual members of the dynasty we should

know their early history They arc said to have been an ancient tribe They

originally belonged to Gujarata Their earliest member Guhadalta (Guhita)

flourished in c. 550 AD They seem to have migrated to Mevvar as early as

the fir't quarter of the Sth centuiy AD and one of their early members,

name!) Bappa, was first to migrate. At first they vvcic the feudatories of the

Maurvas of Citor, then of Gurjara Pratihiras of Kanauj, and after the down-

fall of Gurjara Pratiharas of kanauj. they were vassals of the three imperial

powers, ihe Caulukvas of Anahilapalfana, the Paramaras of Malava and the

Cabnmanas of Sakambhari Their early attempts to secure a sovereign posi-

tion were frustrated bv the growing strength of these three powers' There

art three jam inscriptions that confirm this fact The BIjapur Jain inscrip-

tion of Rastrakuta Dhavala states that the Paramara Muiija vanquished

baktikuinara. the Gulnlot of Mcdapafa The capital Aghata (mod Ahad)

near Udaipur was also plundered Saktikumara sought asylum with the Rasfra-

kuta prince Dhavala of Hastikundi 8 The Cirwa inscription composed by a

Jain monk Ratnaprabhasuri informs us that the Malava Paramara Bhoja

occupied Citor

1

The Citorgarh inscription of Kumarapala, composed by

the Jain Ramakirli shows that Mewar was included within the Caulukya

dominions during the first hall of the 12th century 4 These facts show that

they could get no chance to become independent sovereign rulers But soon

aftci the disintegration of the Paramara and Caulukya powers, they no

doubt had certain opportunities to estabb'sh themselves as sovereigns®

This tribe was scattered in various places and it established several

principalities Thus they were naturally divided among several branches.

We, however, know something of Guhilaputras of Mewar and Naduladagika

from Jam sources

1 DHNJ

,

II, pp. 1133-63
3 EL, X, p i;, ff V xo.

3 WZKM

,

XXt, pp. 142-62
3 E/,II,p 421
s DHNI , II, p. 1162.
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occur:) in the above Saraneivara inscription of Allata Considering the period of

Allata (931-953 A D ) certain scholars have identified Devapala of this

inscription villi the Kanauj Pratihara of that name (c. 943 AD), son of

Mahipala 1 Thougli we have no definite evidence to confirm this fact yet it

is certain that Devapala was not a \ery powerful prince

SaUtkumara Allata was succeeded by Naravnhana and he was suc-

ceeded by Saktikumara according to the Rainpur Jam inscription, but the

Atpur (Ahur) inscription of Saktikumara, VE 1034 (c. 977 AD
)

inserts

one Sahvahana as father and predecessor of Saktikumara s We know noth-

ing of Xaravahana and Salivahana from the Jain sources. Of the reign of

Saktikumara we have two Jain inscriptions discovered at Aliar (Udaipur),

though thev are undated 1
Their |icriod can be assigned with the help of

another inscription of Ins reign dated V.E. 1034 (c 977 AD) from the

same place Nothing particular of political importance has been recorded by

these Jain inscriptions But we know fiom the Bfjapur Jam inscuplion that

thw pnnee was defeated bj the Paramara ruler Muiija and was protected by
the RSstrakula prince Dhavala 1

His Successors Saktikumara was succeeded by his son Ambaprasada
but the Rainpur Jain inscription omits his name and places his brother

Sucivarman immediately after Saktikumara whereas the Gtor inscription

of VE 1331 mentions Ambaprasada as successor of Saktikumara and pre-

decessor of Sucivarman 1 The Prlltviraja-vijayo states that the Psimmana

Vakpatiraja II killed him with his army °
Sucivarman succeeded his brother

Ambaprasada After him in order of succession come ten princes, Kirtipala,

Jogaraja, Vairata. VamSapala, Vairisimha, Vlrasimha, Ansimha Codasimha,
Vikramasimha, Ranasimha, Ksemasimha, Samantasimha 7 But the ac-

curacy of this order is very difficult to ascertain from the other sources
Moreover, none of the princes preceding Samantasimha appears to have been
of importance and not a single inscription of these princes has been dis-

covered On the other hand, we know from the three Jain authorities noticed
above8 that during this period from VE 1034 (e 977 AD), the known

1 DHNI, r, pp 58711
! IA., XXXIX 186, ff.

’ HR

,

II, 434-437
4 See infra, p 181

* I

A

, XXII, pp 80-81.
6 JRAS , 1913, p 269
’PC Naliar, Jam Lekha-sangrahn, I, p 164, \o 700.
8 See supra, p 171
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date of the Caulukya Kumarapala, the land of Mewar was occupied by the

Paramaras and Caulukyas It is very strange to note that Ramakirti in his

Citorgarh inscription of Kumarapala dated VE 1209 does not even hint

at the existence of Guhila State 1 Perhaps this would mean that dunng this

period Guhilas had been reduced to such an insignificant position as not to

deserve any mention in a record of royal victories

Samantasimha Onwards from Samantasimha we now reach the de-

finite ground of information The Jam inscription from Rainpur states

that Samantasimha succeeded Ksemasimha who is known from other sources

as the father of Samantasimha Among his seven dated inscriptions discovered,

we have one Jain inscription from Sanderava bearing the date VE 1258

(A D 1202f It has been found engraved there on a pillar of a Jain temple

of Mahavira This Jam inscription, as well as others,
3
gives us dates of his

reign from V.E 1228 to 1258 (1171-1 202 A D ) but they do not yield any

information regardmg his political achievements A Jain inscription from

Luuiga temple at Mt Abu dated VE 1287 (1230 AD) refers to one

Samantasimha who is said there to have broken the power of the Gurjara

king but could not succeed due to the offence made by Prahladana, the

younger brother of the Candravati Paramara Dharavarsa (c 1163-1219

A D )

4 We have identified this Samantasimha with the above-noted Samanta-

simha of the Guhila family, whose period syncbiomzes with that of Prahla-

dana The Guijara king has been identified with the Caulukya Ajayapala

(1173-76AD

)

5 This fact revealed by the Jain inscription indicates that

after the death of Kumarapala, Samantasimha Guhdota tried to recover

Citoi which was in the possession of Kumarapala

Piam Kmntiiasimha to Padmasimha The Rampur Jam inscription

states that Samantasimha was succeeded by Kumarasimha who accor g o

Acalesvara temple inscription of Mt Abu (VE 1342) was e

broth*, of Samantasimha 0 The same Jain authority mentions Matt -

simha as the successor of Kumarasimha who is stated 35 * e °
„

simha in the Acalesvara temple inscription of Mt. A u 3 3

was succeeded by his son Padmasuftha Nothing is known a on es

= £},WC
P
iS-i7 . PP 65-66, EJ, XX, Appendix, p 64> No 446

3 Ibid.

* El., Ill, pp. 200-04, and 208-19.

« See infra. Chapter IX, II, the Caulukyas of Gujarata.

• IA ,
XVI, p 345
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Jesala with the Guhila prince Jaitrasimha and Jaitramalla with the Malavaprince Jaitiigideva (1239-43 AD.), both of them being contemporaries!

E"*.
“= prince of Gurjara, £ £Hamm,a-mada-ma,dam that m the joint effort of VIradhavala Caulukva

against the Turuskas the Mewar king Jayatala could not join on account of
the pnde of his valour

1

The reference to the struggle with the princes ofMaru and Jangala indicates that he must have fought with the successors of
the Cahamana Pithviraja II and his brother Hariraja The Abu Acalesvara
temple mscuption of Samarasimha dated VE 1342= informs us that Jaitra-
simha destroyed the Cahamana of Nadol, most probably the Javalipura
C&amana Udayasimha who is said to have possessed Nadol also The war
with the lord of Mlecchas may be confirmed by the statement of the Hammra-
mada-mardana, which describes in detail the invasion of the territories of

Jayatala the lord of Mewar by the Turuskaviras under Milicchlkara The
late Pt Ojha pointed out this Milicchikara to be identical with the Sultan

Iltiitmash (1211-36 AD.) who bore the title of Amir Shikar* The Cirwa

inscription referring to this war states that Pamparaja, a son of Yogaraja, the

Talara appointed by Padmasimha at Nagadraha, was killed when that dty

was destroyed by the soldiers of the Suratrana 4
It seems that both the Jam

authors of the above-noted work and the inscription refer to the same invasion.

The Hammiia-mada-maidana, however, shows that this prince of Mewar

could not have been defeated by the Turuskas B We have elsewhere discussed,

on the basis of the Cirwa inscription, a struggle of Jaitrasimha with Tribhu-

vanapala Caulukya 0

These struggles naturally indicate that Jaitrasimha was a powerful

ruler and ruled for a considerable period of time

Tejasmha Tejasunha was the son and successor of Jaitrasimha of

whose reign we have three dated Jain records

The first is a colophon from the Jam MS named the Sravaka

Pratikramana-sutra Ctimi bearing the date V.E 1317.' It was written

at Aghata by Kamalacandra, disciple of Ramacandra in the prosperous

1 See tnfra, Chapter, IX, II, the Caulukyas of Gujaiiita

* HIG., Ill, No. 25a. p. 71 if

3 HR., II, p 467.
4 WZKM., XXI, p. 157. V 16.

6 See tnfra, Chapter, IX, II, the Caulukyas of Gujarata.

« Ibid.

’ SJGM„ XVIII, p. xa6
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reign of Tejasiriiha wlio wa« adorned with the titles Moltarajadlnraja,

Parav.thera, Pcrmabl<ul(araka, Vmapith-varalabdha, Praudhapratapa•

tcmiaufola while his- Mahamuiv a Samudhaia was in charge of transact-

ing the business of seal. 1 he second one is an inscription dated V.E 1322

(r 1265 A.I) ) It was composed by the Rnlnaprabhasfiri of Caitra-

cacclia and has been found in the village of Ghaghci near Citor. It

tiacc- the genealogy of TeiaMinha from Padmasimha

1

Tlie third one,

an epigraph dated VK 1324 (r. 1267 A I) ) has been discovered at

Citor engraved on a stone fixed on an .irch of the biidge on the Gam-

bhirl mcr near Citor. it is said that this stone ougmally belonged to the

temple of Muhavira. at (he Tal.ihaRika of Cilrnkiitamahadurga It

mentions HemncandrasQri and other' of the Caitragaccha in the reign

of the Maharaja Sri Tcjasimhadcva -

from the above three Jam records we get the dates of Jayasimha’s reign

ranging from VE 1117 to 1H4 n 12oO-o7 *\ I) i One colophon of 1309

of the reign of Jaitrasimha'
1

informs us that Tcjasimha was a crown prince

of Jaitrasimha vvhidi shows he was participating in the administration of

his father His titles given in the Jam colophon indicate that he must have

enjoyed sovereign povvci and owed allegiance to none The adoption of the

epithet Umapatnaralabdha-praudhapralapa of the Caulukya rulers shows

that after the death of Ultima II ( 1178-1241 1 the sovereignly of the western

India must have been disided between the two powers, the Vaghelas, the

successors of Ultima's kingdom, and the Guhilotas of Mevvar He was a

contemporary of Vaghcla prince Visaladcva Our Ratnaprabhasun in the

Cirwa inscription «ays that he was honoured by Visvaladeva and Tejasimha-

deva both.4 Tcjasimha is mentioned in the Rainpur Jain inscription as

Tcjasvlsiinha 1

He was followed by his son Samarasimha of whose reign we have two
dated Jam records

The first epigraph is the Cirwa stone inscription composed by the

Jain RatnaprabhasOn of Caitragaccha bearing the date VE 1330 (c

1273 AD } It was found engraved on the outside of the door of the

1 PMR , 1927, p. p 3.
s JW., 1923, p 3 ; JASH., I-V Pt, I, pp. 46-47,
3 See supra p 175
4 DHNI., II, p 1191-92
* Jam Lckltn-satigrahn, I, 165
23
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temple of Visnu at the grillage Cinra. situated at a distance of 10

miles from Udaipur to the north of it It traces the genealogy of Samara-

srmtia from Padmasimha who is said there to have hees bom man}

years after Bappa of the Guhilangaja vamsa. It also gives the genealogy

and history of the Talara Yogaraia of Tantarada family, whose ances-

tors were serving the Guhilas from the time of Mathanasimha in various

capacities. The purpose of description is to record the erection of a

temple of Siva by Yogaraja in the village of Ciratupa near Xagadraha

(mod. Xagda) and certain grants made by his grandson Madana and his

mother Him 1

The second inscription of V.E 1335 has been discovered incised

on a lintel of a Jain temple in the fort of Citor. The purpose of the ins-

cription is to record the erection of a temple or Syama-Parfvanatha by

Javatalladevi. the queen of Tejasimha and the mother of Samarasimha

and a grant of land made by Samarasbhha to construct a monastery

for Pradyumnasuri Samarasimha is mentioned there as Maharajakula

and the ornament of the Guhila family.'

From these inscription we get two dates of his reign, viz., \.E. 1330

and 1335. But the other published inscriptions of his period dated V.E.

1334. 1356 and 1358 show that he, like his grandfather, enjoyed a long

reign of more than 28 years from V.E. 1330 to 1358 (1273-1301 A.D.).

Though we have no information regarding his political achievements from

these inscriptions, a contemporary Jain writer Jinaprabhasmi the author of

Vhidka-tjTtha-kalpa, informs us that when Ulugh Khan the younger brother

of Aia-ud-din proceeded on his expedition against Gujarafa in V.E 1356

(c. 1299 A.D.)3 Samarasimha. the king of Citrakfita. saved his countiy

from devastation by paying homage to him. Hus fact is not stated by the

Muslim historians, but it is reliable since it comes from a contemporary

authority.* .

The Rainpur Jain inscription of V.E. 1*96 mentions Bhuvanasimha who

was conqueror of the Cabamana KItuka and the SuratrSna Ala-ud-dln.
^

n

from the other sources it appears that Ratnasimha, the son of Sam
"

was the successor of his father. His inscription dated VE. 1359 (1302 . - -)

1 WZKM., XXI, p 142 2-

* IA., XXII, pp. 80-81 ; see also BR.. II. P-m
* DBXI , II, p. Xros-

_ . j. _ -

* sjG\i., x, p. 30:
— 1 n ' ',ra
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proves it

1

The name of Bhuvanasiihha occurs in the Sisoda branch of

Guhilotas ' The statement regarding him front the Jain inscription
1
referred

to above, however, finds no support from other sources It seems that he

might have been a contemporary of Samarastmha, but it is certain that he

did not succeed Samaiasiriiha

According to the same Jain inscription Bhuvanasimha was succeeded

by his son Jayasimha but the late Pt Ojha places Bhimasimha between

the two The 'amc Jam recoid states that Jayasimha was succeeded by

Lahsma'iasimha, the conqueror of the Malava king Goga Laksmanasimha was

followed by Ajayasimha, who, in his turn, was succeeded by his brother

Arisirhha The Kumbhalagadh inscription of VE 1517 seems to indicate

that Lak$manasimlia. after the surrender of Ratnasimha to Ala-ud-din,

w.u> rawed to ihc throne of Mcvvar and so he and his sons reigned for a

period beiore their deatlis
*

Guhta-putras of Xadfuaddgtka Only one member of this branch is

known from the three dated Jam inscriptions of the reign of the Naddula

Cahamana Rayapila (c 1132-45 AD ) The Nadlai stone inscription bear-

ing the dale V E 1 195 from the Jam temple of Ncminatha, already described

elsewhere.
1 mentions one Thakkura Rajadeva, son of Rauta (Rajaputra)

Uddharana of the Guhila family who is slated to have granted l/20th part

of the income derived from the goods going to or coming from Naduladagika

It ends with the sign-manual of the donor—Svakastoyam Sabhijnampur-

vakam Ran Rajadeva
"

The other two Jam inscriptions from Nadiai dated V E 1200 and 1202

respectively of the same Ciihanuna Rayapala also refer to the gifts donated

by one Rauta Rajadeva who in consideration of the matter of locality and

time may be taken to be identical with that of the above inscription of the

dateVE 1195 r

E\ccpt his name and donations nothing more is known about him

I RMR , xqzy, p. 3.

* DHNI , II, p 1205
3 Jam Ickha-sangtaha, p 165, No. 700
4 DHNI , II, p, 1205,
II See tupia, p 152
3 El

,

XI, pp 36-37
, Jain Lchha-sangraha, I, p 217.

5 Ibid
, pp 41-43

,
Jam Lekha-sangraha, I, p 213
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II THE RASTRAKUTAS OF HASTIKUNDI

During the RSstrakuta invasion of Northern India certain Rastra-

kuta chiefs settled m Northern India and from them sprang several petty

dynasties about which fortunately we have information from several ins-

criptions found in Northern India

About one of the branches of this family which settled in Rajasthana

we know from a Jain inscription This branch is named by the historians as

the Rastrakutas of Hastikundl The inscription is called BIjapur stone ins-

cription of Dhavala and it was discovered in a Jain temple situated in a

lonely place about two miles from village BIjapur m the Bali district of the

Jodhpui division
1
It consists of two separate records incised on the same

stone. The first contains twenty-two lines and is dated V E 1053 (997 A D

)

and the second eleven lines and is dated V E 996 (949 AD) Both seem

independent of each other and open with the piaise of Jam Tirthankaras or

Jain religion
2

Verse 3 of the first record refers to a royal family but, unfortunately,

the name of the family is lost From verse 3 of the second record we know

that the name of the family, definitely, was Rastrakilta
8 In verse 4, we are

introduced to prince Harivarman and his wife Ruchi From Harivarman

sprang Vidagdha (v S) and from Vidagdha, Mammata (v 8); from Mam-

mata came Dhavala (v 9) and Dhavala’s son was Balaprasada (v 19)

The second part of the inscription seems older and it records only the

fust three members of the dynasty The object of this inscription is to show

that Vidagdharaja built a caitya grave at Hastikundl for his guru Balabhadra

The former prmce in VE 973 granted certain donations, two-third of the

proceeds of which was to go to the Jina (Aihat)
and one-third to the guru

Balabhadra as Vidyadhana* The grants were renewed by Mammata m

V E 996 The nature of grant is described in verses 8-17

The first record supplies us certain material of historical value It

states that Dhavala gave shelter to the armies of a king whose name is los

1 JASB , 1893, Pt, I, pp 308-14. El . X, p 17 ft, the full text of the ins-

cription is also published in the Jam Lekha-saitgraha, Pt 1. p- *33.

( Calcutta
) _

! El., x, p 18, v x uctiR'ifapi

—

4 v 14 sushi's w itw 1
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and those of the lord of the Gurjaras when Mufijaraja destroyed Aghata,

the pride of Medapata (Mewar) and caused them to flee
1 This Munjaraia

is correctly identified by Kielhom with the Paramara Vakpati-Mufija (c 974-

97 A D )
‘ The lord of Gurjaras referred to here was most probably the

Caulukva Mularaj'a I of Guiarata (c 961-96 AD) mentioned in verse

12 3 The prince whose name is lost was possibly a Guhila ruler of Meda-

pata Aghata which Mulargja destroyed is likely to be Ahada near the

present Udaipur station from which a well-known Guhalot clan derives its

name. Ahadia.4

Verse 11 refers to one Mahendra to whom Dhavala offered protection

against Durlabharaja Durlabharaja is identified by Kielhoin with the brother

of the Cahamana Vigraharaja of Harsa inscription dated VE 1030° The

same scholar pointed out that Mahendra must be the son of Vigrahapala of

the same name of the Naddula branch of the Cahamana dynasty 3

In verse 12 Dhavala is said to have given support to Dharanl-

varaha whose power had been completely exterminated by Mularaja Pandit

Ramkarana, the editor of the inscription, lias suggested ten possibilities of

the identification of Dharanlvaraha with the Paramara king of that name,

nho is said to have been the ruler of Navakot m Marwar 7

These references certainly show the importance of this Rastrakuta

family and their importance was in some respects due to their position The

frontiers of the Caulukvas, the Cahamana and the Paramara kingdoms were

attached to the borders of their kingdom and everyone naturally was seek-

ing assistance from them whenever threatened by another

The inscription is also important from the social and religious point of

view It refers to Vasudeva who was the preceptor of Vidagdharaja and who

imparted to the prince spiritual knowledge and induced him to erect a temple

dedicated to the Jina in the town of Hastikundi It refers to a gold

1 v. io int rcrftr tHgftrc nsiwn

3i^r ^ li

g&wnwi srcujft strvf gswn g^ti
* JASB , 1893, LXII, Pt I, 311 , see supra p 91
5 Ibid

,

see infra, Chapter IX, II

4 El , X, p 19 , see stipia p 173 Section on the Guhilotas
3 JASB

,

1893, LXII, Pt I, p 311
8

Ibid., see supra, p 149
' EI.X, p. 19
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weighing of the prince, and the donation of the weighed gold of which two-

thirds were allotted to the Jina and the remainder to the Jan preceptor.
1

Verse 33 of the first record refers to a Go?thi of Hastikundl which renovated

the temple of the first Tlrtbankara, built by Vidagdharaja. After the reno-

vation Santibhadra in V.E. 1033 (A.D. 997) installed the image of Tirthan-

kara The names of certain members of the Go?thi are enumerated in the

last cf the first record.

Verses 8-17 of the second record describe the nature of the grant

made by the prince Mammata and renewed by his son Vidagdharaja. The

description is as follows:

(1) One rupee for each twenty loads carried for sale: (2) One rupee on

each cart filled (whether going from or by the callage): (3) One karsa

for ghata at each oil mill
; (4) Thirteen coUikas of betel leaves by the

bhatfas; (5) Pellaka peflaka by the gamblers; (6) One adhaba (24

seers) of wheat and barley from each araghatta, i e., well with a water

wheel; (7) Five palas for pedda (?): ?8) One VimSofaka coin for

each bhara <2.000 palas);* (9) ten palas from each bhara of articles,

such as cotton, copper, saffron, gum resin, madder and so forth, and

tlO) One rrMnaka for each drona of wheat rating. barley, salt rala and

such other objects which can be measured 3

The date of donation made by Vidagdharaja is given as V.E. 973

(816 AD.).*

Thus the known kings from the Jain inscription of this family are as

follows:

1 V. 7 of the xst record : 3WPT glw’iwftWT 2»iis si*w* vp&i

* S7& t

W# 5*7 fs^r =? nUTII V. S.

VfS5JT ®Si 1

£5 ? srff SU: 11
' - 9-

97 -it? |'*j7 ^7W
Nw tesipyl SFP% tl

' • I0-

3
nafti-ra®1 V. 13.

etc.,V. 17

* Tin?., v. 19.
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Hanvarman

Vidagdha

I

Mammata

Dhavala

Balaprastda

III PARAMARAS OF BANSWARA (VAGADA)

The two Jain inscription discovered near Arthuna, village about 28

miles to the west of Banswara m Rajasthana, indicate that a line of the

Paramaras was ruling over this area also

The first epigraph is much defaced It was found m a Jain temple of

Arthuna and fortunately is dated 1159 V E (1102 AD )— perhaps in the

reign of Camundaraja 1

The second one was found in a very good condition at the same place

and is preserved in the Rajputana Museum This inscription contains thirty-

one lines of writing and records the installation of an image of lord Vrsabha

(Adinatha) in VE 1109 in the reign of Vijayaraja 3 The inscription

opens with the ‘Om namah Vltaragaya’ and devotes one verse in adoration

of the Jina

In verse 2 the genealogy of Vijayaraja is given It states that in the

Paramara clan was born a person by name Srimandalika, who killed the

commandar Kanha and Sindhuraja From him was born Camundaraja, who

destroyed by various means the king of Avanti in the Sthali (Vagada) country

Camundaraja’s son was Vijayaraja in whose reign the epigraphs were

engraved * Verse 26 informs us that the name of Arthuna was Utthtaaka 4

1 Raj Mu Rep , igis, p 2

3 El

,

XXI, p 50 V. 25 4 3# rnfr «§# I

fwrarr)- wft altr n

5 fad

,

staussWijsr

1

*i$r 5^1

1

qtatforagawife wet (wrptrs)i

«fr trar anrfit Rdow n

4 ibid gqgy
iffpftsfciBw wift (?n) i
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Mandalika and Camundataja. The defeated persons whose names ap-

pear m the inscription are the commander Kanha, Smdhuraja and Avanti-

prabhu The Panhera stone inscription of Mandalika dated VE. 1116

(c 10S9 A.D Y informs us that Mandalika captured m the battle the com-

mander Kanha with his horses and elephants and handed him over to Jaya-

simha The identity of this Kanha is, however, not known As regards Smdhu-

raja, Dr. Barnett guessed that this Smdhuraja could not be identified with

the Malava Paramara of that name who ruled in c 994-1010 A.D It may

be assumed that by Sindhuraja here is meant a long of Sind

2

Another

Arthuna inscription of Camundarfija dated VE 1136 (c 1080 AD) also

refers to that Camundaraja who gloriously overcame one Smdhuraja * It is

moie likely that CSmundaraja may have undertaken an expedition to the

lower Indus valley under his father Mandalika

Identtficatton oj Avantt-pi abhu Regarding the Avanti-prabhu, it may

be conjectured here that at that time the king of Avanti was Udayaditya,

younger brother of Bhoja I (c 1060-1087 AD) We know from the

history of the Paramaras of Malava line that Udayaditya usurped the

Malava crown by ousting the lawful successor of Bhoja The Panhera in-

scription furnishes us a proof that Jayasimha, who was most probably the

son of Bhoja, was ruling in c 1055-60 AD

4

This inscription also informs

us that Mandalika, father of CamundarSja, was his feudatory In the light

of this fact it appears that Camundaraja (c 1080-1102 AD) must have

tnlrpn the cause of his father’s sovereign and attacked Udayaditya m retalia-

tion. This Arthfina Jain inscription in my opinion gives some definite indi-

cation on this point In the opinion of Dr. H C Ray this Avanh-prabhu

was probably the Caulukya Jayasimha Siddharaja (c 1094-1144 w

invaded and conquered Malava and assumed the title of Avantmatba m

opinion, however, does not seem correct for we have the chrono °
,

events related to Jayasimha that he never took the h ® v

before 1136 AD At that time Camundaraja was dead T^
refor®

with Jayasimha could not be a possibility There was a ®renc
.

than thirty-four years between the two events, the one re a ng
^ .

sumption of the title ‘Avantinatha’ and the other to the ea o

1 ASI.. 1916-17, pp. 19-20. Raj- ReP ' 19171 pp' 2-3

8 El., XIV. pp. 298-300.

3 Ibid.

4 ASI., 19x6-17, pp.19-20

5 DHNI., II, p. 923. fa- 4-
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Vtjayaraja. For Vijayaraja, the son and successor of Camundaraja,

we have a date from the above inscription, ie, VE 1166 (c 1109 AD.).

The other inscription of his reign was discoveied engraved on an image of

Hanuman at the same place dated V E 1165 (c 1108 AD)
Besides these two Jain inscriptions, we know something more about the

earlier members of the dynasty from three inscriptions other than the Jain

ones The Panherfi stone inscription referred to above describes the ongin

of the Paramaras from the fire-pit on Mt Abu and praises the five Paramara

princes of Malava, vtz
,
Siyaka, Munjadeva, Sindhuraja, Bhoja and Jaya-

snnha Then comes the following genealogy of the local branch, Dhanika

and his brother of unknown name From this unknown brother was born

Caeca whose son’s name is lost, his son was Satyaraja and Satyaraja’s sons

were Limbaraja and Mandalika The Arthfina inscription of Camundaraja

refened to above (other than the Jam one) gives some names, from the

fire-pit of Vasistha on Arbuda sprang Paramara, in his lineage were born

two brothers, Vamsimha and Dambarasimha, in the line of Dambarasimha

was born Kamsadeva (Kakkadeva), then his son Candapa, his son Satya-

raja, bis son Mandanadeva and his son Camundaraja

From the above description it appears that the BSnswara Paramaras,

like the Abu Paramaras, were a branch of the main line ruling in Lata and

Malava The Banswara section claimed descent from Dambarasimha, a brother

of Vamsimha

What happened to this branch after the reign of Camundaraja’s son

Vijayaiaja we have no account According to the late Dr G H Ojha, they

were gradually ousted from this region by the rising power of the Guhilas

of Mewar

The genealogy of this branch as known from the Jain sources is as

follows

Mandalika

Camundaraja

Vijayaraja

24
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IV PARAMARAS OF CANDRAVATI AND ARBUDA

Though we have stray references in the Jain hteratuie to this branch of

the Paramaras, fortunately, we have several Jain inscriptions which have

helped us in bringing seveial members of this branch to light

The earliest source of information about this branch of the Paramaras

is the Vasantagadha stone inscription of the Paramira Purnapala dated V.E

1099 The Jain inscriptions, though belonging to a later period, help us in

constructing the history of this branch

The Jhalodi temple inscription dated VE 1255, which is the earliest

among the Jam inscriptions of this line, informs us that valorous Dhara-

varsa, joy of the Paramara clan, was ruling at Candravati.
1 Another Jam

inscuption discovered from the Luna temple at Mt Abu dated VE 1282

(A D 1230) traces the origin of this branch m the same way as we have seen

in the Ttlakamanjwi of the main line
2 The third one called the Vimala

temple inscription, dated VE 1378 (AD 1322), tells us the same kind

of origin The Prabhavaka-caitta and Ptabandha-koSa call the king of

Candravati Paramara

The first historical person of this branch according to the Luna temple

inscuption is Dhumaraja, 3 and according to the Vimala temple inscription,

Kanliada-deva 4 Both seem to be Practised form of Krsna-deva In die

opinion of some scholars Dhumaraja is most likely identical with Kanhada-

deva, both Dhuma and Krsna, being synonymous terms, signify dj™*

The Vasantagadha stone inscription of the Paramara Purnap a, a

V E 1099 (AD 1042),° mentions Utpalaraja as the first man of e ynas y

Certain scholars on the assumption that VakpatoSjaH bore the moodbaame

Utpalaraja maintain that Utpalaraja of Vasantagadha ^
with Vakpati II(c 975-90 AD ). This, however, seems improbable for we

i Aibuda, Jam Lekha-sandoha, P. IV, p io8, V a

JUTRgs#, =3?^^
. *-« i n rr __ IT

sftjrf^r sntraS

3fBRW5Trl?inil0 =? 1

_ _
,

Ibid , P II, P 97, V 32 Stf:

II

d ffsir v

3 Ibid, V 33. tfl

4 Ibid , p a, V 4

ijsr: ipit qigf

»

swfc'fc 5^1^?H8aarr! 1

* H C Ray, DHNI , II. P 9r3* fn 4

« El , IX, pp io-i5
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have a date V E. 10S9 (c 1002 AD) for Mahipala, a descendant of Utpala-

raja. who flourished after three or four generations and m a gap of twelve

years the periods of two or three reigning kings might not easily accom-

modated Moreover, we have a Jain inscription of Krsnaraja, dated V E 1024

(c 967 A D ), from village Diyana in the Sirohi District
1 The Krsnaraja of

this inscription is supposed to be Adbhuta Krsnaraja, the grandson of Utpala-

raja, whose date falls eight years earlier than that of Vakpati II (conjectured

to be Utpalar&ja by scholars) The identification, therefore, does not seem

plausible

The Vasantagadha inscription shows that Utpalaraja’s son was Aranya-

raja and Aranyaraja’s son was Adbhuta Krsnaraja We know nothing about

them

Adbhuta Krsnaraja The Jain inscription from Diyana near Mt Abu,

which was found in the temple of Santinatha on its girth engraved on a pil-

lar, records that an image of Vardhamana (Mahavira) was installed by a

Gosthi of Vistitaka clan m VE 1024 (c 967 AD ) m the reign of king

Krsnarfija * Though the family name of king is not mentioned there, it seems

probable, if we take mto consideration the matter of locality which was

under the rule of the Paiamaras of Arbuda during this period, that he must

have been identical with Adbhuta Krsna, son of Aranyaraja In the opinion

of Dr H C Ray, “Adbhuta Krsna may be identical with the hero Kanhada-

deva whose name occurs as that of one of the Abu Paramaras m the Mt
Vimala temple inscription” He, however, remarks that “it is more likely

that the person meant in the Arbuda inscription was the prince Krsnaraja

from whom Vakpati II traces his descent m his grants.”3

Dharanluaraha (c 995 AD) Dharanlvaraha is said to have suc-

ceeded Adbhuta Krsnaraja Though from the Vasantagadha mernphnn we
do not know of him, the information obtained from the Jam in«-ripiinns

certainly establishes this fact The Bijapur Jain inscription of the Rastra-

kuta Dhavala (

c

980 AD ) states that Dharanlvaraha, when attacked by
the powerful Caulukya king Mularaja, took shelter of Dhavala 4

Dharanl-

1 Arbuda-prSclna Jam Lekha-stmdoha, Pt V, No 486, p 168 ftggjgfe

w'fa'WI'W <wRo gBjf rpd) first VRPtllf fash

3 Ibid
3 D3NI , II, p 909
4 El

,

X. pp 17-24, V. 12
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raraha of this inscription has been a subject of dispute anions scholars
Prof. Kielhom assumed that he was a scion of a Cuda=ama~family of
Junagarh.3 But his assumption has no support According to Muni Tma-
Vijayaji he might have been a member of the Paramara dynasty of Arbuda.2
Pv. V. X. Reu assumes on the basis of the evidences from Riradu and
Vasantagaoha inscriptions that Dnaraar-araha might have been the fifth

member of the Paramara branch of Arbuda between Srsraraia and MaM-
pala.'

1 PL G. H Ojba and Dr. Bhandarkar accept him as the son of the
former and the father of the latter

’

This Dharanlvaraba may also be taken to be identical with Arbudesvara
mentioned in the Dryairaya-kmva in relation to the attack over Graharimi

Hemacandra states that as an ally of Mularaja Arbudesvara and the king of

fsrimil accompanied him in the war of Surastra. The commentator. Abhava-
tilakagani. refers to the two kings as being identical *

Makipala alias Devaraja: Dharanlvaraba was succeeded by Maid-

pala whose date we have as V.E. 1059 (e. 1002 AD.) from a grant.® He
had another name Devaraja for. the son of his son Dhandhuka Kpsnaraja

(II), is mentioned in his Bhinmai inscription as the grandson of Devaraja.7

The Jain work Prabkavckc-csrita mentions one Devaraja of the family of

Dhumaiaja who was ruling at Srlmal li.c.. Bhinmai) and who was the con-

temporary of Camungaraja (AD. 996-1010). This Devaraja of the Jain

work seems more probably identical with Devaraja of the said inscription

and may be the other name of Mahlpala of the Vasantagagha inscription

Mahipala was succeeded by his son Dhandhuka

Dhar.dirjka: This Dhandhuka, in the opinion of scholars is identi-

cal with the Abu Paramara of that name mentioned in the Jam inscription

1 Ibid., p. ry.

2 Pracir.3 Ja:u Ltkli-ssUgrals, p. COS.
1 Blarahzsrsj-kS prdcirm-ra’irsn.si, Pt. III. p 02.

4 ER , I, pp. zyz-jz ; El-, XX, Appendix, p. 20, Xo. 223.

1 \ s -L2-25 : g5?j=T 1

vWTwkwHt. vwugRc- fsyww: etc.

Commentary on V. 25 -vd?: • - . -'J" 1

4 G. H. Ojha, Rsj iprrdnJ-'-z-Ii'i.ds (Hindi), II - eye.

r BC., I, pp. 272-73. _ __
* SJG1I..XIII, p. 127: or JpPiassJS: I

r .> 1}
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of Vimala temple, from whom the genealogy given m the record begins 1

The Vimala temple record states that Dhandhukaraja, lord of the town

of Candravatl, was born in the family of Paramara Kanhadadeva 2 This

Dhandhuka, “averse from rendering homage to the (Caulukya) king Bhima

I (c 1022-64 AD ) and to escape from that anger, took refuge with king

Bhoja, the lord of Dhara {c 999-1055 AD)’” The inscription, after this

statement, abruptly introduces the Pragvata Vimala, the Dandapati of Bhima

I at Arbuda, and refers to the building of a temple of Rsabba (yitgadt

bhatir yugadi Jma, Admatka) by him on the top of the mountain in V E

1088 (1031 AD), which seems to indicate that Vimala became the Caulukya

governor of this region after ousting the Paramara Dhandhuka who was

probably the vassal of Bhoja But the Vasantagadha inscription of Puma-

pSla shows that the Paramaias were not permanently ousted from the

Abu region

We have no information about Pumapala m the Jam sources, but the

Vasantagadha inscription dated VE 1099 (AD 1042) and a Bhadunda

stone inscription dated VE 1102 (c 1045 AD)4 inform us that he was

ruling Arbuda Mandala during this peiiod

Pumapala was possibly succeeded by Krsnaraja II From the Bhinmal

stone inscription dated VE 1117 (c 1060 AD),'' we know that he was a

son of Dhandhuka He, therefore, appears to be a brothei of Pumapala The

Jam sources are silent about him

After him we have no history of this branch of the Paramaras for the

next fifty years We do not know what happened to them from the Jain

sources Then comes a Jam inscription to our rescue The inscription was

discovered in the Luna temple at Mt Abu and is dated VE 1287 (AD
1230) 11 gives us the following genealogical list of these later Abu Para-

maras of the time of Bhima II (c 1178-1241 A D )
11

1 El , IX. p i5i, 155-56, V 4,
2 Ibid , V 5 3glffnV5#EHPi. l

sreriad) jffa: gjrsrfa ||

3 ibid, v 6 jfotafagr gqgr fopwarere; ftg 1

sftsriJqR tra) URffbi iffaiq ||

See also SJGM , II, pp 51-52, Ytmala-va\ahkv-prabtndha
4 JBRAS , XXIII, p 78 ff

s Bom Gar , Pt, I, pp 472-73
8 El , VIIT, pp 2OC-04, 208-19 , see also irbttda-prSch.a Jain Ldha-
sandoha, Pt. II, pp. 92-109.
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From the sacrificial fire-pit of Vafistha on Mt Arbuda emerged the

following'

—

1 Paramara In that lineage

2 Dhumaraja Then there were

3 Dhandhuka,

4 Dhruvabhata and others In their lineage

5 Ramadeva,

6 Yalodhavala

7 Dharavarsa

8 Prahladana,

9 Somasimha

10 Krsnaraja,

11 Visaladeva

The above three names at the top of the list appear to be the same as

found in the Vasantagadha inscription, for example, the Paramara is the

common eponymous personage Dhumaraja is the same as Kanhadadeva of

the Vimala temple inscription referred to above, who has been identified with

the prince Krsnaraja from whom VSkpati II traces his descent in his grants

Dhundhuka of this inscription is possibly the same as the father of Puma-

pala of the Vasantagadha inscription

We do not know of Dhruvabhata etc, mentioned in the inscription

This line, however, begins with Ramadeva1 who. in the opinion of scholars,

was the relative of Krsnaraja II (c 1060-67 AD).

Vtkramasmha Ramadeva was succeeded by his brother Vikrama-

simha The Dvyafraya-kavya relates that when Kumarapala attacked e

Cahamana Amoraja, Vitramasiraha accompanied him
1

It, however, seems

that he had gone over to the enemy. The PrabhSmka-carita elaborately des-

cribes Vikramasimba’s treacherous designs as to how he disobeye 15 m

Kumarapala and neglected his ministers’ advice, how he plotted to mur

the king, how Kumarapala escaped in the battle of twelve jears,

imprisoned him and installed Ramadeva’s son, YaSodhava a. on e

1 Ibid , No 25 • atfg
• . . RiKiaifftr=>

sSIho I

! Canto XVI. V. 33
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of CandrIUali.
1 The KumarapSla-cartta refers to this event in these words

the Caulukya king Kumarapala suppressed the rebellion of Vikraraasimha

the lord of Candravall and having imprisoned him, installed his nephew

Yasodhavala in his place 2

YaSodhavala

.

Yaiodhavala of the above two Jain works is, undoubtedly,

Identical with the prince of that name mentioned as the son of Ramadeva in

the Luna temple epigraph of Ml. Abu It is referred to there that he killed

Ballala, the lord of M31a\a, when the latter became hostile to the Caulukya

prince
=
It appears therefore that he was a vassal of Kumarapala (c. 1144-

73 AD ) The abo\c references prove that Vikramasimha was a brother of

Ramadcia and might have been placed m Candravati as his feudatory by

JaxaMihha Siddharaja (c 1094-1144 AD) The period, known from the

inscriptions of Yasodhavala, is from VE 1202 to 1208 (AD. 1146-1152)

Dharivarsa According to the same Jam inscription Yasodhavala was

succeeded by his son Dharii\arsa who claimed to have defeated the lord of

Koukana, no doubt, in the interests of his sovereign the Caulukya Kumara-

pala 4 The name of this KonkanadhiSa is mentioned in the Dvyairaya-

Iflt'jo as Mallifcarjuna, as a southern enemy of Kumarapala.® The late Pt.

G. H Ojha has discovered so far fourteen stone inscriptions and one copper

plate ranging from VE 1220 (r. 1163 AD ) to VE 1276 (c 1219 AD ),

on the reign of Dhiravarsa We have fortunately two Jain inscriptions and

one colophon of the JnatadhamakatliQ-Ratnacfida-kathS for the date

of his reign besides stray literary references

» SJGM , XIII, pp. 199-202 5PJT tftrffl&Ps* ?<i i

! IV, Vs 452, 53 ryrfti^M wrawm m i

tfcr tot ng-

1

a si- viii, pp 211-16. v 35 .
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4 Ibid , V 36 I
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The colophon gives us the date V.E 1221, when that work was copied

in the leign of the king Dhaiavarsa who enjoyed the pleasure of king

Kumaiapala of Anahillapataka 1

The two inscriptions are as follows:

—

I. Jbalodi inscription was found m a Jain temple at Jhalodi in

the Siiohi distnct (Rajasthana) It opens with the invocation of the loid

Vaidhamana (Mahavira) It recoids the erection of a Satka-catustlka

in VE 12S2 when the king Dharavarsa was luling at Candravati The

inscription mentions his wife’s name as SrngaradevI, a daughter of

Kelhanadeva (Nadol Cahamana) It also refeis to VE. 1255 (AD

1 198) when all the people of Gostha erected a dooi foi then benediction

The inscnption was composed by one Tilakaprabhasuri
=

II. Aiasana inscription was found in a temple at Arasana in the

Suolu District of Rajasthan. It records that in VE 1276 (AD 1219)

an image of Sumatinatha was installed in the victorious reign of Sri

Dharavarsa, Mandalika Suralambhu (Mandalesvara)

The colophon mentioned above shows that he was a feudatory chief

of Tf.mia.apSla The Arasana inscription also refers to him as a feudatory

chief. The other so many inscriptions radicate that his reign was a long one

of fifty-six years (c. 1163-1219 AD ), and he enjoyed it as a loyalI feuda-

tory of no less than foui Caulukya kings from Kumarapala (c 1

AD ) to Bhlma II (c 1178-1241 A.D.).

The Prabandha-koSa states:

—

‘One Vastupala, the worthy minister of VIradhavala, was informed

that Suratrana Mojadina (Sultana Sihab-ud-din) was advancing

westwaid fiom Delhi It was felt that they might invade the land ol

Gujarata througli the pass of Arbuda. Viradhavala feared veiy ™ch

because he knew that all the powerful kings like Jayacandra and Prtnvi-

i5ja were killed by these Muslim invaders Vastupala, on the o er

hand, quickly made ready to check them -and oi ere a >

1 SJGM, XVIII, p xog. Wit

3 Atbuda-Lekha-sandoha, IV, No 311, p 108

1
Ibid-. No zr, p. 6.
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a feudatory in charge of the Arbuda, to lestnct their further advance,

who on his part did it
1

As to when this event took place is the query before us The younger

brother of Dharavarsa by name Prahladanadeva composed a play, PSrtka-

patakrama m which it is stated that Dharavarsa repulsed the mighty assault

by the Cahamana Prthviraja (III), the king of Jangala We know from the

chronology of the Cahamanas that Prthviraja was slam by Sihab-ud-din

in VE 1249 (AD 1193) and Jayacand in VE 1251 (AD 1195) The

date of Dharavarsa from the inscriptions is known as V.E 1276 (c 1218

AD ) If the statement of the Jam author is reliable the event must have

taken place before VE 1276 We, however, have no other corroboratory

evidences for this fact Mojadina is regarded to be the other name of Sihab-

ud-din by scholars The mention of his name, however, does not seem pro-

bable m that period fov his existence is proved between 1173-1206 A.D

when Vastupala was not the minister of Viradhavala

Prahladanadeva. The same Luna temple inscription informs us that

Dharavarsa had a younger brother by name Prahladana who defended the

Gurjara king when the latter’s powei was broken in the battle by (Gubila)

Samantasimha 1 The Gurjara king referred to m the inscription has been

rightly identified with the Caulukya king Ajayapala (c 1173-76 AD.).

The Prabandha-koSa and the Pm atana-prabandka-sangraha state that

“R5na Prahladana, the founder of Prahladanapura, of the Paramara family,

bearing the title Kftrcala Saiasvati, was in the company of Kumarapala

Caulukya at the time of a religious journey 4
It is believed that he wrote a

one-act play named Partha-parakrama He was a man of various accom-

plishments

i sjgm , VI, p 117 ftsftr sfhgfcfNgftprcr qfem

See also for the full discussion JSS , III, Pt I, pp 153-60
* EL, VIII, pp 211-16, v 38 (KHtiritaifa 1
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on the throne of Anahilapatana they paid him their homage Though Vikrama-
simha disowned his allegiance to Kumarapala, he also got at the end his
due punishment We see several rapid changes and transference of power
after Kumarapala on the throne of Anahilapatana, but we never see any
change in the allegiance of the members of this line

Dharavarsa, the long-lived feudatory who survived his four sovereign

kings, was the most faithful man who served all of them with equal vigour

His noble brother Prahladanadeva was a man of various attainments

Their territory was situated between the two powerful kingdoms

—

Sapadalaksa and Anahilavada, theiefore, there was no opportunity to ex-

tend it They waged several wars on behalf of their sovereign kings with

the other powerful kings like Prthviraja and Sihab-ud-din but they never

sustained any reverse A member of this branch, Yasodhavala, led a success-

ful expedition to the distant Konkan Perhaps they maintained a good

military' force

This family held its sway over the Mt Arbud for more than three cen-

turies of the Christian era with certain gaps Dmmg this period the territory

came to be called AstadaJaSatl province whose other name was Asosittana

according to Kinsaria stone inscription They made the legion quite prosperous

It, however, appears from their inscriptions as well as literary sources

that they ever linked their fate with then sovereign kings, the Caulukyas

and with their fall at last they disappeared totally This small but promising

family has a unique position in the history of India

The genealogy of this branch according to the Jam sources may be

constructed as follows:

—

Dhumaraja— Kanhadadeva

Adbhuta — Krsparaja

DhanuuvarSha

Devaraja [alias Mabipala)

Dhandhuka

Krsnaraja II

a gap of fifty years

Dhruvabhata and others
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a feudatory in charge of the Arbuda, to restrict their further advadte,

who on his part did it
1 ! ‘

As to when this event took place is the query before us The younger

brother of DharSvarsa by name Prahladanadeva composed a play, PSrtha-

patakrama, in which it is stated that Dharavarsa repulsed the mighty assault

by the Cahamana Prthviraja (III), the king of Jangala We know from the

chronology of the Cahamanas that Prthviraja was slam by Sihab-ud-din

in VE 1249 (AD 1193) and Jayacand in VE 1251 (AD 1195) The

date of Dharavarsa from the inscriptions is known as VE 1276 (c. .1218

AD) If the statement of the Jain author is reliable the event must have

taken place before V E 1276 We, however, have no other corroboratory

evidences for this fact Mojadina is regarded to be the other name of Sihab-

ud-din by scholars The mention of his name, however, does not seem pro-

bable in that period for his existence is proved between 1173-1206 AD
when Vastupala was not the minister of Viradhavala

Prahladanadeva. The same Luna temple inscription informs us that

Dharavarsa had a younger brother by name Prahladana who defended the

Gurjara king when the latter’s power was broken in the battle by-(Guhik)
Samantasimha 3 The Gurjara king referred to in the inscription has been
nghtly identified with the Caulukya kmg Ajayapala (c 1173-76 AD)
The Prabandha-koia and the Puraiana-prabandha-sangraka state- that
“Rana Prahladana, the founder of Prahladanapura, of the Paramara family,
bearing the title Kurcala Sarasvati, was in the company of gnmsVnpsip
Caulukya at the time of a religious journey' It is believed that he wrote a
one-act play named Partha-paiakrama He was a man of various accom-
plishments
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on the throne of Asahilapatana they paid him their homage Though Vikrama-

simha disowned his allegiance to Eumarapala, he also got at the end his

due punishment We see several rapid changes and transference of power

after Eumarapala on the throne of Anahilapatana, but we never see any

change in the allegiance of the members of this line

Dharavarsa, the long-lived feudatory who survived his four sovereign

kings, was the most faithful man who served all of them with equal vigour

His noble brother Prahladanadeva was a man of various attainments.

Their territory was situated between the two powerful kingdoms

—

Sapadalaksa and AnahilavSda, therefore, there was no opportunity to ex-

tend it They waged several wars on behalf of their sovereign kings with

the other powerful kings like Prthviraja and Sihab-ud-dln but they never

sustained any reverse A member of this branch, Yasodhavala, led a success-

ful p-rpyHiiinn to the distant Konkan Perhaps they maintained a good

military force.

This family held its sway over the Mt Arbud for more than three cen-

turies of the Christian era with certain gaps During this period the territory

came to be called Astadasafati province whose other name was Asosittana

according to Kinsaria stone inscription They made the region quite prosperous

It, however, appears from their inscriptions as well as literary sources

that they ever linked their fate with their sovereign kings, the Caulukyas,

and with their fall at last they disappeared totally. This small but promising

family has a unique position in the history of India

The genealogy of this branch according to the Jain sources may be

constructed as follows:

—

Dhfimaraja— KSnbadadeva

Adbhuta — Kjsnar&ja

DhararuvarSha

DevarSja [alias Mabipala)

Dhandhuka

I
. TT

KrsnarSja II

a gap of fifty years

Dhruvabhata and others
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Dhruvabhata and others

Ramadeva Vikramasimha
Yasodhavala

Dharavarsa Pralhadana

Visaladeva Somasunha

Pratapasimha Krsnaraja III

V. PARAMARAS OF KIRaDU

This branch of the Paramaras has been known from a damaged inscrip-

tion found at Kiradu m the Jodhpur division of Rajasthana

It consists of 26 lines in Samskrt incised on a pillar of a temple of

Siva It is fortunately dated VE 1218 (AD 1162) in the reign of

SomeSvara Paramara who was a feudatory of Kumarapala Canlukya 1

The inscription begins with ‘Om namah Saivajnayct, therefore, it has

been taken here as a Jam source

After the invocation of Sanmjha, it devotes two verses to the

praise of God Siva, who was the family deity of the Caulukyas

In verse 3 is traced the origin of the Paramaras from the <arrifir.ai

pit on Mt Abu,2 as we usually find concerning the origin of the
other branches of the Paramaras In verse 4 it is stated that there were
a number of kings in that dynasty among whom was a powerful king by
name SindhurSja who ruled over Marumandala 8

Prof Ganguly suggests
his identification with Smdhuraja (c 996-999 AD) of Malava line 4 In
verse S the nest name is given by Dr Bhandarkar as tfsala (Utpala) and
by Dr Ganguly as Dusala s The next two verses are too much damage^ jn

1 P C. Nahar, Jam Lekha-saagraha, Pt I, pp. 251-53 , EIG , III, No 140 B,
PP *73~7o

SC«rr. . .TOTOVfT »

4 JBORS , XVIII, 1932, p 40 ff.

s EI > Appendix, 43, No, 312
,
JBORS

,

XVIII, p. 40 £f.



CHAPTER IX

THE DYNASTIES OF SAURASTRA

I THE CAVADA OF ANAHILAPUR

The Capa or CSpotkata or Cavotkata is the well-known Ksatriya

tribe which we come across during the seventh and eighth centuries of the

Christian eia Cavada is the popular version of the above Sanskrtised form

of the name of this tribe

Eailv account and position The earliest mention of the Capas is

found in the Brahma-siddhanta of Brahmagupta who wrote it at Bhinamala

in 628 A D 1 When Yuan-Chwang visited Bhinamala about the year 642

AD a young Ksatriya was ruling there The Navasari plates of Pulakeli

Avanijanasraya dated 470 A D also have a reference to this dynasty
5 There

they are mentioned after Saindhavas, Kacchelas and Saura$tras and before

Mauiyas and Gurjaras Thus it seems that they at that time were somewhere

on the bolder of Kaccha, Kathiawara and Gujarata The same plates record

that they were troubled by the Arabs J They appear to have been a very

powerful people and resisted the invasion on their country by the Arabs

But in the beginning of the eighth century (c 712 A D )
the incessant raids

of the Aiabs, it seems, compelled them to transfei their capital from Bhina-

mala to Pancaiara In the opinion of the late Pt G H Ojha, they were

attacked at Bhinamala
4 PaficaSara, at present, is a small village near Radhana-

pui on the border of the R.anna of Kaccha The reference to avo a in

the Navasari plates also suggests, their poation at .that time, w i mos y

fall's upon PaficaSara.
3 The Prabandha-ctnt&mam mentions *““*7

the region of Vadiyara where Vanaraja Cavada was born e an

1 HR

,

pp 56 and 131
'taPRifa

silawimsfat wrftw

dilwsi'fft I

3 Ibid.
'

1 Raiaputam-ka Itihas, Pt I, p 146
Pt I n 50

« D. I£ Shastn, Gujardfano Mttdhyakalin RajapiUa It

» SJGM ,
t, p. 12 5^ etc.
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Dhruvabhata and others

!

I I

RSmadeva Vikramasimha
Yasodhavala

!

t
DharSvarsa Pralhadana

Visaladeva Somasimha

Pratapasnnha Krsnarija III

V PARAMARAS OF KIRADU

This branch of the Paramaras has been known from a damaged inscrip-

tion found at Kiradu in the Jodhpur division of Rajasthana

It consists of 26 lines in Samskrt incised on a pillar of a temple of

Siva It is fortunately dated VE 1218 (AD 1162) in the reign of

Scmeivara Paramara who was a feudatory of Kumarapala Caulukya 1

The inscription begins with ‘Ow namah Sarvajiiaya'

,

therefore, it has

been taken here as a Jam source

After the invocation of Sarvapia, it devotes two verses to the

praise of God Siva, who was the family deity of the Caulukyas

In verse 3 is traced the origin of the Paramaras from the sacrificial

pit on Mt Abu,2 as we usually find concerning the origin of the

other branches of the Paramfiras In verse 4 it is stated that there were

a number of kings in that dynasty among whom was a powerful king by
name Sindhuraja who ruled over Marumandala’ Prof Ganguly suggests

his identification with Sindhuraja (c 996-999 A D ) of Malava line.
4 In

verse S the next name is given by Dr BhandSrkar as tfsala (Utpala) and
by Dr Ganguly as Dfisala

B The next two verses are too much damaged In

» P. C. Nahar, Jam Lekha-sangraJm, Pt I, pp. 251-53 , HIG , III, No. rig B,

PP 173-76.

‘Ibid gpair TOtTOTT II

5 Ib,i
. . 1 nircniTOijiPinv5% ti

4 JBORS , XVIir, 1932, p 40 ft,
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,
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CHAPTER IX

THE DYNASTIES OF SAURASTRA

I THE CAVADA OF ANAHILAPUR

The Capa or Capotkata or Clvotkata is the well-known Ksatnya

tribe which we come across during the seventh and eighth centuries of the

Chustian era. Cavada is the popular version of the above Sanskrtised form

of the name of this tribe

Eatly account and position The earliest mention of the Capas is

found in the Biahma-siddhanta of Brahmagupta who wrote it at Blunamfila

in 628 A.D 1 When Yuan-Chwang visited Bbinamala about the year 642

A D. a young Ksatriya was ruling there The Navasari plates of Pulakeii

AvanijanaSraya dated 470 A D also have a reference to this dynasty
3 There

they are mentioned after Saindhavas, Kacchelas and Saurastras and before

Mauryas and Gurjaias Thus it seems that they at that time were somewhere

on the border of Kaccha, Kathiawara and Gujarata The same plates record

that they were troubled by the Arabs 4 They appear to have been a very

powerful people and resisted the invasion on their country by the Arabs

But in the beginning of the eighth century (c. 712 AD )
the incessant raids

of the Arabs, it seems, compelled them to transfer their capital fiom Bhlna-

mala to PaficaJara In the opinion of the late Pt G. H Ojha, they were

attacked at Bhinamala
4 Pancaiara, at present, is a small village near Radhana-

pur on the border of the Ranna of Kaccha The reference to (Svotkata in

the Navasari plates also suggests their position at that time, w
^

®os

^
falls upon Pancaiara.5 The Piabandha-cmtanum mentions

the region of VadiySra where Vanar&ja C&vada was orn e

1 HR , pp 56 andi3i

fl'l^ aifSrapffti

3 ibtd.

4 Raiaputana-ka Ihhas, Pt I, P z4° , m t o so.
s D. K. Shastri, Gu}aratano MaihyokSlin RajapBto tokos, .

3 SJGM , J, p. 12
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Kaccha and Gujarata from the Raima of Kaccha up to Radhanapur is

railed the region of Vadiyara This almost tallies with the reference to the

Navasara plates wherein the position of Cavadas is mentioned The Jain

chroniclers mostly attach them with their capital Pancasara

Before going to deal with the history of this family we may say

frankly that we have no contemporary epigraphs of the Cavadas to cor-

roborate the facts derived from the Jam and other sources

All the literary sources on the Cavadas may be divided mto three

classes They are (
1) the bardic version contained m the RatmmalS (c. 1230

A D
)

of Krsiiakavi,
(
11) the Brahmamcal version contained in the Dhar-

maranya-mahatmya and (in) the Jam version as found in the Prabandha-

mtamam and other prabandhas All of them belong to the twelfth and later

centuries while the family was ruling in the period two centuries earlier

(c 750-956 AD) Nevertheless, the tradition recorded by the chroniclers

of Gujarata should not be discarded on this ground It is an important family,

because it forms a link between the early and later mediaeval periods of

Gujarata

Early lejeience The prabandha writers trace the starting-point of

the rise of this Capotkata family to Vanaraja of Pancasara who in his later

hie founded the city of Anahillapura The earliest reference to this family is

found m the Vadanagar Praksh of Kumarapala dated VE 1208 (AD
1152)

1 This inscription confirms the fact that the Cavadas were ruling at

Anhilavada m the tenth century, for it states that Mularaja gained Anahilla-

pura by overthrowing the Cavada An Apabhramfia work Nemtnaha-cariu

of Hanbhadrasuri contains the earliest reference to Vanaraja in its colo-

phon dated VE 1216 (c 1160 A

D

)
2

It denotes the way in which Vana-

raja tried to make his city prosperous and strengthened his kingdom. It

states:

—

In the town of Gambhuya there was an elderly rich merchant by
name Thakkura Ninnaya, whom Vanaraja honoured as a father

(Jauayabtiddhta) Once he requested Ninnaya to reside in his own
capital of Anahillapataka There Ninnaya built a temple of Rcahba

the first Tirthamkara of the Jamas This Nmnaya’s son named Lahara

1 El

,

I,p 293
* SanatkumSra-earttam A section from Hanbhadra’s Nemtnaha-canu edited

by H. Jacoby, 152 ^ qf» 1 ttf 1OT
tilR4 ^ d "till's!

1g |

26
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herself went to gather fuel By the way a Jain monk named §!laguna-

suri came there and observed that the shade of the tree, even though

it was afternoon, was not bending Thinking that this was due to

mysterious powers of the boy who would become a JinaSasana pra-

bhavaka i e
,
a propagator of the Jam faith, he biought him from the

mother by giving her the means of subsistence ” Then he was brought

up by Gamut (head nun) VIramati and was given the name of Vana-

laja
1 When he was eight years old he was asked to look after the holy

things so that they might not be damaged by rats He did this by kill-

ing them with arrows. The Jain monk foresaw from his horoscope that

he was to become a great king and so he was returned to his mother

Vanaraja lived with his maternal uncle who was leading the life of

a bandit 2

The Puialam-prabandha-sangraha does not mention his mother's name

and states a somewhat different tale —
In the village of Ambasana, there lived two brothers named Canda

and Camunda of the Capotkata dan An astrologer informed them that

the child which the wife of Camunda was bearing m the womb, when
born, would kill Canda So she was abandoned She went to Fancasara

where she made her livelihood by gathering fud and other things The
Silagunasun, who had gone out, saw the shade of Va»a tree nninrlinpH

He, therefore, considered the boy as an auspicious one The mother

was given shelter m a caitya or temple where he resided.
3

The bardic version Ratnamild of Krsnakavi narrates:

—

“Jayafekhara, the king of Cavada family of Fancasara, was attacked

by Bhuvada of Kalyana-kataka m the Kanyakubja province in VE
752 (A D 695) The city of Pancasara was besieged by the attacking

array The siege continued for fifty-two days When JayaSekhara saw
that he could no longer hold against the enemy he sent away his queen
Rupasundari whor was pregnant to a forest nearby with her brother

Surapala, who was his general, but afterwards turned to be an outlaw
Jayafekhara died fighting In the forest Rupasundari delivered a son

1 Ihd
, p 12 sppw: |

5 Ibid
3 VattarBjavrttatii, p 12 •

am . , $ t3mt? i tra* ^tefcr etc
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who was named as Vanaraja Bhuvada grew fond of Gujarat but was
induced to return to his capital under pressure from his general ’ 1

The Dhaimaranya-mahatmya supplies some more details —
'When seven hundred years bad elapsed after Vikrama. Ama the

ruler of Kanauj, drove out the king of Khetakapura then the capital of
Gujarata, and occupied the land At that time, Dhruvapata, a descendant
of the Solar race, ruled over Valabhi. Ama gave one daughter in mar-
riage to the king of Valabhi and another to the king of T.sta The nj]er

of Kanauj converted both his sons-in-law to Buddhism and gave Gujarat
to his daughter in dowry. It was, therefore annexed to Valabhi. The
Brahmanas, thereupon, left the country and sought refuge with Jaya-

Sekhara of Paficasara The king of Valabhi, therefore, invited his father-

in-law Ama to attack Jayaiekhara, which he did Jayasekhara met

heroic death in the battle. Ak$ata, the queen of Jayasekhara, was sent

to a forest, where the Brahmanas gave her asylum and forecasted a

royal future for her son ,a

From all these stories it comes out that the prabandhas and other liter-

ature are not unanimous about the parentage of Vanaraja But it is certain

that Vanaraja was connected with PancSsara in the earlier part of his life

Certain P/oblems

•

In order to discover the historical truth in these

legends, certain points require elucidation According to the Prabandha-

dntamani noted above Gujarata was a part of Kflnyakubja country at the

time of Vanaraja’s birth. And accoring to the Ratnamala, which Forbes fol-

lows, king Jayasekhara was slain by Solankee king Bhuvada of Kalyasa-

kataka Our prabandha writers know two Kalyana-katakas as one in the

Kanyakubja country and the other in the Deccan. They, howmer. never

know any of the Kalyana-katakas in the sense of the capital of Solankee

Raja Bhuvada. Certain scholars conjecture that Bhuvada may have been a

corrupted form of Bhuvana£raya. a name given to the Cahikya king Vijaya-

ditya of Badami (A D. 696-733) and by Kalyana the author, undoubtedly,

means Kalyana of Deccan the capital of later CUukyas But it was founded

by the year A D 1033. It, therefore, seems that the writer of the Ratnamala

is involved in an anachronism Since, according to the Navasari plates.

1 Rasamala, I, pp. 26-36

s The legends are mentioned briefly bj V. K. Shastri in Forbes RasamSi

(G. Ed.), I, 34.
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Pancasara was destroyed by the Arabs, the bardic version, the Ratnamala,

may not be taken as reliable in this respect
1

Besides this anachronism if we consider the case of Pancasara as form-

ing part of Kanyakubja at the time of the birth of Vanaraja (VE 752-

A D 696), there is one more anachronism We know from the history that the

kingdom of Kanauj was under a chaotic condition after the death of Harsa-

vardhana The only king before the advent of the Pratlharas at Kanyakubja

was YaSovarman But it is not mentioned anywhere that the northern Gujarata

was under his dominion If at any time Gujarata formed a part of Kanyakubja

kingdom, it was during the reign of the later Pratlharas of Kanauj It,

therefore, seems that the later tradition has been wrongly recorded by the

Jain prabandhas, like the early one, which is obviously an anachronism

This anachronism may be explained further Merutunga in his Pra-

bandha-cmtdman records a legend which seems to have contained some

historical facts concealed in it It states as to how a king of Kanyakubja

married the daughter of a king of Gujarat, how Vanaraja was appointed

to collect from Gujarat the marriage cess which the king of Kanyakubja
had given to his daughter by way of dowry, how Vanaraja collected the

cess and gave the collections to a deputation from Kanyakubja, how he

waylaid it and secured the money which he used for consolidating his

power* The Dharmaratiya-mahatmya also states that when the boy grew
up he organized a band of bandits and when the revenue collectors of the

king of Kanauj were proceeding to Kanauj with the collections he fell upon
them and robbed them of the treasure We have to think in this connection

as to who the king of Kanyakubja was whose revenue was collected m that

early penod in Gujarat We have seen that Gujarat was under the sway of
the later Gurjara Pratlharas of Kanauj The period to which they belonged
is quite later than that of Vanaraja If we go to the history of the predeces-
sors of the Pratlharas of Kanauj, we certainly get some solutions to this
puzzle. We are told that a forefather of the above Pratlharas, by name
Nagabhafa I (c 725-750 A.D

) was laying the foundation of future great-
ness of the Pratihara empire somewhere in the Marumandala, who is said

1 RSsamala, I, Appendix to Chapter II, p. 36.
8 S
{
6M - 1 P

.
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to have defeated a vast army of Mlecchas 1 This period is also regarded as

one of continuous raids by Arabs The events relating' to the king of Kanya-

kubja recorded in the above legends seem to indicate that Nagabhata I may

have been the king with whom the Cavadas of Pancasara might have come

in conflict and who seems to have been confused by the above chroniclers

with lus successois, who ruled the dominion from Kanauj

The rum of his fortune led Vanaraja to become an outlaw against the

Pratiharas and avenge himself by robbing and killing the officers of the

kiDg When he had sufficient means, he founded a kingdom with Anahila-

vada as its capital.

Foundation of Anahtlapatam. The prabandhas state that the city of

Anabilavada was founded by Vanaraja after a shepherd named Anahila

who had pointed out a spot where a hare was chased by dog The Prabandha

-

cmtamam gives VE 802 (746 A D
)

as the date of Vanaraja’s installation

while in the VicaraSient, VE 821 (76SA.D ) is given as the date of the founda-

tion of the city
5 The Dhannaianya records the date of foundation of the

city as V.E 802 ’ According to Mr Ramlal Modi who has worked on the

chronology of Cavadas the year V.E 802 seems to be coirect The city also

contains some lehcs of the Cavada rule
4

Genealogy and chronology According to the prabandhas and other

literary sources the family of Vanaraja consisted of eight members who

ruled for 196 yeais. The period of their reign begins from VE 802 (746

A D ) and ends in the year V E 998 (941 A D )
As regards toe individual

members of the dynasty, their succession and duration of reign, we have

several authorities at our disposal They, however, differ so much that it

is veiy difficult to reconcile them The following works for toe genea ogj

may be consulted here (1) the Piabandha-ctntimant, (2) toe Sukrta

sankhtana, (3) the Sukrta-kiittkallohm, (4) toe Vtcarafrent (5) e

Kuniarapaia-piabaudha,
(6 )

toe Dharmaranya, (7) toe RatnamSIB, (8)
e

Miial-c-AJimadt, (9) the Pravacana-partksa, (10) toe Rajavah-kosthaU

and (11) the bardic Copadas

Gwalior Ins of Bhoja I, El ,
XVIII, p 99 ff ,

V 4 ^

JSS

,

II, No 4 p 9

8 Canto 66, V 83
4 KantamSUi, foundation date of Patana, p 156
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As regards the early limit of the reign of the Cavadas we have to con-

sider the date of Vanaraja The Prabandha-ctntamani does not mention the

date of birth of Vanaraja but it records V E 862 (80S A D ) as the date of

his death when he was 109 years and some months old
1
If we subtract 109

from 862 we get VE 7S3 (AD 697) is the date of birth of Vanaraja Ac-

cording to the same authority he was appointed at the age of SO in the year

V E 802 (746 AD) when he founded the city of Anahillapura In the fore-

going pages we have discussed that by the year 740 AD (Navasan plates)

the Cavadas of Paficasara were attacked by the Arabs Vanarfija at that time

may have been 44 years old for he was SO years of age in the year 746
AD The Prabanaha-cintamani states that when Vanaraja was a child in

the cradle, his mother was very poor, and she collected the fuel The Ratna-
malc and Dkarmdranya inform us that the king of Paficasara was 1-iHpH by
the king of Kanauj (suggested by me as Nagabhata I) and then was bom
Vanaraja If the long age of 109 years of Vanaraja be accepted, this would
mean that the misfortune of the family might have befallen in the year of

his birth le, VE 7S2 (698 AD) This period is obviously quite earlier

than that of the Navasan plates which proves the wristem-P 0f Cavada at

Paficasara in 739 AD, and then that of Nagabhata I (72S-7S6 AD ) In
the above light it seems that there is some mistake m recording the rather
unusually long age of 109 years of Vanaraja

Moreover, the coronation year VE. 802 (746 AD ) of Vanaraja also
seems rather improbable When we reconcile the statement of the Prabandha-
antamam with the Navasan plates and Nagabhata I, the year 746 AD
(VE 802) seems more probably the date of birth of Vanaraja The
VtcaraSrai, gives ns VE 821 (AD 764) as the foundation date of Anahil-
lapur by Vanaraja 2 By that time he must have been nineteen years old which
seems to me as the coronation date

The foundation of Anahilavada by Vanaraja is a matter of contro-
versy One Jam authority Jmaprabha in the Vmdha-tirtha-kalpa states
that the aty was built on the site of a town known as LakharSma, which
is stated to have been founded m V E S02 (446 A D )

s
It seems, however

1 SJGM . I, pp 13-14

* JSS ,
II, No 3 , p

* SJGM

,

X, p 51

I
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the Suvihita monks.1 He was certainly a dauntless man and his kingly

qualities assisted him to regam the fortune of his family which was ruthlessly

destroyed by the enemies

Yogaraja. According to the Suktta-samktrtana, Prabandha-cmtimam

and Vtcarakent, Vanaraja was succeeded by his son Yogaraja 2 He has

been assigned a reign of 10 years m the A and D MSS of the Prabmidha-

cintdmmi and 85 years and a life of 120 years, in the other MSS of the same

work*
,

while the Vtcsrabem gives only 9 years for bis reign 1 If we accept

the version of A-D MSS, which agrees approximately with that of the

Vicdrairem in different regnal years and in order of succession with those of

the Sukrta-samtirtana and VicSralrent, we can deduct twenty-five years

from 120 years of his life. That will give him a life of about 95 yeais.

Wrong Identification Confuted This Yogaraja has been identified by

Messrs Diksit and Diskalkar with Yogaraja of Haisola grants of Slyaka

dated V.E. i()05 (949 A D )
This identification is obviously wrong as the

last date of Yogaraja Cavada falls in VE 897 (
842 AD) which is an

early period of about 100 yeais To rectify this error they assume that

either there may havebeen one more Yogaraja after Ghaghada Cavada whose

name is not recorded by the Jain chroniclers or Yogaraja may be another

name of Samantasimha (V E 980-988) who was killed by MfllarSja Caulu-

kya * But their assumption has no support at all. Mr Ramlal Modi, on

the other hand, assumes that Avamvaiman alias Yoga, a feudatory of

Mahendrapala Pratlhara, may have been identical with Yogaraja Cavada.

But the date revealed by the inscriptions of Avamvarman (VE 956) show

that he belonged to a later period Thus this identification also does not

seem to be correct.® Merutunga gives the Mowing information —

“Once during his reign, ships of a foreign king laden with neb

cargo were driven by storm to Somanatha Pajtana m Saurasfra. is

son Ksemaraja requested his father, the king, to permit him t0 *

possession of these foreign ships He told him that there are in

1 SJGM , XIII, p. 136, Vs 71-81

3 SJGM , I, p 14 ^ CW 3% aWfrKTO?

3 ibid., p 14 to Ptcfsttc ? nra S
^ mi „

(•*) ^*rcrsRraT
*

-

< JSS , II, No 3-4 p 9 33 % fEI? I

5 PTOC , 1924. ( Madras), pp. 3°3-°8

0 I

A
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a thousand, spmted horses and elephants, eighteen m number, and

crores of other things All these will go to their own country through

our country If Your Majesty will give the order, I will bring them to

you
’ 1

When this proposal had been made to king, he forbade the attempt.

But Ksemaraja and his brothers, thinking that the king had grown

senile, took possession of this foreign property as it was being earned

through the boundary of their kingdom This may be the boundary

between Kathiawar and mam land Gujarata When Yogaraja heard

this news, he was deeply affected by this misdeed of his sons He told

them,
“ When m foreign countnes, kings praise the government of all

sovereigns, they say scornfully that in the land of Gujarat there is a

government of robbers When we are informed of this and similar facts

by our representatives in their reports, we are afflicted, because we do,

to certain extent, feel despondent on account of our ancestors "*

After saying this he fasted unto death for the sms of his sons He is

said to have built a temple of the goddess YogisvarT.®

Yogaraja’s Successors He had three sons by names Ratnaditya, Vairi-

simha and Ksemaraja 4 Ksemaraja was succeeded by his son Camunda-

raja According to the Prabandha-cintsmani his name was Bhtlyada

Camundaraja was followed by his son Ghaghada who is also called Ahada
by the Sukita-saiuksrtana The last king is called Bhuyagad in the A-D
MSS of the Prabandha-autsmam and Samantasimha m the present edition of

the same He is also called Bhubhata by the Sukrta-saiiilnrtam and Piiad

by the Vtcaraircm Agada built two temples, one was known as Agadei-

vata-prsssda probably dedicated to Siva and the other known as KantcSvari-

pnsdda6 dedicated to the goddess Kantesvari in whose honour, as we have

seen, Vanaraja had also built a temple The last long built a temple known
as Blmyagadehara-prsssda He built also a rampart round Anahilapura,

to protect the city.* Thus it appears that Capotkatas were great builders.

According to Meiutunga the last king Samantasimha, who is Bhflyada

1 sjgm , r, p 14 grdi#i

smuarfr i

* Ibid
s Ibid ugfal

1

* Rasamala, Pt. I, Appendix, Chapter III, p 45.
1 Hid, pis 3$? sfifcmr gut apferegfctiftraiH-

|

* Ibid TOT
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or Pfiad in other works, was murdered by his sister’s son.1 The VteStairem

is, however, silent on this point The Kumsrapsla-canta of Jayasimhasfin

confirms the view 2

The Vadanagara prasasti of Kumarapala dated 1152 A.D informs ns

that the Capotkatas were overthrown by Miilaraja 3

According to a verse quoted in the Prabandha-cmtsmant, “this king-

dom of the Gurjaras, even from the time of king VanarSja, was established

with the Jam mantias (counsels), its foes indeed has no cause to rejoice ”*

It is a question as to how much of this claim is historically correct The

official religion of the kings was, no doubt, Saivism and Saktism (they built

many temples of these deities), but the influential persons in the state, the

rich merchants like Nmnaya, his son Lahara, chief-minister Jamba etc

were probably most of them Jams Thus the Jams occupied high posts in

the state. So, from this point of view, the claim may be regarded valid at

least partially. But as far as the political life of Capotkatas is concerned

there is nothing characteristically Jam

II THE CAULUKYAS (SOLANKIS) OF GUJARATA

Unlike the other dynasties we have copious Jam material for the poli-

tical and social history of the Caulukyas of Gujarata. The Jain writers of

Gujarata were more careful to record almost every incident of this family

It seems that they had developed greater historical sense during this age.

The period of nearly three centuries and a half (961-1304 A D )
over which

the members of this dynasty ruled, is regarded as the most flashing

penod of the Jam religion and its literature The Jam writers were most y

associated with the state and government of that penod and the

“J®
1™ 1

we get from them naturally presents before us a true picture o

far

^herapital of this family from the very beginning (from ”P

to the end. was Anahilapataka, 3 sometimes known as Analuflap

Aijhilapatana also. Before the establishment o t e u U
!7 nilnr.it>ahtv

were ruling there, but they were the master of only a small principally

1 PC., p 16

2 Canto I, V 30, p i ^^
3 22/ , If p. 293 ^
* SJGM., I, p 13 gwtiwfo*^ switch 1

2 DV., Canto I, V. 4. g* WZFif&n&X. 1
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Caulukyas, unlike them, developed that small principality into an empire m
winch Gujarata reached the climax of its glory.

We have seen m relation to the Gurjara Pratiharas that the land of

Gujarat formed a part of the great Pratihara empire at least up to c 932

AD The colophon of the Aradlumakathaho&a referred to above dearly

supplies us this information 1

MTdaraja’s Ancestors The first member of this dynasty unanimously

accepted is Miilaraja who made the fortune of this dan bright. Several Jam
authorities indisputably refer to his father’s name as Rap The Prabandha-

cintmwm records an interesting story relating to Rap and his two brothers

The story runs thus

“The three brothers by name Rap, Bija, and Dagdaka bom of the

same mother and sons of Munjaladeva of the family of the fang Bhuya-

raja previously mentioned (as the rder of Ealygga-kataka in the

country of the Kanyakubja) went on pilgrimage to Somanatba and paid

their adorations to Him On their return they were looking at the

fang Bhflyadadeva, while engaged in the amusement of horse race

When the fang gave the horse a stroke with the whip, the Ksatnya

named Rap who was dressed as a pilgrim was annoyed with that cut

which was given inopportundy He shook his head, and said, ‘Alas,

Alas’ When the fang asked him the reason of his behaviour, he

praised the particular pace performed by the horse, and considering it

not inappropriate, said 'when you gave the horse a cut with the whip

you made my heart bleed ’ The story further states that the king

Bhuyada, being pleased, gave his sister's hands to the pnnce Rap,

thinking that he was of high birth In due course his sister became

pregnant and m the last stage she died suddenly The ministers,

thinking that if they did not take some steps the child would die also,

performed the caesarian operation and took the child out of her womb
The child was given the name Mfllaraja being bom under the

naksaim Miila This pnnce by his general popularity due to his

beautiful complexion and by his valour extended the sway of his

maternal uncle Under such circumstances, the king Bhilyada, when
intoxicated, used to have him crowned fang and used again to depose

him when he became sober, from that time forth a Capotakata gift has

become a proverbial test Being disappointed every day m this way,
he made ready his followers, he killed Bhilyada and became fang m
reality.”5

1 SJGM., XVII, p 255
1 SJGM , I, pp 15-16

1
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The KmnS)apala-pi abandha and an older prabandha name some of the

ancestors of Mularaja as follows —Bhuyada, Kamaditya, Candraditya,

Somaditya, Bbuvanaditya, and Raji Bhaumaditya of this list seems to be

identical with MuffJala 1

The KuniSrapala-canta of Jayasiiuhasuri, however, gives a different

ancestry
1
In the city of Madhupadma (possibly mod. Mathura) certain

Caulukya, the noble Ksatriya, established a kingdom From him sprung

the Caulukya family famous in the world In the succession there

was bom a king named Simhavikrama, who had a son by name Han-

vikrama Then there became 85 kings in the succeeding generations.

Then a descendant named SahajarSma arose m that family who had a

son Dadaka or Dandakka who got a victory over the king of Pipasa

His successoi was the king Kaffcivyala who was succeeded by the king

Raji He mamed the sister of the Gurjara kmg, Szmantasimha, by

name Lila , the son of both was Mfilaraja This Mularaja killed his

maternal uncle and occupied the throne of the Gujaras by force
”

According to certain scholars Kaffcivyala of the above list is probably

identical with Mufijala mentioned in the Prabandha-ciniamant as the grand-

father of Mularaja According to them Kancivyala literally means the

Vyffla of Kafici that is the mad elephant, tiger or king of Kafici (apparently

m the south )
and it might have been an honorific title of Mufijala in praise

of some of his exploits in the south Our earlier literary source, the

Dvysbaya-bavya, records only Mularaja’s father’s name as Raji, hanng

called Mularaja as Rajibhu and Rajinandana* which means son of Raji and

in one place it states that Mularaja was the son of the brother of Dadhaka

The learned commentator of the Dvyahaya-fovya, however, gives the names

of the three brother's as Raji, Bija and Dadhaka as mentioned in the

Praband.ha-cintd.mam 3 But that kavya is silent about the other . .

Ansiniha in his Stikiia-sa nhrtana states that after Bbfibhata sis

came to his throne *

certainly

From the above quotations some truth may be disentangled, for ^ey

unly contain some elements of the fact Mularaja s father is, un

1 BV.. 1939, 1, p 85
. .

3 dv., iv, v. 63 ar 1 _ ,

3 Ibid., Canto 3, V 99 and commentary on it

ail's3!: I

„ t

< Canto II, V. 1 q^ssr tWiaft VPFtt '
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edly, a historical figure. In one of his inscriptions Rap is styled as

Maharajadhiraja or Raja

1

The Probandha-cintdma.u, Kumurapula-canta

of Jayasimha and earlier than the two, the Siikrta-samhirtana, mention

Mfilaraja as the sister's son of the last Cavada prince from whom he

captured Anahilavsda For his relation to the Cavada princes, we have no

documentaiy evidence The Vadanagor prasasti composed by the Jam

Sripala dated 1152 A D , however, confirms that Mfilaraja certainly took the

kingdom from the CSvadfis * The copper plates grant of a Jam temple

known as the Varunasarmaka grant of YuvarSja Camtnjda dated V. E. 1033

(977 A D.) refers to the name of one of the forefathers of the dynasty as

“ Csnlkika rajavamiaixlaka SmyilakanU.'

3

This reference reminds us of

the name Kincikavyala which occurs in the Kumampala-carita as the

grandfather of Mfilaraja and who, on the other hand, has been identified

with MuSjala of the Prabandha-cmtamam His grandfather Mufijala alias

vTyalakanti, therefore, seems also to be a historical figure

From all the above references, we may safely derive the conclusion that

Rap was a descendant or son of Vyalakaoct or Kancikavyala or Mufijala or

Bhaumaditya, who in his turn was descended from Bbuyada or Bhflyaraja

Before going to present any identification of this man we should inquire

about the origin of the family and its original home

Origin of the Family It is very difficult to discover the one and real

name of the family We find several variants m the inscnptional as well as

Uterary sources Our earlier Jam authority known as Varunasarmaka grant

of Camupda of 977 A D refers to ’ Culkika ’ as the name of the family *

Two other Jam inscriptions from the Mt Abu, of about th 13 century, state

that they were known as Caulukyas 8 Several other Jam inscriptions

discovered at the Mt Giraar and near Khambata repeat the same name of

the family.8 To confirm the later version of our Jam inscriptions we have
an early authority other than the Jam, known as copper plates grant of

TnlocanapSla of Lata, dated 1050 A D which refers to the family name as

the Caulukya 7 In the Samskrt Jam literature Hemacandra and later

1 IA , VI, p 191 ff. etc

2 El , I, pp 296, 301, V 5
* HIG

,

Pt III, p 155.

* Ibid
5 Ibid., Pt II, pp 125, 137
8 Ibid. Pt III, pp 15, 36, 90, X03.
7 Ibid , Pt III, miscellaneous inscriptions, p 52
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At aaynue, ircn the stones or their origin, we mav discover certaincommon features lying in them. For instance, as we see the theorv ofDinh of the original ancestors of the Western Calukyas of Kalyaji from' the
palm of Bramha, similar anecdotes we find about the Caulukvas of Gnjarsta.
As we notice the descent of later Calukyas from the Lunar race, similarlv
we get information from Hemacandras Biyssraya-Pzoya. about the
Caalukyas of Gujarata also. As v-e find their migration from the north,
similarly we find from the narration of the Jain writers that the Caulukvas
of Gujarat came from the north One point mast be noticed here m this
connection that all these common traits are found in the contempDiarv
inscriptions and literature from Xlth century downwards.

From the foregoing discussion ue may very well conjecture something
about their common origin. We, however, cannot say more on this point
in the present state of onr knowledge. Let us non decide the ouestion of

the original home of the Caulukvas of Gujarata

The 0; tgiKal Seat of the Family

:

From the two Jain authorities, i.f.,

the PratiKc'I.e-C'.viaKaw* and the A;ti^sraps'n-cariia of Jayasimhasuri

quoted above, it appears that the ancestors of Mulaisja came from the

north. The former states that the three brothers Ksji, Bija, and Dandaka,

sons of Munjaladeva of the family of the king Bhuyaraja, a ruler of

Kalyana-kataka in the couniiy of Esnyakubja, went on a pilgrimage to

Somanath." 1 The latter states that in the city of Madhupadma certain

Cuinkya, the noble ksatriya, established a kingdom. From him sprang the

Cauiukya family, Madhupadma is certainly identical withmodem Mathura.

One of his descendants, by name Dadaka, won a victoty over the king of

Pipasa, whose identification is still a matter oi investigation.

2

These refer-

ences tempt one to guess that their original seat may have been in the

north.

Idcr.kficaiioh of K£-: u<\a-pa\apa

:

The statement of the Prasarff.3-

cttrstna.y has drawn the attention of scholars There is difference of opinion

regarding that statement. The main point of dispute among scholars is

Kalygna-kataka and its identification. Forbes ard Elphinstoce bold the

view that this Kuivalja-kataka is identical with Kalya?a, the capital of

Western Calukyas, which was founded in the later half of the eleventh

century and which here is anachnonistically mentioned. There is no

important place of the name of Kalygna in Kanauj. They, therefore, regain

the Caulukvas as of southern origin .
5 Dr. Buhier, Dr. D. R. BandarAar

1 See s'lpra. p. 213 .

2 See s'tprs p aii
5 RSsj’i.SlS, I. p. 36 ,
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and Pandit Bhagavan Lai Indraji assume that Caulukyas came from the

north and Kalyana-kataka must be m the north Buhler relates that “ if

Kalyfina-kataka is identical with Kalyana of Deccan, there must be another

Kalyana-kataka by that name in northern India also ” He says that “this

name is by no means uncommon Two towns of this name are well known

and of great antiquity, vis, Kalyana near Bombay, the Kalhene of the

Greeks and Kalyfiija in the Deccan 1,1 Dr Bhandarkar, going a step further,

states

“And the traditions are unanimous m saying that his father Rfiji

came from Kalyana-kataka m Kanyakubja It is very likely that

Kanyakubja denotes Kanau] itself We have seen that Kanauj was

known by the name Mahodaya And Mahodaya and Kalyana arc

identical in meaning In the copper plates of the Pratiharas Mahodaya

is called a SkandhSvara Skcmdhavma&nA Kataka again are synonymous

terms Hence Kalyana-kataka is equivalent to Mahodaya-Skandhdvara.

so far as the meaning goes And as Htndu authors are m the habit

of speaking about the same kings and cities m terms different but

equivalent in meaning, it is highly probable that by Kalyana-kataka in

the Kanyakubja country Kanauj is meant

Having followed Dr Bhandarkar, K M Munshi identifies Bhuyarfija of

the prabandhas with Bhoja PratihfiTa of Kanyakubja

3

We, however, have nothing to say about these assumptions made by

the scholars But the identification of Kalyfina-kataka and Bhtiyaraja

requires some fresh investigations Let us now try to see whether our

prabandhas throw any additional light on this topic The Pnrdiam Pia-

handharsangraha states

"Once Jayacandra, feeling jealousy about the pompous titles of

Paramardi, invaded him with big garrison He reached his capital by
name Kalydna-kataka, devastating the country ”*

The Gfihadavfila Jayacandra s nvalrt' with Paramardi shows that Para-

mardi is certainly identical with the Candella king of that name His capital

was called Kalyfina-kataka

In another place, the same authority states

1 Id , VI, pp 180-83
3 JBBRAS ,

XXI, pp 427-28
3 The Glory That Wai, Gurjaraieh, Pt III, p 74,
4 See t«pra p 69
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"there was a king by name Yasovannan in the city of Kalytna-

kataka. He tied a bell of justice on the door of his palace." 1

I have elsewhere shown that this Yasovannan is identical with the

pow erful Candella ruler Yasovannan, the father of Dhanga. Hence it conies

out that Kalyana-kataka was the name of the Candella capital.

The Prabhdvaka-cariia in relation to the Caulnkya Kumarapala states-

“Once the king of Ktdysna-kalalta. having known that Kumarapala

is leaned towards Jainism and thus is weak, he invaded him with large

military.” 2

I have elsewhere equated this king of Kalyana-kataka with the Candella

king lladanavarman who encountered the army of Kumarapala in the

Dalaraja country most probably in this old age. Thus we have obtained

another testimony for Kalyana-kataka as the capital of the Candeilas.

About its location we are informed from a book of tales by name Hito-

jiadt&a. that there was a hunter in the ‘Visaya’ of Kalyana-kataka named

Bhairava. Once he in search of a dear entered the lit. Vmdbya.3 This

story tells ns that Kalyana-kataka was in or near the Vindhyas From the

above references it appears that Kalyana-kataka in the lit, Vindhyas was once

regarded as the capital of the Candeilas. In proposing the identification

of this Kalyana-kataka we may say that it might have been the same as the

Kalanjara Following the argument of Dr. Bhandarkar that the Hindu

writers were in the habit of using terms different but equivalent in meaning,

we may assume that Kalyana-kataka most probably is Kalanjara (kataka).

Kalyana means Siva (the great God Siva). And Siva and Kalanjara are

identical in meaning. Hence Kataka of Kalyana is equivalent to Kalafijata-

kafaka, which once formed a province of the Kgnyakubja kingdom.

Bhuyaraja, a king mentioned in the Prabandha-cMshimji, is afeo ste

to be the king of Kalyana-kataka in the country- of Ksnyakubja. The store

recorded in the prabandhas may be summarised here as follows:

“In the country of Kgnyakubja, in the capital city of Kalyana-

kataka there was a king by name Bhuyaraja. Once e

the wife of his servant, without knowing her as mai -servan .

he came to know, he cut through his hands in atonement and went to

1 SJGM., II, p. 107; see supra, p. 63.

* Ibid., XIII, p. 206 ,
see also supra, p. 6S fn. in-

^
a HSS, XXXVIII, p. 3i:

zm- I V -

Brah, copper-plate of Bhoja El., XIX, pp. i5-I9-
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the temple of Mahakaladeva in Malava province and devoted himslef

to the god Then the king made over to the god the land and

appointed the Paramfira princes to guard it
”*

This story certainly contains certain facts of historical importance

Firstly, it denotes the position of Kalyana-kataka at the time when Bhuya-

rsja was ruling, as Kalygpa-kataka forming a part of the country of Kanauj.

Secondly, Malava country was under the ruler of Kalyana-kataka Thirdly

and lastly, BhGyaraja gave Malava to Pararaaras, which may be interpreted

as containing a veiled information of the rising of the Paramaras into power

and the capture of Malava by the Paramaras from Bhfiyaraja

In order to derive some more significances from the above conclu-

sions we should go to the history of that period We know that m the first

half of the tenth century of the Christian era, the rivalry between Northern

Gurjara Pratiharas and Southern Rastrakfitas reached its climax and it

ultimately resulted in the disruption of the Gurjara-Pratlharas of Kanya-

kubja The last two blows successively dealt by the Rastrakfitas, one in

915 A D and the other m 940 A D , ruined the empire of the Pratiharas

The Paramaras were the vassals of the Rastrakfitas between 910 A D and

940 A D and they occupied the modem Gujarata to the south of Sarasvati,

'vest Malava, and Surastra, which means they captured it virtually from the

imperial Pratiharas Nevertheless, as subordinates to the Rastrakfitas they

were holding there the post of the viceroy But in the middle of the tenth

century they became independent by throwing off the yoke of the imperial

Rastrakfitas *

If the episode of Bhfiyaraja of Kalyana-kataka is to be believed, it has

certainly a connection with the nsmg power of the Paramaras of this period

In the light of this fact, we may assume that Bhfiyaraja may have been the

Governor of the Pratiharas or the Rastrakfitas, and was formerly transact-

ing his business from Kalyana-kataka and then from Ujjaini where his

power was captured by the early members of the Paramara family

Let us first suppose that he might have been a feudatory of the imperi-

al Pratiharas and in that case he might have ruled from Kalyana-kataka in

1
, I, pp II-I2 tot iffKWiWsg l qffiqswwmHplS

qwntoft iprcre git q*r qgfr gfo i aw htPpsr;

* The Harsola grant and the Modesa grant refered to in the Chapter of the
Paramaras of Malava
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the interest of his sovereign kings of Ksnyakubja At his time Maiava

formed a part of the Gmjara Pratihara empire The story informs us that

Bhflyaraja had gone to Maiava and he gave it to the Pnnces of the Para-

mara family who were appointed there as the guards This statement

indicates that he was in charge of the Maiava country under the Gurjara

Pratiharas and certainly under force or threat he relinquished his authonty

in favour of the Paramgras or he might have been killed in that affair As

to when this event took place we have to depend on other evidences

According to the Vtcarairm, the accession date of Mfllaraja is known as

V E. 1017 (c 961 A D )

1

If we go back some 20 years, or thereabout, we

may find an approximate date, that is, 941 A D., when his father Raji was

ousted from Maiava and must have entered into Gujarata Again we give

25 years to each of the two predecessors of Rap, 1

1

, to his fathar Munjgla

and grandfather Bhflyaraja respectively, then subtracting 50 yeais we get

c 891 A D or thereabout, the early limit of the time of Bhflyaraja, which

tallies mostly with the period when the Paramara power started its growth

Vainsimha II is the first man about whom it is said that he conquered the

city of Dhara “ By that king Dhara was indicated, when he slew crowd of

his enemies with the edge of sword "* This pun on Dhara may indicate

that Dhara was conquered by him. The period of Vainsimha is assigned to

c 910-940 A D or some time early to that, which mostly coincides with the

penod of Bhflyaraja, c. 891-916 A D conjectured above

Scholars are of one opinion on the point that the Paramara captured

the seat of Maiava from the Gurjara Pratiharas during their declining days

This fact, however, confirms our above conclusion.

As to which race or clan this Bhflyaraja, who has been suppled to b

a feudatory of the Gmjara Pratiharas, belonged, we have no mformation

from thePrabandha-ctntanwu. But, supposing that his desc“d^ con.

themselves as the Caulukyas, he might have been a a u ya
__ , . ^

nection we may further assume that he may have en a sci

branch of Caulukyas which in the early stages of these Cauluk^ w^luric

mg somewhere in Ayodhya or Mathura, the place from which the migration

ekt-seh - r sstjs
C«u!»kjm of GuaiSta ought h.ve *'

a
” (modl„ KiM,an>

seat of the family might have been in Kalyana . i

in Mt Vindhya

i JSS , II, No 4, p 9

* EL, I. PP 223-38 ,
V ir.

3 DENI

,

II, p 846
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As regards the other alternative that "they were the feudatories of the

RastrakCtas, ’ it may bo said that this possibility also cannot be ruled out,

for, we know there were so many Calukya feudatory chiefs of the Rastra-

kutas They came from Deccan to fight against Kanau] on behalf of the

RaStrakvitas We have shown elsewhere on the evidence of the Jam autho-

rity, the poet Pampa, that Calukya Narasnnha fought for Indra III as one

of Ins generals and defeated Mahipala I ( 914-943 A D ) of Kanau] m 915AD

1

Wc also know' that Kvsna III (c 940-56 A D
)
made the last Rastrakhta

attack on the Pratihara empire of Kanauj. The forts of Kalanjara and

Citrakutawere occupied by the Rsstrakiita army and the Gurjara-Pratibara

emperor lost all hope of capturing them An inscription found at Jura near

Maihar in Madhya-pradcs'a testifies to the above statement 3 The Rastrakfl-

tas continued to hold these forts for about ten years but they were recon-

quered by the Candclla king Yasovarman sometime before 953 AD 3

The Caluhyas, m these two last struggles and in so many previous

struggles of Northern India, must have been left behind by their lords,

the RaStrakuta emperors, to govern the newly won territory of Kalafljara

( identical with Kalyana-kataka)

In the case of this alternative we may suppose that in the previous

wars certain Calukyas, settled in Kalyana-kataka, must have been dnven

away by the imperial Pratiharas and they on their turn might have

migrated to Malava and from Malava to Gujarata where they ultimately

got settled

Thus our assumption in both ways proves the association of Mularaja

and his ancestors, undoubtedly, with the north and with Kalyana-kataka

In the end, we may say that all these hypotheses based on certain

arguments lead us to draw the abo\e conclusions But where the truth

lies, we do not know in the present state of our knowledge

From Bhuyaraja to Rsji Bhuyaraja seems to be the historical per-

sonage of the dynasty He was certainly the great grandfather of Mfila-

raja as we have shown from the chronology From the word “Pwvokla
BIsRyeuajetvamSa" * it should not be taken that Bhayarsja was a remote
member of the dynasty, for Mcrutunga informs us that he was the con-

temporary of the Paramaras and most probably of Vainsimha II

According to the downward order of the other names after Bhuyaraja

1 See supra, pp 42-43 , Chapter on the Gurjara Pratiharas

* Altekar, Dr A S , The RaflrakGtas and Thar Times, p 113
* Ibid

* SJGM , l p 15 qgKMHUwr I
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were Sri Daddaka known from the Kumrapala-cania of Jayasimhasfin

and Somaditya from the Kumauipala-piabandha 1 It is said in the

Kumsrapala-canta that he defeated a king of Pipssa country 8 The

country of Pipasa has not been identified yet It seems, however, that it

must be lying somewhere between Kalyana-kataka (modern Kglafijar)

and Malava, for it was the region over which Bhuyaraja ruled

He was succeeded by his son Mufijata who also has been called as

Kancikavyala 8 in the Kumarapala-canta and Bhaumaditya in the Kttmdra-

pdla-prabandha * The Varunasarmaka Jain grant also refers to him as Sn

Vyalakanti. The term Kancikavyala or Vyaldkanh may be interpreted as

meaning the Vyala of Kanci or Kanti—that is the mad elephant, tiger or

the king of Kanci It is, therefore, likely that Kancivygla might have been

an honorific title of Mufijala extrolhng some of his exploits in southern

India

Mufijala had three sons by name Raji, Blja and Dandaka They

were the brothers from the same mother I have quoted previously

the story of Raji and his brothers, which shows how they went on a pilgri-

mage to Somanath , how they returned to AnahiHapura disguised as a mendi-

cant; how Raji showed his skill in the Horse Race and how he managed to

marry the sister of the then ruling king Ssmanthasimha of the Cavada clan 11

About the historicity of Raji we are on firm ground because we find his

name mentioned in the epigraphs of Miilargjo, He is styled there as Maha-

rajadhiraja 8 From the Kadi grant of Mfllaraja dated V E, 1049 (c 987

A D. ) it appears that his father was simply feudatory. It also appears from

it that he might have been ruling somewhere in the north Gujarata after

migrating from Malava as a petty vassal

Bhuyaraja, his son and grandson all were the staunch followers o

Saivism. Bhuyaraja was in Kslanjara, one of the seats of lord Siva He

went foi atonement to another seat of Lord Siva, that is, jjayim

grandson Raji and his brother went on a pilgrimage to omana

1 BV, (1939). I. S5
8 Canto I, V z6 &UT I

ip fiqraTisWltf

a Canto I, V a; ips. I

* BV , 1937, 1, 85.

5 See supra p. 2x4.

• El

,

VI, pp 180 ff ,
line 6.

r PC

,

p. xi See also supra p. 220

8 Ibid , p IS
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these references compel ns to believe that they were Saivites. This also

explains why to the end of the family Siva was their family deity.

Miilaraja (e. 961-996A D
)

Mfllaraja succeeded his father Raji With

his reign we reach a firm ground—for we get several inscriptions and

copious literary material about his reign He was the first king of the

dynasty who aspired to transform his small principality into an empire.

The words of the Vadanagar Prasasti uttered about him are quite eloquent.

“Illustrious Mfilaraja, who stepped on the diadems of princes, was

a priceless pearl to enhance the splendour of the fame of his family He

made the fortune of the kmgdom of the Cipotkata princes, whom he

took captive at his will, an object of enjoyment for the multitude, of

the learned, of his relatives, of the Brahmanas, bards and servants 1,1

We may say that the real founder of this dynasty at Gujarata was

Mfllaraja He won the kingdom by his valour and strength A Jain in-

scription known as Vanntasannaka grant of Yuvaraja Camunda dated V E.

1033 (A D 977) compares Mfllaraja with India and calls him the son of the

descendant of Srivyslakagci, who belonged
(
to the royal family of Caulubka.

He was married to Madhavi, the daughter of king Bhoja of the Cahamana

family.* According to Hemacandra bis family was of the Lunar line and the

gotra was Bharadvaja.3 The statement that Mfllaraja killed his maternal

uncle and took possession of Auahilapata$a, which we came acrossm the Pru-

banifia-cvntmani * finds no support either from the Jam sources or from

sources other than the Jam ones The Suhta-samkutana and the Siikita-

forti-kallohni, authorities earlier than the Piabandha-ctntdmam, mention

him as the sisters son of the last Csvada prince,' but they do not record the

murder of that king by Mfllaraja The (earliest among the above quoted

authorities, the DayaSmya-kavya, is almost silent about the relations of

Mfllaraja with the Cavadas

The name of Mfllaraja’s mother is recorded by the Prabandha-cintamani
and the Kitmdi apala-pi abaniha as Liladevi but the Dvysiraya-kdvya calls

Mfllaraja as 'Candikamata’, which has been explained by the commentator
that his mother was Candaladevi * Hence his mother’s name seems to be

1 El , I, pp 296-305, Vs 4-5.
1 BV , 1739, I, 80
8 dv , vi, 7 mfefofo
* sjgm., I, pi6
5 SS , Canto II, V 1 , SKK , p 71 { GOS, X ) 35ft m 95*

tfrfcKW ff {V 23)
4 DV , I, V, 188 jpfatPLI

29
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uncertain According to the Kadi grant of his reign, his paternal and

maternal sides were pure white like the wings of the royal swan,

1

which

shows that his mother did not come from drunken and degenerated ancestor

as the later Cavadas were supposed to be

His Reign The three copper plate grants of Mfilaraja assign him a

reign of 21 years, the first grant from Baroda being dated V E 1030 (e 974

A D )
and the third Belara grant V E. 1061 (e 995 A,D

)

! The VtcaraSrent

assigns 35 years for his reign, extending from V E 1017 as his accession

date to V E. 1052 as his successor’s date a The Prabandha-ctntdmam. on

the other hand, gives V, E 998 as the date of Mularsja’s accession and V E

1053 for that of his son Camunda and thus assigns him 55 years

4

Here the

two Jam authorities are not unanimous. Though according to some scholars

the Sambhara inscription6 of Jayasimha Siddharaja confirms the view

recorded by the Prabandha-omldntaM as it states that after the expiry of

998 years from Vikrama, Mflladeva came to the crest of the earth in this

dynasty, in my opinion they have misunderstood the statement of the in-

scription The inscription actually states that in V E 998 Mularsja came

on the earth which may mean that he was bom m that year, which certainly

was not the year of his accession Thus the Sambhara inscription gives us

the year of his birth In the light of the inscription, we may say that the

year given by the Prabandha-cmldmam is the year of his birth and not that

of his accession The year 998 V.E. given there as the year of accession

seems to be wrong. The statement of the VtcdraJrMt seems to be reasonable

for Mularaja, if born m V E 998, could easily get accession after 19 years in

V E 1017. at the age of his majority

The Prabandhas have preserved several legends about the victono

achievements of the founder of the Caulukya dynasty To Hemacandra he

was Vism, Siva and Brahma.' We, however, have four inscriptions of Ins

reign to corroborate or confute the statements referre o y

nans. Hie dates of these inscriptions range from 974 A D (V E 1030^

995 A D (VE. 1051), while his reign begins actually from 361 A U.i^

we have no records of the eaily period ^enng aboot 1 iy
^^

The first grant known as Baroda grant of the date

1 I

A

,
VI, pp 191-93 final I

* DHNI, II, p 942-43

5 JSS , II. Pt IV, p 9

4 SJGM ,
1 1 PP I0'20

5 TA , 1929. PP- 234'36. V. 6

0 DV ,
Canto I, V 138.
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he carved out a principality in Sarasvata mandala by his own prowess

1

This would mean that for about thirty years Mularaja sat quiet in Sarasvata

mapdala

His Achievements After consolidating his position, Mfllaraja began

his conquests Naturally, first he came m conflict with the neighbouring

longs According to the Jam sources he came in conflict with the daily

growing power of the Paramaras m the South Mularaja was the junior

contemporary of Siyaka II and senior to bis successor and son Muffja

(974-996 AD ). I have already elsewhere (on the basis of the Bijapur

stone inscription of the Rsstrakiitas of Hathundi) stated that Muftja

attacked Mfilaraja Mfilaraja together with the ruler of Mewar had to flee

before him, 'like timid deer ’ Dhavala (the Rastrakfita prince of Hathundi,

(c 980 A D ) gave shelter to the armies of both the kings.* According to

the Jain inscription referred to above it seems that Mfilaraja did not gam

much in this struggle

Two other wars, one with the king of Surastra and tlie other with his

ally Laksa of Kaccha have been recorded by the Jam chroniclers Hema-

candra in his Dvy&iraya-havya, connecting these two wars m one episode,

states that once Jehula, the MahUpradMm of Mfilaraja, told him all the

mischiefs of Grahanpu in detail such as his harassment of pilgrims and the

sacrilege of the holy places by killing and eating sacred animals and his

treatment of defeated enemies as unworthy of a ksnlnya etc Upon this

Mfilaraja decided to punish him and accordingly he attacked Grahanpu of

of V&manasthaE (modem Vanthah, 9 miles west of Junagadh) This

battle took place on the bank of the river Jambumati, which has been

nghtly identified with the nver Jamban [in Kathiawar 3 The same audio-

nty further says thatm that combat Mfilaraja threw Grahanpu [down from

his elephant, tied him with ropes and made him prisoner Then Laksa, the

king of Kaccha and an ally of Grahanpu chased Mfilaraja hut was killed

then and there At last Grahanpu, on the request of his queens was
released 4

Hemacandra has given the description of this war in great detail He
has devoted full four cantos of his work to this war

The struggles with Grahanpu and Laksa referred to find above no epi-

graphs support, and strangely enough the war with Grahanpu is mentioned

1 WZKM , V, p 300,
3 See supra p. 181
3 Ramalal Modi, Sanskrit Dvyairaya Mat MaihyakSltna GujarStani SSmaphs

Sthiti, pp 66-67

• Cantos 2-5
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nowhere except the Dvyairaya-kdvya, but all the subsequent writers refer to
this war as a war with Laksa probably because he was killed in the battle.

The Prabandha-ctntsmant also without referring to Graharipu mentions a
war with Laksaraja, the king of Kaccha It relates that—

“ this prince was the son of Phoolad and Ksmalata, the daughter of Para-

mara king Klrtirgja and owing to the boon of Yas'orSja, whom he had
propitiated, he was altogether invincible He repulsed eleven fim-c the

army of the king Mularaja But in the twelfth encounter Mfllaraja

besieged him at Kapilakoti, killed him in single combat and trod on the

'flowing beard of his foe
1,1

Though all the chroniclers like the authors of the Suhia-smhrtana

and the Prabandlta-cintamajii refer to this war after the two ware with the

king of Sapadalaksa and king of Lata it seems that hostility with the king

of Kaccha might have begun long before the joint invasion of the above two.

For Mularaja was already the master of the Eastern Kaccha

Mfllaraja waged another war with the king of Sindhu Hemacandra

states that there was one king of Sindhu among the other kings who fought

m league with Grahanpu against Mfllaraja* According to the Sukrta-

kuh-kallohni3 and the Vastupila-Tejahpila-prafash* he was defeated by

Mularaja As they mention no name of the Smdhu ruler, it seems he might

have been in all probability, a petty chieftain of the Eastern Smdhu delta.

Hemacandra also describes the battle between Mularaja and the ruler

of Lata, arappa or Barappa. This war has been recorded by the later

Jam waters also Hemacandra states

‘ Once Bflrappa sent an ominous elephant to Mularaja as a present,

but by this act Mularaja was highly enraged Mularaja and his son

Camundaraja with large garrison crossed the nver Sabbaramati (mod.

Sabaramati ) and entering Lata they defeated and killed Barappa.
6

The Kirti-kmemudi refers to this war with Barappa It, however, calls

1 sjgm , i, pp 18-19 traifew: muz 0 ^s^irfW

•• •
<pr

^ . . .ffssrtftviSri ..
•

* Canto IV, V 89 amreft?! 5 RpgTTaj. fetdlSURU

3 v- 24
etc ’

4 v 6 ®r4isr. 1

1 DV ,
Canto VI, Vs 6, 44, 99 (6) farifefsT: tfflRW etc.

(44)

(99) ffSTarat
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Bsrappa the general of the king Lfita 1 The Stthria-samkirtana also records

the defect, of Bsrappa but strangely enough, it calls Bsrappa, the Danda-

nstha—general or governor of the king of Ksnyakubja a The Prabandha-

antomant, on the other hand, describes it somewhat differently It calls

Bsrappa a general of the king of Telangadesa and states that Mfilarajawas

simultaneously attacked on one side by the king of Sapsdalaksa and on the

other by Bsrappa The following is the abridged version of the Prabandha-

cuitnmam 3

“On a certain occasion, the king of the country of Sapsdalaksa came

to the border of the land of Gujarat to attack Mularsja. At the same

time arrived Bsrappa, the general of the monarch that ruled over the

Tilanga country ” Mularsja consulted his ministers They said to him,

“If you throw yourself into the fort of Kantha and tide over some

days, when the Navaratra festival comes, the king of Sapsdalaksa will

go to his capital of Sskambhari to worshipjhis family goddess In that

interval we will conquer the general named Bsrappa and after him the

long of Sapsdalaksa also
’’

Though the long whiled away some tune, at the time of Navaratra,

without taking care of his ministers’ advices he attacked the king of Sapada-

laksa It is stated m the course of the narrative that Mularsja, mounting

a splendid female camel, unexpectedly entered the camp of his enemy and
said to him

"When I was thinking whether on this terrestrial globe, there was
any king heroic enough to stand against me in battle or not, you arrived

exactly in accordance with my wishes But as flies alight in swarms
at meal time, this general of the king of the land of Tilanga, who is

named Tailapa, has come to conquer me. So I have come to ask you
to abstain from attacking me m the rear and similar operations, while I
am engaged m chastising him ” Telling him this he returned soon and
with the army he fell upon the camp of the general Bsrappa. He inllpH

him and captured his horses and returned back ”

1 Canto II, V 3 gfereg I

* CantoII, V
5 WWsMiqq. I

8
SJGM.J, p 16 IgiMt

swanrat jrfUiSHjnnSferaj&dfercsil wit

. qrwiwl *rfo*raflm?r
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Identification of Bsrappa As regards the identification of Barappa we
have certain conflicting statements of the Jam scholars Hemacandra says

that he was the king of L§ta and the Snkiia-samkirtam calls him as the

general of the king of the land of Telanga, who is named Tailapa, and

Khii-kaumucti sunply mentions him as the general of the king of Lata

The historians have taken the statement of Merutunga as

correct and assume that the king of Tehngana is no other than

Taila II

1

Though there is no doubt that Taila II was once the ruler of

Tehngana, yet Mfilarsja’s political relationship with Taila II (973-997 AD)
has been misunderstood The idea of an ill-feeling between these two

contemporary rulers has been supposed wholly on the assumption that

Barappa, who attacked Sarasvatamandala, was a general of Taila II But

we think that Merutunga is wrong in mentioning Tailapa as the king of Telm-

gana and overlord of Barappa m the same voice, for we know from the Surat

grant of Trilocanapala that Barappa was born m the family of Calukya and

was related by marriage to the Rastrakflta king of Kanyakubja He

obtained Latadesa not by conquest, but through his wise and politic rule,

he won the hearts of the people and destroyed the enemies of the realm 3

So it is highly probable that Barappa was related to the Rastrakutas and

had nothing to do with Taila II We have already seen that once the

Rastrakutas were holding the fort of Kalanjara and Citrakuta situated m

the country of Kanyakubja 3 We also know from the Karhad plates of

Krsna III (e 940-56 A D )
that the pressure of the Rastrakutas increased

much on Gujarat and Kathiawar in the middle of the tenth century * In

view of these facts it seems most probable that Barappa might have been a

general of Krona III, related to him by marriage, might have accompanied

him during his expedition to the Kanauj empire and probably taken active

part in the conquest of Citrakuta and KalaBjara, subsequently he mighthave

been sent to recover Gujarat or appointed governor there So Kanyaliubjo-

mahtbhujo ’ of the Suhta-samkirtana probably meant the Rastrakutas

on the other hand were also the kings of TelingSna before 973 AD «*•-

fore, Merutunga’s statement that Tailapa was the king 0 e

overlord of Barappa is apparently wrong, and not that o ’ '

author of Snbta-samkiriana It appears that Merutunga mig

misled by the notion thatm later years of his reign Tai a conquere

and very likely become famous as the king of that coun ry

1 DHNI , II, p 938
3 IA„ XII, pp. 199-zoo

3 See supra p, 223.

* DHNI ,
II, p 934-
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invasion over Sarasvatamandala, therefore, should not be taken as the

indication of a hostile feeling between Mularaja and Taila as so far has been

supposed

The early Jain works mention no war with the Sapadalaksa ruler referred

to by Merutuuga Hemacandra, on the other hand, refers to one tang of

Mam as Mfilaraja’s ally m his fight against Grahanpu 1 Anyhow this king

of Sapadalaksa has been accepted on all hands as the CahamSna prince

Vigraharaja who was contemporary of Mularaja and is known also from

the Haisa stone inscription dated 978 A D
On this incident, however, the later Jain authors are not unanimous

Merutunga says that due to Mularaja's bravery, Vigraharaja returned2 while

Nayacandra m the Hammna-mahakavya states that Vigraharaja killed

Mularaja and conquered the country 8 It is very difficult to take these

statements as trustworthy According to the Prthviraja-vtjaya,
“
Mfllaraja

took refuge in the fort by name Kanthadurga This statement, however,

proves that the truth lies midway between the two statements of Jama
authors Merutunga represents Mularaja visiting the Cahamana’s camp
and requesting him to abstain from attacking him in the rear while he was
engaged with Barappa "* It seems that Mfilaraja was really defeated but on
his submission the Cahamana prince did not press his advantage

The fact that Mularaja might have been attacked simultaneously by
Barappa and the ruler of Sakambhan, and that he was unable to resist th<.m
and took shelter m the Kantha Durga, as referred to by the Prabandha-
ctntamam, also finds support in the Kadi grant dated 987 A D , which tells us
that Mularaja resembled “ Tryambaka (Siva) since he took up his residence

on a mountain just as the god dwells on the Mount ( Kailasa
)
8 Dr Bnhler,

interpreting it, states that Anahilapataka, the residence of Mularaja, was*
situated in an entirely flat sandy country, and not even withm fifty miles of
any hill, the inference might be made here that the PmiasUkara “m his
anxiety to find points of resemblance between his patron and the various
gods, found nothing more to the purpose than Mularaja’s temporary stay
on the hill of Kantha which he boldly compared to Siva’s residing on
Kailasa ”» 5

1 DV., Canto V
‘ pc, p 17 srro
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8 Canto n, V 9 vft ft ,
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Mfllaraja is also credited with having defeated one DharanivarSha.

A Jama inscription known as the BijSpura stone inscription of the Rastra-

kilta Dhavala informs us that "Mularaja had a powerful army and was

intoxicated with pride" and when Dharanlvaraha was attacked by him, he

sought shelter with Dhavala 1 I have elsewhere identified Dharanlvaraha

with the Paramara ruler of Arbuda.®

From the above descriptions we, however, may easily draw a picture of

the political situation of India in that period Mfilaraja’s reign falls in that

time when the Paramaras, the Cahamanas, the Calukyas and the Guhilotas

were struggling to obtain mastery over Western India, Mularaja, while

struggling with these powers, also consolidated his kingdom to some extent.

Ultimately he died in 996 A D„ having ruled for fifty-five years.®

From the epigraphic records as well as from the Jain chronicles, it

appears that Mularaja was a great devotee of Somanatha and he built

several temples of that god in his kingdom According to the Prabandha-

cintdmam* and Sukrta-samkirtana5 he used to go every Monday to Somesvara

Pattaija. It is said that he built three famous temples ‘the first Mufijala-

devaprasad in honour of his grandfather the ,second TnpumsaprasSd to

perpetuate the memory of three brothers Raji, Dadhaka and Bija who were

the Adiphrusa 1 e. the original persons of the dynasty, and the third Mfila-

rajavasahika on his own name. As to some dignified personages of the

reign of Mfilaraja we heard from the DvydSraya-kdvya> that Jambaka and

Jehula were his chief ministers, and from the colophon of the Nemtndha-

canu we learn that one Vira of the Pragvata family was a minister in charge

of the Tankafain, that is, the mint, where corns were made beanng the

image of LaksmI 7 The great ascetic Kanth&di and his disciple Vayaja a-

deva referred to m the Prabandha-dntSmam may also be mentioned as two

opposite types of Yogis who represent peculiar religions attitudes w ic

affected the religious consciousness of GujarSta®.

Camunda, Vallabharapa and Durlabharsja (996 A D -i022 A.D j

I

' M -

raja was succeded by his son Camundaraja. The Dvya raya v)'

ijET.X, pp. 17-24, V. 12
t

1 See supra p. 187, Chapter on the Paramaias of Arbud .

* See supra, p 226.

* SJGM., I, p 17 M B lUOT* sfisftsWwmm . . 1
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H. Jacobi, Introduction, VI fi.
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that Mdlarija, after consulting his ministers, purobitas and astrologers, gave

the throne to his son Camupda and himself retired to Sristhala, that is,

Siddhapura on the bank of Sarasvatl, and ended his hfe by sacrificing

his body to fire 1 The Suk ta-samkblana

1

and the Prabandha-cmtamani*

support this statement. According to the Pi abandha-cintammu Camunda-

raja was enthronedmVE 1050 He reigned for about 13 years We have

also stated that he accompanied his father m the war of Lata *

Identification ofStndJmrSya We have also described at length the wars

of CamuinJaraja with the Paramara Smdhuraja while dealing with the history

of the Paramaras s Certain scholars hold the view that by Smdhuraja is meant

the king of Smdha For the sake of argument they state that Malaraja

once fought a Smdhuraja who might have been a king of Smdha They also

cite an instance from the Arthflija stone inscription of the Paramara Camunda-

tsja (A D 1080
)
where Smdhuraja has been taken as the

“
prince of Smdha ”•

But this view of scholars is hardly convincing, for the Vadanagar prasasti,

which informs us about the struggle of Camunda with Smdhuraja, also ex-

pressly states that Smdhuraja was a Ksonipah 7 If we take the literalmeaning

of Smdhuraja as Raja of Sindhu, the adjective Ksouipalt seems to be useless.

When we take the word Smdhuraja as a proper name with the adjective

Ksonipalt. then alone the use of the two words would be justified Accord-

ing to Kielhom he was possibly the king of Smdha, but more probably

Smdhuraja of Malava * As Mufija seems to have died sometime between
994 and 996 A D there is no inherent contradiction in Smdhuraja’s being a
contemporary of Camunda

8

The struggle with Smdhuraja Paramaras shows
that the Paramara hostility which started from the time of Wilaraja

continued in future

The Muslim chroniclers like Atn-t-Akabari assign to Camunda a reign

of 13 years, but the Mirat-i-Ahmadi10 gives 12 years and some months. In

1 Canto VI, V. 107
* II. V. 7
* SJGM., p 19.
4 See supra p 228.
5 See supra pp. 95-96.
8 See supra p 184, on the Paramaras of Banswada
7 E1 ‘ I’ pp 296_305. V 6 ^ftOTUTi

.
to sMtafrfoira wt nWftsfo forffer n

8 EI„ I, pp 277, 302 and 481.
9 See supra pp 92-93
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n, p 200 , MA ? translated by Bird, p 143
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view of this approximate agreement of the Jain and Muslim chronicles, we
may assign to Camnpda a reign of 12 or 13 years and place him between

c. 996-1009 A.D.

According to the Dzynira,ya-H»ya he had three sons. Vallabharaja,

Durlabharaja and Xagaraja. Referring to their education, Hemacandra

mentions their training and proficiency in managing horses and elephants

1

Regarding the birth of these princes we have significant information

from the PrabhSvaka-canta It relates that Camundaraja was very mnch

troubled by the fact that his queens always suffered from miscarriage He

expressed his agony to his minister named Vira. lira went to consult his

religious preceptor Vlracarya, and obtained some fragrant ponder which

was to be sprinkled on the queens. After this treatment Vallabharaja and

other sons were bom According to the same authority Camundaraja nas

already under the influence of the Jain teacher Vlracarya* and he issued

a grant to a Jain temple.
3

Hemacandra refers to in his Dsyssraya-ksvya that the eldest prince

Vallabharaja with the permission of king Camundaraja led an expedition

against Malava but on the way he died of small-pox His generals very

tactfully retreated with the army and came back to Anahillapura The

king was deeply tonched with this sad incident and retired to the holy place

of Suktatlrtha on the bank of Narmada after giving the cror.n to his

second son Durlabharaja. Abhayatikkagaiji, the learned commentator of

the Dvyasraya-ksvya, records a different tale.* He says that Camundaraja

became sexually very loose, so his sister Vaanldevi managed to remove him

from the throne and gave it to Vallabharaja Camundaraja, under this

disgrace, proceeded on a pilgrimage to Banaras. By the way the Raj o

Malava plundered his umbrella and other insignia of royalty. He returned

to Anahillapur and asked his son Vallabba to inarch against Malava. The

commentatorfurthersaysthat as such an incident would be unworthy o a

dignified person like Camundaraja, it vrzs suggested by saying
«

the permission of his father/'3 We may, however, derive factual value

from this story of the commentator if to read it m conn ion

above statement ihat his queens always miscarried.' It may be gue=.eo

1 Caato VII, Vs i-31-

* sjgm., xnr, pp. 131-32. Vs- i36-i*S.

3 BIG-, P£. HI. No- 136 A.; Ptiraiani w lebho, p,&
* Ibid-, V. 31, and its commentary.

3 Ibid.
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from this that CamundarSja might have suffered from some foul sexual

disease The Piabandha-cintsmam, however, attaches this anecdote of

pilgrimage with Durlabharaja It states

“ Being himself desirous of travelling to Banaras as he longed to

perform devotions in a holy place, he reached the country of Malava

There he was called upon by the king Mufija to give the umbrella and

cowries and the other insignia of royalty, and to continue his journey

in the dress of pilgrim or to fight his way through. When this message

was delivered to him, he perceived that an obstacle to his religious

resolution had arisen m his path and after impressing the circumstances

m the strongest terms on king Bhima, he went to the holy place in the

dress of a pilgrim and gained paradise From that day forth their was
rooted enmity between the kings of GujarSta and Malava 1

According to the A-MS of the Pt abandha-cifdamam, Sri Camundaraja
built two temples presumably of Siva, one was known as Candanathadeva
prasada and the other Cacuiesvara prfisada The second one might have
been built to perpetuate the memory of his sister CScmidevi a

Camundaraja was succeeded according to the Prabandlia-eintamam by
his eldest son Vallabharaja in V E 1065 This king after investing the fort-

ress of Dhara in the country of MSIava, died of small-pox He acquired the
titles "subduer of kings, as Siva subdued the god of Love (Raja-madana-
Sanker) and shaker of world (Jagajjampam). He reigned only for six

months 3 The Vadanagar prasasti also mentions Vallabhar&ja as son and
successor of Camundaraja * The Muslim chroniclers like Abul-Fazl and Ali
Muhammad Khan assign him a reign of six and seven months respectively 6

This support of Muslim tradition seems to indicate that the Jam chroniclers
were right in giving a short reign to Vahabha His war with the ruler
of MSlava is also confirmed by the Vadanagar prasasti 8 The ruler of Malava
is probably to^be identical with Bhoja ( e 999-1055 A D

) the nephew of the
Paramara Munja The fact that he died so soon and was succeeded in the
course of the same year by his brother Durlabha seems to explain the
omission of his name in some of the later Caulukya inscriptions

1 SJGM , I, P 20 ^

,

2 Ibid
. . I

3 ibid nm ^ toro^nps^isiiii
* El, I, p 296-305, V 7
6 AAK , TI, p 260 , MA , Text, p 29, Trans p. 143
8
El., I, p 296-305, V. 7.
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The Prabandha-cintamani records thatDurlabhaiaja was a crowned kin?
in V.E. 1055. He mled for twelve years 1 The Vicarasre giving the list
of Mularajas successors, omits Catmmdaraja and refers to Vallabharaja as
his son who mled for fourteen years (V.E. 10-52-66); his brother Dnrlabha
twelve years ( V.E. 1055-73).® According to the Kharatara gaccU-fatanl},
Dnrlabha was alive in V.E. 1030 when a religions debate rook place’in his

court between Jinesvarasnri and Caityavasis, bnt this date seems to he
fictitious for we know by all means that after V.E. 1078 Dnrlabha was nor
alive. Moreover, regarding the exact date of that debate, the Jain authori-

ties are not rhemselves unanimous.® Durlabhaiaja got constructed a lake

named Dnrlabhasara. According to the A-MS of rhe same work he also

built a palace of seven stories, with a clock-tower and a stable for dephants

at Pattan and a temple of Maaan Samkara for the welfare of his brother

Vallabharaja, and Dnrlabhasara after his name.4

According torheDiyoima-ferra, Durlabhaiajaand his youngerbrother

Nagaraja married Durlabhadevi and Laksmi the two asters of Mahendra-

xaja of Mara country respectivdy. It is stated there that Durlabhadevi

was won by Dnrlabha in a svaya.1 vara; bnt to retain possession of the

princess he had to fight a number of other claimants, among whom were the

lings of Anga, Easf, AvantI, Cedidesa, Knrudesa, Hunadesa, Mathura and

Madhya.® Abul-Fazl assigns to Dnrlabha a reign of deven years and six

months, while Ali Muhammad Khan gives him only eight years.® As Meru-

tnnga and Abnl-FazI nearly agree in assgniug him a period of about twelve

years we may refer him to the period c. 1010-22 A.D.

The Suk.ia-samkiiiana depicts him as a man of high character. He was

full of justice and nor accessible to the wives of others.”1 The 1 adauagar

praiasti® and the Kwii-havtxaill* also confirm the fact. He was the first

Canlukya king who admitted the Jain sadk;'s to his court at AnahSavada/0

1 5JG1I., I, p. ao : A-MS. : s® £ 1 *«+ru- m ' I

* JSS., II, Mo. i, p. o.

* Jain Kair.a Rasa Praksrcr.a (SJG1L

,

XL), introduction, p. « 5.

1 SjGlf., I, p. 2o.
= D V., Canto TD, Vs 66-rc5.

s AAK., II, p. 260; MA., translation, p. 123.

7 Canto II, V. 15 : eiwsw ~,-V: C*5J s£«»*i I

6 EL, I, pp. 255-305.

* Canto II, V. XL.

10 GOS., LXXVT, p. 752 : °r I
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Bhtma I ( 1022-G4 A D )
Duriabharaja was succeeded by his nephew

Bhima The Dvysstaya-kdvya says “Nagaraja the younger brother had a son

named Bhima, and both Nagaraja and Duriabha thought that they were

discharged from the parental debt {Pity Bita) of producing a son

1

This

shows that Duriabha had no issue and adopted Bhima as his heir Duriabha

brought up Bhima very affectionately The education of Bhima is also

described there He became a master of gymnastics Duriabha asked Bhima

to accept the throne which he first refused He requested that his father

NSgaraja should be made king Both the brothers, however, pressed him

and he ascended throne, both Duriabha and Naga dedicated themselves to

religious life and died soon after a

Merutuuga in his Prahandha-ewtBinam gives Bhima 42 or 48 years’ reign

from V.E. 1077-78 to 1120 (e 1021-1054 AD)* The Muslim chroniclers

also allot him a reign of 42 years

4

We, therefore, may with certainly assign

him to the period c 1022-64 A D From the four published epigraphic

records of the reign of Bhima u e also get the date from c 1029 to 1062 A D ,

the first being the Rddhanpur grant dated V E 1086 (A D 1029) and the

last the Abu stone inscription dated V E 1119 (A D 1062 ).
s The last one

is a Jama epigraph and is incised at the Vimala temple on Mt Abu, in the

Sirobi District, Rajasthana It is a short inscription of a minister of the

Caulukya Bhima I*

Bhima was an ambitious and powerful king. He followed the foot-

steps of Mularaja and extended the boundaries of his kingdom He had to

struggle, on one hand, with fierce foieign invaders like Mahmud and, on

the other hand, with the native rulers like the Paramaras and the

Cahamanas

Within two years of Bhima’s coming to the throne Mahmud invaded

Somanatha The record of this invasion is mostly preserved by the Muslim
historians but two references of this raid are found in the Jam sources also

The one we get from the Salyapimya &ii Mahamra UtsSha, an Apabhramsa
poem of Dhanapala and the other from the VmdhaMha-kalpa of Jinaprabha

Sun The poet Dhanapala states that Srimala country, Anahilavada, Candra-

1 DV , Canto VIII, V s TOrfafin sufSIttfR rTO I

s Ibid , Canto VIII, Vs
.
9-82.

* SJCM , I, pp 53-54. <|oW\j SJRRI 1$ Y^ lire ?e j^o 4 figjjrj

(BP sne%) #0 tow^ ^

1

* AAIC
, p 260 MA , translation, p 143

6 DHNI„ II, pp 948-P49
« El, IX, p 148
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vatl, Soratha, Devalavada and Somesvara were looted by Turks 1 According
to Mum Jina Vijayaji the poet Dhanapala of this poem is identical with the
author of the Tilakamanjan of the same name Thus, this is an almost
contemporaneous account The Saiyapm a-kalpa of the Vmdhatirtlm-kalpa
refers to the looting of Gurjara country by Gajjanavl, i e , the lord of Gazam
in V.E 1081 (A D.1025) 2 Both these references are obviously to the ex-

pedition of Hahamud Gazani

About this invasion the other Gujarati authors from Hemacandra down-
wards, except the two quoted above, are almost silent It is also strange

to know that Al-utbi, a sort of private secretary to Mahmud, does not men-

tion the sacking of Somanath in his work Tankha-t-Yamim He wrote a

good account of Mahmud’s biography and lived for four years after this

event After two hundred years, the first Muslim historian who mentioned

this event was Ibu Asir (c 1280 AD) 1 This shows that the expedition

against Somanath might have been an insignificant event unworthy to receive

the attention of the early writers. The modem historians, however, have

put much reliance on the records of the later Muslim waters, but they

maintained the view that Mahmud’s invasion had no permanent effect on the

history of Gujarat The Mundalca and Radhanapur grants show that Bhuna

was m safe possession of his capital Anabilavada 2 The Dvyairya-ksvya also

mentions another struggle of Bhlma with the Smdha king Hammuka 3 It is

recorded that Bhlma was informed by his spies that the king of Smdha was

planning to murder him "He has also subdued the ruler of Sivasana He

has a powerful cavalry and can vanquish whom he wants He corrupts your

friends.” Bhuna after consulting the ministers marched against Smdha

He crossed the mighty stream of the river Smdhu by building a badge

accross it and defeated and conquered the king of Smdha, Hammuka 4

Though we have no epigraphic evidence to support the struggle with the

ruler of Smdha, it is hkely that Bhuna, like his predecessors Mulaiaja and

Camunda, fought with the ruler of Smdha, and earned on the policy laid

down by the founder of the dynasty

1 JSS , III, No III, p i. Vs. 3-4 = % MWiring ajg W3

"T feir . . . ip®E . -

2 sjgm
, x, p 29 namf sat (?»«) rarwnw

3 JSS ,
III, pp 252-57

4 DBNI , II. p 962
3 DV , Canto VIII, Vs 52-56

• Ibid
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His greatest nval was king Bhoja with whom he was engaged for a long

time in cold wars, political as well as cultural We have already discussed

at length on the evidence of the Jain sources how Bhima troubled Dhanduka,

the Paramara ruler of Abu, who was a feudatory of king Bhoja and how
Bhoja became angry with him, how ICulacandra attacked Patana when
Bhima was himself engaged in the war of Sindba We have also stated the

skilful devices of Damara, the diplomat minister of Bhima, who watched all

kinds of activities of Bhoja

1

We have also referred to his incursion on the

Kalacun king, Kama, in whose alliance, lateT, Bhima attempted to deliver a

lasting blow upon the kingdom of Bhoja m which he succeeded 8 So far as

our confiimatory evidences arc concerned wc may cite the Vadanagar

prasasti which distinctly stales that Bhima's horses quickly gained Dbara,

the capital of the emperor of Malava 3 There is, however, no evidence to

show that Kama was defeated by Bhima

One more struggle of Bhima has been recorded by a Jain inscription

about which the Jam chroniclers are almost silent The Sundha hill inscrip-

tion (VE 1309 )
4 composed by a Jam teacher by name Jayamangala of

Brhadgaccha states that the Naddfila pnnee Ahila and his paternal unde
Anahilla defeated the Gurjara king, Bhima

5

In the Jam inscription it is

stated that the latter's son BSlaprasfid compelled Bhima to liberate a king

named Krsna-deva from prison 3 Kielhom has rightly identified this Krsna-
deva with the Paramara king of that name who ruled m Abu c 1060-67

AD 7 A Jain inscription in the Vimala temple on Mt Abu shows that Abu
was ruled by Vimala, the dan'lapah of Bhima (I) m V.E. 1088 (c 1031 A D.)

Leaving aside these accounts of the wars of Bhima if we study the

prabandha literature we find how culturally Gujarata was progressing under
Bhima, The PrabJwvaka-canla informs us that poets and dialecticians of

different sects from different parts of India visits the capital of Gurjaradesa
The intellectual rivalry between Dharl and Anahillapur was keen and Bhima
and Bhoja were always jealous to preserve the intellectual status of their

courts

1 SJGM , I, pp 28-30 , See supra, p 101
3 See supra, p 102 , Chapter on the Paramaras
3 £/ , i, pp. 296-305, v 9 srofas. , fa* to

.

* El
,
Vol 9, p 90 ff

s Ibid

,

Vs 13-14 • a&ciBPifir qbPEgsrs ^ V r3
^ ha f1 - -

.

WSwnarpTOf . .

3 Ibid , V r8
I

7 BG„ I, P. I, 472-74,
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Bhima like his forefathers was a Saivite but his liberal policy in religion

helped the Jam scholars to show their talent in various fields of literature.

We learn from the Prabhavaka-canta that Suracaiya and Santisfin distin-

guished themselves in intellectual contests and they often went to other king-

doms to engage in such contests m behalf of their country Suracaiya was

a cousin of the king Bhima. being the son of his maternal uncle Sangrama-

simha, a prince of Marudesa. 1 Santisfin was a great literary man He com-

posed a commentary on the Uttaradhayam-sftira with whose help Vadi

Devasuri defeated the Digambara dialectician Kumudacandra m the time of

Jayasimha * It appears Santisfin was responsible for starting a school of

logic amongst the Jains Abhayadevasfin, the author of that big commentary

on the Sanmah-tarka of Siddhasena Divakara known as Vadamahamava, was

the teacher of Santisfin 3 It is stated that 32 students studied Pramaiia

iastra under Santisfin According to the same authonty another scholar

Buddhisagara of that period wrote a work on Samsknt grammar which

is named after him Jmesvara composed a work on logic 4

Another important figure of the age is poet Dhaima who is often referred

to as the TTanla Kavi Dharma He is also reputed to have defeated several

scholars m intellectual combats m other countnes 5

We also know some important persons of Bhlma’s reign The prabandha

literature refers to Somesvara as his purohxta and Damara or Damodara as

his minister of peace and war Many of the stones m the Prabandha-

cmtamam turn round the uncommon wit and intelligence of this Damara 6

From the Vunala temple inscnption we know that Vimala was the dandapali

of tthima i This Vunala was one of the two sons of Vita, a minister of Durla-

bharfija about whom we know from the colophon of the Nctmnaba-cariu 3

Bhima continued the policy of his predecessor regarding the building

of temples According to the PrabanilifrcintStim he built three temples

named Bhimesvaraprasada, Bhattanka Bhlruam prasada and BalaMnlaraja s

1 SJGM., XIII, p 152-60
•

2 Ibid , pp. 178-79.

3
Ibid., pp. 133-37 1

4
Ibid., p. 162 fi . 1

3
Ibid , p 147, V. 256.

4 SJGM, I- qfaljtmFFsr: 1

7 Arbud Prabandha Jam Lekha Sangraha, II, p 3

FPH) JTCRlfct. I I
, , „ ... ,d

3 Sanatkumara-cantam- A section from Hanbhadtas NmmShatant

by H. Jacobi, Introduction, vi ft.

ggsi hOm'W
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prasada 1

Bhima had three sons from his three queens One of the sons named

Mularaja died at an early age in whose memory Bhima built a Saiva temple.

The other two sons were Ksemaraja and Kama bom from Caulukadevi and

Udayamati respectively 2 According to the Dvyairaya-kavya the throne was

first offered to Ksemaraja who appears to have been the elder of [the two

but he refused to accept it on the ground that he wanted to dedicate

himself to religious pursuits and induced Ins father to crown Kama 3 After

Bhlma’s death Ksemaraja retired to Mapdukesvara near Dadhisthall on the

bank of Sarasvati to perform penances This village of Dadhisthala was

granted to Kumara Devaprasada so that he might attend upon his father

Ksemaraja m his penances there
”4

According to the Prabandha-cmfdmam Bhima married Udayamati, the

daughter of Naravjliana IChengara of Surastra by whom Kanj& was bom 6

The same authority states that Bhima attracted by her chastity married a

hetsera by name Cauladcvi, Batiladevi or Bakuladevi by whom he had a son

Ksemaraja or Haripala 6 His third son was Mfllaraja He was very

compassionate for the people and got them relieved from payment of taxes.

He died m his youth Bhima erected a temple Tnpurasaprasada for the

welfare of prince Mfilaraja
~

Kai,m (10G1-91 A D
)

Mcrutuuga in his Prabandha-cmtamani refers

to the fact that the coronation of Kama took place m V E. 1120 (e 1064 A.D

)

in the month of Caitia and that he ruled till the year 1150 V E (c 1094 A D.)

covering a period of 29 years 8 months and 21 days * The Vicsiairent assigns

him 30 years from V E. 1120 to 1150 8 The Muslim writers like Abu’l-Fazl

and Ah Mohammad Khan assign him a reign of 31 years 10 Thus all the

chroniclers with little difference are approximately in agreement. We may
safely place Kanja in the penod c 1164-74 A D From the two copper

1 SJGM , I, p 53
2 SJGM , I, pp 53 and 77.
3 Canto IX, Vs 70-77
1 Ibid , Vs. 76-77
c sjgm

,
I, p 54 >.ft 3ehmRhimi ’

1

* Ibid , p 77
7 SJGM , 1, p 53
8 sjgm , I, p 54 era go vjijo jjtfrani aWfatu

ti'tsiiim: HTRTj 1 p 55 hq vjt* s 5^ sftffraiiwtM qgrlijfei 1

8 jss , 11, p 9 so mo Wr ? 3° 1

10 MA
, translation, p 143 , AAR

,

II, p 260.

31
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plate grants of his reign we have two dates V E. 1131 (A D. 1075) and

V.E. 1148 (A D 1092).1

The Jain sources other than the Dvyssraya-ksvya record the valorous

deeds of the king, The Sukita-sau.kirtam states that Kama led an expedi-

tion against Malava and inflicted a defeat on the king. He brought with

him an image of Nilakantha (God Siva) from Dharg.8 Who was this king

of Malava ? We know from other sources that after Bhoja his son Jayasimha

ruled over Malava from 1155 A D to 1160A D and he was succeeded by his

uncle Udayaditya It seems, therefore, that UdaySditya might have been

a contemporary of Kama, whom, according to the above authority, he

defeated. But the statement of the Sukiia-samkhiatia does not seem to be

entirely free from fault, for the Prabandha-ctntamam credits Bhima, the

father of Kama, with bringing the image of Siva from Malava 8 And

?rrmrling to the Pi thviraia-mjaya Udayaditya with the help of the CahamSna

Vigraharaja (III) defeated the Caulukya Kama* This statement of the

Prthvnsia-mjaya contradicts the statement of the Sukita-sav.kirtam The

Jam inscription known as the SundhS hill inscription records the fact that

Prthvlpala defeated the army of Kama * It seems that Prthvlpala also

helped Udayaditya m the battle. The Hammira-wahaksvya of Nayacandra-

sfln states that the Cahamana king DurlabharSja killed Kama in the battle5

and the Prabandha-Ma mentions that Dusala, having tied the king of

Gujarata, brought him to Ajmer and made him to sell whey (Takram) 7 We,

however, have no support for these latter versions of the event On the

other hand the early authority, Ptthv^a-vijaya, says that this war was

waged between Kama and Udayaditya in which Vigraharaja III assisted

Kama soon recovered from the blow inflicted upon him by Udayaditya

and lus allies He attacked the Naddula Cahamana and defeated Sn

Yojaka, the brother of Prthvlpala, who had helped Udayaditya and reduced

1 RIG , II, pp. 18-27. . „ a
8 Canto II, V 23

3 See supra pp 102-3 _ _ „
* Canto V, Vs. 76-78 I

fSnrpr^^

^
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5 El., XI, pp. 76-77 • JwflMTg
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him to vassalage. The Sundha hill inscription informs ns that Yojaka took

joy in Anahilapurs with his white umbrella 1

The Jams are quite silent about his another expedition on L5ta as

known from the other sources 8

The Stih ta-samkrtam also refers to Karqa’s vctory m Sindha for which

we have no support 8

Another expedition of Kama is referred tom the Prabmdha-uniamani.

It states that Kama attacked a Bhilla named Asa dwelling at AsSpalh (iden-

tified with modern Asaval near Ahmedabad), who was king of over six lacs.

On the omen of BhairavadevI he built there a temple to the goddess called

Kocaraba and after conquering the Bhilla, he installed there in a temple the

goddess Jayanti, and also he built the temple of Kamesvara, adorned with

the lake of KamasSgara He founded the city of Kamavati and reigned

from there In Pattana he got built the temple of Kamameru 4

According to the Prabandha-ctnfdmant Kama went to invade Asapalh

after coronating Jayasimha and he found there a city named KamSvatl and

reigned there himself 8 According to the Kumarapala-prabandhaP and the

Kmndrapala-canta of Caritrasundargajji,7 he went to reside at Asapalli

because it was not proper that two kings lived in one place According to the

Dvyabaya-kivya Kanja, having enthroned Jayasimha, meditating on the

god Visnu, went to heaven 8

In the face of these conflicting statements of the Jam authors this much
may safely be inferred that Kama, during his lifetime, annexed the pro-

vince of Khetaka ma.idala contaming a dense forest and Bhilla settlements

and thus linked up the North and South Gujjrata into one. The foundation

of Kamavati was laid only a few years before his death

Most of the accounts about Kama describe the uncommon beauty of

his person charming to women and his love romances The Karnasundan-
nsl'.ka of poet Bilhaija was composed on the love episodes of The

1 El

,

IX, pp 76-77, V 24
|

! El , I, p 316 ft

8 Canto II, V 23 gajfSf ^ j

4 sjgm , I, p 55 grc g sran#;iT www-ih
^ m trsq etc.
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7 Canto I, V 29
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Dvyshaya-Mvya and the Prabandha-omtnmam describe at length the marriage

of Mayanalla with Kama 1 The Dvysiraya-ksvya refers to Mayanalla as the

daughter of the king Jayakesi of Candrapur, bom in Kadamba family*

According to the Prabattdha-cmtamam Jayakesi was the son of Subhakesi,

the king of Kanj&ta This Subhakesi has been identified with Sasthadeva,

the third lung of the Kadamba dynasty of Goa But Jayakesi was not the

king of Karnataka He was most probably a fnend of Tnbbuvanamalla

Vikramaditya, the ruler of Karnataka Jayakesi, on the other hand, is

regarded the king of Konkana, the capital of which was modern Goa An

inscription of his reign dated 1051 A D, waS discovered in Goa He died

in 1075 A D Thus, he was a contemporary of the Caulukya Kama *

As to how they were married, there is an interesting story in the

Pmbandha-cmihmam 4 It states

“ Once she merely on hearing the name of Somesvara mentioned

by some votaries of Siva remembered her former birth She said to

herself ‘In a former life I was a Brahmam, I set out to worship

Somesvara and reached the town of Bahuloda but being unable to pay

the duty levied there, I was not allowed to proceed further and in des-

pair I expressed the earnest desire that in my next birth I might bring

about the remission of that duty I died and was bom W this family
’

This was her recollection with regard to her former birth In order to

fulfil her desire she determined to marry the king of Gujamta. Herfather

accordingly asked Kama through his ministers to accept the gift of his

daughter Mayanalladevi’s hand ‘But Kama, having heard of her

ugliness, was indifferent to her But her father, on account of her

obstinate determination sent her to Kama’, as a maiden choosmgher own

husband Then Kama having himself secretly observed the fact of her

ugliness; became altogether neglectful of her AccordinglyJUayaiialla-

devi and her eight companions made up their minds to sacnfice-their

1 D.V-, Canto IX, V. 89-170 and SJGM , I, P 54

* tiV, Canto IX, V gg-ioo and 153 '-

* Kadambttkvla, p 166.
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lives m order to compass the death of the long
, but Kama’s mother

Udayamati, hearing of these intentions, and not being able to witness

their death, made vow to live or die with them. Kama, on the other

hand, forced by these circumstances, married Mayanalla
”

The DvySSraya-ksvya, however, does not record the story of the former

birth But it tells us that on looking at the portraits of each other both

Mayanalla and Kama became so much attracted that they determined to

marry each other The match was arranged and Mayapalla came to Anahil-

lapur to marry Kanja with a big dowry of elephants etc
,
given by her father

She was secretly observed there by Kama Thereupon she determined to

die if Kama did not marry her Kama heard this news from the female

fnends of Mayapalla and married her 1

From both the above statements it appears that due to certain reason

she was determined to marry Kama It seems that she might have been

ugly or otherwise undesirable Kama must have first refused to many
her but later on he consented under the threat of suicide

The Prabaudha-cmiamaM further states that Kama had great Hidiire fo

Mayanalla His minister Munjala, finding out from the chamberlain that the
king wasm love with a woman of low rank, dressed up Mayanall&devi in her

clothes and ornaments and sent her, after the usual monthly ablution,

secretly to take the place of that woman As the king supposed that she
\Vas 'that woman, he received her ardently and she became pregnant etc

The son bom from Mayanalla was named Jayasimha *

From the Jam 'sources we also get information about his ministers
Dhavalaka, the son of Vimala’s brotherMantri Nadha, knownfrom a PrSkrta
work Mnllt-canu (Canto' 3) composed by Hanbhadrasfin, was one of the
ministers 3 From the Prabandha-ctniSmam* and from the colophon of the
Yagn-d) sh-samnccaya composed in the year V E 1146 (c 1089 AD)1 we
know that Mufijala was also his minister who, by that time, as referred to m

1 DV , Canto IX, Vs. 85-172.
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the colophon, bad become the chief minister Sampatkara, a chief known

in the prabandhas as Santfi Mantn, was also a chief minister 1 According

to the play Karnasundari-mttka, he was the patron of the poet Bilhana .
8

Kama was a great builder He got temples, tanks and cities constructed.

His activities have been referred to in their due course

The family of Kama professed Saivism, but we know from the Dvys-

Sraya-kdvya that he died peacefully as a Biahmavsdi and Hartman 3 It

appears, therefore, that in the later part of his reign he became a Vaisnava

Jayasimha Stddharaja (
1094-1x44 A D

)

Hts age at the time of Ins accession The age of Jayasimha at the

tune of his accession is a point disputed by Jam writers According to the

Prabandha-cmtamam he was three years old when he ascended the throne 4

The Kumdrapala-prabandha of Jinamandanagani follows the Prabandha-ctnts-

manif but the Kumarapala-carita6 of Cantrasundaragam states that at the

tune of accession Jayasimha was eight years old The Pnrstana-prabanilia-

sangraha is also of the same opinion and relates that Jayasimha was trained

for rulership by the minister Santfi even when he was eight years old 7 The

contemporary writer Hemacandra in his Dvydhaya-kdvya gives a different

account Referring to Jayasimha, he states

“Jayasimha, when he grew up, went to the banks of the Sarasvati

to play and became an expert in the art of war He also learnt how to

control elephant When he attained youth, Kama got him crowned king

The old king also advised him to protect the four vamas, to keep the

traditions of his ancestors, to behave kindly to his cousin Devaprasada.

Then Rama went to heaven with his mind fixed on God Visnu
”8

From this statement it appears that Jayasimha at the time of accession

must have been 16 or 18 years old

1 SJGM, I, pp 56-57
3 JSI , p azo
3 Canto XI, V m .

4 sjgm
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In V E. 1150, in the month of Patina, the coronation of Siddharfija took

place

1

The Prabandka-cuitsmani gives Jayasimha a reign of 49 years from

VE 1130 to 1199 (c 1094-1148 AD) ! The ViesraSrem assigns him the

same period 8 According to the Muslim authorities he ruled for 60 years

4

We find support for this view from the Bah stone inscription of Jayasimha

dated V E 1200 (c 1144 A D
}
6

His eaily reign When Jayasimha ascended the throne the political

condition of the kingdom of Aijahilapatana was quite sound His forefatheis

from Mularaja down to Bhlma fought with the rulers of Sak&mbhari, Sindh,

Naddula, Malava, Saurastra, Lata, Cutch and Arbuda Mandal, but only

the last three provinces came within the influence of Anahilavada as a
critical estimate of the contemporary inscriptions and the Jain chronicles

show Bhima annexed Candravati, though his success in Malava was not of

much value According to the Navasan plates of Kama, Kama captured

a small principality of Lata, and it became a part of Anahilavada kingdom.

Jayasimha was a great wamor On the basis of whatever he inherited

from his predecessors, he built a great empire in which the glory of Gujarata
reached its summit It, however, appears from the Dvys&raya-kavya and
the Prabandha-cmtdmam that at the time of Jayasimha’s coronation court

intrigues and violence were rampant Hemacandra tells a story that
soon after Kama’s death Devaprasada of the senior branch committed suicide

after enjoining his son Tnbhuvanapala to the paternal care of Jayasimha.®
This statement of Hemacandra according to the scholars refers to certain
concealed facts They conjecture that Devaprasada, son of Ksemaraja and
of a senior line, made an attempt for succession but lost his life. This
inference may be supported by the fact that his son Tnbhuvanapala does
not appear dunng the reign of Jayasimha, perhaps he was also killed and his
grandson Kumarapala was persecuted by Jayasimha for thirty years Dunng
the whole of his long reign Jayasimha was bitterly hostile to this branch
which appears to have attempted to wrest the succession 7
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The Prdbandha-cintdmam relates that when Kama had gone to heaven,
Madanapala, the brother of the queen Udayamati, behaved in an unbecom-
ing way. Once he imprisoned the royal physician named Lila and extorted

thirty-two thousand from him Then Jayasimha by a device of the minister

Santu killed the tyrannical Madanapala 1

We have no Jam inscriptions for his reign but the other nine published

inscriptions give us dates ranging from c 1127 to 1143 A D Fortunately

we have several colophons of Jam MSS, which may be regarded as valuable

contemporary records and throw welcome light on his reign The colophon

of the Nisithi-cTimi dated V E 1157 (

c

1100 A.D ),
2 that is, seven years

after the accession of Jayasimha to the throne, refers to the king simply as

‘&ri Jayasimhadevarcqye' t e m the reign of Sri Jayasimha. The name of

the king without title shows his less influential stage It seems that at that

time Jayasimha was simply an occupant of the'throne After three years we

have another colophon of Jam MS by name Adtnatha-canta dated V E 1160

(AD 1104 ),
s which shows that Jayasunha’s sway extended upto Cambay

Again after four years we find another colophon of the Jiva Samasa-vith

dated V E 1164 (e. 1108 AD)* Jayasimha is described there as ‘ Samasta-

rajsvali-virBjita-mahardjddhtraja-parameivara &ri Jaytmmliadeva-kalymamja-

yarajye ’it, m the prosperous reign of the emperor Jayasimha surrounded

by several kings At that time king Jayasimha might have wielded the

sceptre with full powers The next colophon of the Ava&yaka-sulra dated

V E 1166 ('e 1110 AD)5 gives Jayasimha the significant title
‘ Tnbhnvana

Ganda,’ which would mean the Guardian of the Three Worlds We may

assume from this that Jayasimha’s military activities might have begun

by this time and that he was exercising full sovereign powers

The colophon of the Panca-vasluka dated m the month of Phslguna of

V.E 1179® retains the same titles with an addition * &rimat' It also states

that Santuka was then the Mahamutya or chief minister Another colophon

of the Uttaradhyayana-sutra dated m the month of Bhaduipada of the

1 SJGM
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same year, 1 records that at that tune the chief minister was Asuka , it would

mean that Santuk had retired The king had an additional title of

Siddhacakravaiiw

The provenance of certain colophons and inscriptions shows that he

must have held sway over large portions of Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan,

besides Gujarata, Kathiawar and Cutch

His achievements The main event during the early part of his reign

was an attack on Anahillapura by Naravarman, the king of Malava, when

Jayasunha had been on a pilgrimage to Somanath with bis mother Mayanalla

So Sampatakara or Santu who was m charge of the capital had to make
peace with the invader by giving Jayasimha’s ment of pilgrimage to

Somanatha When Jayasimha returned he resolved to revenge this

insult by waging war against Malava 8 From the victoiy in this war it

appears Jayasimha bore the titles of sovereign ruler * Mahtrsjsdhmja
Paiamesvaia

’3 and also assumed the title of 'Tnbhuvanaganda ** Merutunga
indicates that one of the most important acts of the queen-mother Mayanalla-

devi on the occasion of the pilgrimage was the abolition of the tax at

Bahuloda, which yielded seventy-two lacs to the royal treasury 5

Next war of Jayasimha was against the ruler of Surastra Hemacandia
m his Stddha-hema-vyskaiana refers to the victory over Surastra

(
Ajayat

Siddhah Saurastrsn) 0 A detailed description of this account is found in the
Kittukaumudi, in the Piiratana Prabandha-sangraka and Prabandha-cinta-

mam. The Kbh-kmnmtdi states that Jayasimha crushed the very powerful
Khengara of Surastra in the battle as a hon kills an elephant.7 The Vrndlta-
tiriha-kalpa also gives the name as Khengararaya, 8 and so does the Pmatana
Prabandha-sangraha » The Prabandha-cintgmam

, however, refers to him by

1 Id,d- p 101 srag
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1 See supra p. in. Chapter on the Paramaras of Malava
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name as Abhira ruler Navaghana Having suffered defeat eleven times

at the hands of Navaghana, Jayasimha marched from his capital again for

the twelfth time after getting Vardhana and other cities under him, duly

protected by newly built-up ramparts In the ensuing engagement he

killed Navaghana and appointed Sajjana as his Da,idadhipah to look over

the affairs of Surastra 1 The king of Surastra is called Khengara, by

several authonties, while the Prabandha-cmtama,it in its prose portion refers

to him as Navaghana and in its verses3 he is referred to as Khengara Thus

it mixes Navaghana with Khengara Navaghana was the grandfather of

Khengara 3 Hence the statement of the Prabandha-cmtamaiii m this connec-

tion is apparenty wrong As to when this event took place we do not know

Dr. Bbagavanlal Indraji on the basis of an inscription of Sajjana in the

temple of Neminath at Gimar dated VE 1176 (AD 1120
)
assumes that

Sajjana was a governor of Surastra by that tune 1 But it is alleged that

there is, however, only one inscription of Jayasimha's tune in Gimara which

bears no date and does not mention Sajjana 3 The Vimdlm-tviha-kalpa,

on the other hand, refers to Sajjana as the governor of the place who built

a temple of Neminatha in V.E 1185 (c 1129 AD)3 The Revanlagm-rssu

also confirms this statement 7 The Prallmaha-caiiia clearly states that

Saursstra was in the chaige of Sajjana for nine years 8 The assumption of

Pt Bhagavanlal Indraji, therefore, seems to be correct

According to the Prabandha-ctntaina.H Sajjana spent three years revenue

in building the temple 8 If any reliance be put on the account of the

Prabandha-cmtamaiii we can say that Sajjana was the governor of Surastra
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in V E 1181-82 (c 1125-26 A D
)

Surastra, therefore might have been

conquered before A.D 1125-26 The Dohad inscription of the reign of

Jayasimba dated V E 1196 (c 1140 A D
)

tells us that the lords of SuraBtra

andMalava1 were thrown into prison by Jayasimha

According to the Dvydirava-kdvya the first achievement of Jayasimha

might have been his fight with BarbaraLa who was troubling the sages of the

time. It is said that he had come with his men as far as Snsthalapura (Siddha-

pur) on the Sarasvati and devastated the holy place and the temple of

Svayambhu Rudra etc He was assisted by the younger brother of the king of

Antardhanadesa As the followers of Barbaraka are described as Raksasas he

might have been a leader of some non-aryan tribe Dr Bhagavanlal Indraji

conjectures the modern Babanas of Babanavada in the South Kathiawar

to be the descendants of Barbaraka Hemacandra states that in the first

encounter Jayasimha’s army could not stand, and Jayasimha imperilled his

life as he rushed forward alone and struck a blow on the head of Barbaraka

with his sword which broke mto two Then they wrestled with each other

and Barbaraka was overpowered and imprisoned But on the request of

Barbaraka’s wife, Pingalika, he was released and henceforth became an

adherent of the king 1 This defeat of Barbaraka has also been referred to

by a Jam work, namely, Vagbhatsltmksra, which states ‘He defeated in

battle, Barbaraka the naktamcara that is Raksasa ** The commentator on

that work confirms this by stating Jayasimha as
'

Babbar-jisnu According

to Jinamandana, the author of the Ktimarapala-prabandha, Jayasimha

acquired the title ‘Siddharaja by subduing Barbaraka ’* The Ujjam
fragmentary stone inscription dated VE 1196 refers to Vmbaiaka-jtstm

as one of the titles of Jayasimha • Jayasimha was called Stddha because he
subjugated Barbaraka

We are informed from a Jam colophon of Navapadalaglm-vi itx dated in

the month of Jyestha of V E 1192 (e 1135 AD)1 that Jayasimha assumed
one more title Avanitnatha Prior to this colophon we have another colo-

phon still earlier by three months, in the month of PMguna of V E. 1191
1 /a , x, pp 158-60
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(e 1135 A D ),* where he is mentioned by only those titles as are mentioned

previously. The sudden appearance of this new title has some significance

We have already referred to one wai of Jayasimha with the Malava

long Naravarman We have also discussed in detail about this war and

another war with Naravarman’s son. Yasovarman, in the contest of the

history of the Paramaras 2 So we need not repeat all the description here.

The Sundha Hill inscription composed by the Jam monk. Jayamaugala, states

that Jayasimha w as assisted in this war of Malava by the Naddiila Caha-

mana Asaraja 3

The date of the conquest over Malava As to when this war took place,

we have certain clues as afforded by the Jain sources We have seen above

the two Jam works The early pras'asti written in the month of Phalgma,

that is three months earlier, does not refer to the title
‘

Avantmatha,’ but the

colophon of the month Jyestha confers upon him the title of 'Avantmatha.'

It seems the final battle must have been won within these three months

The Gala inscription of Jayasimha dated VE 11 S)3 (e 1137 AD ) also

mentions among the other titles of Jayasimha, the title Avantmatha, that

is. Lord of Avanti * The Lalwada Gaijapati image inscription tells us that

Jayasimha humbled the pride of Naravarman, while the Dohad pillar

inscription states that he threw into prison the ruler of Malava 5 The

Vadanagar Prasasti of Kumarapala also mentions that Jayasimha fettered

the proud king of Malava 6

Jayasimha, on becoming the lord of Avanti, came into contact with the

flflnHpllas, the Kalacun and probably the Gabadavalas I have refered to a

struggle of Jayasimha with Candella Madanavarma while dealing with the

Candellas 7 In that war Jayasimha except detaming a substantial tribute,

did not gam much meterial advantage and the war ended m a fnen y

sill3IlC6 ®

As regards the relation with Kalacuri the Prabandha-cmtamam states
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that the kmg of the country of Dahala wrote to Jayasimha a letter of

alliance. The king of Dahala was probably the Kalacun Yasah-kama

(e 1078-1126 AD
)
1 Regarding the Gahadavala, the same authority states

that Jayasimha maintained diplomatic relations with Jayacandra, ' king of

Banaras ’* But the name of the Gahadavala kingJayacandra (e 1170-93 A.D

)

given in this connection appears to be a mistake for Govmdacandra

(e 1114-55 AD).
After referrmg to these victonous campaigns of Jayasimha, the Jain

sources mention three more struggles The ChandonuSgsana of Hemacandra®

and a treatise on alaiiksra by Vagbhata state that Jayasimha defeated

Smdhuraja Simhadevagaru, the commentator of the Vagbhafalankgra,
states that he was Stndhttdeisdhtpa, t e , the Lord of Smdha We do not

know who this kmg of Sindhudesa was The Kirlt-kaumudi states

‘Sankha asks Vastupala to hand over Combay to him, as this city

was subject to his father {Pitt blmkti), while Vastupala answers him

that it was taken by NrpastmJia, after fighting with Sutiha, who was

assisted by cavalry men ' *

Mum Jmavijayaji conjectures that Smdhur&ja was the same as accord-

ing to the Hammha-madamardana and Vasanta-mlssa was the father of

Saukha Narasimha of the Kith-kamnitcR is undoubtedly Jayasimha 6

According to the late Pt Ojha, Sindhuraja in the above reference is the

same as has been referred to in a Kiradu inscription of A D 1262 6 The

Dohad inscription of Jayasimha of 1140 A D contains the reference of this

war, therefore, this must have taken place before that time 7

Another war with the king of Sapadalaksa is referred to by the

Prabandha-cintnmcutt It states, "He returned Sapadalaksa with several lacs

to the humbled Anaka king ”* The Kh1"-kaimmdi of Somesvara also con-

firms the fact and states that Jayasimha gave his daughter to the Cahamana *

1 ibid
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This Anaka has been rightly identified with King Amorgjaor Ana (1189-1158

AD), the son of Ajayargja An inscription from Sambhara confirms the

fact that Anaka was under the influence of Jayasimha

1

Regarding his southern campaign we have information from the Jam
sources Jinamandanagam in his Kumarapala-prabandha wntes 'The sword

whose edge was chewed in by Jayasimha before the Yogtnis coming from the

Himalayas were brought from the Paramardi ruler of Kalygna-kataka ”s A
Jam MS refers to an expedition of Jayasimha to Devagin from which he

proceeded to Paithan which submitted to him He induced certain

families called Vlrajas or Viravanijas who appear to have been silk weavers

to accompany him to Pattan and stay there The glories of Pgtan are then

recounted to the Virajas 3

The contemporary king of Jayasimha at Kalygna-kataka at that time

was Vikramgditya VI who bore the title of Paramardi An inscription of

Jayasimha from Talwar too speaks about his humbling the pnde of Para-

mardi

4

A Jam inscription from Kolhapur of Saka era 1058 (A D 1136)

mentions the Viravanijas, a commercial class of South India ‘ I have else-

where said that Jayasimha took an incursion of Southern India accompa-

nied by Jagaddeva 6 The Kolhspur-prabandha, in the Prabandha-cmtammu,

reveals his influence over that region ’ All these references, epigraphic as

well as literary, confirm the fact that Jayasimha might have invaded the

Caulukya dominion and after marching upto Paithan might have returned,

coming into friendly terms with Vikramgditya VI

From the above stated nearly ten struggles, Jayasimha appears to have

been a great king He ruled as an unchallenged master of the imperial

Gujargta from Sambhara to the frontiers of Konkaija His empire comprised

modern Gujargta including Lata, SauraBtra, Kaccha, some parts of Rajg-

sthgna, Mglava and Central India His epigraphs and the colophons of the

MSS of his time show that he bore four promiscuous titles, such as Tnbhtm-

rnganda, Siddha-caktavarU, Avantmtha and Barbarakapsnu, His greatness

does not he in the conquests only, but also in his building of archi c ura

i I
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works and his multifarious cultural activities, which impressed much his

contemporaries and succeeding generations, thus immortalising his name m
the annals of India

Four great thugs The Prabandha~ciataman

t

quotes a verse which tells

us that Jayasimba accomplished four great things which nobody could do

They were — the temple of Malta Rudrakala at Siddhapur, the great artifi-

cial lake
(
Sahastahiiga

)

at Patan ,
the great pilgrimage to Somes'vara on foot

(Mahsyait a), great place (Mahssthana),
1 most probably the DavaSsld built

near the lake Sahasralinga — a sort of free boarding and lodging place for

students

Mahayetrs The Dvydhaya-kdvya, in its fifteenth canto, refers to all

these things. It states that m Siddhapura on the banks of the river

Sarasvatl he built Rudra Mahalaya - At the same place he also built a

temple of the last Arhat, i e

,

Mahavira, and properly honoured the Arhat

•

sangha 3 After this he proceeded to his pilgrimage to Somanatha on foot 4

In Devapattana he was received by Audumban Ganda who was in charge of

the city B The king worshipped Siva and requested him a son 8 Upon this

Sambhu told him touching his hairy head, ‘your brother Tribhuianap.ila s

son Kumarapala will be the king after you,’ and disappeared.7 From

Somanatha Jayasmiha went to Raivataka mountain and paid his reference

to Nemmatha, the twenty-second Jam Tlrthaukara 8 After that he went

to Satrunjaya and there he worshipped Nabhcya, the first Tlrthaukara 9

He founded a city, Suuhapura (mod. Sihor), near Satrunjaja and granted it

with other villages to Brahmanas 10 Then he returned to his capital and

performed sacrifices and removed the doubts which arose regarding certain

rituals 11 He also gave daksuias to Brahmanas After this for his iMa
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Writ he constructed the Great Lake
{Mahssara)* On the outskirts ofake were Satraialss for the Brahmanas for sacnficial purposes, one hundredand eight temples of goddesses, a temple of Daiavatara of Visiju, Matlm tohouse students and teachem well-versed m different branches Jf

T

We ha™ separate descriptions of all these four excellent things inthe Jain prabandhas The Prabandha-cxnttoiam teUs us that Jayasimha built
the Rudra MahSkala-prasada twenty-three hands in measurement, perhaps
it was the inner hall in which the principal image was seated. In the temple
before the image of god Siva, there were statues of akapahs, gajaiatis
narapatis and in front of these statues the statue of Jayasimha was erected
praying with folded hands so that the temple might never suffer any
destruction The same authority further relates that when the flag was
hoisted on that temple, the flags from the Jam temples were lowered 8

An unpublished prabandha informs us that minister Aliga was in
charge of building the Rudra Mahalaya. He also built there a RSjavihara
temple at his own expense Thereupon the king became pleased with him
and granted him several villages in V.E 1198 (AD 1142) From this

statement we may infer that Jayasimha might have commenced the
building of Rudra Mahalaya after his conquest of Malava m VE 1192
( A.D 1136

)
and it took him six years to complete the work 4

Great Lake The Suki'ta-samkiriana calk it Siddhasara s According to

other Jam authorities like the Vasanta-mlasa, Moharaja-parajaya and

Hamnwa-mada-mardana there was only one lake near Anahillapatana

constructed by DurlabharSja According to the Sarasvali-purana this

Durlabha lake once dried up. Jayasimha was veiy anxious to get it filled

with water again.® The Prabhavaka-canta states that the poet Sripala

wrote a prafash of Durlabharaja-sara (lake) while the Prabaniha-ciniamant

states that he wrote that of Sahasralmga lake 7 The poet Sripala, un-

1 Ibti, V. 114.
2 Ibid., V. 115-izz.
3 sjgm , I, p. 61 *wra t aa ai# atw

mftd'iin.tRa ararasi vpirclaasn^ tuprorsciHi noi'nisCli siifowraj

4 Kavyamdasana, Introduction, p. clxxxvm
6 Canto II, V. 35 qpsiftj fa§3Ks

• D K. SSstri, GMRI , I, p 258.

7 SJGM., XIII, p 190, V. 205 sfljphraKftiatm SsfUgTSW etc.

(m) ibid., I, p. 61 tferrcr asreft' etc.
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doubtedly, was the contemporary of Jayasimha We, therefore, reconciling

all the references, may say that Jayasimha might have repaired or expanded

the lake constructed by his ancestors.

The Sukrla-samkiitana states that Jayasimha erected a Kirttstambha

after his world conquests 1 Fortunately a stone column of Kiritslambha

has been discovered m which a praiaslt by Sripala is engraved 9

Analulapstana Anahilapataija m his days was the centre of all kinds

of activities, as Dhara or Ujjayini was m the days of Bhoja. It was a city

of temples, planned like a SvdsUka and surrounded by a high wall with

towers and bastions of stones It was a city full of wealth. Its commer-

cial and mantime activities were earned on by the merchants through

Cambay The nch of the city had their mansions with gardens, lovely

with flowers Its citizens both male and female were cultured The people

were liberal, hospitable, brave and adventurous 3

Siddharaja made Anahilapatana the home of learning also The religious

seal with which the Jam siidhus have preserved their MSS gives a fine

picture of the intellectual activities of Patana The Brahmanas led all such

activities and were the special objects of royal munificence They were the

architects of Patana’s cultural greatness* Hemacandra also gives a short

picture of the religious and educational life of Pataca Jayasimha

established schools for the study of JyohsaSdsti a, Xydyalislra and the

Puranas 5 Jayasunha encouraged students and scholars for the adiance-

ment of learning by distnbuting prizes and stipends

Hemacandta • The great Jain monk Hemacandra had a lasting influence

on him. He became, first of all, court Pandit and then court annalist. On
the instance of the king Hemacandra wrote a monumental work on grammar
naming it after the king and himself

—

Siddha-Hen. a-Vvakaram

'

Hema-
candra enjoyed the royal friendship and got full help and encouragement
from the king in his vast literary output.* As a contemporary court
*

1 Canto II, V. 37 fef ftfcgT#gaawtvWT Tint I

3
Praslhana (Gujarati), XII, No 5, p 293

3 DV„ Canto I, Vs 4-134
* Ibid

,

Canto XV, Vs. 115, 121 , I, Vs 7-30.
* fad., Canto I, Vs 46-65.
' SJGM,, XIII, p. 186, Vs. 112-115
7

Ibid,. I, pp Go-6r
8 fat , XIII, p 186, Vs 103-ito.
33
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annalist Hemacandra has given a good description of Jayasimba’s pros-

perous reign in his Dvys&raya-kavya The prabandha literature describes

many more anecdotes about Jayasunha’s relations with Hemacandra

Hemacandra appears to be a moral guide of Jayasimha

Scholars Besides Hemacandra there were other scholars m the court of

Jayasimha. The poet laureate, Sripala, wrote the Vairocana-pardjaya and

several other pralastis. He called himself as Jayasnnha’s adopted brother

(
prahpmna-band.hu

)

1 According to Somaprabhacarya Siddharaja Jaya-

simha called Sripala as Kavindra and brother !

The poet Vagbhata, the author of the Vsgbhatalanksra 3 Jayamangala-

carya, the author of the KavthkssJ VardbamSnasiin who wrote the Gana-

ratnamahodadhi, a work on grammar,® were among the other scholars who

flourished in his reign.

Great personalities Among the great personahties and political figures

of his reign, we can quote several names. The queen mother Mayanalla,

the old minister Santu or Sampatkar, Munjala, Asuka Dadaka, Mahadeva,

and Udayana are well-known figures in Jain sources.

We have referred to Mayanalla in the context of Kama Mayanalla,

after the death of Kama, brought up the young king Jayasimha with the

help of the minister Santu She also devoted her life to religion and went

often on pilgrimage to Somanath One of her religions deeds was the

removal of pilgrim tax of Somanath through her son It is said the tax

yielded seventy-two lakhs to the royal treasury.® She was a great woman

Her influence was great m shaping the early kfe of Jayasimha She v a

long life and saw her son fully prosperous and died at an advanced age a

little before the conquest of Malava in 1186 AD A verse rom e

Prabandha-koia shows as to how Jayasimha loved his mother °

should bear a son like me whom fate brought the greatest of is

wishes, only when his mother was no more. 7

1 EL, I, p. 300

» Kwndrapala-pratibodha PraSasH * W* * 1

a Kdvyamdld, XLVIII

‘ Peterson report 1882-83. P 80, Introduction, p 31

* Jam Sahtiyano Jtihas, p. 255.

1 SJGM, I. P- 57- „ „ . .

a Ibid., VI, p. 1x5 nr W tftaTfpft

lavrdtu. II
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SantG was the son of Vamig and Sompun and nattvc of Baroda. He

was the first governor of Lata under Kama.

1

Later he was appointed as

the chief minister. 1 He was patron of the poet Bilhana. According to him

Santu was always engrossed m state affairs

3

He had no time even to talk

to his children or his young wives He was a master of statecraft In the

early part of Jayasimha’s reign he was the pnme-mimster. Jayasmiha

received his training under his able guidance. He wielded supreme power

till 1123 AD* Then in wrath he resigned the post. He left Patan and

went to Dhara Jayasnnha expressed his repentance and requested Santfi

to return On his way back he died at Ahada, near Udaipur 5

From the colophon of the Disfi-samuccaya we know that Munjala was a

Mahsmitya ofKama in V E 11-16 (1000A D )

6

and according tothePrabandka-

cintBmaiii, he was in the confidence of Kama and MinaladevI 1 From the

same work it also appears that he also accompanied Jayasnnha in the last

war of Dhara and managed to capture DharS At his suggestion a wooden

sword instead of a real sword was given to Yasovarman. He was prime-

minister then

8

If the statement of the Piabandha-antmam is true Muiijala

must have lived a long life at least till 1135 A D His post of pnmc-ministcr-

sbip seems to be doubtful for we know that m the reign of Kama. Santfi

was the prime-minister and the other Maltamatyas after ftmlfi were found

discharging the duties of the office m the reign of Jayasnnha It seems

Mahamalya might have been a mere title

Another colophon of the Jam MS informs us that m V E 1179 ( 1123

AD
) As'uka occupied the position of the chief minister* Jayasnnha at

his suggestion took the pilgrimage to Satruujaya 10 The Prabhstaka-

cartla and Mudrtla-hwittdacaudra state that Asuka was present at the

debate between Digambar Kumudacandra and Dcvastin 11

A colophon of VE 1191 (1135 AD ) informs us that Val.atlaina

1 See supra p *-f6

I PC, p 57 ’TFptWT JtEPlR:
1

3 Prologue of the Karnatnndari

« SJGM., XVIII, p fi5
* Ibtd

,

II, pp 31-32

* Ibid

,

XVIII, p 90.
: Ibtd , I, pp 5-1-55

* Ibtd

,

I, pp 5S-59

* SJGM, XVUt, p 101.

w Jam Sahtlyano ItihJs, p 257
II SJGM., XIII, Deiacfin, p 181, V. 270. MK„ Act 3
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Gangala was » charge of the state affairs.* His reference is also found mthe context of the debate between Kumudacandra and Devasttn a
Thisdebate took place mVE 1081 and at that time Gafigala was ,n charge of

court or legal documents 3 6 01

We do not find the reference to the minister Dadaka in the Tam
sources His son Mahadeva was a general m the army and from a Tam
colophon of VE 1208 it appears that he became the trusted minister of
Kumarapala.

4

Mimster Udayana was in charge of the port of Cambay 3 His role was
comparatively less important

The commentator Simhadevagam of the Vagbhatslanksra informs us
that the author Vagbhata was also the minister of Jayasimha 3 Mr M D
Desai, the author of theJam Sahttyano Itihss, refers to two more ministers,

Ananda and his son Prthvipala 7 The fact that Prthvipala was the minister

m the reign of Kumarapala is known from a colophon of a Jam MS, the

Malhnntha-canta 3 His father Ananda was also chief-minister who is

referred to in the Pali record of V E 1201 Chief-minister Prthvipala is

said there to be the son of chief-minister Ananda

8

The ministers San til, Mufijala and Udayana built after their names

Santu-vasahika, Munjala-vasahika and Udayana-vihara respectively

Identification of Jagadeva The Jam prabandhas refer to one Jagadeva

in the court of Jayasimha According to the Kirti-kaumudi “he was a city

warden of the Gurjaras He guarded the city and no enemy dared to enter

m it Without him the Rdjyalaksmi of the Gurjaras happened to be in

wretched condition
”10 This statement, however, does not clearly show

either m whose reign he held that post or to which clan he belonged The

Prabandha-cintsma.ii says that Jagadeva was a Ksatnya and was respected

by Jayasimha He was a hero of three qualities He went to king Para-

1 Ibid, XVIII, p, i03, No 38
3 Ibid , XIII, Devasun, V 172.
3 Ibid.

* SJGM., XVIII, p, 106
3

Ibid., I, p 77 Jjij JJTfcaWRfi I

8 Kdvyamald, XLVIII, p. 148.
7 P. 228
8 60S , XXXVII
8 Pracina Jama Lekha-sangrnha, No 381.

18 Canto II, V 99 ftqj

terror St: srat gft s&roi, 11
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mardi of Kuntala country, having left Siddharaja He regarded the wife of

Paramardi as his sister. He repulsed the attack of the king of Srimala who

invaded the country of Paramardi.

1

The Puislana-prabandha-sangiaha

refers to Jagadeva of the Paramara clan who was an associate of Jayasimha

*

The Bardic tradition records Jagadeva as a Paramsra

Among these conflicting references we have to decide as to who this

Jagadeva was We have shown elsewhere that Jagadeva the associate of

Jayasimha could not be a Paramsra ruler His association with Paramardi

tempts to suggest us that he must have been a man of Southern India Pt.

Bhagawanlal Indraji suggests that this Jagadeva might have been identical

with the son of the sister of the Kadamba Jayakesi’s mother *

This Jayakesi was the king of Goa and the nephew of queen Mayanalls.

the mother of Jayasimha SiddharSja It is probable that he might have

lived with Jayasimha for some time and later on he might have gone to

Calukya king Parama( Paramardi
)
Jagadekamalla (VE 1174-120G

) Jaga-

deva was the name of one of the vassals of this Calukya king Jagadeva

belonged to the Santara family and bore the title Tnbhuvanamalla. He

was m charge of Mahisfira Mandala (Mysore) and lived also m the reign of

Taila III, the successor of Parama 4

This conjecture seems to have been true Jagadeva of SSntSrakula

might have come over to Patana in relation to queen Maj'analla The

Prabandha-civismam records him as Tnvidha Vceia which may be taken as

the synonym of Tnbhuvanamalla We have an inscnption of Jagadeva

dated V E 1206, which indicates that after the death of Jayasimha m V E.

1199 he went to the south m the service of Paramardi In some respects,

therefore, the statements of the Piabat’dha-anlsma,n are reliable 5

His religion • His family religion was Saivism but he had great respect

for other religions also He made a pilgnmage to Somanath, no doubt, but

he also visited Raivataka and Satmnjaya, the two holy places of the Jams *

According to the Prabandha-ctnlamam he honoured and recognised all the

branches of philosophy : He treated equally all the followers of different

1 SJGM., I, pp. 114-116
a Ibid

,

II, p 25
3 D. K. Sastrl, AtUhSsika Samioihat,a, p 6s
4 BG , I, Pt I, p 172 and Pt II, p 48S.
s A detailed discussion has been made in the Aittlasila Snn.sedhana (Gujarati)

by D K Sastrl under the head 'Jagadeva Paramata,' pp 51-64
* See supra p 255
T SJGM , I, p 70 1
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religions. According to a Jain work of V.E 1191 he had declared no injury

to animals on the day of ekad.aU etc.1

His popularity . Jayasimha, as a ruler, loved his subjects very much.

He went in disguise every day on his tours to know the complaints of his

people and was very fond of mining up with them Several anecdotes are

recorded by the Jam Prabandhas. 8 He was a man of high character and

was never allured by anybody’s wealth. He was generous too Once he

gave 16 lakhs to a rich man having 84 lakhs so that he might be able to hoist

the flag of the rich man of a crore 3 His long reign was marked by an era

named Simha started by him His Atru inscription is dated m the year 14

of this era. The DvysUaya-Itavya also refers to this era 4

Though enjoying a vast empire and long reign and all other kinds of

favourable circumstances, Jayasimha was constantly tormented by the

sorrow that he had no son Several attempts of entreating the gods failed

to give him a son. It is narrated in the chronicles that God Mahadeva

himqplf told him that “his brother Tnbhuvanapala’s son Kumarapala

should sit on his throne.”3 The last days of Jayasimha are described m the

Dvysiraya-kavya that Jayasimha, remembering the words of the god Soma-

natha that Kumarapala was to succeed him after his death, tried self-

realisation." "Contemplating Paramesphms (supreme gods) he went to the

city of Indra.”7 According to the Puratana-prabandha-safigraha after the

death of Jayasimha his sandals reigned for eighteen days.7 This shows that

it took some tune before the new king was elected.

Kumarapala
{1144-1174 A.D.)

His parentage All authorities are unanimous in stating Kumarapala’s

accession after Jayasimha, but he did not inhent it in the usual manner.

Kumarapala was Jayasimha’s near relative but we do not know why Jaya-

simha was averse to the succession of Kumarapala. According to e

Dvygiraya-ktvya BbTroa had a son named Ksemaraja who was older than

ala of Vuayasimha . _ .. .

I

8 SJGM., I, pp. 71-73
3 Ibid., p. 71.

4 GOS., MohaiSja-paiajaya, Act 3, Kubera s Palace

3 R. C Modi, Madhyakallna Gujaratam Samajtka Slhith, pp 7°-77

• DV., Canto XV, Vs. 123-124 • JfTTC'TIc* 3 amHI

7 SJGM., II, p. 45 353

51®$ tsm; 1
1
—k» Pra

etc.
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Kama Ksemaraja, being of religious temperament, did not accept the

throne and it naturally went to Kama Ksemaraja had a son named Deva-

prasada who was living under the care of Kanja After the death of Karpa,

leaving his son Tnbhuvanapala under the patronage of Jayasimha, he too

died not long after Kama on Sarasvati Jayasimha treated Tnbhuvanapala

as his own son 1 Kumarapala was a son of this Tnbhuvanapala The frag-

mentary Citorgadh stone inscnption of Kumarapala also confirms the above

statement.8 The genealogy of Kumarapala given by Somaprabhacarya in

his Kttnmrapila-praitbodlut also approves this 8

The Prabandha-cmismam, however, gives a different version Accord-

ing to it Bhima mamed a prostitute named Cauladevi who was at Pattana,

and was famous for her beauty and ment Bhima placed her in his harem

Her son was Haripala, his son was Tnbhuvanapala and his son was Kumara-

pala As Kumarapala was of low birth, Siddharaja could not bear the idea

of his mhenting the throne and was always on the look-out for an opportu-

nity to compass his destruction 4 According to the same authority Siddha-

raja had adopted as his son the prince named Cahadakumara who m the

same work is called as the younger brother of the minister Bahada 6 From
the Jain chronicles it appears that during the closing years of Jayasimha’s

reign his court was divided into two factions •

His tally days The Kwneiapsla-carita tells us that owing to his

hatred of Kumarapala, Jayasimha tailed the latter’s father Tnbhuvanapala

and thus compelled Kumarapala to become a fugitive 1 Kumarapala, on

1 DV., Canto V
s EI„ XX, p 209.
8 GOS, XIV, p 5
4 sjgm , i, p 77 15% afimgqfr

* Ibid , p 79 5UK- *8Kl?CT®I&RI33r; I

4
Ibid., p 78

7 kc., ra, 67 ft jHTcqp? c^nt jirt fUs srft 1

Itanfo,

qmar tr 11

1 a . . . . t

aRSRaftftaffWRi ... 11

traUjfar ftarm.11

araraiRmf r g*mll ftgnfirfo 11
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the advice of his brother-in-law Ksnhadadeva, wandered in distant countries
for a long time His adventurous early travels, however, are referred to by
several authorities According to the Puysitiiui-fiftibttfidhtirstingYQhG when
Kumarapala left Anahillapura, through fear of murder, he was about twenty
years old. He travelled in various parts of India and went on pilgrimage to

Kedamath seven times He had to travel m disguise for thirty years.

He proceeded to Anahillapura when he heard of Jayasimha’s death in the

shop of a shoemaker at Ujjaymi .

1 The Prabaniha-cmtdma^i states

“ Kumarapala was so closely pursued that he was at last mmpellfd
to take shelter with the great minister Udayana at Cambay The latter

was persuaded to help Kumarapala m his escape by the prediction of

the Jam monk Hemacandra that Kumarapala would be crowned as a

king inVE, 1199, on the second day of Kartika, on Sunday in the

naksatra, of Hasta It is stated there that Kumarapala being astonished

by this prediction said to the monk "If this is true, then you shall

be king and I will be the dust of your feet ’’ When Kumarapala made

this promise, the hermit exclaimed, “What have I to do with desire for

a kmgdom that leads to helP Let it be so But you must be grateful

and must not forget this speech and must always be devoted to the law

of Jina.” Kumarapala reverently accepted this admonition and took

leave of him 3

It is said when Kumarapala was pursued by the soldiers of Jayasimha

he was helped m various ways by Hemacandra The contemporary

reference to his wandering, we have in the Mohai sja-parsjaya of Yasahpala

wherein it is stated that “ He wandered all over the earth out of a sheer

spirit of adventure ”a The description of his wanderings is found in some-

what greater detail m the Prabandha literature which seems more or less

fictitious.

1 sjgm, ii, p. 38 stsft
^

5RTs TOTOPRI: 1

3 SJGM

,

I, pp. 77-78 ^ ?T

Ujf . . .So ^
97^' ®lf 5 <^^5 • • 1

3 GOS., ix, Act I, p. 28 u^t If: *R55 sfcJSSOT-W*
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, Hts accession' According to the Kumarapala-canta Jayasimha died

suddenly within seven days of the arrival of Kumarapala at Anahilapstaqa 1

Certain schblais on the basis of this statement infer that there was some

hand of Kumarapala and his party in the death of Jayasimha.
1 But,

fortunately, we have an eye-witness account in the form of a colophon of

the Prakrt Jain work, Mmi-siwratasvaint-cat ita of Sricandrasfln, which

shows how a voluntary death was embraced by Jayasimha by fasting.
8

Another contemporary of Kumarapala, Somaprabhasfin, in his Kttmdta-

psla-prahbodha, records the following account of bis accession to the throne*

11 “ When Jayasimha went to heaven to make friends with the king

of the gods, earth became sad as lotuses do when the sun sets Then
' the ministers, who surpassed the teacher of gods

—

Btliaspah—

m

intelligence, seeing the kingdom without a protector began to converse

like this (then follows the genealogy of Kumarapala from Bhima I)

‘His (Tnbhuvanapala’s) son named Kumarapala is bright, of a pleasant

face and like Indra in splendour He is liberal, brave and a protector

- of the helpless He is endowed with all royal qualities, therefore let us

make him a king m deference to others possessing no merits ' Thus

consulting with one another and seeking unanimity with palmists and

astrologers etc, KumSrapala was installed on the throne by the

ministers. The whole world became satisfied.”

4

According to Merutunga after Jayasimha’s death Kanhadadeva made his

forces ready for battle and played the part of a king-maker.* It appears

that including him there were three candidates for the throne. Kumarapala

was at this time SO years old Once in power, he proved to be a vigorous

and effective ruler.

Merutunga tells us that ‘‘KumfirapSla on account of his mature age and
the discernment that he acquired by wandering about in foreign countries,

himself held the reins of government and thereby gave offence to the old

royal servants ” They planned to kill him, but he got the clue of this plot

and dismissed those ministers to the city of Yama. He did not hesitate to

1 KC., Canto III, Vs. 446-448 • srafcUT Ttrff as? .
.’.

.

spun u^iSrut, apiftgnjNft: ^ 1^1

• DHNI

,

II, V 976.
8 GOS„ LXXVI, Cat, of MSS at Patan, pp. 314-322 *

4 GOS., XIV, Kumarapala-praUbodhti, p. 5.
8 SJGM., I, p. 78, par. 129.

34
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punish even his brother-in-law who was once instrumental in getting him

the throne and who afterwards had become haughty and contemptuous

Kumarapala first gave him warning which he did not heed, then by the

order of the king he was blinded and his limbs were broken by his athletes

After this most of his officers, taking the lesson that the fang should not be

taken bghtly, submitted to him.1 According to the same authority Cahada.

the adopted son of Jayasimha, escaped and with a section of the royal army

took service under the fang of Sapadalaksa * The Ktmmrapsla-carita informs

us that Kumarapala, after his coronation, made Bhopalladevi his Patfami

and Udayana his chief minister.3 ThisUdayanawas,no doubt, the sameman

who had helped him to escape from the fury of Jayasimha at Cambay

Within two or three years of his early reign Kumarapala restored order

in his kingdom, consolidated his power and its empire reached its zenith

Reign period.. The Prdbandha-cinismani gives him a reign of 31 years

from V.E. 1199 to 1280.1 The MnsLi-Ahmadt assigns him a reign of 30 years

and 6 months, while Am-i-Akaban records only 23 years 5 The Vicsratreni

allots hun a reign from 1199 to 1229 V.E.« The Bali inscription of his pre-

decessor is dated V E. 1200.7 and the Nadalai stone inscription of Kmnara-

pala refers to his date V.E. 1228* and the Udaipur inscription of his suc-

cessors Ajayapala is found bearing the date V.E. 1229 s From these i

appears that the VmraSteni and Prabcndha-cintfimam do not represent th

true tradition regarding the upper and lower limits of his reign
^

His conquests His extensive conquests prove that Kumarapala was

a great warrior like his predecessor. Hemacandra m his Sundft
_

andM
Dvyasraya-ktivya records an account of his sev<^ *aIS

,
{ Sa~da-

Dvyairaya-havya he refers to his two wars, one with king fln P

S and Mother with Ballala of UHm. He states

energy and Vigilance of their sovereign, neighbouring chieftains like those

1 ibid , pp 78-79 a

Slfeqftl . . .

* ibid., p 79 ’ fnK:
™

3 KC., Ill, V. 478-

* SJGM I, p. 95 • ^
3 MA ,

Trans
, p 143

« AAK., II, P 260.

7 EI., XI, pp 32-33-

3 EL, XI, pp- 47-48.
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of Mahiyas (according to the commentary ruler of Godraha) and RaStriyas

attended him.1 Then the king Aiwa with the other kings of the north

arose suddenly against Rumarapala The commentary explains the reason

of this sudden occurrence by saying that, after the death of Jayasimha, Aijija.

supposing the government to he new and Kumarapala to be weak, attacked

him * According to the Prabandha-ctitfamm the king of Sapsdalaksa was

instigated to attack the frontiers of Gujarata by Cahada, the adopted son of

Jayasimha. "Cahada, desiring to make war on Kumarapala, having won to

his side all the officers in those parts with bribes, false honour and gift

and bringing with him the king of the Sapadalaksa country with a

formidable army, arrived on the borders of Gujarat ” Kumarapala en-

countered the attack. It further relates that at first the position of Kumara-

pala in the battle was serious. He observed his soldiers disobeying his

orders, even his driver of the royal elephant refusing to follow’ him. He
saw everywhere corruption in the army. But in the end, through his

personal bravery and skill, he was able to overpower his enemy. Cahada

was captured by his foot-man while Anna was wounded with an iron dart 3

The Dvysirya-kavya states “A secret emissary of Kumarapala came
and informed him that within a day Anna would be attacking the boundary

of his kingdom Some of Kumsrapala’s former allies including Cahada, the

head of the elephant section of his army had joined the enemy and the king

of Gonarda, that is Ballala, who was Kumarapala’s vassal, had also joined

the enemy. The king curbing his anger considered the whole situation

calmly and resolved upon his strategy He sent his general, according to

the commentary, a Brahraana by name Kakka against Ballala and himself

marched against Anna *

On his way, at Mt Arbud, Kumarapala was received by his vassal

Vikramasimha who treacherously wanted to kill Kumarapala. But Kumara-
pala, due to his constant vigilance, saved his life

*

1 DV., Canto XVI, V. 6 sjsjt s? rtvl jjswt
|

s Ibtd., V. 7

Commentary
JinVITBTEmu

5ll$?r Iw 'STKK l

* SJGM., I, pp 70-S0.

* DV„ Canto XVI, Vs 13-23 jSrcgpf.
. ^^^5- 1

Commentary on the V. r7 mvwzbi
* SJGM , XIII, pp. 199-200, Vs 487-316
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In the battle Cahada was taken prisoner and Anjoraja was wounded.

As a result the long of Sakambhari submitted and gave his daughter in

marriage to Kumarapala 1

This victory over Amoraja is also recorded in the Vasanta-vilSsa,*

Vastupala-Tejah-pala-piahsti,
8 Sukriafartikallohni Prabhsvaka-cartla,

1

Kwmrapsla-pidbandha,
B Piabandha-koia 1 and Kmisrapsla-canta 8

This struggle with Amoraja is also supported by a Jam inscription from

Citodagarha composed by Ramakirti, the head of Digambar Jains of

V E. 1207 (c 1150 A D )
According to this inscription, Sajjana the Dtmda-

nayaka assisted Kumarapala in this war This also shows that the countiy

of Sapadalaksa, over which Amoraja ruled, was devastated. Kumarapala

with his victorious army then encamped at Salipura near modem Citor in

Udaipur District. He accompanied by his new father-in-law Amoraja and

his general Sajjana went to worship Samidesvara a Citor. He made there a

gift of a village to the temple while the Dandanaynka Sajjana donated an oil

mill*

According to this inscription this war must have ended in VE.T207

(c 1150 A.D ), for a colophon of a Jam MS, the PSjavidhsna“ of V E. 1208

(A D. 1151
)
among other titles of KumarapSla, refers to the title Pmtdlia-

predapa-mjabhiqamnitjiia, ransnganopslta, Sakambhanbliupsla, which must

have been home by Kumarapala after this war. Several other colophons of

Jain MSS mention this title m the following eloquent terms- Sapadahksa-

raSti a-vana-dajiaita-davaiiam,n Mahahavasaiigiama-itiruyMlia pratijfia-prau-

dha, nijabhujaraiangana-ntrpta ^akambharib¥lpaWs which remind us that

the war with Amoraja was an important one in the hfe of Kumarap' a.

In the inscriptions of Kumarapala as well as his vassals this bat e as een

recorded prominently.18

1 DV„ Canto XIX, Vs. 1-35

8 GOS., VII, III, 29. This work refers to

Jangala.
3 GOS , X, p 58 ff V. 25.

* Ibid

,

Appendix, II, p. 67 ff V 61.

* SJGM , XIII, pp. 199-200.

* P. 40.
7 Ibid., VI. p. .

8 Canto IV, Vs 213-446.

8 El , IX, p T2 ff.

18 SJGM., XVIII, p. 106.

u Ibid

,

p. 107.

1! Ibid , p. 109

» GMRI.. pp. 288-289 ; DENI., II, p. 988.

the Cahamana king as king of
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The later Jain writers differ in some minor details of this war. Accord-

ing to the Kumrapala-canta of Jayasiiiihasflri, the cause of this war was an

insult to Kumarapala’s sister, Devaladevi, by her husband Anjoraja, the

ruler of Sapadalaksa country She is said to have left the Cabamana

kingdom and complained to her brother who invaded and defeated him, but

at the end he again seated him on his throne 1 This statement, however,

has no support Moreover, I have elsewhere shown that the story of

Devaladevi as a stster of Kumarapala is mere creation of Jayasiiiihasfiri *

Kumarapala waged another war with the Malava ruler, Ballala. We
are informed in the Dvyabaya-kavya that Ballala, the vassal of Kumarapala,

had joined the enemy. He sent his general Kakka against Ballala. When the

Caulukya king returned to his city a messenger from the general came and

informed him that two of his vassals, Vijaya and Krsnaka, proved treache-

rous and joined the enemy At the first stage it was felt that the army was

almost corrupted. But thanks to the general’s ability that all turned well.

The soldiers arranging themselves in the shape of "two-boat ” attacked the

enemy whose army was in the shape of a half-boat, the other half being

destroyed The hero of Avanti the driver of whose elephant was killed,

was thrown from his elephant by a group of five kings m the presence of the

general Ballala, however, was killed by some wicked Brahmanas before

the general could stop it® Vij'aya and Kr§ija, the two vassals of this

statement, have been identified with the Gulula pnnee Vijayasimba of Mewar
and Kelhana, the Cahamgna of Nadola respectively by Chunnilal Modi.

I have shown elsewhere the justification m the identification of Krsija with

Kelhana,4 but Vijaya of this statement cannot be identified with the Gnhila

Vijaya (
1108-1116 A D

) whose period falls quite earlier than Kumarapala.
According to a Jam inscription at Mt Abu, Yasodhavala, the Paramata
of Abu, was also a military commander in this war.® The Vasania-vilasa

also confirms the victory of Kumarapala over Ballala • The Kvrti-kaunuiii

informs us that Ballala was beheaded by Kumarapala 7

1 KC

,

Chapter IV, Vs 170 ft

1 See infra under ‘his family.'

» DV., Canto XIX, Vs 95-126.
4 Samaria DvySiraya-kSvytmS UaihyakSKna Gujaratani SmSjika SihtU,

p 40 , see supra p 156.
1 EL, VIII, pp 210-11, V 35 tS’pmt rratw I

vJlgwswtteitftRi nviPSciwia,

GOS., Ill, V. 29' taargi&rsii agga-aVthl 1

7 Canto 2, V 48.
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The above statements of the Jain chroniclers are strikingly confirmed

by the Vcraval inscription of Blifiva-Brhaspati (A.D. 1160
) which refers to

Kumarapala as a lion to jump on the heads of ( those) elephants— Ballala,

the king of Dhara.1 I have elsewhere shown who this Ballala was, and how

he came to Malava.4

Fiom the Prablmvaka-canta we know that on his return from the

conquest of Sapadnlaksa, Kumarapala came to Candravati and punished

Vikiamasijhha, a feudatory, for his disloyalty, He imprisoned the ruler and

gave his principality to his nephew Yasodhavala, son of Ramadeva,4 who

helped him in the war against Ballala. The KitmSrapnla-cmta also supports

this statement.4

Apart from these wars m quick succession Kumfirapala waged two more

wars. The one was with Malhkarjuna, the ruler of Kaunkana (Koukaija),

and the other was against Sumbara, the chief of Surastra. As regards the

first war we have a contemporary account in the Ptakrl Dvyairaya-bsvya

?

It states that on one occasion Ssndhtwgrahika reported to the king his

success in the war with Mallikarjuna of Konkana. He also sent fulsome

description of the chosen ranks of the Koiikana army. He referred to his

bravery which would make one forget the valour of the famous fifty-two

hoises. He further stated the name of tile capital city as Thfina (modern

Thana near Bombay )
from which the enemy came out riding his elephant.

Then a bloody war ensued between the hostile armies The enemy s

elephant was pierced by the ariows of the Gurjaras, so also the lotus-like

head of the Lord of Koukaija was cut off by the soldiers and so on. He

concluded -"You have earned the royal power of Koiikana consisting of seven

departments. Thus enjoying the south, you are joined to the Sri of bnna-

gara, Tilailga and K5ncL”« We have further proof of this wai from1

temple inscription of Mt. Abu (V.E. 1287). It states that, \v en ra

inflamed with anger held his ground in the battlefield, the wives of th

Lord of Konkaija shed diops of tears from their

chronicles, howevci, do not mention Dharsvaraa’s name m this connectio

1 BI., pp. 180-93

» See supt a, pp. 113-^4

> SJGM., XIII, p. 2oz, Vs. 365-580.

* KC., IV, pp. 421-52

4 Pro. DV., Canto VI, Vs. 41-42

« Ibid., Vs. 71-72 :

’ EL, VIII, P 216, V. 36.
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The later Prabandhas describe this elaborately.1 The Prabtmdha-cinidmani

throws more light on this episode It relates that once Kum&rapsla heard

a bard bestowing on the king of the country of Konkaqa the biruda of

Rsja-ptlsmaha. Deeply indignant he looked round the [assembly and,

finding Amrabhata { also known as Ambada, a son of the prime-minister

Udayana) willing to lead an army to destroy that semblance of a king,

appointed the general of the army and despatched him with all his chief-

tains * Somaprabhasun, a contemporary author, confirms this information

of the Prabandha-ctntamam by saying that Kumarapala used to win victories

even with Vamja generals of the army like Ambada.3 Ambada marched to

Koukana without any break and encamped on the further bank of the

river Kanavml Then he was suddenly attacked and put to flight by

Mallikarjuna Ambada returned feeling disgraced, but on his request

Kumarapala sent him a new army and other smantas Ambada now

crossed the nver by planning a bridge across it and when the unequal fight

began Ambada carefully spotted Mallikaquna and approached him. He
managed to mount Mallikarjuna’s elephant and threw him down, when

other ssmantas or chiefs where engaged m looting the city, he cut ofi the

head of Malhkarjuna and wrapped it in gold and, after establishing the

authority of Caulukya sovereign, presented it to his lord at Anabillapur.

Kumarapala, thereupon, conferred the title Rija-pitsmaha on Ambada*
According to the Prthvlraja-vyaya Mallikarjuna was killed by Cahamana
Somesvara, who was at that time living at Kumarapfila's court e This

Malhkarjuna has been nghtly identified with the Silghara pnnee of that

name for whom we have inscriptions dated Saka 1078 (A D. 1156
) and 1082

(A.D 1160
) respectively That these Silahiras generally bore this title

‘ Raja-piiamaha’,* is also known from the history Pt Bhagawanlal conjec-

1 PC , Ihm-sun-pra ^.723, 724 , KC of Jayasimha, Canto IV, Vs 455-531,
KP , 38, 39 ,KC, of Canta-Sunder, Canto IV , Stiff samhlrtana. Canto II, V. 43 ;

VasantamlSsa, Canto 3, V. 29 etc.

1 sjgm., I, pp. 80-81
nmfcr

. . ^ 11ft awl wpi^i <wiwu<t star wrararawb 34 i

* GOS., XIV, p 471 ^ to
|

I)

-

l

.

S
l
GM ' J' P 81

9H5II

5 JRAS

,

1913, pp. 274-75.

•GMRI, II, p.294. . ,1 - -
-~
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tures that this war must have taken place between 1160 and 1162 A.D for
MaUika^una’s successor Aparaditya has his inscription of the date of SakaA

r
D But hls inference is not correct, for we have one colophon

ot the Jam MS named Prthmcandra-canta of V.E 1212 (A D. 1155
) which

gives Kumgrapala a title
'

Karnstarsyamanamardanakaram * This title
shows that Kumarapala must have won the victoiy over Mallikariuna before
V.E. 1212 (1155 A.D)

,

.

The above-mentioned three wars find their mention in the contemporary
Jain literature, as weE as in the epigraphs and colophons of the Jain MSS.
But the war with the king of Surastra is found mentioned in the later Pra-
bandhas only. The Piabandha-cwtmam states that this war was led by the
prune minister Udayana. It is said that at first Udayana went to woiship
the feet of Lord Rsabha on the Vimala mountain and sent all the heads of

provinces to march on ahead of him "After that, he marched on and
reached the encampment of his army, and an engagement took place with
that hostile chief. As the king's force was defeated by his enemies, the

great Ifdayana himself rose up to fight. Then his body was mangled by the

blows of the enemy and he was earned to his quartern weeping bitterly.

Seeing his end near he expressed his desire for the temple of Satrunjaya to

be restored, for which a satisfactory assurance was given to him.

3

The Praban&ha-cinttmam states that Kumarapala’s brother named

Kirtipala went to encounter the king of SauraBtra. Udayana went to held

him with an army from Cambay. In this war Udayana was mortally

wounded. He had cherished a desire of erecting the temple of Admatha of

stone at Satrunjaya which at that time was made of wood He, therefore,

could not breathe his lost. On Kirtipala’s assurance that his son Vsgbhata

would fulfil his desire, he expired peacefuUy Accordingly Vagbhata res-

tored the temple in V.E. 1213 * The Kmmapala-canta of Jayasimhasun

describes that in this battle the army of Udayana was defeated and in the

dual Udayana kiUed the long of Saurastra and gave the throne to his son.

Minister Udayana, while returning, fainted in the way, but regaining his

consciousness he expressed his desire to restore the temple of Batrnnjaya

before other feudatories which was fulfilled afterwards by his sons in V E.

1211 3

1 Ibid., p. 295.
3 SJGM., XVIII, p 107.
3 SJGM., I, 86-87.
4 Ibid., XIII, HemacandrasiUi-cantam, Vs. 430-450 and 762-54.

5 KC., VIII, Vs. 477-520 and 64a.
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Who was this king of Saurastra ? The various MSS of the Prabandha-

cmtamani give several variants of his name such as Sauusara, Sausara,

Susara and Surhbara 1 The PrabhSvaka-canta refers to his name as Nava-

ghaija * The KumSrapala-cartta names him as Samarasa 3 Pt Bhagawanlal

suggests that the Surgstra chieftain was possibly some Gohalvsd Mehra

chief, and he may have belonged to the family of Abhira Cfidasama chiefs of

Junagarh who had been giving trouble to the Caulukyas since the days of

Mfilaraja 4

This war must have been fought before V E. 1209 (A D. 1152), for we
know from the Sundha hill stone inscription, which is no doubt a Jain

authonty, that Naddfila Cahamana Alhaija helped Kumarapala in sup-

pressing a levolt in mountainous parts of Saurastra (Gitan Samas(re).6

A Kiradu inscription of Alhana of V E 1209 (A D 1152) informs us that

Alhana *by the graceofhis sovereign Lord Maharijidhtraia Parmmbhattsraka

Kumarapala 1

had obtained a principality consisting of Kiradu in Jodhpur
division, Raddhada and Siva in Marwar when Mahsdeva the Niigata Brah-
mana was the prime minister at Pa^an * PI Bhagawanlal calculates that
this war must have taken place some time in 1149 A D (V E 1205) on the
ground of the Jama Prabandhas wherein it is stated that the repairs of the
temple of Satrunjaya as wished by Udayana were finished m V.E. 1211
(A D. 1154).7 It seems that the repairs must have started four or five years
back from the date of restoration.

The chroniclers of Gujarsta as well as the epigraphs of the Caulukyas
reooid only the victones of their kings and maintain silence about their
defeats Some of the facts, however, we may know from the records of the
neighbouring kings A Jam inscription from Bijoha of Someswara dated
V.E 1226 records that the Cahamana Vigraharaja, the son of Amoraja,
invaded the Naddilla Cahamana Alhana, devastated Naddfila and burnt
Jabalipura 8 This inscription indicates that Vigraharaja had retaliated for
the foimer defeat of his father Anjoraja, and since Kumarapala was a
powerful ruler, he instead of attacking him, attacked lus feudatory* Alhaija

The Prakvt section of DvysS.aya-ksvya also records briefly the exploits

1 SJGM , I, p 86 , fn 5
3 ibid , xih, p. 198 , v. 43i atsnsfa#
3 KC , VIII, V 475
4 BG., I, Pt T, p 186.

4 EI„ XI, p 70 ff

4 El , IX, p 68

BG, I, Pt I, p 186 .

' El , XXVI, p. 84-ire, V. 21 • atRTfcet 15^3* ^^
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of Kumarapala’s army m other parts of the country Several princes of

other countries tendered submission to Kumarapala They were the pnnces

of Javana, Kanyakubja, Varanasi, Magadha, Gaud a, Dasanja, Cedi, Ma-

thura and finally the king of Jaugala, the Turuska ruler Mohammada and

the emperor of Delhi 1 1

Jayasimhasfiri also in the Kumrapala-canta. gives an elaborate descnp.

tion of his dtgvijaya. He indicates an a poem the limits of Kumarapala’s

digvtjaya upto the Ganges in the east, the Vindhyas m the south, Sjndhu in

the west and the Turuska (land) in the north 8 'Within these limits during

his victorious campaign he subdued the princes of Javahpura (Jalor),

SapadalakBa, Kurumandala, Madhyadesa, Malava, Pancala, Abhira-visaya,

Vindhya area. Lata, Saurastra, ICaccha, Paficanada, Multan and the Saka

country* Though the statement seems to be exaggerated, we however,

know that some of them were really subdued by Kumarapala We have in

connection with the Candellas described a war with king Madanavaima

whose territory extended upto Das'ama and who in his old age fought a

battle with Kumarapala at Dasama. The Prabhsvaka-canta also records

this war. It states that the king of Kalyana-kataka once proceeded to attack

Kumarapala but he died on the way ‘ The Prabandha-ctntamam mentions

one invasion by a Dahala king named Kama against Kumarapala The

report of this invasion took Kumarapala by surprise and he was in a state of

total harassment, knowing not what to do But as Kama was marching by

night, seated on the forehead of an elephant, eyes closed m sleep, a gold

chain that he wore on his neck was caught in a banyan tree and he was

hanged to death 6

. ,

If this story is true king Kama must be the Dahala Kalacun Gay

Kama who ruled about 1151 A.D But we have no epigraphical evidence for

thK

From the statements of the Dvyairaya-kavya and Ku»taraj>sla-canta it,

however, appears that in the time of Kumarapala Gurjara empire! ™
,

considerable extent and the king enjoyed a wider influence over a large part

of the country as never known before

1 Pi DV

,

Canto VI, Vs 74-106. ~
a Kc ,

iv, v. 117 . w 1

See also K. Pr. 35-36 ,
Hmacandra, Mcihavira-cartla XII, 52 - M r * "

hallohni (GOS„ X), V. 60

3 KC., IV, 1-118
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Most of the inscriptions belonging to Kumarapala’s reign discovered

nptil now are those of his ssman/as or vassals The Mangrol inscription of

V E 1202 (A D 1146) refers to Muluka [of Gohila family as Kumarapala’s

vassal 1 The two KirSdu inscriptions dated respectively V E 1205 (A.D. 1149)

and VE 1218 (A.D. 1162), inform us that Somesvara of the Paramara
family was his feudatory chief 1 From the Tejahpala temple inscription

at Mt Abu of V E, 1218 (A D. 1162 ) wc know that Yasodhavala and Dhara-
vaisa Paramara family were under his suzerainty 1 ICelhana and Kirhpj,in

of the Cauhana family were Kumarapala’s simanfas.4

The above account gives us some idea about the extent of the Gurjara

Empire at the time of Caulukya Iiumarapala.

Hts ministers

.

After his accession, Kumarapala, according to the
Prabami/ia-cintimam, appointed his benefactor Bahada (Vggbhata), the son
of Udayana, as his first prime minister,* but the later writers such as

Jayasimhasfin," Jinamaijdanagam’ and other Prabaniha writers state that
Udayana was raised to the prime ministership and bis son Bghada was
appointed as a minister in charge of various royal duties Unfortunately,
regarding the prime ministership of Udayana, wc have no reference in the
contemporaiy or early literature Bahada was, no doubt, a minict»r
according to the DvyaSraya-kdvya > The Nadol copper plate of V.E 1213
also confirms this,' but there is no mention either in the contemporary
literature or m epigraphs We know also another Vggbhata as the author of
an alankara treatise, who flourished in the reign of Jayasimha Siddhar&ja.
The commentator on his work calls him as a son of Soma 10 According to

1 B/., pp 158-60
5 Nahar— Jama Lekha-sangraha, P( T, pp 252-53,
Sec also El., XX, Appendix, p 47, No 372 ,

BI.pp 172-73
* El , VIII, p. 216, V. 36.
4 Sec supra pp. 156-160

‘SJGM, I, p, 79: fo tot
qgr.

HraSBil
6 KC , Canto II, V. 476.
7 K

'J
Pm ’ p 34 q tot mwwwfr& gmft apqgi
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the Prablmaka-canta he constructed a Jam temple m VJE 1178.1 The

religious activities of Udayana's son, Bahada or Vagbhata, are elaborately

narrated in the Prabhawka-carita3 as well as in the later Prabandhas,

A'mrabhata or Amhada was the other minister of Kumarapala about

whom we know from the Dvyafraya-kavya and Kumrapab-prattbodha that

he invaded Konkana and killed Mallikarjuna a He was most probably the

son of Udayana and brother of Blhada from his step-mother

Udayana’s third son was Cahada who was also a minister of Kumara-

pala. According to the Prabandha-anlamam he was in charge of the inva-

sion over the Sapadalaksa country 4 The Udayapur inscription of VE 1222

mentions one Cahada who was m charge of the military in Malava.5

Apart from these, some of the ministers are known from the Jain

prahstts |(
colophons )

A colophon of the Jam MS entitled Pujwdtom,

informs that in V.E. 1208 one Mahadeva was the prime minister of Kumara-

pala 0 The Kiradu stone pillar inscription of the date V E 1209 also refers

to Mahadeva as in charge of the signet, the seal, etc 7 The Bali inscription

dated 1216 VE also confirms the statement* According to the Ujjam

fragmentary stone inscription of Jayasnnha, dated 1195 V E (
c. 1138 AD),

Malava was ruled at this time by Mahadeva, the son of Dadaka of the

Nagara race His father, accordmg to the same inscription, was also pnme

minister of Jayasimha, ‘the keeper of the seal at Anahilapataka This

shows that Mahadeva may have been the pnme minister from the very begin-

ning of Kumarapala’s reign, to V E 1216 It also appears from the above-

mloifd Nadol copper plate that, from VE 1216toVE Ifl&aO*

may have been functioning as the prime minister From a colopjon of

Kaipamcrm dated VE. 1218 (c 1161 AD) we know that anoth

J
P"

a

minister, by name Yasodhavala, was m charge of the signet the e

The Udayana stone inscription of the reign of KuraSrapa a a '

(A.D. 1163) also refers to the Mahamtya Yasodhavala as managing

1 SJGM/KIIT, p 173. Vs 67-73 “> the Vadidivasfm-canim

2 Ibid ,
Hemacandras&n-cantam, pp. I99-211

: m^r >» *» w

* IA., XVIII, p 344 .
HK • pt ' n« No 151

« SJGM, XVIII, p 106.

7 HIG., Pt II, No 148.

« Ibid., Ill, No 149 A ,

• ibid

,

III, No 144 A ,
IA., XLIt, p. 25°,

n> SJGM 1
XVIII, p 109
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affaire of the state 1 According to another colophon of Jikid-Dharma

Kathddisaimgn-ptakatana, dated V E 1225 (e 1168 AD ), a Mahamdtya

Kumarasunha was in charge of the state affairs 2 This Kumarasunha is

referred to as one of the seven sons of minister Bahada in the Giraar frag-

mentary stone inscription.3 From the two other praiastts we know that

Mahattama Vadhnyana1 and Samanta6 were the ministers m V E 1227 and

1228 respectively. A colophon of Apabhramsa work Mathnaha-cami refers

to prune minister Prthvipala 3 This minister repaired the Vunala Jain

temple of Mt Abu 7 Among other ministers Kapardi is mentioned m the

Praba.ndha-antd.mam It is said that at his suggestion Eumarapala, even at

the age of fifty, leamt Samskrt grammar Kapardi was also a friend of

Hemacandra

8

When Vagbhata ( Bahada
)
was attending to the building of

the temple at Satrunjaya near which he founded a town named after him,

he gave the charge of his post to this Kapardin 8 Kapardi was one of those

persons who accompanied Kumarapsla m his pilgrimage He is called

Bhandiginka Kapardin by the PurBtam-pi abandha-sangraha 10 In the

Prabandha-koSa of RSjasekhara he is stated to have been a leader amongst

poets and donors 11 Kapardin was given the post of prime ministership, by
Ajayapala, the successor of Kumarapala Even though warned by Maruka
who knew the significance of omens, he accepted the post He was later on

arrested and killed by Ajayapala in his palace 13
;

It seems that these numerous ministers were all in charge of various

departments of the provinces and they were called ministers and sometimes

were made prime ministers Some of them also held posts of generals and
led the armies during wars

Hts gena ala About Kumarapala’s generals we have also some informa-

tion The Dnyairaya-ksvya mentions the Gurjara-Brabmasensnl, whom the

7 IA . XVIII, p 383
8 SJGM .XVIII.p no
3 BIG , III, No 208

,
.

* SJGM ,
XVIII, p no

* Ibid , p in
« GOS , XXXVII, p 79
7 Arbuda Piabatidha Jam Lekha-smdoha, Pt II, p 39, No 72, VE 1206
8 SJGM ,

I, pp 88-89
toi-

8 SJGM , I, p 87
18 Ibid , n, p 43
u Ibid , VI, p 48 ^ pf Tflusujfa;. ifjrff |

13 Ibid , I, p 96,
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commentator Abhayatilakagaiji identified vrith Kakka. He crushed the

rebellion of Ballala.1 A Jain inscription from Citorgarh composed by Digam-

bata Ramakirti refers to Bandana) aka Sajjanavrho accompanied Kmnara-

pa'a in bis expedition against Anaka.2 This Sajjana is probably the same

as was appointed the governor of Sanrastra by Jayashhha and according to

the Viviiha Tiriha-kalpa built a temple on Gimar mountain in VJE. 1165

(A.D. 1129).3 If he be the same person he must have been veiy old at the

time of Kumarapala’s expedition. According to the colophon of the

Pftkmcardra-carita of the date V.E. 1212 (e. 1155 A.D.) there was a power-

ful general by name Vosari, who was ruling the region of Lata between the

rivers Mahi and Damana with full rights.

4

He was by caste a Biahmana

and was once the companion of Knmaiapala in the time of his distress. In

the days of his fugitive life he followed Kumarapala like a shadow and

wandered with him through villages and forests. It is said in the Praban-

dhas regarding Kumarapafa's life that, after accession, Kumarapala appoint-

ed him as a great general to rule over Lata country.5 We, however, do not

find his name either in any contemporary literature or in epigraphs. From

a Jain inscription of V.E 1213 found at GhSnerava' we hear of Danda-

myaka Vaijalladera of Kumarapala. He is also known as Vaija or

Vajayaladeva. We have two other inscriptions about him of the dates

V.E. 1219 and 1216 from Bhatunda and Bali (both in Jodhpur division)

respectively.7 He was ruling over Xaijdtlla territoiy winch belonged to the

feudatory Cahamaua family. According to an inscription of Ajayapa a

Caulukya, dated V.E. 1231, he is mentioned as a llahmanMc^aTa\ Gover-

nor) ruling over Xarmadslata. Lata country.5 We also know tom the

Jain sources some of the important personages, such as Pitrohils like

Sawadeva, Somes'vara and Amiga, an astrologer like India and a man

charge of charitable institutes like Ahhayakumara.®

His court : In the court of Kumarapala besides his

and feudatories, there were several religious teachers, schola -, po

1 BY., XIX, V. 125.

* El.. II, p. 422.

3 SjGtf; X. P- 9-

4 Ibid., XVIII, p. 107

* Ibid., XVIII, Introduction, p. 18 .

* P. C. Xahar, Jain Lebba^angraha, I, ?
7 AIS., WC., 1907, P- 52 -

6 EL. XVIII, p. So.

» GilEL, p 323-
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wealthy men Foremost among the scholars was Jam monk Hemacandra

He earned on multifanons. religious activities with his headquarters at

Anahilapstaka Round him was a circle of eminent scholars Most of

thenrtrere'his pupils. Poet Ramacandra, who wrote several works, was his

chief pupil. Poet Sripala and his son Siddhapsla also were the eminent

poets of the time.1

Hts religion and reforms In his Dvyasraya-kavya Hemacandra states

that soon_after the_ wars were over Kumarapala prohibited killing of

animals in Gujarat. The king publistiedThe edict to protect animals8 and

he gaveup the custom of confiscating the property of _those who died with-

out leaving Tiehmd-atrTieir^~Xater on he rebuilt the temple of Siva at

Kedara, or Kedaranfitha in Garhwal4 and~aFDevapaftana m Kathiawar s

He erected two temples of Parsvanatha, one at AnaKilavada andanother at

Devapattana named Kumaravihara ' The last two events of Kumarapala’s

reign mentioned in the Dvyasraya-kavya are the building of a temple of Siva

in Anahilavada7 and the foundation of a new era after his name s The.

Mahsmra-canta of Hemacandra states that, after the acquaintance with

the great teacher Hemacandra, he heard with great delight the "noble

sermon about the law from his lips and'fhen he' took tbemmor vows"and

strove for their fulfilment and so on * These statements clearly show that

Kumarapala was inclined towards the Jainism The later Prabandhas,

however, claim that Kumarapalagave'up Saivism to embrace Jainism The

conversion of the fang is allegorically mentioned as his marriage with

princess Kipasundari, t e , the beautiful Mercy, the daughter of Dharmargja

and Viratidevi According to the quotation of Jmamandana from the

Moharaja-farsjaya this marriage took place in V E 1216, Mfirga, Sudi 2 10

Since the Mohara]a-farsjava was written a few years after the death of

^yVL D Deasi, Jain Sahityano Ttilias, Pt III, Chapters 4-7.
1 07., Canto XX, Vs 5-37* sppq % tjt?r

1

* ibid

,

Vs 38-8S 3^ ^ svr fsiqprr gal girt 3.91 rai-tf i

era irai raftsta; n
4 Ibid , Vs 90-93
6 Ibid, \ 94
1 Ibid , Vs. 9S-100

' Ibid, V 101

* Ibid , V. 102 sgfi

I

» Canto XII, Vs 43-96
10 Llfe Hemacandra, p 90 ^ ifeggyraggarar.mswli 4* V

S« qjfSr istuif „ ,
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Kumarapala between VE 1229 and 1232, this date, therefore, must be

taken as authentic We may also add to this that KumarapSla received the

title Paramahavaka, t.e

,

the most eager hearer of the Jam doctrine This is

known from colophonofjhe MS of a Jam work named Jnaisdhama-hatM and

also from the Rainaaids-kaths, which was written five yeari later in

1221 (1164 A.D ).
x The Jalor inscription of_ the same year calls Kumarapala

Paramrhqia..1 The Moharaja-parajaya specially emphasises KumSrapala’s

prohibition of the four vyasanas mid abolition of the rule by which the

property of those who died heirless was confiscated by the state s It states

that the king through his dandapdstkas suppressed the people who had exces-

sive indulgence m gambling,"meat-eating, wine-drinking, butchery, robbery

and adultery But it is strange that prostitution does not. find, mention

among these sms * Gambling, it appears, was very common amongst the

nobles, princes and general public. The names of five kinds of gambling are

given m the Moharaja-par^aya, mz , (
i) Ambhiya, (n) Nslaya, (m) Catu-

ranga, (iv) Aksa and (v) Varada Severe punishments were prescribed for

the habitual gamblers, for instance some had their hands, feet and ears

chopped off , of others the eyes were removed and of some all the limbs

were to be cut ofi 8 The same authority, referring to the names of the

men of the highest families amongst the habitual gamblers, shows that

gambling was deeply rooted at that time in the society and was resulting

in certain bad consequences We are further told m that connection that

certain persons were so much addicted-to gambling that they did not stop

even if their father, mother, or any other relatives died According to t e

same authority the various sects like the Kaul, Kapalika, Kahamana,

Ghatacataka and Man were indulging in animal slaughter." -

The great portion of the Kmw apsta-prahbodha of Somaprabha,

another contemporary work, describes the Jain tea<*mS ^®n 0

f

by Hemacandra and sets forth KumfirapSla’s prohibibng

animals, meat-eating, gambling and prostitu 10n

f the nght 0f

effect of Jam teaching on the king was his withdraw

* SJGM ,
XVIII, p 109 1W

. . ftHww-mi'W . . . i

a
j p C. Nahar, Jam Lekha-samgraha, I, P 239- No 893

. . I

UVO,| **»•» ' ‘ A « ^

*Ibtd,V 83 3 ^ ,™!rWI

< Ibid ,
Act IV, V II

• Ibid

,

V 22 ff
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the state to confiscate the property of those who died childless (mita-dliand-

faharana-msedha 1 The Vasanta-vilSsa also refers to this edict a

The Prabaitdha-cHitamani records that the king assumed the title of

‘Paramrhaia’ after listening to the teachings of Mahavira, that he requested

Hemacandra to write some of the scholarly works for him, that he got

erected 14,140 Jain temples and that he accepted the twelve vows of

Jainism *

Jayasimhasun in the Kmwapala-canta describes the religious zeal of

Kumarapala m six cantos.4 He states that on the advice of Hemacandra he

first gave up eating meat and drinking wine® and at the instance of the

monk he went to Somanath accompanied by him (Hemacandra) and wor-

shipped Siva, Hemacandra then caused Siva to appear and praise the Jam
religion As a result of this Kumarapala accepted the abliaksamyama and

fixed his mind on Jainism. It further records the religious discourses between

the long and the sage and final acceptance of Sraddha-dharma from

Hemacandra and prohibition of non-injury of bemgs in his kingdom ® The

same authority informs us that the orderbecame effective m Surastra, Lata,

Malava, Abhira, Medapata, Meru and even in Sapadalaksadesa 7 The

decree was enforced with such regour that a merchant of Sapadalaksa for

killing a louse that was sucking his blood like a raksasa, was arrested like a

thief and compelled to give up all his property for the foundation of a

sanctuary for lice
(
Yiikavihara

)

8 The slaughter of goats on Navaratras

was restneted and the king even sent ministers to Kasi to suppress injury to

animals The long also went to various Jain sacred places on pilgrimage

and established caityas and temples and offered various donations In

the tenth section of the above work we are told that he conferred upon ,lus

Guru the title of Kahkala-sarvajiia9 and, after selecting Ajayapala as his

successor, died soon after Hemacandra’s death. The above-desenbed

statements are amply corroborated by those of the other Prabandhas

1 GOS.XIV.pp 13-16

a Ibid
,
VII, Canto IV, V z8 fo'RTTft ilrRifinuiW I

• SJGM , 1, p 86 nfilp) ^ . . ?3TOT5 j?t|t foifo,

,

4 Cantos V, X
s KC , Canto V, V 24 ft.

1 Ibid , VII, V 577 ff

5
Ibid., VII, Vs 5S1-S2.

• Ibid

,

VII, V 5SS ff ; see also SJGM., I, p 01.
• Ibid, X, V. 106

36
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We, however, have no information from the epigraphs of Kumgrapsla

that he actually prohibited killing of animals, but from the two inscription

of his feudatories, we have some information. The undated inscription of

Girijadevi, the queen of Punapaksadeva, the feudatory of Kumarapala of

Naddula, prohibits only killing on the 11th, 14th and 15th of every month.1

In a similar inscription of 1153 A D. found at Kiradti, Alhanadera, the

viceroy of Kumarapala prohibits killing of life on 8tb, 11th and 14th of every

month on a penalty of five dranmas in ordinary cases and one tIramma in

the case of a servant of the king.

2

Despite his devotion to Jainism, Kumarapala did not completely forget

the old cult of his family. In DvydSraya-kavya Hemacandra himself speaks of

the restoration of the temple of Sivakedaranatha, and of Somanatha following

theproclamation of thelaw of protection and also of the building of a Kumara-

palesvara in Aphilavad, built at a still later time after the construction of

the Kumaraviharas (Jam temples) in Anhilavad and in Devapattana.2

The reasons behind the erection of Kumarapalesvaiajare very peculiar

Mahadeva, says Hemacandra, appeared himself to Kumarapala in a dream,

antinnorpH to him that he was satisfied with his services and expressed his

desires to reside in Anhilavad.

4

From these facts one can conclude that

y^Tnarapala despite all his devotion to Hemacandra and despite bis adoption

to the Jain faith, never totally denied help to the Saivites. He might have

forced them to give up their bloody sacrifices but he permitted the temple

priests and the ascetics to their allowances from the royal treasury.
.

There

must, have been times when he again drew nearer to Saiva faith and

worshipped Siva as well as Jina. Such wavering and such mixing of faiths

is not unusual in India and such things have happened in old times o

other kings also, who had attached themselves to heterodox sects, as, tor

example, Harsavardhana, the well-known king of Kanoj.»
. .

The court of Kumarapala was adorned not only by the Jain minis e

like Udayana Bahama and Jam monk Hemacandra and so *

well by Saiva minister Kapardin and Saiva teacher era i

» .nppoeed to h«e been , epinirel

conversion From the old habits of the king it appears that be could

1 BIG., Pt. Ill, No. 155 A, p- 17s -

2 Ibid., Pt II No. 148, pp. aS-49-

3 See supra p. 279.

4 DV., Canto XX, V. 101 -
TfffiT

fiKT ? far t etc.

« 5]Gif , XI, LUe of Hemacandra, p -6-
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leave liis earlier association with Samte ascetics In the words of Buhlcr

we may say that it is the peculiar tendency of Indian character to reconcile

sharp contradictions in different religious systems by conceiving and ex-

plaining the same as merely various forms of the same fundamental truth.

In the twelfth century we may see that the Brahmamcal gods of Trimtoh

were identified with the Jinas and that probably Hemacandra himself made

use of an identification m the beginning of his attempts at KumarapSla's

conversion to his doctrine It was then quite natural that his convert after-

wards worshipped Siva along with Jina. We may perhaps also assume that

Hemacandra fully concurred in that, for otherwise he could have hardly

described so impartially the iSaivitc temples built by his patron and pupil 1

Moreover, the Udayapur stone pillar inscription ofV E 1222 (1166 A D,)a

and the Veravala stone inscription of Bhava Brhaspati of V E 1225 (A I).

1169)* describe him as a devotee of Siva. Fortunately, a colophon of a

Jam MS Jitatiidhai makalhadi-sadanga-viviu ana (V.E 1225) also supports the

aboveviewofthetw’o epigraphsby statragthc title Uii'apalnaralabdl'a-prasada*

From the above-narrated circumstances it appears that Hemacandra

did not offer any serious opposition to Kumarapala’s feinitc tendencies and

could not wholly lure Kumfirapala away from fenvism, but he succeeded to

some extent in inducing him to observe constantly the most important Jain

vows and m exerting a great influence over the government Gujarata did

not, of course, become a Jam empire in the sense that the majority of its

population were converted to Jainism But the edicts against the hilling of

animals, against spirituous dnnk, against gambling were successfully enforced

and, thus, some of the most important tenets of Jainism came to be rooted

into the life of everyone *

His family Regarding the family and relatives of Kumprapnla we
learn that he had two brothers, by name Mahipala and Kirtipfila, perhaps,

elder than he was® The later Prabandhas like the Puialana-prabai’dha-

sailgi aha and the Kitiimiapnla-prabaudlia refer to his sister 5 We have
already seen that his brother-in-law Kanhadadcra was the king-maker,

6

but regarding lus second sister early Prabandhas are silent. We find among

1 Ibid

,

pp 46-47.

s 1A , XVIII, pp 343-44
1 H1G

,

Pt II, Xo 155 , p 60 .

* syor., xvin, p. no.
* SJGM..KI.p 47.

* KiirnSrapala-prabandha, p 18
7 SJGM

,

II, p. 38 , Kun^rapSla-prabviaha p 40
* S/GW . T, p 7S
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the later piabanilia literature and in Jayasimha’s Iiumsiapala-canta an

mteiestmg story about Devaladevi It is said that Devaladevi was mamwi

to Cahamana long Amoraja. She was a devotee of the Jain monks Once

in the dice-playing he said in a joke that be was Ming bald-headed monks.

Probably his intention was to mock the Jam monks This occurrence en-

raged Devaladevi and she asked him never to utter the word 'kdl' because

his brother had stopped killing totally. But this simple talk developed into

a hot dispute and Devaladevi feeling insulted left the Cahamana kingdom.

The event caused a war in which Amoraja was defeated .

1

This story, however, does not find place in the early and contemporaiy

records We know that Amoraja had two queens, the one by name Sulocana,

who was the daughter of the king of Marudesa and the other by name

KancanadevI the daughter of king Jayasimha Caulukya and mother of

Somesvara, the father of PrthvirSja III The Kbh-httimuM records that

Arnoraja was defeated by Jayasimha and later on was mamed to bis

daughter.
3 The Piihmnya-vtjaya also confirms this fact .

3 In the light of

these revelations the episode about Devaladevi narrated above, seems to be

a more fabrication devised by later chroniclers *

The name of the chief queen of Kumarapsla is mentioned as Bhopaladevi

His other queens were Jalhaiji, daughter of the Cahamana Anaka and

Padmavatl

His character . Kumarap&la was a man of strong character and

morahty. His daily time table as depicted in the Dvyairaya-kavya and the

Kvmarapsla-praiibodha confirms this fact.* He was most popular among Ins

subjects Both the prominent sects of the time, the Jain and the Saiva,

derived encouragement from him Like Asoka or Akbar he possessed reh

gious tolerance and was impartial m the management of his affaire oag

he observed some of the Jam vows and promulgated some o t em
Je-

well-being of his subjects yet he did not try to come m the way o o ®rie"

bgions His impartiality m the matter of religion is farther attes * ,

Jain authors through the Jain colophons which claim mt& a

both the religions Among so many colophons, at least ve r ^
who has conquered all kings by the grace of Uml orParva ,

1 KC., Canto IV. Vs. 173-174

3 See supi a p 13a.

3 JRAS , 1913, p-a _ .

* ItthSs Sammehn, Nibaniha-samgraha (Gnjarati), 943.

Sarnia’s article on "KmSrapSla h Bahtina Devaladevi.

* Pr. DV., Cantos l-a , GOS ,
XIV, pp 422-443

Dr. Dasaratba
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more than five state him as the promotor or the Jain law, Parama-tirsvaka

{good Jain devotee) or Paramrhata These colophons are certainly con-

temporary records ranging mostly from V.E 1208 to 1228

Kumarapala, unfortunately, had no direct male heir to succeed him.

According to the Kmnarapaln-canta of Jayasimha he, before his death,

discussed with Hemacandra the question and seems to have selected Prata-

pamalla, the son of his daughter 1 The Piabandha-koia tells us that the

question was discussed among the tno—Hemacandra, Abhada and Kumara-

pala himself, and Hemacandra advised him to give his throne to his daughter’s

son, Pratapamalla, but Abhada objected This discussion was overheard

by Balacandra, a pupil of Hemacandra Since there was a feud between the

pupils also regarding the royal succession, Balacandra, a rebel and a fnend

of Ajayapala, disclosed everything to him This made Ajayapala stir revolt

and poison Kumarapala, thirty-two days after the death of Hemacandra.®

The Kumaiapala-piabandha of Jinamandanagam also records a similar tale 3

Ajayapala’s wickedly poisoning his sovereign is recorded in the Am-i

Akbari* also

The reign of Jayasimha and his successor Kumarapala may be regarded

as the golden period of Gujarfita Both of them brought within the power

of Anahilavada the whole of Malava and parts of Rajasthana including

the kingdom of Sakambhari in Marwar and Mewar, while they continued

their sway over SauraBtra, Lata and Cutch. Dunng their time the influence

of Gujarata was felt most, both politically and culturally, and it continued

to be felt dunng the reign of Ajayapala

Aiayapala (1178-1176) Most of the Prabandhas and mscnptions are

silent regarding the relationship between Kumarapala and Ajayapala, but

the Vtcarairem6 tells us that Ajayapala was the son of Mahipala, a brother of

Kumarapala This statement is supported by the Kumarapala-canta of

Jayasrmhasfln which calls Ajayapala the nephew of Kumarapala • The
Am-i-Akban also states that Ajayap&la was the nephew of Kumarapala 7

1 KC

,

Canto X, Vs 107-114

* SJGM , VI, p 98.
3 Kwr.araptda-prabavdha : p 1x3.

* AAK ,
II, p *63

* jss , III, Pt IV, p 9
•

^u 5° H ^ ? 3 W. ^
' KC., Canto X, V III

|

7 AAK ,
II, p 260.
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According to the Prabanclka-cmtamam Ajayadeva or Ajayapala after

mounting the throne began to destroy the temples built by his predecessor.

It also records that the King entreated minister Kapardm most earnestly to

fill the post of the prime-minister, and he gave his consent after consulting

some favourable omens When he took charge of the pnme-mmister-

ship and returned to his house he was suddenly arrested by the king in the

toght and put to death by being thrown into a boiling cauldron. After this

it also refers to two more incidents firstly, this ‘low villain of a king’

murdered the Jam poet, Ramacandra, the author of a hundred works and

the chief pupil of Ramacandra forcibly seating him on a heated plate of

copper1 ,
secondly, he urged Amrabhata, the son of Udayana and former

minister of Kumarapala, to submit to him humbling by prostrating before

him
, but he refused to obey him and said: “In this birth I do obeisance

to him who is without passion as a god, to the sage Hemacandra as a

teacher and to Kumarapala as a master” Thereupon the king became

angry and said, "Prepare for battle.” Amrabhata first worshipped the

image of the Jma and then “ sweeping away from his own mansion the

retainers of the king like a heap of chaff, with the wind of his own soldiers,

he penetrated as far as the clock-house and passed into existence as a god

being emulously chosen by the Apsaras who came to behold that wondrous

Sight
55 ®

Last two events show certainly the anti-jam policy of Ajayadeva, but

these are not recorded in the earlier works like the Suhia-samhrtam and

the contemporary Jam works hke Moharaja-famjaya YasahpSla, the

author of the latter work, states therein that his father, Dhanadeva was a

Mantnn and he described himself as a swan at the lotus-feet ofChakrava

Ajayadeva. It appears from the play that the aut or
i

ms
.

marhata and a governor or resident of Tharapadra is

deva might not have been a bitter enemy of Jainism as reported by the

later works It might be possible that he did not s °wer gre

for

Jainism and, m contrast to his predecessor, practically di S

Jainism That is why he is painted as an anti-Jam man

His conquests Merutunga records no achievements of A.Jay P

1 SJGM., I, pp 96-97

* SJGM ,I,p 97 ftstshrm: Tfat
- " ^ . . |

3 GOS., IX, Introduction
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Seme seven verses, describing his achievements, are found inserted in the

(P) MS, of the Ptabandlia-cinlamayi which seems to be taken from the Kxrh-

kamnudi They narrate the following —
“After Kumarapala, there was a king by name Ajayapala who like

a wishing tree removed world’s poverty by means of gold. Who
putting the feet on the neck of the king of Jaugala snatched from him

the golden canopy with powerful elephants " In another verse it is

stated that “he, always giving the alms, punishing the kings and

marrying the women, made all the three qualities
(
IrigHna

)

equal.” 1

One thing, however, comes out from the above verses that he had

defeated the king of Jaugala country (modem Ajmer region). This state-

ment is further corroborated by that of the Sitkila-samkirtana* and the

Vasairta-mlesa 3 The Patan grant of Bhlma II dated V.E 1256 (c. 1199

A.T) ) also confirms the fact * The king of Jangala country may be identi-

fied with the Cahamana prince Somesvara (V.E 1226-1234—

c

1170-1177

A.D ) formerly a feudatory of Jayasunka and Kumarapala.6

There is some evidence to show that Ajayapala was engaged m a war

with the rising Guhilas of the Rajasthan From a Jain inscription of the

Lima temple at Mt. Abu dated V E 1287 we leam that the younger brother

of the Paramara king Dharavarsa by name Prahladana, defended the

illustrious Gurjara king when his power had been [broken on {the battlefield

by Samantasnnha 6 We know that Dharavarsa (V E 1220-1276) had been

a vassal of the Caulukya kings and lie naturally sided with the Gurjara king

in the war The Swatholsava of Somesvara also mentions that Ajayadcva
was very much afflicted m the war with Samantasnnha

'
According to

Luders, Samantasnnha of the above inscription is identical with the Guhila

Samantasnnha whose name is found in two inscriptions of Mt Abu.* The
inscriptions of this Guhila prince, however, give him the dates V.E. 1228

1 sjgm , i, 96 qgnsnspr; ... C [C
* Canto II, V. 45 !RtWT qvT ^fqTt gsjPn1! I

s GOS . VII, Canto HI. V 32 JRFWT . . nproftw?.!
6 IA„ XI, P 71
6 &WR/, P 315
* JT/, Mil, P 211,1 36 rrjpaPr'nSifiifySinrsrfD!.

' Canto XV, V 32
* II. VIII, p 202
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(
c. 1171 A.D,) and 1236 { c. 1179 A,D.) 1 These make him a contemporary

of Ajayapala. He was most probably the contemporary of Kumarapgla,

Ajayapala and his two successors.

Hts feign period. The Vicdratmn states that he reigned for three

years and two months, from V E. 1229 to 1232* and the Prabandha-ctttimam

also states that he ruled for three years, but beginning from V.E. 1230“

The Muslim chronicles also assign him three years.* The three epigraphic

records of Ajayapala also show that he reigned at least for three years

( V.E. 1229-32 ).
5

His death • Regarding the death of Ajayapala, the Putbaudha-cintaimm

says that he, the sinner against religious edifices, was stabbed to death with

a knife by a piatihdia (door-keeper) named Vayajaladeva, and being

devoured by worms and suflering the tortures of hell every day, he passed

into the invisible world.6 The Pwatana-prabandha-sangiaha states that the

mother of Vaijaladcva was a wanton woman and Ajayapala kept her in bis

palace in the darkness. Once Vaijaladeva came intoxicated to hear the

king, who on his turn cut a slight joke, saying "go m the apartment but do

not see the face.” There he met with lus mother. From this particular

behaviour of king he decided to kill him and one evening he thus killed tan

with the help of one DliSngaka. Whatsoever might be the truth behind

this story, the intention of the prabandha writer in inventing t is s ory

is. however, revealed by the concluding verse : “this was neither the crime of

Dhanga nor the fear of the Samant Vaijala but it was only the result o

that misdeed by which the great monk was tortured.’ This only = °

that his murder might have had some connection with theanti-Jam nffigi

policy of the king. Vaijaladeva of the above stones is mos P

identical with the CahamSna Vayajaladeva who was a very

officer of both Kumarapala and Ajayapala.6

Miilarsja II (c. 1176-1178 A.D.) :
Ajayapala was mccee^p^JmMa

'

Miilaraja II, who is called Bala-Mnlaraja by Merutuug

* IA., 1924. P- xoo>

* JSS„ III, Pt. IV, p. 9.

6 SJGM., I, p 97’

* AAK., II, p- 260, MA ,
Trans., p. 143-

6 BIG., Pt. II and III, Nos. 156- *57 and 157 A.

6 SJGM., 1, p. 97 S Hinfw'f gftWU 5$

S&fifetaW etc *_ e{,

7 ibid., n, p. 48

6 DBNL, II, v. 1003.
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antsmam. The same authonty assigns him a reign of two years, beginning

from V E. 1288.1 The VicsraSrent styles him Laghu-Mflladeva and gives

him a period of two years, one month and two days from V E 1232 to 1234- s

The 'Muslim chronicles call him Lakhmul or Lakhu-Muladeo and allot him 8

or 20 years 3 This penod, how ever, assigned to him is obviously wrong, for

we know that his successor was on the throne before V E 1235

The Ptabandha-ctnldmam states that after the accession, his mother, the

queen Naiki, the daughter of king Paramardin (1146-1174 A D ), taking her

son in her lap, fought at Gadararghatta and conquered the king of Mlccchds

by the aid of amass or ram clouds that came out of season attracted by her

virtue.1 The two other Jam works the Suki la-sawklrfaM* and Vasanta-nlasa9

state that Muladeva even in childhood defeated the Muhammadans. These

early references show that he might have been of the age of 15 or 16 which

is the age of minority to a king, that is why he has been called as a child

(minor). The fact that the Muslims were defeated is also confirmed by the

Muslim writer, Mmhaj-us-Siyar, who writes that Mohammad led his army

through Uccha and Multan towards Naharw alSh (Aqahtllapura). At that time

the ruler of that place was a young king named Bhimadeva who possessed a

powerful army and numerous elephants. In the battle Mohammadans were

defeated in AH. 574 (AD. 1178).7 The TavSrtkha-i-Finsla also records

that Muhammad Ghon from Multan went to the sandy desert of Gujarata.

Prrnce Bhimadeva came to encounter him with a strong garrison and des-

troying the Muslims pushed them back ’

In the above descriptions of the Muslims it seems that the name of

Bhlmadava has mistakenly crept in in place of Mulanija. The reason for

this might have been that after this war, the sudden death of Mfilaraja

placed his younger brother Bhimadeva (II) on the throne and thus by
mistake the credit has been given to him. The fact that the battle was
fought by Muladcia is also confirmed by the Patan grant of Bhimadeva

1 SJGM - f. r 97 ’!« 1**3 $ X tngqf
'

t ispr TPS? £HS£|
! JSS , II, Pt IV, p. 9 Slo Vr &r-

Tia* x nnn fo* x i

"

* AAK , II, p s6o

* SJ™ • r* P 97
^

J7T5IT qTfffel? (rtn frjp;
ml smin cic

5 Canto H, \ 46 JjwTi?:
1 fFcrsfowir

|

- IV'
' 34 fsrspnfcr 5(5T Vrlivsc:

I7 Elliot, II, p agj
'

* Brig’s Finsta, I, p. 170

37
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dated V.E. 1256 (1199 A.D.) which refers to Mfilarajadeva who defeated

unconquerable Garjanaka (a mere sauskritisation of the Ghaznavi) m the

battle 1 A Jain authority, known as the Sundhs hill inscription, also refers

to a battle which was fought by the Cshamana Kelhana ( V E. 1221-1249)

with the Tuiuskas (Muslims), whom his brother Kirtipala defeated at

Kasahrda.2 Dr. D. R Bhandarkar rightly conjectures that Kelhaija might

have assisted Miilaraja (II
)
in the war with the Muslims, being a feudatory

chief of the Caulukya sovereign. There is also reason to believe this

statement, for during that period only one invasion of Muslims had taken

place.

The Prabandha-cuUamani states that the mother of Mttlaraja was the

daughter ofParamardin. This Paramardin has been rightly ldentified^with the

Kadamba ruler Paramardi or Sivacita who ruled from c 1146 to 1174 A.D 3

The samp authority states that this war was fought at the Gadararaghata* and

the Sundba inscription records that it was Kasahrda. This Kasahrda, how

ever, may be identified with the Kayandra situated at the foot of Mt. Abu

It may be possible that the Gadararaghata was the other name of that place s

The defeat of the Muslims in this way shows that the Caulukya empire

might have been so much consolidated and knit together from the time of

Siddharaja Jayasimha to that of Mularaja that even in the period of weak

and rapid successions, the sanwntas did not shake off their loyalty to then

sovereign, that is why a minor king like Mfilaraja II could secure the help

from Kelhaija.

Bhima 11 (e. 1178-1221 A.D
)

• The Sukila-sambrtana informs us that

after Mularaja (II) BMmadeva ascended the throne He was his brother

(
bandhu)•. The Khh-kawwdi further adds that he was his granger

brother and came on the throne when he was a mere child. The Fra-

bandha-ctntamani records that he mounted the throne in V E. 1235 and ruled

for 63 years 3 But according to the VtcsiM Mularaja died m V E.12S

and immediately after him, Bhimadeva came to the throne and ruled till

3 IA., XI, pp. 71-73 :

1

3 EI„ IX, P 70 Srw 1

3 J3G .
Pt I, p 195. Appendix II

* SJGM ,
I, p. 97-

3 GMRI

,

II, PP 381-82.
, P LM ,

• Canto II, V. 48 .... ^3-

> Canlo II, V. 59 . ^ ,

3 SJGM., I, 97 lfll '£? W Mww^ 1
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V.E. 1800.1 The Kirsdu stone inscription, dated V.E. 1235, shows that be

was already on the throne before that date.* It appears, therefore, that the

statement of the Vicara&reni is more reliable in tins respect The latest date

for his reign, from the Jam colophons3
as well as the Kadi inscription, is

known as VE. 1296 (e. 1238 AD.).* Thus the literary and epigraphic

evidences agree in assigning Bhima a long reign.

When Bhima II came to the throne the political condition of India was

somewhat changed. The Muslim invasions had become the order of the day.

The Muslims had already occupied some of the principalities inside India.

No central power at that time existed to encounter their invasions. Several

feudal lords were exerting for their independence Weak rulers of Malava

mounted and dismounted the throne in rapid succession. In the Sapadalaksa

country (Ajmera) ruled Cahamsna Pvthvlraja but he was too busy in wars

with the Muslim as well as the other neighbouring kings like the Candcllas

and the Gahadavalas Th e Candellas and the Gahadavalas were in a state of

decadence. The power of Cedis was almost extinct. Moreover, Bhima was
a weak ruler and his feudal lords were trying to capture power though he
long survived as the nominal head.

The Jain prabandhas have, unfortunately, preserved a very meagre
account of his reign. We, however, have about a dozen colophons of the

Jain MSS and three epigraphs from which we get an idea of his long reign.

From the time of his accession up to V E. 1246 (A.D. 1190) the Jain

sources give no information about his reign. We know from Muslim sources

(perhaps isolated ones that at first Muhammad Ghun was defeated in the
battle of Gujarat, but aftertwo years he invaded the country and punished
the people This, according to Jackson, is simply a way of the glorification of

Muhammad Ghun by a Muslim wntcr, for we have no further proof in

support of this statement.* A Jain praiash of the Paryusana-ha!pa.e dated
V E 1147, refers to his certain peculiar titles such as Jangamajanardaha,
Pratdpa-taturbhuja with SamaslarUjavafivitajtta and VmapaUvaralabdhapra-
ssda. It also states that at that time Lata w as under his prosperous rule.w here
Sobhanadeva was his dandanayaka and Ratnasniiha was transacting the
business of seal Another Jain praSosti of Yogalaslra-viltl, dated V E. 1251

*jss., ii, Pt iv, p, 9:

uHUwl ....

3 El . XI, p 72.
1 SJGM

,

XVIII, pp. 121-122,
4 Kadi grant (VI ). IA., VI, pp. 206-0*!

* BG , I, Pt I.p 19s, fn 4.
4 SJGM.. XVIII, p ns.
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states that the composition was completed in Darbhavatl {modem Dabhoi J

in the Lata country.1A third prasasii of Jpajasitiprataiana-v, Hi, dated VJE.

1258. relates that this work was written in Anahillapuia in the reign 'of

Samastaiajataliviiajila M. jR. Bhimadeva.2 116 prasasii of V.E. 1247 noted

above along with the other two prasastis shows that Bhima (II) most have

become a strong and powerful mler by that time and he mast have been en-

joying all the prestige and powers of his forefathers like Jayasimha and

Kumarapala.

By the year V.E. 1254. A H. 593 (A D 1197), it is recorded by the

Muslim historians that Qutb-ud-din Aibak, the great general of Muhammad

Ghuri, invaded the city of Anahilavada. This war lasted for fall three

years, at last, Aibak occupied Patan and plundered the wealth of Gujarat 2

We, however” have no direct evidence of this disastrous war among the Jain

sources. On the other hand, we have two praSastis of Jain composition

written at Anahillapuia someyears after this event. The praSasli of VktSada-

Siti-pratawia, dated V.E 1258 { referred to above ), gives him fall sovereign

titles ‘SamastarsjsvalroirsjUa Mahsrajadhirsja ' ( adorned with the row of all

lriny. the king-emperor). The other one from Jayanli-vrtii, dated V-E. 1261,

and written at Anahillapura in the prosperous reign of Bhimadeva {Kdl-

ysnavijayarajye) records him as Maharajadhiraja.1 From these praSaslis it

may be concluded that he was enjoying fall sovereignty although he suf-

fered a setback at the hands of foreigners It, therefore, seems that had the

invasions of Muslims been felt much, theywould have been mentioned in the

Jain praSaslis written dnring the subsequent period.

After VJE. 1261 (A.D. 1204) we have no Jain praSasl’s from V.E 1262

to 1294 (AD. 1205-1237) The praSaslt of the Jvaiadl,amasadaitga-r^ii,

dated in the beginning of V E. 1295s
, attributes him simple titk ‘ Maleraja

*

and states that the composition was. finished in AnahiHapafafca in the

prosperous reign of Bhimadeva. ' During this long period of

it appears that Bhima might have been reduced to an insignificant P * ®
and Anahilapatan might have been an unsafe place for the Jam 1110 ®

reside. That is why, perhaps, we do not find any woik composa

Anahilapatan during this period which was otherwise enriched y e

productions of the Jains

Fortunately, the Jains also record certain events of this period. They

1 sjgm.. xvnr, p. H3-
2 Ibid.

2 Elliot, II, pp. 226-31.

* SJGSI; XVIII, p. 1x4.

5 Ibid., p. 28.
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mention the two invasions on Gujarata made by the Malava kings’of that

time. • The Prabaniha-cmtmam states' i

‘While he (Bhima) was reigning, the king of Malava named Sohada

advanced to the border of Gujarata, with intention of devastating

that country, but the minister of Bhimadeva went to meet him and

addressed this couplet to him
' '

i

“ Thy blaze of might, 0 sun of kings,
' *

gleams m the eastern quarter.

But it will be extinguished, when thou shalt

descend into the western region.”

When Sohada heard this disagreeable utterance of the minister he

turned back again *.*

It seems from the narration that in this invasion Subhatavarman could

not fulfil his desire of subduing Gujarata and “subsequently his son named

the glorious Arjunadeva, quite defeated the realm of Gujarata” as men-

tioned by the same authority *

Let us now decide when the senes of these invasions took place.

Although we have no direct information of the first war, still we may conjec-

ture that the invasion would have occurred some years before V-E.- 1267

{ e. 1210 A.D.) which is the early known date of the accession of Arjunavarma

from his copperplates 8 As regards the second mvasion we have the Panjata-

manjari of Madana, the preceptor of Arjunavarma himself It is a drama

which deals with the love-affairs of Arjunavaima with Panjatamafijan

or Vijayasri, the daughter of Gurjara king Jayasimha, who fell into Aijuna’s

hands after her father’s defeat. There Jayasimha is referred to as Cmihtkya-

mahi-mahcndra According to historians this Jayasimha is most probably

identical with the king of the same name who temporarily had usmped
the throne of Bhima (II) From the narrative of the Pmjniamanjart it

appears that Jayasimha might properly have been installed as the long of

Gujarata by the year 1210 A D. and he was on the throne of Anahilapatana

upto VE 1280 (A.D. 1228) for the Kadi giants of his reign, dated V.E.
1280 {c 1228 A D )

have peen discovered 4 This war wirh Arjunavaima must
have happened before V.E 127S (A.D 1218) which is the earliest date of

* SJGM., I. P 97 sfhiilp'HWI HRWpfir
wr dtawwi . .

. tfSr fresigjisfir 3 'OTfsrasli
* Ibid

•

5(53 fa
i

3 ^ee *upf* pp. 115-116, Chapter on Pararalra of Malava see also TASB.
y.p 378

J

* JA. VI, p 196 , GUI ,
Pt, II, No, 165,
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Devapala, the successor of Arjunavarma,1 Fortunately, we have a definite

proof of this invasion in the &ndhara-pratasU dated V E. 1273 (A.D. 1216}

which states that Sridhara the Nagara general of Bhima, protected Deva-

pstana (in Saurastra) from the elephant army of Malava * This shows that

before V E 1273 (A D. 1216) Arjunavarman, the ruling prince of Malava,

penetrated into Gujarata upto Saurastra. Jayasimha, the then ruler of

Anahilapatana, might have been defeated near Farvaparvata (modem Pava-

gadh ) as stated m the drama Panjatamanjari From these two references

we may assume that this invasion must have been made sometime before

V.E. 1273 (A D 1216). The matrimonial alliance with the king of Malava,

Arjunavarman, made the position of Jayasimha somewhat strong and

Bhima was reduced to become ordinary ruler of Saurastra According to the

Eammira-mada-niardana, Bhimasimha was the Samantamam of Saurastra 3

The Bhimasimha has been identified with Bhima II, the Caulukya, who

might have been residing in Saurastra during the period of his rainy-days 4

-Unfortunately, we have no information regardingJayasimha in the Jain

sources but the conditions of that time as depicted in the Vasanta-vilssa and

the Suhla-samkirtana throws some light on the point The Siikrta-san

kirtqna states that Bhima II was very charitable and extravagant His

kingdom was being devoured by his powerful msndalihas whom he was

unable to control, Bhima was thus filled with anxiety about the fate of his

kingdom.® Similarly, the Vasanta-vilasa relates that- Buna was unable to

control his kingdom on account of his weakness and his nisndalikas ( feuda-

tories) began to rule over the country. Amoraja, son of Dhavala of the Cau-

lukya race, sticking to the king’s side annihilated the refractory chiefs and

protected the kingdom 8 The Kadi grant of Bhima dated V E 1283 (A.D. 1226)

shows that Bhima had won back his throne at Anahilapstaka sometime

before that year 7 Since we have no published Jain prasastt of this period

we cannot furnish a definite proof for this from the Jam MS. referred to

above that by the year V E 1225 he was again ruling over Anahdlapstaka

as bearing ordinary title Maharaja The two other Upadetakanddi-vrtti an

1 See supra p
3 EL, II, p. 437. V. 4z.

3 hmm. ( gos., x ), p n : grnwngc wiwras:

'

4

6

0

9 1a , vr. pp. 199-200.

The Glory That Was Gurjaradefa, III, p. 213

Canto II, V. 51

'

Canto III, V. 37

1
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Sangrahani-ftka, both dated V E. 1296, bear witness that Bhima had again

become, a sovereign ruler, though for a short period, assuming the grandi-

loquent title ‘Samastaiajualmmalaiihia Maharajadhtraja.’ 1

We have fortunately three Jam inscriptions of his reign. The

Giroar inscription of V E 1266 was found engraved on both sides of a

niche containing the image of Nandisvara to the north-west of the

temple of Sangrama Som This epigraph records that the son of the

general
(
dandanSyaka

)

of the Caulukya king Kumarapsla, named

Abhayad, was very much devoted to the Jam religion His son VasOata-

pala for the merits of his parents caused to be made an image of

Nandisvara on the Ujjayanta hill, consecrated by Devendrasfln, dis-

ciple of Jinesvara, disciple of Candrasfln. It is to be noted that

though the inscription is dated V E. 1256, 1 1 , m the reign of Bhima II,

his name is not given in the inscription .
1

Another inscription from Somanatha of the year 126 (x) contains

the description of the capital Auabillapataka growing rich under its

famous sovereigns. In the 4th line king Mulaxaja is mpntinnwl and
then without mentioning the intervening rulers the records switch on
in the 6th line to the long Bhima II to whose reign the record bdongs
Nothmg is particularly mentioned about his reign in this inscription s

The third inscription of 1287 has been found engraved on a white
slab built into a niche in the corridors of the shnne of Neminatha on
Mt Abu which is generally known as the temple of Vastupala and
Tejahpala It mentions two of the feudatories of his reign. One was
MahsmandaleSvara Rajahtla Soraasimha of the Paramara family of
Abu It is said that while Somasimha was reigning Tejahpala got
built m the village DeuIavSda on the top of Mt. Arbuda, the temple of
the holy Neminatha, called Lunasunha Vasahika, for the increase of the
glory and merit of his wife Anupamadevi, and his son Tfinacimha
Another feudatory js mentioned there by name MuhmandaleSvara
jSawaka Lavanaprasada and his son Viradhavala of the Caulukya kith,
who obtained Gurjaiatrmaadala by the favour of the aforesaid m!
Bhunadeva. Tejahpala is said there as conducting the whole business
of the seal of Viradhavala .

4

Besides these inscriptions there are so many Jam inscriptions of the

1 SJGM„ XVIII, pp I2I-I22
a Poona Orientalist, I, No 4, p. 45
a

Ibid., II, No. 4, p 122,

* El , VIII, pp 204-07 and 219-22 .
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reign of Bhima II, but they practically belong to ministers Vastupala and
Tejahp51a.

_ , , ,

-

All these Jain inscriptions and the colophons noted above certainly

furnish some information about Bhima’s ministers, generals and feudatories.

The colophon of V.E. 1247 of Jain MS refers to Sobhanadeva'as the. general

(dandanayaka
)
and Batnasimha as the mahaitama 1 The inscription of V E

1256 records Abhayada and Vasantapala as the son and die grandson

respectively of the dandanayaka of Kumarapala. The Abu' inscription of

V.E. 1287 mentions that Somasimba of the Paramara family of Abu and

Lavanaprasada and his son Vlradhavala were the feudatories of Bhima One

colophon of V.E. 1296 records that Vlramadeva was the Mahdmandaleivara

Rdnaka in Vidyutpura in the reign of Bhima 8 This Vlramadeva has been

taken as identical with the son of Lavanaprasada noted above. Another

colophon of V.E. 1296 refers to one mahmnstya and dandanayaka Srftata,

in charge of the seal and insignia 8 The Uncha inscription ofAjayapala

(V.E. 1231 )
also mentions this Tata as dandanayaka .* it seems that by

that time when the colophon was written he must have been very old.

Thus we know from the Jam sources the following members of this

branch.
BhSyaraja

Raji

Mularaja I

Vallabharaja Durlabnaraja Nagadeva

* 1

Bhimadeva I

Mfilaraja Ksemaraja Kama

Devaprasada

Tnbhuvanapala Jayasimha

1 SJGM., XVIII, p. H2
8 Ibid., p 132

* Ibid., p I2i.

* BIG

,

III, No 157 a
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Tnbhuvanapala Jayasimha

I T i

Mahipala Kirtipala Kumarapala

Ajayapala

Mfilaraja

Bblmadeva II

Tnbhuvanapala

38



CHAPTER X

DYNASTIES OF SAURASTRA (Continued)

III. THE VAGHELA BRANCH OF THE CAULUICYAS

We have copious material for this branch in our Jam sources The

Jams have overlooked the long reign of Bhima II in favour of this branch

The reason for this may be attributed to the fact that in them they had

found better patrons of their religion, literature and society

Early History The early history of the Vaghela branch starts from a

certain Dhavala who was the husband of Kumtrapala’s mother’s sister and

belonged to the Caulukya clan 1 From them was born a son named Amo-

raja who was popularly known as Anaka also. According to Sukrta-samkirtana,

Kumatapala, pleased with his services, made him his feudatory lord and

gave him the town of Bhimapalli (about ten miles SW of Anahilapura) to

rule.® The Sukria-ktrti-kallohm also supports this statement » The same

authority refers to the fact that Aradraja killed the chiefs of MedapSta and

Candravatlpura 4 The Prabandha-antmam records the name of the village

given to Amoraja as Vyaghrapalli whence his descendants received the

epithet of the Vaghelas * It appears from the Jam chronicles that Anaka

enjoyed a long vassalage of the Caulukyas from KumSrapala to Bhima (II)

The Vasanta-mldsa states that Bhima II was unable to control his kingdom

on account of his weakness and his inandalikas (feudatories) began to rule

over the country Amoraja, sticking to the kmg|s side, annihilated them

and protected the kingdom 6 This Aruoraja or Anaka is quite different

from Amoraja or Anna, the ruler of Sakarnbhari His son was Lavana-

1 SJGM , I, p 94 3fRT45Tm l

v „

S5. Canto III, V. 15 MhWBFW 1

<t*i*i$3*f5 1
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8 gos . x, p 78, v.
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5 SJGM , I, p 98 1
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prasfida 1 The Siikyla-samkittana states that once Kumirapala appeared

in a dieam to his grandson Bhima and directed him to appoint Lavana-

prasada as Saivcivaia (vice-regent) and his son Viradhavala as his heir-

apparent

‘Next day in the court m the presence of the nobles when Lavaija-

prasada and Vlradhavala enteicd, the king said to Lavanaprasada

“Your father Amoraja seated mo on the throne You should, therefore,

uphold my power as Satvcivara, and your son Vlradhavala as my
heir-apparent

The Suhta-ktrU-haUolm mentions that Bhima II, considering that

Amoraja once was an object of Kumarapala’s favour and that he made him
long, entrusted his kingdom to his son Lavanaprasada.3

The fact that Lai anaprasada was Sarvehara of Bhima is confirmed by
the Girnara inscription of VE 1283 found over the west doors of the temple
of Vastupala and Tcjalipfila As to when he was raised to that high post
we have definite information from that inscription It refers to the fact

that m V E 1276 Vastupala and TejahpSla were appointed with the power
of Sarvehara to carry on the business of the seal in Dhavalakka and other
cities m the Gurjara-mandala by the Maharaja Sn Vlradhavala, son of
{Caultikya-ktila-jnakaSanada-mSrianda) Matmdjadhiraja Lavanaprasfida <

This shows that before V E 1276 Lavanaprasfida must have been
appointed as Sarvchaia Buhler infers, however, from the title Sarvehara
that Lavanaprasada and 1ns son might have thrown away the suzerainty of
Bhima m that year and assumed that title.6 But this assumption does not
seem probable for we know from a Jam inscription of V E 1287 noted above
that Lavanaprasfida was simply a Mahmantlalchnra and Rstiaka at that
time. The same inscription also confers the same title on his son Viradha-
vala" Moreover, the colophon of the Jain MS Vyakamia-nppanaham of

1 sjgm., I, p 98 jJtov'tivi'vi,
‘ Canto III, Vs 15-39 ’ICT’T rpf |

^ s»i: II
3 gos , x, p 78, v 34 iraiccwi^ t

^ apTOi
1

u ff
No Z07, pp 14'16

etc
iA > XXXI (i9oz),pp 477-495

8 EL, VIII, p 204 ff
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V.E 1288 mentions him simply Rarnka,

1

And the two other colophons of

the Jam MSS, dated V E. 1276 and 1298, state that his second son Viraraa

and his grandson VTsaladeva, were called Mdhmanddehara, Maha-Rmiaka 8

This shows that this line of Vaghelas, most probably, could not throw the

suzerainty of Bhima II upto V.E 1298 as attested by the Jam sources

The peculiar title ‘Sarvesva.ru’ suggests that LavanaprasSda might have been

holding a post like the Pesavas in the time of the Marathas 8

As to how and m what circumstances the title was conferred we do not

know The prabandha literature, however, records several events of the

time of Bhima m which Lavanaprasada and his son had shown their bravery

and skill m saving the kingdom of Bhima Perhaps, as a reward for these

services, Bhima might have conferred on him the title ‘Sarvehara

'

By V E. 1276 Lavanaprasada seems to have approached the age of 70,

for we know from the Udaypur inscription of Ajayapala dated V.E 1229

that he was appointed there as an officer by Ajayapala * At that time he

must have been at least some 20 or 22 years old and as a promising man he

must have obtained that post at an early age We may place his birth,

therefore, in V E 1209 or 1207. He lived long for we have the year V E.

1288 as one of his dates from a colophon of the Jam MS noted above. He

perhaps lived longer, at least till V E. 1296 or 1300 The events described

in the Pumtana-prabandha-saiigraha and other prabandhas reveal that he

enjoyed a life of nearly ninety years or more

We have already seen that Amoraja, the father of Lavanaprasada,

assisted Bhima II in subduing the enemies which he did perhaps, m the

early part of his reign. Lavanaprasada also followed the footsteps of his

father At the tune of the accession of Bhima in V.E. 1234 both the father

and the son were simply feudatories of Vyagbrapalli or Bhimapalli But

due to their constant services to Bhima their status was raised Lavana-

prasada, by V.E. 1276, actually became MaMmadchkSvara, having esta-

blished his principality around Dbavalakka (modern Dholka) w ic

stretched upto Cambay between the Savaramati and the Naima a e

city of Dhavalakka was founded after the name of Dhavala, the gran a er

of Lavanaprasada. , , ,

There is an interesting story in the Puratam-praDamna-smw"’"*

1 PiaSask-samgraha (Ahmedabad), p. 85, No 144

8 SJGM ,
XVIII, pp. 122-123

3 GURI (Guj ), p 367
4 RIG., Pt II, No 136, pp 69-72
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throws light on the early relationship of Lavanapraslda and his father with

Bhlma II

It narrates that once Ranaka Anaka of VySgbrapalE having been

insulted by Bhlma went to the frontier He was called again respect-

fully but he refused to come back by saying that as he had lost his

kingdom, what he would do by turning back Hewould remain as an or-

dinary footman and spend his life by olagd (begging) His son LQnapasa

(Lavanaprasada) used to carry water in the leather vassals Lunapasg

had two wives and from them two sons by name Virama and Vlradha-

vala He ousted the mother of Virama with the son She was held

by Tnbhuvanasimha of Mahta village Lavanaprasada once in the

evening went to kill Tnbhuvanasimha m his house He, at that time,

was being served for his evening meal when he asked his new wife to

call Virama without whom he could not take the meal Lavaqa-

prassda thought that though he has held his wife he loved his son so

much that he could not kill him. Soon after this thought came to his

mind, he appeared before him (Tnbhnvanasunha) After the acquain-

tance they became friends Tnbhuvanasimha feasted him and offered

clothes After some time Bhlma raised Lavanaprasada to the post of

Rapaka and he began to look after the affairs of the government The
king, however, became unnerved when Lavanaprasada established the

full control over the kingdom and after the death of Bhlma he became
king 1

This story certainly reveals certain realistic facts for which, unfortu-

nately, we have no contemporary evidences It relates that due to unknown
reasons the relationship between Bhlma and Anaka deteriorated which
made the early life of Lavanaprasada miserable At the time of the
accession of Bhlma Lavanaprasada might have been more than 25 years
old From the story related above and from a stoiy recorded in the
Prabandha-cintamam? it appears that his wife, in that miserable condition,
fled away from Lavanaprasada and was held up by others At that time
Lavanaprasada had a son by name Virama from his wife The Prabcmdha-

' SJGii • n'P 54 arHust fcaetaft to

atwft-uT'ifmi
fltstjsiWteuer i iffa gmfarona etc

‘SJGBt., I, P 98 5RSFT gmnsrrosfs: tfrforos: I ^rnctr mr# 3jr-

air flu tot sf
e*I ql4uiT 1 etc
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cmtsmam slates that through his wife, Madanaiajn!, he had a son named

Vtiadhavala It is stated there that when Viradhavala developed some

intellect he giew ashamed of his mother’s character and leaving her he

joined his father Lavanaprasada,

1

From this event we may assume that by

V.E, 1234 Viradhavala must have been born and might have been 3 or 4

yeais old He might have left Ins mother at the age of some consciousness,

say, at the age of 8 oi 10 yeais, which means m about V.E. 1240. Thus

we may put Ins birth m V.E. 1230 or some time before or after it. This also

would signify that he was bom to Lavaijaprasada at the age of about 21 or

28, which is not unlikely.

The fact that Lavanaprasada was reduced to insignificance may be con-

firmed by the silence maintained by epigraphical as well as colophonic

evidences from V.E 1276.

The inscription from Girnara of V.E 1288, however, breaks the silence

and styles Viradhavala as Maharaja and Lavanaprasada as Maharajadh-

raja? They appointed Vastupala and Tejahpala as their ministers m

V E. 1276. At that time Viradhavala might have been about 46 years old

and his father Lavanaprasada more than 65 years old.

We know from other sources that during this period the throne of

Anahilapalaka was usurped by Jayasimha and the condition of Bhima

became precarious.3 His feudatories were everywhere trymgto overthrow

his suzerainty. He turned to wise and elderly Lavanaprasada and made

him Smveivara (vice-regent) to regain the last splendour of the kingdom of

Gujarala Thus Bhima lemamed the nominal head of the state but tea

rulers of Gujaiata were father and son—Lavanaprasada and Viradhava a.

They, however, were faithful to the throne of Anahilapataka and neither us-

urped the throne nor styled themselves as Mahai aiadhrBja. They, however,

lemamed content with then title of Mahamanddehara .

Lavanaprasada seems to have lemamed at the court and was a 'P0'''®

ful there while his son Viradhavala freely ruled at Dliolka. Gujara a a

more or less tiiumplied by the valour of Viradhavala, the oya y

Lavaijapiasada and the statesmanship of Vastupala.*

1 Ibid., p 98 : sftwsts SfHPI

1

a HIG., Ft. Ill, No. 207, pp. 14-18. -
This is the only instance where they were styled by such title. V

pose seems to be to hononfy them or to piaisc them

a See supin p. 293

< K M Mnnshi, The Gloiy Thai Was Gurjaiadcsa, ill, ? ZI7'
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Appointment of Vastupsla and Tejahpala Before we deal with the

political achievements of the reign let us say something about the appoint-

ment of the two ministers Vastupala and Tcjalipala, who were the real

architects of the Dholka kingdom The Vasanta-vildsa states that once

the Rajalaksmi appeared to Viradhavala in a dream and asked him to

appoint the two brothers of Pragvata family as his Mantnyugma 1 The

Kbit-kaumudi and the Prabandha-cmtsnunn state that Viradhavala re-

quested them to take the charge of premiership. The two brothers came to

Dholka and were appointed by Viradhavala 8 Some of the Jain writers,

however, do not agree to this point The Suki ta-samkh tana, the tiukrla-kirti-

kallohm and the Vastupala-Teiahpala-praSasti inform us that the two brothers

were already in the service of Bhima and that he had given them to Vira-

dhavala at his request 3 Vastupala in his work Nas and) dyanSnania states

that he accepted the dependence of Bhima’s minister, which supports the

latter view * Vastupala wasm chargeof the administration ofthewholestate *

Achievements of father and son Various struggles made by Lavana-

prasada and Viradhavala show that they came into conflict mostly with

the neighbouring feudatories of Bhima, who were creating disorder and

chaos The Dabhoi prasasti of V E 1811 informs us that LavanaprasSda

came into conflict with a strong enemy near Vadavana 6 The Prabandha-

antamam states that this struggle was with Sobhanadeva, the father-in-law

of Viradhavala He was on one side and Lavanaprasida and Viradhavala

were on the other side In this battle Viradhavala n as fatally wounded

This battle is called the battle of Pancagrsma 7 The Prabandha-koSa says

that Lavaijaprasada and Viradhavala with the muustei Vastupala went to

Vamanasthali, punishing in the way the lords of Vardhamanapura and

Gohilavati They fought there with Viradhavala’s two brothers-m-law,

Sangana and Camuijda In this war Viradhavala killed his brothers-m-law

1 GOS , VII, Canto III, Vs 51-65
8 Canto III, Vs 51-78 , SJGM., I, pp 98-99
* Canto III, Vs 57-60 gsq ;

GOS

,

X, p. 83, V. 119

Appendix, p 63, V 51 srtt^fR dfttWrfW at t

sfafaipT S^t
1|

4 GOS., Canto XVI, V 35
*

5 GOS., VII, Introduction, p, xv
’El

,

I, p. 26, V. 13
7 SJGM., I, p , 104 qgnw dnwil&raft: .
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and looted their property in cash and kind.

1

In both the prabandha works it

is stated that Viradhavala’s queen Jayataladevi went to advocate the cause

of her husband before her father and brothers bnt she failed in her efforts

The Prabandha-kosa records another war with the Piatlhara Bhnna-

simha of Bhadresvara VIradhavala first made peace with Bhadrefvara and

later on when opportunity came he extirpated Bhlmasimha.*

Whatever be the truth behind these stories, the fact that Lavanaprasada

held his sway over Saurastra is proved by the Gimar inscription of VE
1288 ( 1231 A.D. }.

3

The battle with Bhimasimha and with the ruler of

Pancagrama is also supported by Jayasimhasuri in his Hammbs-mada-

mardana.1 The Dabhoi inscription of V.E. 1311 mentioned above supports

the war of Vadavana 3

It is difficult to date the wars of Saurastra but it may safely be surmised

that they must have occurred after the appointment of Vastupsla in VE.

1276 (1220 A.D.) and before Vastupala’s pilgrimage to gatrunjaya at Gimaia

in V.E. 1277 (1221 A D.)«

In the same year it appears that Viradhvala invaded Cambay also and

defeated its chief, the Cahamana prince, Sangramasimha or Safikha. It is

said that the Yadava king of Devagiri invaded Lata andreachedthe northern

ivnlrc Of the Xarmada, but gaiikha drove him back with the timely help of

Devapala the king of ilalava (1218 A.D.). Next year, the Yadava king

again invaded Lata. The brave gankha was taken prisoner and brought to

Devagui. But he acquired influence over the Yadava long and a treat}

was signed between the two and Devapgla gankba was restored to 3ns

kingdom. It was during the temporary absence of gafikha that VIradhavala

captured Cambay and put there Vastupiila as its governor.'

The Vasanta-mlasa also records a battle with the king of Marwarm

which Lavaijaprasada was accompaniedby VIradhavala 8 TheKim- -ai'™u ?

supports this statement and states that the battle was fought wi ®

four kings of llarwar, Lavanaprasada, however, entered into a treaty wi

1 SJGM., VI, p. 103-104.

- Ibid., pp. T04-106.
3 EIG., Pt III, p, r4 fi.

* GOS., X, Act I, p. 7 and Act II, p. ir.

3 EL, I. p. 26, V. r3 .

* SJGZ1 , 1, p. roo apr go p.uv

7 See infra, the Cahaminas of Lata. , -

6 GOS., YIL Canto V, V. 15 :

TZmF&Ufo* Vvoiill
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these princes 1 I have elsewhere shown that one of them was JSlor

Cahamana Udayasunha who is credited m the Snndhs hill inscnption to

have remained unconquerable by Gurjara king 2

The Hammra-mada-maidana refers to another conflict with Cahamana

Saukha who invaded Cambay, the territory occupied by Viradhavala 2 The

Vzsania-vtlasa also states that when Lavanaprasada and Viradhavala were

engaged with Yadava Simhana and the Marwar kings, Sankha, takmg

advantage of this critical position, demanded the surrender of Cambay from

Vastupala He threatened the minister and tempted him with bnbes, but

all his efforts proved of no avail A fierce battle took place between Vastu-

pala and Saukha, m which the latter suffered a crushing defeat 1 The

Suki la-kirti-kaUbhm also supports this war5 The Prabandha-ctntamani and

the Preibandha-hoSa attribute some other causes of this war which I have

described elsewhere •

The Prabandha-hoia records yet another war of Viradhavala with the

feudatory of Godhra It refers to the name of this chief as Ghughula 7

The Hammha-mada-mardana mentions the name [of this chief as Vikrama-

ditya 8 The Kirtt-kaitmudi, a contemporary work, also supports this event •

According to the Piabandha-koha this struggle was led by minister Tejah-

pala w Ghughula is stated to have looted the traders coming from Gujarata.

Tejahpala captured him and took away his large property We, however,

have no support of this statement from any other sources

Another important struggle with the Yadava king of Deccan is also

recorded by the Jam chroniclers It is stated that attracted by the internal

mismanagement of Gurjara empire, the YSdava king ran over the territories

of Gujarata adjoining his countries and at the best could reach as far as

Broach The Rlrit-kaumttdt records one attack of Simhapa as far as the

banks of the Narmada when Lavanaprasada and Viradhavala were engaged

m putting down the rebellion of the Marwar kings 11 The Hatnmira-mada-

»

9

«

10

Canto IV, V. 55

El
, IX, pp 76-77.

GOS , X, pp 5-6 and 16

GOS

,

VII, Canto V, Vs. 16-109

Ibti

,

X, p 86. Vs. 138-140

See uifta, the Cthamanas of Lata

SJGM., IV, p. 107.

GOS, X, Act II, p. 11.

Canto V,V 257.

SJGM

,

IV, p, 107,
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mariana states that at that tune he was invited by Sankha 1 The same drama
relates another invasion of Simhana as far as the banks of the Tapti when
Viradhavala was engaged m repulsing an attack of the Mohammadans.

8 The
Vasanla-mksa, besides the invasion mentioned by Ktrit-kaumudt, refers
to another invasion as far as Broach, when Sankha was taken prisoner*
The Lekhapancahka of an unknown author gives an illustration of the
form of a treaty or an alliance signed between Simhana and Viradhavala 1

For the struggle with the Yadava king Snnhana, we have confirmatory
evidences also from the inscriptions of Yadava kings According to the
Amblem inscription, one of Simhana’s earlier expeditionsjlwas led by his
Brahmana generalKholesvara 8 Fleet has suggested that the expedition took
place in the time of Lavanaprasada who was the chief-minister of Bhima II
Snnhaija was the king of Devagin who ruled from A D 1210 to 1247 8

The Hammm-mada-mardana states that Viradhavala came into rnnfl.rt

with the Mleccha Cakravarhn Dharavarsa the Paramara of Abu, Udaya-
simha, the Cahamana ruler of Jalor (1206-1249 AD ), Somasimha, the son
of Dharavarsa (

c

1280-36 ), all these princes of Maru country and Bhima-
simha of Saursstra joined him against the Mlecchas 7 The same authority

records the fact that Jayatala (Jaitrasunha 1213-1252 AD ), the lord of

Medapata, who in his pride had not joined Viradhavala, was invaded by
Hammira His capital, Nagadraha (mod Nagda), was plundered and

destroyed by the Turuskas The people through terror preferred dying at

their own hands Some fell into wells, some set fire to their houses and
burnt themselves, some hanged themselves, while others filled with anger

fell on the enemy.8 The approach of Viradhavala and the intrigues of his

spies at the end compelled the Muslim prince to flee away to Mathura *

Then Viradhavala returned to Dholka, his heart filled with joy at theflight of

the Turuskas, passing on his way back through Mt Abu, Candravati the

capital of the ParamSra kings, the sacred nver Sarasvati, Anhilvsd, the

1 Gos , x, Act I, p 5 i

1 Ibid , Act II, pp 14-15.

8 GOS., VII, Canto V, V. 42 0ROTI
4 Ibid

, XIV, p 52
8 DBNI , II, pp 1031-32
8 BG, I, Pt II, p.525.
7 GOS., X, Act II, p. 21, V 8 •

I

8 Ibid

,

Act III, pp 30-31.

• Ibid , Act IV, p 36, V 3
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capital of Guijara king and Kanjavati on the SSbannati.

1

Viradhavala

gave the credit to his minister Vastupala

In the opinion of Pt Gounsankar H Ojha, for the most part, the

above description is exaggerated s But the fact that Jayatala came into

conflict with Turks is proved by his two Jain inscriptions from Cirwa and

GbaghasS and by the Mt Abu inscription of Samarasimha They record

that Jaitrasimha defeated the Turks and saved Gu]arata from their

attacks .
3

The Hatmmra-mada-maidana speaks of one Milacchikara with whose

army the soldiers of Viradhavala fought

4

Pt. Ojha has suggested that the

name is the corruption of Amtr-i-Sikara, a title conferred by Qutb’ud-Dm

on Iltutmish whose time falls in V E 1265-1393 (1210-1236A D )

*

There is no direct reference to the time when the struggle occurred

But it seems that it must have been fought before V E 1286 (1229 A.D.),

the date of the composition of the Hammira-mada-mardam and after VE.

1279 (1222 AD ), when Nagadraha, the capital of Jayatala, was still

undevastated by the enemy *

The Prabaitdha-koSa states that Vastupala defeated the army of Sultan

Mozz’ud-Din 7 I have elsewhere shown the possibility of this war.
3 The

name of Mozz’ud-Dm, however, does not seem probable m that period

for his existence is proved between 1173-1206 A.D when Vastupala was

not the minister of Viradhavala.*

The Ministers Vastupala and Tejahpala We have seen that these two

brothers were appointed as ministers in V E. 1276 by Viradhavala. With

their able guidance Viradhavala fought several wars mentioned above.

The Jams have several inscriptions and literary compositions on the

two ministers According to them Vastupala and his brother were born of a

1 Ibid., Act V
* HI, Pt I, p. 466
3 Ibid

, p 460 .

‘ GOS , X, Act IV, p 35
* HI., p 467
* GMRI, p 381.

7 SJGM
,
VI, p 117

* See supra p 164.

* GMRI

,

p 467. Certain scholars assume that the struggle with Muslims
recorded by the Prabaniha-koia is most probably the same as mentioned in the
Hammira-maia-mariana { VaslupSlano Vtdyamandala ane Bip Lcbha (Guj

), pub,
by the Jam Office, Bhavanagar).
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high Jain family of Pattana Their great-grandfather, Candapa, is described

as the son of the assembly of councillors and of fiery splendour. His
son, Candaprassda, was one of the ministers of Siddharaja His son

Soma was the officer in charge of the treasury of Siddharaja His son

Asvara]a also held some position in the state and had the favour of the

Caulukya king He married Kumaradevi, daughter of Abhu, who also held

the high position of Dandandyaka

1

The Prabandha-cniiBmani says that

Kumaradevi was a handsome young widow.® Asvargja had four sons

Lfimga, Malladeva, Vastupfila and Tejahpala

3

Luiuga and Malladeva

perhaps died young *

Thus the parents of Vastupala were of a high class family with power

and position Their father had made several pilgrimages to Mts Satrunjaya

and Gunara 6 and in one of the pilgrimages of V.E 1249 they too as young

boys accompanied their father 8 We may assume from this that they were

born in V E. 1240-42 After their appointment as the ministers of Vira-

dhavala both the brothers made a pilgrimage inVE 1277 7

The position of the two ministers was quite unique They enjoyed the

full confidence of Viradhavala. Vastupala had the administration of the

whole kingdom in his hand, while Tejahpala had the ministerial seal of the

whole state Each of them had a son. Jaitrasnnha, the son of Vastupala,

held the governorship of Cambay (VE 1279)* and Lunasimha was governor

under Visaladeva 9 These two brothers were valiant warriors and possessed

a statesmanship of very high order Then they came to power, the condi-

tion of Gujarata was very precarious. It was harassed by enemies without

and within Parts of India were m the gnp of mighty, and unscrupulous

foreigners who looked upon Gujarata veiy covetously But they saved their

country from the calamity which had befallen it and established a strong

and well regulated Government It was a great fortune of the Vaghelas

that they got two such able statesmen to lay the foundation of their

kingdom The Jam chronicles depict them as the real rulers of the

1 Sukrta-samkvtana, Canto III, pp 24-25, Vs 45-51, Vasanta-vilSsa, Canto

III, Vs 53-63.
9 SJGM , I, p 98 ^TSI

I

3 HIG., Ill, No. 207, p. 14, Girnar inscription of V E 1288.

* Ibid., Ill, No 106, p 4, Vs 8-11.

6 GOS., VII, Canto III, V 59
9 Ibid

,

VII, Introduction, p. XI, ft (1), Watson Museum Rajkote inscriptions.

7 SJGM., I, p 100, HIG., Ill, No 207, p 14

9 HIG., Ill, No 207, p. 14
9 SJGM.. XVIII, p 123
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Caulukya kingdom and give all credit for its administration and survival to

them.1

Whatever may be their actual role in the affairs of Gujarata, a number

of inscriptions and monuments at Abu, Giroar and Satrufijaya proclaim

them as the moving spurt of Jainism They did much for Jainism under the

Vaghelas Under Kumarapala, Jainism not only secured the royal patronage,

but made itself felt throughout the length and breadth of Gujarata, but it

declined under Ajayapala and never regained that status under the succeed-

ing kings It, however, gamed some amount of success and prosperity

not known before, under the Vaghela ministers VastupSla and Tejahpfila 8

In one verse of the Suk) ta-smkirtana there is a reference to various

qualities of Vastupala He was well versed in arms, learning, wealth and

in the field of battle 3 His bravery is demonstrated in the battle of Cambay

with iSankha He was a scholar and composed a poem entitled Nara-

mriyaninanda He was a patron of learning Several Jam and non-jam

scholars Ansimha, Balacandrasdn, Somesvara, Jayasimhasun, Udayaprabha,

etc flourished under his liberal prtronage 4

The Suki ta-samhrtaua, Vasanta-vtlssa and Suhta-kirtx-hattohm and

NaranstSyanamnda-kavya and all the contemporary works and several

inscriptions from Mts Gunar and Abu describe the numerous charitable and

building activities of the two ministers They built many temples, wells,

tanks, resting houses for Yatis, gardens and places for dnnkmg water and

supplied golden staffs to many temples Mts Satrufijaya, Gimar aud Abu
were, however, marked out by them for spending their immense wealth.3

These activities were not limited to Jainism only but they were extend-

ed to other religions also Vastupala had installed (somewhere) two images

of the consorts of Sfirya, RatnadevI and RSjadevi He also built a mandapa
of the temple of Ganesvara in the village of Ganuh in VE 1291 * In the

Siikiia-samkirttma several works of this type are described 7 Somesvara in

his work Kirtt-kaumudi states

"It cannot be said about this Jain minister that he did not worship

the gods Sankara and Visnu and equally it also cannot be said that he

1 GOS., VII, Introduction, p xv
, see also. The Glory Thai Was Gnrjaraieia

Ft III.V p 2i6.

* H D Sankalia, Archeology of Gujarata, p 42
* Canto III, V 43 ^ ^ sir# u# ^ 3f; |

4 GMRI
, pp 286-287

6 GOS , VII, Introduction, p \vi
* GMRI

, p. 393 ,
see also Archeology of Gujarata, pp 214, 226

7 See its introduction.
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could not honour the Brahmanas by his chanty.” 1

It is said that both the brothers spent in all, three hundred crores and
fourteen lakhs in public works 8

As a devout Jam Vastupala made several pilgrimages dunng the tenure

of his ministership One of them he made m V E 1277 and eleven others

between V E. 1288 and 1293 It seems that between V E 1278 and 1293 he

constructed all the public works. The poet, Somesvara, in the Gimar rascnp-

tion of V.E 1288, comparing Vastupala first with Kama regarding generosity,

says “After Bhoja died and Mufija became a king in the heaven, if there

was any man who removed the distress of the afflicted he was Vastupala 3

Death of Vhadhavala

.

Viradhavala must have died sometime before

V E 1295, for a colophon of a Jain MS. Yogasdra informs us that Visaladeva,

his son, was Mahamandtdehara Rsnaka Visaladeva,4 which would mean

he died before that date It is said m the Prdbandha-cmtamam that

Viradhavala,was fatally wounded in the battle of Pancagrama and could

not survive that wound 5 The same authority further states that when

Viradhavala died, owing to his excessive popularity, 120 followers elected to

bum themselves with his corpse, after that, Tejahpala set guards on the

cemetery and prevented that eager desire of the people.8 The Puratana-

prabandha-saiigralia states that he embraced a religious death having dived

himself in a pool at the holy place Matoda 7 The PtdbandJm-koia, on the

other hand, refers to Viradhavala'to have been seized by an incurable disease

and died thereof 8 The Rsjavali-kostaka composed in V E. 1587 states that

Viradhavala died in V E 1294 8

1 Canto iv, v 40 ^ I

H to7!!**!: f# ^11
3 GOS , VII, Introduction, p. xvi
3 RIG , Pt. Ill, p. 16, V. 4 rjnrqpftfl ttotst: vtataW TO*

iften etc

4 S/G5f., XVIII, p 12 1.

5 Ibid , I, p. 104 . es^-rfira
8 ihd , I, p 104 ufera; srrfoPr

7 Ibid , VI, p 66.

8 ibid

,

vi, p 124 snl^r sraS 1

8 GMRI , p. 390
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Dispute over succession The succession seems to have been deputed

between his son VIsala and brother Vlrama His son Vlsaladeva, known

from the Jain prabandhas, has also been testified by the Cmtra stone ms-

cription of V £ 1343 which states that Vfradhavala had two sons Pratapa-

malla and Visaladeva Pratapamalla predeceased his father while VIsala

succeeded him

1

Viramadeva is also known from PuHlana-piabandlta-saiigraha as the

son of Lavanaprasada from his second wife 2 We do not know his carl}

activities from any other sources He, however, appears in the two inscrip-

tions of Bhlma II, dated V £. 1295 and 1296, as the son of Lflnapasa

(Lavaijaprasada), and as one who got constructed the temple of Viramesi ara 3

A colophon of the Jain MS. Sangraham-tiks, of the date V E 1296, mentions

him as Mahsmandaleivara rmaka 4

We have already seen that in the colophons of V E 1295 and 1296

VIsala is also mentioned as mdhdmandalesvaia, rmaka These colophons

seem to indicate that the kingdom for a time was divided betw cen the nephew

and uncle.

It is stated in the Purdtana-prabatidha-sangraha that when Virndhavala

was dying a religious death he was filled with an anxiety about his son

VIsala He revealed it to his minister TejahpSla • “ After me the kingdom

would go to Vlrama and VIsala would be troubled. Put the water m my
hand, I shall offer my kingdom to VIsala ’ The minister accordingly did and

Ylradhavala died peacefuly *

Accordingly to the Ptabandha-koia, Vlrama was the son of Viradhaiala

He is depicted there as a man of loose temper, whom Vlradhai ala estab-

lished in the village Vlrama He, therefore, became hostile to his father.

VIsala, the other son, was very affectionate to Viradhavala Vlrama at-

tempted to capture the throne but before his attempt Vastupaia established

VIsala on the throne Then Vastupaia with VIsala attacked Mrama A
fierce battle was fought Vlrama fled away to Jas.'ihpur in the hope of

help from his father-in-law, Udayasiiuha, but Vastupaia warned the latter

not to give him shelter, otherwise his life and kingdom would be endangered.

He asked him to kill Vlrama The bowmen of Udayastmba pierced him with

wnows and sent his head to VIsala 6

I BIG., Ill, No 22a, p 79 fl V 8.
S SJGM., II,p. S4
II BIG

, II, Nos 2oi and 202, pp. 159 and 162
* SJGM., XVIII, p 122
* SJGM., II, p 66
* SJGM

,

VI, p. i2S .
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Whatever may be the truth behind the war of this succession, it is, how-

ever, a fact that Virama was not a son of VIradhavala for the epigraphical

evidences regard him as the son of Lunaprasada and hence a brother of

Viradhavala 1

A story of the war of succession is narrated in the Pwatana-prabandha-

sangraha, which, in my opinion, may be considered more reliable than the

story recorded m the Prabandha-kola It states

“After the death of Viradhavala Lunaprasada asked Tejahpala

as to who should be made king, whether Viradhavala’s son (who was

then an infant) or Virama The minister gave his consent in favour of

Visala Thereupon Virama striking Lavanaprasada by his foot asked

him whether he had still hope of ruling the kingdom, whether he want-

ed to see him also dying, and thus saying he left him This act of

Virama enraged Lavanaprasada much and he asked Nagada to bring

Visala as soon as possible Then Lavanaprasada marked Visala.

with tilakdr and seated him on the throne with great ceremony Virama

stood there murmuring and was kept aside by the order of Visala.

Visala also thought with the advice of Tejahpala that the old Lavana-

prasada still had affection for Virama, he, therefore, wanted to poison

him secretly. Lavanaprasada, on the other hand, also thought that he

had done wrong and next day he would give his throne to Virama

He ordered the gate-keeper not to allow any one to enter in his house.

But Visala m spite of the restriction entered in and asked Lavaija-

prasada to drink soon the nectar that he had brought. LavanaprasSda

hesitatingly drank it and soon after expired The title ‘Rdjasthapa-

ndcdrya
’
‘the kmg-maker ’ was conferred upon Tejahpala

Visala then turned his mind towards Virama He outwardly showe

his respect to Virama and told him that he was ready to leave his

kingdom if Virama aspired for it This unexpected honour lowered toe

pride of Virama and he asked only five big and particular aieso

be handed over to him with three lakhs of Dramvtas per year
,

°r

maintenance) Visala accepted this demand His minister skd y

constructed five villages having similar names to ose a '

suburb of the capital and were given to him He raised great b)

and threatened to escape in case bis demand was not mel ™
,

was then killed by Visala while he was escaping towards the country

of Malava. 2

r See supra, p. 311.

* SJGM-, II. P- 67
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This story shows that Lavanaprasada outlived Viradhavala He v nntfd

toenthrone his second son, Virama, but his plans were frustrated by minister

Tejahpala He, perhaps, was poisoned by Visala Visala while capturing

the power removed all sorts of thorns in his way. He allured Virama and

then killed him

As to when these intrigues prevailed we have no direct information, but

we may assume fiom the two Jain colophons quoted above, that they might

have started in V.E 1295 and continued till V E 1300, when Visala occupied

the throne of Patan and became a full-powered king

Death of Vastupala After the death of Viradhavala Vastupala could

nothvelong Within two years he also died The contemporarj aulliorit), the

Vasanla-mlasa, states thatm the fifth bright fortnight of Magha m V E 1200

Vastupala, after consoling his wife Lalitadevi, his son Jaitrasnnha and his

brother Tejahpala, left this mortal body 1 The Piaba,:dha-kosa: puts the

date of his death in V.E 1298 and the place as Ankevahj a, but this statement

cannot be regarded as correct in the light of the above contemporarj

statement After the death of Vastupala, Visalades a made Tejahpala the

pnme minister who according to a Jam colophon enjoyed that post upto

V E. 1303 * The statement of the Prabandha-koia that 1 Isaladcva made

N&gada thepnme minister when Vastupala was alive, cannot be regarded as

reliable in the light of the above view * The Piabandha-cintama.i and

the Prabandha-koia state that Vastupala died in the way between

Dhavalakka and Satruftjaya while he was on pilgrimage 6 The con-

temporary work Vasania-vilasa, however, has no such statements The

Prabandha-koia records that Visaladcva diminished the ministerial poiur

of the two brothers* It, however, docs not seem likely, for we know from

the earlier work Prabandha-antamam that Visaladeia got the throne

in VE 1295 simply through Vastupala’s favour and his kingdom was

firmly established by him 7 According to PurBtaiia-prabar.dlia-sangral.a,

1 GOS., VII, Canto XIV, V 37 . I

ssirspncren fpsi -w-5
! t!c ,

5 sjgm
, vi, pp, 127-128 i fTrfpvrist

etc.

s
SJGM., XVIII, p. 124, No 19S

* Ibid
, VI, p 125

s
Ibid., I, p 105, tbid., VI, p 12S: SUTJJPH'MS"'’ PP«ni

* Ibid
, VI, p. 125

5
Ibid., I, p 104 .

40
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Tejada was considered to be the king-maker {Ryasthsfianscarya)! It -
therefore, not possible that Visaladeva could have wrested the ministerial
seatfrom Tejahpala and given ittoNagada Moreover, Visaladeva couldnot
have done this, even if he had thought so, as his position could not have
been firm and secure m the short period of one year when the mmisters were

^ Published In an inscription on Mt. Satrurijaya
dated 1296, Tejahpala is called a mahsmdtya 3 The change in ministry
perhaps was affected after the death of Tejahpala, which took place, accord-

to JinahatBagani, ten years after that of Vastupala, that is, in V E 1306 3

According to the Puralanc-jnabandha-sangraha, Tejahpala left Visaladeva in
V.E 1308 to go to heaven.4 In the colophon of a Jain MS the Acmmiea-
sutra-vitti, dated V.E 1803, Tejahpala is called a mahsmatya m power at
Anahillapura 5 In an old leaf of a paper MS, the dates of the death of the
two brothers are given as V.E 1296 and 1304 respectively 6

Death ofBMma II . The old king Bhtma still lingered on surrounded
possibly by the imperial honours Visala and VIrama as his feudatones
maintained the loyalty to him and his family After the death of Vastupala,
Bhima died within two years According to the Prabandha-cintamaai and
the Prmiacana-pariksa he ruled for 63 years from 1236 Thus, he died in

V E 1298.

After him, his son, Tnbhuvanap&la succeeded to the nominal kingship.

The only Jam source about him is the Cirwa inscription of VE 1S30,

composed by Ratnaprabhasfin. This inscription relates that " Bala, the

grandson of Yogaraja, the Talaia. of Nagada in the reign of Padmasnnha
went to heaven fighting in front of Jaitrasimha to capture Kottadaka from
Rdnaka Tnbhuvana.7 The Ranaka Tnbhuvana of the record has been

nghtly identified with the Caulukya Tnbhuvanapala His contemporary

1 Ibid , IT, p. 67 • ffaitlSSI rfcT Slc6jU
1 Pracina Jain Lekha Samgraha, No 66. ^ tsw gP 1

wWbf etc
3 GOS

, VII, Introduction, p vni
4 sjgm., II, p 68 sfl bc iNr.<nig stWtr 1

* SJGM , XVIII, p. 124, No 198.
8 GOS , VII, Introduction, p vm go 1^$ Jfj qqpat 1

UoY ni qisHSripjm ||

’ WZKM ,
XXI, pp 142-62, V. 19 rn®*: sSistfeUPST: 1
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was the Guhila pnnce Jaitrasunha ( V E 1270-1809, 1273-1812 A D. )
J This

statement certainly indicates the struggle between the two

The later Jain u ork Ptavacam-panksa assigns four years for his reign,

while a Pntiavali gives two months twelve days only 8 The only copper

plate of his reign discovered so far is dated V E 1299

3

VhttMevci A colophon of the Jam MS Yogatosh a noted above

informs us that m V E 1295 VIsaladeva was already enjoying the post of

Mahmanialckara and ilfalmanoka * Perhaps, he was raised to this post soon

after the death of his father VIradhavala The throne of Anahilapafaka

was still occupied by Bhlma II, the inscriptions and colophons ofMSS of his

reign confirm this Another colophon of Defi-nsmamdla establishes the

fact that in V E 1298 VIsaladeva held the same post when Lflnasimha, the

son of minister Tejahpala, was governing the kingdom from Bharonca *

The Vicsraircm states that Sr; ViradhavalabandJm Sri VIsaladeva succeeded

to the throne of Pafan m V E 1300 8 Another Jam work, the Pravacana-

pariksa, gives his accession date as V E 1302

7

Butm presence of the early

reference we may, however, discard the later statements A definite proof

of his kingship is furnished from a colophon of theA cSm'iga-ntryukh which is

dated as early as VE 1303 and invests him with the title Maharajadhtnja 3

The Jain piabandhas are almost silent about his achievements although

he enjoyed a reign of 18 years From other sources it appears that he was

a military leader of great capacity. He fought a number of battles with

the king of Malava, the two Yfidava kings Sinhaija and Krsna, and with

the kings of Mewar and Karnataka 8

We have no Jam inscription of his reign, but several colophons of the

Jam MSS so far discovered enable ns to get some information about bis

ministers and generals A colophon dated 1295 of a Jam MS tells ns that

Vijayasunha was dandadhipatt
(
general) when VIsaladeva was raised to the

post of Mahamandaleivara Kanaka 10 The colophon dated 1298 states that

1 RajapBtanS ka IlxhSs, I, p 4x1, fn r

8 GMR1., p 396
8 1A

,

VI, p 208.

* SJGM, XVIII, p.iai
‘ Ibid p 123,
8 /SS,II,Pt IV, p. 9.
7 p, 272
8 SJGM, XVIII, p 124
* GMRI., pp 399-402
“ SJGM., XVIII, p 121.
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Ltaasimha, the son of Tejahpala, was governor when Visala was ruling in

the above capacity 1 The colophon of V E 1803 refers to Tejahpala as the

prime minister of Vlsaladeva a The colophon of the date V E 1807 relates

that Dhandha was mahaltama (an high officer) of Vlsaladeva.* The two
colophons of the dates V E. 1310 and 1313 record Nagada as prime minister

of the state,* whom several Jam prabandhas also refer to. It seems that he

was appointed as the chief minister after the death of Tejahpala

The Prabandha-koia refers to some scholars at the court of Vlsaladeva

They wereSomesvara, Ansimha, Amaracandsun, Somaditya of Vamansthali,

Kamaditya of Krsnanagara and Nanaka of Visalanagara It is stated

there that once Vlsaladeva called the poet Amara in the court through

Thakkura Vaijala The king honoured him. The poet recited two stanzas

in praise of the king, which highly pleased him Once his court poets

presented for completion some 108 incomplete stanzas to poet Amara who

easily completed them in no time and, thus, was praised by all 5 The

story presents a lively picture of the court where the meeting of scholars was

considered an important part of the court life

The Puratana-prabandha-sangraha states that m V E 1315 there pre-

vailed a famine in the reign of Vlsaladeva Vlsaladeva called from Bhadre

svaTa through Nagada a wealthy merchant by name Jagaduka to help

him * It is said in the Jagadu-canta that the wealthy merchant did his best

to remove the famine 7 Perhaps, he had several storehouses of gram which

he distributed among the famine-stricken people.8

The Pmztana-prabandha-sangraha refers to Visaladeva’s wife by name

Nagaladevl. It is said that she was very fond of music She knew all sorts

of musical modes She wanted that her husband should also be proficient

in music and ultimately she achieved her object *

Vlsaladeva died in V.E 1318 and was succeeded by Arjunadeva

1 Ibid , p IZ3

* Ibid , p 124.

* Ibid
, p 124.

* Ibid , pp. 125-126
8 SJGM , VI, pp 61-63: l

8 Ibid , II, p. 80 praba. 187.

7 GMRI

,

p 410
8 SJGM., n, p 80

* SJGM ,
II, p 71
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Atjuuadeva (e 1264-1274 A D
)

The VtcaiaSrem states that Visala

deva was followed by Arjunadeva m the year V E 1318 ( 1261 A D )

and ruled till V E 1831 (1274 AD)1 But their relationship is not mentioned

there The Cintra ptoiasft of Sarangadeva dated VE 1343, reveals the

fact that Arjunadeva was nephew of VIsaladeva a The Jam work Pra-

vacam-panksn gives him the date from V E 1320 to 1333 3 His inscriptions

range from 1320 to 1330 VE (1264-1273 AD)4 The Muslim historians

attribute only 10 years foi his reign 5 As the earliest known inscription of

his successor is dated V E 1332, 8 we assume that the date ascribed by the

Vmratum is almost correct

The Jain prabandhas do not throw any light on his reign We, however,

have more than half a dozen colophons of Jam MSS ranging from V E
1318 to 1327,7 which help us to fix his chronology correctly

These colophons refer to his titles as Malts) ajadlmdja MaharajaSn and

Samaslatajdvalt-samalamki ta MahdtsjddJmdja and mention Srfsoma as

Maladeva as mahamaiya (prime minister)

We have also one Jam inscription of his reign known as the Gimar
stone inscription, dated V E 1330 This inscription is found at the

entrance of the Mandapa of Ganadhara situated in the west of the main
temple of Neminatha It records the grant of right of engiaving

(sitUadhsra

-

tvam
)
in the temple of Neminatha and get other sacred places on the hill of

Gimar to Suhadhara Hanpala It was engraved m the reign of Arjunadeva

whenPalha was transacting the business of the seal in Saurastra 8

Ssrangadeva (1274-1296 AD
)

The Vtcsrairem states that Arjunadeva
was succeeded by Saraugadeva in V E 1331° who according to the Cintra-

prasasti was the son of Arjunadeva 10 His inscription shows that he ruled

from VE 1332 to 1362 (1295-1296 A D
)

This roughly corroborates the

statement of the VtcaiaSrem The Muslim historians, however, assigned

him a reign of 21 years 11

1 JSS , n, Pt. IV, p 9, gg.
I I

I ET

,

I, p 37a, V 9.

* P 37a
4 BIG., Ill, Nos 217-219 A
3 AAK

,

II, p 260 , MK Trans 159
8 BIG , III, No 220
’ SJGM, XVIII, pp 127-129
• Porna Ortcnlahst, III, No 1, p 21 ,

see also BIG , III, No 219 A
9 JSS, U, Bo 4, p 9.

10 Ef
, I. pp 271-87

II AAK
, II, p 260 , MA Trans

, p 159
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The prabandha literature of the Jains is silent about the achievements

of the king. We, however, have four published inscriptions and more than

half a dozen colophons of the Jain MSS of his reign.1

The first Jam epigraph known as the Amarana inscription was

found at Amarana in Kathiawar This inscription is dated V E 1238

and throws some new light on the history of Sarangadeva It refers to

his pompous titles such as Mslavadhara-dlnmiakelu ( comet to the king-

dom of Malava) GmjiaiadhariM-samvAdharana, Sapiama Cakravarli,

Bhqabala-malla Maharaja It records a grant of a garden to worship

Sumatiswami, the fifth Jain Ththaiikma, made by a prince (name lost)

son of Capotkata Ranaka Bhojadeva with the permission of Palhs the

the officer in charge of Saurastra and other Pancakulas 1

In this record, the first title given to Sarangadeva indicates that the

traditional hostilities against the rulers of Malava were continued under him

also The second title shows that he had revived the fortune of the Gnijara

country. The Saptama Gahanarli is no new title for him for we know that

Btnxna II bore it several times 3 Palha, officer in charge of the province, is

the same whose name we find in the inscription of Aijnnadeva, the father of

Sarangadeva, dated V E 1330 * This inscription also informs us that the

Cavada family held sway over Kathifiwara.

The second inscription is a small one dated in V.E 1345 found in

a Jain temple at the village Dattani in Sirohl Slate, Rajasthana It

records that m the prosperous reign of Sri Saraigadeva and Maharaja

dhiidja Sri Vlsaladeva, ruling at Candravati, Pratapasri and Hemasri

bestow ed two fields to meet the expenses in worship of Sri Parava era

The third inscription is found in the Vimala temple at Jit u.

It is dated V.E. 1350. It gives many grandiloquent titles to SSranga-

deva, the most important among them being MslaveSmrPihm gdja

ghata-himMadhalavidaiamihapahcamna and Abhinavasiddharoja

inscription records that his feudatory chief Visaladeva,

Astadasasatipradesa, issued a writ from Candravati to ley a*

merchants and traders to meet the expenses of the two emp

1 SJGM., XVIII, pp. 128-133

3 Piiratattva (Guj ), I, Pt. 1, pp. 37
-41 ! see also Poona

No. i,p. 23
5 RIG , II, Nos. 166, 170 and 186 etc

1 Poona Orientalist, III, No 1, p ai

8 Arbnda Pr. Jama Lehha-sangraha, Pt. V, p 19

Orientalist
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Vimala and Lupiga at Mt Abu This epigraph mentions Sri Vadhuya
as the prime minister of Sarangadeva who at that time was transacting

the seal of the office 1

From the last two inscriptions it appears that the region of Candravatl

was under the suzerainty of Sarangadeva

A fourth Jam inscription known as Cambay stone inscription is dated

VE 1352 (c 1295 AD). It is an important inscription. It gives the

genealogy of the Vaghelas It also refers to AT]unadeva as having two sons,

the elder one was called Ramadeva Both sons shared m managing the

state affairs in the lifetime of their father 3

The Muralidhara prasasti of V E 1864 also confirms the statement of

the Cambay Jam inscription 3 We, however, do not know other activities

of Ramadeva Perhaps, he might have predeceased his father, forhis younger

brother, Sarangadeva, is mentioned by all the inscriptions as the successor of

Arjunadeva

These Jam epigraphs show that S&rangadeva’s kingdom extended from

Kathiaw&ra m the west to Malava m the east We have already seen that

tuo inscriptions, one Amarana and another Vimala temple inscriptions, give

prominent place to the victory over the Malava longs. But the name of

the Malava long is not mentioned The Muralidhara prasasti informs us that

Sarangadeva compelled one Gogadeva to flee away from the battle 1 The
late Pt Tanasukharama Tnpathi on this statement assumes that this Goga-

deva is identical with Goga mentioned by the Tankha Finsta who was once

a friend of Malava king and who later on became the master of the king-

dom 5 In reference to the above tuo inscriptions we may assume that the

Malava long, who was defeated tn the year V E 1331-32 by Sarangadeva, is

no other than Gogaraja.

The colophons of the Jam MSS of his reign range from V E 1327 to

1346. The colophon of VE 1327 mentions him as Maharajakumara,
when he was appointed governor in Mudgavati 6 This shows that at that

tnn he as a crown prince shared m the administration of his father, which
fact may be corroborated from the Cambay Jain inscription and the
Muralidhara prasasti noted above The colophon of the Adtnatlia-canta. of

VE 1339 refers to some of his pompous titles and mentions Srikanha as the
1 Poona Orientalist, III, No z, p 6g , see also RIG , III, No 223 A
3 CPSI

, pp. 227-33.
3 BuidhiprahSia (Guj ), 19x0, p 77
1 Ibid

' ®en
. V N. Rajd Bhoja, pp 228-29, fn 334 , GMRI , p. 4ig
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prune minister 1 The colophon of the Uttai sdhyayam-vHti of VE 1843

gives him the title Samastardjdvah etc , and refers to his prime minister

Madhustdana as transacting the business of the seal and it also mentions

Mahattama (an officer) Srisoma 8

Another colophon of the Sihansnga-siitra of V E 1846 states that

Mahattama Sri MuBjaladeva was an attached (Prahvaddha) officer to

Sarangadeva and Sri Sanga was an appointed officer by him 8

Besides these ministers we know from the two Jam inscriptions, one

from Amarana and another from the Vimala temple, that Palha was in

charge of Saurastra m V.E. 1383 and VadhfLya was the prime minister m
V.E 1350

Karnadeva (e 1297-1304 AD) The Vicm airem says that Laghu Kama
ascended the throne m V E 1853 and ruled till V E 1860 ( 1297-1304 AD )*

The Muslim historians give 6 years 10 months and 15 days for his reign. The

confirmation of the last date of Kama we find from a colophon of the Jain

MS named Anuyogadvnra-vrtti which records that a wealthy merchant,

Pethad, with his six brothers, consecrated an image of Lord MahSvira m the

temple of the Nemmatha at Mt Abu m the year V E 1360, in the reign of

Laghu Sri Kanjadeva 5 From all the sources, it appears that Kamadeva

was the last Vaghela king of Aijhilavada We have no detailed account of

his reign from the Jam sources

We know from other sources that Madhava was his minister The

Vtcsrairem and the Vividhatirthakalpa, the two almost contemporary Jam

works, refer to an incident that the minister Madhava, a Nagara Brahmana,

invited Ulukhan (Ulughkhan), the younger brother of Ala-’ud-Din, to Gujarata

from Delhi But both the authonties differ in the date. The Vicsrairmt gives

the year V E. 1360, while the Vimdhatntha-kalpa gives the year V E. 1356.6

We, however, have no contemporary evidence to check these dates. The

subsequent authonties like Dharmsranya, and K&nhadade-prabaiidha agree

that Madhava brought the Yavanas in Gujarata. The Muslim historians,

1 Ibid., p, 131.
8 Ibid., p 131.
8 Ibid , p. 133

* JSS , II, Pt. IV, P 9, V. 1360 3^ 1 3^0 JnwiWttPWT

mptei
• PraSasit-sangraha ( Ahmedabad), Ft II, p. 73

* yss ,
ir, No. 4, p 9- 3^0 wwWan

1

SJGM , X, p 30 3if
gtBETOTW
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however, do not record the name of Madhava. The Vmdhatirtha-kalpn

mentions the route through which Ulugh-khan made the invasion It states

that lie started from Delhi to Gujarata In the way Samarasimha, the

king of Citor paid him tnbute and saved his country Mewar from him.

Then pillaging the Vagada country and cities like Modesa, etc , he reached

Asavalli The king Kama fled away Then he proceeded to Somanatha

and shattered the idol to pieces and earned away the booty m a cart to

Delhi He went to Vamanasthali, there he punished Ranaka Mandalika

and established his order on Saurastra He came back to Asavalli and des-

troyed a monastery, temples and shrines 1 In this descnption it is not

clear from which place Kama fled away Muni Jma Vijayaji commenting on

this statement assumes that the statement is incomplete It does not say

whether Ulugh-khan invaded Patana or not 8 The Muslim histonans,

on the other hand, state that Ulugh-khan and Nusrat-khan with their

Amns and generals and laTge army marched against Gujarata They took

and plundered Nahorwala (Anahilavada) and all Gujarata Karan Rai

of Gujarata fled away from Naharwala and went to Ramdeo of Deogir.

The wives and daughters, the treasure and elephants of Rai Kanja fell into

the hands of the Muhammadans 3

As to when the Muslims took Pfitana is known, however, from the Jam
sources. The Vtcarasra

n

and Ptavacana-pariksa give us the date V E 1360®.

A colophon of the Anuyogadvsra-vrlh states that m V E 1360s Kama was
ruling The Vtvidhalirtha-kalpa, on the other hand, refers to the date V E.

1366.® Most of the Muslim histonans, however, assign A H 697 or 698

(V E 1256 or 1256) to this invasion *

A Jam work, NablnmndanaddhBra-prabandha, gives a detailed descnption

of this invasion made by Ulugh-khan Regarding Kama it says that by the

valour of AlS-ud-Din, Kanja, the lord of Gujarata fled away and after

wandering m other countries died a death of wretched man 8 We, however.

i SJGM., X, p 30
8 Purafatlva (Guj ), IV, p 267
3 Elliot, III, p 163

* JSS , II, No 4, p g, Pravacaua-pttriksa, p 272
' Prafash-sMgiaha. p 73, No 269 WMJPT

( mo) SRgfo qsftfa 1

® SJGM , X, p 30
7 GMRI

, p 436
8 Puralattva (Guj ), IV, p 272 5Rtm I

41
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possess no information about bis son, wife and other members of bis famiiv
from tbe Jain sources. ^

Thus we know from the Jab sources the following members of this
branch

:

Amoraja

Lavanaprasada

1

V&adhavala

Vlsaladeva

I

Arjunadeva

Sarafigadeva

Kanjadeva

Virama

II. THE CAHAAIaNAS OF LATA

There are unfortunately no Jain sources regarding the earliest existence

of Cahamanas b Lata. The Hansot grant of Bhartrvaddha is the only

source which reveals that as early as the fcth century A.D. Lata was under

the possesion of the then rulbg dynasty of Cahamanas After that period

nothbg is known of them from any sources for about five centuries. But all

of a sudden their existence b Lata b the thirteenth century is revealed by

the Jab sources A contemporary drama the Eaminlra-uiaia-irardat.a of

JayasimhasSri, frequently, refers to Sankha alias Sangramashfcba, son_of

Sbdhuraja, brother of Sbha, the Cahamana king ot Ufadesa, He is

described there as
"
Mmyleie'svara'' and “Gurjaramallihaidama-ijaMlkai

1

His capital was at Broach. The Vasanla-iildsa of Balacandra states that the

princes ofBroach belonged to the Cahamana clan2 and as late asVE. 1533, we

1 GOS., X, 1920, p. 17: (») 55% wmrnys HhTsv?;

ol

(« ) I)

8 GOS., VII, 1917, p. 22 : 'i
7

1
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find that there were municipalities of the Cabamanas in the Lajadesa 1

Any how, we know of only two members of his branch.

Siiidhurija We know from the history of the Paramaras that

Smdhuraja was a vassal of Arjunavarma of Malava (1211-15 AD.) 2 It

appears from the inscriptions of the Yadavas ( 1169-1247 A D.) that he was

defeated several tunes by Yadava king Simhaijta 3 We have already referred

to a struggle of Smdhuraja with Jayasimha Smdhuraja in which he is said

to have been defeated 4 A Jain authority, known as the Sundha hill in-

scription (V E 1819), states that Udayasimha, the CSharaana prince of Jalor

(1209-1249 AD ), killed Smdhuraja
’’5 The Hammira-mada-tnardana states

that Sangramasimha ( Sankha
)
of Lata attacked Vastupala, the minister of

VIradhavala, in retaliation of his father’s enmity.3 We also know from the

Jam prabandhas that Udayasimha was a feudatory of VIradhavala. The

above two references, if jointly interpreted, show that Udayasimha, in

collaboration of VIradhavala, killed Smdhuraja.

Smdhuraja had a brother by name Simha, who was also a well known
figure m the political circles of that time 7 We, however, do not know of

him from the Jam sources except that he was also for sometime ruler of

La{a
(
Lstadeiadhipait )

fiankha alias Sangramasimha Smdhuraja was succeeded by his son

Sankha alias Sangramasimha He appears to have been a good warrior.

The Vasanta-mlasa informs us that he had repulsed an attack of the army
of the Yadava king, Sinhapa on the banks of the Narmada3 “Though at-

tacked on one side by the sons of Amoraja (Lavanaprasada and VIradhavala)

the brave wamor Sankha, making the Malava king to interfere, repulsed an
attack of the Yadava army which had been attracted by the conflict ”• The

1 GOS , VII, Introduction.

1 See supra, p 115.
3 See supra p. 304.
4 See supra p 253
* EI„ IX, pp 76-77, V 46 fegqmsFft jf.

,

4 GOS , X, p 5 I

’ IM P 3 |

3 GOS, VII, V 42

* Ibid , Vs 29-30
I
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same authority informs us that Sankha was once taken prisoner and was
shackled in the jail of the Yadava king 1 It is also said of him that imn

g»c

of twelve feudatory princes were tied to his left foot with a golden chain.”*

The same work further says that once Viradhavala invaded the Lata country

and captured Stambhatlrtha (Cambay) by force 3 and appointed Vastupala

to govern that territory. It happened during the temporary eclipse of

Sankha who was perhaps under the imprisonment of the Yadava king 4

Sankha, thereupon, established his capital at Broach ( Bhrgukaccha)

and attacked Cambay with a mighty array of fource.6 In this war he was

assisted by the Yadava king Smhana, who was then on friendly terms with

him and also with the Paramara ruler Devap&la 4 But Vastupala through

his skill foiled the plan At last, Sankha was defeated and compelled to retire

to Broach r

According to the Hammba-maia-matdana the cause of the war was

the retaliation for his father's enmity by Sankha,3 but the later Jam

works give somewhat different reasons The Prabandha-cintsmam tells

us that Vastupala bad a quarrel with the sea-merchant, Saiyad, who

called in to his help Mahsssdhanika Sankha from Broach * The PrdbanAha-

koSa and Jmaharsa's Vastupala-canta supply the names of the merchant

sailors as Sadika and Sankha, chief of the port of Vadvfi, which is some five

miles (from Bhavanagar w The cause of the quarrel is given as the insult

done by Sadika to Vastupala in disregarding his authority 11

From these Jam sources it is dear that a branch of the Cahamana race

was ruling at Broach It also appears from the sources referred to above

1 ibid., v. 42 . irepi ton i

3 Ibid , Canto IV, V. 24 I

fiftm wne’iT 11

6 Ibid , Canto V, V x6

• GOS., X, Act I, V 13
1 Ibid , p. 18 3T5TRK laTfe dulkRi
8

. p 5 gfojknaaw 1 ^
9 SJGM , I, p 102 • tSSf

10 SJGM., VI, p 108, para 127
. p

ibid , erffliiirg
#tSs, spin wrwiw 1
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that their position was not sound Broach at that time was situated on the

frontiers of the Caulukyas, Yadavas and the PaTamaras and in the age of

the dominance of these kingdoms, its position might have been insignificant

The rulers of that place were reduced to the rank of mere feudatories

Jayasiinhasfin calls Saukha as mandaleivara while the Vasaitia-vtlasa speaks

of him as bhTvpaU 1 In the light of the above statements it seems very

doubtful whether at any time they really enjoyed sovereign power

1 GOS , YTI, p. 2i, Vs. 18, 23
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CHAPTER XI

STATE AND ADMINISTRATION

General condition of the period

In the foregoing chapters we have discussed the dynastic history of

Northern India on the basis of the available data from the Jam sources.

From the time of Harsa upto the downfall of the Cahamanas, Caulukyas

and Guhilotas, we have seen several ruling dynasties rising and falling

on the horizon of Northern India Some of them possessed a large

territory which, in fact, may be called an empire having many sub-

ordinate feudal states under them Thus from the Aihole inscription

( 634 A D )
we learn that Harsa had several feudatories 1 The Devagadh

inscription of Bhoja Pratlhara (862 A D ) shows that the Gurjara Pratlharas

had also a number of powerful samantas * Likewise, the Paramaras,

Caulukyas and other imperial powers were actually the lords of several

feudatones. Hence an empire or a kingdom was largely a feudal organism.

Suzerainty meant during this penod a suzerainty over some feudatones In

this fashion every real kingdom was an empire. As the internal autonomy

of the vanous regions of an empire was maintained, it partook of the

nature of a confederation The previous analysis of the Jam epigraphic

and literary data of our penod certainly have told us an identical tale

The political characteristic of our penod is somewhat monotonous and

stagnant. If we try to arrange all relevent Jam mscnptions and literary

sources m the chronological as well as regional order, we actually fail to find

out any notable changes or developments Everywhere one may meet

with the same conditions of suzerainty and vassalage
, everywhere one can

see the same despotism
, everywhere the political constitution and adminis-

trative structure in those states were fundamentally similar. From the

broad administrative point of view North India showed a unity but from
the strict political standpomt it was conspicuously absent

Another characteristic of our penod is that literature in polity during

this period is lacking m ongmahty, depth and movement. No ongmal
work of note has been composed on contemporary polity and working
institutions.

The Jain literature of this period, though extensive and magnificent, is,

from the administrative view-point only, of secondary importance It tells

* Ibid., IV, p. 309, No. 44
42
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us little that is absolutely new, but it confirms in a most striking manner the

conclusions to which other evidences lead

Let us discuss the political conception and ideas we get from these

sources regarding the state and administration of the period

I. Ongm and conception of the state

Jinasena and other Jain authors of our period record the tradition which

traces the origin of the state In the Adi-puiana, Jinasena (8th century)

says that formerly on the earth there was a blissful state
(
bhogabhitmi

)

where the people’s worldly desires were very few They got all they wanted,

from the wish-yielding trees
(
kalpavrksas

)
Gradually, with the change of

time, there was a fall from this ideal state When all the wish-yielding trees

were disappearing people were getting perplexed The change m the

universe caused havoc among them They found several hindrances in the

way of their life 1 They came to solve their difficulties before an eminent

person of their age and he showed the timely solution of their daily pro-

blems.2 According to Jams there had been bom twelve such eminent

persons called patriarchs
(
kttlakdias) during the transition era When all

the wish-yielding trees entirely disappeared the Loid Jfsabhadeva, the first

exponent of Jainism, introduced six occupations martial, agncultural,

literary, artistic, commercial and industrial He divided the people on

earth into three classes, Ksatnya, VaiSya and Slidra according to their

professions There was no caste originally He also established the system

of law and order over the world He planned and built villages and towns,

grouping the former into circles of eight hundred, four hundred and two

hundred 3 He created four great kings and placed under them a thousan

smaller kings and feudatories He founded the institutions of punishment an

imprisonment Formerly there was a light chastisement like mild rebu ie,

but in the changed circumstances some harsher punishments were nee

Jinasena says that for the preservation of man a coercive authority was

essential Nothing else could restrain the wicked from wicked " a3's
_

^

“

absence of coercion the world presents a condition of Matsya 3® 1

logic of the fish) 6 Thus u e find that a state of good order was es a is

gradually There was no divine creation or order This Jaims ic l

ongm of the state can strikingly be corroborated with ideas expresse

1 Adi-pmSna, III, Vs 30-192, XVI, Vs 130-190

8 Ibid , III, Vs 50-190
3 Ibid , XVI, Vs 130-190

• Ibid , XVI, V e4i-257
E Ibid , XVI, V, 251-252
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'Brahmamcal and Buddhistic accounts. They both assert that for a long

time after creation-of society, there prevailed a golden age of harmony and

happiness Somehow there was a fall from this ideal state

The Agganiia-suttanta of the DigJta-mkaya1 says that formerly on the

earth there were human beings who were made of mind and were self-

luminous They fed on rapture and traversed the air in abiding loveliness

Then a change occurred in the order of the universe They worked some-

how under the pressure of circumstances but disorder prevailed Thereupon

they gathered together and selected the most handsome, gracious and

capable individual from amongst them and named him Mahajana-Sammala.

The public requested him to become their king and put an end to the

prevailing chaos, agreeing to give, him a part of their paddy in return of his

senvices This account shows that state originated in a social contract.

The Mahablmala also reveals an identical tale by saying that after

the fall of the Golden Age when the law of jungle prevailed, Brahma, the

chief God, composed a treatise on Dhaima, Artlia, Kama and Moksa It

could not be enforced in the absence of a King Then God Narayana by a

fiat of his will created a son from his Tejas (Lustre) and named him

Vhajas It was, however, Prthu the seventh descendant fromVisnu who
was crowned King and endowed with divine virtues, so that he might be a

ruler 2 This account of the Malwbhirata shows that the state was regarded

as a divine institution But the most striking feature of Jaimstic view ls.to

eliminate as far as possible the diviniTcreation of the state We know
that Jainism does not regard any creator It believes that an ordinary

soul can become what is called Godhead through evolution Accordingly,

the political as well as other social institutions are the outcome of the

changed circumstances The patriarchs (httlakaias) were only the initiators

of ways and means of life Their mission was to educate the mass in the

widest sense of the term The government was more Ilian protective and
paternal Pre-eminence on one side and need of guidance on the other

were the two factors to establish certain relationships and we find that, in

course of time, one was converted into the ruler and the other into the ruled

There is no indication that the government was instituted by any definite

contract 3 The state is considered by a Jam author as the source of life

and spurt, the aims of which are Dhaima. Atlha and Kama all combined 4

1 Sacred Rooks of the Buddhists, IV, p yy ff

! Santiparva, Chap 58
3 Bcniprasada, Theory of Government in Ancient India, pp 224-225
4 Nftiva

, p 7 . spq WkfoWWR
1
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From the statement of the
(
Adt-pura,ia

)

we find that the so called

modem factors— sovereignty, population and territory— of the state were

considered essential for the existence of the state in that remote age too.

11. Seven constituents of state:

Our ancient authors describe the seven constituents of the ancient Indian

State. The Jain authors of our period also share this view with them.

Somadeva
(
10th cent) has elaborately described these constituents in his

Nitivakyamila but he has said nothing new regarding them. They are

Svsmi (long), Amalya (ministry), Janapada (territory), Dtirga (fort). Kola

(treasury), Bala (army), Mitra (allies).

1

These constituents are regarded

as the limbs (Allgas) of the body politic by the Indian thinkers They more

or less existed during our period in every state whether it was possessed

by the sovereign rulers or feudal lords. Thus, for instance, Mularaja, the

founder of the Canlukyan empire,Jiad a ministrywbich heconsujted at the

time of the invasion over the Cahamana king, Vigraharaja ( 772 A D ).*

He possessed a territorial state called Sarasvata-maydala He had a fort

named Kanthadurga where he took shelter at the time of invasion by his

enemy. He had most probably a confederation of his allies which was de-

stroyed by Mufija in the country of Medapata 3 He maintained a large

army with the help of which he attacked Varapa and Vigraharaja, and

to mamtain all these he possessed a good treasury also. Likewise, a

feudal lord, the Paramara Dharavarsa who enjoyed long vassalage under

the Caulukyas, had also a territorial state named As{ottarasatIdesa or

Asossiytan and possessed a standing army with which be assisted the

Caulukyas from time to time. He had a good treasury to maintain his

power and a ministry to govern his kingdom He had allies like the

Cahamana Kelhana whose daughter, Smgaradevr, he married.* We also see

similar things with the imperial Paramaras, Cahamanas and other sovereign

states and their feudatories from the Jain inscriptions and literature.

To the dynasties described in the foregoing chapters which hel t e

sway for a considerable period of time, these seven constituents

been indispensable in their body politic, otherwise they could not exis an

function properly for that period. Some of the limbs like long an mmis e

1 Niliva, Chapter 17-23. Cf KautilyaV, 6, 96

rifSPbl

3 SJGM., I. pp. 16-17.

3 EL, X, p. 10 if., V 10.

< See supra p. 192, section on Paramaras of Candravati.
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might have figured more prominent than others iti.c forts and Mher
, but,

without the mutual integration and co-operation of all th* 'even. no

government of the state at that time could run efficiently.

Some powerful states as referred to above* tried to maintain a close

knit state and a balance in the several constituents of the state, but 11 <

country was partitioned into a large number of kingdoms. In the majority

of states there was a distinct sign of disintegration. Theoretically the stale

was conceded as an organism, different limbs functioning m the mteri't of

the whole body politic, but there was lack of proper harmony among tin

different constituents of state

Form of Government The states in ancient India were divided into

two forms, monarchical and republican The republican form of Governin' til.

however, ceased to CMSt before the Gupta era In our period w< find onh

the monarchical form of Government

Let us now pass on to the polity of the stale

III The King The king of our period i* considered to be tl e pivi t

of government and is the centre of all political, military, administrative and

judicial activities Somadcva says that "without bun not a single ftc’ilt

(constituent) can function properly, however, a ell it may be equipped "*

Vadibhasimha, another Jam author, says that the kit.g is the \erv He of

living beings and good and evil deeds done against him, certainly aff.ct the

fate of his subjects Disloyalty towards him i« indeed a great <m The

king is regarded as the supreme deity for he protects the mortals a* v ell as

the gods, the gods arc not able to jirotect even lliim-elvcs - A real 1 me is

he who is the repository of all the merits s A good 1 mg is cvj'crted to 1>< a

man of religious temperament, with good family tradition' endowed vith

pure character, dignity and valom Ihs livelihood '-hould !h 1 vd on

righteous means He should be free to wield his pov or of unlit and nrrrv

1 iVfli.J ( Stnjr, , XXII » p ecr etrnfnH v-sr; *»s?si •r*? f'rr<‘ j
st njflfs=t I

! Canto I V« js *

rp ;j. Uf -r-t JT-7n r rr? -pr-e ,

-p.- rrr—/ f-
-'•! -7 r*ry i;

r ; rjT’5 rrt r-ff'.-i ;-‘r

revri fr r t -m * re:- ;i

rtw*‘inr rp'-’t't V.y';; i |

;; - n
4

A'ffit 3 . p jr “ »'fSTT'ftssTIi
»' > i-rr -v (
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and should be able to display the superiority of himself over others 1 Under
such a king all the constituents of the state conduce to the desired results 8

Such an ideal Raja or king is considered as an epoch-maker 8 Thus we see

that most of the kings of our period like Harsa, Yasovarman, Mufi]a, Bhoja,

Jayacandra Gahadvala, Prthvira]a and most of the Caulukyan kings were

illustrious instances of the ideal kings

Education and discipline of the King

Somadeva has laid emphasis on the discipline of mind and body in the

VidySvrddhasamuddesa of his work He lays down with all seriousness that

the real brute on earth is an ignorant person,* therefore, knowledge is the

prime requisite in all affairs He prefers anarchy to the rule of an ignora-

mus We know very well that all the previous authorities on politics, like

Kautilya, Kamandaka and other lawgivers, had descanted on ,anarchy as

the most terrible of all possible contingencies, but Somadeva, putting aside

the tradition, prefers anarchy to the rule o£ an uneducated king * He further

says that a prince, however well boin, should not be installed as heir-

apparent unless he is otherwise qualified 0

A king should get himself taught in four branches of learning which

deal with the knowledge of self (Anviksikt), Tiayi or the knowledge of the four

Vedas, Siksa, Italpa, Vyakarana, Nirukta, Chanda, Jyotisa and Itihasa,

Purana, MimSnsa, Nyaya and Dharmas&stra etc, Varta the science of

agriculture, cattle-breeding and commerce and Dandamti or the principles of

politics 7

Stressing the importance of these four Vidyas Somadeva says that one

who studies Anvikstkl examines with reason the strong and the weak

points of the practicable and impracticable and does not despair in calamities

and is not spoilt by good fortune And as an intelligent man he obtains

clearness of insight By studying the Tiayi he becomes exceedingly

1 Ibid, p 180 stjfjfo

a Ibid
, p i8o Hprct

3 Ibid , p 183

1 ibid , p 56 Herron 1

* H>id , p. 56 OTRi! 3J4W *WI
3 Ibid arcresKOTiijsr sapmft tUEjiT mWITOWTOT etc

7 Ibid

,

p 60 spqtepfit 5PTT TO? I

p 61 , TO? 5^1'®

TOWgSftSf. |
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confident with regard to the duties of the castes and stages of life And

he also knows the whole system of right and wrong By studying the Virtu

properly he can make happy all his subjects and can achieve all the desired

objects By studying the Dandamh he can control his subjects and can

make flourishing all the three efforts
(
Tnvarga )

1

Somadeva defines the term Anmksila in the same way as Kautilya

the Anviksiki consists of Sankhya, Yoga and Lokayata, but he adds that the

Bauddha and the Jain systems are opposed to the Veda Explaining the

statement of the author, the commentary says The Bauddha and Jam
sastras are not included in the Anviksikr, because they are opposed to the

Veda The Lokayata also is opposed to the Veda, 5 et it has been included,

because it is wanted for the care of the body etc 2 The necessity of the

study of the Lokayata for the lung is explained by Somadeva in the

following words "The vast means foi carrj mg on the business of this world

is the Lokayata For a king who has studied the doctrines of the Lokayata

staves to root out the thorns (the dangerous elements) of the kingdom

Even the actions of those who are nothing but ascetics, are not irreproach-

able He who is given to mercifulness is not capable of preserving even

goods that he holds in his hand Mho will not despise one who is only

intent on peace of mind 5 Shame upon the man who cannot show wrath or

favour according to his own will and power 3 He is dead even when he

lives, who is not brave against his enemies *

Somadeva has given a detailed description of the Tiayi and VartS but

most of the points are quite in agreement with those dealt by his two

predecessors, viz, Kautilya and K&mandaka Regarding the Dandanih

(science of Government) he says that the end of it should be to protect the

subject and not merely to draw money In respect of Dandamh he says that

the punishment by a king ought to be like the ministration of medicine by a

physician He is a bad king and a bad physician who eagerly look out

for disorders with a view to selfish gratification s

These four sciences, besides their intrinsic value, serve to discipline

1 Ibid
, p 60, lines 56-59

1 Ibid , p 60 SFHT qqt I i

__

3 Ibid

,

p 76 %W3.i ^
few vtWhMft m

** 1 5tt®t vr qfcnft i Tmt k? 1 7 ttmh etc
4 Ibid

, P 77 5t efcfirfa 1JJT ^ 4( * fepufr I

5 Ibid , p 103 aauflswrw^ quWm 5 fr tTET t>^i 3T =?

•w 1
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Hr ,od ”,,h“ " ^- p- *.

.

Apart from these, Somadeva gives certain other instructions He wainsthe king against too much indulgence in Kama (Lust) The king JS advised
to.practise Dharna, Artha and K&ma proportionately without injuring the
interests of

r

one another For him it is the only way to lead a happy
life He also advises the king to remain aloof from certain evils called
vyasanas. Some of them are the sexual indulgence, intoxication, hunting
gambling, back biting and extravagance He says that a single vyasana is
enough to destroy a powerful king, even possessing four kinds of anmes,
what to say if all of them aie combined a A good king should exert to
eradicate these evils, keeping himself m the association of the learned men
and away from the evil-doers.1

Somadeva prescribes only one substitute for learning He says that
even without studying these sciences one can gam knowledge by contacts
with the society of learned men 6 who possess a high family tradition and
are endowed with high moral character and punty by birth 6

Fortunately, during our penod we find well educated kings The
Prabhavaha-canta says that Ana, the successor of Yasovarman, was a well

trained long, proficient in all kinds or learning. He was taught by a learned
scholar named Vappabhattistin 7 The Prabandha-antumam says that Bhoja
had studied all the treatises on king-craft, learnt the use of thirty-six

weapons and attained the farther shore of the ocean of 72 accomplishments 8

Some of the princes of our period got their training under the able guidance
of ministers Thus we know that Jayasunha Siddharaja was framed by the

minister Santu in state-craft * Several instances can be multiplied from the

Jam sources, where the princes are seen to have been imparted framing by

their fathers and teachers to become ideal kings.

'^ibid.-g 6i arHinfonfg f| ^ frreafr

i

2 Ibid , p. 33 SBltf^ pf} tTO BF SI IN7?
3 Ibid

, pp 177, 179
l #rm foft2®

1 Ibid , p 173 ftftoif&pifwiT KRPT SfrrasftmT.i

* Ibid , p 62 aHqfoiHlsW feftgsr<ftRJ>lfrKT

5 ibid., p. 68 ifof'rfenfoRftgfft ft 1

7 SJGM, XIII, p. 82.
8 Ibid , I, p 22 SjTCmRwdNkW

• SJGM , 11, p 35: arsenic qg ^ HrejHfer’n' gorwfdr% 1
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Succession Somadeva stales that a kmgless country is better than one

occupied by a foolish or nninstructed long In the same tune he says that

no pnnce should be installed as heir-apparent or successor, howsoever, he

may be well born, unless he is otherwise qualified for the great trust 1

During our penod this rule is maintained to some extent. We know from

the Harsa-canta that Harea was well quahfied and was made long of

Thaneswar, similarly the Paramara Muii]a, on account of the good qualities

of his nephew, Bho]a, appointed him as his successor.8 Likewise, the

Caulukya Durlabhar&ja installed his nephew Bhima I and he too installed

his second son Kama instead of his first son Ksemaraja.3 KumarapSla is

very well known to have won the throne due to his ability to become a
good ruler 4

Somadeva prescribes the following order regarding succession. After

the death of the king, his sons have the royal right to inherit the throne , in

the absence of them, the brothers, and then step-brothers, and thereafter

undes and then the members of the family In the absence of all of them the
daughter’s son and then a qualified outsider may be regarded as successor.5

Thus we find that this rule was followed during our penod The history of
the Cahamanas of Sakambhari, Nadol and Jfilor furnishes us with a
number of instances

The succession, however, in our penod was mostly limited to the
family and it was regarded as hereditary. The peculiar feature appears to
be that there was no law of primogeniture to regulate succession Thus the
Caulukya Kama succeeded his father when his elder brother was alive.3

In the choice of a successor, sometimes the wish of departing king was
respected Thus, the Put slam-ptabandha-sangiaha states that, when
Viradhavala was dying, he expressed his desire to give the throne to his son
Vlsaladeva and not to his brother Vlrama, for he feared that his father
Lavanaprasada might depnve his son of his right of succession to the throne

»

Sometimes the question of succession was disputed and the rhmrp feu
against the wish of departing king For this we have a glaring instance of
Kumarapa a It is said that Jayasnnha Siddharaja was totally against
Kumarapala and he wanted even to kill him But the choice was given to

1
Niltva., p. 56,

* TtlakaiimUjari, V 43
' ?“ suPra - P *4i, Chap on the Caulukyas,
See supra, p. *65

7 SJGM.n, p 66.
43
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Knmarapala against his wish, and it was due to the support of the ministry

or a powerful party at the court

1

Another instance is that of the Paramara
Arjunavarman who was succeeded by Devapgla of the line of the

Mahakumara Laksmivarman of the same family In this choice the mimstiy
or the court party might have had a strong hand though we do not know
that it was against the wish of Arjunavarman a These facts, besides proving

that there was no law of primogeniture, prove that the support of either a

powerful party at the court or of the ministers always counted much in the

matter of succession.

In the case of minority of the heir-apparent we find the queen mother

holding the rein of the kingdom. The Prabandha-ctntamam informs us that

Naikadevi, the queen mother of Bala Mfilaraja (II}, was in charge of the

government and she gallantly fought a battle with the Muhammadans

3

The Prthviraja-Vijaya informs us that KancanadevJ, the mother of Prthvi-

raja, transacted the business of the kingdom with the help of the minister

Kamvasa ( Kadambavasa) in the minority of Prthviraja.1

Titles of Kings and Queens

In the Mauryan period we hear of titles like Rdjan, Maharaja and

KumSra applicable to the kings and princes, but in the Gupta age we have

several titles which show that these titles were multiplied m course of time.

In our period the same high-sounding titles as in the Gupta period have

been found Right from Harsa to Guhilotas, the independent kings who

happened to rise to paramountcy in the sense that they commanded the

allegiance of a few feudatones used to take the title of Paramabhattaraka

(the most worshipful master), Mahsrajddhiraja (supreme long of kings },

Parmnesvara (supreme lord), and Samastarsjsvalt samalanbta (adorned by

the row of kings) Thus the Devagarha Jam inscription ofBhoja Pratlhaia

informs us that Bhoja assumed the title of Paramabhattaraka, Maha-

rajadhiraja and ParameSvara 6 The colophons of the Jam MSS of the

Cahamanas, Caulukyas and Guhilotas also reveal the same conclusion.

These titles, however, invested the king with a divine prestige and nght to

rule over the people
_ .

The queens of these kings were generally entitled as dew or rajnu or

example, MayanalladevI was the name of the queen of Kama Caulukya

1 See supra, p 265.

3 See supra, p. 117.

3 SJGM , I, p. 97-

* See supra, p 136
6 EI„ IV, p 3og.

6 SJGM., I, p. 54-
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Somalladevi was the name of the queen of Ajayargja Cabamana 1 Udaya-

mati rajiit was the queen of Bhima 1 2 From this it appears that the queens

of our period did not assume any high-sounding honorific titles In the Jam

literary works the chief queen of the king is called Rajamahisi or Patfa-

rspn, but we have no confirmation of this from the epigraphical records

The sphere of influence of the queens, however, was limited to the

palace only

The Position of the King

As regards the position of the king Somadeva says that the king is a

great god ; he bows only to his ancestors and teachers all else have to

salute him

3

It is difficult to disobey his resolutions * But a king should

always be willing to receive advice and ministers should be prepared to offer

sound advice

5

These statements of Somadeva along with the honorific

title assumed by the kings of our period show that these were regarded by

the public as divinities It should be understood in this connection that

such high veneration was due to the place he occupied and not to his person.

Coronation

Before a new king was installed on the throne certain ntuals and cele-

brations took place AbhtSeka or anointing was the first among them. The

Jams, though they have no faith in the Vedic ntuals, prescnbe the simple

process of anointing The water from the Ganges, Smdhu and other rivers

(sacred only m the belief of the Brabmanas) mixed with camphor and sandal

and with the essence of many kinds of flowers was poured on the head of a

long by other kings, feudatones, ministers, merchants, princes and other

respectable citizens The members of the eighteen guilds performed the

anointing of the king’s feet only 5 Thus, the MitrdJiabhiStktas only were

regarded as the real kings of our period On this auspicious occasion, the

capital was astir with songs, music and dance This ceremony sometimes

was arranged by the retiring long and sometimes by the court party The
long had certain royal insignia like catra (royal umbrella) and cmnara (a
bushy tad of Chamar) and Simhdsana (throne) 7

3 El, XXVI, pp 84-112, V. 14
1 SJGM , I,p 54
» Nittvs., p 63 <pst f| toi first 1

* Vnd

,

p 181 uajrar ft g&insss. SPiTCO
5 Ibid., p 124 3^ ^ TRT q) JtilpiftsftiSRr

1

8 Adt-purSna, Canto XVI, Vs 223-230.
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Personal safety of the King.

We have seen what an important place was occupied by the king m the

body politic of the state , therefore his safety, corporal as well as mental, was

the chief duty of the state Somadeva says that the safety of the monarch

is the safety of the state, therefore, the king should employ as his personal

attendants those persons whose fathers and grandfathers had been royal

servants, those who bear close relationship to the long, those who are well

trained and loyal and those who have rendered good services to the king

Foreigners who have not been honoured and the natives who have been once

punished and re-employed should not be appointed to protect the king for

their mind might change at times
,
even a mother is seen behaving like a

raksasi.1 The king should be protected first from women, then from

claimants (dayadas) and then the sons (princes)
2 Somadeva, in the chapter

of the Kajai aksssamitddela deals with dangers coming from the above three

He depicts woman as the source of evil and as a bundle of craft and

hypocrisy.

Duties of the King

The monarchs of our period were not autocrats They were fully cons-

cious of their responsibilities and duties to the state and their subjects The

realization of trnaiga was an ideal of a state3 and to attain this they

persevered the ideal before themselves The king was advised to follow

Dhanna, Artha and Kama in their moderate limitation without injuring

the interests of each other.
4

The first duty of the king wras religious Most of the longs of our period

were followers of one or another religion of the time. They spent a large

sum of money in the erection of temples out of devotion But the most

striking feature of our period is that they were never hostile to religions

other than their own They were indeed tolerant in their religious policies

Somadeva gives a full exposition of the religious duties of a fang with-

out deviating from the Brahmanical pomt of view’ He says that the fang

1 Nittva
, pp. azo, aai jjf|r rHiff tisra ’fafrT ®PT. <3*4

i eicf tptei Ararat Pimwa'to P* ^ ^
airaa I I ft? *1 i

2 Ibid

,

p. 222 • fed antffitKT
SWTCfin ^

3 NUivs , p 7 am qnWsintspi to i

4 Ibid

,
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has to fulfil his religious duties such as Daria-piiriiamasa and other Brah-

mamcal ntes. He should apply himself to the study both of snwksiM and

trayi But he advised the king to acknowledge svadharma for different

castes and stages of life By protecting the svadharma of his subjects the

king fulfils tnvarga
1 The king is the monitor of those who transgress their

svadhatma 1 Svadharma is the particular duty of each individual, in every

group Though Somadeva on the whole acknowledges svadharma, yet he

enumerates samsna-dharma, the duties common to all castes and groups.

These are kindness, truthfulness, abstaining from the property of others,

controlling one's desires, avoiding marriage against the order (of caste) and

‘chastity with regard to forbidden women ‘3 The king’s duty is to promote

these practices among his subjects Protecting the svadharma and the

samsna-dharma of his subjects, the king receives one sixth of the fruits of

the religious merits of his subjects 1

The next set of duties of the king is political or administrative, that

is, the protection of life and property is the mam duty of the long The

long is bound to see that order nghtly prevails in society He says

He is a king who takes the place of India towards the well disposed and the

place of Yama against the ill-disposed For, the king’s duty is to punish

the wicked and protect the learned and well behaved, not shaving his head

or wearing matted hair 5 The king should adopt all the possible measures

to protect the world, that alone is counted his true merit of kingship 6 To
ensure life and order, he should wield his danda neither sternly nor tenderly

but impartially 7 Injustice is never to be tolerated, since it rums all 8

Somadeva enumerates the persons who hindei the prosperity of the people

and considers them as sources of apprehension to the subject They are

the thieves and robbers, state surveyors and evaluators, foresters and

1 ibid
, p 87 sranfaK srapn itsh 1

s ibid
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p 88 35 1
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guards, state officers, hoarders and profiteers.1 If the king commands
prestige and exercises a certain amount of sternness he can render them
harmless.2 It is the foremost duty of a king to deal with them ruthlessly.

Another duty of king is to protect the people from the calamities of all

sorts. We learn from the Pnrstana-prabandha-safigraha that Visaladeva

Vaghela averted a famine by timely help.3 The king also defended the

country from foreign invasions and ofiered protection to the people from

hostile incursions of his enemies.4

Yet another duty of the king was to patronise arts, education, etc

We leam that the Faramara kings from SluSja to Jaitugideva were the

patrons of learning 5 Jayasiiiiha and Kumarapala were the great promoters

of learning and arts.

In short kings of this period did their best to achieve the happiness of

their subjects which ultimately meant their own happiness and prosperity.

In performing their duties the kings are advised to levy taxes according

to the condition of the country, to speak words according to the occasion,

to spend money according to the state income and to show their pomp and

show according to their wealth and might 2

Rights and Privileges of the King:

Somadeva says that king is the incarnation of tripvrvsamurii, therefore,

he is the visible god in the world. In his youth (
Kavmsra) he is like God

Brahman receiving the education in Gurukulas. After consecration he

becomes like God Nsrsya.ia pleasing the world with his virtues and, at the

time of expeditions, he looks like God Pinshapgni (/>ahhara ). Thus the king

enjoys a high status and dignity. He takes the place of India towards his

favourites and the place of Yama against the wicked. He is advised to

maintain his prestige and claims to be honoured.7

Thus, we find in our period, that the king had full powers over the

kingdom and his subjects He, no doubt, ruled over his territory with the

help and advice of a council of ministers who were his immediate advisers,

but the ultimate responsibility of affairs as a whole rested with him. He

1 Ibid., p. 99: •Slvaw.Hv

^

Tlpt svd*;i:l

2 Ibid., p. 100 : MbNairt R# S& * 1

3 SJGM., II, p. 80.
4 SJGM., X, p. 30.
5 See supra, pp. 90-118, Chap, on the Paramaras.

* NilivS., p. 271
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7 Ibid., pp. 315-317.
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had all the despotic powers in deciding the policy in war or peace. He

appointed all governors, generals and other important civil and military

officers who were responsible to him alone. He had every right to deal with

the treasonous officers and subjects without the least delay. Thus we see

that Kumarapala punished Vikramasimha theParamara of Candravatl1 and

Hamtnira degraded and blinded Dharmasimha * He also distributed hono-

rific offices and favours in recognition of meritorious services or literary and

artistic works of distinction. We hear that Mufija conferred on Dhanapala

the title of Sarasvati* and Kumarapala conferred the title of Kahhala-

sarvajiia on Hemacandra and on Ambada the title Rajapitmaha.* The

kings of our period had also certain rights to introduce new reforms and

ehmmate taxes, depriving the state of a large income. Thus, KumSrapala

announced non-kilhng to all beings
(
amanghostma

)

and withdrew the

rights of the state to confiscate the property of those who died childless.

1

Jayasimha Siddharaja removed the tax known as Bahuloda which is said to

have yielded 72 lakhs of rupees to the state 6

Though the long had so many rights yet he was advised to seek the

counsel of his ministers and other high officers in matters of administration

and in a state of emergency. It is also said that he should act according to

the established laws and customs of the country.

Daily Routine.

Somadeva, in the chapter of the Dmssnnsthana of his work Nitmkya-
wirffl, describes the general rules of daily routine of a layman which mnckic
of ethical teachings ? But some glimpses of the king’s daily routine are
obtained from the Ttlahaimhjuri of Dhanapsla and the Kwnarapala-Prati-
bodha of Somaprabhasfiri also. From the description it appears that the
king devoted the first quarter of the day m personal purification and devo-
tion to gods and religious teachers and then he granted the interviews to all

important persons and officers like religious Brahmanas, prime minister,
secretaries, kings, feudatories, kinsmen and friends and other r.fiwnc jje
held some sort of a private darlar with them. Here the king dealt with
important and secret business of the state, discussed the matter with foreign

1 See supra p. 191.

* See supra p. 145.

* See supra p. 94
4 See supra pp 271 and 281
5 See supra p. 279 ft.

* See supra p 258.

’ Nitwfi., pp, 251-258
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ambassadors and gratified dependants and admirers After this, on certain

occasions, he visited the temples of the city and inspected the departments

of public works He returned at mid-day to his palace and, after giving

food and alms to mendicants, took his meal surrounded by friends and

pleasure companions Then he retired to his picture galleries (danla

valabhika) for enjoyment and relaxation There he enjoyed music and poetic

talks In the afternoon he attended the general court (astfwmmandapa)

where he transacted the business of state, and also interviewed the foreign

kings and gave dariun to the general public who came to see him Some-

times, purely as a part of royal duty, he attended wrestling matches,

elephant fights and other such pastimes Thus he passed the day and then

retired to sleep at last. 1

Various checks and balances

Although the king was practically supreme m the administration of the

state, the established laws of the land exercised considerable influence on

royal despotism Somadeva says that king should always be willing to

receive advice and the minister should be prepared to offer sound advice.

The king is advised not to outgo the counsel of his ministers for it is

impolitic for a king to neglect the counsels of his ministers. Such a king

will soon find himself overwhelmed by foes His obstinacy will plunge him

into rum

2

These statements certainly show that the king in his adminis-

tration is bound to take help of his ministers

Next, the kings of our penod always respected the traditional laws of

the land which were sacred and inviolable If a king failed m his duty and

acted in contravention, a conflict between the king and the people was

inevitable * The next check over the king seems to be the feudal nobility

and prominent persons of the state who, backed by the people, could defy

the tyrannical rule of the king by raising an armed rebellion

, Another check that influenced the king's policies, was the public opinion

which was generally conveyed to the king through the state officials and

spies Sometimes, he himself went out to know the public opinion. The

Prabandha-cmtdmam mentions three such kings viz , Bhoja Paramsra,

Kumarapala and Jayasimha Siddharaja who were always anxious to know

the public opinion 4 By this, the long always remained conscious of the

1 Ttlakatnanjari ( Kavyamala 85 }, pp 62-71 ,
Kumdrapala-praModha, Canto

pp 422-443
2 NitivS , p 57, sutra 39
2 ibid , p. 108 fsjtufrii f|^i

*

4 SJGM , I.p 48. fn 75
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rightful conduct of kingly duties Moreover, an extensive decentralisation

of government functions and powers invested in the village councils, town

committees and district boards, also served as a check on king’s royal prero-

gatives.

Abdication

The long of ancient India in his old age generally preferred to abdicate

the throne m favour of his heir and spent the rest of his life in religious

devotions The Jam sources have certainly recorded various cases of such

abdications as occurred in our period. Thus the Prablmvakacania records

that the king Ama, son of Yasovarman of Kanauj, abdicated the throne in

favour of his son Dunduka and devoted his life in religious devotions.

1

The

Dvyiiraya-k&iya says that Durlabharaja abdicated the throne in favour of

his nephew Bhlma and devoted his remaining life in religious pursuits

3

Similar was the case with Bhima I who abdicating himself gave the throne

to his second son Kanja 3 The Hammira-mahakavya also states that Jaitra-

simha, the father of Hammira, gave over the charge of the state to him and

himself went to live in the forest 1

Dethronement

A tyrant or vicious king, at tunes, was degraded or dethroned.

Although the normal checks on king’s prerogatives were either unexecuted

or were altogether unknown during our period, yet a few cases can be cited

in which kmgs were deposed Camundaraja, the son of Mfllaraja (I)

Caulukya, is said to have been deposed by his sister VacundevI who found

him sexually very loose and gave the throne to his son Vallabharaja.5

Kumarapala, as a sovereign ruler, dethroned his feudatory Vikramasimha,

the Pararaara of Abu, who is said to have taken side with his enemy, namely,

the Cahamana AmorSja.3

Princes and other membeis of Royal Faintly

The princes were generally called rsyaputra, kumsra, mpakiwisra,

mahdrsjaktimsra m the Jam literature and inscriptions Thus from one of

the Jam inscriptions of the Nadol Cahamana we know that KIrtipala was

called rijapntia and in another inscription his sons Lakhanapaia and

1 SJGM , XIII, p roS, V 709
* DV„ VIII, V. 20
3 Ibid, IX, V. 74
* HMK

, VIII, 54-57 and 106-108
6 DV

, VII, V 31, commentary
* PCA., p. 402, Vs 576-580
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Abhayapala were known as rsjcputras.
1 In the Tilakamaniarl HanvShana

is called nrpakmmra 8 A Jam colophon refers to Sarangadeva as maharaja,

ktnnaia

?

The crown prince, after finishing his study, was made in-charge

of an office to get experience m administration. We have certain instances

from the Jam inscriptions and colophons where the princes shared m the

administration of their father 4 The eldest son of a king who was generally

regarded as heir-apparent was called ytwataja, while others were known by

other terms The younger sons were sometimes granted certain portions of

the state for their maintenance 5 Queens and princesses are seldom known

to have taken part in the government But sometimes we find that

the Dowager queens assumed the rems of administration or led the army m
the battle. Naikidevi, the mother of Mtilaraja II, may be cited here as an

instance 8

.Ring's Personal Office)

s

The Ttlakamaiijaii presents a picture of the management of the Royal

household. The palace and its surroundings (isjakula) were in charge of a

trusted and experienced officer known as saudliapsla The entrance m and

exit from the palace and royal camp were controlled by the dvaiapdla The

officers and interview seekers were taken before royal presence by an officer

known as pratihaia or mahsp) alihsra The king had a body-guard of his

own called angaraksaka. The officer m-charge of the royal treasury and

jewels was ratnakossdhyaksa The officer of the bed-chamber was known as

layydpdla The officer m-charge of the gardens was called Udyanapdla The

king bad a special officer who was called rajavallabha m the Upamthbhava-

prapaiica-kathd (p 344), perhaps, he was equivalent to our modern private

'Secretary Some minor attendants were vetradhan, catia-csmara-g)shake,

-tsmbiila-vahaka, and kaiicuki, m charge of harems 7

Functions of the King

(1) Executive The king of our period was considered to be the

supreme head of the State None of the constituents could work properly

without him 8 Under him all the prahrhs worked well and produced all the

1 Jam Lekha-sangi alia, I,pp 2x0, 231
8 P 88
8 SJGM, XVIII, p 128.

4 Ibid.

8 Jam Lekha-sangiaha, I, p. 128
0 SJGM , I, p 97.
7 Ttlakamafyaii, pp 14, 15, 631 73-

8 Nitiva , p 180 nisra. srfq 5133^ 1
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desired ends. He appointed the well versed m their respective posts 1

Ministers were not allowed to undertake any enterprise without his order.®

Thus, all the executive powers were invested in the king He looked into

state finance, collected dues and levied taxes He also received petitions

and sometimes issued orders for the guidance of his subjects He punished

the criminals and promulgated administrative reforms for the well-being of

the people in general 3 He had under his direct control all the envoys and

he gathered information from spies 4

(2) Military Somadeva says that king should inspect bis army with

his own eyes, otherwise he loses prosperity and maintenance of order.5 The

king of our penod led his army in the field of battle and mostly the

important campaigns were conducted by the king himself His presence in

the battlefield was the source of inspiration 9 The king was usually m the

van where he served as an example of personal valour and gave encourage-

ment to his men m arms 7 He also appointed all military chiefs to their

respective posts and bestowed prizes or promotions for their meritorious

services 9 He also offered the maintenance to the families of those who died

fighting in the battlefield* He was advised not to give the charge of

military to only one general for he might create great trouble on a suitable

occasion 10

(8) Judicial The king was the supreme court of appeal He was the

final authority m judicial matters Nobody could overrule his judgment.11

The king like Yama considered the punishment for culprits 13 The king

1 Ibui . p 189 aj ipr

I Ibid , p 189 rgp
3 See supra pp 105 and 279
4 NitwS , p 172
6 ibid, p 214 tfcqr qfcfetqwfeifln
6 ibid , p 369
7 PC, p 59, DV , Canto XVIII.
3 NifitS

,
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1

II Tbltl
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had to select such juries who never indulged m greed and favouritism.1

Thus, Somadeva informs us that the king administered justice in consulta-

tion with Junes The king admmistered justice according to the nature of

an offence. He was like a measure-stick which showed heavy and light

weights accordingly 8

The above account regarding the king corroborates our theory that the

king was the pivot around which rotated all the activities of the kingdom.

IV. Council of Ministers (Mantnpansad)

The Niiivakyamiia of Somadeva along with certain Jam literary works

and epigraphical data sheds some light on the nature and procedure of the

council of ministers in our period The Tilahamanjaii had a technical term

for the council as niantnmandala 8 Somadeva says that the king is bound

to follow the dictates of the council, otherwise in the eye of the constitu-

tional law he would cease to be the king.4 Thus we see Mularaja Caulukya

consulted his ministers at the time of war with the Cahamana Vigraharaja

and B&rapa.8 Although the rulers of our period were not assisted by any

popular assembly or constitutional ministers m the administration of the

kingdom, they, however, had their ministers appointed by them who held

their offices till the pleasure of the king. All the authonties on law have

laid a great stress on the importance of mantnpansad. Somadeva says

that without the council the king becomes an autocrat , he plans for ruin

due to his hasty actions." With the help of the council of ministers, the

king can achieve all the wishful objects 7

The Composition of the Council

During our period we find frequent mentions of prime ministers and

ministers of the king m the Jam literature and contemporary inscriptions

They have been called mahamatyas, sacivas, idjavrddhas, 6 buddln-sacwas,"

1 ibid , p 296 5+m: srarcih iratmwR
1 Ibid., p. 29s =CraT ^rjpr^qiwiT SPJJ I

a Published m the Kavyamala 85 (
N.S Press), p 16

4 Nitiva., p. 114 tfspjTt

p 124 $ lit tpsrr q) sjifa 1

* SJGM , I, p. 16 •
I

" Nitiva., p. 149 swraftsra; frmraflr I

7 ibid., p. 130 qggfft nfo ^ rrcl<?rr; I

8 Tilakamfyari, p, 33,
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karya-sacivas and amatyavarya This shows that there was definitely a

council of ministers, the chief of which was called mahsmatya Somadeva,

dealing with the strength of the council, puts the number of ministers at

three, five or seven Evidently he is thinking of veiy small states or

feudatory domains of his time, We learn from the Hammit a-mnhakavya of

Nayacandrasiui that the manttipansad of Hammira was composed of eight

members 1 We know from the Sithrmnit and other works on Indian Polity

that ministry should consist of ten, twelve, sixteen and twenty councillors.

Perhaps, they were thinking of a big state Somadeva, like Kauplya, does

not want a council of a large number of ministers * He advances reasons

by saying that king should not employ one minister alone, for, a single

minister proceeds without restraint and m cases of complicated issues he

remains helpless In deliberating with two ministers the king may be over-

powered by their combined action or imperilled by their mutual dissension

Ministers large m number show only their skill and due to their jealousy the

king may not arrive at any decision The king should take to that work

alone which may ensure good results, without involving him into any nsk or

loss In accordance with the nature of the work he may, whenever he

deems it proper, deliberate with one or two ministers 3

Co-operation among the ministers is considered to be the best policy of

the council, for it will prove a strong pillar to the state * Experts m differ-

ent affairs of the state should be appointed m their respective posts,5 for this

would lead to a good counsel and decisive action It is further emphasised

that ministers should not be fools What can blind men see ' How can the

blind lead the blind ? Sometimes it may be that the counsel of fools acci-

dentally leads to success, but after all it is a dangerous policy 6 To entrust

the reins of a kingdom to fools is to raise an axe to kill oneself 7

1 HMK

,

X, pp 33-34
1 NUtva

, p ra8 spj. ^ *p=t si stst I

3 ibid , p 127 * irfa i ^ fcusft ffrcsrs^Rr =er

si# uMl h tt wSptI' TTSf RJTPWT: I t fiRRraB 1

191? I njJJjrWTipHg® nit f&SUf I
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* Ibid, p 129 areiWf jJf Sit nft tgs# 1
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sr I
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The councils of the period generally consisted of the king and his prune
minister and other councillors like purohita sandhimgrahtkamtya, senapah,

mahdksapataltka, and yuvartya. But Somadeva opposes the inclusion of

senSpah or military officers in the council. He says, 'Military authorities

should not be authorities m political conncils,’ for he thinks that ‘war-

mongering leaders have a natural hankering after war 51 In advocating this

view he has represented, perhaps, the contemporary politics None the less,

the senapatt or head of the military was one of the most important officers

He sometimes held the post of Governor of some newly conquered province

The sandhmgrdhiba was also another notable functionary On behalf of the

king he signed the treaties and conducted the whole foreign negotiations *

The pnest or purohita was another great personage, his advice was not to

be transgressed The priest was instrumental in warding off natural or

supernatural calamities One of his chief duties was the training of the

prince 3 The prince or heir-apparent of our penod is occasionally seen

participating m state administration He, therefore, was also included m
the council.

Qualification of the Councillors

Though ministers were appointed by the kmg, the choice of ministers

was by no means an easy job, Somadeva says that great has always

been the power of ministers and cites Visnugupta (Kautilya) who raised

Candragupta to the position of an emperor as a case in point.1 In the

selection of the councillors, therefore, a king should exercise the utmost

discretion

3

They should be chosen from amongst Brahmanas, Ksatnyas

and Vaisyas 3 They must, however, be possessed of the following qualities’

They should be native
(
svadeiajam

)

by birth and not foreigners, for natives

have a tendency to love their country Love of one’s own country is the

highest and most tenacious of all prejudices 7 Foreigners should not be

entrusted with matter of finance and protection of life, for, after staying for

1 ibid . p 136 ^ jpjifcnfor ?g. I

IT
|

* S}CM

,

I, p 30, Damar in the Bhoja-Bhima-p
3 NihvS , p. 160-161

* Ibid., p. 108

5 Ibid., p. 107

* ibid , p. 108 I

7 ibid., p. 108: g|R 1 -
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a while they abruptly run away or become adversaries

1

Councillors should

be of a pure character for lack of character vitiates all personal merits and

qualities * They should be born of high family for the low born person

never feels shy after doing misdeeds 8 They must be free from all carnal

passions (avyasanin), for passionate councillors are like mischievous

elephants

4

They should be reliable and courageous {avyabhicartn) for

persons who cannot stand at the time of adversity are useless.

6

They must

be endowed with all theoretical and practical knowledge ( ndh'iakhtla
-

vyaiahaia-tattha n), for what is the use of those who do not know the

interest of the king and cannot remove his difficulties 6 They should also

understand the military problems (aslrajnam), forhow can they protect the

kingdom if they do not possess knowledge of their own protection >9

Somadeva, however, does not prescribe any tests to ascertain the

character of councillors However, these are general rules for the selection

of councillors But m the selection of particular councillors like ssndbi-

vtgrahtka, pnrohtta, senlpati and others, Somadeva has laid some special

tests Regarding a ssndhivtgralnka or an ambassador he says that the

knowledge of grammar and logic, influential position, expressiveness,

power of fluent talking, genius, discretionary power, knowledge of most

of the languages and alphabets, knowledge of time, place and varnaSrama,

intelligence m rapid reading and writing, are the essential qualities of an

ambassador 8

In describing the qualifications of purohita, Somadeva follows Kautilya.

He says that the pnrohtta should be a person whose family and character

are highly spoken of, who is well educated in the Vedas and the six Afigas,

is skilful m reading portents, providential or accidental, is well versed m the

science of government and who is obedient and who can prevent calamities,

providential or human 9

Regarding the senapah he says that he should be bom of a high family,

pure in character, endowed with genius, devotion, truthfulness, punty and

1 ibtd
, p x86 swift-wtl ml

8 Ibtd , p 108, sutra 7
8 Ibtd , p 109, sutra 8
4 Ibid , p 109, sutra 9
6 Ibtd , p. 109, sutra 10
4 Ibid , p no sutra X2
9 Ibtd , p. xro sutra 13
9 Ibid, p. 379
* Ibtd

,

p x6o
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valour, influential, possessing a large family, knowing how to use his policies

and devices, trained in all sorts of vehicles, weapons, battles, alphabets

languages He should know his position as well as the position of enemies

possess a giant and healthy body, beloved by all officers, be faithful to

his master and to the interest of the country and be able to forbear all sorts

of troubles and exertions, undaunted by the men either of his own

acquaintance or his enemies .
1

Councillors Hereditaiy

One striking feature of our period is that the office of the councillors,

.sometimes designed as amiya and sometimes mantn, was generally here-

ditary. Generally them fathers and grand-fathers had been royal servants

Thus we find Vimala, the da idanatha of the Caulukya Bhima I, had his long

heritage from the time of Vanaraja a Vagbhata, Ambada and Mahadeva

the ministers of Kumarapala were the sons of the former ministers Somes-

vara, the •pwohita of Bhtma II claimed his parentage m the service of the

Caulukyas.

Function of Cabinet

Somadeva says that every enterprise of the king should be preceded by

deliberation with councillors 8 He, like Kautilya and Kamandaka, sets

forth the pertinent duties of an intricate subject, to arrive at a correct deci-

sion on a known subject, to reinforce what is decided, to eradicate the

doubts in a subject of doubtful nature and to get full knowledge of the

implications of a subject which is only partially known 4 He further says

that the failure of king’s policy is the failure of the councillors’ policy, so it

is enjoined on the councillors to keep strict secrecy with regard to the is-

cussions and decisions of the council, whatever they might be 8 Soma eva

prescribes certain rules and regulations to maintain the secrecy He or i s

the holding of a council in open sky or in the places which echo to uman

voices 7 The persons whose relations have been offended should not e con

1 Ibid , p 169.

2 See supia, p 240, chapter on the Caulukyas

* Nanis
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8 Ibid , p 117
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way of accomplishment. The fifth is the karya-siddhi or final success. This
is the actual accomplishment of work undertaken.1

V. The Organisation ofthe Central Government

Somadeva remarks that single handed, one can do nothing, therefore, to,

maintain administrative efficiency a number of state officers is required.*
They help the king m matters of timely advice, revenue and wars 8 The
Jam literature and inscriptions testify to the presence of a number of
administrative officers The central government thus had various officers

It was divided into different departments, each having its own wh though
the supreme authority in all matters was always vested m the king The
central Secretariat which was responsible for running the entire machinery of

the state was established at the capital city, the place of royal residence

(rdjadhaw) and was called Irikarana 1 The king’s seat in this office was
called ksryasana 5

Prime Minister

The m-charge of the Secretariat, most probably, was the prune minister.

The Vasanta-vilasa informs us that Viradhavala Vaghela appointed Vastu-

pala and Tejahpala as the irikaran'adhindthas (m-charge of inkarana)." The
position of the prime minister in our period was very important. We know
from the Jain inscriptions and from a number of Jam colophons that he was
m-charge of the management of state affairs [samastavyaparan panpanlha-

yati or trikaranudin samastavyBpirBn knrvah).’’ He was also authorised to

transact the royal seal and signet 8 Thus Jayasimha had Asuka and
Ganglia, Kumarapala, Mabadeva and Vadhflya, Jaitrasimha Guhila,

Jaganasimha, Jaitugideva Paramara, Dhannadeva, Visaladeva Vaghela

Nagada to serve as prime ministers and also to transact the royal seal and
signet. 11 Such a high dignitary was the prime minister that he could make
or unmake the king. We find that Visaladeva Vaghela was installed on the

1 Ibid

,

p. ri5'

* Ibid., p. 130

8 Ibti., p. 132

m-

4 Jam Lekha-sangiaha, I, p 233 ....
5 Ttlakamatijan, p 19 ivmKW&im OTfol T&l
® Canto HI, V 69 ep'jgjtf: etc.

7 1

A

, XIL, p 202 , SJGM., XVIII, pp 103, 106, 109, no etc.

8 SJGM , XVIII, pp. 101, 103, xo6, 116, 120 and 125.
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throne by Tejahpala, who after this earned the title of RejasthapanBcarya.*

His name was also mentioned in the grants of the feudatory lords 8 He was

called mahapradhSna, jysym-piadhana, praihansmiya. pradUmmanlA and

mltamiya in the Jain sources Thus, Laksmanasena had Umapatidhara j

Jayacandra Gahadavala, Vidyadhara ,
Mufija Paramara, Rudraditya , Mahl-

pala Kacchapaghfita, Gaura
,
Jayasnuha Siddharaja, S.mtu and Munjala and

Kumarapala had Vagbhata and others The king always consulted him on

all important occasions but he was free to follow his advice Sometimes he

set aside his counsels and proceeded according to his own discretion. Thus

we know from the Dvyairaya that the prime minister of Amoraja advised him

not to wage war with KumSrapala, but the latter refused to follow him 3

In the reign of the Caulukyas of Gujarata we find the term mahmaiya

applied to a number of ministers Some of them were m-chargc of the

secretariat and some were councillors of the kings Their rapid succession

shows that they very often changed their portfolios. Sometimes the mdhd-

malya is found ruling over a province Thus Udayana was made in-charge

of Cambay during the reign of Siddharaja Jayasnuha and Kumarapala4

and Samanta was m-chargc of Balapadrapathaka dunng the reign of

Kumarapala.6

Jlfmiitai Under the prune ministers there were heads of seicral

departments In the Jain sources they arc called amstyavarga, amalya-

vt ddlias3 or rdiaviddhas 7 Somadeva says that income, expenditure, royal

safety and maintenance of order are the chief concents of these ministers s

He holds the view that a person, quarrelsome by nature, belonging to a

strong party, passionate, bad in character and coming from low family,

unsubmissive, spend-thnft, foreigner and miser, should not be appointed as

the minister or amdtya 3

Experts should be appointed as ministers in their respective posts.

1 SJGM ,
XVIII, pp 120, i2i ; PC, p 79 apfemnm CUPRUM: I

TtlakamaHjari, p 62.

* Jam Lckha-saugraha, I, p. 211.

6 Canto XVIII, Vs 15-37.

* SJGM., I, p 77
* Ibid. XVIII, p. m
* Tilakamavjail, pp. 17, 62

‘PC

,

p 78.

6 NiltvS
, p 1S5 straara fnWHlrtiiTTM I

3 Ibid
, p iSo- aigpg 1
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Fitness should be the only criterion for office.1 These ministers while holding

their offices in the secretariat were also m charge of the business of the

provinces and sometimes were called the ministers of these provinces.* They

also toured to inspect the affairs of the State.

Aksapafahka or Mahaksapafaltka . Besides the ministers who held im-

portant portfolios in the centre, there was chief superintendent of btkarana

who was called ak§apatahka or mahaksapafaltka * He may be taken as

equivalent to chief registrar, or inspector-general of records, in charge of the

Record Office. He did all the business of seal relating to the drawing up of

documents {paftaka).

Dula: The foreign affairs of the State were under a minister who was

called data.* He examined all the terms of treaties and negotiated for peace

and alliance He had under him reporters and informers who enabled him

to keep in touch with developments in foreign countries. In emergency he

himself went to negotiate the matter of peace and war. In the Ttlaka-

manjan he is called as pradhanadwta 6

Other Officers Koiadhipa or koisdhyaksa* was also an important

functionary. He maintained the account of income and expenditure in the

royal treasury. A Jam inscription refers to mahasahaniya as an officer.

Perhaps, he was the great master of the stable 7 Rajavaidya or the royal

physician looked after the health of the king and the members of his

family.8 The officer in charge of the jewels was known as pradhamratna-

dhyaksi 9 There was an officer m charge of sealing the letters of the king’s

command. The orders were sealed with lead of red colour 10

There must have been, however, many more departments but the Jain

sources of our period do not throw any light on them.

VI. Provincial Administration

* For administrative convenience, big kingdoms or empires were divided

into a number of provinces which were given different names in different

1 Ibid , p 6o
. qj qsr fsI^RT NSJ II

* SJGM

,

XVIII, p. xi2. No. 108.
3 Tilakamatyati, p. 103: ffilSqwiiroffcE: I

4 Nihva . , pp. 170-171 3PTra%Tss% fsjM I

' P. 8a.

9 SJGM., I, p. 7.

7 Jam Lekha-sangraha, I, p. 226, No, 875.
8 pc., p 55 • riterfaro i

'
B Tilakamanjart, p. 63.

19 Ibid,, p. 70.
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states. During the Gupta period, the provinces of U P. and Bengal were

styled as blmkti, but in the later period we rarely come across the term bhttkli,

in that sense. The term mandate in the sense of province was used in the

kingdoms of the Caulukyas, Paramaras and CShamanas. Thus, we know

from the Jain sources that Saurastra, Lata, Avanti or Mslavs, Astadasasati

(Asosittana) 1 were the mandates The terms ekaicta or pranta was also used

for a province in the Jain literature 8

The governors of provinces were usually called mshamamtehsvara or

mantfahimra. The appointment of the governors was entirely in the

bands of the king. Qualified persons with administrative capacity were

appointed to the poat. Thus, we learn from the Jam colophons that

Sobhanadeva was governor of Khetaka mandate during Jayasiinha’s time,

while Vosan was the governor of Lfitadesa during Kumarapala’s reign.3

Sometimes, princes or near kinsmen were appointed to this high post. Thus

Prthvirsja III appointed his so-called brother Yasoraja in Kumsrabhukti at

Asmagara.4 To rule over the newly conquered territories, generals were

usually appointed Thus Vimala dandanayaka was the governor of Arbnda

during the reign of Caulukya Bhlma I,* while Saurastra, during the reign of

Jayasimha and Kumarapfila, was ruled by its governor Sajjana* and Nadol,

during Kumarapala’s time, by its Governor Vaijaladeva7.

The provincial governors exercised wide powers They maintained

regular armies at provincial headquarters and were responsible for the

maintenance of internal peace and the protection of their territories from

external invasion Thus, Vastupala as a governor of Cambay averted the

invasion made by Saukha with the timely help of the army.8 The Ttteka-

manjari states that the governors of provinces were satisfied by ministers in

their administration 8 This shows that they had a sort of cabinet to

consult now and then

VII. Feudatories o> Samanlas

Like these provinces there was a number of feudal states during our

period, which owed allegiance to the permanent power The chief of the

1 SJGM, XVIII, p 107 ,

S

JGM., I. p 16, Arbuijam Ldha-savaoh, II, p 8

•PC, p. ra.

3 SJGM., pp 103, 1°7 -

4 SJGM. II, p 86

‘ Arbud Lekha-sandob, II, p 3
* See supra, p 278
7 Sec supra, p. 278

* Sec supra, p 305
* P* 8* I
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feudal state was called satnanta or mahssamanla, mandahka, mandalndhiptitt,

or also inanflaletvara 1

The etymological meaning of the word sammta. is vicinity, which signifies

nearness to the king’s kinsmen and relatives or persons coming of such

families as had rendered meritorious services in past or scions and repre-

sentatives of dispossessed kingly families In the Jam inscriptions and colo-

phons of the MSS they are designated by various subordinate titles like

maharaja, mahasamanta, mfihasamant&dhtpatt, mandaleivam, mahamanda-

leivara and mahamandahhi and sometimes rdnaka and thakkura. Sometimes

they obtained the paneamah&Sabda from the sovengn For instance the

Devagadha Jam inscription informs us that the maMsamanta Visnnurama

had been conferred the fanca-maMtabda by Bhoja Pratihara the ruler

of Kanauj.2 Most of these titles represent certain grades of feudatories They

appear to be always territorial lords. They were usually required to

acknowledge their subordinate position in the official charters they issued

by mentioning the name of the suzeram first

3

We have several Jain

inscriptions of the reign of Kumarapala and the Cahamana of Nadol where

samantas are seen owning the suzerainty of their feudal lords. They also

attended the imperial courts not only on ceremonial occasions but also at

periodical intervals. Several Jam literary works describe the imperial

courts crowded by feudatories who came to pay personal homage to the

emperor 1

The samantas maintained small armies and, occasionally, supplied them

to their sovereign in the time of war and, sometimes, they themselves were

employed in the military service and led the army m the battle and served

also in the capacity obmimsters. 6 For instance, Yasodhavala, the Paramara

ruler of Candravatl, supplied his army to his sovereign Kumarapala and led

it to the battle of Kaunkana. A Jam colophon informs us that he also served

as a chief minister of Kumarapala for some time * Similarly, his two sons

and grandsons served loyally the successors of Kumarapala with the

assistance of their military 7 Feudatories who rebelled and were defeated

1 El , IV, p. 3098. , Vasanta-vtlasa, pp 12, 22 ,
JamLekha-sangraha, I, p. 212.

3 Ib'd , IV, p 309 fi.

* Ibid., IV , Jam Lekha-sattgraha, I. pp 211, 251, EL, XI, PP- 43
"4®

1 TnsastiSalakdpurusa-eartta, I, V. 693 , II, V. 6.

Ttlakamaiijari, p. 63
* See supra, p. 193, Section on the Param&ras of Candravatl,

* Ibid.

7 Ibid
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in war were subjected to a number of indignities. 1 We have seen, for

instance, that Kumarapala defeated and dethroned Vikramasiinlia Paramaia,

a feudatory, and seated his nephew upon the throne 5 Sometimes, we find

instances of feudatones throning away the imperial yoke and becoming

independent during the weak rule of their sovereign Thus the Guhilotas

became independent of the sovereign 3 Several princes of the Nadol

branch of the Caham&nas and Kacchapaghata MOladcva of Gwalior, a

feudatory of the Candellas, may be mentioned here as examples.

VIII. District Administration

Provinces or mamlalas were divided into a number of districts called

'visaya' The head of the visaya was naturally called visayapah or visayi1

or probably, rdjyacmtaka5 in the Jam inscriptions The headquarters of

the visaya was known as niahastlidm. or pattana * The vxsayapali collected

government revenues and other cesses and maintained peace and order with-

in his jurisdiction. The officers of the police department, known as danda-

paitkas or coroddhatamkas, probably worked under the directions of the dis-

trict officers Leading persons or important representatives of the visayas

and towns as mahajanas, vtpias and gosi/nkas assisted district officers in the

work of administration 7 The visayapah represented the king and hence he

is called raiasthsmya m the inscriptions The details of the district admini-

stration were looked after by a body of officers each in charge of a Depart-

ment and most probably working under the control of the District Magis-

trate The Kalvan Jam plates of Yas'ovarman of the time of Bhoja Para-

mara mention some of the heads of Departments and officers like the sclaka

(officer-in-charge of weapons), the grsmataka ( officer-in-charge of the

administration of the village as a whole), gokultka (superintendent of cattle

stations), caurtka (police officcr-m-charge of thieves and robbers), sanlkika

(superintendent of tolls and customs), dandapaiika (chief of the police),

pratirajyika >, mahaltama (the header the oldest men of a village), kntumbins

* Ibid

! Jb,d.

3 See supra, p 172
1 Jam Lckha-sangraha, I, p. nq, No So.)

* Jm* Ltkha Sangrala, I. p 238, No S99 rraRraT t

Dr Bhandarkar, however, takes this term to mean a person looking after
the administration of the kingdom. El., XT, p. 53

* El., XI, pp 305, 310.
7 Ibid
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(in all likelihood the leading men in the villages due to their wealth or social

influence) 1 and others.
t

Subdivisions and other lower limits .

The visaya was further divided into aharas, the ahsras into pathakas-,

and the pathakas into gramas. For example, a Jam colophon refers to one

Khefakahara under the district of the same name

8

Pathakas also have been

referred to m the Jain colophons such as Dandavya pathaka, Valapadra

pathaka etc 8 Ordinarily the limits of a visaya and those of a pathaka were

fixed, but, at times, what was once a visaya was called a pathaka and vice

versa, for example Gambhuta is once called a visaya and at another time a

pathaka.* We also find occasional references to the smaller units likepattald,

drafiga, mandali, sthali, padras and path in our sources A Jain inscription,

dated V E 1860 from the Vimal temple at Abu, refeis to VIsaladeva Para-

mara enjoying a pattala m A stadafasatamandala.
6 The Jhalodi inscription

of the Paramara Dharavarsa refers to Candravati as the dianga, the orna-

ment of the country of Astadaiasatadesa * Mandali in Varddhi pathaka1

and Dadlmthalt near Patan and Sthali near Radhanpur have also been

referred to 8 Several padras also have been mentioned m the Jam colo-

phons 8 These padras appear to have been important units of administra-

tion so much so that even royal princes and generals were put m charge of

them 10 The reference of paths also occurs in our sources such as AsapaUi,

Caharapalh, Vyaghrapalli, Pundrapalli etc 11 Path generally denotes a very

small village, especially a settlement of wild tribes 18 But in our inscrip-

tions and colophons it does not seem to have been used in this sense for we

know that there were far advanced villages where all kinds of religious and

literary activities were going on

1 EL, XIX, p 69 ff a

8 SJGM , XVIII, p. 103
* Ibid., pp no, in.
* IA , VI, pp 196, 198 and Vienna Oriental Journal, V, p 3°°-

6 Arbud Jam Lekha-sanioha, II, No 2, p 8.

6 Ibid IV, No 311
7 SJGM., XVIII, pp. no, in
8 DV., IX, V 77 and XIV, V. 24.
8 SJGAif., XVIII, Appendix VII, ArbudJam Lekha-sanioha, V, Appendix VIII.

10 IA., 1913, p 60
11 SJGM , XVIII, p 166 Appendix VII.
u Monier Williams, Sansknt-Enghsh Dictionary, p. 610, Abhtdham-RSjendra

V. 729,
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The term Bhukh . In a small kingdom like that of the Cahamanas of

Nadol or Jalor we find a peculiar unit of administration which is known as

bhukh. This term is used there in the sense which hardly means a province.

Certain Jam inscriptions from Nadol show that the personal properly of the

members of the royal family was called bhukti and the official designation

of the propnetor of the bhukh was bhokts.

1

Sometimes more than one

prince governed the same bhukti conjointly. Thus Rajaputra Lakhana-

pala and AbhayapSla are known to have been the bhoklis of Sianava and

Samagaka 3 Instances of bhitkhs being assigned to queens are also obtained

Thus JalhaiiadevI, the queen of Kelhanadeva, is said to have enjoyed one

such bhukh 3 It seems that the princes governed their bhukh personally,

while the queens might have done it through their agents The personal

property of the kmg was known as iSjakZya bhoga? or svabhoga* Thus the

Ssndera Jain inscription of Kelhanadeva, dated V E 1221, informs us that

the queen mother Anagadevi donated some com out of the king’s estate.

3

Some other peculiar units like dv&dataka, and cauidsi were a kind of

estates held by the princes Thus Nadol Jam copper plate grant informs us

that Rajaputra Klrtipala had received a group of 12 villages to rule from

his father and elder brother 7

IX. The City Administration

The capital of the king and some other important towns of the kingdom

had their own administration. In the capital the king’s orders mostly re-

gulated the administration But usual administration was under a com-

mittee whose chairman was puradhyaksa Certain religious towns had also

committees for their management. Thus, we know that under the pttrddh-

yaksa Gauda the religious city of Devapattaua was managed * The puradlt-

yaksa was assisted by a number of officers in his administration The pro-

tectors of city were known as nagara-raksakas,
7 who worked under the war-

den of the city, sometimes called as talsra The city warden’s post was

considered as an important one Thus w e know that Jagadeva, a favourite

1 El , XI, pp 49, 50
,
Join Lekha-sangraha. I, p 231.

1 Ibid., Jam Lekha-sangraha, I, p 231.
1

Ibid., pp. 51-52 , Jam Lekha-sangraha, I, p 229
* Ibid., p. 47 , Jam Lekha-sangraha, I, p 229
* IA., 1913, p 60.

* Jam Lekha-sangraha, I. p. 210
’ 01'., XV, V. 38.

* SamarStcca-kahd, p. 270 ( Ahmcdabad cd

}

* Samaratcttt-kahd, p 270
46
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of Jayasimha Siddharaja, was the city warden of Anahilapura 1 The Ciiwa

inscription composed by a Jam monk informs us that during the Teign of

Padmasimha Guhila, Yogaraja was the talsra in the city of Nagadraha !

The strorehouse
( bhsnddgdra )

of the city was under the officer styled as

bhsndagsnka The head of the police officers was known as dandapsHka

whose duty was to investigate the crimes of the city 8 The policemen were

called rajapumsas 4 The judicial administration of the city was under a city

magistrate called karamka,
6 who held his office in the council hall called as

the pancakula .
s

Pancakula The term pancakula in our penod is used in various

senses. It is considered by scholars as signifying the representatives of

wards and thus their congregation also came to be known as the pancakula

The commentator of the NHivdkydmrta states that the term katana signifies

the pancakula. Somadeva mentions the five composites of the karana or

pancakula They are (1) adsyaka (who receives the state income), (2)

mbandhaka (who maintains the accounts), (8) prativandhaka (in-charge of

seal), (4) muigrahaka (finance minister) and (5) rajadhyaksa (head of the

above four) From these functions of the karana we get an idea of the

State exchequer.

The term pancakula used in the story of Vanaraja as well as m other

places in the Prabandha-cinlatnani'1 denotes that pancakula was a revenue

officer of Government. Pancakula m the Samamcca-kaha has been referred

to as the Court with Junes (P 270).

We shall also see that the pancakula has also been used in the sense of

the village council.

Guilds {gosthis or Ireni)

The Jain sources of our penod throw a flood of light on guilds and their

activities. Although we hear of their existence from the Gupta period, yet

we find during our penod their wider activities Guilds or gosthis as they

were called were a kind of corporations of professionals Thus we find

guilds of dancers, musicians, weavers, oilmen etc Some of such corpora-

tions were also associated with the administration of the areas in which they

1 See supra, p. 260.
* Mohai aya-pitt ajaya (GOS., IX), p 78.

* SJGM ,
I, p. 77.

4 Samardtccakaha, p 271.

* Ibid , p 271.
8 pt ir, p 66

1 SJGM

,

I, pp 12, 57 and 82
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flourished Persons belonging to these groups were called gosllvkas 1 The

kings of our period are seen bestowing certain powers on these bodies

Thus, an inscription, dated V E 1348 of the reign of Samantasimha Caha-

mana of Jalor, informs us that gos{ht was authorised to transact all the

business of income and expenditure of hatia (market place) They arc also

entitled to form a body known as the institutions of bhstlaha 2 In another

Jam 'inscription from Gbatiyala, dated V E. 918 of the reign of Kakkuka,

we arc told that the king authorised the bhaftaka goslht to protect the

temple of Jma which he had built and donated 3

The gosthis of our period also enjoyed certain privileges Thus, we
know from a Jain inscription from Osia of Kelhanadeva, dated V.A. 1286,

that the king made his grant before them, and the storehouse was kept

under them 4 Another Jam inscription from Scvadi, dated V E. 1198, in-

forms us that gosihi possesses the power to impose restrictions 3

Hemacandra mentions many gos(lus, eighteen in traditional number.

It seems that a number of people of different sections were employed m
different establishments in the city and belonged cither to the government

service or non-government service. They organised themselves into co-opera-

tion in order to be associated with the running of the local administration.

A'. The Local Government

The existence of the Local Government is also revealed from the Jain

sources, although they do not give much account of their activities

Municipalities Probably there were municipal bodies which controlled

certain affairs of the town Many Jam inscriptions from Western India

mention mahujana-sahha and gramma sabha as two separate bodies The
Nadalai inscription, dated VE 1200 of the reign of Rajapala, mentions
viahdjana-grmmHa-jaitapada-samaksa s Another inscription of the same
king found at the same place mentions that the mhSjana, all combined,
donated certain objects 5 It also differentiates mahSjanas from others
The Sevsdi lam inscription, dated V E 1172, of the reign of AnahiUa, shows
that commander Yasodeva was ranked first in the king s court as well as in

1 Jam Lrkhasaugrala, I, p 236
! Ibid , p 249
5 Ibid , I, p 261 MtqtPfirriTVT I

1 Ibid , !, p 198
s Ibid , J. p 227 mfe5?! j^p.T -pi ,

* Jr i . LefJn-snigrjI.a, I, p 21

5

' Ibid , pp 213, 214
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the committee of ir.ahsjanas.
1 Yet another inscription of Prafihsa

Kakknka, dated Y.E. 918, states that a Haft (market place) was

by n.ahsjanas, ripra and others.® AH these inferences riiow the existence of

a body which may be called, in the modem sense of the term, muniripaEtv.

From the above inscriptions we know that the council of this body

consisted of important persons of the town such as ir.alajar.as (respected

persons), vtpras and some of the members of gosthis (guilds). The im-

portant markets (haftas) of the towns were under the control of thee

municipalities. They were also authorised to impose taxes for religious gifts

to temples and the Jain inscriptions recorded various such taxes. The Jain

inscriptions record toll house {sulkamantjapiks) under the management of

the town committee.5 Sometimes the dues of the Central Government in

customs duties were collected by the town committee on its behalf; thus the

pilgrim tax atBahtdoda in Gnjarata which amounted to 72 lakhs was collect-

ed in the 12th century by the local municipality on behalf of the Central

Government.4 The tax collector was called par.cav.da? The permanent

secretary (Mray.kz) was in-chaige of the records and correspondence of the

committee.

Regarding other details such as selection and other functions of the

committee we have no information from the Jain sources.

The Triage Administration: The village administration was usually

managed under the supervision and direction of the village headman. In

the Jain inscriptions and literature he is called grdn.ina^aj gramma, grsma-

K'fa/ patlckfia,
s mdhataha or mahaniaka* during our period.

Mar.afara and llahaf.ama

:

The majority of the Jain inscriptions of

our period refer to the mahaiiaras or inahaScmds of a village.10 The two

terms, though apparently representing the comparative and superlative

degrees, have the same political significance as that of the elders. Their

repeated mentions show that generally the elders of a village associated, it

- Hid., p. 227.
8 Ib:s.. n. rfi.
5
Jair. L't'.a-ssr.sraaa, 1. 1>. 215.

4 PC. I SJGZI. }, p.57.
s Ibis., p. 57 : Jair. Lt'-ha-sargrahs, I, p. 233.
6 Jair. Lesba-ssf.grar.s, I, p. 213.
7

Yf.'r'ri., p, 53.

s PC., p. S3.

5
Jair. SHSk^hsssr.grdhs, I, p. 232-233.

lr
Ibid., I, p?. 21$, 240 and 266.
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seems informally, with the regular servants of Government m the manage-

ment of rural affairs Sometimes, they rose high and obtained recognition

at the courts of suzerains and feudatories

Pancakula Inscriptions from Western India, however, show that from

c, 600 A D the village elders used to appoint a formal executive committee

of their own. The Jam inscriptions also show a similar development in

R&jasthana where the executive of the village assembly was known as

pancakula It, most probably, worked under the guidance of a headman

known as mahanta 1 The word pancakula has got a number of meanings,

which have already been discussed elsewhere

Somadeva refers to the Village tribunals8 also Beyond this scanty

information we have no detailed accounts of village administration in the

Jam sources

XI Revenue and Finance Admtmsh ation

The success of the Government of our period must have rested on the

sound finance, for finance is said to be the very source of all achievements 3

The treasury of the king always serves an useful purpose in distress as well

as prosperity 4 It is a sound government whose sources of revenue are

abundant and items of disbursement are limited. The treasury should be
full of precious metals like gold and silver and many other currencies s

This treasury is the very life of the king 6 The king whose treasury is

empty generally robs his subjects and then the kingdom is ruined 7 Soma-
deva further stresses that it is the treasury and not the person of the long

which is the real sovereign 8 He alone wins victory who has got wealth.

Only he who has wealth is reckoned to be great and well-born > The
wealth for the treasury should be acquired by lawful means, not illegally by
bribes, etc.16

1 Jam SilSlckha-stmgraha, I, pp 233, 249, 266
9 Niltva., p 202, Sutra 22

8 NUms , p 27 m- 1

4 ibid . p 202 rj. =r
1

5 Ibid
, p 202.

4 Nitiva , p 203’ ^ it tJJ&n H 51TOT I

7 Ibid , p 203
8 ibid

, p 204 ^ w »jra'bn

8 Ibid , p 204
10 ibid , p 183 b%t srfsw 557 sim
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In the Amatya-samuddesa of the Nthvakyamrta the administration of

revenue is put under a minister (amatya).

Sources of Revenue : The splendours of the court, the salaries of the

officers and establishments, the army and multifarious activities of the state,

necessitated a vast revenue According to Kautilya and Somadeva agri-

culture, cattle-breeding and trades were the main sources of revenue in

ancient India. Their prosperity was the prosperity of the state itself.

1

Revenue during our period was derived partly from taxation and partly

from sources other than taxation From sources other than the Jam we
know that the land tax was the primary source of revenue, but as most of

the Jam sources of the period are of religious character they seldom yield

the name and kinds of the taxes levied on. It cannot be said with

certainty what exactly was the share of the-product from the land that was

actually collected by the state But it is reasonable to assume that the

traditional J of the produce was collected in the period under review*

Land, however, was measured for the purpose of taxation, for the measure-

ments of land are often given in the inscriptions of the time Thus the

Kalvan Jain plates of Yasovarman refer to mvartana, a kind of ancient

measurement which is considered to be equal to 60 yards

3

Another

measurement by seed capacity was also in vogue during this period The

Dubkund Jam inscription tells us that Vikramasimha donated a field whose

length and breadth were specified by the seeds of wheat measured by four

goats.* Sometimes dronas of seeds were also applied in measurement We

also find in the Jain inscriptions that fields had their names and were always

mentioned in grants with their boundaries, the word for which is Agitata.*

Villages are also described by their boundaries 6

Some of the grants made to the Jain temples, however, throw some

light on the nature of taxes levied on to meet the expenses of the temple.

The most important of such records is the Bijapur Jain inscription of the

Rastrakuta Dhavala of Hathundi It records the permanent (
aksaya

)

endowments renewed by Vidagdharaja previously made by his father

1 Ibid , p 93 qsjtrraij #1^ =7

m: 1

* Ibid., p. 88 • qfcnssst f? j£qi 'W'tsrarewtra, ssg’iuuiuS'JWT

*ii5Pi 1

8 EL, XIX, pp 69-75.

* Ibid ,11, pp. 232-240
5 Ibid

‘Ibid, XIX, pp 69-75.
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Mammata 1 The description is as follows
(
1
)
One rupee for each twenty

loads carried for sale, (2)
One rupee on each cart filled (whether going from

or by the village), (8) One karsa per ghdt at each oil mill,
(
4)

13 colhkas
t

of betel leaves by the bbaftas, (6) pellaka-peUaka (>) by the gamblers

(6) One Sdhaha (four seers) of wheat and barley from each araghatta, t e..

well with a water wheel,
(
7) five polos for pedda, (8) one vtnsopaka com for

each bhaia (2000 palas), (0) ten polos from each bhara of articles such as

cotton, copper, saffron, gum and so forth, and
(
10

)
One inaoaka for each

drona of wheat, mmg, barley and such other objects as can be measured.

The chief need of temples was oil and incense. To meet the expenses

of oil there are certain taxes recorded by the Jam inscription From the

ftadlai inscription of N&dol [CShamina Rajpal we get the information that

two palikds (measure) of oil per ghanaka were given to the temple, perhaps,

for daily3 use These gifts were called dhatmadayas or dharmdyapradatti.
3

From the above description an opinion can be formed that taxes of

such nature also were levied to meet the expenses of the state

There were also taxes collected from guilds of merchants and artisan

classes There were organised associations of bankers, traders and merch-

ants as could be seen from a number of Jam inscriptions found in Raja-

sthana and Western India They were the wealthy classes of the state and

paid good sums of money m the shape of taxes The relationship between

them and the state was cordial

The occurrence of the term mandaptkS such as Sulkamandapika,

Vadarya-ma idapika, Saimpdfi-mandaptka, in some Jam inscriptions and*

inscriptions other than the Jain and Jala->naodapiis and Sthala-maodapika

in the PurS.tana-pmbandba-songraha*' shows regular custom houses m towns

and elsewhere

The chief revenue was collected m kind and in some cases in cash.

Though the taxes on trade brought in money yet the circulation of money
m every state was very limited Every trade transaction was earned on for

the most part by barter, but references to corns are not wanting m the Jain

literature and epigraphs The Vastideva-fandi mentions pana and karsdpana,

the two coins as means of exchange *

J See supra, p 182
3 Join Lehha-sungraha, pt I, p 213
3 Ibid

* Ibid , pp 209, 212, 233.

* SJGM., II. p 56.

* Bhavanagar edition, pp 15, 257, 268
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It also frequently refers to dinar (dinarious), a gold com The chief

coin which our inscriptions mention is the dramma 1 The half dramma was

called diammdrdha The Bijapur Jam inscription of Dhavala (c. 980A D.)s

and several other inscriptions refer to the use of ntpaka which in Moham-

madan period came to be known as rupee, perhaps it was equal to one

fourth of dramma. The minor coins that are mentioned are the vmtopdka,

presumably the 20th part of dramma and the kapardika, hakim and

varataka s Hemacandra in his DvyaSraya-ksvya mentions some of the inte-

resting coins. Among the minor corns he names siirpa.* One garland cost

(two siirpas in those days. He also refers to prastha and bhagtka, the latter

bring equal to about half a rupee in value 6 We also find mentioned there

some valuable corns of gold. A com is referred to as equal to 20 or

40 rupees, which seems to be made of heavy gold. Other gold corns men-

tioned are niska, vista and pala 6

Other Sources of Income • Unclaimed property and treasure were some

other sources of income to the king Thus, we learn that the Caulukya

kings used to take the property of the deceased who had no sons after them

in their estates Large tributes from the feudatories and valuable presents

from the merchants of other countries also yielded a profuse income to the

state Fines and forfeitures formed another plentiful source of income.

Expenditure '—The state had to employ so many paid officials to main-

tain the departments. Besides the expenditure of the royal household the

king had to meet the pay and pension of the officials including the menials

A good sum of income was used up by the military department to maintain

the soldiers, leaders, animals and other paraphernalia of the army. The

kings of our period spent the state income for religious and benevolent pur-

poses also as we see m the case of Bhoja, Paramara, Jayasimha Siddharaja,

Kumarapala, and the illustrious ministers Vastupala and Tejahpala.

Accounts Department Somadeva emphasises that accounts of income

and expenditure should be kept in an orderly manner and submitte P®n®

dically for audit and approval. If there be any discrepancy, it sho

checked by the expert accountants 7 This department was a par o e

1
Ibid., p 289

* See supra, p. 182.

* DV Canto XVII, V 88.

4 Ibid., Canto XVII, V. 48.

5 Ibid., Canto V, 94 and 100.
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big secretariat (karana,) and consisted of the five officers adayaka, ntban-

dbaka, pratikantaka, vmgrshaka and Rsjadhyaksa 1 The capital, free

from inaccuracy m the debit and credit side, is known win * That win is to

be checked through the accounts-books by the experts 8 The general term

for the officials of finance department is inyogi * The king is advised to

keep watch over them through spies or to transfer their duties frequently

or to offer them royal honour so that they would not do any mischief.8

They should be accused very often so that they could not create any trou-

ble “ Thus accused they must have to yield immense wealth to the state.

We. however, do not know much about the working method of this depart-

ment from the Jain sources of our penod.

XII Law and Justice

Somadeva says "A king should always try to get at sinners and crimi-

nals, at all those who are obstacles to the happiness of his people Accord-

ingly the kings of our penod were the dispensers of justice In our penod

we do not find kings making laws, perbaps.it was because of the Hindu
view that the king had no legislative power Traditional laws were already

there and the kings had merely to execute them.

Somadeva and other Jain wnters are absolutely silent about the sources

of law which means that they seem to have agreed mostly to the views held

by wnters other than the Jam ones in this respect.

Court. In the Nhivakyaimta. the court of law is named sail

a

and the

Presiding Judge of the court is known as sabhapati. Assisting judges or

junes are known sabkyas 8 But, in the Samaratcca-kaha the court is called

pancakula (Court with Junes) and judge is called karamka<* perhaps being

an officer of the great karana ( secretanat
) Sometimes the throne room or

audience hall of the king was also the house of justice According to the

1 ibid , p. 188 ‘WPi-H'st+nferorSPiNifT wifti
* Ibid SH} I

„ ana, i, p 209.
8 Nittva , p 189 ftgKfaT Jtfeqftrart ^ I

* Ibid , p 189 STUftfiflr jpSoiT lERf BRgglrfJc! I

3* sroTwtft ssurcr n

8 Ibid., pp 296-297 Sutra 5-7
* Ahmedabad edition, pp 270-271
47
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Kmidrapila-pratibodha of SomaprabhasQn, Kumarapala in the foufth

prahara of the day (about 8 p.m ), took his seat on the throne in the royal

court and attended the business of state, heard appeals from the people and

passed judgments on them.

1

Somadeva says that cases decided in the

village tribunals or city tribunals should be put before the king for appeal*

which shows there were other types of courts also. The king was the

highest court of appeal and m all judicial matters the final decision rested

with him Written appeals to the king were allowed, says Vasudevahindi*

(c. 6th cent.) The term used for a law suit in our text is vyavahara .
1

Juries Somadeva refers to sabhyas with whose help the king (sabhapah)

administered justice. It is said that a king should be careful to select them.

The sabhyas should never indulge in greed and favouritism, they must

always offer wholesome counsel to their sovereign. From this it appears

that the sabhyas of Somadeva must have been Junes of the court. Soma-

deva does not refer to any procedure which the court followed, in deciding

the case 6

Evidence But he prefers that the cases should be supported by docu-

mentary evidence. Bhukti (possession), ssksi (witness) and Sssaita (deed

or charter), these three were known as infallible evidences The disputed

possession and witness and false deed are always the point of controversy *

Oath

.

Somadeva believes in oaths in deciding the case In law courts,

a Brahmana is to take the oath by touching his sacred thread or a piece of

gold, a Ksatnya by touching a weapon, a jewel, or the ground etc , a VaiSya

by touching his ear or gold, a 6i)dra by touching milk or com. The idea,

we are told, is that the forms of oath should be according to the profession

of the person concerned.7

Like the Smiiis the Nihvzkyamrta knows ordeals as parts of judicial

procedure 8 ' ~ ” ‘

Punishment It is one of the chief topics of political science. Its

importance is enormous But punishment by a king ought to be like the

I GOS., XIV, Introduction, p. xm.
II NitivS.

, p. 302 art 3^ ifr# I

3 Bhavanagar edition, p. 233 : 9%^ A 1

4 Niliwt
, p. 302.

8 Ibid
, pp 295-296: snfcsrag; i

8 Ibid., p. 298 gftcr meft5W wnjJ
7 Ibid., pp. 30S-307.
8

Ibid., p. 300.
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ministration of medicine by a physician

1

It should never be prostituted

to monetary ends. He is a bad king and a bad physician who eagerly looks

out for disorders with a view to obtaining selfish gratification.3 Unjust

punishment recoils on the head of the monarch 3

Let ns now see what the actual practice was The Jam literature

mentions various kinds of offences, amongst which robbery, adultery, and

murder were the chief

Thieves were caught by a police man who was styled as rajapmusa and

who presented them before the pancakula (Court with Junes). Delicate

cases were referred to the ministers who, sometimes had the power to inflict

even the capital punishment.4 The Tnsastiialakapurusacartta refers to the

rock of execution [vadhya-Uld)

5

The Bihallatha of Hansena refers to

some forms of public condemnation A culpnt had his head besmeared

with ashes or shaved, leaving five tuits of hair, his property was confiscated,

and, tied with^nncawAa, he was driven through the town on the back of an
ass Presentation of black clothes, of a pair of black oxen and of dark

(or iron ) implements indicated contemptuous treatment. A messenger from
an offensive party had his head clearly shaved and his ears and nose

chopped off 3

Painters who committed crimes were deprived of their hands. The
offenders of king were captured without any warrant by the police (danda-
pahka

)
and punished instantly

Eight kinds of punishment are recorded in the Jam tradition. These
are expression of regret, prohibition, reproach, reprimand, confinement to a
certain district, imprisonment, corporal punishment and fine 7 The SimUs
exempt Brahmanas from the capital and corporal punishment instead of
that they prescribe only banishment for them but the Arhannitt* gives
the same privilege for women and ascetics also It states’ "Even if they
have committed a thousand crimes, a woman, a Brahmapa and
should never he made to suffer capital punishment, nor cutting off of limbs,
but only some simple punishment should be inflicted on them” 0 Somadeva

1 Ibid p xoa

* Ibtd , p 103
5 Ibid

,

pp. 104, ros
4
SamarSicca-kaha, pp 270, 271 (Ahmedabad ed 1

* VI, 40.
'

4 Introduction, p 88.
7 Samar&icca-kaha, p 358.
8 Arhanmit ( Ahmedabad, 1906

)

8 Ibtd
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in certain passages seems to concede in particular sanctity to Brahmanas,

but he has treated all as equal before the law.

XIII. Military Administration

The rulers of some of the dynasties of our period were maintainin
g

good fighting forces to protect their kingdoms The strength of such power

is mentioned m some of the Jain works as well as in the works other than

the Jam ones. It is stated m the Aihole Jam inscription that Hama had

an army of well trained elephants (gajendr&nika ).

1

The Kalacun king,

GSngeya, is reported to have an anny of fourteen hundred of elephants, a

cavalry containing five hundred thousand of horses and 21 hundred thou-

sand of men 1 The Paramara king, Bhoja, encountered Gangeya with an

army consisting of a cavalry of forty-four thousand horses, five hundred

thousand men and two hundred elephants 8 The Piihvirsja-prabandha refers

to Prthviraja’s army which possessed two hundred thousand of horses and

an elephant corps of ten thousand and man power equal to fifteen hundred

thousand.

4

Similarly, the Prdbandha-cintnmam states that Jayacandra

Gahadawala had such a vast army that being embarassed by it even he could

not walk ; he, therefore, bore the title ‘Pangu’.

6

Some of these statements,

however, are fortunately corroborated by foreign writers. Finsta informs

us that the Cahamana army in the battle of Tarai comprised, besides in'*

fantry, two hundred thousand horses and three thousand elephants *

Amy organisation From these references it appears that the army

consisted of infantry, cavalry and elephants. Though we find chariots

mentioned in the Jam literature, it probably refers to the conventional four

arms or caturanga of the Indian army. The disappearance of chariots from

India’s military system, it seems, came during our period. Hemacandra, in

his Dvysiraya-kavya, refers to six-fold division of the army, presumably

based on the area or source of recruitment. The sadangas of the army were

the hereditary troops (mania), mercenaries (bln la), gild levies (
trcm), soldiers

supplied by feudatory chiefs or allies
(
suhrd-balam), troops captured or won

over from the enemy (dvisad-baluni), and forest tribes (aiavi-balam)
7 The

1 El., VI, pp. i-io
8 SJGM., II, p so.
3 Ibid.

4 SJGM., II. p. 8?
5 SJGM., r.p. 113 .

8 Bngg’s tr , Vol I, pp 176-177.
7 DV„ Canto VI, V. 71
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earliest references to this six fold division occur in the Epics and the Artha-

sastra, but they are also found in the later works like the Kamandahtya and

the Nitwnky&mrta

1

and in the inscriptions ranging from the 6th to the Utli

century Somadeva refers to one more division of the army known as n«f-

sahika bala which, used by the conquering monarch at the time of his world

conquest, was sure to destroy the enemy’s force The chief merit of this

battallion was that it consisted of royal pnnces, knights, well versed m arms

and loyal soldiers s He further adds that the energetic force {atdsshika bala)

should be gratified by riches and honour, without displeasing the hereditary

forces 8 Among the six-fold division of the army, the hereditary division is

considered to be the best, for it stands by in the time of distress, it never

rebels even though punished and it always remains faithful and loyal to its

monarch.4 It is the honour of the master that makes the forces fight, not

the monetary gain.4 Negligence in inspection by the king himself, cut in

the salary, ever late payment, carelessness on removing distress and no

gratification in special occasions are the chief reasons for displeasure of the

army.

4

Vyuha In those days, in a battle it was customary to divide the

troops into different vyithas (battle formations or array), where all the forces

could be put in service to decide the issue sooner or later. Somadeva states

that army, intelligence, land, favourableness of stars and superior efforts

may be regarded as successful means to form the military array.’

Fortifications and seigecraft are next in importance Forts constituted

an important link in the scheme of national defence. Somadeva says that

in the absence of forts the position of the king, specially in the time of

trouble, becomes shelterless like a ship-bird who goes astray on the sea.8

Weak rulers often take shelter in them. It is said that the lnng used to

store all sorts of provisions and ammunitions there.* We, however, have
several references to the forts in our period Dharfi had a fort where Bhoja
took shelter when he was invaded by the Kalacun King, Kama, and Tthim n

1 Niiraa , XXII, p an, sutra ia ff

* Ibtd
, p 2ir, sutra 13.

* Ibtd

,

sutra 14
4 Ibtd

,

sutra 15
5 Ibtd , P 113 *r gwnflswfir wr snSrasiHs 1

4 lbid , p 113, sutra 17
7 Ibtd

,

p 367
8 Nittvs , P 199 stgferm qqlforat ^twRwumRr ?mm I

* Ibid , p 199, sutra 3
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Caulukya conjointly.1 The invading party generally laid siege to the fort

and the victim king through his siegecraft whiled some time m order to get

the. chance to encounter the attack. Forts were mostly under the super-

vision of royal princes or trustworthy relatives of the king. The officer in

charge of durga is ealled fcoftapsla or kottaswnmt

2

Diplomacy. During our period diplomacy also played an important

role in warfare. The use of diplomatic agents like Dittos or ambassadors or

boras or spies would have been very considerable. Somadeva is more m
favour of diplomacy than war 8

Diplomatic agents or ambassadors should be loyal to their master, free

from' vices, well versed in duties, pure in character, profoundly wise, talent-

ed, compassionate, acquainted with the clue of others * They are classified

into three catagories msrstartha was one who had the full powers of nego-

tiations, paramitsrtha was one who coutd not deviate from his instruction

and iasanahara ditto was merely to deliver the message and take back the

reply

6

The envoy should study the ms and outs of the enemy’s territory,

the loyalty or otherwise of his officers through the persons who are close to

them, behaving like their own man * He should not accept the grants and

tributes presented by the enemy side.’

An envoy was not to be molested on any account, he might talk as he

liked but his life was sacred Even when hostilities have started, the king

should send his dittos and they were not to be touched 8 During the penod

under review the dittos of the opposite party were respected. Thus, we learn

from the Vasanta-vilasa that Vastupsla did not insult the ditto of Sankha

who spoke bitterly 8

, In ancient as in modern times, the ambassador was a licensed and open

spy, during his stay at the foreign court, he was to cultivate friendly rela-

tions with a view to getting a clue to the real policy of the, Government.

He was to observe the general condition, estimate the State s resources m

1 See supra, p 103
8 SJGM., XVIII, p 10
3 Nitiva., XXX, p 345 It

*

* Ilnd
,
XIII, p 170.

6 Ibid
,
XIII, p 170.

* Ibid., XIII, p 170, sutra 170 • yiffwfecK5^^ etc

7 Ibid , XIII, sutra 15
8 Ibid., XIII, sutras 17-20

!R5#tTll
8 60S., VII, p 22 fl
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men and money and get first-hand information from his own spies abdut

the condition of the defence and forts of the country He was to send his

reports to the home country Thus, we learn from the Prabandha-cintdmani

that Damara, the ambassador of Bhima I Caulukya was at the court of

Bhoja Paramara, who did his best to serve his home country, Gujarata.1

A regular system of espionage was another feature of warfare. The

spies were the eyes of the king to watch over his own circle and the circles

other than his own a Ungreedmess, smartness, truthfulness and thought-

fulness were the qualities of spies s

These spies disguised themselves as ascetics, scholars, sorcerers, jugglers,

foresters, snake-charmers, singers, dancers, tradesmen, artisans, astrologers,

mathematicians, physicians, soldiers and so forth, roamed about in the

country and gathered pubbc opinion from every nook and corner.4 They

were paid regularly In their tum they showed their promptness in the

discharge of then duties.4 The spies were also helpful to the king in the

administration of justice

War Officers The infantry was under the immediate charge of pattya-

dliyaksa The cavalry was considered, par excellence, the mobile force. It

was under aivapaU who had masters of stables under him, known as ssha-

niya in Rajasthan The SevSdi Jam inscription of VE. 1167 mentions

mahdsahamya Puavl 6 Elephants duly trained were particularly useful in

siege, assault and bridging The elephant corps was under a gajapati 7

The army commander or general was known variously as mahada idadhi-

pati, senapah, dahdanatha, ia.idanayaka or dant}adhipati We have elsewhere

narrated the qualifications of a true general Thus, we learn from the Citor-

gadha inscription composed by Jam Ramkirti that Sajjan was da idanatha of

Kumarapala 8 The Dhanersva Jam inscription dated V.E 1213, mentions
VaijjaUdeva as da idansyaka 8 These generals, sometimes, were mad? fa-

charge of the newly conquered provinces and, sometimes, they held the
portfolio of the Prime Minister, as Sobhanadeva was appointed to rule over

1 See supra, p ior

* Ibid

,

p. 17a, sutra 2
4 Ibid , sutTa 8

• Ibid

,

sutra 3.

8 El , XI, p 29.
7 PC (SJGM) ,p 61
8 RIG

,

Part II, No. 146
8 JawLekha-sangtaha, I, p. 218, No. 860.
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Latadesa in the time of Bhlma II,1 and Sajjana over Saursstra.' Sntata

was dandapatt as well as Prime Minister ! But the general policy according

to Somadeva was “Military authority should not be in political counsels
”s

We may say m explaining this statement further that the war mongenng,

ammunition manufacturers and army commanders have no right to partici-

pate in the deliberations which are aimed at the establishment of enduring

peace and order in the world.

It is said that at the time of war, to lead the army by the king himself

is like the Aivamedha Sacrifice.* The king of our period led the army in

the battlefield as Bhoja did against Gangeya and Kumarapala against

Amoraja, Jayacandra against Paramardi and Prthvlraja against Mohammad

GhorL

Sometimes feudatories and sometimes generals also led the army as

Yasodhavala Paramara, a feudatory of Kumarapala, invaded Konkaija on

behalf of his master* and Gurjara-Brahma senam of Kumarapala attacked

Ballala 6

We find references to the battle drums m the Jain literature The

Ttlakamanjari calls them sannihapafaha or samara-dakka or samarabhen.

The king mostly rode on elephants The members of the royal household,

the minister and their families, also used to accompany the marching forces

The journey was made on elephants, on horses or in bullock carts. Vatdyas

and physicians were kept with the army At the moment of departure,

battle drums, conches and other instruments were played upon The Dvys-

Srya~kdvya says that Jayasunha and his army used to cover about eight

koias (sixteen miles) in a day.7 They encamped at a suitable place, the

encampment mostly happened to be like a small town where all the ameni-

ties were found The Ttlakamahjan gives a very beautiful description of

an army on march where a prince in charge of that army observes some

religious rites, proceeds on his way, and encamps at a sea-shore. There a

description of an encampment is given elaborately We find there a detailed

description of a naval invasion also 8

1 SJGM ,
XVIII, pp. ro3, 712

* Ib'ld., p. Z2Z
a Nihva , p. 136 : ^ jisiif&firR'T: 5=5-

1

* Ibti., p 369 SlfJl’T:

* See supra, pp. 267-275
* See supra, pp 267-275.
7 DV., Canto 14, Vs. iz-18.

* Kdvyamala Senes, pp. 123-125.
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Weapons The offensive weapons usedm war were discus (cakra), bow

Idhantisa) with various kinds of arrows [bana), sword (khadga), battle axe

(paraiu), mace {gada), javelin (tomard), vanous kmds of spears
(
kwda,

bhattika and bhindmal), yuntras such as catapult
(
hlavarsana-yantra), a

kind of rod [gospana), hundred-killer (ialaghm) and so on

1

Some of the defensive weapons have also been mentioned such as, shield

(ianna), body armour
(
kavaca ), helmets

(
hrastrma ), neck-protector

(kantha-tra ia), cover for the trunk (kitrpasa), a coat extending as far below

as the knuckles (kancnka), arrow averter {varabana) !

Each of the fighting armies had its banner marked by certain auspi-

cious signs Thus, we learn that Jayasimha Siddharaja had a banner

marked by Tamra Cuda {a kind of bird) * If the banner fell or was snatched

by the enemy it was considered to be a sign of defeat

Sixfold Policy Since the universal conquest was not always possible,

it was necessary to select best means for the promotion of the interest of

the king as well as the state For this purpose Somadeva, like his predeces-

sors, refers to the following six measures of policy
(
ssdgimya

)
alliance, war

marching, halting, dividing the army and seeking protection 4 He bas defined

each of the measures and considered it to some extent But nothing new

he has to say about them

The ancient political writers have discussed the internal position and

relation of the conquering state with the neighbouring states at the time of

war Like Kautilya and Kamandaka, the Jam author, Somadeva, has also

stated the doctnne of mandala or circle of states though he does not discuss

it elaborately 5 He simply enumerates the rune components of which the

rajamandala consists, viz uddstna (neutral), maihyama (mediator), vnighti

(conquering king), an (enemy), mitra (ally), parsmgrdha (a rearward

enemy), asara (friend of rearward enemy or rearward friend), akranda (a

rearward fnend), antarihi (king of concealed policy, almost foresters)*

Defining these terms he mostly deals with the vijtgisu or the conquering

monarch, for he is the most important and chief component of a mandala

He is advised to extirpate such an enemy whose subjects are displeased with

1 Sanshnt Dvyairaya KSvya ma Madhyakaliva GufarStani SamSjtka Sthih,

Chapter on Sainya and Sastristra

* Ibid.

5 Ibid

* Nitioa

,

XXIX, pp 323-325
5 Ibid

,

p 317 ff.

* Ibid

,

p 320, sutra 30 ,

48
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him, who is unjust, addicted to vices, and whose friends, ministers, feudato-

ries and generals are dissentient.1

He should annihilate the enemy who is without shelter or weak in pro-

tection If the enemy turns to be an ally he should be killed or deprived

of all the prowess. He should consider his enemy who is elevated with the

three constituent elements of regal power as a strong one, and devoid of

these elements, as a weak one, and equal m them as an equal.1

The conquering monarch, decreasing in strength, should make a treaty

by some agreement
,
if there be any violation of the treaty it should be cor-

rected by swearing, etc ; and growing in strength, the conquering monarch

should overcome his enemy if there be no agitation in his own camp 3

During our period, at the time of war, states were mostly divided into

two or three groups. Some of the states sided with their friends and others

joined the enemies. Some of them remained neutral. We know from the

Btjapura Jain inscription of Dhavala of Hathundi that Dhavala was neutral

and gave shelter to those who sought for it.3 Annexation and, sometimes,

restoration of a rival's state were the policy of the day. For instance, Jaya-

siinha Siddharaja annexed the territory of Yasovarma Paramara and

assumed the title of Avantmatha,
c while Mularaja restored Grahanpu and

made him an ally * Kumarapala, sometimes, annexed the territory of the

Cahamanas of Naddula by appointing his generals to look after it and,

some times, restored their territory on their accepting his suzerainty.7

Peace and Treaties

:

Somadeva says that the earth is not the heredi-

tary possession of any one; it is only enjoyed by the strong and powerful.8

Thus, he declares that war is inevitable. But, in the same voice, he also

denounces the councillors and friends who advise a king to wage war or to

leave the earth.8 He prefers diplomacy to an armed conflict, for diplomacy

is more effective than force. 10 He further states that the objects which may

be achieved by peaceful means should not be got by armed conflict.11

1 Ibid

,

p. 320, sutra 30.
1 Ibid., sutras 31, 32 and 33.
3 Ibid., sutras 50-51.

* See supra, pp. 180-182.

3 See supra, p. 252.
6 See supra, p. 227,
7 See supra, p. 151 ff.

8 NilwS
, p. 331

: fSpTctf wnft #. ft7!
8

Ibid., p. 344 : 3 fti iHt *11 ’T:
I

10 Ibid., p. 346 •
jjstT autq STOji fSIBpfaRl

11 Ibid., p 351 : uiugrefr gggpsNgftfol
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The State-policy and heroic valour of the conquering monarch are

mostly to add to bis wealth and more so to add territory to the kingdom.

1

To avoid conflict it is advised that a weak king may sign a treaty with a

strong monarch offering him the income of the land,8 for it is no good to

fight with a hero * It is also advised that if victory in war be doubtful,

peace must be concluded even with one equal in every respect.*

Thus, we learn from the above chapters dealing with the dynasties that

most of the kings of our period followed the above instructions. The later

Paramaras, being weak in rule, mostly remained in peace with the Caulukya

long of Gujarata.

Ethics of War Like his predecessors, Kautilya and Kamandaka,

Somadeva also divides conquest into three categories
(
1) dharma-vijaya

(battle according to the rules of dharma), (2) lobha-vijaya (battle through

covetousness), (8) asura-mjaya (battle involving adharma).

5

In another

place, in the chapter of yuddha, Somadeva refers to ktita-yuddha and tusni

danila, the two kinds of the conquest. By the first he means the attack

pretended to be made over one, but made over another And by the second

he means the silent war by undesirable means such as the use of poison,

incantation, etc 8 He does not, however, refer to dharma-yuidha as Kautilya

does Perhaps during our period, there was no conception or ideal of

dhama-yuddha Somadeva, however, like his predecessors, enjoins the dip-

lomatic means of Sama, Upapradsna [Dana) and Bheda as the precautionary

measure to avoid war. He states that if the enemy be subdued by reconci-

liation the armed conflict should be avoided.7 But as a true politician he
says that if the only means to overcome the enemy be the armed conflict,

to adopt the other diplomatic measures is like putting the oblation m the

fire.'

A powerful king should not pardon the guilty one, for to pardon him is

to court insult *

1
Ibid., p 344 -

* Ibid . p 330.

* Ibid., p. 36a
4 Ihd , p 326.

I DIB., p. JUS, ,

_

* Ibid

,

pp sutras 90-01.

7 liii.p 351: 55BW4 n fqftl
8 Ibid., p. 3sr : ftiiS4Pn=TOtqiqipii^ifiH 1
* ibid., p. 338 . wftMNmifts «jt qnT 5 tremnR: I
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'It' is natural that in battle there would be a number of weak and woun-

ded ‘soldiers It is said that a true leader of army should sympathise with

them, comfort the wounded and encourage the weak. Somadeva says that

the' frightened and the unarmed should not be killed in battle. It is like

killing a Brahmana 1 Treachery again should be avoided, it is a deadly

sin 2 The held-up prisoners in war should be released with sympathy and

honour 8 The king is entitled -to make provisions for the family of persons

deceased m battle in the service of the nation 4

Everywhere a soldier puts forth his best efforts not so much from pros-

pects of monetary gam as for the honour expected from his master 5 They

should be ready to lay down their lives to save their king on the battle-

field,8 All the same, a ruler should be careful and punctual in paying his

forces What is the use of a cloud which does not ram m timei* 7

XIV Public Works Derailment

The kings of our period were also interested in works of public utility

The Ttlakamanjari in one place records that king Meghavahana ordered the

artisans to restore the dilapidated temples at once; he asked the officer to

fill up the empty chanty houses with new provisions, beddmgs and medi-

cines for travellers and patients, he asked the m-charge of the forest (udyfi-

napala) to protect the trees planted on the sides of tanks and rivers 8 We

learn from the prabandha literature that Bhoja employed hundred and seven

vaidyas and physicians to serve the patients He erected a bell-tower at

the crossing so that a person by pulling the bell-string could approach the

physician for free treatment He insisted upon doctors, to cure patients

suffering from acute diseases free of charge He also provided all kinds of

facilities to sufferers 8 We know that the Caulukya kings were very fond of

digging tanks and lakes, erecting temples and towers equipped with sun-dials

and bells . Three among the four great works of Jayasimha Siddharaja, the

great temple, the great lake and the great chanty house, were concerned

1 Ibid
, p. 364

8 Ibid., p 366
3 Ibid

,

p 364
4 Ibid., p. 369

BUST I
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8 Ibid , p 369 gfa ifosrsrat ^ .

7 ibid
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8 K&vyamBla Senes, p. 65
8 SJGM., II, p. 22.
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chiefly with public welfare 1 Setting up of many water-houses, construction

of many rest-houses and excavation of numerous wells and tanks, which

cost about three hundred crores and fourteen lakhs, were possible only due to

the eudaemomstic efforts and altruistic seal of Vastupala and Tejahpala, the

minister of VIradhavala whom Balacandra-Sfln has immortalisedm the pages

of the Vasanta-mlasa-inahak&vya *

There must have been officers to look after all these works, but we do

not find any particular reference to them m the Jain sources of our penod.

1 See supra, p. 255 if.

* COS., VU, See Introduction to Vasauta-v,ISsa.,,,altlUav}a
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List o! the jam inscriptions used as a source of information for the indivi-

dual dynasty.

Abbreviations

CP -Copper-plates.

C R — Contemporary record.

E R — Early reference.

I —Image.

Ins — Inscription.

P -Pillar.

T — Temple.

S —Saka, & Stone inscription

VE. — Vikram Era.
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Serial Name of the Date t

n

A.D
No Inscription Indian Era

CHAPTER II

I Pusyalh&Us

1 Aihole ins of

Pulake&n

II (C.R of Harsa)

S. 556 634

CHAPTER III

I Gurjara-Pratiharas

(l) Joihapur Branch

2 Ghatiyala ins of

Kakkuka V.E 918 861

(u) Avantt Branch

3 Osia Jam T. ms. of

Vatsaraja V.E. 1013 956

4 Deogarh Jain T.P.

ms of Bhoja I. V.E 919 862

5 Ahar Jain T. ms.

of Allata (C.R. of Circa

Devapala) 948

6 Dubkund S ins

Vikramasimha

(C R of Rajyapala) V.E. 1145 1088

CHAPTER IV

I Palas

7 Nalanda Jain

Temple p ms
of Raiyapala

24 yr C 935

II Senas oj Bengal

8 Mulgnnda Jam S.

ms of Krsna II

(Rastrakuta)

(for E R of Senas) S. 824 903

9 Sravana-velagola

ins Marasimha II

(for E.R. of Senas) S. 896 819

Reference

El, VI, 6-10;

JSLS n, No. 108

JRAS, 1896, pp. 513 fi,

JLS I, No 945

.
ASI, Ann. Re. 1908-9

pp. 108 ff
, JLS, I,

No. 788

El. IV. pp. 309-10,

ASIR, X, p. 101

,

JSLS, II, No. 128

H.R. II, p. 428

El II, pp 237-240,

JSLS. II, No 228

IA XLVII.p in.

JBORS, 1928, p. 489

El, XIII, p. 193

,

JSLS, II, No. 137

JSLS, I, No. 38
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Serial Rome ofIh Date m A D Htfennce

Kc Inscription Indian Era

IH Kesnrl Dyanasty

10 Lnbtendu Case—of C. 10th Cent. E I, XIII, p. 165-66,

lMyotake&rl(>) 5 No. XVI, PJLS, Lp 43

11 Nava Mum Cave ms. C. 10th Cent.

of Ud}otakciari(ii) 18 ibid , PJLS, I, p 42

CHAPTER V

I. Caniellas

12 Khnjuralio Jam 1.

ms of Dlianga V.E. 101

1

954 El, I. pp. 135-136

13 Papaura Jain I. ins. Jam Sahslys aur Itthas ,

of Madanavarma V.E. 1202 1145 p 193

14 bid V.E. 1202 1145 ibid

15 Kliajuraho Jain I.

ms. of Madana>

varma(i) VE 120S 1148 El, I, pp. 151-153

16 ibid (n) VE. 1215 1158 sbii

17 Mahoba Jain I. ins.

of Madanavarma V.E 1211 1154 ASR XXI, p. 49

18 ibid VE 1221 1164 ASR II, p.448

19 Ahara Jain I ms Prcmt Abhi. Granlh

of Paramardideva V E. 1237 1180 p 625

20 Ajaigarli Jain I. ins.

of Viravarmadeva V.E 1331 1274

21 Ajaigarli Jain I. ms
of Viravarmadeva V.E 1335 1278

II Kacchapaghuta

(I) Of Gmltor

22 Sulianiya Jain I. ins.

of Vajradaman V.E. 1034 977 JLS 11, No 1431

23 Sasababu 1. ins.

of Mabipaia VE, 1150 1093 LA. XV, pp. 33-46

(II) Of Dttbktmd

24 Bayana S. Jam ms.

ofVijayapala VE. 1100 1043 / A. XIV, pp. 8-10
25 Dubkund S. ms El, II, 237-240,

of Vikramasimba V E. 1 145 1088 JSLS, II, No 228
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Serial Name of the Date vn A D Reference

No Inscription Indian Era*

CHAPTER VI

(I) Paraim) as

26 Kalvan Jam T. C.P.

of Yagovarman

Calukya of the

reign of Bhoja undated El, XIX, pp. 69-75

27 Modi Jam TS ins. V.E. 1312 1256-7 —

CHAPTER VII

CShamanas

(II) of Sakamlhan

28 Bqoha Jain I Rock

ins. of Somegvara V.E. 1226 1170 El, XXVI, pp 84-112

(III) of Naddiila

29 Sevadi Jam T. ins. El, XI, pp. 28-30;

of Asaraja(i) V.E. 1167 1110 JLS, I, No. 875

30 ibid (u) V.E. 1172 1115 ibid, pp 30-32; JLS, I,

No. 876

31 Nadlai Jam P. ins El, XI, pp. 34-36,

of Rayapala (in the JLS, I, No. 843

,

Adraath temple) (i) V.E. 1189 1132 PJLS, II, No 331

32 ibid El, XI, pp 37-41,

(in the Neminath JLS, I. No. 857,

temple) (u) V.E 1195 1138 PJLS, II, No. 332

33 Nadlai Adinath I ms El, XI, pp 4-42,

of Rayapala (m) VE 1200 1143 JLS, I, No. 844

34 ibid (iv) V.E 1200 1143 JLS, I, No. 845

35 ibid (v) VE 1202 1145 JLS, I. No. 846

36 Kiradn S ins of El, XI, pp 43-46,

Alhanadeva (i) VE. 1209 1152 PJLS, II, No. 346

37 Nadol C.P. Jam
grants of

Alhanadeva (n) V.E. 1218 1161

El, IX, pp 63-66,

JLS, I, No. 839

El, IX, pp 66-70;

38 ibid (m) V.E 1218 1161 JLS, I, No. 840

39 Sanderava S. ms. El, IX, pp. 46-49

;

of Kelhana (i) V.E. 1221 1164 JLS, I, No. 883
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Sirtal Name of the Date •n A D
Ne Inscription Indian Era

40 Lairai S. ins. of

Kelbana (u) V.E. 1233 1176

41 ibid (in) do do

42 Sanderava S ms
of Kelbana (iv) V.E 1236 1179

43 Saciyaya Mats )ns

of Kelhana (v) V.E. 1236 1179

44 Gangani. Jam 1. ms
of Kelbana (vi) VJE 1241 1184

45 Paladi, S. ms of

Kelhana (vu) VE. 1249 1192

46 Vimala I. Jain ms.

of Lflmga VE. 1378 1321

(IV) of Jalor

47 Jalor Topakhana

Jam ms of Sama-

rasimha (i) V.E 1239 1182

48 do (u) .(i)V.E. 1221, 1164,

(n) 1242
|

1185

(in) 1256 1199

(iv) 1268 J 1211

49 SnndhS. Hill S. ms
of Cacigadeva (i) V.E. 1319 1262

50 Jalor Topakhana

Jam ins of Cgciga-

deva (u) V.E 1323 1264

51 Ratnapnr Jain ms.

of CSdgadeva (in) V.E, 1333 1276

52 Bbmamal P Jam ms.

of Cacigadeva (iv) V.E. 1333 1276

53 Hathundi MStip T.

?. ms. of S&manta-

sunba (i) V.E 1345 1288

Rtjertnce

El, IX, pp. 49-51

;

PJLS, II, No. 347,

JLS, I, No. 891

JLS, I, No. 892,

PJLS, II, No. 348

El, IX, pp 51-52,

JLS, I, No. 884

JLS, I, No. 804

PJLS, II, No 429

El, IX, p 73,

JLS, I, No. 955,

PJLS, II, No. 424

APJLS, II, No 1 (n),

pp.4ff

El, XI, pp. 52-54

,

PJLS, II, No 351,

JLS, I, No. 899, p. 238

El, XI. pp. 55

,

PJLS, II, 353;

JLS, I, No. 899, p 239

El, IX, pp. 70-77,

JLS, I, No. 903

JLS, I, No 903

JLS, I, No. 935

SGI (i), pp. 480-481,

No. XII

JLS, I, No. 897
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Serial Name of the Date in AD Reference

No.

54

Inscription

Ratnapur Jain ins.

of Samanta-

simha (n)

Indian Era

V.E. 1348 1291 JLS, I. No. 936

55 Vermeda Jam T.

ins of Samanta-

simba (in) V.E 1352 1285 JLS, I, No. 749

56 Juna Jam T. ms.

of Samanta-

simha (iv) VE 1352 1285 JLS, I, No. 918

57 Jalor Topakhana

„ Jam ms. of

Samantasimha (v) V.E. 1353 1296

JLS, I, No 903,

PJLS, II, No. 353

58 Vaghina Jam ms.

of Samanta-

simha (vi) V.E. 1359 1302 JLS, I, No 959

59

60-61

I. Guhilotas

Ahar Jam T. ms.

of Allata

Two Ahar Jam ms.

of Saktikumara

CHAPTER Viri

unated

Circa

V.E. 1034 977

HR, II, p 428

HR, II, pp. 434-437

62 Sanderava Jam
T P. ins. of

Samantasimha V.E 1258 1201

ASI, 1VC, 1916-17,

pp. 65-66

El, XX, No. 446

63 Ghaghasa S ms.

of Tejasimha (i) V.E. 1322 1265 MIR, 1927, p 3

64 Citor S ins. of

Tejasimha (u) V.E, 1324 1267

RMR, 1923, p 3,

JASB, LV, part I,

65 Cinva S ins of

Samarasimha (i) VE 1330 1273

pp. 46-47

El, XXII, p.285,

WZKM, XXI, p. I42ff

66 Citor Jam T ms
of Samarasimha V.E 1335 1278

IA, XXII, pp. 80-81,

HR, II, p 479

67 Rampur (Ranakpur)

Jam T ms. of Rana

Kumbha V E. 1496 1439

PJLS, II, No 307,

JLS, I, No. 700
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Sertal Mims e/Ms Date tn A D Rejtmict

ATo Inscription Mian Era

II. Raslrakfitas of Hastthmdt

68 Bijapur Stone ins V.E 1053 997 JASB . 1893. Pt. I,

of Dhavala V.E 996 949 pp 308-14,

El, X, p !7ff.

P/LS, II. No 318.

/IS, I, No 898 ;

HIG, III, No. 238A

III Paramaias of BSnsavara (VSgada)

69 Arthuna Jam T.

ins. of Camundarija V E. 1159 1102 RMR, 1915, p. 2

70 Arthuni Jam T. ins

of Vijayaruja VE. 1166 1109 El, XXI, p. 50

IV. Paramdras of CandrSvah

71 Diyana Jain T. P
ins of Adbhuta

Krsnaraja V E. 1024 967 APJLS, V, No. 486

72 Vimala Jain T. ins El, IX, pp 151,

(from Abu) of APJLS, II, No. 1

.

Dhandhuka VE 1088 1031 BI, p 36

73 Jhalodi JamT. ins VE. 1252 1195 PJLS, II, No 430,

of Dharavarsa (i) VE 1255 1198 APJLS, V No 311

74 Arftsana Jam T ms.

of Dharavarsa (n) V.E 1276 1219 APJLS, V, No. 21

75 Luna JamT ins El. VIII, p 211-16,

ofSomasimka (i) V E. 1287 1230 A PJLS, II, No 250

76 do (u) VE. 1287 1230 APJLS, II, No. 251

77 do of

Kanhadadcva VE 1287 1230 APJLS, II, No 251

78 Dattam Jam T P

ms ofVlsaladeva VE 1345 1288 APJLS, V, No. 55

79 Vimala Jam T S APJLS, II, No 2
ms (from Abu

)
of

Visaladeva VE 1350 1293

PJLS, II, No 133,

HIG, III, No 233A,

Poona Orientalist III,

No. 2, p. 69
V Par(imams of Kvadtt

80 Kiradu Siva T. ins JLS, I, No 942,
of Someivara VE 1218 1162 BIG, III, No. 149B.
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Sertal Name of the Date tn A D
No Inscription Indian Li a

CHAPTER IX

II Caulukyas
(
Solankts

) of Gvjat&la

81 Varunasarmaka C P.

of Camundaraja V.E 1033 977

82 Vimala Jam T ms.

(from Abu) of

Bhima I (l) V.E 1088 1031

83 ibid (n) VE 1119 1062

84 Citorgadh S. ins.

of Kumarapala V.E 1207 1150

85 Vadanagar PraSasti

of Kumarapala V E. 1208 1151

86 Kiradu S. ms of

the reign of

Kumarapala VE 1209 1152

87 Nadol C P. ms of

the reign of

Kumarapala V E. 1213 1156

88 Kiradu Siva T P
ins of the reign of

Kumarapala VE 1218 1161

89 Jalor Topakhana

Jam ins. of the

reign of Kumara-
pala VE 1221 1164

90 Ratanpur Siva T P.

ins. of the reign of

Kumarapala undated

91 JunSgadha S. ms
of Kumarapala V E. 1225 1169

92 Gimar Jam T. ms
of the reign of

Bhima II V.E. 1256 1199

93 Somanath P. Jam
ins. of Bhima II V.E. 12S(x)

ReJersnct

HIG, III, No 136A,

pp 154-155.

APJLS, II, No 1,

PJLS, II, No 132,

El, IX, p. 151-56.

El, IX, p 148,

El, XIX Inscription

of N India, No 137.

El, II, p. 421,

HIG, II, No. 146.

El, I, 293,

HIG, II, No. 147.

El, XI, pp 43-44,

HIG, II, No. 148,

PJLS, II, No. 346.

LA XXXXI.p 202,

HIG, III, No 148K,

JLS, I, No. 481.

HIG, III, 149B,

JLS, I, No 942.

El, XI, pp 55,

PJLS, II, No 352,

JLS, I, No 899 (n).

HIG, III, No 55A,

PJLS, II, No 345

BI, Pt 184,

HIG, II, No. 154

Poona OrienlaM,

I, No 4,

HIG, III, No. 157E

Poona Oruntahsl,

II, No. 4,

HIG, III, No. 158A.
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Sor t cf IAp Da'r in I D Rffennee

Sc Ittscnftton Ifdian I «

94 LOna 1. Jam me. FI, VI If, pp. 204 ff.

(from Abu) of flic me, 11, No 168,

reign of llhlnu APJLS, 11, No 251,

11. ii) a h 1287 1230 /•/AS, 31, No 64.

95 ibid (i) 3 i:. 12«7 1230 r/, VIII, pp. 204ff,

HIG, II, No 168,

I/VIS, 11, No 251,

J’JLS, II, No 65

CHAIM bR X
I VHfhelas

96 Drill .'nil Adm.'itli

J.un I ms (from

Abu) of flic rrign HI. p. 174,

of Vfr.idli.iial.1 V Ii 1267 1210 HIG, III, No. 206

97- 102 Giranlra Jam 1

ins of the reign of

Viradhataln, (i).

HIG, III, Nos 207-212,

(ii), (m), (it), (t)

\ (M) VC. 1288 1231

/VAS II, Nos 38-43.

103 Gim.’ira Xoninath Poona Orientalist,

T, me of Arjnnn- HI, No l.p 21,

dei a V.E. 1330 1273 HIG. Ill, No 2I9A,

p 210

101 Amaran-i S. Jam Poara Orientalist,

me ofSJratiga- III, No l.p. 23,

dc\ a (i) vr. 1333 1276 Puriitaltva I, pp 37-41.

105 Dattam Jam T.

ine of Sjranga-

deva (ii) VE 1345 1288

APIIS, V , No 55,

106 Vimala Jam 1 . 4 PIIS, II, No. 2;

ms of the reign W-S, II, No 133,

of S.lranga- IIIG, III, No 223A,

deva (in) VE 1350 1293 Poona Orientalist, III,

No 2, p 69.
107 Cambay (Kham-

bh.lta) Parivanath

Jam T S. ms. of

the reign of /VIS. II. No. 449,

Sirahgadeva (iv) V.E. 1352 1295 BI, pp 227-33.
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Candralekha, 49

Candralekha [tirthankara) ,
77

Candrapur, 244

Candra sun, 295

Candr&vatl, 186, 180, 191-192, 194,

238, 247, 298, 306, 318, 343, 358,

360

Cand’s RSso, 70

Canduka, 37, 46

Capa, 200

Capotkata (elan), 200-208, 211

Cara(s), 374

Carita(s), 1, 4, 5

Caiitra-sundara-gam, 243, 246

Carl-Cappoller, 43n

Cauladevi, 241

Caulkika, 216, 225.

Caulukadevi, 241, 263

Caulukya (a Ksatriya), 214

Caulukya-s (Solanki), 8-9, 67-68, 84,
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91, 95, 99, 107, 109, 114-115, 128,

132-133, 135-136, 149-151, 153-

154, 156, 158, 160, 171, 174, 176,

187, 189, 191-199, 212-296, 329

Caurasl (land-unit)
,
361

Caunka, 359

Cauro-dharamka, 359

Cavada(s) 3, 8, 9, 200-208, 225, 318

Cedi (desa), 83, 236, 274, 291

Central Asia, 13

Central India, 65-120, 254

Chandontisasana, 8, 253

Chatra-Camaragrahaka, 346

Chinese Annals, 23

Cintii, 211, 317

Cinra, 171-172, 175, 177-178

Citor (garh), 10, 171, 174, 177, 268,

278

Citra-kuta (Cittor), 100, 223, 230

Citrakuta-mahadurga, 177

Coda (Country), 198

Coda-Sunha, 171

Cohan (Cahamana)
,
122

Cola (dynasty), 60

CoHifea(s), 182

Commentary

—On Sanmati-Tark, 240

—On Vttarddhyayana Sutra, 240
Copadas, 206

Copper com, 141

Cudasama, 188, 273

Cnlnklka, 216

Cunmlal Modi, 269

Cunningham, A
,
18

Catch, 247, 285

D
Oabhoi, 292, 303, 304
DSdaka (CSvada), 214, 218
Dadaka (minister), 258, 260, 276

'

Daddaka (Dadaka)
,
224

Dadhaka (Dadaka), 214, 232
Dadhbthall, 241, 380,

Dahada (trader), 79

Dahala, 82, 84, 102, 253, 274

D K Jam—See Jam (Dr ) D K
D K Sastn, 204n, 261n

Daksinatya K§aunindra, 58

Damara (Damodara), 83, 99-103,

105, 239, 240, 278, 376

Dambarasimha (Paramara), 185

Danava (s)
,
122

Dandaka (DSdaka), 213, 214, 224

Dandadhipati(t ) 134, 250, 315, 375

DandanStli (t), 375

Dattdanayaka (t ) , 111, 268, 291, 295-

296, 308, 375

Dandapati (t), 189, 239, 240

DandapaStka (police), 359, 362, 371

Dandapur, 43

Dandavya-pathaka, 360

Dantavalabhikd, 343

Dantidurga, 32

Darbhavatl (Mod Dabhoi), 292

DarSanavyaya (Mum), 9

DarSa-Piimamdsa, 341

DaSaratha Sharna (Dr ) 2S4n

Daiama, 48-49, 68,-69, 220, 274

DaSarupaka, 94

Dahavatdra, 256

Dattam (village), 194

Daulatapura, 38

Deccan (countiy), 58, 81

Dehra-Dun, 124

Delhi, 132, 141-142, 145, 164, 192,

320-321

Demati, 82

Deogir (Devagiri), 254, 321

Deopara, 58, 60-61

Devabodhi, 282

Devada (Cahamanas), 162

Devagarh, 42, 329, 338, 358

Devaladevi, 269, 284

Develavada, (village), 238, 295

Devapala (Pratlhara) , 45-48, 172-

173 - - -
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Devapala (Paramara), 117-118, 294,

304, 338

Devapala (Pala), 56-66

Devapala (Kacchapaghata)
,

74-75,

80

DeVapattana, 116, 265, 279, 294, 361

Devaprasada, 241, 246-247, 263, 296

Devaraja, (Candravatl Paramara),

188, 196, 198-199

Devaraja (Naravarman)
,
132

Devasuri, 259, 260

Devendra sfin, 295

Dem(t), 338

Dhanadeva, 286

Dhananjaya, 294

Dhanapala (poet), 5, 63, 85, 87-88,

90, 94, 105-108, 237-238, 343

Dhandha (Mahattama), 316.

Dhandhuka (Paramara)
,
99, 188-190,

196, 198-199, 239

Dhanesvara (gaccJia) , 37.

Dhanga (Candella), 65-66, 71, 73,

220

Dhangaka, 288

Dhamka, 94.

Dhamka (ParamSra), 185

Dhanvja, 377.

DliaTa (city), 57, 67-68, 82-83, 97-

98, 102-105, 107-108, 112, 114,

116, 119, 145, 222, 239-240, 257,

259, 373

DharadhvanSa-prdbandha, 4
Dharamdhara, 198

Dharamvaraha (Paramara), 181,

187-188, 198-199, 232
Dharavarsa (Eastrakuta), 32, 41

Dharavarsa (Paramara), 157, 158,

174, 186, 190-194, 196-197, 275,

287, 306, 332

DbareSvara, 104

Dharma (Kaul)
, 57, 240

fiharmadSya, 367

Dharmadeva, 354,

Dharmapala, 19-23, 25-28, 30, 53-56

Dkarmaiaja (god), 74, 279

DharmaTanya, 201, 202, 205-207, 320

Dharma-aagara gam, 18

Dharmasamabhyudaya, 2

Dharma simha, 145, 343

Darma-vyaya, 379.

Dharmaya-pradath, 367

Dharmopadeiamala, 262n

Dhavala (Dharwar), 58-59

Dhavala (Rajtrakuta), 11, 91, 128,

149, 173, 180, 183, 227, 232, 294,

298, 300, 366, 378

Dhavalaka (minister), 245

Dhavalaika, 299-300, 313

Dhillika, 134-135

Dholka, 117, 163, 300, 302-303, 306

Dhruva II, 25-26, 28, 31-34, 41, 85

Dliravabhata (Paramaia), 190, 196

Dhruvapata (of Valabhi), 204

Dhulia Plates, 32

Dhumaraja (Paramara), 88, 120,186,

188, 190, 196

DigambaTa (sect), 9, 63, 71n, 76,

268

Digambararkait)

,

71

Digha-mkaya, 331

Dinara, 368

Diskalkar, 210

Diyana, 187

Dohad, 251-253

Dranma(s), 151, 155, 163, 167, 282,

312, 368

Dranga, 360

Drona (measurement), 182, 367

Dubkund, 111, 45, 66, 71, 75, 78-79,

100, 366

Dunduka (son of Ama), 21, 22, 28,

345

Durga, 374

Durlabha I (CShamana), 126-127,

169

Durlabha II (Cahamada), 126, 169,
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181

Durlabba in (CShamina), 129, 169

DurlabhaiSja (Caulukya), 57, 149,

198, 232, 234-237, 240, 256, 296,

336, 345

Durlabhadevi, 37-38, 57, 236

Dusala, 167, 169, 242

Data, 356, 374

DvSdaiaka, 361

Dvarappa (Barappa)
,
228

Dmsad-balam, 372

Dmsandhana-kavya, 2

Dvyahraya-kavya, 2-3, 49, 67-68,

96, 103, 113, 132-133, 149, 158,

188, 190-191, 202, 214, 216, 218,

225, 227-228, 232, 234, 236-238,

241-247, 261, 255, 258, 262, 266-267

269, 270, 273-276, 279, 282, 284,

345-346, 355, 368, 372-376

Dynasties of Central India, 64-120

—Of Eastern India, 53-64

—Of MadhyadeSa, 13-52

—Of Hajasthana, 121-199

—Of Saura?tia, 200-325

Dynasties of the Kanarese districts,

43n

Dynastic History of Northern India,

I, 45n

Dynastic History of Northern India,

H, 57n, 60n, 64n, 72n, 75n, 78n,

81n, 82n, 87n, 97n, 109n, 128n, 133n

135n, 142n, 143n, 148n, 164n, 171n,

173n, 177n, 184n, 186n, 187n, 222n,

226n, 230n, 237n, 238n, 247n, 252n,

265n

E
Ekadesa (land-unit), 357

Elphinsttme, 218

Elliot, H M
,
39n, 51n, 141n, 144

n

147n, 164n, 289n, 292n
Early History of India, 27
Eastern Calukyas of Vengi, 217

Eastern Magadha, 62

F
Festival of Parsvanath, 166,

—Of Santinath, 157, 168

Fergusson, 66n

Finsta (Tankh-i-Finsta), 164n, 168n,

289, 372

Fleet (Dr), 31, 43n

Forbes, 204, 218

6
Gada, 377

Gadararaghatta, 160, 289

Gadayvddha, 217

Gadha-mandala, 145

Gadhmagar, 72

Qadya-cmtamam, 5

Gahadarala(s), 4, 46-52, 63, 69, 85,

219, 252-253, 291, 334, 355, 372

Gajapah, 376

Gajasimha, 154-155, 166

Gajjanavj, 23

8

G5Ia, 252

GambhM (nver), 177

Gambhuta, (Visaya & Pathak), 360

Gambhuya, 201

Ganapati, 112

Qanaratna-mahodadhi, 8, 107, 258

Ganda (Audumban)
, 255

Ganda (Candella), 66

Gandharva(s), 74

Gangs (river), 25-26, 43, 48, 60, 81,

274, 317, 339

Gangs (family), 59, 86, 99

Ganga (Gangeya), 81

Gangala (prime minister), 260, 354

Gfingeyadeva, 81-82, 84, 96, 372, 376

Ganguly (Dr ) D C
,

3 14n, 197

Gantni (Head nun), 203

Ganuli (ullage)
,
309

Garjanaka (Gazam), 138, 290

GanrSla, 279
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Gaud (country), 3, 19, 29, 30, 54, 99,

198, 361, 275

Gaudavaho, 2, 17, 18, 20, 54

Gauda-bandha, 21

Gauda^vadha (Gauda-vaho)

,

20, 21

Gaura (minister), 355

Gaya (district), 62.

Gaya-Kama, 82-84, 274

Ghaghada (Cavada), 210, 211

Ghaghasa, 10, 177

Ghanaka, 367

Ghanerava, 278, 375

Ghat, 182, 367

Ghatacataka, 280

Ghataika (mod Kumben), 139

Ghatiyala, 35-37, 363

Ghina, 166

Ghughula, 305

Girijadevl, 282

Ginkalla (Camel), 93

Gimara (Mt ), 11, 277, 295, 299, 302,

304, 309-310, 317

Gita Govmda, 61

Glory That Was Gvrjaradesa, 219n,

250n, 302n, 309n

Goa, 261

Godavan, 92

Godag, 158

Godhra, 305

Godraha, 267

Goga, 170

Gogadeva, 319

Goggiyamroa, 87

Gobalvad Mehra, 273

Gohrla (Gulula), 275

Gohilavati, 303

Gokuhka, 359

Gonarda 267

Gam (measurement)', 80
Gopagin (Gwalior), 28, 73

Gopadn (Gwahoi), 72, 73
Gopala, 20, 53-55

Gopaia H, 56

Gopalagin (Gwalior), 28

Gopahkera (Gwalior), 77.

Gopendraka, 126, 127, 169

Gospana, 377

Gostha, 192

Gosthi, 40, 182, 187, 362, 364

Gosthika, 42, 157, 167, 359

Gotama (sage), 77

Govmda (Krsna), 94

Govmda II (Rastrakuta)
,
32-34

Govida IE, 25-26, 32, 85

Govmda Candra, 47, 48, 52

Govmdarai (of Delhi), 140, 141

Govmdara]a (Cahamana), 126-128,

139, 142, 169

Grahapati [anvaya), 66, 70

Grahanpu, 188, 227-229, 231, 378

Grama (unit), 360

GramakiUa, 364

Grdmataka, 359

Gramika, 364

Grammasabha, 363

Gramindka, 364.

Guhadatta (Guhila), 171, 172

Guhila, 119, 152, 172-176, 179, 181,

287

Guhilangaja (family), 172, 178

Gubilaputra(s), 171-179, 329, 338,

Guhilot 10, 45, 171-179, 329, 338,

359

Gujarakhan, 35

Gujargar, 35

Gujaranwala, 35

Gujarata, 3, 7, 8, 35, 38, 115, 128-129,

163, 171, 200-201, 205, 211-212,

217, 254, 291, 293, 302, 305, 308-

309, 320-321, 364, 379

Gujardtano Madhyakdlina Raja-

pffta Itihasa, 158n, 160, 200n, 21 6n,

234n, 256n, 268n, 271n, 278n, 287n,

307n, 309n, 310n, 315n, 316n, 321n

Guna(s), 133.

Gunasena, 59
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Guniju (Govindaraja) , 126, 128, 169

Gupta (dynasty), 2, 13

Gurjara(s), 16, 36, 83, 86, 114, 193,

200, 212, 214, 239, 293

Gurjara-Brahma-senam, 376

Guijaradela, 239

Gurjara-mandala, 299, 322n

Gurjara-Pratihara, 6, 22-24, 29, 33,

35-36, 46, 71, 78, 86, 171, 205, 222,

223, 329

GurJaratrS, 35

ChirjareSa (Jaya Siihha), 67

Guvaka I (CShamana), 126, 127, 169

Gfivaka II, (Cahamana), 126, 169

Gwalior, 10, 11, 23, 28, 43, 71-73, 75,

77, 85, 359

H
Habib, M,144n
HaddalS, 44

Haihaya(s), 46, 81, 202

Haji-ud-DIn, 127

Halayudha, 94

Hammira (Cahamana), 119, 121, 144-

146, 306, 343, 345

Hammlra-mada-mardana, 4, 117,

163-164, 176, 253, 256, 294, 304-

307, 322-324, 345

Hammira-TndhSkavya, 2, 119, 121,

123, 126-130, 133, 135-138, 140-

146, 231, 242, 349

Hammuka, 238

Hanai, 135, 141

Earaheh (Drama), 135

Harakhasimha (Siyaka), 89

Haravarsa, 56

Han (—temple), 74

Hanbhadra (sun), 5

Hanbhadra II (siin,), 201, 232, 245

Hancandra (poet), 2

Haneandra (Pratlhara), 87-38, 46,

60

Haripala, 341, 363

Hanpala (SutmdKdra), 317.'

Hamfija (Cahamana), 136, 141-142,

176

Hansena, 43, 44

Hariscandra (Paramara), 117, 118

HanScandra (Gahadavala), 47, 51

52

Hanvahana, 346

HanvanSoPurana, 1, 13, 21, 23, 25-

27, 29, 31, 39, 40

Hanvarman, 180, 183 . - ---

Han-vikrama, 214

Har?a, 14-17, 53, 329, 334, 371, 372.

Harfa-canta, 2, 3, 5, 337

Harsakam-prabandha, 52n

Harsa suhlia, (Siyaka), 89

,

Harsa-vaidhana (Harsa), 105, 204,

282

Hathigumpha, 63

Hathundi, 11, 91, 149, 156, 366, 378"

Hatim, 127

Hatta, 363

Hasan Nizami, 142, 164

Hajama-d-din (Sultan), '129

Hemaka, 167

Hemaoandra, 2, 3, 6-8, 49, 57, 68, 83-

84, 103, 111, 177, 188, 202, 204,

215-217, 225-228, 230-231, 234, 238,

247, 249, 253, 257-258, 266, 274,

276n, 277, 279, 281, 282, 285, 343,

363, 368

Hemacandra-tiin-cantam, 272n,

276n

Hemasena, 59

Himalaya, 135, 254

Hwiadn-bhava (Hit -Abu), 148

Hindavata (Pass), 145

Hindu temples, 66

Hindu Raja(s), 52

Hindustan, 135

HIra, 52

Hiradevi, 144

HIralal (Dr) Jam, 59
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—See also Jam (Dr) H L
Hiranya-garbha, 33

Hiru, 178

Historical Inscriptions of Qujmata,

198n, 199n, 215n, 234n, 242n, 282n,

283n, 288n, 299n, 300n, 302n, 304n,

308n, 310a, 311n, 317n, 318n

History of Bengal, 55, 62

History of India, 39, 51n

History of Indian & Eastern Archi-

tecture, 66n

History of Kanauj, 23, 25a, 36a, 44n,

47a

History of Mediaeval Indian Logic,

20a

History of North-East India, 19a

History of Paramara Dynasty, 114n

History cf Rajaputana, 172a, 173a,

176a, 188a, 200a

HitopadeSa, 220.

H. Jacobi-see Jacobi, H
Horse Race, 224

Huaa(s), 13, 14, 86

Hiinadeta, 236

Hyderabad, 108

I

Ibn-Asir (Iba-ul-AsTr), 238
Ibnu-l-Athir, 78

Iltutnash (Shams-ud-Din)
, 142-143,

164, 176, 307

Image of Hanuman, 185

—Of Laksmi, 232

—Of Mahavira, 320

—Of Nanditvara, 295

—Of Sumatmath, 192

—Of Vardhamana, 189

—Of Vrsabka, 183
Indian Antiquary, 9
Indra (God), 74, 225, 278
Indra IH (Rastrakuta)

, 43, 85, 223
Indraraja (Iadra), 25, 26, 32, 41

Indrayudha, 23, 25, 27, 29, 31-34, 40-

41

isana (temple), 63

lilaa (Siva), 155

Inscriptions (of Jams), 1, 10

Ifta-Purti, 255

J
Jackson, 291

Jacobi, H 201n, 232n, 240n

Jagaddeva (Laksmadeva), 108, 109

Jagaddeva (Santara), 108, 109, 254

Jagadekamalla (Calukya), 114

Jagadekamalla (Parmardi of Kun-

tala), 261

Jagadeva (Santara), 260, 261, 361

Jagadeva (CahamiLna), 133, 135

Jagadu-canta, 316

Jagaduka, 316

Jagajjampana, 235

Jagat simha, 175

Jahad (merchant), 70.

Jaikop Lake, 166

Jam Dhatu Pratuna Lekha, 12

Jaw Dhitu-Pratima, Lekha sangraha,

12

Jam (Dr ) D K, 94n

Jam Doctrine, 280

Jam (Dr ) H L ,
86n

Jain Hitaisi, 9, 14n

Jam Holy Places, 28, 281

Jam images, 63, 183, 189, 192, 295,

320

Jam Kathakosa-prakarana, 236

Jam Lekha-sangraha Pt I, 12, 40n,

129n, 147n, 149n, 156nl61n, 165n,

167n, 172n, 173n, 179n-18Gn, 197n,

275n, 278n, 286n, 346n, 356n, 358n-

359n, 363n-364n, 369n

Jam Mantra (s), 212

Jain Ministers, 282

Jam Monks, 64, 203, 209, 259

Jam Pustaka-prasash-sangraha, 10
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Jam Sahitya aw Itihasa, 45, 66n

Jam S5hitya.no Itihasa, 258, 259n,

268, 279n

Jam Sahitya Samiodhaka, 33n

Jams m the History of Indian Lite-

rature, 4n, 7n

Jam Stddhanta Bhaskaia, 9

Jam Sdalekha samgiaha, I, 86n,

364n, 305n

Jam Tliallaka, 151

Jam temples, 40, 57, 60, 70, 151-163,

167, 172, 177-179, 187, 201, 240,

250, 255-256, 272, 279, 282, 295,

319, 320

Jaipur, 124, 130

Jaitra Candra (Jaya Candra), 47-49

Jaitramalla, (Jaitugideva Paramara),

175, 176

Jaitra Sunha (Guhil), 119, 175-177,

306-307, 314, 315, 354

Jaitra Simha (son of Vastupala), 308,

313

Jaitra Simha (Cahamana), 144, 345

Jaitugideva (FaiamSia), 118-120,

175, 342, 354

Jakha (Jakjadeva), 166

Jaksadeva, 165

Jala-mandapika, 387

Jal51-ud-Din, 143, 146, 163

Jalhana, 133, 157, 284, 361

Jalor, 33, 35, 40, 41, 134, 159-168,

273, 274, 280, 306, 311, 303.

Jamban, 227

Jimba (Chief Minister), 209, 211

Jambaka (Chief Minister), 232

Jambumati, 227

Jambusara, 26

Jangala (deSa), 124, 175, 176, 274,

287

Jangalesa (Arnoraja), 124

Jasavantapura, 165-167

Jaauka (SrestK]
,
79

Javana (Yauana), 274, 320

Jaya Candra (GShadavSla), 47-52, 62,

69, 137, 192-193, 219, 253, 334, 355,

372, 376

Jayacandra-prabandha, 62

Jayadeva, 60

Jayakesi (Kadamaba ruler), 244, 261.

Jayamangaia, 10, 11, 121, 165, 239,

252, 256

Jayanaka, 122

Jayanta Candra (Jaya Candra), 62.

Jayanta-vijaya (Muni), 12

Jayanti (goddess), 243

Jayapida, 27, 28

Jayaraja, 126, 169

Jayasapura, 79

Jayasekhara, 203-204, 208

Jaya Simha (Paramara), 108, 184,

185,242

Jaya Simha II, 60, 98

JayarSimha (Guhila), 179

Jaya Simha (Caulukya), 8, 48, 67-

68, 96-07, 109-111, 113, 116, 132,

135, 151-152, 177, 184, 191, 108,

208, 240, 243, 245-250, 260, 265,

275, 278, 284, 292, 294, 296, 336-

337, 342-344, 354-355, 357, 362,

368, 377-378

Jaya Simha (sta) , 2, 4, 110, 117, 212,

214-215, 218, 224, 209, 274-275,

281, 285, 309, 322, 324, 354

Jayatala (Jaitra Simha), 176, 306-

307

Jayatalladevi, 178

Jayata Simhadeva, 153, 157, 158

Jayatarman, (Paramara) II, 113,

114, 119, 120

Jebula (Prime-minister), 227, 332

Jesala (Gohila), 175, 176

Jesalamer (Jaisalmer), 10

JethSna, 127

Jhalavad, 31

Jhalodi (Sirohi), 158, 162

JhamvanS, 153
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JliansI, 42

Jhatovara, 38.

Jhota (Pratihara), 27, 37, 38, 46

Jmanath (temple), 66

Jinadatta sun, 162

Jinaharsa gam, 3, 216, 314, 324

Jina-Mandanagani, .3, 110, 246, 261,

264, 275, 279

Jma-Prabha sun, 8, 18, 178, 207, 237

Jwaratnarkofa, 6

Jvna-sdsana, 203

Jinasena I, 330

Jmasena II, 1, 13, 24-26, 29-30, 32-

34,39

Jinavijaya (mum), 3, 10, 11, 188, 238,

263, 321

Jrndaka, 40

Jmduraja, 150, 170

Jinesvara, 240, 295

Jivandhara, 4

Jlvita Gupta II, 19

Jodhapur, 22, 25, 35-38, 124, 160, 152,

167, 180, 197

Jogaraja, 173

Jojalla (Yojaka)
, 150, 151, 161, 170

Jojjaka (Smdhuraja)
,
198, 199

Jolly, (Piof), J, 6

Juna (village), 167

Junagarh, 188, 273

Jura (village), 223

Jyayanpradhana, 355

JyotiSaSastra, 257

K
K Bhujabali Sastri, 10

Kaccha, 200, 227, 228, 254, 275

Kacchapaghata(s), 10, 11, 45, 66, 71-

80, 100, 359

Kachavaha (Kacchapaghata), 100

Kacchela(s), 200

Kadamban, 5

Kadamba (dynashy), 60, 244

Kadambakula, 244n

Kadi (village), 224-226, 231, 291, 294

Kailath, 231

Kainvasa (Kadambavasa)
, 138, 140,

338

Kakmi, 368

Kakka, 34, 46, 267,

269, 278

Kakuka (Pratihara), 36-38, 46, 269,

363, 364

Kalacun(s), 81-84, 98, 102, 239, 252,

272, 274, 372-373

Kalakacarya-kathanaka, 5

Kalanjaia, 65, 67, 220, 223,

224, 230

Kalhana, 13, 18-20.

Kalinga, 63

Kalidasa, 105

Kahkala-sarvajha, 281, 343

Kali-Sindhu, 113

Kah-vallabha(t), 32

Kalki(raja), 2, 13

Kalki Avatara ki Aitihmkata etc

14n

Kallience (Kalyana), 219

Kalvan, 98, 359, 366

Kalyana, 218, 219

Kalyana-kataka, 65, 68-69, 75-76,

203, 204, 213, 218-22, 224, 254, 274,

Kalyarn, 43, 61, 75, 92, 204, 217, 218,

223

K&maditya, 316

ICamaladeva (Acarya),42

Kamalata, 228

Kamalaeandra, 176

Kamal Maula-mosque, 116

Kamandaka, 6, 7, 334-336, 352, 353,

373, 379

Karabaras, 32

Kamsa, 67

Kamsadeva (Kakkadeva Paramara),

185

Kamyaka-Gaecha, 79

Kanauj, 6, 17, 42, 45, 47, 51, 55, 105,
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132, 223, 345.

Kanakasena, 58

Kaucanagiri (Suiainagin), 161

Kanci, 270

KaSaka-vyala, 214, 215, 224

Katimka, 377.

Kencuki, 346

Kanha (Commander), 183, 184.

Kanhadadeva 264, 365, 283

Kanhadadwa (Krsnadcva), 88, 167-

168, 186, 189, 190

KSnhadndeva (Kn$naraja III), 194

Kanhaiade-Prabandiha, 320

Knncrdco, 168

Kankroli, 145

Kanlamala. 206n

Eanti SSgara (muni), 12

Kanthadi (ascetic) ,232

Kanthadurga, 229, 231, 332

Kantha-trana, 377

Kantckarl, 211

—Prasada, 209

Kanyakubjn, 18, 20, 25-30, 34, 65, 72,

202, 204, 205, 213, 220 229, 230,

275

Kipabka, 280

Kapardm, 277, 282

Kapardika (com), 368

Kapilakoti, 228

Karakandu, 4
Karana, 369

Karana Rai, (Kama VaglieM), 321

Raramka, 362, 364, 369

Kaifcaifija, 25, 31-32, 41

Kama (of Epic), 74

Kama (Caulukya), 129-130, 150,

241-248, 258-259, 263, 296, 337-338,

345

Kama (Gaya-Karna)
,
274

Kama (Vaghela), 310, 320, 322

Kamlditya, 214

Kama-meru, 243

Kama-sSgara, 243

Kama-tundari (Katikd), 243, 246,

259n

Kainavati 243, 306-307

Kamata (ka), 58-60, 83, 98, 198,

244, 315

Kamata-ksatriya, 58,

KaiiiBta-iabdanuSSsana, 43n

Kameivara, 243

KarpuradevI, 61, 136.

Karsa, 181, 367

Karsapana, 367

Karpkra-manjan, 27

KarySsaAa, 354

Km i/a-saava(s), 349

Kdrya-stddht, 354

ICasalirda, 160, 290

Kail, 236

Kflimir, 3, 27-28, 34, 97

Kastoorcand Kasallvala, 10

Kaiantra-vySkarana, 48

Kathi(s), 4-5

Katha-Kosa(s), 5

Kathanaka{s) 5

Kathiawar, 25, 29-31, 200, 210, 227

318

Ifatuknraja, 151, 152, 170

Kau! (sect), 57, 280

Kaunkann (Konkana), 270, 276, 358

Kautdya, 6, 7, 334-335, 349, 351-363,

366, 379

ICauiambl, 29

Kavaca, 377

Kavj-bandkava (VigraharSja, IV),

13

5

Kmn-Biksa, 258

KavyamSIa (senes), 2n, 6n, 258n,

260n, 275n, 376n, 380n

KSvyamtsasma, 8, 250n, 253s

Kayadro (milage), 160

Kedamath, 264, 279

Kelhana (dera), 154-160, 170, 192,

269, 275, 290, 332, 361, 363

Keian (dynasty), 63
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Khadga, 377

Khadgaesirya, S3n

Khadga dynasty, 19

Khajuraho, 65-6

Khambhata, 215, 216

KhanadeSa, 32

Khandagiri, 63

Khara (an era), 43

Kharataragaccha-pattavah, 9

Kharavela, 63

Kharjurvaha, 65

Kharpuras (a Mangole tnbe)
,
143

Khedk (mod Khera), 163

Khengara, 6, 249, 250

Khetakahara, 360

Khetaka mandala, 243, 359

Khetakapura, 204

Kholesvara (General), 306

Khottiga, 85, 87

Kielhom, 16, 44, 79, 114, 181, 188

233, 239

Kiradu, 134, 154, 160, 188, 197, 199,

253, 275, 276, 282, 291

Kiratakupa (Kuadu), 154, 160

Kirti-Kaumudi, 67, 110, 113, 132, 228,

230, 236, 249, 253, 260, 269, 284,

286, 290, 303-306, 309,

Kfrti-pala, 155-161, 171, 272, 275,

283, 290, 296, 345, 361

Kirtiraja (Kaccbapaghata)
, 73-75,

80, 100

Kirfaraja (Paramara), 228
Klrti-sfcambha, 257

Klrti-varman, 75

Kitu (KJrtipala)
, 160

Kituka (Cahamana), 178
Ifocaraba (goddess), 243
Kokalla, 66

Kolhapur, 254

~Prabandha, 254

Konkana, 98, 99, 136, 191, 196, 244,

254

Konkanadhisa, 191,

Konow, Stem, 27n, 30

Koka, 376

KoSadkipa, 356

KoSadhyaksa, 356

Kolala, 64

Koh- Yajna, 145

Kottap&la, 374

Kottadaka, 314.

K’Ottasvarra, 374

Krpdsundari, 279

Kr?na (of Epic), 67

Krsna (yadava),315

Krsna (a feudatory), 156

Krsna I (Rastiakuta), 28, 30, 32

Krsna H, 58, 188-190, 198-199

Krsna III, 85-87, 195, 197, 223, 230

Krsijadeva, 239

Krsna kavi, 201, 203

Krsnaka, 267

Krsnanagara, 316

Krsnaraja (Paramara), 105, 120, 150

Krtanta, 134

Ksatnya(s) 123, 148, 260, 350, 370

Ksema Simha, 173, 174

Ksemaraja (Cavada), 208, 210, 211

Ksemarara (Caulukya), 241, 247,

262, 263, 296, 337

Ksitipala, 44

Kulacandra, 99, 239

Kulakara[&)

,

330

Kula-Svrodama (t ), 58

Kumara (t), 338, 345

Kumara (mt } same as Kuman Par-

vata

Kwnara-bhiktx, 357

Kumara Candra (avadbuta), 62

Kumara-dera, 81, 62

Kumaradevi, 308

Kumarap3la, 7, 8, 11, 67-68, 95, 110,

113-114, 124, 133-136, 153, 150, 158,

160-161, 174, 190-193, 196-202, 220,

247, 255, 259-266, 277-287, 295-297,
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308, 337-338, 342-345, 352-359, Arhanruti

368, 370, 376, 378 Lahara, 201, 209, 212

Kumdrapdla-canta, 2, 67, 95, 110, Laharhada, 154

191, 212, 214, 215, 218, 224, 246, Lakhaka-same as Lak$a

263, 265, 269-270, 272-274, 281, Lakhana (Laksmana), 148

284-285 Lakhanapala, 157, 161, 345, 361

KumarapSleSrara, 282 Lakhanapun, 63

Kumarapala M Bahana Devaladevl Lakbarama, 207

(article), 284n

Rumarapala-prabandha, 206, 214

224, 225, 243, 246, 251, 254, 268,

283, 285

Kumarapala-pi atibodha, 258, 263,

265, 276, 280, 284, 343, 344n, 370

Kumarasena I, 58, 59

Kumarasena, II, 59

Kumara-Simha, 157. 174, 277

Kuroaravajra, 63

Kumara-vihara, 261, 279

Kumarl-parvata, 63

Kumbha, 172

Kumbhalagadh, 179

Kumuda-candia (Acarya), 70

Kumuda-candia sun, 240, 260

ICunu (nver), 77, 78

Kvnta, 377

Ivuntala, 109, 261

Kuntap&la, 160

Kvrcala Sarasvatf, 199

KCrpdaa, 377

Kurudesa, 236

Kuru-mandala, 274

Kurun (Kama), 82

Ku6a, 132

Kusasthala, 132

Kusumavati, 98

Kftta-Yvddha, 379

Kutumbm, 359

Kmalaya-mSld, 5, 33, 41

L
Laghu Kam (Vaghela), 320

Laghvarhornnttiiastra, 6 7-same f

Lakbmul (Mularaja II), 289

Lakhu Muladeva (Mularaja II), 289

Laksa (king of Kaccha), 227-228

Laksamana (Kacchapagbata)
,
36, 37,

39-40, 72, 80,

Laksamana (Caham5nal, 127, 147,

148, 151, 155

Laksamana (son of Vijada), 162

Lnksamanasena, 50, 54, 58, 61-63,

355

Lak5ml (goddess), 94, 132, 232

Laksmi (Queen), 236

Laksmi-varman (Paramara) 113-114,

118, 120, 337

LaksnfivaU, 54, 62

Lalana (MaharSja), 167

Lalitadevi, 313

Latitapur, 42

Lohtovigraharfya (drama,), 135

Lalrai, 157

Lalwada, 252

Lata, 16, 36, 185, 204, 228, 230, 247,

274, 278, 281, 285, 292, 304, 357,

376

Latavagada (Gaccha), 79

Latdvara-mandaJa, 25, 26, 31

Lavana (person), 127

Lavana-prasad, 295-296, 298-304,

311-313, 322-323, 337

Lavanya-karna, 162

Lelha-pancanka, 306

Lele, K K
,
115n

Life of Hemacandra, 279n, 282n

Life of Yuan Chwang, 15n

Lila (physician), 214, 248
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Llladevi, 225

Limbadi, 10

Limbaraja, (Paramara)
,
185

Lingayata, 66

Literature on Polity, 1, 6

Lobka-wjaya, 379

Lokayata, 335

London, 155

Luacchagira, 42

Luard C E, 115n

Luders, H
,
287

Ltinapasa (Lavana—prasad), 301

Lunar race, 216, 277

LGna-simha, 308, 316

—-Vasahika, 295

Luna-vatman, 162

Lundha, 162

Luniga (Cahamana), 185, 308

M
Madala-panfi, 64

Madana (poet), 82, 116-118, 292

Madana (officer), 175, 178

Madanacandra (Gahadavala), 47
Madanapala (brother of Udayamatl)

,

218

Madanapur, 70, 137

Madanarajm, 302

Madanasagarpur, 70

MadaDa SaSkar (temple), 235
Madana-varman (Candella), 50, 65-

71, 220, 274

Madana-varma-prabandha, 68n
Maddora, 37

Madhava (Nagw-Brahmana), 320
MadhavJ, 225

Madhainagai, 61

Madhupadma (Mathura)
, 214, 218

Madhusudana, 320

Madhya-Bharata, 35
Madhyadesa, 14, 34, 274
MadhyakdUna Gujardtonl Samajika

Sthiti, 262n,

Madhyama, 377

Madhya-PradeSa, 66, 70, 108, 119,

223, 349

Madra (deta), 21

Madra-Mahiw]aya, 21

M D Desai, 260, 279n

Magadha, 274

Magha, 105

Mah&bharata, 331

Mahaoakra (village), 80

Mahadand&dhvpati, 375

Mahadeva (mmister), 258, 260, 273,

276, 282, 362, 354

Mahadeva (god), 262, 282

Mahd]ama(a) (t), 164,

359, 364.

Mahajana-aabha, 363

Mahajana-sammata, 331

Mahakala, 119, 146, 221

Mahaksapatalika, 350, 356

Mahakumara (t), 118, 345

Ma-ha-la-chk (Maharastia), 15

Maha-Mahipa, 57

Mahammada, 50

Mahamandaleivara(t), 166-167, 278,

299, 300, 302, 310-311, 315, 357

Mohamandahka (t ), 90

MahSmatya, 175, 177, 248, 253, 276,

314, 348-349, 353

Mahanasimha (Cahamana), 161 162

170

Mahantaka, 166, 364

Maha-Piadhana, 227. 355

Maha-Pratihara, 346

Mahmaja (t), 113, 123, 127, 292,

299, 302, 338, 358

Mahm ajadJnraja (t), 73, 151-152,

157, 194, 215, 224, 249, 292, 299,

302, 338

Mahan ala kula (t), 162, 166-167,

172, 178, 195

Mdharajaputia (t), 154

Maha (t), 38
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Maha Banaka (t), 300, 315

Maharlstr! Prakrti, 37.

Maha Rudrakala, 255.

Maha-sabda (t), 42

MahS-SSdhamka (t), 324

MohaSdhamya, 356, 375

Mahi-Sindhvigrahika (t), 116

Maha-Samanta (t), 42, 358

Mahd-Sdiiumtadhpati (t), 44

Mahaaara, 256

Mahasena, 59.

Mahasthana, 255, 350

Mahattaka, 364

Mahattoma (an high officer), 259,

277, 296, 316, 317, 359, 364

Mahattara, 364

Mahavtra, 1, 40, 71n, 151, 153, 155,

156, 163, 166, 167, 281, 320

Mahavira-canta, 1, 2, 274n, 279

Mahayatra, 255

Mahendra (Cahamana), 128, 149,

170, 181

Mahendra-Pala U, 6, 44-46, 103, 210

Mahendrargja, (of Marudesa), 236

Mahendrasun, 3, 107

MaheSvara (s6n), 79

Mahi (river), 278

Mahibaladevl, 157

Mahldeva (Brahmana), 123

Mahipala (KacohapaghSta) 11, 71-

77, 355

Mahipala I, (Gurjara-PraMiiua), 36

Mahipala II, (do), 42, 46, 178

Mahipala (ParamSra), 187-188

Mahipala (Caulukya), 283, 285, 296
Mahisflra-mandala (Mysore), 261

Mahismati (Mandhatl), 81

MMuya(s), 267

Mahmud of Ghaaani, 8, 99, 128, 150,

227-238

Mahobl, 45, 67-69

Mahodaya (Skandhavata), 219

Mehta (village), 301

Mailiar, 223

Majumdar (Dr) H C, 25, 38, 55,

61, 82n

Malati, 45

Malava, 8, 14, 16, 35, 39, 73, 82, 85,

90, 143, 185, 198, 221, 223, 249, 254,

274, 281, 285, 294, 317, 257

Malava-CakravaHi (t), 104

Malava-dhira-Dhiimaketu (t ), 318

Malayagin, 8

Malladeva (Vijayacandra), 48

Malladeva (Eldei brother of Vastu-

pfila), 308

Malh-canu, 245

Mallikarjuna, 191, 270-272, 276.

Mamalladevi, 52

Mammata, 180, 182, 183, 367

Mdnaka (measwement), 182, 367.

Manatunga, 17, 105

Mandala (unit), 357

—(Theory) 377

Mandalapati(t), 158

Mandaleivara (t ), 192, 322, 325, 356,

357

Mandali, 360

Mantfalika (Paramara), 184, 115

hISndahka (t ), 298, 358

ManddUka Surafambhu (Mandal-
e&vara), 192

Mandanadeva, 185

Mandapadurga (mod Mandu), 115

Mandapa of Ganodhoia, 317

Mandapikd, 367

MSndavyapura (mod Mandor), 158,

162

Mandhata (puramc king), 53, 74

MandhSta (tov,n) 81

Mandor, 162

Mandukeiiara, 241

hlangalarfija, 73, 79, SO

Mangaic^a (Calukya Idng), 81

Mangalana, 142

Mangrol, 275
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Mamkantha, 76

Mamkyasuri, 18

Manorath, 67

Mantn, 303

Manyakheta, 86, 89, 90

Marasimha II (Ganga chief)
, 59, 86-

87

Marathas, 300

Man, 280

Maru (desa), 163, 236, 240, 281, 285

Maruka, 277

Marumada, 38

Marumandala, 166, 198, 205

Marwar, 30, 33, 91, 124, 285

Mataji temple, 167

Matakan, 32

Matangi, 61.

M5tanga(s), 133

Mathandeva, 36

Mathana Simha (Guhila), 174-175,

178

MathurS, 21, 218, 222, 236, 274, 306

Matoda, 310

Matsya-Nyaya, 330

Maukhari(s), 14, 18

Maula (hereditary troop), 372
Maurya(s), 18, 19

Maurya(s) of Cittor, 171

Mayanalla, 109, 200, 244, 245, 249,

258, 261, 338

Mayuia (poet), 17, 105, 172
Mayurasarma (Kadamba), 60
Medapata, 19, 145, 149, 281, 306,332
Meghacandra, 51

Megha-vahana, 380

MeiutUnga, 3, 9, 49, 62, 70, 89, 96-

97, 100-102, 104-105, 107-110,

112, 115, 202, 204, 210, 211, 223,

230, 231, 237, 247, 285, 288
Mewar, 91, 171, 174, 285, 315
Mihua, (Bhoja I, Pratlhara), 27.

Miluiakula, 13

Mihcchikdra (t of Ututmish), 164,

176, 307

M!nala-devi, 152, 259

Mmhaj-us-Siyar, 289

Mirat-i-Ahmedi, 206, 233, 266

Miscellaneous Literature, 1, 8

Mitra, 377

Mleccha (s), 50, 115, 206, 137-138,

306

— Cahavm tin, 306

Modi, Cunnilal, 156 n
Modeaa (Mohadavasaka), -96, 97,

108,221,321

Mohammad (Muhammada Ghun),

274, 289

Mohammada Ghon (Muhammad
Ghun), 376.

Mohammadans (Muslims), 289, 306

Maharaja Paiajaya, 4, 202, 256, 262n,

264, 279, 280, 286n, 362n.

Mojadina (Sihab-ud-Din), 192-193

Mokalsgi temple, 10

Monghyr, 57

Monier William, 360n

Morajhaii (village), 135

Moass’ TJd-Din (Sihab-ud-Din), 307

Mi gavati-carita, 5

MrnSlavati, 92-94

Mudgavati, 319

Mudnta-kumuda-oandra, 259

Muhammadan (s), 139, 289, 321, 338

Muhammada Ghun (Sihab-ud-Din),

158, 291, 292, 376

Muhammadanism, 199

Muhammada Shah, 8.

Muhanota Nainast kt Khydta, 134,

160

Mu'izz-ud-Din (Sihab-ud-Din), 158

Miila (Naksatia), 213

Muladeva (Kacchapaghata) , 74, 74,

80, 359

Mula-myaka, 156

Mularaja, 91, 128, 181, 187, 201, 210,

212-215, 222, 224-229, 232, 237,
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241, 273, 290, 295-296, 332, 345-

346, 348, 378

Mularaja II, 158, 160, 288, 290

Mularaja-Vasahika, 232

Muluka (Gohila) ,
275

Multan, 274

Mum-Vrata, 145

Mufija (Paramara) ,
148-150, 171,

173, 181, 185, 227, 235, 310, 332,

334, 342-343, 355

Mufijala (deva), 213-215, 218, 222,

224, 245, 258-260, 320-355

MunjSla (minister), 112

Munjaraja-Prabanda, 91n

Milnjarasa, 93

Munjaladeva-Prasad, 232

Muiisln, K M,219
Murdhabhisikta, 339

Musalamana (Muslims)
, 127, 133.

Muslim (s), 119, 139-147, 158, 164,

233, 289-291, 317, 320, 321

Mysore, 32

Mythological Literature, 1

N
Nabheya (Rsabhanath)

, 161, 255

Nabhmandanoddhara-prabnndha, 321

Naddula (Nadol), 100, 134-135, 147,

151-152, 162, 167, 181, 239, 247,

273, 282, 378

Naduladagika, 171, 179

Naddulapura (Nadol), 148

Naddflla Talapada, 155

Naddulai (mod Nadlai), 155

Nadha (minister), 245

Nadlai, 152, 156, 367

Nadola, 134-135, 148, 153, 345, 357-

358, 361, 367

NadBla-Lakhan prabandha, i

Nagabhata I, 205-206, 208

Nagabhata IT, 22-25, 33, 41-42

Nagabhata (of Jodhapur), 37, 46

Nagada (minister), 163, 312-314, 316

53

Nagadeva (same as Nagaraja), 296

Nagadraba (mod Nagda), 175-176,

178, 306-307, 362

Nagakumar, 4

Nagaladevi, 316

Naganand, 17

Nagapur, 83, 108, 109

Nagapur (in Jodhapur), 124

Nagara (General), 294

Nagara-BrShmana, 273

Nagara]a (Caulukya), 149, 234, 236,

237

Nagara-Baksaka, 361

Nagari Pracirml Patnki, 124n

Nagaur (Nagapur), 124

NagSvaloka, 22-28, 41-42

Nahad (Pratihara), 37

Nahar, PC, 40, 127n, 147n, 152n,

157n, 159n, 166, 167n, 172n, 173n,

275n

Nahar (a person), 166, 167

NahorwaHi (Anahilavada), 287, 321

Naigama Kayastha, 166

Nfiikidevi, 289, 338, 346

Nauadhiya-canta, 52

Nalakacehapur (mod NSlacha), 166

118

NSlanda, 17, 57

Nanaka (Scholar)
,
316

Nanaka gaccha, 165

Nandigwara, 165

Narabhata, 37, 46

Narandraydnananda, 303, 309

Narapati (of Jalor), 165, 167.

Narasnhha (Calukya)
, 43, 223

Narasmha, (Jayasimha), 253

Narasunha I (Hoyasala)
,
114.

Naravahana (Gulula), 173

Naravahana (Khengara), 241

Naravannan (Paramara), 109-111,

120, 131-132, 249, 252

Narayana (god), 331, 342
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/

Narayanapala, 56.

Narmada, 15, 17, 234, 300, 304, 305,

327

Narrative Literature, 1, 4

Narwar, 71

Nasarat Khan, 146-147, 321

Nasika, 99

Natarambha (horse), 138, 139.

Navamum Cave, 64,

Navaghana (Abhira)
,
250

Navaratra (festival), 229, 281.

Navasahasahka-canta, 86, 94, 95,

105.

Navasara (fort), 198.

Nayacandra (suri), 2, 4, 48-50, CO,

119, 121, 125, 142, 167, 231, 242,

349.

Nemmath, 152

Neminaha cariu, 201, 209, 232, 240

Nemi-mrvana kavya, 2.

Nerulkar, 60n

Ntbandhaka, 362, 369

Nibandha-saryraha (Gujarati)
,
284u

Nibi (Nivi), 369.

Nllakantha, 242.

Ninnaya (merchant), 201, 209, 212

Nirgranthanath, (t ), 71, 75, 76

Nirupama, 29.

Nirvam-Nardyana—(Naravarman)

,

111, 132.

Nisrstdrtha, 37
Niska, 368

Nititara, 6

NUv-vakydmrta, 6, 7, 45, 332, 348,

362, 368, 369, 370, 372.

Nivartam, 366.

Nivigrahaka, 362, 369

Nivogi, 369

Northern Rajtrakiitafs), 11, 180-183

Nrpakumar (t), 345.

Nyaya-ghanta, 65

Nyaya-tastra, 257.

O
Odayadeva, 5

Ojha (Pt) GH, 124, 172, 176, 179,

188, 195, 198, 253, 307.

Origin of the Sena kings, 61n

Onssa, 63-64

Osavala Jam, 157.

Osia, 158

P
P. C Nahar—same as Nahar, P C
Padahpta-suri, 5

Padma Gupta (Parimala), 86, 94-95,

97

Padroanath, 72, 74

Padmapala, 74

Padma-purana, 1

Padmasimha (Guhila), 172, 174-178,

314, 362

Padmavati, 284

Padmini, 38

Padra(s), (Land-unit), 360

Pahilla, 66

Paithana, 254

Paiyalacchi-kosa, 85, 87, 89-90, 94

Pala{s) (measurement), 182, 367

Pala (dynasty), 20, 23, 27, 53

Palha, 157, 317, 318

Pali (a village), 134

Pdhka(s), (measurement), 367

Palh (a village), 166

Palli (land-unit), 360

Pallika (Pali), 134

Pampa (poet), 36, 223

Pampa-Bharata, 42

PamparSja (son of Yogaraja), 176

Pono (com), 367

Panea-Gauda, 66

Panca-grama, 303, 310

Panca-gundika, 175

Panca-hula(s) ,
157, 318, 362, 364,

369, 371

Pancala, 274
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Paiica-mahala, 113.

Panca-mahalabda (t) 32, 358

Paiica-Mahantaka[\,) ,166

Pancanada, 274

Pancasara, 200-204, 207-209

Pandava(s), 58

PaUffu (t), 372

Panidbara (Sresthit), 66

Panjab, 35

Panna (district)
,
70

Panthadadeva (Prthivitaja EC), 135

Papaura (village), 66

PaTamabhattmaka(l), 42, 97, 338

Paramara (eponymous), 86, 190

Paramara(s), 22, 67, 121, 221

— Of Malava, 85, 87-120, 171, 183,

185, 233, 235, 343

—Of Candravati, 87, 88, 99, 148,

186-197, 232, 239, 275, 287, 306,

332

—of Banswara 87, 183-185

-Of Kiradu, 87, 134, 160, 167-199

Paramaras of Dhara and Malava,

115b

Paramardi (Candella), 60, 87-71, 137,

219, 254, 289, 376

Paramardi of Kuntala, 109, 261

Paramarhata (t), 286

Parama-Sravaka (t), 285

Paramehara, 16, 338

Paramitartha, 374

Paraw, 378

PraSurama, 133

Parijalamanjari, 82, 116, 292
Panmsta-parvan, 3
Partha, 74

Partha-yarikrama, 193

Parsmgrlha, 377

Parfvadeva (ParSvanath), 318
PSrfvanath, 135, 136. 167
—canf, 1

PartSpagarh, 43

Parva-parvata (mod P6v6gadh),294

53-a

PSrvati, 166

Pltan, 4, 95-96, 150, 236, 239, 254,

257, 273, 315, 360

Patliaka (Dr) K B, 14

Pathaka (Dr )Y 6, 70n

Pathaka (unit), 360

Pattala (documents), 356

Pattahla 364

Pattala, 360

Patta-raim, 339

PattSvali(s), 1, 9, 21n

Pattavali-samuccaya, 9, 21n

Pattyddhyaksa, 375

Patuka (or Pataka-ncbman), 163

PeUaka-pdlaka, 182, 367

PeSava(e), 300

Pethad (merchant), 320

Phoolad, 228

Pttaka Pam (god), 342

Pmgala (pmsody), 94

Pifigalika, 251

PlpIsS (country), 214, 218, 224

Poona Orientalist, 295n, 317n, 319a

Prabandha-cintSmam,
3, 47-48, 61

62, 89-95, 99-104, 109, 115,’ 128,'

132, 135, 137, 160, 200-216, 218,
220, 222, 226-229, 232-233, 235-237,
240-250, 252-253, 255-2S6, 259,
260-61, 263-264, 266-267, 270, 272,
274-275, 277, 281, 285-290, 292
298, 301-305, 308, 310, 324, 336.

338, 344, 362, 372, 375

Prabandha-koSa, 3, 4, 18-19, 47-51
,

62-63, HO, 126-131, 133, 135-137,

141-144, 158, 163-164, 168, 186, 192,

193, 242, 258, 268, 273, 277, 285,
304-305, 807, 310-313, 316, 324

Prabhacandra, 18, 107, 108

Prabhakara-vardhan, 34, 35
Prabhasa (Patan), 28
Prabhgvaka-canta,

3, 17-19, 25-28,

54, 57, 68n, 94, 186, 188, 190,
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209, 220, 234, 239, 250, 256, 259,

268, 270, 274, 276, 336, 345

Pracfaia Lekha samgraha, 12, 172n

Pracina Jam Lekha-samgraha, 12,

188a 260n, 314n

Pradhana-duta, 356

Pradhana-mafitn
,
355

Pradhan&m&tya, 355

Pradham-ratnadhyaksa, 356

Pradyunma-suri, 178

Pragvata-family, 187, 303

Prahara, 370

Prahlada, 142, 143

Prahladanadeva, 174, 190, 193, 196,

197, 287

PrahladanadevI 163

Prahladanapura, 163

Prakrta, 2, 4, 5, 36, 37, 265

Prahti (constituent), 333

Pranta, 357

Pralasft(e), 1, 9

Prasastwangrah, 10, 194, 300,

320

Prastha, 368

Prasthana (Gujarati journal), 253n,
257n

Pratapgarh, 85

Pratdpalankehara (t), 136
Pratapamalla, 162, 170, 285, 311
Pratapasnhha (speannan), 13g
Pratapasimha (Paramara), 195, 196
Pratanasri, 318

Prahhara (door-keeper), 36, 37 40,
346

Pratiharafs), 23, 24 28, 38-39, 43 , 60 ,

65,73, 173

—See also Gumra-Pratlhara
Prativandhaka, 362, 369
Pravacana-Pariksa,

8, 206, 314-317,
321

Premi Abhnandnna Granth, 70n
Premi fPt ) , Nathuram, 45n, 66n
Prmcep, J

,
64

Prthu, 72, 331

Prthvipala (Cahamana), 150-151,

170, 242

Prthvipala (minister), 260, 277

Prthviraja, 1, 130

Prthviraja, II, 135, 136, 176

Prthviraja III, 8, 50, 69, 70, 121, 129,

136-141, 192-193, 1S6, 284, 291,

334, 338, 357, 372, 376

Prthmraja-prabandha, 4, 372

Prthvirdja-Raso, 140 •

Prthvira]a-vi]aya-mahSkavya, 121-

123, 125-131, 133-134, 136, 140-

141, 147, 168, 173, 231, 242,

271, 284, 338

PSad, 211, 212

Pulikelm II, 14-16, 35, 39

Punapaksadeva, 282

Pundrapalli^60

Pwradhyaksa, 361

P#ra«o(s), 1, 5

Pflrana Candra, Nahar, 12

—See also Nahar, P C
Purarahupura, 48

Pwatana-prabandha-samgraha, 3, 4,

47, 49-51, 62-63, 65-69, 81, 89,

91, 94, 102, 104, 108, 110, 111, 137-

138, 142, 164-168, 193, 203, 219,

246, 249, 261-262, 264, 277, 283,

288, 300, 310-313, 316, 337, 342,

367

Pwratattva (Gujarati), 249n, 318n,

PumapSla (Paramara), 186, 189

Purnatalla, 126, 169

Pur'iJnta, 350, 351

Puriirava, 216

Pvrusa-Pa’nksd, 50

Puskara, 122, 123, 133

Puspasena, 59

Pusyabbuti(s), 13, 14

Q
Qutb-ud-Din. 70 142, 293, 307
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R
R C Modi, 262n

—see also Ramlal Modi

R C Pankha, 250n, 253n

Raddhada, 273

Radba(country), 58

Radhadevi, 145

—prabandha, 104

Radhanpur, 41, 200, 237, 238, 360

Raghavan (Dr) V, 45n

Raghu (dynasty), 36

Rahada (or Ghaghada)
,
208

Rahamana, 280

Rai, 146

Rai Pithora, 140

Raivataka (Mt), 28, 255, 261

Raja Bhoja, 114n, 319n

Rajadeva (Guhila Thakkura), 142

152, 179

Rajadevi, 130, 309

Rdj&dhiraja (t
) , 44

BSjadhyaksa, 362, 369

Raja Guru, 118-117

Rajakadraha, 80

Rajakiya Bhoga, 361

Rdjalula (t ), 155

Rajakula, 346

Raja Madana Ranker (t), 236
Rajamakin, 339

Raja-mandala, 377

Rajcm (t), 338

Rajapitamaha (t), 271, 343
Raja Purusa, 362, 371

Rajapiitana, 35

RajapStand. Ka Itihasa, 188n, 315n
—see also History of Rajaputlna

Rajapiitana Museum, 183

Rajaputra (t), 143, 345 361
Raiaraja Bhatta, 19

Raia raksS tamuddeSa, 339
Raja-sekhara (sun), 3, 18, 19, 42, 49,

52, 62, 110, 125, 165, 277

Rajasthana, 45, 73, 79, 124, 183, 237,

254, 365, 367

Rajasthaniya, 359

Rdjasthapanacarya (t), 312, 314,

355

Rajatarangmi, 18-20, 27

Rajavahrkosthaka, 206, 310

RSjavaidya, 356

Rajavallabha (sun), 98

Rija Vallabha (special officer), 346

RSja-viha’-a, 256 *

RSjowddAo(s), 346, 355

Rajendradeva (Cola king), 60

Rail, 213, 214, 218, 223, 224, 232,

296

Rajibhu, 214

Raji-nandana, 214

Rajjak, 37, 46

Rajfii (t), 338

Rajp&l (Rayapala, CahamSna), 367

Rfijya-Laksmi, 303

R&jyapala- (Pratihara)
, 45, 46, 77,

78

Rajyapala (Pala), 66, 57

Rajyavahaka, 158

Rajyetvara, 159

Ralha, 157

Rama (god), 36, 37, 39, 40

Ramabhadra, 22

RSmacandra (poet), 162, 279, 286

Rimacandra (teacher), 176

Ramacanta, 56

RSmadeo (of Deogtr), 321

Ramadeya (Paramara), 190-191, 197,

270

Ramadeva (Vaghela), 319
Ramakama, 181

Ramakirti, 10, 171, 174, 268 278, 375
Ramalal Modi, 206, 210, 227n
RSmasainya (Ramsen), 363, 165

Rambha-manjan, 4, 48, 50, 69

Ranaka(t), 229-301, 310, 311, 314,

315, 358



Ratiakamra(t), 129

Ranasimha, 173

Rapa-thambhore, 121, 146, 147

Raima (Poet), 217.

Raima of Raccha, 200, 201.

Rasabha (family), 2

RasalladevI, 130

Rasamala, 4, 82, 108, 109, 204n. 205n

218n

Rasapala, 55.

Ras(rakuta (a) , 23, 26, 29, 30, 32, 34,

58, 87-89, 181, 217.

Rastrakutas of Hastikundi, 180-183.

Rastrakutas of Manyakheta, 85

Rastrakulas and Their Times, 26n

32n, 223n

Rasfakutiya, 47.

Rastrauda (family), 155

Rastnyas, 267.

RatnadevI, 309

Ratnaditya, 208, 211

Ratnahrda, 163

Ratna-koiadhyaksa, 340.

Ratna-Mala, 201, 203, 204, 206-207

Ratnapala, 151-152, 154-155, 166

Ratna-Prabha sun, 10, 171, 176, 177,

314

Ratna-Punja, 63

Ratnapura, 163, 167

Ratnasimha, 178, 179 291 296

Rauta (Rajaputra), 179.

Revana, 136

Rankirti, 11, 14, 39, 81.

Ravivardhana, 21n
Rawats, 146

Hay (Dr) H C 128, 164, 184, 187.

RayapSla (Cahamana) 152, 154, 170,

179, 363

Reu, V. K, ll4n, iss
Heva (River). 15, 136
Rewmtoqiri Basil, 250
Reva'a 130

Rice Lewis, 43n

Ritthanemcanu, 17n

Rohini, 40.

Rohmlkupa, 37

Royal Asiatic Society, 155

Rsabha (tirthaAkar), 40, 77, 145,201,

272, 330

Rsi (trader), 79

Ruchi, 180

Rudaladevi, 161

Rudra, 127

Rudraditya 90-94, 355

Rudra-Mabakala-Prasad 256

Rudra-Mahalaya, 255-256

Rudrapala, 152

Rudrapalli 48

Rupaka, (Com), 182n,

368

Rupa-sundari, 203

S
Sabarmati, 228, 3C0, 307

Sabha, 369

Sabha-mandapa, 152, 157, 167

Sabhd^pali, 369, 370

Sabharaznati—same as Sabaramatl

Sabddnusasana, 8.

Sabajarama (Caulukya), 214

Saciva(e), 348

SaciySyadevi, 157-160

Sacred Books of the Buddhists, 331n

Sadahga(s). 372

Sadgunya, 377.

Sadha (General), 100, 149

Sadhv, (t), 79

Sadika, 324

Sadukti-karnamrta, 61 -

Sdgara-Dharmdmrta, lion, 116n

Sdhariiya, 375

Sabaranpur. 124

Sahasamalla 117.

SahasrSrjima 81

Sahasrabnea (ist-el 255, 256

Saindhava(s). 200.
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SamvadighSt, 166

Saiva(a), 59, 282

Samsm, 60, 212, 224, 279, 283

Saivites, 107, 282-283

Saiyad, 324

Sajjana (General)
,
134, 250, 268, 278,

357, 375-376

gakambhari, 123-128, 147, 149, 154-

155, 231, 247, 268, 285, 298

gakambkarindra, 147

Sakrandana (India), 74

Saks’, 370

gakti-kumSra (Guhila), 91, 171-173

gaktism, 212

ftnlnkluma
,

(Sallaksana), 115-116

Salhana, 130

SSlipnra, 268

Sihvahana (Guhila), 173

galya, 166

Savia, 379

Samanadharma, 341

Samanta-raja (Cahaxnana), 122-124,

126, 169

Sfimanta (minister), 277

Samanta (t), 20, 99, 275, 288, 355,

358

Samantanayaka, 20

SamantapSla (SSmantasimha)
,
168

Samantasena, 58, 60, 61

SSmanta sunha (CSharaana), 169,

167, 170

Samanta snhha (Guhila), 173-174,

193, 287

Samanta snhha (C5vada), 210, 211,

214, 224

Samara-bheri, 876

Samara-daklcS, 376

SamarSicca-kahS, 5, 361n 362, 369

Samarapur, 161

Samarasa (king of Saurastra), 273

Samara simha (Cahamana)
,
159-161,

170

Samara-simha (Guhila), 172, 176-

179, 807, 321

gttmanaHin (Samus-ud-DSn, 143

Sambalapur, 64

Sambhara, 123, 124

gambhu, 57, 165, 255

Sarwdheivara, 268

Samipati-mandapika, 153, 367

Samnanaka, 157, 361

Sampatkara (Santa), 245

Samus-ud-Dm (Dtutmiah), 142, 143,

164, 176

Samuddhara (prune-minister), 177

Samudra Gupta, 14

Samyaktva kaumudi, 5

Sanatbimara-cantam, 201n, 232n,

240n

Sandathala, 202

SanderS (Sanderlo), 150

Sanderaka Gaccha, 151, 155, 156

Sandhi-Vigrahka mantn, 115, 117,

270

—Amatya 350-351

Sangu, same as Sangana

Sangana (of VSmanasthali), 166-167,

303

Sangrama aimha (Sankha), 240, 304

Sangrama SonI, 295

Sankaha, (Dr)ED, 309n

Sankara (god), 155, 309

Sankha (Sangrama-simha), 253, 309,

322-324, 325, 357, 374

Samkhya, 335

Sanmati (Maharira), 77

Samahaypataka, 376

Sanskrit Dyakraya kavya ma Madh-

yakalina (hijaxa.ta.vi Samayha

Sthti, 156, 227n, 269n, 377n

Safisknt English Dictionary, 360n

Santa) Pargana, 57

Santara family, 109, 361

Santi-bhadra, 182

Santmath (tirthankar)
, 77, 157, 170,

171
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Santi-Parva, 331

Santisena (guru)
, 80, 107.

Santi sun, 3, 240

Santu (Chief minister), 109-111, 245-

246, 248, 258-260, 336, 355

Sapadaiaksa (country), 69, 115, 124,

132, 136-138, 196, 228-229, 253, 266-

267, 274, 281, 291

Saptama Cakravarti (t), 318

Sarangadeva, 195, 317-319, 322, 346

Sarasapur, 145

Sarasvata-mandala, 227, 230-231,

332

Sarasvati (t) 88, 94, 343

Sarasvati (river), 221, 233, 246, 251,

263, 306

SaTasva.ti-Pwra.na, 256.

Sarva deva (sadhu), 79

Sarvadeva (purohita), 278

Sarvajna, 197

Sarvesvara (t), 160, 299, 300, 302

Sasabahu ka Dehra, 72, 73.

S&sana, 370

S&ianahara, 374.

Sa§anka, 53

SaSinrpa (Candra), 126, 127, 169

Sastri, D K , 216n.

Sataghni, 377

Satka-CatujtikS (a construction)

,

192

Satrufijaya (Mt), 12, 255, 259, 261,

272, 273, 277, 304, 308, 309, 313,

314

Satya Punya Sri Mahavha JJtsaha.

237.

Satyapura, Kalpa, 238
Satyapura (Sanchor), 163
Satya-raia (Pulikefm II), 14
Satva^raja {Paramara of Banswara),

185

Saudha-pala, 346.

Saulkika, 359

Saunsara-same as Sumbara

Saura-mandala, 29

Saurarfra, 136, 155, 200, 210, 247,

254, 273, 274, 294, 357.

Sausara-same as Sumbara

Savaramati-same as Sabaramati

Sayyapala, 346.

Selaka (an officer), 359.

Selluka (town,) 99

Sena(s) of Bengal, 58.

—Sangha, 58
—Oana, 58
—-Amaya, 58-61

Senapati, 350, 357, 375

Sevadi, 121, 151, 153, 363, 375

Seven constituent of State, 332

Shnne of Neminath, 295

Siddha-cakravarti (t), 240, 254

Siddha-Hema-Vyakarana, 249, 257

Siddha-paJa, 279

Siddha-pura, 233, 255-256

Siddharaja (t), 112, 251, 261, 263,

308

Siddha'tha, 40

Siddharsi, 5

Siddhasara, 256

Siddhasena-Divakara 240

Sih5b-ud-Dm of Ghor (Muhamraad-

Ghuri), 49-51, 115, 130, 137, ISO-

142, 193, 196

Siladitya (Harsa), 15

Silaguna sun, 202, 209,

Silahara (family), 271

Sila-lekha-sangraha, 12, 59

Ma-Ruta, 80

Sila-varsana-yantra, 377

Silhika, 27, 37, 38, 46

Simha (era), 153, 262

Snhha (Cahamana), 322

Simba (Paramara), 89

Simhabhata (Paramara), 89, 90

Simhadantabhata-same as Simba-

bhata

Simhadevagam, 253, 260
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Sunhapur, 255

Simha-Vikrama (Cahamana)
,

157,

214

Simhaka (Slyaka), 89

Simhana(Yadava king), 117, 305-306,

323-324

Simha-Paniya, 73

Simha-raja (Cahamana)
,

126-128,

169

Sinanava, 157, 361

Smdhu (country), 164, 228, 247, 253,

274,

Sindhala (Sindhuraja) ,
90

Sindhu (river), 339

Sindhula, 130

Sindhuraja (Paramara)
, 88, 90-91,

95-98, 120, 185, 197-198

Sindhuraja (Commander), 183, 184

Sindhuraja (Cahamana), 164, 322,

323

Smdhuraja-identification
,
233

Sindhuraja (king of Sindha), 252

Sanghat (Cahamana), 129

Su-ana, 163

Sirastrina 377

Sirohi, 157, 182, 237, 318

Sisoda Branch of Guhilota(a), 179

Sit5, 105

Snra (god)
, 83, 107, 224, 279, 281-283

Siva (a place)
, 273

Siva (family deity), 197, 224

Sivnoitn, 290

Siva Kedarnath, 282

Sivahka, 124

Sivaratri, 154

Srvasana (a place)
,
238

Slyaka I (Paramara)
, 87, 89

Slyaka II (Paramara)
, 85, 89, 90, 93,

97, 99, 120, 185, 227,

Skanda Gupta, 13

Smith (Dr ) V A
, 27, 30

Smrti(s), 370-371

Sobhana (mum), 105

54

Sobhanodeva, 291, 296, 303, 357, 375

Sobhita (Cahamana) , 148

Socaraja, 198, 199.

Soddala, 17, 70

Sohada (Subhatavarman), 115, 292

Sohiya (Sobhita), 148

Solanki (Caulukya), 108

Solai (race), 53, 54, 204

Sollana, 111

Soma (an officer), 308

Soma (father of Yagbhata), 8, 275

Somadeva, 5, 6, 7, 45, 135, 332-337,

339-43, 347-351, 362, 364-365, 368-

369, 370-373, 376-380

Somaditya, 214, 224, 316

Somoladevi.-same as Somalladevi

Somalladevi 130, 131, 338

Somanatk, 8, 99, 132, 150, 210, 213,

218, 224, 237-238, 249, 255, 258,

261, 281-282, 321

Soma-Prabha (sun), 258, 583, 265,

271, 280, 343, 370

Somapuii (mother of Santu), 269

Soma-simhadeva, 161

Somasimha (Paramara! , 190, 194,

197, 296, 306

Somavanii, 64

SomeSa (god), 158

Somesvata (SomavanSi), 64

Sometvara (Calukya), 59, 102

SomeSvara (Cahamana), 121, 125,

135-137, 271

Sometvara (Paramara), 197-199, 275
Somesvata (Pattana), 232, 238

Somesvara (god Somanath), 109,244
SomeSvara, (poet), 253, 287, 309-310,

316

SomeSvara (purohita), 278
Somgara Branch, 159-160

Soratha, 238

Southern B§strakfita(s), 87, 221

Sravana-Velgola, 12, 86

Snm, 632, 372
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Sresthm (t.), 60, 79

Sricandra sun, 265

SridevI, 209

Sridhara (Krsna), 155

Snhaisa (Slyaka), 87-89

Sriharsa (poet), 52

Srlkanha, 319

Snkarana, 167, 354, 356

Siimala (a caste), 161

Srimala (Bhinmal), 163, 165, 188

237

Srimargga (Snpatfa), 131

Sri-Mandaldca, 183

Srinagara, 270

Sripala (poet), 4, 11, 103, 256-258,

279

Sripath, 79, 131

Sn-Soma, 317, 320

Sristhalapura, 233, 251

Sri-Tata, 296, 376

Sri-VaUabha (t), 29, 30.

Sri-Vyalahand (t), 225

f'mfardevata, 77

SmgaradevI, 158, 192, 332

Stambha Ranavalo'ka, 32

Stambha-tirtha (Cambay), 28, 324
Statues of Asvapati etc 256

Stem Honour, 27n„30

Sthali (Vagada), 183

Sthali (land-unit), 300

Stravatu, 38

SubhakeSi, 244

Subha Sila, 97

Subhasita-Batna-sandoha, 93-94, 96
Subhata (a person), 166

Subhatavarraan (Faramara)
, 115,

120, 293

Sucivarman, 173

Sudhava, 133

Sudra, 370

Sudrakayya (Captain), 87
Subamya, 72

Suhavadevi, 50, 62

Suhrd-balam, 372

Sufrta-tirtha, 234

Sukra-Niti, 379

Sukrta-kirti-kattolini, 2, 206, 225, 228-

229, 268, 274n, 298-299, 303, 309

Sukrta-samkirtana, 2, 124n, 206, 210-

215, 216n, 225, 229-233, 236, 242,

211, 216n, 225, 229-233, 236, 242,

243, 256-257, 286, 289, 290, 294,

298, 299, 303, 308n, 309

Sulhana, 131

fhilka-mandapika, 364, 367

Sulocana, 284

Sultan Mubaznmad Sam Sihab-ud-

Din), 141

Sultan of Gazani, 137, 128, 140

Sumati-svami, 318

Sumbara (Chief of Saurastra), 270,

273

Sun, 155

Sundar! Devi, 49, 90

Sundhadn (mt), 165

Suracand, 163

Suraoarya, 240

Suraj-pol, 148

Sura-pala, 203

Surathotsava, 287

Surastra, 188, 221, 227, 249, 270, 281

Suratrana (Cahamana), 144

Suratrana (Sultan), 50, 176, 178, 192

Surpa, 368

Surya-mandala, 121, 167

SOrya-PSla, 74

Surya-Sataka, 17

Susara, same as Sumbara

Sutradhara, 317

Suvamagin, 159, 163, 167

Suvihita Monks, 210

Suvarna-Yarsa, 32

Svabhoga, 361

Svadharma, 341

Svasbika, 257

Svayambhu (poet), 17
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T
Tabaqdt<-Nasiri, 140a 143

Tailapa II (OaJukya), 92, 98, 100-

101, 217, 230, 237

Taj-vX-Ma'amr, SI, 141, 142

Tda-Battiki, 177

Talara, 175-176, 178, 361

Tda-Baksa, 175

Talwar (a place), 254

Tambvla-vdhaka, 346

Tdmbulika(s}, 154

Tamra-cOda, 377

Tanasukharam Tnpathi, 319

Tang Period, 19

TankSala, 232

Tantarada (family), 175, 178

Tantrapala, 127

Tnntnc Panpka, 62

Tanukotta, 198

Tnpagaccha, Pattdvali, 9, 18, 21n

Tapti, 306

Tata, 37-38, 46

Taiai, 81

Taranath, 55

Tnrnngavati, 5

TSnkh-i-Alm, 144, 147

Tdnkh-i-Pmetd, 164n, 168n, 28B, 372

Tdrikh-^-Firusshah 146

Tdrikh-i-Subiikttgin, 81

Tankh-i-Yamfm, 238

Tawney, CE (tr), 90n

Tejasimha (Guhila), 175-177

Tejahpala, 295-296, 299, 302-303, 307,

310-316, 364-355, 368, 380

Tejasraimha (Guhila), same aa

Tejasimha

TelangadeSa, 229

TelanganS (Tehgadesa)
, 230

Telwguna—same as Telangana, 162

Temple of

—Adinath, 152, 272

—AcalSvara, 174

54-a

—Camunda, 10, 165

—Daiavatara, 256

—Dharmanath, 167

—Ganelvara, 309

—Jinanath, 66

—Lflmga, 319

-Mahavira, 40, 151, 153, 155,

156, 174, 177, 255

—Maha RudrakSla, 255

—Mata] I, 167.

—Nemmatb, 162, 179, 250, 295,

317, 320

—Par&vanath, 136, 157, 167, 279

—Rsabha, 189, 201

—Saciyayamata, 159

—Sangrama Son!, 295

—-SantinSth, 42, 70,187, 157

—Satrunjaya, 272

—Siva, 161, 197, 279

—Svayambhu Rudra, 251

—Syama Parsvanath, 178

—Vimala, 240, 319

—Visnu, 178

Thakura, 152

Thakkura, 179, 201, 316, 358

Thana (Distt),270

ThaneSvara, 14, 337

Tharapadra, 286

Theory of Government in Ancient

India, 331n

Theravab, 9

Tihunaka, 195

Tikamagarh, 66-67, 69-70

Tilaka (a ceremony), 209

Tilaka-mtmjarl, 5, 63, 71-72, 87, 89,

91, 94-95, 106, 186, 238, 339n, 343-

348, 356, 359, 371, 380

Tilaka-Prabbasuri, 192

Tilanga (country), 270

Tilhana (Silakuta)
, 80

TUoya-panmttt, 13n

Tipera (Tnpun)
, 82
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Tlrthankaia(s), 1, 3, 40, 63, 77, 1S7,

166, 167, 180, 182, 201, 255

Tod (Colonel), 49, 155

Tomara, 127, 135, 377.

Topakhana, 161, 165, 167

Toramana, 13

Trailokya-malla, 74, 75, 80

Trailokya-vaiman, 70

Trayi, 334, 335

Tnbhuvanadeva, 145

Tnbhuvana Ganda (t), 248-249, 254

Tnbhuvanamalla, 244, 261

Tribhuvam-Narayana (Bhoja), 104

Tnbhuvana-Narayana (temple), 100

Tnbhuvana-pala (Caulukya), 176,

247, 255, 263, 265

Tnbhuvana pala II (Caulukya), 176,

296, 314

Tnbhuvanapala Ranaka-same as Tn-

bhuvanapala II.

Tnbhuvana Simha, 301

T'lloka-Naravana (Bhoja), 104

Tnlokaaimha, 168

T' -rourti, 283

Tripath! (Dr 1 it S , 23, 24, 47n

Tnpuri, 82, 136

Tnpurusa-Prasada, 233, 241

In Purma-murti, 342

Truasti-salaka-purusa-caTita, 1, 2,

358, 359n, 371

Trivarga Maherdra-MSlati-sanjalpa,

45

7 nvtdha-Veeralt)

,

261

iunga (heroj, 137

Turuska(s)
, 135, 143, 149, 158, 160,

163-164 176, 274, 306

Turuskaraja (Sihab-ud-Din)
,
115

Turuska-Vlra, 176

Tusni-danda, 379

Trvambaka (Siva), 231

U
Uccha (a town), 289

Udaipur (Rajasthan), 45, 171, 178,

268.

Odala, 166

Udayapur (E Malava), 69, 84, 86,

95, 105, 108

Udayapur (Rajasthan), 43, 111, 172

Udayaditya, 108, 109, 120, 129, 150,

184,242

Udayana, 258, 260, 264, 266, 271-272,

275-276, 282, 286, 355, 377

Udayagin-Khandagin hills, 63

Udayamati, 241, 248, 339

Udaya-Prabha, 2, 309

Udaya-raja (Paramara), 198, 199

Udaya-raja (wnter), 80

Udaya-raja (commander), 140

Udaya-Smdari-katha, 53, 55, 56

Uddharana (Guhila), 175, 179.

Udi-sah, 164

Udayasimha (Cahamana), 161-164,

168, 170, 305, 311, 323

Vdyanapdla, 346, 380

Udyotakesari, 63, 64

Udyotanasun, 5, 33, 35, 40, 41

Ujjaim, 33, 94, 96, 98, 110, 145, 221,

224, 257, 264

Ujjayanta (hill), 295

UkeSa (Osia), 40

Ukha-mandir, 73, 79

Ulu-Khan, 144-147, 178, 320, 321

Uma oi Parvafi, 284

Umapahdhara, 61, 355

Upa-Pmdhama, 379

Upamda-Bhava-Prapanaa-KathS, 5

346

Upadhye (Dr ) A N , 5, 44

Upendraraja (Paramara), 89

Usa, 72

Usala (Utpala) ,
197, 199

UtpalarSja, 186, 187

Vttama-canta-kathanaka, 5

Uttarapatha, 56

Ultunaka, 175, 183.
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V

Vacmidevi, 234, 346

Vadahara (village), 48

Vada-Mahartiaua (tj
,
240

Vadarya-Mandapika, 367

Vadasar (village)
,
112

Vadavana, 303, 304

Vadhuyana (minister)
, 277, 320, 354

Vadhya-Sila, 371

Vadibha-Simha, 333

Vadi-Devasun, 240

Vadi-DevasHn-cantam, 276n

Vadiyara, 200, 201

Vadva (port), 234

Vagada (country), 321

Vagbhata (Bahada), 84, 272, 277,

362, 355

Vagbhata (poet), 2, 9, 253, 258, 260

VagbhatB (Cahamana), 142-144

VagbhatBlankara, 8, 251, 253, 258,

260

Vagbhata-Meru (Banner), 163

Vaghela(s), 3, 9, 117, 177, 298-322,

342, 354

Vaghina (in Sirohi), 168

Vagull-Sah, 130

VShada simha, 165

Vahikakula, 57

Vaidya, C V
, 114

Vmdya[s), 376

Vaidvadeva, 63

Vaidyniutb, 67

Vaija-same as Vaipuladeva

Vaiinla (Tbakkur)
,
316

Vaijaladeva (Cahamana), 278, 288,

357, 375

Vanata, 173

Yn">cana Parnjava, 268
Vain sunha I (Paramara), 89
Vauisunha n, 87, 89, 105, 107, 120,

185, 222 223

Vamsimha (Guhila), 173

Vairisimha (Cavada), 208, 211

Vaisnava, 21

Vaisya(s), 350, 370

Vapadaman, 72, 73, 80

Vajrayudha, 27, 29-31, 134

Vajuagagak, 42

Vakpati (poet)
, 2, 17, 19-21

Vakpati I (Paramara), 86, 89

Vakpati II (Munja), 85, 88-95, 97n,

98, 116, 120, 186-187, 190

Vakpati (Cahamana), 127-128, 147,

155, 173

Valabhi, 204

Valapadra-pathaka, 360

Valhana, 157

Valla, 38

Vallabharaja (Canlukya), 96, 232,

234-235, 296, 345

VaUalasena (sena), 61

Vamanasthali, 166, 227, 303, 316, 321

Vamsapala, 173

Vanaraja (Cavada), 200-211, 352

VappabhattisCn, 336

Vaiabana, 377

Varana (Bulandasahara), 132

Varanasi, 17, 47-48, 62-63, 81, 96,

275

Varapa 332

Varataka, 368

Varborttfco-^i)nt(t), 251

Vardhamana (Mahavira), 192

Vardhamanapura, 1, 29, 54, 303
Vardhamana sun, 258

Vardhana (city), 250

Vaidhana-Kunjara, 21

Vardhi-pathaka, 360

Vama, 377

Yarnag, 259

Varta, 334, 335

T’asanfa-Ftlaso, 2, 113, 124, 216, 253,
256, 268-269, 281, 289, 294, 298,
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303-304, 306, 309, 313, 322-323, 325,

354, 374

Vasantapala, 295, 296

Vdsavadattd,, 48, 51

Va&stha (sage), 86, 185

Va&stha (gotra), 123

Vastupala, 117, 164, 166, 192-193, 21b,

253, 295-296, 299, 302-304, 307,

310-311, 313, 314, 323, 324, 357,

368, 374, 380

Vastupala-canta, 3, 324

Vastu/pala-Tajahpala-prasasti, 2, 216,

228, 268, 303

Vasudeva (Cahamana), 123, 125, 126

Vasudeva (Preceptor)
,
181

Vasudeva-hwdi, 367, 370

Vatsa (Rsi), 121, 122, 165

Vatsaraja, 24, 29-31, 33, 35, 39-41, 97,

108, 111

Vayajaladeva (Yogi)
,
232

Vayajaladeva-same as Vmjaladeva

Veda(s), 60, 335

Vegavansa (Sultan), 127

Velanker (Prof ) H D
,
6

Vermeda (Vahadameru)
,
167

VetradJian, 346

Victim Sreni, 9, 206-211, 222, 226,

234-235, 241, 247, 266, 285-287, 289,

291, 315, 320-321

Yidagdharaja, 180-183, 366

Vidyabhiisana, S C
,
20n

Vxdyddhana, 180

Vidyadhara (Caiidella), 45, 50, 06,

71, 75, 77-79, 100

Vidyadhara (Minister), 62, 355

Vidyapati, 50

Y%dya-vrddha-savivdde§a, 334

Vigrabaditya, 165

Vigrahapala I, 56

Vig-ahapala III, 53

VigrahapSla (Cahamana of Nad-
dula), 148, 170, 181

Vigraharaja-same as-Vigrahapala

Vigiaharaja I, (Vigrahanrpa), 126,

169.

Vigraharaja II (Cahamana), 126, 128,

169, 231, 332, 348

Vigraharaja III, 111, 130, 242,-Same

also Visaladeva

Vigraharaja IV, 133-135, 273

VIjada (Cahamana), 162, 170

Vijaya (Samanta), 156, 269

Vijaya (Kacchapaghata), 79

Vijayacandra, 47-49, 52

Vi)ayadharma sun, 12, 172n

Vijayaditya (Calukya), 104

Vijaya kirti, 11, 79, 80

Vijayapala (Kacchapaghata), 77-80

Vijayapala (Piatlhara), 73

Vijayaiaja, 183, 185

Vijayasena (sena), 58, 60-62

Vijaya-simha, 262n, 269, 315

Vijayasimhacarya, 53n

VijayaSri (Panjatamanjari) , 116, 293

Vijigisu, 377

Vikrama, 204, 208

Vikrama, 204, 208

Vikiamaditya (founder of era), 2

Vikramaditya IV (Calukya), 61, 92,

244, 264

Vikramaditya (a chief), 305

Vikramdnkadeva-canta, 2, 97, 115,

217n

Vikiamapuri-vihara, 62

Yikramarjum mjaya, 42

VikramSrka (founder of era)
,
77

Vikrama £ila, 56

Vikrama Simha (Kacchapaghata), 11,

45, 77, 79, 80, 100, 107, 336

Vikrama Simha (Guhila), 173

Vikrama Simha (Paramara), 190-

191, 196-197, 267, 270, 343, 345, 359

Vilhana, 175

Vimala, 189 245, 352, 357
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Vima'agm fPSHtfinS) 28 ,272

l imala-Va&ahka-prahandha, 189n

Ymayacandra, 116

Vinayakapala (PratiMra)
,
48-46

Vindhya (Mt), 13S, 220, 222, 236,

274

Vindhya nrpati (Cahamana), 126,

127, 169

Vmdhya varmtm (Paramara), 114,

115, 120

Vinsopaka, 182, 367

Vipra, 122, 123, 189

Viprafa), 359, 364

Vila (minister), 232, 234, 240

Vlradhavala, 4, 117, 163-167, 176,

192-193, 295-307, 310-313, 315,

322-323, 337, 354, 380

Virajas (son of God Narayana)
,
331

Virajas-Bame as Yira-Vamjas

Vira Jayavaraha, 29, 30

Vlrama (Cahamana), 144

Virama (Vaghela), 163, 165, 166, 296,

300, 301, 310-315, 322, 337

Viramati (Head-nun), 203

Vira-Nurayana, 143

Virasena, 58

Vira-Saiva, 60

Yiras.mha, 173

Virasfln, 3

Vhatidevi, 279

Vrravamjas, 254

Vira-veimadeva (Candella), 70-71

V&yarSma, 126, 128, 129, 169

Visala (Vigrah'araja III), 111, 129,

130 133

Visaladeva (Paramara), 190, 194-

196, 360

Visaladm (Vaghela)
, 163, 164, 177,

300, 308, 310-315, 322, 337, 354

ViSSlakirti, 116

Vtealanagara, 316

Vmyapah, 359

Visnu (God), 72, 132, 3t>9, 331

Visnu or Vasudeva (Cahamana), 121,

124-126

Visnu Gupta (Kauhlya), 350

Vi?nuram, 42, 358

Vista, 368

Visvamitra, 86

Viveka-Nardyana(t), 111

Viveka-Vtlasa, 161

Vtuidha-Tirtha-Sklpa, 8, 18, 137,

178, 207, 237, 238, 245-250, 278,

320-321

Vosan, 357

Vyaghrapalli, 298, 300, 301, 360

Vyalakanti (Munjala), 215, 224

Vyasana, 336

VySha, 373

Vrsabha (tirthankar)
, 183

W
Wadhawan, 25, 30-33

Watters, T 15n

West Bengal, 58

Western Calukya(s), 217, 218

Wintennts, M 4n
,
7n

Y

YSdavas of Devagin, 304, 306

Yama, 341, 342, 347.

Yamini(s) of Gazani, 135

Yasah-kama (KalacQn), 82, 83) 263

YaSah-pala, 4, 222, 264, 286

Yaiah-patah or Patala (Elephant),

112

YaSodeva (Digambara), 10, 11, 71,

75, 76, 100, 363

YaSodevI, 21

YaSodhara, 4

Yaiodharman, 14

YaSodhavala (Paramara), 180-191,

196-197, 269-270, 275-276, 358, 376

YaSoraja (a hero), 130
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YaiorSja, 228.

Yaioraja (a brother of Prthviraja

m), 3S7

YaSovardhana, 37, 38, 46

Yaaovannan (of Kanauj), 17-21, 23,

25-26, 28, 30, 34, 42, 54, 105, 204,

334, 336, 345

YaSovarman I (Candella), 65, 71,

219, 223

YaSovarman H, 65

Yaaovarman (Paramara)
,

109-114,

120, 269, 378

Yasovarman (Calukya), 98-99, S66

Yafiovira

Setha, 161

—Bhandan, 161

—Munster, 163

Yataehlaka (Campu)
, 5, 6, 45.

Yoga, 48, 137, 335

Yogaraja (Talar), 175, 176, 314, 362.

Yogaraja (Cavada), 208, 210-211

Yogim, 254

Yoglmpur (Delhi), 138, 140, 143

Yogisvarl, 210

Yojaka, 242, 243

Yvan-Chwang, 13, 15, 16, 200

Yuka-Yihara, 281

Yuvaraja (Pala),56

Yuvaraj (Kacchapaghata)
, 77, 80

YuvarSja, 350
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inscriptions

Inscription from —

AcaleSvara T Abu (VE 1342), 174,

307

Ibid (VE 1377), 162

Ahar Jain T (VE 1237) ,70

Ahar Jam (C 943 AD), 43, 172

Ibid (C 977 AD), 173

Ahar SaraneSvara T (VE 1008),

172

Aihole (S 656) ,
11, 14, 16, 35, 81, 372

Ajaigadh Jam (VE 1335) ,70

Allahabad P (Cuca, 360 A D ), 14

Amarana Jain (V E 1333) , 318, 319

Amblem (C 1232 AD), 306

Arthuna S (VE 1136), 184 185

Arthuna Jam (V E 1169) , 183, 184

Ibid (VE 1166), 183, 185

ArSsani Jam T (VE 1276), 192

Atpura (VE 1034), 172, 173

BSh (VE 1216), 247, 266, 276, 278

BalvanS (VE 1346) ,
144-145

BarahCP (VE 893), 42n 220n

Basahi CP (VE 1161), 47

BarodaCP (S 734), 24

BarodaCP (S 757), 25, 26, 31

Baroda Grant (VE 1030), 226

Ban-ackpur (C 1150 AD ) ,
61

Bayana S Jam (VE 1100), 79

Bdara (VE 1051) 226

Bengala AS CP (VE 988), 43

Bhagalpm CP (Yr 17), 23, 25-26,

31, 34

BhotundaS (VE 1102) 189

Ibid (VE 1210), 278

Bhinamala (1060 AD) 189

Ibid Jain (VE 1333) 1G6

Bhora Museum CP (S 702), 33n 41

Bijapura S Jam (VE 1053), II, 91

55

111, 149, 171, 173, 180 187, 227,

232, 366, 868, 378

Bijoba S Jain (VE 1226), 121-125,

127-131, 134-136, 160, 273

Buckala S (VE 872), 23

CmtraS (VE 1343), 311, 317

Cirwa S Jam (VE 1330), 10, 118,

171, 172, 175, 177, 178, 307, 314,

362

Cittorgadh S Jam (VE 1207), 10,

171, 268, 278

Cittorgadh S (VE 1331), 173

Ibid (VE 1335), 172

Dahhoi (VE 1311), 303, 304

Dandapur (918 AD ) , 43

Dattam J (VE 1345), 194, 318

Daulatapura CP (VE 900), 38

Deopara S (C 1150 A D ) , 58, 60-61

Devagadb Jam (VE 919), 42, 329,

338, 358

Dhulia CP (S 701) 32

Diyana Jam (VE 1024), 187

Dohad (VE 1196), 251-253

Dubkund 8 Jam (VE 1145), 11, 45,

66, 75, 78-79, 100, 366

Gadag (1191 AD), 158

Gala (VE 1193), 262

Ghaghasa Jam (VE 1322), 177, 307

Ghane’ava (VE 1213), 278, 375

GhatiySla Jam (VE 918) ,
35-37, 363

Girnara Neminath I (VE 1176),

250

Gmira (VE 1256), 295

Ibid (VE 1288), 299 302,304,310

Ibid Frag (VE 1288), 277

Ibid (VE 1330), 317

Gwalior S (undated), 23, 37n

ij
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Haddala CP. (S 836), 44

Harea S (VE) 1030), 127, 128, 140,

181 231

Harsauda S. (VE. 1275), 117

Harsola CP (VE 1005), 85-87, 90,

210
,
221 .

Hathi Gumpha, (circa 1st or 2nd

B C ), 63.

Hathundi Mataji T (VE 1345), 167,

Holkari, (965 A.D), 87

Honwad S (1054 AD ) ,
59

Jalor Topakhana Jam (VE 1239),

160-161.

Ibid (VE 1221), 161, 280

Ibid (VE 1323), 165

Ibid (VE 1353), 167

Jamad 8 of Jagaddeva, 108

Jhalodi (VE 1255), 186, 192, 360

Jodhapur Jam (VE 918) ,
36n

,
37-38

JodhapurS (VE 954),22n,37

Juna Jain (VE 1352), 167

Jura (undated), 223

Kadi grant (987 AD), 224-226, 231,

291 294

Kalin]ar S (VE 1268), 67

Kalvan CP (undated)
, 98, 359, 366

KamauhCP (VE 11623,53

Karhad CP of Krsna III (S 880),

230

KirSdu 8 Jam (VE 1209), 154, 160,

188, 273, 275, 276, 282

Ibid (VE 1218), 197

Ibid (VE 1235), 291

Ibid (VE 1252), 253

Kolhapur Jam (S 1058), 254

Khajuraho (VE 1011), 65

Ibid (VE 1205), 67

Ibid (VE 1215), 67

Khalimpur C P ,
23n

Kumbhalagadh (VE 1517), 179

Lalitendu cave Jain, (Circa 10th

cent ) , 64, 65

Lalrai 8 Jam (VE. (1233), 157.

Lalwada Ganapati I (VE 1196),

252

Luna Jam T from Abu (VE 1287),

88, 174, 186, 191, 193, 275, 287, 295

Madanpur (VE 1239), 70, 137

Madhamagar C P (undated)
, 61.

Mahoba (VE 1211), 67

Mandor (Circa VE 1180), 152

Mandhata (VE 1112), 97, 98, 108

Ibid (VE 1282), 117, 118

Ibid (VE 1317), 119

Mangalana S (VE 1272), 143

Modesa Grant (VE 1067), 96, 97,

108, 221, 321

Mongrol (VE 1202), 276

Modi S (VE 1314), 119

Mulgunda (S 824) ,
58

Murahdhara-Prasasti (VE 1354),

319

Mundaka grant (VE 1086), 238

NadlaiJam [I-V], (VE 1189-1202),

152, 363

Nadlai Jam [I-II], (VE 1200-1202),

179, 363

(adol CP [I-II), (VE 1218), 127,

153, 155, 147-148, 276, 345, 361

ladol Surajpol [I-II], (VE 1024 &

1039), 148

Nagpur S (VE 1161), 83, 108, 109

(Talanda S (undated), 17

lalanda P Jain (Yr 24), 67

<fava Mum cave (Cvrea 10th cent),

lavasto CP (470 AD), 200-201,

204, 207

lavasan CP (S 738), 43

favasari CP (8 996), 247

)sia Jam T (VE 1013), 40, 363

>aladi S (VE 1249), 157-159

’all Jam (VE 1201 ), 260

’aithan CP of Govmda ID, 32
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Panhera S (V E 1116), 108, 184, 185

Patan Grant (VE 1236), 287, 289

Patanarayana S (VE 1344), 195

Pathan P. (VE 917), 24

Piawan Hock (1038 AD), 81

Punpan CJ? of Dhruya II, 26

Pratapagarh (VE 1003), 85

RSdhanpur C P (S 730), 41

Ibid (VS 1086), 237-238

RShatgadh (VE 1312), 119.

Rainpur (Ranakpur), Jain T (VE
1496), 172-174, 177-178

Rajorgadh S (VE 1016), 36

Rakhetra S (VE 999-1000), 43

Ratnapur Jam (VE 1333), 168-167

Sarayfiya M3ta (VE 1236), 157-160

SambharaS (VE 998), 208, 226, 254

Sanderava S [I-II], (VE 1221-

1236), 156-157, 174, 361

Ibid (VE 1258), 174

SanjanCP (S 793) , 20, 33, 39

Sasabahu T (VE 1150), 10, 11, 71-

76, 100

Satrunjaya J (VE 1290), 314

SevadiCP (VE 1167), 161, 363

Ibid (VE 1172), 151, 375

Ibid (VE 1176), 121, 151

Ibid (VE 1200), 153

Somanath Jam (VE 1250), 295

Sonapur grant (Circa, 12th cent ) ,
64

Suhaniya Jam I, (V E 1034) 72

Sundha Hill (VE 1319), 5, 10 11,91,

100, 121, 147-160, 154, 158-166,

234, 242, 243, 252, 273 290, 305,

323

Surat CP of Tnlocanapala (S.

972), 215, 230

Sravanabelagoia (Circa 8th cent ), 32

Ibid (S 8u6), 59

Ibid (Circa S 1022), 107

Sridhara Praiasti (VE 1273), 115,

116,294

Talwara (circa 1135 AD), 110, 264

Tantrok I (VE 1251), 142

Udayapur S (of Udayaditya), 85, 86,

95, 105, 108

Ibid (VE 1286-1289), 117

Ibid (VE 1220), 276

Ibid (VE 1222), 283

Ibid (VE 1229), 266, 300

Ufcha Mandir S (undated), 73, 79

TJjjam Frag, S (VE 1195), 251, 2',

6

TJncha (VE 1231), 296
,

Vadanagar Praiasti (VE 1208), 11,

95, 103, 114, 201, 212, 215, 225,

233, 235, 230, 239, 252

Vaghina Jam (VE 1358), 168

Vaimaiarmaka grant (VE 1033),

215, 225

VasantagadhS (VE 1099), 186-190

Veravala (1189 AD ), 270, 283
Vermeda Jam (VE 1352), 167

Vunala Jam T (VE 1088), 88, 99,

189-190, 198, 239-240

Ibid (VE 1119), 237

Ibid (VE 1206), 277

Ibid (VE 1350) , 194, 318, 319, 360
Ibid (VE 1378) 88, 161-162 180

195

Warn CP (8 730), 41

55-a
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DATED COLOPHONS OF MSS.

Colophon of Ms.

—Acaranga-sutra vrtti (VE ’303),

314, 315

—Advnath-carita (VE 1160), 248

-Adinath-canta (VE 1339), 219

—Anangaradharmamrta (VE 1300),

ll6n, 117n, 118n'

—Anuyogadvdra vitti (VE 1360),

320, 321

—AvaSyaka-putra (VE 1166), 243

—Avasyaka-sdtra-mryiikti (V E
1198), 131

—Brhatkatha-kosa (S 853), 43

—DaSavaikdlika-sutra (VE 1284),

175.

—Dehnama-mald (VE 1298), 315

—Drsti-samuccaya (VE 1146), 259

—Manvarda-puram (S 705), 29

—Jayanti-vith (VE 1261), 292

-Jma-yajna-kalpa (VE 1285),

117n
—Jiva-samSsa-vrtti (VE 1164), 248

—Jn&tadharmakatM-Ratnac&do-

katha (VE 1221), 191, 280

—Jnatadharma kathadi<-sadanga-

prakrana (VE 1225) , 277, 283

Ibid (VE 1295), 292

—Ralpa-curm (VE 1218), 278
—Karmamp&ka-tikd (VE 1295),

118

—

*

Kotantra-vyakama (VE 1207),

48
—Kvlaka-prakarana (VE 1279),

194

—Afalhnaha-cartu (Circa V E 1200)

,

260, 277

—Munisuvrata swam-canta (cacn

VE 1199), 265

—Nava Padalaghu~wtti (VE 1192),

112, 251

—Ntrbhaya-Bhima-vyayoga (VE
1306), 162

—Ntsltha-curm (VE 1157), 248

—PSksika-vrtti (V.E 1309), 175

—Paiyalacm~koSa (VE 1029), 85

-Paiica-vastuka (VE 1179), 248
—Paryusand-kalpa (VE. 1147), 291

—Prthmcandra-canta (VE 1212),

272, 278

—PujSwdhana (VE 1208), 268, 276

—Rsabhadeva-canta (VE 1289),

194.

—SadaAti-prakarana-vrtti (V E
1258), 292

—Sigaradharmamrta (VE 1296),

115, 118

—Sangrahanr-fikS (VE 1296), 285,

311.

—SrSvaka-pratikramana siitra~curni

(VE 1317), 176

—Subhamta-ratna-pandoha (VE

1050), 93

—Sthananga-mitra (VE 1346) 320

—Tnsasti-smh (VE 1292), 118

—Upadefapada-tika (VE 1212), 134

—Upade§akandali-vrtti (V E 1296)

.

294

~-UttarSdhyavava-wtra (VE 1179).

248

—UttarSdhvtiyana-vrtti (VE 1343).

320
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—Vyakarana-tvppanakam (VE —Yogasara (VE 1295), 310

12SS)
,
299 —Kogasastra-vrtti (VE 1251),

—Yogadrsli-samuccaya (VE 1146), 291

245 —Yoga~iastra (VE 1295), 315





CORRIGENDA AND ADDENDA

Page Line For Read

2 30 VtkramSnkaieva Vikramdnhadeva-carita

3 35 Calukyas Caalnkyas

8 27 & 29 Calukyas Caulukyas

10 24 Jain Jams

14 1 Pathak* Pathak1

15 fn 1,L.2 m
15 23 himself, marched himself marched

21 17 [Anaiana) ( sallekhana

)

23 12 within long within this long

24 fn. 3 il«W
24 11 LfiteSvaia Lata

25 28 nndefimte indefinite

26 10 alternative, and this

alternative alternative except one which

26 fn 2 Altekar, A.D

,

Altekar A.S

,

27 3 of Ama of Ama, while his family name

or popular name was Ama

29 9 salpaisu saptasu

29 25 region reign

29 fn. 1 pp 39-40 p 27

30 8 of dispute of dispute.

31 fn 3 p 37 p. 26

fn 4 p 38 pp 26-27

33 2 overflow overthrow

33 fn 3

35 fn 5 Supra p. 49 Supra p 33

36 26 samunai attha samunnai ettha

36 fn 3 infra p 62 infra p 42

36 fn 5

37 3 TatoblusvSt Tatobhavat

39 fn. 2 Supra p 49 Supra p 33

40 5 was the ruler was the ruler of that territory

41 fn 1 %fci%il felrP#

41 fn 2 p. 46 P 31

fn. 3 p 38 p 26



444

Page Lute For Read

42 fn 1 pp. 35, 36 p. 24-25

43 17 Mansena Hansena

44 6 Vmayakapala Vmayakapala

45 fn 4 infra p 219 infra pp. 172-173

fn 5

47 17 Barahi Basalii

48 21 ruling the ... ruling over the. .

.

fn 5

53 fn 3 p. 350 p. 358

54 3 Vardhamana Kunjara Vardhanakufijara

57 fn 3 srnprnr

58 12 Samanta Sena Samantasena

58 24 902-5 A D. 902-3 A.D.

59 22 from 9th to 10th from the 9th to the 10th

66 17 Dubkund Dubkund1 (with asterisk)

69 8-9 Kumarapala ...found (it is repetition of lines 6 & 7)

66 26 Madanavarmadeva1 Madanavarmadeva

71 25 There Their

71 fn 2, L 2 latter later

74 9 Muladeva Devapala

82 Asterisk 1.1.2, 3 1. 2. 3, 4.

82 10 having informed having been informed

81 1 (see also

index)

DAHALA DAHALA

81 21 Abu Baihaqi Abu-I-Fazl Baihaqi

84 6 drops or drops of

86 15 Harsola copper plates1 Harsola copper plates*

87 3 bhupafigas bhujanga

87 27 the form drawing. ...

check

the form of drawing. . . .cheek

88 15 V.E. 1080 V.E 1088

88 fn. 2

90 21 enjn\ ed for a long time,

pleasure

enjoyed pleasure for a long

time

92 32 Kalyana Kalyam

93 fn 3, L 3 atrafs
1 ererfgr



445

Page Line For R<.ai

98 1 and reliance can and no reliance can

105 fn 1 fel
107 fa 7 P No 55. p 118.

110 fa 1 aqsumSt a^Tdial

111 fa 4

114 10 There are, These are,

115 fa 1,L 2

123 23 become his mother become like his mother.

124 19 (modern Nagapur (modern Nagaur

125 12 testifies the testifies to the

131 13 no king no such king

133 28 Vtgraharfrja Vigi ahataja IV

134 fa 2, L 2 gj'TiMiwliiiieiol

139 3 of the harassment of harassment

139 15 Eight times Eighth time

141 13 his ancient hatred his old hatred

143 7 succeeded Prahlada succeeded him.

150 12 Krsnaraja Krsnadeva

151 7 AR A D

152 23 as giant a grant

153 6 regin reign

153 last informs inform

155 5 refers to it refers to it 8

157 3 (1136 A D) (1176 AD.)

160 13 KiratakOta Kiritakupa

167 6 VE 1248 V.E 1348

167 fa. 5 6 5 as 6 and 6 as 5

168 last king kings

171

177 28

below CHAPTER VIII, add

dyanasties OF
RAJASTHAN (Continued)

Samarastmha -

177 in 1 p p 3

(before the line 28) >

P *

181 fa 1,L 3

56
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Page Line For Read

182 9 prince Mammata .

.

(
son Vidagdbaraja.

prince Vidagdharaja

. . . son Mammata

182 fn. 2, L 4

183 11 two Jam inscription two Jain inscriptions

20 VE. 1109 VE. 1166 (1109 AD.)

185 6 three inscriptions. the inscriptions.

186 11 ,
V.E 1282 V E. 1287.

187 3 might not easily might not be easily

189 16 Bhadunda Bhatnnda

191 21 on the reign of the reign.

192 fo 2 sandoha, IV,

193 fn. 3 E I , VIII etc.

{whole]

SJGM, VI, p. 48 ;

SJGM, II, p. 43.

194 fn. 1 ibid V. 40, etc. fn. 3 of previous page

fn. 2 ibid ibid, V. 40, etc. (of fn. 1).

fn. 5 ibid El. VIII,

fn. 7 pp 21-22 pp. 19-20.

195 19 1278 1378

197 16 damaged inscription damaged Jam inscription.

201 2 sniragiti}

203 3 bending shifting

31 turned to be an outlaw. turned an outlaw.

204 fn. 2 V. K Shastn D. K Shastn.

213 25 hands hand

214 17 Gujaras Gurjaras

28 three brother's three brothers.

220 8 is leaned has leaned

fn. 4 Brah, Barah

227 34 referred to find above referred to above find

229 2 defect defeat

230 last become became

232 last succeded succeeded.

233 24 Paramaras ParamSra

234 26 By the way On the way.

235 12 their there.

236 1 was a crowned king. was crowned king.



447

Page Ltne For Read

236 2 VE 1065 VE 1086

238 asterisk 1, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4 1, 2. 3, 4, 5, 6

238 fn 1

239 28 visits visited

240 fo 7

241 last 1164-74 1064-94

242 8 1155 A D to 1160. 1055 AD. To 1060

245 17 fo for

251 25 VE 1196 V.E 1195

252 fn 31^1

258 fn 1 and 2 (at the end) 6 and 7.

260 fn 9 .sangraha, No. 381 sangraha II, No. 3S1

261 4 refers to Jagadeva refers to a Jagadeva.

265 7 by fasting after fasting.

266 18 Nadalai Nariol

268 14 a Citor at Cittor.

269 27 to a Jam . to the Luna T Jam.

272 3 But his But this.

272 22 held help

275 7 V.E 1218 (AD 1162) VE 1287 (AD 1130).

275 8 Paramara family of Paramara family

276 28 The Udayana The Udayapur

278 29 general generals

279 fn 1 Deasi Deski

fn 2 sjtonT sflTrf

281 18 Meru Maru

19 regour ngour

282 24 must, have must have

285 1 or of

293 31 ivirh with

294 24 Bima Bhiraa

29 from the Jam from the Jam sources. But

we can say definitely on the

evidence of a praiaslt of the

Jam ...

56-a

30 V E. 1225 VE 1295
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page Line For Read

294 31 The two other . . The two other Pragastis of the

Jam MSS., namely

In 1 Supra, P. Supra, pp 115-116.

298 19 long vassalage of lo 'g vassalage to

308 2 as the son of as the sun of

23 Then they came When they came

314 19 1236 VE 1236.

317 15 Ssrisome as .

.

Srlsome as Mahattama and

319 18 temple inscriptions temple inscription

319 24 In reference to With reference to

30 tun time

fn.2 CPSI BI.

321 fn 8 SIRT 5fIRT

323 7 Jayasimha Smdhuraja Jayasimha Siddharaja

324 9 fonrce forces

331 12 to give, him to give him

13 senvices services

332 1 (Adiputana) Adi-Purana (without brackets)

15 (772 A.D) (972 AD.)

336 20 or learning of learning

340 21 persevered the ideal. persevered in the ideal

349 fn. 6

369 2 Pratikantaka Pratibandhaka

2

fn, 1

Vimgrikaka nihgriihaka

n trl Mfa *i*U4St

Pages 215-225 headmg- The Dynasties of

229, 233 &
235-288

The Dynasties

of Rajasthana

Saurastra.

/

(a) Capital initial letters in the following should be taken as small letters

Put ana (p 1, 1 24},* Saraskaras (p. 2, 1. 5), Prabandha (p. 4, 1 8, 9), Adhtkara

(p 7, L 28, 31, 35, 36), Praya&itta (p 8, 1 1), KSvyas (p 8, 1 11), PanksS (p. 8,

1. 28), PaUavaH (p 9, 1 9), Namih (p. 11, 1. 4), Praiasti (p 11,1 21), Nipimo

(p 17, 1. 11), Mundala (p 24, 3 4, 11; p 25, 1. 31, 35), Canta (p 25, 1 5, p 26,

1. 11, p 26, 1. II, p 27, 1 16, 19, 34, p 28, 1. 8, 10, 25, p 35, 1 5, p 42, 1 2 etc),

[Sva-Visayd) (p. 25, 1. 11), Vansa (p 29, 1, 8), PHnSm (p 33, 1. 11), p 39, 1 23),



449

Gaccha (p 37, 1. 24), Naksatra (p 37, I 26), PratxhSraiam f
p 37, 1 2), Gostht

(p, 40, 1 23), Man&tpa (p 40, 1 27), Srtmad, Bhiibkrat, Nrpa, AdJwdja (p. 41,

1 25), ParablwcU (ibid, 1 27), Narahatthi (ibid, 1 42), Campu (p 43, 1 4), San~

graha (p 47, 1 7), Ctnlamant (ibid, 1. 14), Kota (ibid, p. 1. 24), and other similar

words in other pages

(b) Ordinary type of the following words should be taken as italics •-

Sanskaras (p 2, 1 6), Nirvana (p 2,1 19, p 9,1 7), Mahakkvya(s) (p. 2, 1 21),

Prabandha(s) (p 3, 1 17), Sutras (p 6, 1 17), Nitifastra (p 7, 1 17), Kavya(s)

(p 8, 1 11), Pdttavali(s), (p.-9 1 10), Gana, Gaccha (p 9, 1 35; p 11, 1. 1), Om
Sarvajnaya Namah, Padmanathaya Namah (p 11, 1 4), Jam (p 12, 1 12),

(Harsa), (p 15, 1 4)„ Sun (p 19, 1 12), Lateivara Mandala (p 24,1 4, p 41,

1 17), Adhimandala (p 27, 1 24), Gaccha, (p 37, 1 24), Cantra (p. 37, 1 25),

Naksptra Hasta (p 37, 1 26), Lata Malava Gurjarah (p 38, 1. 10); Pralihara

(p 40, 1 16), Mandapa (p 40, 1 22, p 40, 1 27), Gosthi (p 40, 1 23), Phalguna

(p 40, 1 25), Malavesa (p 41, 1 11), Jam Arhat (p. 42 1 17), Acarya (p 42,

1 18), Gosthika (p 42, 1 23), MahSiabdas (p 42, 1 22), Alahii'amanta (p. 42,

1 21), Vinayakadipalasya, (p 42, 1 21), Vmaya-Adi (p 44, 1. 22), Sakropaminakc

(p 44, 1 24), and similar other Prakrit and Sanskrit words in other pages (see

also Index -I) '

(c) Italics of the following words should be taken as ordinary type Like

(p 5, 1 27), Jmaprabhastln (p 18, 1 5), Dharamvaraka (p 44, 1 29).

(d) Wherever the following words occur, they should be taken as.

kacchapaghata for kacchapaghata, Sripala for Srlpala, Vaghela(s) for Vagbeli

and see also the Index - 1 for the correct spelling of the proper names






